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Proposed Study of Local Diagnosis. 

?-nraer Groupings. snd Coordination of Services.

One major focus of the Research and -uivisory Unit at JDI ^ill be 

on the'point of contact between field services -^na lamer;. The problems 

involved arc pertly technical, partly social, c.ni partly idnsiaistrative. 

In order to ;st past -ide -er.vralisatior.s, lie -orf: -'ill bo divided 

initially ir.tc three sub-sublets; but it could easily branch jut into 

at least tro aore. It is a single fieli, '^ec-nt 'ihe sub-subjects are 

intimately related; but the sub-division is useful because it will tend 

to attract involvement of people rith special interests in a particular 

aspect, and will help in grouping relevant natorial. 'Social 1 is used 

in its'Tull implications, to include socs economic elements concerned r:ith 

the structure and functioning of local societies, and cf groups within 

them, and sore political elements affecting the distribution of local 

power and of local land-tenure. 'Technical' is used to include agricultural 

science and ecological factors.

The three first subjects are: 

l) The diagnosis of local technical and hunan potential

One of the xost oonmon causes of failure or partial failure in 

agricultural programmes is that the development package offered to farmers 

is either not practicable, or not profitable to thea, having regard to their 

total farcing system (equipment available, labour, rotations, cash fleer, 

consucption pattarn, tenure ate.}. The eleaer.t of profitability lia; been 

mainly a field for agricultural economists (e.g. mixed cropping versus pure 

stands, relative costs and earnings frots extensive versus intensive methods). 

Less definitively economic is the question of risk and risk-aversion, 

^particularly rhere staple food crops or hi;jh cash inputs are involved. 

Consumption pattern nay be relevant Trhera a ne^ crop or method is suggested; 

for example, short-straw varieties reduce cattle fodder or thatching, 

i machines instead of cattle reduce milk and dune, pure stands may reduce 

: dietary variety through the year, additional labour requirements may 

• exclude social "consumption" (weddings eto.) or preclude profitable off- 

farm activities.

Practicability relates most often to investment and to labour 

supply, particularly labour-peaks. Investment refers to necessary 

infrastructure - water-control and drainage, fencing, storage, road 

access, land-shaping. Labour supply difficulties usually crop up irhen 

changes in plaitiSQ, needing or harvesting dates are altered by new crops 

(or varieties), new rotations, or an additional crop.





"Human potential" relates to social structure and mores, including 

the pressure of community values on the individual and the decree of 

dependency of individuals on dominant individuals or groups -ithir. the 

community; it depends also on levels of commercial sophistication.

It is cletr that at least sone of these factors may bo critical 

in considering what improvements to output, incomes, and welfare could 

be made in "an area'1 .

The basic proposition, zo be tostsd in this study, is as follous:- 

"3sfor3 a programme is irar-n up for a given crca, s. reccrr-aissance of the 

area and i. diagnosis, discussed rrith farmers, cf rr.at is r/racticabie and 

profitable murt take place."

How large "an area" needs to be studied for programing purposes 

- the farm, the village, a group of villages, a "jlock" (India) or micro- 

region (Mexico, I3HD project) of 50,000 - 100,000 population? This will 

partly, depend on both ecological and social factors. On tne technical/ 

ecological side, natural divisions rould appear ::here the plain gives 

way to hills; betwee'n irrigated ana rainfed areas; by major differences 

in rainfall, soil and vegetation. On the social sitle, the line T?here 

one "Tribe" (Africa) or markedly different cultural group gives way to 

another. Thus a degree of uniformity of possibilities over a fairly wide 

area might exist where both ecological i^nu cultural characteristics are 

sijnilar (e.g. in parts of the G-angctic plain, T;.-..-ts of -vi'rican savannai:); 

on the other hand, there can be marked differences, both technical and 

social, even within an area as smell as c. "Slock".

.1 different approach is to define th<i a^-_i for ^udy by the loocst 

point mhere minor programing and servicing activities can be fooussed, 

Trtiich may be at the "Block" or liicro-region level, allorrinj for nir.or 

differences ostereen constituent villajes. Li practice, this nay have to 

be the programming area. Mote that a further issue of still snaller 

serrlee centres for farmer-contact is also certain to arise. Such 

centres need to be within talking or bicycling distance of the majority 

of farmers - say a 5 mile radius?

Hot? is diagnosis to be done? It involves too main factors - 

consultation rtth villagers - listenln,': rather than telling - and skilled 

technical and economic appraisal; the technical clenent ^rill involve 

agronomy (including animal husbandry), and probably some engineering 

experience (water, roads/bridges, land conformation). It rill often 

involve a decision whether investnent cuot take place before farming 

changes are practicable or profitable. This investment may be physical 

or administrative (e.g. land consolidation).



Severe problems of personnel and training arise. 3ven India,, rich 

in oersonnel if not in rupees, could not put a tean of economist, agronomist 

and engineer i:rio sash z? 5,-20 "Blocks". Can existing Extension staff be 

trained to do this nor!: ir supported, ad hoc, by nore specialised skills 

for particular purposes? Could U':iiver:ities do a linited number of depth 

studies, modified locally by Extension staff, or by nobile teams? HOT: 

long ̂ ould either intensive or superficial diagnosis take? How auch 

authority needs to be delegated to riiat lavei? V.lict addition or altar- 

ation to training is needed? i'.<xt such can locc.1 consultation achieve?. 

TJhat is the contribution of agricultural research stations?

These ire scae of the questions ~ith rrhich ODI -ori: rill =2 

concerned.

2) The grouping of Earners

Both the evolution of local dynaaie action and adninistr-tive needs 

point to the need for soni-2 collaborative, group effort by farac-rs. dorsal 

Cooperatives have been ridsly suggested as the solution. But they have 

had very aixed success, either economically (bankruptcies) or socially 

(domination by local pouer-holders). There are =any ii-iaaples, all over 

the corld, of success in the operation of snail .groups, of 20, or 50, or 

100 farners, as contrasted Tiith large Cooperatives ~ith several hundred 

seabera at rrisary level.

Is there a. sequence frc= s.T.all groups to.larser federations of 

groups? Kcz are snail groups foraed? --Ire group: cc^t effectively forced 

round a single facility (puicp, store, dairy) or a single difficulty (flood 

control, access, disease-control, marketing, transport)? Is group- 

foraation best approached through existinc "leadership" or through general 

meetings? Hot? is this ascertained? In nhat circumstances are "model 

farmers" or "progressive farmers" useful ior diffusion, or divisive? In 

what circumstances do elected local coOToitiees or institutions, or r'arty 

cells, appear to work efficiently or inefficiently;

Kote that farmer groupings nay arise alaost directly from 

diagnosis. If a particular constraint is clearly identified, a grouping 

to cvercome it by collaborative action may be an obvious outcone. Ifote 

that there is here a aide-turning into an extra sub-subject - Sxtension 

training and methods.

3) The Local Grouping and Coordination cf Services

This is1 an important sub-problem of the total issue posed by 

field administration supervised by a row of separate Departments. It is 

never fully cured either by inventing super-iinistries of Sural Developnent 

or by Coordinating Committees in the central governnent, although the 

latter may be helpful. Nor is it solved nholly by tiers of "coordination"



at Provincial, District, and sub-District level. Three nain issues are 

involved. First, the degree of delegation of executive and financial 

discretion allowed by each department to low levels; second, the relation 

between specialists (e.g. engineers) and generalist "coordinators"; and 

third, the choice between consultative and authoritarian coordination. 

These issues, often confused, are separate. The issue is closely 

paralleled by the problem of very large industries involving both large 

size dispersed units, and high specialisation, and requiring quick locally 

adapted decision-making. Tha fact thit in agricultural projects it nay 

be solved by a Project Hanager, often supported by external agencies, may 

not be helpful.. The problea can arise vrithin 3-tier elected bodies, 

(e.g. the Indian 3-tier Panchayat system, or the Kenyan Provincial and 

District "Development Committee" systen) just as it does for the central 

bureaucracy.

There

assessment here.

2) the size and coverage of farner groupings, as -ell as with the use of 

elected Councils at various levels; problems of elected local bodies 

represents another side-turning.

II

Two gsneral points cay be mentioned. ?irst, the work is concerned 

with whole-country systems, net sricarilv with Projects, to avoid the trap 

of non-replicability of Projects rails allowing their possible use as 

experiments. Second, it will be coloured by earlier work of the Heading- 

CD! progranaje, r.-r.ioh paid particular attention to three factors - the 

differences in organisation which are implied by different levels of 

development; the criteria for choice of institutions; and the concept of 

sequences in technical and institutional policy.

III 

Uethod of V/'ork

This study is being initiated through the "network" spjrocich 

upon which the GDI Research and Advisory Unit is based. This preliminary 

paper is being sent to 30 or 40 individuals who, -e believe, are specially 

concerned with the three topics mentioned. In fact, some cay ba partioulcxly 

interested in only one or two topics, iind sub-Groups will probably emerge.

TTe would be particularly grateful if recipients would,-in the 

first instance,, write to us with any of the following types of comment - 

or alii . . . • . .. ... . ^ -. '.

1) Comment on the general fornulation of subject matter.

2) Indication of the respondent's special interest in one, two,, or 

three subjects.



3) Information on:-
a) Other individuals ~th special - .lot general! - interest 

in any topic, who should be consulted. Individuals could 

be executives, consultants, aoadesics, censers of donor 

agencies, specialises.

b) Jny particularly relevant and challenging document,

article, case-study, report, or experience. Vfe are not, 

of course, asking for l^rse lists, bibliographies etc., 

but sir.ply for a fe-.T, or evan one item which the respondent 

feels to be of special interest.

4) In regard to special subjects:- 

A. Reeonnaissar.ee/Diamosis

Feasibility is the key issue i.e. nucbers of staff, at 

rrhat levels of skill, for hovr long. Distinction between 

local staff and specialist support. Mobile support?

3. groupings

a) Critical limit to size of small groups?

b) Leadership?

c) Continuity of effort?

d) Social repercussions?

C. Coordination

a) Critical literature?

b) Relevant iuuagenent 'Theory?

c) Sociological comment?

d) "Situational" Management - criteria for adaptation 

of management structures to technical and human 

situations?

r.r

Finally, TH> hope that this -ill not be a one-cay research traffic. 

ODI has already done sc^e cork on these subjects, and rill do more. But 

^hen ue receive responses, ;?e hope to aove touards a) local discussion 

meetings b) draft revie-s of "the st^to of the art" on particular topics 

c) full-bloun hypotheses - "lines of guidance" - uhich rt.ll be circulated 

to correspondents.

Ue hope that correspondents Trill agree that on all three subjects 

no comprehensive, evidence-based doctrine at present e:S.sts, and that a 

oore rigorous ani widely based attack on these subjects could be of 

inportar.ee for the icpleaentation of development.

June, 1975. C-uy Hunter
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OVERSEAS BETSLOPtiCHT

ASSICCTLTtlRAI. A3KDTISTRATIOS (RC5EAHCE eSD ADVISORY) TTJTI

?AJ=St Uo. II

LOCAL mGIIOSIS - ?AHS> GROnPSIGS: COCgDEATKH CP SI3.VICSS

I. HJTHCBUCTIOl!

1. I7e- hav_« had. a most valuable response to Paper ITo. I under the 
above heading which was sent out on 2Cth June. TTe axe extremely 
grateful, not only for suggestions but for nanes of contacts, 
documents and references to activities.. This letter, and the 
document attached to it, is designed to inform correspondents of the 
main comments and suggestions we have received,to indicate what 
reformulation is necessary, and where any conflicts of opinion arise, 
and to raise issues of the best direction of future work.

2. The main comments have been almost entirely analytical (in part, 
semantic). This is as it should be, since the first step in this 
process is to reach a formulation of propositions which is reasonably 
accurate and watertight within its assumptions. But it only goes part 
of the way. If this research is to have core than academic interest, 
its final presentation must be modified in three ways:-

i) It must pass a test of feasibility as a recommendation to 
policy-makers and executives. ™e have, so far, much too 
little.material as to/real possibility of using the suggestions 
in the field (financial costs, manpower, densnd on management).

ii) It must be presented in shorter,, siapler terss (though known 
to be based on detailed analysis and evidence), so that it 
reaches the fora of a policy recommendation which can be 
readily handled-in -the policy-caking process,

iii) Some at least of the assertions upon which it rests mist be 
supported-(proof is--not possible) by aore detailed field 
evidence. It aust, however, be said that the present propositions 
do rest or. conclusions reached by a- considerable number of 
widely-experienced.people as distillation of the experience in 
the field and of their knowledge at reported 'cases' in the 
development ..literature,

3. These three target's give aoae indication of the direction of 
future 'work, which will later have to be translated into action. They 
are put as a prologue ,to the following document to anticipate three very 
possible and reasonable criticisms. First, that what is proposed is, 
perhaps perfectionist and unrealistic in real life; second, that 
administrators and executives would not wade through so much hair-splitting; 
and, third, that it is inadequately supported.

Ov«nc4t DevclofMMKI iMtitvu • Umiud by (uuut*
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4. It say be as T*.il -so pat doro, in the baldest, over-sinplified 
fora, the central propositions underlying this work.

i
1) "Before an agricultural programme is dra^m up for a given 

area, a reconnaissance of the area and a diagnosis, discussed 
with Parsers, of what is practicable and profitable, oust 
take place."

Cut of this proposition "s. host of questions arise, ^.at kind 
of rsconnaissancs and diagnosis, by whom done, at what cost in time 
and mor.ey, ho:: related to other programmes, hoi; discussed -ith which 
farmers, to Those benefit, hew related to existing national policies, 
with what relationship to technology and research, 3tc. e-c. It is to 
these questions that the analysis is addressed.

2) "In relation to the active involvement of farmers a much 
wider raryje of possible grouping and institutions, including 
very shall and informal ones, should be "considered'; with 
particular relevance to the inclusion of snall/pocr farcers, 
and vith reference to their current capabilities and to 
sequences in their possible future growth and needs."

A similar set of ques-ions arises from this proposition.

3) "In order"to achieve optimum fit between local agricultural 
programmes and local potential, considerable authority for 
local programming must "ae delegated to local levels. Further, 
since thera SUST; ce a degree of integration between agricultural 
and other social pro—acmes, the rider piercing procass Eusi 
give an opportunity for sueh integration at local level,.

This preposition raises a number of issues oa planning and on 
administrative structure. It is probably the aost difficult and least 
analysed of The three propositions.

5. 3etneen these bare propositions and the pages of detail which 
follou (uhich might one day become a teaching or training aylljbus, but 
certainly not a policy document) lies, we hope, some intermediate 
level of guidances on policy choices Tihich might well bs iP.urm'rating 
and us_eful to deeision.makers.

II. CCT1S3TS, SITC-SSSTIOHS. REFCBEULATICHS

A. Some General Issues 

1. Problems of Order

Several respondents emphasised the inter-relation of the three 
subjects, some indicating that a systems apnroach, putting relationships 
at the centre, is what is needed (Gotsch, Bessell, Stevenson)". '.7e axe 
well aware of this issue, but are currently thinking in teras of 
analysis of individual aspects; synthesis will, hopefully, come later. 
A second problem of order concerns the choice of approach *> from central 
government down or from local situations up. Ce have alcsst wholly

A list of respondents quoted is appended,



chosen a bottom-up approach, partly as an antidote to 'centrisn 1 (chss 
2?.a. partly oeoausa it seems -.or- Logical to. idantify -hat is neaded 
locally first and later to consider chat central decisions are needed. 
Admit-edly, this gives the appearance of neglecting the manifold 
constraints iron central policies and administrative regvilaticr.5 under 
trhich local executive staff labour. In some degree this emission will 
be remedied at the end of the analysis, in terms of recommendations 
on ho3 these constraints can be loosened by central action.

2.

This problem of top-dczri constraints (?lans, policies, politics) 
is one of tao major issues of realisa, the other being the feasibility 
of such refinement in local planning, wiich was mentioned in the 
Introduction. One respondent (Eyder.) suggested that it sight be acre 
profitable to concentrate research on ways of improving the top 
decision-making process. There rere further suggestions that too nuch 
emphasis on management and institutions Eight lead to neglect of the 
real clients - ie, farmers (Eyden): to neglect 31 spontaneous private 
enterprise and initiative (Thcrr.ton. Lauscn); and that too nuch emphasis 
on studies and surveys sight lead tc neglect of implementation, unless 
th,s 'studies' rare done by the iffipienenters (Tatts) - three, useful 
uarnir.gs. As to the major issues cf central constraints, it is only 
possible (in this '.'"rk) ts '"t— to-niaximise improvements rithin uhat 
latitude theraj-Cs; to criticise development orthodoxies and zythoiogies, 
upon which decisions c.re often "cased; and net tc under-estieate the 
rooa for manoeuvre and improvement of systems Tihioh does exist in 
aany countries.

Local Political Influences 'and Interest-conflicts - Tno Benefits?

".......cc-flictir^- interests ter-een the rich and the poor.
The available institutional finance is pre-ciapted by the nsdiu^ 
and bigger landlords. If special institutions are created only 
for the snail and marginal farmers, firstly th-?y say net be 
viable, and secondly, they are not consistent rith the requirements 
of the area-based agricultural programme. A cpnnon institution 
nith a commanding voice for the saall and marginal farmers, though 
desirable, nay not rork in practice unless some safeguards are 
there. These safeguards need to be spelt out."

. This dilemma is put in terms of one possible solution - the creation 
of a national agency or pro^ramie for small farmers alongside a nore 
general programme (the "area-based agricultural programme'). There 
may be an alternative - indeed, this document is mainly discussing 
such an alternative - by •jhich the 'area agricultural programme' is 
itself built up from smaller local pro^r-annes, based on local diagnosis 
and programming in which the '-ho benefits?' question has been 
specifically asked and, as far as possible, answered in a cay uhich 
includes the small man's interests and capacities as a. major concern. 
We'shall return to this issue._____________________________

1 R.C. Chambers, Managing Rural Development, (Uppsala, Scandinavian 
Institute of African Studies, 1974).



4- j.iethodolog/ of thi3 Research

A question nas raised (liiller) about the methodology of this 
research -^crk itself; should -ae not develop a design for testing the 
hypothesesTvhich are coring forward? "e son have notice of this question, 
and -.Till havo to ar.s~er it: but -e -sould prefer to deal with it at the 
next stage, "here the question of methods of future -.Tork cill have to be 
faced squarely. At this stage ?e -ould or.ly indicate: 1) that strict 
testing or 'proof may be r.ot only impossible but inappropriate, and 
2) that, insofar as the test is largely the test of experience, the 
material for it largely exists in the recorded experience of the last 
20 years; 2nd that additional tests ^ill appear as and cher. prc-srazr'.es 
and oro.jt?cts which coincide t?ith the a",:roach —nich ~' K. hav.o suc^sted 
themselves uni.er.50 the hard tist of practice. It is partially true 
that our susjesticns are based acre upon a record of failure There 
other guidelines are used than en evidence of positive succesc of rtiat 
-e recommend, save in r-siatively fe:: cases. In_ the main, we are 
suggesting, for test, ideas rhich car. only be established or discredited 
in action.

3.32: .--7TICS ATD ATALY3I5

5\ A Spod number of semantic/analytical points cere made. One or
tr:o are miner. ''~7hcle-ccuntry. ProcTammes' ras siaply a short and bad
-ay of implying the ncrsal adnini'stration of the Ilinistry of Ag
efforts, of various types, over ^ids areas of the country net severed *•
by specially organised and financed 'projects'. Agai;:, 'credit 1 is almost
meaningless unless defined by long, nediuc or short-tera, by v.
institutional or private, and perhaps by 'subsidised' or "uasu'osidised 1 .

6, Hore important is the dissection of 'diagnosis' into its elements. 
Holing suggests: l) Determination of needs 'ard- -problens; 2) Diagnose - 
ie, identify causes of needs.and prcblens: ;} Identify solutions; 
4) Test solutions for relevance. Variants include: 1) Survey; 2) Diagnosis; 
3) Design. A fairly full range -nould be: l) Survey: 2) Identify 
problems; j) Analyse causes; i) Design solutions; $} Pilot test and 
appraise; 6) Plan a programme; 7) Implement; 8) Evaluate; 9) liodify 
(Joy.. Carey-Jones, Collinson and trork of Chanbers and Eelshan).

?• T™ short concents on these seinantic points. First, they only
natter if separate identification of an element in the process either «
shons that this element is normally missing and should be included,
or that it nill be handled by a different person or type of skill. 7cr ^
example, many of the facts and soze of their causes say T:ell be
obtained by consulting local farmers, whereas elements in solution
or design ars likely to need considerable expertise. Second, many *
elements, separately named, are in fact dealt -sith by a single mind
almost simultaneously. A skilled agronoaist will see the fact, knou *
its technical cause, and go on to possible solutions. This is only
mentioned because the icpression of complexity is much reduced if the *
thought-process is seen synthetically and not discretely.

€

8. A uord is needed about the phrase 'identifying technical and
human potential'. 'Potential' is cr.ly realised (r.ise en valeur) if
there is a solution,"techni:al or social -(HSling), or if a solution ""
could be found by research (sainly technical), investment (often infra.



structural), or social action. .Carey,-Jones points out that people 
react to opportunities offered, so that the- offer of a net; opportunity 
nay change the attitude identified in a pre-offer-survey - this is 
a dynoaio, not a static process. Collinson ecphasisas that 'diagnosis' 
as uoe-i, a_ills over into planning and into implementation, since a 
technically and socially possible 'solution' is incomplete unless both 
the marketing and the supply and service functions 'ire, or cm be 
made, adequate to complete it. T-racticable and profitable' in the 
first main proposition la-lies all this.

9. A number of consents (3iSc3> Carey-Jones, Joy, Harriss) emphasised 
strongly the need for clarificc.tion of objectives,before the processes 
of diagnosis and programing take place. TS the enphasis on production 
and incomes, or on welfare (consumption)? Cr. small farmers only, or 
including marginal farr.3rs, landless labour, and other 'poor'? On 
employment? "no benefits, T/ho loses iron proposed solutions? Some of 
these issues are discussed under the heading rlanr.ir..5 ana Integra-ion 
in .Section E belOT7. In fact, the original propositions T.'ei-e bac-ed 
primarily on the increase of small farmer production and incomes, both 
as a pre-recuisi.te for -elfare, consumption and employment and'as a means 
both of imprevi/g the situation of a- least one Very large rural group' 
and of assisting nai.ior.i.1 sutput and resources.

D. SLiGSCSIS 

1. Sur-j-ey end Identification

10. Shere is a very large literature on sur\'ey, ir.oluding the District 
?lannii-.g literaturos, :;;t to ne:iti:r. the ever, larger literature on 
research nethodolosy \i_-.terri =r, sanplir,;;, statistics, etc.). She 
proaler. for this r:ork is t; r.arror: the focus --o sharply that ~e confine 
our ocncerr. to our ozr. specific objeoti--;, ie, that of improving 
the local prcjrarzinr for local a.jricultural development. 5he need 
for such r.arroring is heavily e-phasisei in another -ay - that the 
nain constraint -hich nust be faced by any suggestion ~'hioh has any 
hope of iiifluenci;-.g policy is the constraint on staffing, expertise 
and finance if the processes of diagnosis and progracning are to fora 
part of normal agricultural administration.

11. Comments from respondents, although poir.ting in certain useful 
directions, did not reach dcyni to details either of content of survey 
or of staffing. That surveys should be 'operational' rather than 
'acadeaic 1 (carey-Jones) has .iaplications for relevance; if to that is 
added the constraints on staff and tise, it is obvious that neither 
the full social survey nor the full fara-nanageEent study are on the 
agenda. On fara-Eanagenent Collinscn's book (especi&Ily pp.21-12i) 
is particularly helpful or. surveys in traditional agricultural situations, 
uith a raj' of sunlight in his observation that similarities in the assets 
and problems of traditional agriculture sake it easier to identify 
'typical' situations than it is in developed ccnraercial agriculture, 
•3here fara-by-fam consultancy becomes necessary. The bock as a rtiole 
naturally considers far acre detailed rork than T.e can consider for 
widespread local diagnosis.

A.T. uosher's useful distinctions between immediate and longer term 
potential are also needed here, 

o
H.P. Collinson, Fara Llanairement in Peasant Agriculture, Hen York
and London, Praeger, 1972.



12. As to tha range of the survey/identification, th« *«hnical 
sids will certainly require an infcraed .judgment by one or mora staff 
with locally relavan.-: training (agronomy, lives-took, engineering) at 
higher level than the junior Extension staff. It may, depending on 
the amount of earlier data available (ecr, soil survey), require simple 
testing at doubtful points. Ao to the econoaic judgment, again a 
skilled assessment is needed (lacour, costs, timing, prices; Joy quotes 
e case where it was fauna impossible for the farmer to execute the 
production plan recommended by the Extension officsr), but one v:hich may 
have quite ride applicability in ireas of riniiarity in production type 
and sis-3 .of hciding. _U to ths social judgment, local information aay 
be of key importance; but it must include necessary life-support 
activities (non-farm) and the role of women (Bunting), both of which 
affect both what is practicable and what ic economic. Something more 
will be said below (planning and Integration) about nutrition snd 
health. As to discussion with famers, Coilinscn emphasises that to ask 
the right questions requires expertise, while 7ickerin.j umphisises the 
vital information which local farmers and officials can provide; some 
further work is certainly needed (Leach) on the balance between 
consultation and expertise.

1J. The need for altering local conditions, as found (rssearch li;ik, 
tool technology, infrastructural investment) was stressed (Johnsten, 
Collinson et al). This would be identified in outline at the survey stage 
but would require further investigation before the final aasijr./pro^ra.imi.'.r-; 
stage.

l£, Hany projects are preceded, by initial survey, often of a more 
detailed nature than could be replicated: yet why is it that results 
in the subsequent prc;ramr.e are not always good? (Leach, quoting, the 
University surveys ia support of the' Kenya Special Tiural Development 
programmes). This is a valid question, which perhaps the further 
evaluation of S.?..!>.?. (Zr. Teter Kopcraft, IDS, Nairobi) nay answer. 
There are obvious an=w-rs - eg. that government did not follow survey 
findings - but there may be other answers, in the relevance of the 
information recorded, ir. the divorce between surveyors and impienienters, 
or in lack of imacir.atijr. in subsequent progranci::£.

15. For the scale and ran^e of the survey process has to be, and in 
practice will be, narrowed by seme idea (Carey-Jcr.es) of what a possible 
solution mi-rht be; and this idea will be generated in the course 
of the survey, and will tend tc focus questions to farmers and to exclude 
irrelevant information. This imaginative factor aay well require non 
local staff - Earriss stresses that the bureaucratic position, training 
and activation of local junior staff unfits them for this, supported 
by !7inkeiman ("the motivation of bureaucracy a primary constraint on 
development"). See also f3taff and Training' below. Refer also to the 
ASAARD Programme (J.C. Kathur, F.'.O, Regional Office, Bangkok), where 
senior officials are brought into direct dialogue with both farmers and 
local officials. This programme is under test in 6 Asian countries; separa.. 
details will be forwarded in a later document.

2. Design - Prograir^''n.r

16. The initial, identifying part of Diagnosis is already slicing into 
the next stage - design and programming of solutions. Seme testing of . 
generated will be necessary ('Jatts), ir.cludine testing of the economic 
element, jxrt only costs and benefits to farmers, but also to government
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(Carey-Jor.es), including recc.-=?.ended investzent cos-s, i-' any. Sciu-ticns 
aaj- ';•« staceil, to avoid zoo big s. ,ju=p for farmers (Stevenson - "-lie 
best ia the enemy of the good", and Carey-Jor.es). At this stage design 
is siipjins in turn to impieser.taticn, and th=;r-- r&s ur.ar.iEity that 
the ir.pie:;t;ntir;£ staff ch:t be heavily ir-vclvsd it the design/programing 
stage, and -chat Recearch staff should be closely invclysd as cell, both 
on agronomy and on other foras of technology.

17. In the chcice cf size of area emphasis was laid in t~o directicns. 
First, the importance of identifying differer.cc-s between srsas (Karriss) 
and types of farming system (-icCallun). Second, the possible pr -dominance 
of a technical factor, eg. irrigation, forestry conditions (.Tickering). 
Cn administrative grounds, it ^&s agreed That the male planning ur.it and 
source of senior expertise ^ould bo at a higher level than the l.zz'rrsz'S 
area for effective contact T7ith local farmers for local programing. 
Service centres sight be beio:; that level. The ra^7 material fcr 
District planning would be those ideas from Iccal diagnosis Thich had 
yea.th.ered the necessary tests, both agronomic and eccner.ic ( Car ey -Jones).

13. Several rc-spondents pointed out tnat senior e:c;ertise uoula not 
be needed perr^ir.er.tly ir. local areas, cut only at critical accents 
of siirvey ar.i desi/:r./pro;rari;ir-?. This -ouid ir.ciuie ser.-.or tsclinical 
staff, fully trained s_— icultural eccnoaist, occasionally sociologist/ 
social anthropologist ir. an operatior.al role. ITTC respondents (".'at^o, 
Collinsor.) suggested that the survey/dssi.tn teaa Jii.jht actually opsrato 
froa a Research Cen-re, sieving executive officials in the field. 
So suggestions Tiers cade as to tiae to be taken, or the balance of skills 
in the diagnosis teazi, or th* balance between isplssenters (local and 
full-tizs officials) and 'consultants' (bcrro-sd official or research 
staff) . ?hese are r.a;l ;r issuer , both cf cost and of effectiveness , and 
trill have to be faced. Training cf staff is dealt rith beio"; several 
respondents conpiained of laoic of emphasis or. this in our first doouner.t.

ISA. There is no need fcr cony t^ords on training. Since a laraaly no-* 
approach to local areas is involved, emphasising local differences, the 
needs of snail farmers, fuller consultation . cith farmers, support cf 
possibly quite small groups, and participation both in local survey 
and the design of local pro^racnes, courses for all departmental sta.f 
at field level Tiill be needed, to explain and to ensure full ccnprehension 
of the type of approach needed. Short seminars, in Trhich both different 
types and different levels of staff take part together (ASAiHD Programmes) 
may ^ell be extremely useful. It has been found valuable to take the 
higher levels of staff from different areas (from the junior level) 
so that junior staff are not tongue-tied by the presence of their ov.-n 
Immediate superiors.

19. There seems, in fact, to be some neasure of agreement on three 
points. First, sooe experienced staff external to the staff of the area 
concerned - fron District or above, froa recearch stations, from 
University - "rill be needed to provide a ne? loo!:, stimulus, imagination, 
and relevant expertise. India has Agro-^cor.ocic Eeseurch Centres, linked 
to both the University and the Ministry of Agriculture; other countries 
may need to use or found a similar resource, or perhaps to attach more 
social scientists TJith ar. agrici.-.lti!ral bias to their technical Research 
Centres. Second, the local knowledge cf farcers, both about their society 
and about their farm, must be acre sensitively and intelligently used. 
Third, for this purpose a good deal of sicple retraining of Extension 
staff ( of all types) uill be needed as to the quality and style of their 
approach to local communities.



3. C-ROC7S .CO UTaT'^uTIO'TS

2C. A naming not tc no;IsoT local initiatives and private enterprise 
in the preoccupation ~ith .lEJiaTement end institutions, has already 'been 
nenticr.ed. Groups may have bc-en forr.ed traditionally (eg. credit and 
savings}, cr "ce formed spontaneously now (Bunting r.?nticr.2 some T7sst 
African farmers -ho have formed themselves into small Limited Companies). 
In some areas voluntary bodies have established orgar.isatijns -iiich 
co*.ld be better used ('."sits). Texier has made a passive survey of 
prs-Cooperatives, para-Cooperatives and othar semi-formal groupings 
all over the developing "srld: ~e hc;-e to delve further into this vrark, 
sith his assistance, and report further on it. Further, earnings are 
not to create groups 'for their ora sak-?'- ("irJcsiman, - ie,. for 
administrative convenience alone, or for any but ?. oor.cretc confer.

- interest cr task - and not 10 believ3 in any ?r.e 'best form' of ,--rc-upir.g- 
(joy), but only forms, --hich may vary much, to mi-si particular 
situations and needs. For scr.is types of crop (tea, ^u^ar, tobacco, etc.) 
•farmers nay be reia-ed directly to the processor.; and sariietin.j uni^ 
rather than TO each other in an instiTU'jiin. Groups for rshabiiitatiie 
steep eroded slopes through forestry Dickering), groups for pastoraiists 
(i'each), irrijation croups (and rany .nors types) nay each have their 
ot?n fcr= ccrrespcnding to their particular needs and opportunities. 
The sphere in T7hich group forn^tion i.3 a particular problen, and -'..ere 
it -has too often failed (at least, to help ssali farmers) liss in those 
very large areas of seni-subsistenca cereal farming so nidaly spread 
in Asia znd Africa - areas chars, at first si^t, nothing in tie crop 
or in the environment seeES to point decisively to a focus for group 
action, and fhere groupings (r.ost often Cooperatives) have been forsed 
largely fcr governcsr-t' s convenience in the distribution of inputs 
and credit or the bulking of surpluses for procurement.

21. In this sphere, \7here group formation has to be stimulated and 
supported,- several useful consents nere received. There ar3 problems 
of legal personality (Car°y-Jones), of political/social safeguards against 
don.inaticn (Sar^a, at si.). 7or e;:=j-ple, rhy should not ssall informal 
groups be 'captured' by the rich and powerful (iicCallus)? '.':-uld it 
be possible to spread technology especially suited to sinall farmers, 
round nhich their cvn organisation rd.vht STOTT (31^52, Jolmston)? Should 

• officials -.-Itrays talce the initiative, t:- prevent prs-erption by local 
'leaders' (Carey-Jones)? Several correspondents emphasised continuity- 
group fcrnaticn is not a single act but should lead to a continuous 
process of -gradually expanding action (Harriss, Carey-Jones), and

• problems of maintaining nonsntuc after the first obvious tasks are 
completed rill always be present. Several corsients (licCallua, Bessel) 
stressed the need for better assessment of the management capacity 
of farmers, especially in the early stages; and the record (eg. 
in East Africa} of the quick collapse of many Cooperatives the moment 
that official managerial support io withdrawn reinforces this comment. 
Certainly, the imbalance between chat is in fact expected of farmers 
in managerial sophistication and rhat they could reasonably be expected 
to do needs redress. The argument for small groups and simple, only 
gradually expanding, tasks, uith continuous support, seems to be 
strong: the Laudzai Project (Peshawar) ~iil have valuable lessons on 
this, as the uork of their village groups expands over time. Alas, a 
comparative natural history of group development (in this sphere), and 
a social theory to match it are still far ahead of our present state 
of knowledge.



'JL^HTEIS AHD

22. Althou-th -.?6 have a good degree of confidence that th^ basic 
propositions or. Diagnosis and on Group Formation ara sound*, they have 
to be related to .1 I'ar wider content of central administration and 
planning. Into this complex, confused and heavily documented field 
we can only enter marginally and very tentatively at this stage, mainly 
in relation to comments on our own docur.ent, which itself touched 
it very lightly.

2J. Perhaps the key word here is integration rather than coordination. 
'Coordination 1 conjures up spectres of generalised arguments concerning 
authoritarian V2rsus_ consultative methods, the forcer facing the 
rocks of Departmental sovereignty, the latter sucked into the whirlpool 
of endless, tine-consucing coordinating cozzittees. TSile 'integration 1 
has suffered from attempts to tackle sv-sry asp.-ct of und.er-develonaent 
simultaneously, and from being a widely sprea-i fashion, it does ir/oly, 
not so .— iich an administrative structure as an intellectually dijestc-d 

" a-smroach to the various aspects of rural development (agriculture, 
health, nutrition, etc), a planning and administrative approach which 
avoids clashes of departmental action ir. the field due to lack of 
such pre-digestion - particularly as to objectives. TJhat action has to 
be 'coordinated' may be very much less than what thinking has to be 
integrated. (Chambers has written well on 'coordination'; Carey-Jones 
in these cc— .snts stresses that things which do not need adcir-istratively 
coordinated action need not be administratively coordinated.)

24. The issue of integration coees up as we consider both the 
process of diagnosis and prosra-aing (is it to cover all departmental 
subjects or only agriculture?), and as we consider hor? locally devised 
programmes are to be fitted iiito the wider a/jrioulture policies and 
programmes which 'cone down' from the centre (one vital question is 
-hether they should 'come com' or 'go up to 1 , and to what extent).

2;. AS to the extent of integration, Carey— Jones for example , while 
agreeing that both TTelfare (schools, clinics, etc.) and agricultural 
production must be considered together at ths planning stage, emphasises 
that, given a choice, local organisations will tend to demand welfare. 
Joy, also emphasises that, in the planning and programming discussion 
'the whole spectrum' of departmental interests must be included: 
otherwise, the agricultural prograame and the nutrition prograone (for 
example) will in fact contradict each ether. It is in the digestive 
process (planning) that objectives must be reconciled: in the final 
programming and implementation each Department may be able to administer 
its own part. Joy's concern is that the planning process, at the local 
level in the face of. real situations, should be so revised that it is 
able to integrate departmental objectives.

26. Hone the less, elenents of coordination, as such, are needed at 
field level. Here the experience of 'Area Coordinators' in the Kenya 
Special Rural Development Programme is relevant, and re enter the field 
of staff management (KBling, and the.. Chaaibers/Belshaw work on Procranne

7:'e received groat encouragement in finding several recent doc\aaents
produced by USAH) (J. Green and S. Butterfield) which had reached
so many of the same conclusions on these subjects quite independently.

A very large, heavily referenced, document will soon emerge in the 
fona of a study of agricultural planning by Albert "aterston supplied 
by USAH) (Jerome French), which covers a great deal of this field.

See Paper by D. Selshaw "Improving Management Procedures for Agricultural 
Development", 2nd International Seminar on Change in Agriculture, 
Reading, 1974.
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Implementation and liiiaiezer.t). Soae consents point to the recognised 
need fo- rrojoct "ianagers in Projects (also in -he L4DP, "Green 
Revolution", Indian experience) rith an implication that something 
similar i3 needed in currently non-project areas, '"atts su^sests that 
perhaps ail agricultural development areas should progressively 
becone projectised).

27. IS *e Dear in nir.d: l) that those oho devise local prc{.ranass 
(though -lit'.: some help from external expertise) should be these '.7l-;o "ill 
have real responsibility for ir.pl eaent ing thea, ani v;ill therefore have 
a real interest in joint (coordinated) effort, and 2} ;hat jidsiiiistrition 
has not in the past been reccjr.ijp'cly a ^ar.ageaa;-;t activity, but largely 
a regulative and financial y.is, ve are led to a concept of a planning and 
aanagesent teas at the District level (though under administrative 
re^uiati -.n), T7itii the closest relation to the final iapleaenting teans 
at 3ub-?.istrict level. The raT: aaterial for District piarjiing nill 
coze frca tl'-e sun of sub-District diagnosis and v-rograccing suggestions, 
in -hich 30^2 District staff !7ill have personally participated. This 
^ouid have the advantage of niniiiisins the iupact of the disease of 
'rlanniiig -ithout lapleaentation'"''.

28. Several respondents emphasised s. 'systems' approach for plotting 
the coEple:-: of relationships tetaeen different actors and activities and 
this suggestion is otviously valid and useful to those -ho find this z 
helpful tool; oe are at presert concerned acre nith the content of lines 
and arrows of a systeas chart than rtth its fom.

2°. In conclusi'-n, what is being suggested in this Section really 
recapitulates our earlier decision to approach this subject 'bottom-up 1 
rather than 'top-dour.'. This is largely a corollary of our strong 
conviction that agricultural and rural development (~hich exists, in fact, 
only aaong farmers and villagers - the rest is administration,'paper, 
talk), tc the extant that it has failed, has fiil^d because top-devised 
progranzes have not suiter, sxall farcers is particular. It fallens 
that ecphasis ;n buildir.j up both the planning' and the iapleaentin- 
process frca beiou, -.7ith the iynanic behind it Thich only farmers 
themselves can provide, is a more sensible aethod of starting analysis 
sf structures and functions. ?his approach sill certainly involve najcr 
devolutipn of authority, a aajor change in the training of staff, and 
a ouch closer linkage ^ith research, social as Tieil as technical, and Tjith 
the institutions ^hich do research. If the organisation up tc ar.i 
including District level can be got right, so that the progracr.es 

-really reflect the needs and capacities of the bulk of faraers, the 
analysis of higher structures, anS the essential contribution from the 
centre will fall into place relatively easily. -

P. FSOGHSSS - FDT5RS ";ORK

30.. This document is, despite its length, limited in many rays. It 
only pretends to be partly a record of cooaents - soee individu. s nay 
??ish to know what others have said - and partly an attempt to divide up the 
subject better and to include acre points \7here further analysis is 
needed. References to published work and on-going studies may be 
better circulated in relation ta individual sub-topics, as each is 
tackled in yreater depth. Hct?ever, if it does aove..forward in the 
foroulaticn of prcoleiu ^hich are researchable (though not in providing the 
needed naterial for inscers), it asy be of scca use. TTe hope it rill 
be accepted in the modest ray nhich ia intended.

R.C. Chambers, op.git.
2 This section on Coordination dees not deal ^ith outgro^er systeas 

or special 'authorities' (e.e. Gejira. the ner: Indian Area Irrigation 
Authorities.



Jl. It j£' T C6 U3-£ul ic =«OVJ£St SOnS tCpiCS in rhioii £\«-rr\a

and fi'ld ro»=^--T' r« is clearly !i=3d*dj uid vi'-x"> CaiT, -ji^-: assistance atyl 
oollaocrs^icn, sho.;i7. v.r-d=rr«lcc. ?u^vi roric should prcc;:'cly include 
the rolic-3i^= oienantsi-

1) Better records of The experiar.ee :? cc-paratively short ovurvey:; 
by a ci;ced team - strengths, reajciessee, tir-.e rjouired, quality 
of personnel. Surreys here refer TO prs-jrcj-act or pre- 
progranne ir.v^siigatior.s, relr.tsd oriaaril;- to agricultural 
developsent , ar.d e^phaeisiii^ Sinill farmers.

2) r.eoo—ia of the durability sr.d perforcar.cs _'f groups rhich 
starred as inforsal or seni-fsmal ssill groups for various 
purposes (eg, irrigation).

5} Records of performance of organisaticns specifically directed 
to scall faraerc - eg. the- 5r.ail ?arner 3evelcpnent Agency o-.d 
the it-rginai ?2r=er and Lar.dless labour Assncy in India.

4) Zsuerience of Dis-.ricT aid sub-Distric 1: _; Isiining (of. -h= Paper 
tc the 2nd Ir.t*rr.i?ic-n&i Scr.iriOr en '5i£-r^;e ii-. isricuiture by 
Jir.dr.jra3 -r.'i Pi^her^), -:itU sp-siii! rtfsi-or.ce to agricultural 
pljSnir.-, ar.d to r-ilations Centre-District.

5) Experience of th3 posting, functions and success cf social 
scientists i- tactical research institutions , zr.il cf tha 
links betTTeen iork en farming sys~azz z.rji tc crc-.i".ai research,

6) Vsrisus sethids of overcoming tr.i. -rocls^ -;f 'legal personality ' 
for rslativsly Inf j'raal troui.s, ' .

These r-=p-- 3S"t only a. fe- outstanding issues in trhid'. s. food deal 
of scaitired aj~5risn:e exis-s i-d ir. -hioh corpirative study TOuid. bs 
eztre=»ly helpful.

J2. Tftile CI'I' staff ^ill :e doir-j =.^-:- fi%id rcri ~er the nairt tno 
years, cost ./rc^rr-iss in these, fields Till have to- cose froa reports both 
of development action and of research done elsewhere. It cay be that 
our next oocrranicaticr.s ^iil be prijMxily in the fora cf references and 
information sf this iind. Jo icprove these, •se depend very greatly on 
corresnortdents , ^?ho have already ccr.ti-ibuted much.

Guy Hunter 

9th September. 1975

C. Preston .todrade and K. Benjani- Tishsr, "Pilot Ksssarch Project 
in drouth Centres: .An Experience.in aicro-?.efcifnal "lanniiif: i:: Rural 
India". (Ford Toundation, Neo Deliii, India).
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TISTPJiTIOir QUIT

1. The issue of Paper II on Diagnosis, Farcer Groupings etc., 
although it was mainly a su2rary of concents on Paper I, also produced 
a r.unber of new ccmaents. jb:cng them r;2re several detailed comments 
on the uhols question of censultir-S farmers as part of the diagnosis 
of potential in local areas. Some of these comments were so good, and 
the subject both so important ai'.d so controversial, that ue felt it Tras 
worthwhile to prepare and distribute the attached Hcte on this quite 
narrow topic. It is largely composed of a few extracts from letters, 
with a,-;Short introductory note and final comment.

2. It is quite.clear that 'diagnosis' and 'survey' are intiaately 
connected to icca]<'* programming' ar.d 'planning 1 .* It is hoped that the 
next ITcte from here, probably a longer and more difficult one, will be 
one on surveys as a basis for planning. This is not likely to be issued 
before the early Spring.

}. r.'e are -ell aware, that at this stage of the "i-Tetaork", i?hich is 
a stage of more careful and precise forsulatien of an approach to topics, 
OBI gains nost, while correspondents have the trouble of irriting considered 
comments. we have t»-o hcpes. ?irst, that there is, nevertheless, some 
interest to correspondents in seeinr '.that other competent people say. 
Second, that at a later siage, v;e shall be able to circulate nore evidence - 
i.e., records of hot? certain ihings have worked in the field - than is yet 
possible.

4. I an sorry this is rather longer. Most of it is refreshing thoughts 
fron others. Cements --elccme, tut net cr^pulscry.'

Guy Hunter

As before, 'programming' is used for the actual local programme 
suggested to farmers, after consultation: 'Planning' for the nider 
process of integrating plans for resource allocation etc. in the local 
area.

December 1975.









AGRICULTURAL AIMmSTHATIOg UHIT

LOCAL SIAGiroSIS. FA3I5H CHOOPBCS. AITO COQRDEIATIOI? Or SERVICES K3TTORK

PAPER III 

COK3HI/THIG FAPI5ES

-~ I IntroducTory

1. A very bri'ef mention of the need to .consult farmers, as part of 
diagnosis, was made in Paper II (para. 12 p.c and para. 19, ?•?}- But 
there is more to this question than meets the eye, and there is some 
controversy, I think core apparent than real, among correspondents.

2. There is no controversy about the fact that farmers have something 
useful and even vital to say - to wit, their first-hand knowledge of where 
various shoes pinch them (shortage of labour, time, cash, access; inefficiency 
and untineliness of supplies and services; landlord pressures* irregular 
supply of irrigation water; irregular nainter-ance of pumps, etc. etc.; 
peculiarities of their soil - or environment - or parts of it; social 
restraints and so on). The problem centres on hou to get this information, 
how to get only useful information; and who is to get it.

3. note that the preceding paragraph, refers mostly to difficulties. 
It is also widely agreed that to ask a farmer "What do you want?" in an 
open-ended way results in demands for schools, clinics etc., or simply a 
shopping list of everything he would like to have if he was richer and had 
more and better land. It is possible that a question on "V:hat succeeds 
best with you?" might have, occasionally, surprisingly worthwhile results.

4. There are broadly two schools of thought about how to get information 
from farmers and who should get it, and a third sub-school. One school 
feels that this requires skilled staff. A good economist, or agronomist, 
will be able to"ask key questions, and leave out unnecessary or unprofitable 
ones. Further, a good deal of imagination is needed to spot a possible, 
quite new solution to a local problem; some correspondents feel that 
existing junior field staff are so conditioned to think only in terms of the 
official "package", and to obey instructions, that they will never show the 
power of spotting an alternative which isn't "in the book". Carey-Jones, 
for example, suggests that first a. skilled person must have an idea of what 
might work, and try it out on the farmers, even to the point of field pilot 
action, and collecting comments, difficulties and farmer reaction generally. 
This school of thought as a whole is apt to imply a visiting team of skilled 
diagnosticians; and the result would begin to move towards a proper "survey", 
with the dangers of a fairly long tine period, expensive in trained personnel. 
The issue we face then will be the minimum period over which a useful skilled 
assessment can be made. Collinson (see below) has suggested 2 months as 
feasible. But here we run into "surveys and planning".

5- The 'second school vould put more enphasis on using existir.g, necessarily 
fairly junior field staff to obtain fanner opinion, on four main grounds, 
(a) Those who get the information should be those who will be involved in 
executing the eventual programme, (b) There are not enough experts, and 
they take too long, (c) they have greater difficulty in getting real contact

O*cn«*f Development Intitule • limited by (uanDtee



and frank responses from farmers, (d) The process of consultation is 
not "one off", but, ideally, fairly continuous, because the situation is 
always changing and programmes need equally constant adjustment.

6. The third sub-school believes that ths only people to whom farmers 
will talk freely and frankly are their felloe fanners; so that the task 
of getting faraer-inforaaticn is really a task of evolving farmer-groups 
and thus to a light degree institutionalising the existing infernal flow 
of farmer cross talk and mutual influence.

7. The question of who gets -fnat kind of information depends largely 
upon the answer to a prior question - to what use nil! the information be 
put? If the ansuers are needed as part of the data for a farm-management 
analysis of what cropping patterns are a) feasible (labour constraints, tools, 
etc.) and b) optical, in terns of l) returns to labour or 2) returns to 
capital (mainly land) and inputs, then the questioner -sill have to have had 
at least some training i^i agricultural economics. If, on the other hand, 
the ansuers are needed, and are sought in virtually every Block, sinply to 
elicit fairly simple facts - ";7hen is your labour peak?", "Do you ever employ 
hired labour?", "Does your land get flooded in sumner?", "To whom do you 
sell crops?", etc., so that palpable mistakes in the programming for the area 
can be avoided, then it might well be possible, with some re-training, to 
use existing junior field staff, with some more expert support Then difficult 
issues arise. This contrast would lead on to a distinction between 'proper 1 
fara-managecent advice, of perhaps the 2 month variety, probably carried out 
in saaple Blocks in similar "crop ecological zones" (L.H. 3rovm, quoted by 
Deryke Belshaw), and quick local consultation with farmers in any and perhaps 
every Block, which should be a continuing habit of action, which can be done 
by local field staff once they get, or can be given, the knack of it.

8. This preliminary note oversimplifies the contrast between 'schools 
of thought' and does less than justice to the thoughtful and more balanced 
material from correspondents. This note will therefore abandon the fomat 
of Paper II, and give direct verbatia extracts from a number of correspondents, 
ohich have the much greater impact of first hand, individual views and style 
rather than emasculated summarisation.

II Quotation

A. Some Questions Hear the Subject

From Discussion Paper !?o. 1. TJ.1T. Asian Development Institute (Report 
of an Expert Group Meeting, December 9-1J 1974- Published June 1975j 
U.K.A.D.I., P.O. Box 2-1J6, Bangkok, Thailand.)

1) Dr. P. OT.gnara.1a (institute Director)

"Should not the use of 'barefoot' consultants who understand the 
new development objectives replace the 'old' type of consultants and be 
the agents for the introduction of appropriate technology?

i/hat innovations are needed in rural institutions, which are 
required continuously to stay in touch with the people and also provide the 
right inputs at the right tine?

Since there is a need for systematising the approach to taking more 
'informed decisions' and 'calculated guesses', how can a reporting system 
be designed with careful identification of only the essential information 
required?"



2) Amartya K. Sen

"The concentration on aggregative economics - reflecting the 
influence of important events of the thirties - has begun to weaken in 
recent years. For the developing countries the shift in the fccus to 

and institutional 'details' is long overdue.

The intended focus en 'integration' in the December meeting is 
okay, but cr.e hopes it will not provide the excuse to gloss over detailed 
technological and institutional considerations, so often neglected in 
planning in its concern with macro-economies, or with multi-sectoral 
aggregative models. The most serious problems lie not in the 'grand 
design' but in what has the superficial appearance of 'details'.

3) Yusuf J. Ahaad (A nice thought)

"liany practitioners are unhappy about pilot projects which they 
regard as development models pre-ccnceived by foreign experts and imposed 
on an alien, surrounding from outside. It is no wonder, in their opinion, 
that such-, projects are easily rejected by the social body in much the 
same nay as- an organ transplant is rejected."

and after ......"It is essential, therefore, to take projects to the
scaliest administrative levels possible in order to ensure that the 
lowest income groups sere involved. A second constraint on the size 
of projects lies in the fact that activation and ability of individuals 
ezecuting projects are critical to success, thus imposing a ceiling both 
to expansion and to replicability of initially small projects."

4) A.Z.iJ. Obaidullah Khan (A Vision)

"The vital element in the development plan is the mobilization and 
training of field workers." The village field worker cust belong to the 
village whose development, role should be part of his daily life. Then we 
can have trained paramedics, para-agronomists, nutrition workers at a higher, 
say, country level again coming froa that area. i.'hat I an suggesting is a 
bottom-oriented consultative pattern of organization of development services 
rather than a top-oriented compartmentalized scheme."

5) Isn Little

"7ho initiates? Uho designs? V/ho implements? How far the farmer, 
and how far the agricultural department, development-authority, the 
consultant etc.? Is it really correct that development activity always 
needs to be approaches" in an integrated manner, with effective co-ordination 
of the essential economic, social, political, technological and adminis 
trative elements ,' and the timing of the various actions?

Is this idea of a rationally concocted package, inevitably designed 
and imposed from above, right? Is it redeemed by adding "there would also need 
to be a great deal of involvement etc.?" Can people get involved in something 
that is cut and dried?"

and "I am asking "!.iay not the project approach integrate what should 
essentially be a fragmented process?" 1/hy should not a road here, a ditch 
there, s. distribution of government land in one place, a scheme to consolidate 
in another, a change in relative prices in one country, more extension in 
another, etc. be right? The end result should be 'integrated 1 : but that 
does not imply that the approach - what is provided - should be."



3. ?rora Paul Sevitt (ixtract froc Letter)

1. "Problems of a different order are diagnosed a't different levels 
of the problem-solving structure. As I understand the origin of your 
Proposed Study of Local Diagnosis, it concerns the ineffectiveness of most 
of the present diagnostic methods to get to the roots of the practical 
difficulties faced by farcers and to prescribe real and durable cures for 
then. In many cases This may be because, in the absence of effective ' 
diagnostic and prescriptive procedures at the village or farmer grouping 
level, diagnosis has to be made at too high a level, '-hence it is often * 
simply impossible to treat the specific ailments with specific remedies, 
.and where diagnosis and prescription are undertaken at a high level the costs < 
in terns of manpower are usually very high and cannot be sustained outside 
a project situation. . <

2. High level diagnosis of low level problems tends to preempt local 
diagnostic capability. The preemptive effects of high level prescription 
and implementation have often been noted. (Cf. Little, (5) above, "cut and dried-',,

*,*

3. Equally important is the time lag involved when diagnosis of farmers' 
problems is made at a level too remote from the farmers. It usually takes • 
so long to investigate, diagnose, prescribe, and administer the remedy to 
perceived problems that the nature of the actual problems originally needing . 
treatment may have changed in important respects. This is especially true 
of local social and institutional problems which tend to change more suddenly 
and unpredictably than technical problems.

4- A further problem of diagnosis at a level remote from the farmers is 
that it becomes difficult to set up a sufficiently sensitive and direct means 
of communication between the farmers and the diagnostician to avoid 
psychological alienation of one frca the other. The farmer readily falls 
into the rold of 'patient', the passive object of the diagnostician's 
activity, and efforts to engage the participation of the farmers in a mutually 
consultative relationship are not easy to sustain.

.5. If 1 to 4 above are more or less true the primary diagnosis of farmers' 
problems should take place at a level as close to theirs as possible, and as 
far as possible by the farmers themselves. it this level not all problems 
can be diagnosed, and even fewer can be treated, and those which exceed the 
capacity of the local diagnostician should be passed up to a higher and more 
technically competent level. In this way problems pass through a kind of 
screen at each ascending level and are also modified as they pass from one 
level to the next. The higher, levels are inherently unable to produce 
effective and durable solutions to low level problems, and vice verse. An . 
ideal structure might not only grade problems in the manner suggested by . •- 
the screening metaphor, but would also interpret problems differently according 
to the perspective from each level. For example, a problem of low grain 
production may be seen as due to low prices at the village level, poor road 
communications at the provincial level, and of import tariffs at the national 
level. The diagnosis of the problem is therefore different at each level 
and so is the prescription for a remedy. But such a structure can only 
function effectively if each level is doing the work appropriate to it. 
Institutions ?t different levels should communicate and cooperate, but they 
cannot substitute for one another.

6. In most of ifrica.it is the local levels of diagnosis (and related- 
activities) which are the weakest. Most of the energy which is mobilised from 
within and also from outside the majority of African countries is directed 
towards the higher administrative and executive levels. Like heat, energy 
in Africa seems to flow most naturally upwards, and it needs an immense 
countervailing force to get it flowing downwards again. In most places this 
force is simply not available. In practice this means that even though in 
some cases the energy to diagnose, prescribe and implement may be available 
at the higher levels of government, there is too little manpower, transport 
and perhaps determination to have a significant and durable effect on the'"' 
rural scene as a whole. 3ut there is obviously an enormous potential- 
energy locked up and'presumably frustrated among the farmers. Thinking



in teras of energy for problem solving, and indeed for purposeful '-ork, it 
must surely be true that in all jfrican countries the vast proportion of it 
resides in ths farriers themselves, and yet re hardly know how to liberate 
it."

"The main point of these observations is, I think, that although 
ve and others like us, who are not peasant farmers ourselves, should seek 
all means to improve our diagnostic abili-y, -3 can never hope to achieve a 
situation, in any country, where all or even most diagnosis of farmers' 
problems is provided bysone kind of state service. In order that governments 
play their role in helping farasrs with their problems it is, I believe, 
essential that faraers are encouraged and educated to play their role. These 
roles are complementary and r.cr.-sufcstitutable."

"... In general it seems to me that in many parts of Africa local 
communities have lost, or are in the process of losing, the capacity to 
'think 1 as a group - that is to learn by trial and error and to apply their 
shared experience to their changing situation in a productive way. -Thinking 
about practical agricultural problems tends to be done by individual faraers, 
who are often hampered by lack of knowledge of their economic environment and 
its potential, or by officials and others (like us) at some remove froc the scene 
of action. V.'e need to help develop the means to enable faraers to think 
together to apply the solutions. I'.a not suggesting that it used to be 
common for African faraers to solve their agricultural problems as a community, 
but the rate of change was less in days past and the options fewer. I: .think 
one of the reasons r:hy agricultural cooperation is difficult to achieve is that 
although communities handled some judicial and political problems as a community, 
most economic problems were fazdiy matters; today a wider basis of cooperation 
in agricultural problem solving is needed.'-"

Editor's Sote

The last quotation chimes in 3y mind with some remarks of E. S. 
Prankel

"... to recognise that different countries have a different language 
of social action; and possess, and indeed have long exercised, 
peculiar aptitudes for solving the problems of their own tine and 
place: aptitudes which niust be further developed in the historic 
setting of their own past to aeet the exigencies of the present and 
the future."

(The Zconomic Impact on Under-Developed Societies, Oxford, Blackwell 1953- 
See also ay own article, GDI Eeview Kb. 2.1974)-

C. From Dr. H. 5. Jcdha (Extract from Letter)

."This brings me to the real problem of how to do diagnosis and 
programming, or more precisely rrho should do it. At present the diagnosis 
(whether it could or could not fora the actual basis of local programme and 
administrative action is a different thing) is generally done in the following 
nays:

/ a) Ad hoc research studies by universities and other organisations.

b) feasibility and evaluation type of work for specific areas or 
problems done by research consultants on behalf.of the programme 
sponsoring agencies.

c) Pooling of area level data with explanatory notes prepared on ad hoc 
basis by block or district level people on receiving instructions 
from higher authorities.

As you already know studies of type (a) are so numerous and yet seldom 
used by policy makers unless there is good rapport between the research



operator and policy makers. Loreover, diagnosis in many of these studies . 
is rarely designed so as to form the actual basis of the local prograose. 
The indifference of acadenic researchers to real issues make many of these 
studies operationally irrelevant.

The diagnosis provided by category (c) is evident in a number of 
caster plans, resource inventory surveys and various district reports 
prepared for different purposes. One could get details of all sorts 
ranging from soil types and water tables to land holding size and important 
festivals in the area. If one looks at them from the vie- point of project 
reports, they mostly do not appear more than detailed shopping lists. For 
example, some of the reports presented to the "crld Bank to facilitate 
pre-investment appraisal of the situation in connection with assistance for 
'Drought-Proofing' of drcught-pror.e areas (six districts) had to be revised 
or re-written several times before they could give a meaningful idea of the 
situation.

I find it very difficult to agree with any proposal which as a rule 
makes a block level (or in some cases district level) administrative system 
responsible for making an operationally meaningful diagnosis and then 
establishing local programming. The reason is that unless thoroughly trained 
or their perception is changed they find it difficult to conceive of anything 
called diagnosis or local programming as you understand them. They can . .• 
definitely complement the work by others but an their own, they may prove • 
inadequate.

Moreover, differences in human potential within a community are not 
unique features of rural communities alone. Those who earn their bread in 
the name of farmer (as agricultural administrator, extension worker or resear 
chers) vary so greatly in their perception that the same thing is judged and 
understood quite differently by different groups. The differences (in terms 
of depth) so clearly visible in the project proposals and progress reports 
about Lead Banks, SIDA, 3P.1? etc., from different districts despite uniform 
central, guidance clearly illustrates the point.

Probably, faced with the limitations of methods of diagnosis covered 
under (a) and (c) mentioned above, mere and mere project operators are _ • 
resorting to dirxgnosis (an^ in some cases local programming) through technical 
consultants ^Category (bj/. Partly in response to the increased demand, 
numerous consultancy shops (?) have been established in recent "ears. They 
are prepared (if not equipped) to undertake any problem for study ranging from 
loitering habits of public school boys to economic feasibility of Gobar gas 
plants. Consultancy has become a real commercial proposition and some of 
the academically respectable institutions .(partly to sustain their relevance 
and partly to meet financial crises) have joined what is no longer a select 
list of consultants. Sone of the organisations have 'good complement consisting 
of different subject natter specialists ranging from geologists to anthropolo 
gists. Some of them seem to be doing a good job in terms of producing often 
quoted reports also. But one limitation I have noticed in several cases is 
that diagnosis is fairly good as far as the agro-biological-physical parameters 
of the situation are concerned. The moment it conies to the human factor - which 
is most crucial as far as the operation of changeable agro-biological physical 
variables are concerned - many of the consultants start faltering. They 
resort to data collection through the people who neither have ample perspective 
nor time to do an adequate job of understanding the system. Computerised 
quantitative results supplemented by neatly written tour impressions constitute 
their reports. Having earned their consultancy fee they have no stake in the 
project. If their suggested programme fails to work they are not answerable. 
On the contrary they may ask for another consultancy on why the project failed. 
The programme operators partly to save their skin may agree to second round 
of consultancy. In the process only consultancy shops gain. One way of 
improving the situation is to associate the consultants with the follow-up 
action and making then at least partly responsible for the consequences of 
their recommendations. This may sound harsh but this seems to be the only 
way of making consultancy more realistic, responsible and purposeful.



I have also to aake a few concents about the tv:o most frequently 
mentioned points nanely:

1. Discussions with farmers and

2. Local programming for local agricultural development.

If by discussions with farmers we mean foraation of our objective 
judgements about the situation after closely observing and understanding the 
field level situation, I have nothing to say against it. However, if the 
point of 'discussions' with faraers is taken up literally, whicir is quite 
likely in view of continued repetition of the slogan, it nay have several 
undesirable consequences. I will explain the point simply by giving a few 
illustrations :

a. One Tray of 'discussion with faraers 1 is conducting an 'opinion
survey' as has been dene by several research institutions including 
Agro-economic Research Centres, ITICD, etc. '.'.'ith such an approach 
the opinions of faraer (i.e. answers casually given by faraers to 
pestering investigators) about irar.chayat 2aj, C.D. Programmes, 
Cooperatives etc., never matched -ith the actual performance of 
the farmer vis a vis the programme, about rhich he gave opinions. 
Such results say help producing bulky reports - describing numbers 
in v;ords, or nay Hake headlines in the inside pages of newspapers, 

••* but they hardly help in diagnosing the situation.

This is because r;hat a faraer tells nay differ from what he feels, 
—hat he teiis nay differ from what he means, and -hat he means or 
understands (and tells) aay differ from the objective r .alities of 
the situation. Moreover whatever a faraer may reply is quite often 
a function of both the fora and style of question as well as who, 
in Trhcse presence, is asking the questions.

b. jincther method normally adcp-ed b:/ specially appointed fact finding 
coEmissions etc., to elicit farmers' views is to call the farcers to 
furnish their opinions or interviewing faraers within their villages. 
Anybody -ho knoi-s rural India, knows it beforehand that what' category 
of faraers will coae forward or will be brought forward by block or 
revenue officials to give visr;s and 7;hat will be the class bias of 
thesa viev:s. Moreover, despite a-akening or politicisation of rural 
areas in parts of the count™', cy latest experience suggests that 
the smallsan for reasons of lack of trust in outsiders etc., still 
gives (if he gives at all), his views after consulting the village 
inf luentiais . iiany of the saall people do not give interviews to 
investigators unless the investigators have first interviewed the 
big ones in the village.

Th'is in the ultimate analysis, 'discussions :rith faraers' would mean 
discussion cith influential or 'better-off faraers ' , because this is the 
group through which nost of the researchers, politicians and administrators 
normally knon the 'rural situation'. How far the goal of rural development 
for rural poor could be achieved through local planning based on the vieus 
of only those v;ho can express views is anybody's guess.

Of course rural rich can plead for rural poor if it directly or 
indirectly serves the former's interests. They may (they actually did) 
recomaend house-sites for the rural poor because by providing these landlords 
will get compensation for a plot on which rural poor is already living and 
who cannot be ejected, they aay plead for liberal institutional loan to the 
poor because it will help recovery of rich man's old loans to the poor; they 
may plead for employment guarantee scheme because it may ensure leakages for 
the rich. One nay multiply the examples if required."



Zditorial '.'.cts

The two long extracts above are full of neat, and range fairly 
widely. They are suppleEer.ted below 'oy some shorter quotations and 
references under slightly narrower subject headings. These have been 
very roughly divided into those who emphasize the need for skill, and 
research, and imagination, and who doubt the ability of the local field 
bureaucracy to provide them (School l); and those v/ho emphasize involvement,. 
with retraining, of the local staff and the onus on farmers (School 2 and 
Sub-school 3)- Hote, a slight ambiguity in the v:ord "iaplementers" = l) 
Those -'ho implement prcbracmes locally as junior officials, or 2) 'The 
farmers who actually do the farm production. This is the shadowy line between 
School 2 and Sub-school 3-

ITote also that the emphasis on skill tends to go with those commentators 
who tend to emphasize "survey", and "plannir_g" in diagnosis and to de-empsasize 
the less formal "operational reconnaissance" and "programming" element.

D. Tha Heed for Skill (~artly School l)

1. From Leonard Joy (Extract of 1-etter)

"I think ultimately the answer is that one has to do it in the way 
that you say by listening to farmers, then I would say, in addition, by 
thinking it through -.Tith the farmers. I remember a particularly instructive 
two days with senior extension officers in Bengal where first of all a farmer 
explained what he did, day by day through the cropping calendar, and then the 
extension officer told his "hat he should be doing and we then tried to work 
this out day be day through the cropping calendar. In this process it became 
absolutely clear that the farmer could not sensibly do -hat he was being 
advised. This -as, of course, because of timing constraints. In other 
situations, however, considerations of uncertainty could be brought out or 
perhaps problems of access to resources and so on. Again, what I thick is 
required is case study examples of how you actually go about doing the job 
in particular situations. These will have to demonstrate how you choose 
the class of farmers that you are concerned with; how you listen to them in 
order to get ideas about wliat is relevant to improving their farming situation; 
how you propose specific measures - new seed, fertiliser and cultivation 
practices, credit, marketing and so on; how ycu examine what difference this 
will make to them and ho- they might initially, at least, change their 
behaviour; how you assess what the impact of the measures will be on other 
classes of farmers, and perhaps on landless labourers, on marketed surplus and 
so on, and how you move from there to the design and implementation of specific. 
operations.

You will see that in all these cases, my own tendency is to try to 
demonstrate how one actually does things in particular situations. I think 
what one wants to do, ideally, is to have 'a thinking man' convening a team 
of 'practical men' tackling practical problems and thinking through with them 
their approach and the implications of their experience."

2. From niehael Collinson (Extract of Letter)

"I must just enter a plea with you not to dismiss the need for 
detailed investigation work too lightly. (Your comment on my book at the 
bottom of page 5 of the paper) I should like to make three points and then 
outline why I see a need for fairly full investigation. First the three 
points:

(1) Methodologically there are possibilities - in at least some farming 
systems - for data collection techniques that reduce the manpower 
and money requirenents of full, formal surveys. Some evidence is 
evaluated in Chapter 14 of my book.



(2) .."hen one looks at The survey'preparaticn and desisr./appraisai and 
negotiation sequence presently followed or. I3KD prefects reaching 
only too or three thousand farmers which can take '.Tell over 18 
months - there say be time to do fall surveys for rural development 
planning. I have designed, supervised collection and tabulation and 
analysed seven fara surveys in -he course of project planning in 
various contexts, each survey taking between one and two months.

ITote The further sec-ions of this letter lead to an important proposition 
that, since the field staff, -co do proper individual supervision/advice, could 
not effectively cover acre than 20/25 farms (an impossible ratio'), reliance 
cust be placed on diffusion of profitable innovations between farmers 
themselves. To invent, test, and put forward such innovations requires the 
skilled, though quick (2 mcr.th) survey suggested above. This combination 
(skill-diffusion) is a mixture of School 1 and Sub-school J>; presumably puts 
local field staff in a mainly servicing (not diagnosing) level; and does not 
specify organisation of farmers for diffusion, though presumably includes it 
where suitable.

3- K. Bickering emphasises that, in certain situations, technological 
considerations, which are quits ccmple:-: (combination of anti-erosion measures 
combined with income-^aintenanoe in this case) say be decisive in diagnosis.

S. The Heed for Research

4. From O.B.O. Anthcnio (Extract)-

It is without question that diagnosis has to precede agricultural 
programmes. Unfortunately when this is done, it is often carried out only 
haphazardly and sometimes not at all because the experts "knew it all". In 
most cases, the issues are started as to preempt diagnosis and only the 
results or conclusions arrived at by 'experts' are of'interest (at least, 
until recently) and no one takes the trouble to analyse, much less diagnose. 
In some cases, the problems are not even stated trith any clear objective for 
diagnosis.

Lore often than not, the more appealing and exciting part of most 
programmes is "recommendation for development", because governments, research 
workers and even "experts" are always eager to sho\7 that something is being 
done. V/ith this occupation, there is little time devoted or considered 
worthwhile to first build up a body of basic information and knowledge about 
the problems, the people, the area, and the interrelationship of the array of 
systems involved to develop agriculture. Farmers are rarely if ever consulted. 
Secondly, we've neglected the need for a solid base of continuing research 
and experienced personnel; the type of research; who to do what; training 
for identifying and analysing the appropriate questions, financial and other 
inducement for keeping good staff on the job long and consistent enough to 
focus en national priorities. Veil, where will the answers cone from? In 
the past we rely heavily if not solely on books, published papers, suppositions 
and assumptions that are hurriedly (soaetimes less so) put together largely 
to get another "brilliant" but non-operational publication. 7e are more 
textbook-tradition bound than ever before!"

On Realism: (P.3 of ?aper II)

"The fault I think is not really a question of planning "topdown", 
but that planning is deficient and misleading. Reversing the order "bottom- 
up" is not, to my experience, necessarily goinj to bridge the gap. 'that is 
needed for both "top-down" and "bottom-up" planning is an efficient research 
body to handle the question cf continuing assembly and analysis of vital agro- 
economic and social information for planning, coupled with relevant training, 
and further research."



and ..."In a nutshell, 1 aa saying that we know very little about how things 
are done and are changing in ajricultura and the economy. Unfortunately, • 
instsad of finding out the hoc, and why, we are trying to find answers' to 
undefined problems and this preoccupation preempts attention from the key 
problem of establishing a body of trail trained personnel and useful research 
institutions that will be ready to face the task of the future in providing 
answers for the develoament "take-off" nhase."

5- From J. E. Bessell

"Some developing countries depend on expatriate farm management 
personnel for the nucleus cf their farm extension research services. Host 
of the contracts for expatriate personnel are short-term (up to three years) 
and usually only attract those who are newly graduated. Consequently, such 
personr.ei find themselves in a difficult situation due to:-

(i) a lack of trained supervision for their own research, 

(ii) a lack of experience in research design, 

and (iii) a lack of knowledge of local conditions.

The first year cf the contract is spent becoming familiar with local 
conditions, the second collecting information based on inadequate research 
design while the third is spent incompetently analysing data and attempting 
to \7rite their report. Young nationals of a country sufficiently developed 
to maintain their extension research services without expatriates still find 
themselves in a similar situation. One way of overcoming this waste of time, 
money and people is to appoint a controller who would be responsible for 
research design and subsequent analysis of a team of young research workers."

Local Staff - Problems

Apart from the remarks in IT.3. Jodha. (above) several authors stress 
the difficulty of heavy reliance on local field staff e.g.

6. From X. Davey (Extract)

"Secondly who should carry out area diagnosis, etc.? The very flexible 
and responsive attitudes for which you rightly call, need great self-confidence. 
There is security for the extension staff in the preconceived, packaged 
"wisdom" received from on high, however wrong-headed it may be. One has to 
be confident of one's professional ability and tenure to listen as well as 
utter."

7- From John Harriss (Extract)

"The basic proposition as it is set out on page 2 is not helpful: 
presumably what is intended is to establish guidelines on how diagnosis can 
most usefully be carried out, including ways in vrhich to group and organise, 
the staff that will be required. Particular emphasis is given to the need 
to consult with villagers; but if the diagnoses are to be other than 'one 
off jobs' this will mean mobilising villagers on a continuous basis. Indeed 
approaches both to 'Diagnosis' and to 'Coordination' seem to hinge around the 
role of the people themselves; are they involved actively or not. Without 
the element of involvement the approach to diagnosis that is suggested seems 
rather 'static'."

8. From 0.3.0. Anthonio

"In most developing countries, priority is on individual progress 
and promotion. Hence, the individual, as to be expected, opts for the line



of least resistance with the consequent neglect of the major tine and labour 
intensive surveys required."

In addition, K.A.P. Stevenson and Don ',/inkelnan raise questions on 
the motivation, competence, and constant transfers (also P.. Chambers) of local 
field staff. There are also political dangers where staff and local magnates 
.ret together, as many correspondents point out.

G. The Heed for Participation of la^lesenters (ilairJty Schools 2 and 3)

The Paul Devitt extract, emphasising the tree of contribution which 
can come from different levels (e.<7. village-District-Centre) is a salutary 
warning against generalisation. But the final weight of his thought emphasises 
the psychological gap "officials-farmers" and what Eight be called "assisted 
self-adjustment to change" by farming communities.

9. ?rom R. "'. Chambers (Extracts)

"Is it necessary, in any one situation, to hava a preliminary 
idea of •.viiat sorts of diagnoses and prescriptions can be acted on? In one 
place, the choice Rigjn be limited to varieties of one crop, or sore 
generally cultural practices. In anotlier there sight be a chance of 
influencing agricultural research. In another, ploughing or water lift 
technology might provide an opportunity (e.g. if there ™as an intermediate 
technology development centre within range). This raises the question whether 
there are different levels of planning - shorter-tern specific planning 
(crop varieties etc), and longer-tars strategic planning (developing new 
technologies altogether, changing land use, and so on). Perhaps in practice 

• it will be necessary to decide which of these one is primarily or exclusively 
concerned with. Local-level staff could work en the first; but probably 
not on the second. 1 '

"Finally, with diagnosis again, the idea of sequence. Let staff 
start on the simplest/safest thing (as in CD theory), and gradually build 
up confidence and competence over the years. Let the first thing also be 
quick-acting, so that they eee results. Hc'j does this narrow the choice 
of prescriptions in practice?"

"Old chestnut. Continuity of staff in field posts may be a necessary 
precondition for good work in diagnosis and implesentation by them."

Hots

On the first of these quotations froa Chambers, compare lan Little 
I quoted above).

9 A. A note rather on the same lines about interviews based only on 
essentials comes from gilbert Dtieniie:

"Interviews should not be too long or too complicated. Particular 
attention should be given to crucial issues only, technical and economic, 
to emphasise cash expenditures for agriculture and return incash from sales, 
in order to see if the farmer is viable or not, enjoys some net cash income. 
It is safer to have less but good interviews than masses of unreliable 
data collected by people not interested in such studies!"



10. The Heed for Continuity

See also John Karri ss (above, para. 7) 

Free IT. 3. Carey Jon?s (Extract of Letter)

"There seoES to be a suggestion here that b" taking an inventory, as 
it vrere, one '.rill cone up T?ith ans'.rers to the question "r:hat to do?" in 
any area. This seecs too static (and the diagnosis could be endless - a 
cass of information tvould be needed). The local technical and hursn 
potential Tri.il respond and react to sone extent to the opportunities that 
are nsde available to it and so Trill change. (Zven the -.vord "diagnosis'1 
suggests SOEB ;.alady that can be cured if its cauje can be discovered. )

11. Frsc Dr. aduardo Tirjr.e (Oral Cocnunicaticn)

To avoid both the 'static' effact of 'one-off "surveys (Earriss) and 
to cover the observation (Carey Jones) that farcers react to change and ne77 
opportunities, Br. Yirone, has suggested that an Sxtensicn adviser should not 
only be learning about an area but. sinraltar.ecusiy, suggesting inprovenents , 
even though zanor, so that lamer oonfideroe grors steadily as the advice 
proves useful. Survey, infcrned discussions -ith farr.ers, and suggestions 
to the™ should run alongside each other.

12. Differences ~ithir. the Rural Corjiunitv and Eet~een Ccnxsinities.

Finally, several correspondents (Biggs, Carey Jones, Harriss, 
Coliinscn, Jcy and others ) e-phasise-t both the different situations and 
interests uithir. the faraing ccnsnnitj (large, sr:.all, marginal, landless 
"farmers"), political tensions bettreon them, differences between neighbouring 
ccEnur.ities (e.g. population characteristics, rater supply (Harriss), and 
cultural differences (tribes, areas) vrhich aay alter responses. This point 
emphasises the need fcr local assessment, and sensitivity, though it nalces 
no judgnent between highly trained and junior local staff.

Ill Consenti

Consent

1. It is encouraging that there is such considerable overlap in the 
foregoing quotations, although each author cakes his points in his ora 
nay; for this inplies a good deal of independently-reached consensus. 
But the consensus is not oainly a consensus about •policies, it is a consensus 
about difficulties and even failures. Perhaps in this concluding Note t;e 
could search for policy-applications, steering betr;een the Scylla of sole 
reliance on experts and the Charybdis of hopeful reliance on unaided farrers.

2. Of the need fcr expertise these can be no doubt. Soaeone v.-ith 
adequate agronocic, or ecological, or engineering knor/leds? nist lock at the 
physical potential of an area; and someone rrith economic training sust assess 
feasibility and profitability of a suggested prograr^e. Further, we nust 
not under-ecphasise the need for a sense cf security, the ne3d for imagination, 
and the need for at least sor.e detachnent froo local political pressures, all 
of uhich are often hard to find, for obvious and not discreditable reasons, 
aaong junior local staff.

3- Alongside this must be put the advantages of stressing local staff 
and local farmers:- l) Experts visit, but local staff (should!) stay and 
provide some continuity. 2) Econony in personnel/tine. 3) Hon-preecption 
by higher level decisions. 4) Less psychological alienation with junior



staff, none at =11 if farmers themselves are finding tKeir ov;n .solutions, 
though with help (not instruction!).

4. Eevitt, and perhaps Chanters, suggest some positive view of this 
dile:.:na, Bevitt in suggesting a division of levels at which different types 
of decision are made, each level having a unique, non-substitutable contribution 
to make. Chambers suggests a "short-teic-longer term' division as between 
local and higher decisions, although he would probably not consider this the 
only dirision.

5- This type of answer nay also help to avoid difficulties in the 
'barefoot versus expert' controversy. Barefoot economists, sociologists, 
engineers nay be there to maice fairly immediate and obvious comments and 
suggestions, experts to deal -.vith more difficult, possibly longer-tern: 
decisions.

6. A further suggestion, in the same atter.pt to accept both the arguments, 
may be to use experts for sampling situations within a crop-ecological zone 
(though the huuan, cultural and political ecology will also need cars). Tfhilo 
junior staff, barefootsj and the farmers themselves -ill have to fill in the 
idiosyncratic details of each par- of the (superficially) similar zone.

7- & good deal more attention rill have to be paid to the simplification 
and careful sighting of Questions asked of farmers, so that they are 1) relevant 
to programme design 2) I'inimal in numbers for the purpose intended - i.e. 
a local programme, which may hsre be distinguished free a less local Plan. 
The Questions for a 2-month farm-management sampling survey trill, in this 
context, be far mores-numerous and skilful thai: the minimal questions for all 
local areas.

3. Cr. consultancy, Jodha h.as covered a great number of the needed warnings.

9- Research nay seem to be out of place here. It is included ir. this 
iiote because current programming may be tempted to rely too such on earlier, 
badly sighted surveys; and because many projects start by initiating 'research' 
of the types which Jodha, Sessell, and /inthcnio, each in a slightly differing 
but mainly supportive v.ay, so strongly ccr.demr.. There is little doubt that 
fundamental rethinking and redesign of operational agricultural research is 
urgently needed.

10. application

Is it possible nov to move torrards positive recommendations. arising 
from this anrlysis? The shape of organisation and division of function -.rhich 
emerges (in r.y vierr) fron the above argument v;ould go somewhat like this:-

a) In a given crop-ecological zone there is a need for at least a 
sample area, both technically and socially as representative as possible, 
to be professionally studied, from about four points of vie-,7 - crop and/or 
animal potential; farn-nanagement -r.cly2is.; engineering/investment posssi- 
bilities; social/political structure and functioning. Omitting expatriates, 
tills trould seem to be a function -chich could be fulfilled, in varying 
proportions according to circumstances, from a University cith a strong 
agricultural component; from a research station rath a strong farm-systen 
component, from government staff (e.g. agronomist, engineer, probably from 
at least District and possibly higher level) or from a "planning-research" 
staff at District or above, where such an organisation exists. This sample 
study vrould be not unlike a pre-project study where it is properly done, 
fitted in, as Collinson says, during the negotiating period of an externally 
financed project. Such a study could use any useful material from previous 
studies (e.g. soil survey, if it exists). •

b) For any given area in the zone (of about 'Block' size, e.g. 10x12 
square miles), preliminary survey and consultation would be at junior field 
staff level plus stimulation of farmer discussion, in any appropriate grouping, 
emphatically including small farmers. One major point v.'ould be to spot how



the araa differs free the results of the deeper sar.ple survey. faints
too difficult for this local wan to solve would need assistance frcn hi.;r.=i-
levcls.

c) Field staif, in consultation with District, and. v.'ith any District 
planning staff which may exist, would then join in the decision on a 
tentative programme, and would be responsible for continuity in close touch 
with farcers, and for feed-back and modification over tir.e.

d) It is not altogether clear -.There the "barsfoots" fit into this. 
The word might n=an a) sen or ~;onon trained urijinally in a discipline, "ho 
have a strong operational rather than academic bias, built up increasingly 
by field experience; or b) the brighter necbers of junior field staff, 
given extra training in tha elements of farm-management, or in the trays . 
by -.vhich to obtain minimum essential inforsiatior.. It is perhaps important 
that "barefoot" should no- remain a vague expression designed to fill a need 
for a can who is a eor.bir.atior. of Joy's "thinking nan and practical can", 
and at the sane time thick on the ground and very modestly paid. Such 
animals, outside occasional voluntary organisations or young, often expatriate, 
graduates eager for practical field experience, are in fact rare. The 
barefoot economist or agronomist or engineer is core probably two men - a 
a retrained junior field ^an with access, for advice and supervision, to an 
experienced professional.

11. Policy Implications

The following points, in total, look rather numerous and formidable. 
In fact, some governments already caver scr.s parts of them, and in any case 
no administration would tackle all simultaneously.

a) Staff for (sa:>-) District*-level grocer fsamsle) survey.

In cost countries, there is a weakness here. The -aein operational 
field staff (e.g. District .Agricultural Officer) have not the time for such 
detailed work, although they should always be consulted in it. 5oir=e 
resource of'fairly mobile staff could bs built up:-

1) In Agricultural Universities, or faculties, or "Agrc-2conomic 
Research Centres"(India).

2) IT. najor Agricultural Research organisations, by developing a strong 
fara systems unit (especially economic and sociological) alongside the exact 
scientists. Such a unit uould have a sanduich job - partly in research and 
partly in field survey and consultancy working with the operational government 
officers.

5) is a mainly operational diagnostic and consultative tean within the 
administrative unit at District level, closely linked to a District Planning 
organisation, -here it exist. I (personally) would strongly stress that 
such a teaa should be directly under the .Administration, not under a non- 
operational "Ministry of Planning" at the centre.

The recommendation here is that, whatever the choice of administrative 
placing of such a team, the whole training and attitude towards operational 
research needs radical revision, to avoid the obvious failures pointed out by 
Anthonio, Sessell, Jodha, most of ;7hioh spring fron the mechanical acadeoic 
tradition, over reliance on 'enumerators' and statistics, Ph.D. work etc. 
The link with operational and administrative needs, 1 whether between a Research 
Centre, a University Department, or even an Agro^2conomio Centre, needs to 
ba far more strongly stressed; probably young men should be recruited to 
any of these centres after at least 5 years practical field experience within 
the government field staff.

District might be Province or Region in some countries. I an using 
Indian language - i.e. a District covering about 1-1-J- million population.



b) At the field level, tne ~ost obvious needs are

1) Revision of field-staff tianagement (Beisha'.T/Chanbers v;oric in Kenya)

2) Altered training for Junior Field Staff, especially in the capacity 
to listen to farmers; in whatever can be taught about t;ays to stinulate 
farmer organisation; and in ho'~ to ask ninisal useful questions, and ^hat 
those cininal questions are likely to be. JJlemants (only) of far:: management 
principles should be in every such course, if necessary to exclusion of so.v.e 
technical detail taught in so ,r.any training courses for junior extension 
staff, nost of rrliioh is forgotten 5 months later, and r;ould need reference 
to a fully trained agronorist in any case.

c) The other changes, r.ainly concerned -.rith the Planning function, go beyond, 
this Paper to a subsequent Paper on Planninr.

12. Final Corr.ant

I am constantly -crried, as pages of detailed consideration of 
relationships and functions count up, that our jcint endeavour to refine 
thinking, to sek the detailed concepts behind "consultation" or "barefocts" 
:rill reach some razor-edge distinctions, pitfalls en either side, on —hieh 
no real-life government policy can hope to balance. jdninistraticn is always 
a rough and ready, cocprosa.se, constrained by expense, the quality of personnel, 
the need,,for sicple, adndnistrable rules and discipline; are r:e in fact 
demanding far too high a degree of exactitude from a blur.t instrument?

The only grains of comfort are:-

1) Those :rho jive advice had better think through, to the last inch, 
\?hat they aean by the jiib phrases they use, before they use the-.

2) Those '."ho do. rather than advise, had better kr.o^ the pitfalls, 
even v;here they cannot altogether avoid them.

}) The remarks of jicartya 1C. Sen (p.5) that "the most serious problems 
lie not in the "grand design" but in vrhat has the superficial appearance of 
"details", and "the focus on technological and institutional details is long 
overdue".

4) Finally, in the fact that each country idninistration faces different 
problems, has already advanced far in one direction, yet nay gain froa analyses 
in another; and that while 7,-hclesale reforn trill never happen all at once, 
some path towards a nore effective systen can perhaps be followed over the 
years. Goodness knors, the nobilisation of a peasant economy is not to be 
done in a day or even a decade., and although '.:e still face a daunting level 
of failure, comparing 1950 uith 1975 there are, here and there, highly 
significant elements of success in this, perhaps both the aost difficult and 
the most icportant field of development.

BJTCI (Courtesy, Stephen Sandford) 

in answer from a farmer vrho iras consulted:-

"These are my sheep. They are not the concern of Government 
but sy concern. 'Thether they live or die is of no importance 
to anyone but me; and even vrith ae if they die 1 shall still 
live."

Fron "A study of fara and Livestock Systems in the Central Highlands of 
Ethiopia". Prepared by iloel J. Cossins and Bekele Yeserou for the 
Provisional Military Government (Livestock and iieat Board) 1974-

Guy Hunter

December 1975. 

GH/JS.
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LOCAL EIAGHOSIS. FARMEB CROUFItlCiS, AND COORDINATION OF SERVICES NETWORK

PAPER 1Y

FAHMSR AND COMmHTY GROUPS
"to-

Guy Hunter and Janice Jiggina

I IKTOOPUCTIOH

1. There lias been cuch written, -..vcr many years, about groups of fa.nr.nr3 
or of fanning commnitits - about thu nnedl for them for adainistrative 
purposes, about tho value of them for mobilising effort find initiative, or 
for expressing aspirations, or for giving reality to democratic principles. 
Such groups include Cooperatives, Faraer Associations, Irrigation Groups, 
traditional and new Credit or Savings Groups, Development Comittees, 
Ponchay.its, Brigades and Teams, Self-Help Groups, Ujanor. and other com.T-UMl 
groups, and nany nore. One has only to look at this list to see hcnr different 
they nro in type, in the connection within which they arise or are formed, 
ir. function, and in sain objective.

2. For they include single purpose and rnulti-purpooe groups, traditional 
and Eodernising groups, self-aianr-'ged, and totally externally managed groups, 
ideologically inspired or pure productivity groups, groups continuously active 
or only appearing for special functions, groups structured in tiers and 
hierarchies or individual and self-sufficient, groups organically linked to 
single technologies (e.g. growing tobacco or rubber), and groups with wide, 
sesi-governmental purposes (such as Tanchayats).

J. Little has been done, at Icunt in the contoit of agricultural 
development to analyse and categorise- this diversity of groupings, which 
has little in cozinon but nultiple membership and a rural context, and 
particularly to categorise them in TOVO vhich might be useful in design 
and administration of rural development.

4- Thie p-xper ifl a codoat -.ttoiipt to otftrt, rush *£«.ljris and 
categorisation, illxistr.ited from fie]ti experience or.d drawing upon the 
work of many scholars and the evidence of ir.nny field reports on projects 
and on scrai-sj'Ontane.ous development. 11 sill benefit greatly from both 
critioism end further il3us1.rat.loii by nic:r«ber3 cf the Network.

c Bocrtuoo this uj a 1'u.jior about ^rroupij, jt cloeo riot imply that grouna 
should be fonacd or encouraged in every situation, aa it were 'for their 
o»:n siiko'. llor does it intend to leid to any "no orthodoxy or solution 
about 'tho best 1 type of croup. On the ccntr.iry, the emphasis is on 
diversity pjid (except in the context of :i dominant, zingle-solution idcologj')> 
on .-i cortain degree of informed opportunism. V.'hat it does seek to do is to 
inform opportunism, by analysis of what can be hoped frois certain types of 
grouping in relation to environment, function, technical opportunity, purpose
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or ideology, administrative and managerial relationships, afijuences of growth 
and change, the internal psychology of groups, '^he effects iff external 
pressures on then. V

6. Certain coonon 'themes will underly nost of this Paper. VFirst we 
start fron an assumption that Governments wish to institute Ihange 
("development","modernisation", "productivity", whatever). iV'cond, that 
there is a constant tug of war between the desire for securitV, and the 
desire to grasp opportunity. Third, ue must take into account a spontaneous 
(i.e. non-governmental) entrepreneurial element which may show itself in 
society at any time.

7. Finally, since we are dealing with multiple factors, the main
divisions of subject matter below are not mutually exclusive, becruse they 
will not lie on the sane plane; they are more like cross-sections cut 
through a single rod vertically, horizontally, and at intermediate angles, 
showing different shapes and, perhaps, different elements of texture. It 
will be necessary, therefore, to make ?. single, coordinated set of conclusions 
at the end.

II CR03S-S3CTIOHS 

A. Traditional Attitudes and Groups

8. It may., be ns well to start at the early point of what is in some ways
a transition through time, remembering th.->t traditional attitudes, even 

only aa trace-elements, may persist, and even flare up again, long after 
the domlnpnce of a traditional way of life has given way; remembering also 
that ue are perforce in the 20th Century - long after the heyday of 
isolated and "pure" traditional societies.

9- 1) Survival for all; Fear of Change

One quite common factor in traditional societies, whether in Africa or 
Asia, is that the culture decrees that all members have a right to survival. 
So, if sone have land and some no land, the latter will be assigned (or assign 
to themselves)sooe service function (including warrior status for nen) for 
which food is provided. The Indian Jajanani system, in which village servants* 
are pnid, perhaps annually, in grain, is a classical example; ?nthropologists 
could provide dozens more. The fear of losing through change this right to 
survival for all members is splendidly illustrated from "Behind ifud "alls"**:

"But this we do knou: the old order has served us uell for centuries. 
It hrs provided a tank for everyone who is born into it. .'.nd it has 
provided for the carrying-out of every task needed for village self- 
sufficiency, Ijy men trained from childhood. If the change once begins, 
how f«r will it go?"

10. Uodern .agricultural development proposals (outside countries with a fully 
coi.ffiunalist policy, e.g. Ujamna in Tanzania, or the pattern in Mainland China) 
tend to offer a "package" to individuals, although they may suggest group action 
for securing credit, inputs, or marketing. They may also tend to criticise what' 
they call dependency (e.g. of smallholders, sharecroppers, tenants on large 
farms,' or, at the extreme, bonded labour). But in doing so they may raise in 
many minds a gnawing fear that, while luckier individuals may benefit, the less 
well-placed and the service dependants will lose the social security of a system 
in which rights and duties are prescribed in a v:ay that all survive - however 
meagerly. Davy*** writes of members of traditional societies in \7est Africa 
"investing in social relationships rather tnBi'•In/goods, equipment or land" as 
a form of social insurance against bad times. Scarlett Epatein**** has emphasi 
sed the same point from Indian studies, stressing the climatic uncertainti . 
which constitute risk, and the social regulation (e.g. caste) which may pin

* So normally referred to: e.g. barbers, and what might be called
ocr>"l_e trades. 

** •.:. and C. V.'iser: Behind liud '.alls (University of California Press,
Berkeley) 1963, p.119 

*** E. C. Davy: "Drought in ''ect Africa", 'Ji.O. Bulletin, X;C111, 1st
Jaiiu.'ry 1")l/\, Geneva). • 

**** T. Jc.-M-lett Epstein: Economic Dcvelopmc-nt nnd Jocial Change in 
South India (f.!anchestpr University Press) 1962.



"individuals in service or other j'.ctivities y.'hich exclude them from a share 
in profitable agricultural packages. Tj,-my other observers have helped to 
explain apparently extravagant social expenditure, often leading to in 
debtedness, by the sane desire for social insurance. '-n unusual and striking 
exanple where the tension between traditional, thoujh limited security, 
and non-traditional individual opportunity is actually institutionalised 
cooes froa Fiji, where there is a special name for nenbers of society 
nho deliberately elect to contr'.ct out of cofflnunal social obligations 
(e-S- unpaid village cosmunal chores), ,ji;d thereby relinquish all 
claics to communal support - they become "j.;o-it-alono?3", for better and 
for vjorse*. '.

11. '.iaiiy authors have observed that thu transition fro:-! iMvinly subsistence 
to mors narket-oricntc'l prouuclion i- soon us a sacuri iy risk. .'harton** 
has noted faster jJoi/tion of injirovsd strains of reliable indigenous varieties 
as r.sainr.1 H"!i"Vs, despite Liio letter's higher potential; iCnight's*' ** study of ths 
Hyiha in Llbo-i (T.-^izonia) «t ressoa the additional dependence on uncontrolled 
external factors r;hich .-.ccompinies a ir.ove to crr.h croppin™.

12. ilor?cvor, a traditional system may be valued ariil loved. Jome hill 
peoples of jssETt*'*** r?{j-,irfi it =s shojneful to sell food - food, which is a 
necessity of life ar.d nust be (end is) shared freely, in tiEes of shortage, 
by those who Irvc- ^ith those v;ho h<-.ve not. 'fhey resist "packages" aimed at 
producing ?Jirt selling surpluses of sta;>la foods. *£ain, -Jurnbull***** from 
/sfrica - " .'e no longer h/ive any reason for living, because ue have been forced 
array from the '.jay of our ancestors, and v/e lead other men's lives, not the 
lives of «ur fathers". ,' very similar outburst is quoted by Caitskell froal 
the Cozira schcs:;:***"*

"',:e liate these straight lines, ue '.vould rather be hungry once everj' feu 
years, rith freedom to ron^'o vith our cattle unconfined, tlXjn have full 
bellies .ir,d bo fined if we stray outside these horrid little squares".

Thece values as A onoticncl attachment (no pejo-'ative iaplication- 
ezotion is a "reccor, for living") -re one side of the tension, to uhich 
the econocic.illy rational fcsr of servants, share-croppers, tenants mast 
be added.

13- It nay be that ',TOIH> forr?-vtion helps to all-:y those fears: "there is 
safety in miaber:-"; more thai! safety pcrhc-ps, c-notional coafort:'a* 1HH''* >

"3ut re need the- stren/;tli of t'ao i'aiiily 'o suniort us. .'e do not tro.it 
the outside uorld, r.ud \:e arc cu:;;uci<-'Uj of zs.cli othor. Our lives are 
OL-pressed bv !.-c n.n f?.-;rr. v fc: r tlio i^nt collector, v:e fear the police 
vatchiEnn, \/e fear evaryo.-.e uho Ir,ok5 3.3 tliou.';h he mi;-ht claia some 
authority over us; wo fear our creditors, \;o fear our patrons, ce fear 
too wucl: rain, \;o fear locusLs, vo fear thieves, v;o fear the evil spirits 
Tjhich tlireatcn our childi-sn isnc our aninals, and v/e fear the strength of 
our nei^libour".

The conclusion from tliio nould be that CTOU? foroation in societies uhere 
trac'ition nnd risk-srorsion i= stron;; c.hovld seek for, £.nd stress, the

*"Social services noy be comcutcd under certain conditions by a cash payment, - 
an administrative endeavour to replace b 1/ coney the services lost to the 
cosnunity vihen they .ire not perforraed".
O.K. P.oth: "!!ative •r.c1iiinir:tr?t..ion in Fiji during the p:st seventy-five 
joars". Ccc:isiur.2l Paper i':o. 10, Itoyal .'nthropolo^ical Instituto, London 1551. 

^C.F.. lisrton, in C. Calton (cd): ;>ono^iic .Dovelopmant and Jocia] Change
(Hen York, 1'atural History i'resc) 1969

***C. C. Knight: iicolo^y and k,'h. a;e (iIe-7 York, .'.cadeuic i"ress) 1974 
***-«r-(>r5 0nri Co^auriiC'tion from R. IT. UalJipur

***•«€. Tuyribull: 'Ac Iionely African (Garden City, i.'eu York, Anchor Jress) 19&3 
sitfKHt.^otcj in a bcn-o b y ' . i'. Clarl:e, in ,i. Gaitskell: Cczira (London, Paber 

and febcr) 1959- P-202
frHHHHHtJfelvi^d nu a ,;fll3 p. 122



added security of group action; further, it ivy be unwise to let fall 
criticisms of what nay seer-- an unjust or unnro.Tressive social p.-.ttern, 
o^ to ur-s 'liberation 1 frca it, u.Joss ,ojitiva cstliDds ol liber-lion 
are near and sure, and also include a substitute for the security which 
t|ie old system offered to vreateer members.*

14. 2) Existing traditional -roupin,-s**

Traditional groups for common action often have: 1) a very specific 
structure, e.g. an aje-set, a sub-clan; they almost invariably have 2) a 
specific function - house'-buildinc, path-clearinj:: and they are often 
not continuous but intermittent, coming together v:hon the particular task 
arises. It hr.s almost always proved difficult to change either their 
composition or their function, or toi use them as a continuously active <yroup 
for agricultural development. There are, however, soae croups which have a 
Vmodern" function and are continuous, among which could be included Credit/ 
Savings societies, (chit clubs (India), esusu societies (:'.'. /.frica), z variety 
of (often Church-related) social security groups (iithopi?), such as funeral •: 
clubs). These can indeed be harnessed for rural development, in a wider sense, 
.-ad can sometiaes extend their range of action. I'ji^y extsrnally planned 
projects (e.g. C..'. .D.U. in Ethiopia) have over-looked this tissue of social 
action, or consciously dismissed it as irrelevant to modernisation, /.t the 
opposite pole, such projects have also tried to use the wore structured and 
intermittent groups for diff?rent end continuous functions. On the whole, 
traditional croups tend to be concerned with social rather than agro- 
economic functions (cf. Paul DevitJ, In taper III). One reeson may be that 
certain social achievements (buil'fTinr; a school or a protected v;ater supply)
seem far simpler to achieve and to meet direct need, as against pro^ranaiea of 

agricultural improvement, which arc harder to understand, involve risl:, and 
(.ilr.s!) hc.ve so often been seen by villagers to f.-il, or to increase the work 
load v/ithout a proportionate income r'ain.*1''*

15- <-n the v;hole, we v;uul:i be inclined to think that: a) 'Jxtonsion or
project staff should be well a-./pro of v.'hat groups c::ist, -.-ith v.'hat -structure, 
for what purpose; b) with s very fev; exceptions, of rhich savings groups 
may bo one, trr.Oitionpl conimon action :0Toups a.ro not ensily h.imessed for 
anything but their traditional function ;'-iO certainly not enr;ily transformed 
into foiTial cooper-tivea; but they soy be nud."ed into a new direction; c) 
some of the nost successful modeirdsin;; groups (discussed l?.ter), nay be 
spontaneously foraert but ere not tradition?!. Cooper.'. lives are visually 
neither spontaneous nor tr.iditional.

B. TotPl Coamunalism or .•.ultiple. i'Vjiction Croups

16. Starting, as we have, fro.u traditional groupings, ne have strongly 
emphasised specific functions for which groups, usually only pt-.rt of a 
whole community, may be formed. Aere is, however, the c> Iterative 
approach, of which iiainland China and Tanzania nro usually quoted as

"Political will at the centre may not be enough. :>e,i a highly efficient 
Administration ma^' not be able to £ive reality to the reforms at village 
level, where quite junior officials are faced by tbe determination ?Jid 
resourcefulness of a dominant landlord clflsr. and b. the fear nnd insecurity 
of an illerate and unorganised pe.-santry, fearful of losing the security 
of a br.d system without cast-iron assurance of protection if they oppose it." 
G. Hunter: lioflernisina Peasant societies (Oxford University i-Tess, London) 
1969 p. 150
There is a considerable sociological literature about the transition from 
tr?.dition.?.l to modernising orc;ani.cation. & have sunrnarised come of the 
most, recent and relevant wor!., v/ith particular reference to the contrasts 
beuiecn traditioii.'l iCtoup.^ a.nrl modcj'n Cooperations in Annexe "//'. For those 
v;'r.o havo *!io iiitercfit, tliic .-.nnexe, aj;J An)'ic>:e "ii" on the v;orl: of 
Judith Temilor i;i Ucua-Jor, may be worth treating as an extension of the 
main text.
Rasmusson U: "Social ttiphaais on IVol'lo's 1'rioi-itins in Rural Development; 
Studies in Kenya". Agricultural Ad-tinislration, Vol. 2, So. /I.October 1975 
p. 26} - L-/I.

" V.'e have avoided "Coi.':n:\mjsm" since not all. countries following communalist 
systems are "Cotmnunist" e.p. Tanzania.



examples, i." v;hich to a greater ox'^nt all lar.J is regarded as for 
common use by local coL'curdtios, all incomes accruing from it ai-e 
shared, and the local community ia regarded as a single group (Ujamaa) 
or a group in a hierarchy of functional groups (Team, Bridade, Commune). 
The word "all" cmst Tjg qualified in China by the small household plot, and 
by exceptions, both local and national, in Tanzania where areas of land 
have not been included in the Uj.-irsja comion area.

17. ' These total solutions involve totel Land Reform and pooling of
holdings, ami thus cut the variola kjiyio of fragmented holding;:, unequal 
potential in different local ploxs (th^ "^pottinesc" of natural resources), 
and various forrcs of private de;«.-ncloncy (tenancy, sharo-oroppinc, etc.).* 
They also greatly facilitate tec.'incloi'y (tractorisation, new irrigation 
layouts, pest-control, and varir.is economies of scale). Certainly in 
China, they also facilitate! agricultural planning (since cropping areas 
can be decided from above), and also incomes policy (since criteria for 
incone distribution from coimon effort can be used to give varying 
incoco levels for work and to Distribute part of the total to the aged, 
children, other dependents, taxes and development finance.) Tanzania has 
not gone so far in either plan:.ir.g or economic control. Indeed, in many 
areas there still appear to bo tensior.a, familiar from Russian and other 
co:r.nur.alist experience, between earnings from the private plot and work on 
the cordon plot for a share of the coi^mon product. Further, it does not 
seen that the saac degree of close direction and supervision is given to the 
Ujaaaa villages, nor the samo planning of local investment and supplies of • 
inputs.

13. ?!.i;j Kii:?r :s not concerned to argue for or against major political 
solutions cf th-5 cormnmalist type. At this point only a few comments are 
needa<.'. t'irst, whether ii! China or Tanzania, the communal solution is not 
traditions'. - qui*e tllo reverse; if the Chinese system is sustained for
ar.otl.'fr ;;onoratim, cnumon vork and regulated incone distribution nay become 

a "trr.::i+i--n", vrhic-h v:ill need detailed studies which have not yet been made. 
Second, a :.alf-viuy solution in Tanzania is proving very difficult. Goran 
h'yden** hnri "c--T,tly jointed to the stresses which can arioe from the 
cor.tr.'.-I in n-.-ar-lr. bef.vcon, any, the mechanic employed within the conmercial 
econo'j;/ o'' .-u^an.-.* anu the iwrirdf: offei-ed to the mechanic as an equal share, 
based oj: v.T oi'rr IIOUTU, v,-ith all Iho oth^-r l-'iboui-ers (for they are not exactly 
farmer.7/ 0:1 tlio co^r.on pii'it. It .v.oul'ri certajrily seem that, in the Tanzaniej} 
case, "J1".:r_va a/Tjciilturo !':sv vr.rk '.veil for a bit: but that as the economy 
beco:nc^ iw; :-ar-.'.Isd.i i;r.a leas: sutain Ler.cn, and as division of labour incr 
eases (,rore cl^ir:.!, uj-ivor;], ;(.-chnicJn!is, Cooporative nar.agers. cr&ftsnen, 
etc.), f.o or, 'Jjarn-ia ££.o3£2il ""ill be hai'der to hold together: in a word, 
economic: a:;d tlc-ve}jpiii.j'.tal su-fH;£;H iiijglil t:itrioi' ovriji.p the Ujaiiiaa group or 
requirr a fyl;-scalo Maoist revolution iji the main national economy. Thirdly, 
it car, bo Dtee:->n-(! that lillenial jiropa/janda in societies which have not had 
a major rovoiutloii, and in the absence of any enforceable plan for the use and 
distribution of rusourcos, is likely to add to, rather than alleviate, rural 
frustration: it is the'peasants who suffer most from premature and in 
effective movements of this kind.

C. Croups in a Crp.dunlist System

19- "<'e nay put aside tcuporarily fall communalist systems and consider 
th« varioty of groups in gradualist systems - i.e. those in which rural 
people- have not been compulsorily organised into fixed patterns for most 

-^ main purposes and where a groat v&riely of groups may exist, formed
spontar.oously or by percussion, iniluceineJit, or more or lens indirect pressure.

* Koto, hoviever, t!i-it fraginentaticii of holdings sometimes operated to give 
fanr.or:i each a patch of /;ooil and a pitch of poor land. Traditional 
arror^cr.•:•:!*•:: .Tmctimc-.o alno v:ork liko T,his: e.g. the plot boundaries in 
Klsii Pistriet raliatiriG from liill top to valley, or the Kikuyo. (Kenya) 
plots ju.-.i ir.r. '!OV.T. J'.-eic t:;o ridge to the stream. A similar pattern can 
V.... sc.cri i:'. V.'j 1'jtri «• c!:-ilk- ..ur.tvy finas -*-ith iilota taking in a) some water 
CT'--._^ , b) uOTie p.rsUo, -i.r.(i c) :-.!.oi.j.> pastinv on thu high ground. ti 

•"*' C. i:yuc:i: "]".••• :Jt)'u.-;cli.- fni- '.'Ui.'.-i;^:". in HL.I"I) Coojierition: the Cfise of 
Knb'jlci Jlc.-mi Uj<i:r,-ir. roo:».'Vtidvo :',oc'i'.'ty" (thiivc-rfiity of IVir ec Galnac) 
3576. !,.:-.eo.
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20. 1) 'ome distinctions

It is at once necessary to define "Groups" more closely: it is a
*v.->-jue \?ord, deliberately u::od in tho title of thlo Peper, since re have 
assumed a need for s'ono fom of grouping for .lOmr.istr^tive convenience 
or for corporate expression of noo.-'s and desires, or for democratic 
management. Categories arc necessary because it io cle.rr th-'t tho 
origin, sise, rtmcture, functions r-nd purposes of a "Group" profoundly 
affect its style of behaviour -nd its relevance for different functions.

21. It is j-.ropor.od to consider three main headings:

a) .jioall .-~TOUPS, formed for specific, sonotip.es single, func 
tional purposes, "-mall" inplios a ran?.e of roughly 10-100 
members.

b) Larger, or "secondary" QE£2nis.& lions., often v.'ith 500 or more
members (e.g. a large Cooperative)*, usually multi-purpose, often 
part of tno or more tier structure.

c) Sleeted Committees (e.g. Panchay.rts), representative, usually 
uith n Trie's range of functions, often v.dth a sejni-governmental 
or administrative role, usually in a tiered structure, juch 
committees often have more widely-defined concerns than the ' 
development of agriculture alone.

22. 2) 3mall_ jrroupa /

. s v/e h-vo seen, small groups, in great variety, have been evolved 
in tradition.-.! cultures, usually for specific tanks, in nhich the croup 
has a clear eomion interest, sometimes intermittent, often loosely 
structured, often not part of the hierarchy - e,g. housing groups small 
primary Cooperatives, vjood-carving groups, etc. etc. Often they are 
characterised by informal, personalised management, sometimes i.;ainly by 
consensus. They nay include big as v;ell ?s small farmers.**

25. .c con -ttespt some-list of the ady.r.t.v"3, sources of strength, 
durability, and --Iso of veakne.-'sea of such group1!, "or example, in an 
irrigation group, or p. milk-producing grnup, the technology largely 
dictates \;hat has to be done and v;hen; the sise of the group is limited 
by the physical boundaries of the sy-.teo (irrigation outlet, milk 
collection centra); tho benefits r.re obvious and shared by all; there 
is not much reason for conflict v;ith other groups; the organisational 
and behavioural demand on members is relatively simple; dependence on 
officialdom may be limited to one or two specific services; membership 
is defined by those using the facility. Hie group's small size favours 
cohcsiveness, and may even bo strengthened by the existence of an 
external "enemy" - e.g. .-.frican cotton-.:rrowers versus /iSian ginners 
(liuansa, T-nzania), Organisational s.mplicity mayovoid exploitation 
by a. formalised "management committee" (e.g. the snail groups in phich 
Coailla farmers were organised, hamlet by hamlet). It uould bo easy to 
write dovm a set of antonyms, v.'ith reference to l.Tge, multi-purpose 
Cooperatives, nhere nost of the directness and co}icsiveness is apt to 
be lackin-.

24. The literature is, unfortunately, very vngue about the origins of 
such groups, In some cases it is clear that a single man took an 
initiative; in others statements such cs "a group uas fornod", or 
"farmers formed themselves into a gi-oup" leave no clue as to hou, by 
TrhoB, in Tihat sequences this critical event took pl-'-ce. Equally 
unfortunately, particularly in "success stories", '.;e have an encouraging

* Hote that Cooperatives are not taken as a discriminatory category at this 
point - they could exist as small groups, or as larger org-nisations, or 
as a sequence i'rom small to lai\"e.

** i.e. v;e are socakin;:, vith reference to farmers, of snail gi-oups of 
famors, not exclusively of TOU71 01" small farnors.
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26.

account of group formation and valuable sncceaoes in village or area X 
in 1971 - 3; but is it still there? Has it groivn in numbers and success 
or disintegrated? In consequence, perhaps our most reliable information 
is constantly drawn only from the y/f of schemes which h:ve been studied 
over five or ten years"at leant, or revisited after that sort of interval. 
We are left rvith c'tegories of 'spontaneous'* (including traditional), 
'catalysed by an external ifidivid ml' *" ••>,;. ?.n .Extension worker), 
and 'sssi-icposod ty exiornal authority 1 '? 1' It is probable, but by no 
means certain, that the durability of groups tends to be higher when 
original dependence on external support or pressure was low (i.e. when 
self-management starts st a very early stage), except v/here external 
support (including paid nanogoinor.t) is continuous over a considerable 
period. There are certainly many cases among Cooperatives where on 
officially-backed groups collapses as soon as official support is withdrawn.

The weaknesses of snail group; tends to show up if numbers increase 
sharply, or complexity and arnbitiousnesa of the task increases, so that 
inform.nl or face-to-face .•••.'j?^r_"-ort3tructure and coheoiveness is weakened. 
That such groups are strong in informal leadership and weak on formal 
management structure, end in relationship with the outside world (government 
and major institutions) is fairly well documented (the need for 'brokers i, 
the need for financial conpetence and accounting).**** This can be partly 
paralleled from studios in industry, vihere small, inculated sections or 
departments can {venerate high morale, v:hich is detroyed by merger or major 
expansion, or 'rationalisation 1 ; even a change from small rooms (groups 
of a dozen) to large, open-plan offices on conveyor lines con have 
devastating results on industrial or commercial morale: the same can be 
true of mergers of military units.

Pride of achievement is also a great cor.solidator of groups, and 
this is an argument (vihere an official policy is involved) for assigning
in early stages simple and fairly easily achievable tasko which can show 

early and visible effects, i.e. to build groups round such tasks. ***** 
The opposite is apt to happen: because a task is difficult (i.e. credit
recover}-, marketing) a Primary Cooperative, often very weak in management, 

is set up to deal with it.

These para,7raphs load naturally to the question: what is the 
'right' ]ovol of external intorfurence (usually called 'support')? 
This is a question which can only bs answered ir, very general terms. 
First 'support' can be defined as 1) requested or essential services 
from the external econcoy, on offer but not insisted upon (e.g. credit, 
fertiliser, infrastructure), and 2) internal management support 
(provision of secretary, of closo supervision, or strong influence in 
decision-making). It is fairly clear that efficient services are usually 
helpful. But when it comes to management support it seems probable that 
half-measures are usually unsuccessful. Either the group is self- 
managed, or the authority concerned should decide, in effect, to manage 
it, and to continue to do so. Excessive supervision (e.g. by a 
Cooperative Department, or by a Federation or Union of its primary 
sociotic-s) usually kills the dynamic of the group. There is much 
evidence that primry Cooperatives (Kenya, India) resent the contributions 
paid to higher tiers and the rules and supervision imposed upon them. 
They lose the sense of self-management and responsibility.******

1 Holmquist, y. r-Motunwa winners Cooperative Society and the Cooperative
Farming Experiment in Kisii District, Kenya". Staff Paper Ho. 106, IDS,
Nairobi, July 1971. 

1 Hbugua, E.-3.; Schi'nherr, S.'Y/yeth, P.: "Agricultural Extension and
Farmers' Training". C'npter Eight, in "Second Evaluation Report on the
Special Ifciral Development I'ro.Trcme". IfS, Mairobi . In prf-pr.ration.
Sylvester, A.: "L'olping iho Thr.iland Smallholders: FAO Blazes tne Trail"
Civilisations. Vol XX, No. 2, 1J70, pp. 21?-?25.
F.G. Railoy: O.^'P nrj.-! the F.fip.on!ic Frontier. (Ranches tor University 
Press) 1957.
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20. Group lo. ,'cr.-,l i_j may coc.e: a) fro^i within the group; b) from ar. 
individual within the cociety, but with sone extra qualification 
(education, technical skill, devotion, larger resources), .'itanplen of 
b) which I have personally noticed recently include a Catholic priest, 
a school teacher, a Jandhian disciple (iia ubhai uesai, outside Poona), > 
a retired veterinary officer, r. large fanner, an ex-sergeant major. It 
is possible - though this should >.» treated with care - that such local 
outsiders make acceptable leaders oecausc they r.ro outside the rivalries 
and suspicions of equals in the group.* Groups may bo started(but not 
led) by local officials, suggesi'.ons frora a V..5.0. or Peace Corps worker, 
Oxfam or SOBS other voluntary ag.-icy, a Church, or simply three or four 
enthusiasts who take an initiat:'. .• but atrcopt other leadership in order 
to gain recruits or influence. ..^ade.-s of the b) type may continue for 

. some tine, since they rre an abv'.ous choice as "broker" when more 
external contacts are needed, ar.'C also iray have resources (storage, 
equipment, trrnsport) from whr.c' thj group may benefit, paternalism 
ia neither dead nor useless in :-£ny parts of the developing world, though 
eventually the "children" grow up.

29. Finally, it is worth stre:-jing again the variety of types, sizes, fun 
ctions of informal groups, and also the nunber of occasions when a common
pattern of development action can arise without the necessity for any formal 

group. The "outSTOwers" in a tea, tobacco, sugar, etc. scheme producing to 
a central factory and serviced from its management, may not require formal 
associations, whore a Conpony or Board.is the mnjging agent; or, where the 
factory'is Cooperative-owned ,-vid riinaged, they may only have a shareholder 
function and an occosion.il vote for Corj.iittc;e membership, jicilarly, counon 
use 01" .-. watsr an'ircy nviy involve - .',-roup, or may Dimply be done by water- 
buyin; arrangements:''' Credit, which ir. often very individual, may be organised 
through p. group, but may also flo-: from agricultural banks direct to individuals, 
who are in any c.-sa usually p^rnonally liable for repayment. The argument 
for small, sercifora-1 ",rou7js is essentially opportunistic ant', flexible; and this 
in situations of such social, technical and economic variety and diversity, 
is three-quarters of its strength. The requirements of the cro • (or water 
3uPply for crops), density m- spsrsenoss of settlement, the ir.tufe of the 
processing unit, the Marketing system (monopoly or open local narket), the 
degree of risk, the requirement for quality (e.g. uniformity); the need for 
regularity of supply, necsonnlity, may each have effects on whether c group 
ia needed and, if ro, of wh?.t rise, what continuity or interaittence, with ' 
what formal structure and rao.n.-.g3!nent competence, iiistakes ore far core likely 
to be made, by insisting on a particular structure (e.g. the Cooperative), or 
size (theoretical but r.ot always significant economies of saile), or membership 
(e.g. excluding large farEoi-s), or simply by neglecting the potential of unorth 
odox or very lightly-structured orrangor.ients, including private commercial 

I arrangements as against fomal soni-public "institutions", whose rules and
*i required procedures nay bo inimical to a rather hesitant -•'nd inexperienced 

| membership. • 'e Psstur.e hero that the objective ia not ideology but success.

1 JO. j) Larger, or secondary organisations

There appear to be r.'.ther a large number of occasions in agricultural 
>• development when an enterprise of some apparent potential is successfully

launched, well rewarded for a year or two, and then disintegrates. This 
^ cr.n certainly happen whore . snail, loosely-organised group is emboldened by

success to launch into larger operations requiring nore complex financial
and administrative control. There would appear to be „>. moment when the two 

7 best choices .ire 1) to persuade the group to stay at the level which it can
manage, or 2) to launch a l.-rger, or secondary organisation, which will nece-

• soarily be more fojrnnl and ray involve adilin," a superior tier to the structure. 
'Thus, at Coailla, the Cooperative l : ni.n w.-is in fact needed, EJid extremely use 
ful, '..'hen the snail priir-ry groups, stimulated by Mchter naaeed Khan's philo 
sophy and fction needed a better contact vith the external econouy.**

* e.g. In X'Sland, the squirn is chaii-nan of tho villrje cricket club, 
because the builder, primary teacher and grocer do not trust each other. 
Cf. ren.'.r!s! quoted by /.rthur Gai ts:; vll in his -ccount of the Gezireh 
scheme: "the locp.l villagers' first rfctions to promptings towards 
responsibility h.'.d been 'You decide for us. e will only quarrel pmong. 
ourselves." p. 309

** ;khter IKtcc'! KJnn: "reflections on the Cozrilla ^ural Ttevelopment Trojedts", 
OI.C Par-'i- Ko. 3, March 1974.
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31. But vro h«ve chosc-:i ?. dangerous example in ^.'ntionins s. Cooperative. 
For ?7hilc Use successes of an ou ta t?.ndj ng Cooperative 'Jjiion usually are 
described in terms of the ^fnjo of excellent ::n'- useful cervices it 
provides to its rrimary -Jocfety membership (e,g/ credit provision, a rico 
nill, storage, custom service for tractors cr spraying equipment, a 
transport service.- etc.) the really important p-ay-off from the venture is 
in the formation of the primary societies. Thereafter, the superior 
services are to be judged not by whether they are Cooperative, but by 
whether they are efficient and competitive. For v;e must keep an eye on the 
ultimate aim of the whole effort, which is not a rich and successful Union but 
enriched and satisfied combers at village level, and ths "superior" services 
can COEQ from a variety of sources - froiii a TJnion, certainly, but also from 
a Company, a licrksting Board, e. Corporation, a Bank, or even from an efficient 
extension service. 'The criterion here is neither decioc.racy, not self -manage-. 
raent, nor socialise — for all these are each better expressed, in a face-to- 
face way, at the Primary level.* The criterion is eff ic. r.cy - getting supplies 
to the farmer in tiiso. providing cr.-eait or storage, paying a good price promptly, 
using capital resolves for wise investment, surviving through bad years as well 
as good ones, controllir-g bad debts.**

32. Thus, at the ror.ent vhen ?"rin:ary or srcall groups need more external 
contact, totter m?r:3gr.oent, more structure, the Cooperative method (and 
there are -variants- Trilliin :tliis- method) must certainly.be considered very 
seriously. But it should not be an automatic choice, since many alternatives 
are available. J-iam^erial efficiency ?nd services to farmers should be the 
main criteria by which choice is nade.

33- ^nonc If.rger organisations -,ve should place? the Tc-.wan Farmer
jissociaticnr; , the '; ial:.ysi:in Farmer issociation scheiLos, the "I'larkaz" 
organisatioruj- in PaMstan, the Parser Sei-/ice Societies adopted in India 
for service to the on.-.ll groups formed under the 3m.il] Farmer Development 
igency.*** The last-u?s:cJ. which -Te a Cooperrttivo varicnt, are appointed 
rather than eloctod, with yr/i official cemberaM.p and a pr.id secretary', 
accouctent :ad clerk. Both in 'ialaysin and Taivan the. Farmer Associations 
are considerable, rr\n.ti-tier organisations, officially instituted. 
although the Taiwrjri orpanisntion is in a free— c-fiterprise, capitalist 
context, it bears mary of the nark™ of the oainland China system in its 
comprehensive and planned policies: it is an ex^uple - not necessarily to 
be copied in othei- cojiJttior j - 01' vhat can be ;chieved by a firm, 
officially engineered progrfjiiiae nliich has struck just the right balance 
(for the cap ;ci ties of both s'overnr.ent and people) botaecn self-oanagement 
and central r'iroctien end support.

* Tliis seecs to neglect the profit aryacni-. that Cooperative profits go 
to the r.inbernhip, net to tuivp.vo pockets. But in fact both Cooperatives 
and private merchants retain rauch of their profits for investnent, and 
the Oj^trib\tc-d_ profit, v;hich nay look large in a single pocket, looks 
very small indeed when divided aaong 1.000 members, and may almost be 
c.'.ncelled out by the higher overheads and lower efficiency which tend to 
characterise acateur Coaaittce management. If this <:ere not so, farmers 
would not so often prefer to sell privately rather than through Cooperatives. 
See Annexe for further discussion ^nd references.

** See C. .idstrr-id, in C. Mdsirand (ed): Aj>i_ean..Cooperatives and Jfficiency
(Scandinavian Institute of ,'ifrican btutiios, lip snla; 197?, for a 

a dirtinction batvcv:i "efricioncy" and"oiiV;ctivoncss". efficiency, the
more important ncnsure, relates to analyses of productivity (hov; efficient- 
.ly a cooperative serves fsrcers' needs); but much cooperative literature 
corfinc-Ls itself to discussion of "cooperative uffontivoncss", defined 
as achicvenont of cooperative c°^ls (often me.-u;ured in terms of membership, 
credit advanced etc.)

*** For ,•>. brief description of the S.F.I).*, etc. in February 1976, see our 
report sent out in ilnrch.
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54- We "H leave assessments to the last section of this Paper.

55. 4) Elected committees
Some countries have given conniderablo weight, for a variety of 

reasons, to locally elected Committ..oa, through which the governments' 
rural development programmes can be implemented at the lowest level. The 
'Basic Democracy' systems under Ayub Khan, where the final unit was a 

~* group of villages; the Tanzanian ayatem (Village Development Committees
nuch based on T.A.N.U.)*; some elements of the Egyptian system; the Indian 

•v Panchayat system (Village, Bl:>ck and District) - these are all variants.

_, 56. 'Basic Democracy' died in Pakistan, and nov/ seems to be being replaced 
by Service and Marketing Ccntreo (liarkaz), not v.-holly unlike the Indian
Farmer Service Societies; and our impression is that Village Development 
Committees in Tanzania slowly ore being replaced by a) TANTJ branches; 
b) Cooperatives, and c) the tljanaa Village System, which is more of an 
executive organisation than the original V.D.C.s. Y/hile the Basic Democracy 
and the Tanzaniau systems both in effect rely on a universal Party to give 
leadership and initiative, the Egyptian system ia more of a dirigiste, 
post I.and-ficfo:nr. -"^ovri ̂ m inajnly run by officials, though Cooperative 
in form, to implement central government policy. Local Cooperatives in 
Egypt do not decide policy, do not operate within an encompassing ideology, 
and have rather limited functions.** 

,^
37- The Indian aystem ia notably different in intention. In the first place, 

it was intended to be, Ji-ee of Part.-- politics, and elections are not 
fought under Party labels (though in fact by now highly Party-political). 
Secondly, it had a number of objectives v.-'iich do not lie easily together. 
One was to de-burcnucratioo administration by giving considerable 
initiative and responsibiltiy to locally elected non-officials - thereby 
caauine officials to serve two masters, the Committee and their departmental 
superiors. Another was the more classical Local Government philosophy, 
of giving to Local Authorities a largo chunk of governmental responsibilities 
in their area; and the three tiers, of which the District and Block 
Committees are quite powerful, presumably were instituted for this purpose. 
A third, in some conflict with the ban on Party politics, woo to extend 
the democratic process and general political education right down to the 
grass roots of society.

58. The Indian system has worked very differently in different States.
It might reasonably be said that the village Ponchayat dooa give an element 
of face-to-face democracy, but that, whether as Local Government or aa 
Development, the three-tier system aa a whole has, in the main, been 
over-shadowed by the technical, planning and financing elements of the 
governmental development process, which continuously strengthens the 
"influence of Departments, technicians, and bureaucratic regulation. Above 

, all, the system lias not oftc-n shorn itself capable of Agricultural manage 
ment in the field, of the energetic use of farmer groups and organisations, 
partly because that field has been pre-empted so heavily by the very 
powerful Cooperative organisation, which has retained an almost total 
independence as well as a semi-monopoly of farmer group organisation.

59. On the whole, in a highly technical, planning-conscious, centralising 
epoch, the freely elected three-tier democratic government experiments 
do not seem to have much future in Ides for development purposes, and 
seem likely to be replaced by organisations like the Markaz or the Farmer 
'Service Society, or, in communalist systems, by the variants of the Maoist 
rural organisations. This does not exclude soae form of Local Authority 
for minor regulative, social service, and taxation purpose.

* Tanganyika African National Union - the One-Party Organisation in Tanzania. 
•See H. Bienen "The Role of '. 'NU and the 5-Year Plan in Tanganyika". No 
source given. Kimeo. n.d.

** Sec Taper by El-Kaamash to the Second International Seminar on Change in
. Agriculture at Heading University, September 1974• Report and Sunmirised ^ 

Papers published as C. Kun'-or, A.H. Bunting, and A.F. Bnttrall (cds): '' 
Policy and Practice Ln ilurul Development (London, Croom Helm) 1976. The 
El-Kaacsaah priiier i:> nvrilaUe also in duplicate from OW, London.
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D. Opportunity and Organisation

40. Ve may seem to have assumed thnt the chief need of development is
better structures of'Organisation, and that opportunities for development 
are universally available if only the "right" oystem of organisation were 
available -, wo might even be accueed of ropary,* In fact, the difficulty 
of identifying opportunity, ond the question of finding an organisation 
suited to the opportunity \7hich has something extra to and different from 
a good organisation chart or systems analysis** is the main underlying theme 
.of all these Papers.

41. Development opportunities have presumably always seemed to be scarce;
and the more that have been found, the grecitc-r the excuse for supposing that 
by no;?, in a given area, they have all been used. Yet v;e can bo sure that 
in titenty years' time thousands lore opportunities, great and small, rill 
have been identified in every jert of tho world. Tho recipe for finding 
opportunity is like the rot A sign: "Stop! Look! Listen!" Stopping means 
that you must stay or bo in quite a unall area long enough to knot? just 
what is (agriculturally •. n,! socially) goiir, on. Looking is more Difficult, 
sinco it requires ir.iagir.p.tio;i, nnd Ml of un most of the time hove eyes and 
see not. For looking creatively s.t what noemc to bo an unchangeable 
situation (poor noil, liitie '.-rater, i'i:;lni:t uarket, or whntovor) require:) 
the po-Aoi- to in.v.iro v/h.-il it would be lik-- If nn" ^rtjf^j-g'"''' qh-'ngort - put 
in r. well, a fe.ico, an ar.iaral, a tre*-<:ror>, fnrcntry, n craft (e.g. i'orth 
Thailand vi 1 L-yros or nk.T.'ja carving in Kenya) - and tho whole picture may 
change. I need net expatiate on "Listen! "•'**

-•'t2. Tlic- fore-going paragraph uelon.~;3 to ^:ur earlier IJa ers on diagnosis. Dtit 
it is jvrl(rv:.:i>.t here, for two re >:jons. :-'ir:U, bacauno opportunity cornea 
before organis-tior.. rlxny of Iho failures, inclu'li;ig tho group systems which 
have failed, are due to the fact that no real opportunity had been perceived; 
,-md opportunities are hardly cvc-r craat-'d simply b, forming groups l.-j.rgo 
or small, self-managed or r-doiiiiaterch. uOiiotinca tho failure to "Look" 
is soci.'.l; quite P. few of the 3rB.ll ,v.<l .irginal Ff.rsar schemes recently 
visited in Indi:> could have been put in 15 "csrs ago. But the schemes wore, 
in those c sos, for Harij^na ant! Scheduled C'stos, and the lixtenoion services 
(as .'Scroft and Leonard hfve noted in Jfenya****) simply do not "oee" a 
considerable portion of tho small and porr farmers. Tjometiinos it is due to 
lack of tcclinical experience and imagination. But whatever tho cause, a 
feasible and profitable programme should come, in time and in importance, 
before a detailed organisational decision.

45- This leads to the second rca.?o:i. As organisational choice will often 
have to be shaped by the nature of the opportunity seen. It is, in our view,

* "For foras of Oovernment let t'ocls contast:
..•hi>ta 'er i:~. b-»ot rdninistcrod ii- bc^t". .ilexjr.dor l-o;.«.

** Vho"cxtrp" lies in notiv.'.tion ani dvnvnic.'! (solf-ju.na;c:sont), without 
which no thins flov:s along the arrows of tho chart, or system.

** tt See, for o^u'iple, .'rdcnc-r'n .iccou)it of '/'arteroon b^iian;1. production, started 
by hearing a trtmcr sny tliut liariitirr xisoo to bo frot.ii in the ,iren. Z. 
^rdener* "^aivna Cooper^tivos in the 'louthcT-n CaMCroonn " . Conference Series

'coivrtnic 'iieseaj'ol:, ]5ecenber 195^.
for .'. ';ri cu 1 tura'l ''Jovelopment j-,7encieo:

6, Eigeri^n Institute of Vocial 
K**-« Ji.K. Leonard : 'OrgMni^iii ion lli

An ani'.lyrii.-'; oT the '-Ar!:i£c:;:jeni; of llonya 1 .; .iKtonci^n ^.'/jnts.*1 J'limeo I'JT 
Xi Aacroft, I;olin,;, feriuki, Chege: "Extension and tho Forgotten Earner: 

Report of a Field ^xoarimont". II).: (liairobi), Bulletin ITo. yi , '.'agcn 
1973.
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rare that a full-s'S;ale Cooperative will be the right first answer, for 
reasons given in discussing small croups. Dut it a?.y be needed as a 
second-stage, larger typo of organisation nhich can lift a small success 
into a wider sphere of marketing and investment. It is also, we believe, 
relatively rare that heavy crop-season credit will be the right solution 
in the first stages of exploiting opportunity, mainly for the risk-aversion 
reasons given in the first section of this Paper on traditional attitudes. 
To put it another way, there are so raxny social, and technical, and tenurial, 
and micro-economic reasons why an abrupt step into capital-intensive 
production methods can be - has been - extremely risky for those who 
bear the risk - the farmers. Longer-tern credit, for investments nhich 
alter a factor in a previously stalled situation, may indeed be frequently 
necessary; but this is another way of saying that investment probably 
antecedes organisation, and, in some cases, government may recover the 
investment by making the farmer pay for it. These remarl-.o are added to 
give one more push at the (now tottering)idol of "Crop season Credit :mc! 
Cooperatives" as the two cure-alls for agricultural adv?jice, useful 
as they may be in a closely defined range of situations.
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III SO;'" CGllCUJ'ilOHS

The Dain general themes which have run through all sections of this 
Paper, whether dealing with traditional or r/ith already modernising 
comnunities, are: -s..

1) The tug-of-war between security and opportunity, and the gradual 
building of some form of social security to replace subsistence through 
group action supported by itate services.

2) The vaguen.ess in definition of words such as groups, democracy, 
participation, solf-tnanageraent, and the need to relate these to situation, 
technology and social ticin.-.

3) The r.pocificity nnd variety 01™ func-tiorfi] ti:?.!:s and situations, 
matched b1' the specificity ond variety of development opportunities, in 
place and in timing.* :in 'opportunity" is only real if it can be used 
within a total, current situation.

4) The r.eod for or-/inisc'tion - in this Paper, the nature and use of 
groups - to tiike jccount of thi:i functional variety, LUIC! of tho social 
and technicr.l sequences in a mjor transition.

5) i'he fact that the identification of real opportunity and of 
related investatnt precede the final choice of organisational method.

C-roups

Croups hive certain chargeteristicsi "oi' their ov;n" (group psychology), 
on v;hich ve have touched very lightly, perhaps inadequately. It is probably 
safe to say that certain qurntitntivc ju-^ps in size produce a qualitative 
change in style p.r.d behaviour. e have eripbnnised the potential for 
cohesivcr.oss, morale, pride in achievement, an;' values attached to 
independence (solf-nans-recent) of small".rrcups", defined as 10 - 100 menbers. 
There is probably ?n even stronger emphasis in the range 10 to 20, 
illustrated in so cany situations (gar.es, platoons, teaching, work groups); 
but in all cases function and situation, and ease and frequency of meeting, 
cay modify the result. In consequence, T:O iiave eciphpsiced the saall 
croup, viith precise and limited function, cosimon interest, rnd light formal 
structure as of high potenti?! in the early sta, os of social modernisation. 
Such croups have aoae similarity to traditional groups in their litiited, 
sometimes intermittent function, and in the vmle variety of functions f.r.d 
situations in -..'hich n .-rouj) of this type c-n bo used. Although similarity 
and acceptability of bac ;;;Tround is probably necess?.ry for easy v/orlcing, 
m.?jcinun hoaogeneity in gro\v: -> membership.; i", certainly not required, and 
indeed romc variety in skills in proV.bly useful; soioa form of social 
distance or neutrality (e.g. education or experience) ti'.y \vell be desir- 
enble in the ,",roup Isti-.'-erchiy.

Cut -Ithou.irh tlie email t'TOuf. h."s ai'.v;tnt.v,«s, it is also weak in 
management. »m'. usually in external contact, end tliis aiious up vrhen succoss 
leads to lorger ijnterprise requiring Xiolh. i'ore the "larger (or"cecondary") 
organisation" stop;-! in. In terai of :iaoint China, it in perhaps signifi 
cant th.it tho sniL<l].o:it unit (the Team) has chovm up best in noralo, and 
the C'jinjDi.uis (? tiers higlier) in nana^enent; possibly the intermediate level 
(Brig'-.de) is neither small enough for one nor large enough for the other. It 
is not, in our view, necessary that the larger organisation should bear the 
same fora n:id title - e.g. a Cooperative Union Above a Cooperative PriLiary. 
'for what is required of tho lather stage i:i :;orvir;e and Managoment efficiency, 
rather than :norala or democracy v/hich -iro better acliieved in the smaller 
unit. Tiwre ire altern.-tivus in private c-nterririse, in pnrastatnl orgnnisai- 
ions, fnO in govemiiont-run service conlrdu for Derfoming these :-c-rvice and 
businf:ss-Kuinn.gemont functions. Attempts by tlic srconrlary unit to merge 
snail units, or to regulate then (-s r,gainst serving them) usually have 
adverse results, especially in wrnle.

-3'
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j;.P. Collinson: 
IMrnl n»vl""r:-

i Kauci omo'a'. in • oasMnt .J-"riculturo;
in 'irjcn (liovi Tort, l'rae.".er), 1?72
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47. It io reasonable for rua(.f»n tn &r- ,i.ind that we should como off the ' 

fence, after such a long balancing act. So, very briefly, our main 
conclusions on group uso, where groups are needed, would run roughly as 
fallows:-

1) At the primary (and sometimes initial) level of organisation, 
we see most virtue in the relatively small, single-function group, 
strictly related to a specific opportunity, where success may be minor 
but fairly certainly achievable. We think that this should be, wherever 
possible r i self-managed (the wind of leadership bloweth where it listeth) 
and closely supported (but not directed or dominated) by services. If a 
Cooperative is chosen or required, it should be of this nature (single- 
purpose, function-oriented, with minimal imposed rules, with membership 
limited by function),

2) At the secondary level, efficiency should be the dominant 
criterion, and there are (see above) a considerable range of variants in 
the tool kit. Choices between them will depend upon the particular function 
(crop-production - what crop? What technical constraints, what processing/ 
marketing channel? - animal products, irrigation, etc etc). It will also 
depend upon the nature of the primary groups to be served, and on a 
decision on the degree of management needed. The Farmer Service Society, 
with a considerable external management input, lies between totally managed 
systems (Company, Corporation, Board, etc), and the totally elected 
Cooperative which has dangers both on the management side and on the 
political' distribution of power and benefits in some societies. 7a regard 
Cooperatives, at both levels, provided the 7/arnings at each level are 
heeded, as a valid bufe'not an invariable choice.

3) As regards wider-function elected Committees, in tiers, we oro 
inclined to think that this is essentially a political choice, and that, 
outside fully cocmunalist societies with monolithic direction, such 
systems are not likely to be dovolopnientally efficient, mainly because 
of (a) the high technical element in development, (b) the multiplicity 
of functions and (c) the multiple, and not always mutually consistent 
expectations which such systems are called upon to fulfil.

46. V.'e have distinguished total post-revolution communalism from the
variegated chequerboird of more gradualist systems, which are themselves 
in a transitional political process, in many countries towards a more 
equitable spread of development benefits. Wo have not attempted analysis 
of the fully communalist systems, mainly because the same detailed evidence 
has not been gathered, or at least is not easily and reliably available. 
In the case of the gradualist system there is a sporadic, oneven, multi- 
fronted struggle to advance. Each step, opening up new vistas of 
possibility, exposing new tensions and sometimes exacerbating old ones, 
will lead where it will lead - in some cases to revolution itself, in some 
cases to accelerated reform.

49. Such a process requires much patience and faith. It also - and 
particularly if it takes place as we have suggested, by gradual steps, 
locally adapted - will put a great strain on donors. For the temptation 
to back generalised theories and the ambition that 'our 1 project should 
succeed, embodied particularly in project staff anxious for their personal
success and reputation, will not easily accept the modesty, opportunism 

and patience which is the necessary attitude for such work. It is 
admittedly difficult, when a donor is investing a large sum, to resist 
the temptation to insist on close supervision; to demand that only 
the very best of local officers should bo used (if necessary, robbing 
other Districts for them); to use loc.nl committees, set up to ensure 
democratic involvement, chiefly for collecting credit debts or administering 
unpopular regulations - a mistake often made by colonial governments 
operating 'indirect rule'. But all these actions weaken local responsibly 
and initiative, aisd endanger the future., not only of the project itself 
but of its replication in other area;;. These limitations do not apply 
much to major infrastructure - dona, trunk roads, etc. - which may well 
be designed ar.c built by foreign aid; but they apply in full force to ^ 
tho oamll-ecnlo social and agricultural dc-velopmcnt which should be the ' 
pay-off from such schemes. Increased effort by donors to bring development 
directly to the poorest owtiona will therefore imply a radical change in
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tho donor approach to such field vor!:.* 
•S.

50. . e are unfortunately short of detailed rind frcciso ;.< cccunts of just 
how snail .groups ocergo, and v;e only have sparse evidence of the value 
attached to self-raana£eraant,* ltu3ually in the negative form of complaints 
against "interference" by a higher tior in the hierarchy or by officials; 
these are certainly widespread. J" :e could argue th,~t if the t?ok or 
situation is such than an external managerial input is essential, then 
it should be decisive, continuous and efficient, not intermittent, 
complaining and merely regulative.

51. :'o are also sadly short of natural history studies of groups, and any 
attempts to. s tm'y the. subsequent progress of groups of which only the 
successful start has been recorded \7oulcl be extremely welcone. 
Help on these subjects would bo greatly valued.

52. Finally, quite a large nuaber of reooninendations and policy
directions are implicit in the analysis of this i'a .or. They are not 
listed formally here because r;e rccojmine that consents uill no doubt 
suggest refortnulations. It is important thnt trhat is actually recocmended 
should have behind it the largest possible element of consensus snd of 
infornation, in nhich the iTnt-jork is rich.

1) -rhe ''etailed process of origin-*] rcup for^iui-ion

2) Effects of size.

5) leadership

4) J>irability - life history of sis^ll groups.

rj) The tejreo of exterivil supervision, interference, managoraent 
nhich is ilesirablo (in \vhnt circunc tances).

6) The relationship between mill t'oupn :mi'. "superior" organisation. 
Should these be retried, not as superior, but solely in a 
service relationship?

O.H. 
J.J. 
April 1976

* See S.il. ButterfielJ: Braft Humeary Statement nf a Tractical .Agency 
Appronch to liurbil DevelopisgTit, UJECO, .^ji/^A 20,2.73? and J.... Green: 
TomirUs _aii /'r;onda for 'jOclaT •.•eionce He-scorch 'Jupjiortive of tlio Effort 
to Bench the Hurnl roor, Uiseo, A.VT.1, f,-A-'lji f°r sugjestions to alter 
/iID's efforts in this direction. Both documents are of the greatest 
intcrcat.

**' Or.u of the cajor (nml wrrfulfllVsd) t!r"3RnJs of /uutralian Aborigines 
in early settlement aehtiea K.'.a: "to f:iru Iji'l imJ nit i?o;in on it like 
vhite peopln. ."'nJ aana-c «c ouraelvoj." ','.. I'.ir.v.ir.!;, in Jenny and 
Epatein (eds): Opportunity and Ka.-;ponso (-'urst an:' Co'., London) 1972.
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AKNEXE A

2.

J.

iia:mLY SOCIOLOGICAL AUD RSFSR aicss a'
1. There is a mountain of publications on Cooperatives, ranging from 

promotional material through field reports and case studies to critical 
aosdenic analysis. 'This Hote only adds a little elaboration on tho 
sociological Dido - i.e. the nature of Cooperatives as institutions in 
developing countries - to the statements and references in the text. 
llost of it refers to two publications based on East Sfrican material and 
on two more general studies:

1) Cooperatives and Rural Development in 3ast Africa. Ed. Carl Gosta 
ii'idstrand, Scandinavian Institute of African Studies, Uppsala 
(,}fricana Publications Corporation, Hew York, 1971), referred to as "The 
Uppsala Seminar" below.

2) Efficiency versus Distribution in Sast African Cooperatives. 
Goran Hyden, 2,-st .':fricon Literature Duraau, Hairobi, 1973.

3 ) Tno 31.->.dos of Grass: Rural Cooperatives in .agricultural 
Modernisation. Jd. Peter -Jorsley (Ifenchester University Press, 1971) 
referred to as "The IDS Seminar" (original Papers), or Tno Blades of . 
Grass (published book)

4) Rural Cooperatives as ,'goncies of Change (Volume VIII of the 
reports on "Rural Institutions and Planned Change", (Geneva, 1975). referred 
to P-S "TJEBISD". '•''

To keep this Mote even reasonably short we have had to eschew all but 
very short verbatim quotation. But for those interested, but also pressed 
for tine, there is a 10-page Summary, with more quotation and cooment, 
available from OM.* ™0 also a review of "Two Blades of Grass".** These 
preceded publication of 2) and 4) above, but cover much of the material.

Perhaps even more material would not help much. For two things 
out in this subject. First, tha amazing unanimity of almost every 
objective evaluation of Cooperative functioning in Ides, and the almost 
equal similarity of findings from all over the world; and, second, the 
pitifully feeble influence which those findings have had on government 
policies, except in India, This massive evidence that, except in a 
limited range of circumstances, Cooperatives ?.re not likely to achieve 
both the economic and the social objectives set for them (at moot, one or 
the other) has not deterred governments, even today, from establishing 
then and expecting both .-.cross the board. It is significant that, in 
1975. faced by the Ui!T!I3D report, the International Cooperative Alliance, 
largely supported by ILO and to a leaser extent by F.10, simply refused to 
accept the evidence,*** dm1.™ from three continents; ".nd they had presumably 
also rejected the evidence of the other three (earlier) publications 
mentioned here. Evidently, mpjiy more failures are needed, and the final 
criticism is likely to come, not from academics, but from disillusion 
among tho farmers themselves, v/hich is already growing, and from the 
success of variant approaches.

Traditional. Capitalist/Individualist. Bnd jooialist Attitudes; 
Transition! .Solidarity and Faction

(a) Traditional Phase Perhaps the principal sociological findings 
concern tho. nature of traditional forms of solidarity (or cooperation) 
and the abruptly different nature of the attitudes and performance r/hich 
are expected of Cooperatives, as modernising institutions, by those who 
institute them.

"Cooper;5tiveD: Effects of the Social Matrix" (duplicated), Cuy Hunter
OBI, 1971
Iliblished in The Journal of .'.('ministration Overseas, juiy 1973 . 
e.g. an 1C,", comment: "Only 4 of the 14 /sian Cooperatives sere 
classified as "high ini> cf." The 1C,, '.'ondercd chat prompted, the 
inclusion of the rthcr 10 in the study. UiHlI ;P, p. 30.
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Itore! points out th.-.t tm'iitionil coranuuil l.-iboxir groups are not 
normally whole connrttaity groups but .ire formed, in vrious sub-groups, for 
opecific, usually intorait.ter.tly ocurrin,'< U'sks. Ho further adds that 
"the cohosiveness and tho nuthoritariiniom are inextricably combined in 
the traditional structures, in* destruction of authority patterns is likely 
to lead to break-down in solidarity too."

V:eintraub** notes thnt traditional solidarity in needed to jive 
coherence it the outset, of " :osh°vim fnrmntion, to hold sub-i'.r^upa within 
a larger sroupinf;; it any then either lorn! to f«ctinn IT be replaced by 
B modern and different type ->f -ihole-."r ̂ up solidnrity, if the timing and 
occasion is ri^ht.

Hycien*** stresses that tr»ditinn".l solidarity is aimed to meet 
collective need (e.J. pp.th-clearing), not at a way of securing individual 
economic benefits b conmon organisation. Hyden**** further points 
out tint "the horizontal ties of economic internst" (e.g. between fanners 
in different communities but with similar interests and constraints)" 
"have not replaced the vertical ties of social obligation based on such • 
units f.s clrJi, village, etc." l.iigot-Adholla***** notes that not 
only nro Cooperative tasks different in kind from traditional collective 
tasks but represent an e:cp*r.3inn of scnlo. He concludes: "There is 
no direct continuity between autochthonous cooper ''ive forms and 
modern marketing Cooperatives".

Hyden moreover questions the vewtern assumption that Africans Co 
not rant "bis men" t': lead then, or thi>t riches are unjust; on the 
contrary, "big men" succeed, ?nd .^fricins \/ajit to compete, ret out of 
the herd, find succeed. They do not believe the view that one &wn'3 
riches make another ir.an ;x>or.****** It ia for this reason that .'fricsua 
tend to follow "people with n wider view and experience of the world 
outside the local rural cunnanity. To thin category belong teachers, 
priests, traders, administrators and politicians.***'****

For variety of scene ve need only a>id a v:ord frcra Pacific studies - 
"I am not a-rare of any tradition?.! authority structure in the Pacific 
uhich could be carried over intact into Cooper"tivea"******** "The 
orpmisntion nnd functioning of trp.-Utionnl comnunitarian institutions 
aro so fundamentally different from modern structures that they cannot b« 
considered as part of the some continuum.*****"***

*#* 

**-*#

R.P. Dore, in "Two Blrdes "f Gr=s3", p. 49
D.O.V. -'eintraub, ibid (e.g. p. 136
Goran Hyden in Efficiency versus Distribution, p. xiii

Dppsala Seminar, p. 65

3.E. t'o.^ot-Adholla, Uppsala Seminar, p. 56

Efficiency Versus Distribution, p. 51 Hyden's view, based mainly on 
East African experience, would not necessarily bo true of other 
societies.

Uppsala L>eminor, p. 65

R.G. Crocombe in Trco Blsden of Cnyss. p. 190

Quoted by Thon-.s F. Corroll, Two Blades of Cr>'33, p. 218. Texier's 
maasive review of foraa of jire-Cooper-itive on a world-vdde basis 
(1 copy) is avnilnble only h.' visiting ILO.
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b) Transition - Individualism - Socialism ./o thus have a situation 
where the imposition of a modern Cooperative on a society used to quite 
different forns of common action but also beginning to modernise, results 
in dominance of tli&.. Cooperative by ''Bigger" men of one sort or another, 
nho are either economic or political entrepreneurs.

This .is put succinctly in UI7HI3E: "Vlmt often happens in practice, 
rhen Cooperatives are introduced into rural areas characterised b'> depend 
ency relations is not replacement of dependency by self-reliance but 
perpetuation of dependency in ? .other form, unJer the Cooparative or a 
new dependency system in \?hich the State becomes the nen patron"* Kyrdal 
states the same in more political fora: "the Cooperative fails to 
incorporate a frontal attack on the existing ineg.->.litorian power structure. 
Indeed, it aims at improving condition.'? -./ithout disturbing that structure".**

This issue is t^ken up by J.i. Saul, *** P.S. Cohen*** and Lionel 
Cliffe.****The essential -point is that the attempt to introduce Cooperatives 
on top of many forms of tr«-.i'itionol society becomes a first step towards 
an "individualist" or "capitalist" or "entrepreneurial" society vith 
emphasised local inequality. Hence one conclusion - that the social 
revolution must precede Cooperatives if they are to be egalitarian or . 
democratic in an egalitarian sense. Hence the remark of Saul that perhaps 
"socialise! is necessary to Cooperatives rather than Cooperatives to 
socialismv"

In fact, in this pjtuation, three choices m?.y be available: 
a) to insist on social"revolution; b) to accept the entrepreneurial 
result, in the hopes of later social evolution towards democracy; 
c) to seek, by less formal groupings and initiatives, to shift traditional 
forms of common action into ne-j activities, iliomas Carroll***** hints 
at this: "In Vices the gradual, adaptive and sensitively administered 
techniques of modernisation took advantage of already existing joint 
activities. This was achieved by utilising the ava labls community 
structure in building and reorienting- its functions rather than by adding 
new institutions."

It is this third choice to which our text adheres, for two reasons. 
First, to avoid cither revolutionary Utopianiso or a bland acceptance of 
continuing dependence. Second, to me!;e better use, nithcut imposing a 
precast formula, of the real wealth of traditional institutions which 
does often exist. "Recent field investigations around 3'ninan (jhantung) 
revealed that in Y] Districts there are 18 types wid 57 kinds of traditional 
coopor-tive societies. Their purposes, include cultivation, marketing, 
loans, savings, general labour, self-defence, fanine prevention and 
mutual help for weddings, funerals, care of children, band music, common 
temple vrorship and travel".***-»**

It is perhaps necessary to underline one point oven more heavily, 
neither the tent nor these references am hostile to Coo'per.-tives as such. 
There may well be - indeed, there pxe many proven cc.ses - where, in a 
much nore advanced stage of commercialisation (e.g. in the modern Punjab) 
Cooperatives fill a highly important role, -pho whole stress here is on 
the illusion that they cnn simply be: a) imposed on b) a society still 
primarily guided by traditional attitudes c) at once. V'e c"ivo the l."st 
word to a very viidely experienced author, and one who worked for a life time

* UH.U50, p. 30 

** C. Myrdnl, .Asian Drama, p. 1JJ5, quoted by UEDI3.T), p. 72

*** Both in Two Dl.vdes of Grass 
#«-•*-*

In the Uppsala Jominar

***»* Tiro Blades of Grass p. 222

****** C. Shillinglav, .-j-'.ing a rural survey in the 1950s, in Two Blades
of Grass, p. 142- *
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on Cooperative development - "Success of Itural Conpcr-tives (in India) 
presupposes n modicum of social equality, political domocro.cy, and economic 
viability aoong vill^ors. Today, Cooperatives are being asked to create 
their ovn pre-conditions, to reconstruct village society, so that ordinary 
peasants can make effective use of the cooperative cethod. This is too 
ouch to expect. To rush ahead prematurely with Cooperatives is to invite 
failure and to give Cooperation a bad name."*

c) Size of,.Croup "Effective participation decreases sharply with 
increasing neabcrship. The economies of processing -aid marketing need 
an expending scale, while effective participation needs a drastically 
decreasing scale."** This point really needs no more references. It is 
a fairly obvious pointer to the difference in quality between the small, 
primary group and the necessarily wider scope of a secondary organisation.

d) Government Interference. There is again little need for 
references to confiro that much interference from above, whether from a 
Cooperative Union on a Primary, or from Government on either, usually 
results in "indifference and apathy and... a feeling that (the members) 
cannot influence decisions about their own Cooperative or their own 
future."***

* Daniel Thorner, quoted by UiJIlISD, p. Ill
** Carl 'idstrand ,in Uppsala .jerainar, pp. 241-250. ieo also the notes 

on Judith Tendler's Latin-American studies.
*** Carl 'idstr»»"' \d_ p. 237 See tlso Hyden, prxssim
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J. Tendler: Evaluation of ^gall Farmer Organisations; 
Iteport Ho. 1, Ecuador, July 1975, Idmeo.

I reject

Tondler's excellent report contains riuch thoughtful comment, and 
interesting examples of variants in snail farnor organisation. Just a 
few points will be summarised here under five heads: -

1. Aid agencies ' Approach

a) .lid agencies tended to adopt the 'nun-bers' approach to small 
farmer organisations, judging success by such indices as dues intake; 
agencies tended to concentrate on achievement of institutional co-la, 
rather than development efficiency.

b) liany agency expectations v/ere unreasonable or contradictory; 
e.g. that cooperatives could "deciocrn.tis"" the countryside (unreasonable 
because cooperative benefits c.re exclusive to their members; bec.-use 
coops ora best vieced ,-.3 selective instruments of change, not as 
universal instruments of democratis?tion); e.s- self-sufficiency goals 
and "termination of support" dates (sc-lf-r1efe«tin^ because institutions, 
members, and external contractors giving the support all stcnd to lose 
if these gooils are achieved).

c) j'-sencies seeLied to be committed to emphasising "agricultural 
credit nrovision" to the neglect of other objectives. Credit unions, 
which could provide attractive, secure interest, accepted non-member 
deposits, -.Tere dispersed, unpretentious, and used locally-known officers, 
successfully mobilised rurc?.l savings, but were no iced only in so far 
as they were seen c.o vehicles for credit.

d) Tendler questions "the almost universal belief of :,!!> and 
other coop promoters in the goodness of r.g;sresation {resulting/ froa 
one of the basic justifications for cooperatives: that they enable 
small individual producer units in '-anding together, to achieve 
economies of scale in production or narketinjj. " "The implicit assumption 
of US coop thinking vos thot seal? economics vent on forever, froa 
local to regional to national to international groupings • " .VTcregation 
was not always economically justifiable; a.3ffregp.tion and geographic 
extension nearly slvays reduced c-ffoctive ;:rimnry aecrber participation.

2. Single-function, Inrrastructuro Group

other examples, Tendler describes the success of smill 
irrigation groups formed and operated by the f.-jners themselves. 
Members are responsible for the design, construction, maintenance and 
operjtion of thair schemes. The croups ore self-financins- They came 
into being, without external promiitin^, to tap the nony streams flowing 
through the hishl.inrts ; they control approximately half the water 
distributed to all agriculture in -Jcaador, at ..lower cost than the 
government water agency. (The govenunent v/ater schemes, though 
technically sound, had ai?ninistr.->tive difficulties which meant that 
they often failed to deliver rater, though the structures existed.) 
The technology of uatsr diotribution dictated -.vhat had to be done and when; 
Croup size was limited by the boundary of the systerj; no difficult 
demands for inter-group co-operation arose.

3. Groups os an Orrnnisational Jl'orn

Tendler ar.'jues for experiment in non-cooperative forms of small 
faraer or/pmisation, on the cxounds: "It cannot be overemphasised how 
nlien and difficult a form of or£ainsation tho Qooperativo is to impose 
on peasant society; it is justified only if tho coals to be achieved 
can best be isct wit!> thin pr''ttnioatio]-r 1 form." oho argues th.:t 
cooperatives should be used selectively; in iaany cases, orgnnir.ations 
which require le;:s in lonnn "f orja'iiDJ.tion.-l beh:'.vioui- \-ore more 
appropriate.
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4. Sole of i.'on-Cooeyr, live Oruupe in .'.'ncall Localities

Tendler found that some or£nnics.tionul forms, such .13 credit 
unions, far frora seeking to overthrow local hierarchies, "empowered 
local rilites in a ray that ra,"de it to their interest to channel benefits 
to small formers." The tiny geo-political area of nost credit unions 
meant that loco^ elites had both the position and incentive to act as 
brokers for the'poorest formers; they fulfilled a vital rolo liaising 
with the various town bureaucracies (which otherwise the peasant could 
not afford the tiDe or aoney to approach, nor possessed the contacts, 
influence, or know-how to do so). Local "big men" h?.d rm essential role 
as mediators: (jroups which used thera could bring about a highly 
decentralised disbursement of development inputs. Such groups were, 
of necessity, conservative, "establishment" organisations; they were 
accused by radicals of pro -empting support which mi^ht otherwise be 
drawn into political action for significant structural change ''nd 
agrarian reform.

5. Hole of Cooperatives

J!he Report in many places indicates reasons why the coop approach 
is "unworkable as a global atratojy for small fanners". liuch of the 
coop literature fails to realise that sovemoiont sponsorship and subsidy 
account for much of coop organisations' success, rather than the 
cooperative for.a itself. In m:mj'' coops, over 5'-V °i' Sdleo income 
arises from non-i^enber purch?ses; though unrilannnd, non-nertier 
involvsaent often r.akos a sii,-niricant contribution to coop success. 
Tho ilo;.ort notes the initial incenp.itiM.lity of the demands of commercial 
proiessionalisr. in conpc, ?;ith the \rinninj of the allegiance of peasants, 
and mentions (cf R.F. 3X>re) the "institutionalised suspicion" built, 
in to sony credit-extending operations. Tho Report urges that coop 
pli'nnin": be highly selective and specific. ^x;.'erier.ce suggests that 
some coops should be plrnnsd with short life-sxpoctations.
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IHTROBUCTKH

mandate is a responsibility for the improvement of maise 
and wheat by breeding better genetic material. It serves national 
research programmes by providing them with improved material to work 
with and by training nationals in breeding and agronomy procedures.

CBSIYT's economic programme supports its programmes in maize and 
wheat. Because economic conditions are specific to particular regions, 
this support is mainly at the adaptive level in the nations' receiving 
CE.-i.IYT, improved materials and using CIHuYT's training facilities. The 
primary objectives of the economics programme are to aid national research 
programmes to use CHLiYT materials and other materials being tested, most 
effectively and, in/the longer term, to feed back results to CILlfiT, thus 
broadening the information base for decisions on the future orientation 
of CHihYT breeding programmes.

CO-OFERATIOH 3Jrj;.S3 HATURaL ^D SCOHOlilC SCIHOTISTS

The need for co-operative, interdisciplinary efforts by natural and 
economic scientists is based on the fact that the farmer himself takes 
decisions on what he will produce and how he will produce it in the light 
of the full set of circumstances in which he finds himself. This set of 
circumstances includes both natural conditions of climate and soil, and 
economic conditions of market opportunities and growing costs. In order 
to produce appropriate, improved technology the design of experimental 
programmes must reflect both the natural and the economic circumstances the 
farmer faces in taking his production decisions. Interdisciplinary 
co-operation is seen as particularly vital in producing technology appropriate 
to small farmers. Large farmers have the resources, contacts and capacity 
to review research results for themselves and select improved practices they 
feel to be appropriate. Small farmers are most often offered recommendations 
which have been selected for them. It is vital to small farmer development 
that the recommended technology, on which extension, credit and marketing 
services are often based, is appropriate to their circumstances and therefore 
acceptable to them.

Past efforts at co-ordination between natural and economic scientists 
have been largely limited to ex poste criticism by the economists that the 
technology produced from the experimental programmes is inappropriate to 
the needs and circumstances of the farmers. A striking example is the 
introduction of Deltapine varieties in a cotton growing area of Turkey. 
(Reported by Kiray and Hendricks.) Deltapines gave very significant yield 
increases over the local varieties and had desirable fibre characteristics. 
Seed issue was controlled by Government and Deltapine was substituted for 
local varieties. The effect was extreme; a change in the structure of the 
agricultural community. A high proportion of the smaller farmers in the 
area could not earn enough from the new varieties and were obliged to work 
part-time only, for the larger farmers. In time, the larger farmers bought 
up land from the smaller farmers and significant numbers were made landless 
labourers, with much poorer living standards than they had previously enjoyed. 
To most developing countries, this would be seen as a highly undesirable 
result, and it was created by the introduction of a new variety which was 
inappropriate to the economic circumstances of the small farmers in the 
community. The key characteristic which created tlds situation was later



diagnosed by economises as its habit of suturing in a very short period. 
The old, local variety had matured over a six to eight week ptriod, allowing 
a considerable spread of picking labour which tha families of the small 
farmers could cope nita. The ne\7 variety matured within seven to ten days, 
and only those farmers, the larger ones, with cash to hire labour, could 
cope with the picking. The larger farmers hired the families of the smaller 
ones who cere forced out of cotton production and lost their nain source of 
cash income. This is an example of both the introduction of new technology 
inappropriate to the circumstances of small farmers and of the essentially 
ex poste role which has characterised the efforts of economists to contribute 
to technological innovation. '..'ith an ex i;oste contribution, the damage has 
already been done, in this case to community structure, and scarce research 
manpower and funds h?ve been wasted by mis-allocation. "Given' an ex noste 
approach, economists must inevitably be critical of natural science research. 
This has itself created ever greater barriers to clesev co-operation between 
natural and economic scientists, with essentially the sane object, to serve 
the farmer.

scientists have evolved an ex ante procedural sequence through \ 
which natural ar.d economic scientists can cc-operate to reflect both the 
natural and economic circumstances of the farmer in the design'process of 
the technology, that is in the orientation and content of experimental 
programmes. They believe that ^x_ar.te_ co-operation, by these procedures, 
will greatly increase the probability of the resultirig technology being 
accepted by farmers. This will increass the extent and rate cf adoption 
of the technology and hence, the rate of agricultural development particularly] 
aeong the small farmer population. Given its mandate CHiiri is particularly 
keen to see these procedures adopted in adaptive research programmes on 
maize and wheat, hov/ever, the approach and procedures are relevant to all 
crops.

"A S3TOEECE CF' F5CC3DPKTS FOR A CO-CPSlrJIV:: EFFORT BJifr.lET 1UTCR.--.L ACT 3COHOHIC 
SCI5CTI3TS E THB SE5IC-1? OF jFFHO?ItI.igg..gSCHITOLOGY 3Y AG?.TC'JI7iJR-!L RSS5AHCH.

The aim of this sequence of procedures, is to bring to b?ar the full > 
set cf farmers' circumstances, neural ar.i economic, on the orientation and 
content of experimental programmes. Thr- s^quc-oe is repetitive; two cycles 
allow a successive refining of the natural and economic d".5t. base on farmers' 
circumstances and an improving r:-lo-,v:.r,ce of the arrpe.vinsntal programmes to 
the situation of the farmer. The sequence T.ould bf. appropriate for scientists 
working from a centre with responsibility for agricul :r.:rciZ research in a region 
with a 'target population 1 of farmers ia varying agri-economic conditions. 
Maize is used as an example crop to set out the interactions between natural 
and economic scientists. .

1. The breeder and the agronomist specify the cricical ?spec'ts of maize < 
physiology in terms of moisture, plant food and vulneiability to 
pathogens. ::ith the help of specialists; pathologist for diseases, 
entomologist for pests and soil scientist, they relate these requirements 

. to available knowledge of conditions of climate, soil, pests and diseases 
in the region. ...-.- -

2. The economist specifies critical aspects of maize as an economic crop 
for both subsistence production and for sale. He relates these to 
available knowledge on marketing and methods of maize production in v 

. the region-

• ). From these two seto of information, the 1'egior. i-j divided into zones
.between which natural or economic conditions show a .ilgnificant variation 
This is an initial agrc-economic zoning of the tar-jet population into 

; domains for which, because of their varirMlity> different experimental 
;- _.programmes are justified, and within which a vcriation in recomnended 
. _. improved technology seems probable.

... ^
- 4. Using the t-ao setc of information on natural and eccncc-ic fsotors to

frame a questionnaire, the economist mounts a prjliriinary survey of the



region covered by the centre. This preliminary survey is descriptive 
rather than quantitative and has several objects:-

(a) To verify or modify the initial characteristics and boundaries 
of the initial recommendation domains;

(b) To describe how farcers in the region presently manage their
caize crop and how their management of other crops in the farming 
system influences their maize. Description will focus on those 
natural and econonic features identified at steps 1 and 2;

(c) To allow informed decisions on sampling procedure and data
collection techniques in future, acre detailed and more quantitative 
surveys.

Depending on the size and apparent complexity of the region, this 
prelininary survey -ill take between one and three months.

Hatural and economic scientists discuss the implications of the 
prelininary survey:

(a) For research priorities: Given a shortage of research manpower 
and funds, it •sill be important to decide which domains should be 
given priority in experimental prograrcnes and in more detailed 
survey work. Judgement will perhaps be based on the numbers of 
fanners gsowir.g the crop in each domain, the importance of the 
crop to those farmers and the acceptability of amalgamating domains 
to be covered by the same experimental work and survey if 
variability bet-een them is not of a critical nature.

(b) For the experimental programmes:

(i) Specification of breeding criteria, important to local,
zonal conditions. For example, present methods of harvest, 
processing and storage will have implications for desirable 
features in any new variety. An economic evaluation will 
indicate the costs associated with modifying present harvesting, 
processing and storage techniques, or the losses associated 
with putting a relatively poorly adapted variety through the 
existing techniques.

(ii) Identifying a framework for the experimental programme. For 
example, for zones in which farmers grow say, QCF/a of their 
maize with other crops in mixtures, an explicit decision is 
required whether improved practices should be sought within 
the framework of crop mixtures. The economist will evaluate 
the importance of the practice to the farmer, the natural 
scientist will evaluate its symbiotic effects through 
relationships between plants and soil and water. It may be 
decided that mixtures are crucial to soil conservation and to 
preferred food supply patterns, and that the experimental 
programme should be done within this context. On the other 
hand, it may be decided that mixing crops is an historical 
hangover, with no relationship to present natural or economic 
circumstances and no symbiosis.

In such a case, the decision would be to break down the 
practice of mixing crops, and the experimental programme 
would be done in a context of pure maize. Whatever the 
decision, it is important that the appropriate framework for 
the experimental programme is given explicit consideration 
and not be allowed to be settled by default.

(iii) Specification of soil type and topography characteristic of 
local farmers' maize plantings as a basis for location of 
experiments.



(iv) The selection of experimental variables for factorials. 
Ixperiraental design allows only a few of the variables 
affecting plant growth to be examined. It is clearly 
important that the variables examined are those which the 
farmer vri.ll be prepared to adopt under the circumstances 
facing him. For example, if his present time of planting 
of the maize crop is dictated by major economic considerations - 
critically important labour inputs on other crops is an 
example - it say be necessary to accept his time of planting 
as a constraint on the experimental programme. If so, time 
of planting trill not feature as an experimental variable in 
the programme.

(v) .'1 corollary to ths selection of experimental variables are 
decisions on the levels of non-experimental variables. For 
those non-experimental variables in which changes in levels ( 
would have a dramatic effect on farmers' management routine 
and resource-use pattern, a orima facie case exists for 
holding these at farmer level in the experimental programme, 
for other non-experimental variables of little significance 
to farmers' management routine and resource-use pattern, 
changes from that level currently used by the farmer may be 
easily justified. Co-ordination between the agronomist, 
providing information on the likely responses to changes 
in levels of variables, and economist, providing information 4 
on the significance of changes in level to the farmer, is 
vital in deciding levels of non-experimental variables.

(vi) The description of current farmer management practice provided 
by the preliminary survey provides a basis for control
treatment in the experimental programme.

A second cycle of survey work Trill follow in those domains given a 
priority for research effort. a more detailed survey will focus on 
those facets of maize and farm management, felt to be critical both 
to improved maize technology and to the farmer in his decision making, 
which ware highlighted, in discussions on preliminary findings. lYhere 
necessary, the survey will measure resource use and productivities to 
allow more quantitative economic evaluation of alternatives. Discussion 
of this second, domain based, survey will allow a closer focussing of 
the experimental programme.

Detailed survey work would be extended to ether zones in advance of 
wider coverage by experimentation, as manpower and finance for 
expanded research programmes became available. It would also provide 
a data base for the economic evaluation of research results from the 
experimental programmes as a basis for the selection cf recommended 
practices.

This procedural sequence is summarised in the diagram below:-
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Identify vital crop character 
istics to guide initial zoning 
and focus a preliminary survey
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and guidelines to 
control levels and 
choice of experimental 
variables)
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LOi.iAIii

PRELE-.!ET«RY

!
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33L3CTICii C7 PRIORITIES

ECOIIOUIST

Identify vital market and 
management features cf the 
area to guide initial 
zoning and focus the 
preliminary survey.

j'sids sample schene and 
structuring' of question 
naire for detailed 
survey)
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CLOSELY FOCUSE3
^PHIALS ?RCGRJi:.IiZ.

TRIALS EViLUATIO 
I

T3E HSTHCD OF OPS^iTIO:! OF THE CL.U..TT SCOiTOi.ilCS PP.OGRJir.S

CE.I.YT fully appreciates this scarcity of research personnel and funds. 
The initial and very linited effort in each country is a result of an interest 
expressed by administrators of national agricultural research programmes. 
The aim is to convince natural and economic scientists and research adminis 
trators in each country that this interdisciplinary approach has considerable 
potential benefits. Benefits measured in teras of the efficiency of 
agricultural experimental programmes in producing technology uhich is 
appropriate for, and therefore acceptable to, small farmers.

Given interest by research administrators, CUEIST'S economist works 
to bring together local professional staff in a small, pilot research project 
to demonstrate the usefulness of the approach. CliilYT provides professional 
advice and supplementary funding! where required. The belief is that if the 
demonstration is convincing, a demand for this approach will arise amongst 
research workers and a willingness to supply funds and manpower to it will 
arise on the part of research administrators. 3y co-operating with inter 
ested local professionals in the demonstration project, rather than using 
its own staff, dUIYI seeks to create an awareness of the approach services.

As already noted, the benefits to CZi-.TT are more effective adaptation 
of improved genetic material with which it services national research 
programmes, and, in the longer term a feedback of results from the work to 
aid orientation of its own breeding programmes.

JS.









RSPORT OH A VT5IT TO IH2IA - JEBKUAJT. 

PSOGJUHHES ?OR SHALL sHD HASCBIAL ."sBIJERS 

GUY HDHTSR

I. mTHODuCTIOIT AHD DESCRIPTION

1. The purpose of the visit was to see on the grcuna chi prograss 

being, made by the Snail Fanner Development Agency (row ccnbir.ed with 

the oarginal Farmers and Landless Labour Agency), as a chest on ths very 

contradictory accounts which have appeared from time to tine in development 

literature outside India. I must at once express ay szs&t gratitude to 

the Government of India and the ministry of AgriculU-.rs slid Irrigation in 

particular for their help and kindness in arranging for ma -o visit 

Districts in four States (Haryana, tJ.?., Andhra Pradesh and femataka) 

and to the States an(r*District Officers concerned who naie sacsHen* 

arrangements for me to see all that I -ranted. A dia:/ of -risits etc. 

_, _ is .appended. In brief, I saw schemes in Gurjaon Distri-t ill Earyana,

Fatehpur District in U.?. , several parts of Halffondi tiia'CTict in 

Pradesh and in two Districts in Sarnataka, from Sangr.lors and from Mysore, 

ia all'of which tha S.P.D.A. Programme was running. I- ao.oitj.oa I had 

four days of consultations in Delhi; two days in Eyi:rr.v.-ad with tha State 

Government and ICRISAT, brief discussions with GovorrT."; -t , Univsrsity and 

the Instituts of Social and Ecouonic Change in 25.^-= I oi-e , ^iccnssiona with 

the Reserve 3arJc and the State Bank of India in Eccbsy, cr<l a full day of 

discussions with .the Centre for Agricultural Hanasaser-t (Xi.c.'.sn Institute 

of Hanaganient) in Ahmedabad.

2. Structure • '
• She S.F.D.A. is. a. scheme financed by the cantrai Government of

.India and executed .by the States in a number of Districts.* It has not 

yet been decided whether, when the Sixth Plan starts in. 1977/8, central 

sponsorship will continue (with funds tied to the Projacts), or whether 

it will be transferred to States, in which case additional funds will be 

allocated to State .development budgets which, howaver, would not be tied 

to the projects. .The ""in structure at State level is ,th?.t the Deputy 

Commissioner** (Divisional Commissioner in Karr.atjka). isi normally the 

Chairman of the S.F.D.A. u.anagtng Committee, with the id-liiion of a Project

In some cases, parts of Districts. The 2'CTbsr c: DiTtricir concerned 

has risen to 160 in the Fifth Plan period. — ————•————————

or 'District Magistrate', or /Collector'. .



Director and small staff; the field work is carried out through the 

normal Extension staff (strengthened to I. A. A.P. level).*

3. Tr.e first task of a District S.J.D.A. is to identify a target 

figure of 50 , 000 scall or marginal farmers,., including some landless 

labour, to '.rncs the benefits of the various special schemes car. be 

directed. The nain weapon of the o.?.D.d. is then brought into play - 

to wit, a more generous, quicker, and less strictly regulated supply of 

credit, given either through Cooperatives, sometimes directly to individuals, 

and sometimes through Farmer Serri.ce Societies (where they have been 

established), for a variety of investments. The- Farmer Service Societies, 

a new institution recommended by the National Commission on Agriculture, 

are, in effect, Cooperatives with a nominated management- (officials and 

non-officials) into which local Cooperative units are merged, and which 

have a. paid manager, nominated by the Banks, and accountant and olerk.

4. Content of Schemes ;

" The principal credit schemes (there are a number of minor additions) 

are:

(1) Provision of tube wells, or deep wells, and pumps. These aay 

be snail, irrigating only 5-10 acres according to intensity of 

use, or 'community wells' cocnanding 25 acres or more, and 

therefore serving 15-20 farmers. Loans are from 3s. 9,000 to 

3s. 50,000.

(2) Provision of a cross-bred milk cow (or buffalo) and 'calf, 

. . associated with a milk-collection centre, chilling centre, and 

final processir-g and distributive centre. These schemes, 

modelled largely on the Ami! Dairy (inand, Gujerat) provide for 

weighing and simple fat-content testing at village level, and 

fortnightly payments to individual producers'after deductions. 

The cow and calf cost about. Hs. 2,000 to 2,500.

(3) Provision of sheep units (in some cases," 30 sheep and 1 ram,"

in some only 10 sheep and 1 ran). The loan is repayed by later 

sales of lambs, and in some cases wool. Loan per unit of 30 Hs.^O 

To give an idea of scale, so' far, 2,1242 units'(66,620 sheep) have 

' been distributed in ifalgonda District of A.P.

(4) Some pig or poultry units, involving construction of a concreted 

sty or deep litter poultry, house. ...... . ., . ._

Intensive Agricultural Area Programme, i.e. half the additional staff 

allocated to Intensive Agricultural District Programme axe'aa."



(5) Provision of too ploughing bullocks. Loan about Rs. 2,000.

Obviously, in the case of irrigation, a progranse of improved 

seed, more intensive cropping, use of fertiliser and pesticides is tied to 

the provision of the rater source. In the milk schemes an improved ccw- 

stail, with concrete floor and asbestos roof, is included in the investment.

among the minor schemes are included artisan training, agriculture, 

tobacco bams, market yard improvement, establishment of perennial fruits, 

rural works employment schemes, improved implements and tractor custom 

services. There is also a low-cost housing scheme, in permanent materials, 

mainly for labourers.

Obviously, the irrigation schemes and major livestock schemes do not 

easily apply to landless labourers, for whoa either employcent creation or 

subsidy occupations (e.g. training for handicrafts) or snail aninals,

may be possible. Income cases land is provided, either froa unused'.* 
Govemnent land or land surrendered under Land Reform legislation.

5-

In the background of the schemes are lines of credit from IBRD 

and I.D.jl., channelled through the Agricultural Refinance Corporation to 

the Commercial Banks, Cooperative Banks and the Land ilortgage Banks. After 

the necessary aargins the loan is charged to the farmer at ll',*-12i^. 

Although this is well below what would be the rate for private borrowing 

(probably around 25y» froa banks), almost the whole of it is 'in kind', 

i.e. ths actual well, pump, cow or buffalo, building, fertiliser, etc., 

so that there is little or no opportunity for re-lending at higher rates 

or other abuses of the credit. There is also a 2Jfa subsidy (this comes 

from S.f.D.A. funds, and is the principal way in which S.F.D.i. money is 

spent) on the main capital cost - e.g. the S .?.!>.A. pays Rs. $00 a*11* tne 

faraer Rs. 1,500 for a. Rs. 2,000 cow and calf. In all the cases which I 

saw repayments were high, and there is, in addition, a 4>- risk fund, and 

a contributory insurance scheme (voluntary, and not always used by the 

farmer) against the death of a cow, etc. Heither the Reserve Bank nor 

the State Bank appeared to be worried by these arrangements at present, 

and indeed were more concerned to find viable proposals from the field on 

which loans could be made. -Except in Gurgaon (where repayment on milk 

was lOOJo), the schemes which I saw had not succeeded in using their full 

- allocated budget. The livestock loans were mainly on a J-year basis, but 

the more expensive irrigation loans were on longer repayment terms (10 

years plus). In the case of irrigation the permissible limits- of-the. loan,



previously confined to a multiple of existing land values, had been raised 

by assessing the land on its future potantial as ',7et land as against its 

very low dry land value. ay impression, confirmed by 3 branch bank manager, 

was that loans were being given much more on a personal assessment of 

character, farming performance, and 'intention to repay' than on the 

previously rather rigid rules which excluded many small and almost all 

marginal farmers.* There seemed to be 20 doubt that, provided the farmer 

used the loan properly, and excluding catastrophes, there would be no 

difficulty at all in repayment from additional income generated. For 

example, a farmer selling 7 litres of milk per day at Hs. 1.5 per litre 

(and retaining 2 litres for family use) would earn about Hs. 1,200 - Hs. 1,500 
net per annum after paying instalments and cost of concentrates for the cow. 

The main dangers on the livestock side are inadec_uata feeding (in some, bat 

not ail cases a mill producing feed cake was handy) and the risk of disease - 

see below. Similarly, additional income from irrigation easily repays the 

lean at 124^4 interest. On dry land in nysora District a pump may make the 

difference between :!s. JCC-iQO income from an acre of rainfed millet and well 

over Hs. 1,500 from the same land double-cropped. Irrigated sugar (Bangalore 

District) was giving a net profit of Hs. 5,000 ?e- acre.

IT. SiPHESSIOKS

6. I must state at once that a 4-week visit, and the sight of about 

20 village schemes, is an absolutely inadequate basis for making fim 

judgements: for this reason I have headed this Sector 'Impressions' rather 

than 'Evaluation'.

7. Nevertheless, I must also say that ay main impression was clearly 

favourable and encouraging. I wish to emphasize this at once, because all 

sorts of minor doubts and questions will be raised below; but they should 

not obscure the ^ai'n issue - that the schemes have proved that something 

car, be done, and is being done, to bring a substantial income-gain to very 

small .farmers, many of .them also harijans. .

Perhaps the most positive factors are: 1) That small farmers are 

being identified; the attention of both extension staff and Banks is being 

directed straight at them; and the measures of staff success is not the 

number of acres under new technology (easily achieved through bigger farmers) 

. but the numbers of small farmers involved. 2) That through groundwater 

use (and some lift-irrigation) and through a largely new interest in snimal

Small - 5 acres. Earginal » 2-V acres and below. Larger units in 

dry land.



husbandry, a profitable package for snail nan has been evolved, even within 

mainly rain-fed areas (a jreat contrast with the delta and major irrigation 

emphasis of much of the Green Revolution). 3) 'Jhs combined efforts of 

the S.7.3.A. and the Banks is either putting r.s^ life into sluggish 

Cooperatives, or, by individual access or through Z'araer oervics Societies, 

is cutting through some of the difficulties which in the past made it 

difficult for small aen to 'gat into the act 1 . •'>uite a number of problems 

are going to arise in future, but the value of the start is not to be 

overshido-red by them.

8. Scale and Possible Constraints

1) Finance. The schemes at present have a target of 50,000 identified 

sra'.l and marginal farmers per District - about one-quarter of ail farmers 

in populous districts ar.d perhaps one-third to one-half in the less populous. 

About ISO out of abou.i? 565 Districts in India are covered, at present, and 

the target of 50,000s beneficiaries is not reached in all of thea. Thara 

is obviously a lonlr way to go before the schemes make a really substantial 

contribution to the huge number of scall farmers in India. 3ut, provided 

that the loans result in substantial production increases from existing 

land resources (good repayment will be one measure of this), and provided 

that the market (e.g. for milk in areas far from big cities) continues to 

expand, there is no reason to fear inflationary effects; the 3-year loans 

are turned over pratty fast. Indirect effects on full-tine employment are 

not likely to be very large, but there Trill certainly be effects on fuller 

use of family labour throughout the year, and on some of the lowest incomes.

9. Scale ar.d Constraints - 2) personnel:

I have lit.le doubt that the successful small schemes reflect much 

closer support and monitoring, both by Jinension-cum-5.F.2.A. staff and by 

Bank staff than could, at present, be applied generally. At present, on 

the S.P.I).A. side,, there are two processes of identification - first, 

identifying the constituency of small/marginal fanner;, and, second, 

identifying precise points where a. scheme can be started with good prospects 
of success.. .For example, on the irrigation side, this may involve finding: 

l) a piece of land, predominantly held by small farmers, or vacant {Government 

or ILand Reform' land) which -2) has. grounduater or other irrigation 
potential, without - 3) breaking the rules as to spacing and volume of 

groundwater use. Similarly, with milk schemes, proximity of a market and 

investment in a chilling plant serving a major diary plant are both, needed.

10. ' bni"~may notice"in~passing"thai~T:hi3~effort ~t6~identify"very local 

potential is an encouraging step towards a much more flexible and devoluted



system of 'diagnosis' of specific local opportunities (ir. contrast to 

'across the board' centrally devised packages), Tjhich is a present 

sub.ject of 0.3.1. research.

11. The result of this hand-picking of schemes is, hotvever, inevitably 

very spotty, and there is a tendency to concentrate on certain villages and 

very small schemes, and. even to talk, of 'node! villages', e.g. one just 

outsids -he District H.Q. at Haigonda. In this case Rs. 300,000 (about 

116,300) had already been loaned to one Tillage of about 2,000 inhabitants, 

and it -as planned to raise this to Rs. 1,OCO,000 (235,000) - sainly in 

oilk cows. There is always a danger trith 'model 1 schemes that the expected 

diffusion to other villages Till not take place, because others feel that 

this is a specially favoured Goverrjnent descustraticn -.Thich the:/ could 

not erject to have.

12. This tandency also reflects a quite natural policy of the Banks to 

adopt a limited number of areas close to a specially staffed 3ank branch. 

?or example, the State Bank of India has established 'special igricultural 

Uevelopcent' branches ^ith additional technical staff and additional field 

officers for assessing credit openings and monitoring accounts, rith a norm 

of ;CO accounts (or about 10 villages) to each field nan.

13. .."nile it is reasonable to regard all this as the natural and 

sensible way of starting Tith pilot areas and so=e concentration of effort, 

success will entail plans for recruitasnt and training on a massive scale, 

with a teaptation to lower the intensity of monitoring which night have 

estresely bad results.

Id. In any case thare are in the wind proposals for intensifying Zrtension 

staffing and training, notably one put forward by Hr. Benor a 

Consultant to I3PJD, which is particularly related to extension based on 

water outlets in irrigated areas (e.g. in Chaabal District, Eajasthan). 

•.Thile the Government of India trill, no doubt, sake its onn adaptation 

of such proposals, particularly in areas where both faraera and 2rtension 

staff are fairly sophisticated, there seezs little doubt that the well- 

known weaknesses of a service in which an Extension Officer may have to 

cover 1,000 faraers, without personal transport other than a bicycle, trill 

'have to be remedied if a aajor impact on the relatively neglected snail 

farmer sector"of the farming community is to be made.

15- Administration - Scaeial Agencies and Kcraal Administration

Three major special Agencies, all new within the last four years, 

are now operating in considerable areas of India - the S.P.D.A., the Drought



Prone ireas Programme, and the Irrigation Cozaand Area schenes. Adminis 

tratively the most radical are the Irrigation schenes, since the 'Command 

Area 1 administration takes over virtually full responsibility for Agriculture 

and Rural Development in the area under a chief executive officer, soaetiaes 

with authority over sore than one District (or parts of a District). There 

ars obviously problems, too detailed to describe here, concerning the 

relationships of the 'norzai' District and Block administration, with its 

staff ing at District, BlocI: and village level, -hich is in intimate 

relationship with the elected Panchayat system at each level, and the new 

CoEsand Area administration. S.P.D.A. and 3.P.A.P. are =ore auxilliary 

to the 'normal' administration, though even here the S.F.D.A. staff in some 

areas feel that progress is slowed down because the Block staff and V.'L.'ls* 
have so many other tasks to cover.

16. •"' -.'.nila there appears to be a policy that mere a cajor agency (e.g.

Irrigation Conzand) is functioning, it will carry out the functions of
' ff 

S.F.D.A. too, this-was certainly modified in U.p. mere an existing

3.J.D.A. would continue to handle the credit etc. functions, even though 

a r.ew Coanand Area would be entering the District. Unfortunately, I did 

not investigate D.?.j.?/S.?.3.A. relationships.

17- But in any case, as the agencies extend over rf.der and Tiider areas 

(some States intend to have S.F.D.A. in ail their Districts), a aors general 
issue inevitably arises - Trill the special Agencies continue to trork in 

parallel uith 'noroal' agricultural administration, or will 'nornal' 

administration be jacked up to include the special special Zxtension-cum- 

Bank relationship Trhich, with the elecent of subsidy, of risk insurance, and 

of people-and-project identification, is the chief characteristic of 3.J.D.A.? 

There say well be differences between States here, especially if central 

sponsorship gives way to State financing and responsibility. Shri Z. 
vjubrananyan (Secretary for jgricuiture, Andhra pradesh) raised some of these 

issues of keeping administrative lines simple and clear in a valuable 

contribution to an ICaiS^T Training Seminar while I was in Hyderabad.

18. Research and Local Progrfmm'ng

There has been considerable activity, focussed around the Indian 

Council for Agricultural Research, in definition of 9 major agro-climatic 

and agricultural zones in India, and already these major divisions are being- 

subdivided into sub-zones for agricultural**crop and am'nal production policy 

..(for example, in. work done bythe Agricultural University in Bangalore)-

-"* Tillage Level Workers.-: :. 

** Includes animal husbandry.



I hope to receive iron sangiaore some further derails of this sub-zonal

•.ror-c. The work of ZCHISA^'s economic team on farming systems also has 

a sigr-ificant relationship :ri.th this. Over a long horizon there could 

be an exciting prospact of a much sore locale-specific systaa of de'/ising 

agricultural programmes for local use. ~.~.s fact •thai 3.?.3.A. staff have 

had to look so hard at extrasely local possibilities, and to choose the most 

suitable tool out of "heir armoury of subsidy and credit schemes, is clearly 

relevant here. "-.TO :a.jcr issues ara raised. First, the extent to which 

technical/scientific research stations can direct their ~crk aors to 

filling particular technological gaps or requirements in typical sub-zones; 

second, the source, quality, recruitment and training of social science 

staff (not only agricultural economists, but also some with a rather wider 

sociological training) -ho could become the diagnosticians, and the link 

betresn field technical staff and research staff. It struck sa in passing 

that the A™o-noor.onic Cantr3s, attached to a dozen Universities, could 

contribute in this field, by moving, a- least to sone extant, from fairly 

acadenic ex-ocst evaluative ~oric*(for "hich tha ?lan Evaluation staff is 

also available) to something nearer to ex-anta analysis of potential (human 

and economic as ;:ell as technical) upon vraich production and credii 

programmes should be devised dor local (sub-zonal) siTuations. It sighi 

also be desirable to recruit some young academic staff direct fron universities 

for, say, 4 years of executive experience in field administration (in order 

to experience operational and administrative problems, not aersly academic 

techniques) before posting then to District planning or programming 

responsibilities. I understand that B.J.A.P. areas are already beginning 

to recruit an economist as part of each area team.

19- In relation to research and technical solutions, I nould like to add 

one gentle reservation about one particular aspect, or attitude, of tha 

3.?.2..4. schemes and personnel. As I have said, the dominant emphasis is 

on credit. But there is a danger in believing that money, in the form of 

credit, is the great curs-all. In fact, technology, and indeed simple gocd 

husbandry and good farm management are ultimately much more important.

•Without them, Trater will be wasted, cattla rf.ll die or give very littla 

milk. It is vital that the dramatic results of__sone kind of credit scheme 

should never be allowed to overshadow the importance of the technical and 

management side.

20. Cooperatives

While there are a number of outstanding successes of the Cooperative 

system in India, it is my orm personal view that across-the-board reliance 

on the 3-tier Cooperative system in India a.a the preferred method of

M.?. Collinson has observed that ex-post evaluation always tends to breed 

resentment between social science and field or research technical staff.



delivering credit and inputs, and of marketing, has been the most inportant 

single cause of delays and untimely services, credit-overdues, and ineffective 

coverage of the full farming community, to the detriment especially of the 

snail and marginal farmers. I might mention, ths latest (July 1974) 3eserve 

Bank report on overdues of Cooperative Credit Institutions, and the endless 

and still continuing complaints of late deliveries of inputs, ineffective 

marketing, and partial coverage of membership. In view of the deep and 

continuing commitment of Indian policy to the Cooperative tool, it may be 

useless and even provocative to make this stateaent, aithouta I believe it to 

be true.

However, for many purposes soae grouping of farmers is necessary 

and administratively conveniesi:; and no doubt such groups trill continue to 

be called "Cooperatives'. It is rather as to the nature of the grouping 

that 3.?.3.A. experience seems to have something to contribute. A group 

of liO farmers all using a milk collection and chilling centre (e.g. Gurgaon); 

a group of (mainly Earijan) farmers on 40 acres of Government land managed 

collectively '.Tith two wells and a good cattle shed provided on credit 

Cilalgouda District); a group of saall farmers on irrigated (Land Reform) 

land (two examples in Bangalore District) and too smaller examples in Eysore 

(one of them mainly horticultural) - these small, function-related groups 

seem likely to have a coherence, a knowledge of each other, a limited but 

effective point of group activity which is wholly lacking in the larger 

multipurpose, several-village Cooperative, in which membership is induced 

by Government for administrative convenience. The close and speedily 

working relationship between these small groups and the 3anl£/S.F.3.A. 

alliance seemed to me to be corking far more quickly and effectively, and 

getting service and credit to the smallest of farmers without severe 

difficulty and with excellent (so far!) repayment records. To some degree 

this Bank/S.F.D.A. alliance (and the Farmer Service Societies where they 

e:d.st) seea to me a valid and highly significant alternative to the older 

Cooperative system where that system is failing, or near-failing, to give 

results.

It should be mentioned here that S.F.D.A. has power to subsidise 

staffing of existing Cooperative Societies, and no doubt in some cases this 

will revive them. ..This is a. large subject, which, cannot be extended here; 

• but O.D.I- is at present doing detailed work, on Farmer Groupings and we hope 

.to contribute some more solid comparative work, in the near future.



22. S3Ig?.:iI. COiiCLUSIQgS

1. I was greatly encouraged by the notable, though local, successes 

of the 3.?.5.A. schemes. If it is not impertinent to say so, I think 

the Government ar.d States of India deserve especial congratulation for 

launching, financing and staffing such schemes, explicitly and successfully 

diracted to the poor section of the farming conaunity, a policy -hich has 

bean constantly advocated not only by the -./orid Bank but by a concensus of 

development -oriented agencies, and to rhich very few Govemaents have 

responded on anything like this scale.

2. The identification, both of peopla and of very local projects, 

seams a very strong point in this schema, and of ecual importance is the 

speeding up of credit machinery through the 5.?.3.A./3ank alliar.aa, through 

?armar Service Societies, and through these Cooperatives -hich are capable 

of successful response.

J. The animal husbandry schemes seem of great import, .oe, both for 

incose and nutrition. The sole reservation which I have concerns the 

capacity of some borrowers to feed their animals (particularly cows and 

buffaloes) to a level which maintains health and milk yiaid (thera have 

bean too many deaths in soae areas), partic-jlarly There concentrates have 

to fora a large part of the food. a much stronger emphasis on fodder 

crops, rhich is supposed to be there, is olaarly needed.

4- The major issues trill be of scale and coverage and of administrative 

integration of the special agencies into the general administrative. 

framework.

5- There are extremely interesting problems of research policy in 

relation to local programming and zoning, and massive problems of staffing, 

both for the Extension Services (of all Departments) and for the Banks. 

One would suppose that training effort, and decisions on status and salaries, 

need to be taken urgently, within the next year, if the expansion of the 

schemes is not to be gravely held up.

6. A further favourable point which has emerged from the S.P.D.A. 

schemes lies in the strengthening of Cooperative manageaent, whether by the 

staffing of new Farmer Service Societies, or by the subsidy which S.F.D.A. 

is able to give towards provision of a paid secretary to societies which can 

be made viable and even efficient by this staff help. There is also some 

sign of the Banks taking over credit responsibilities from non-viable 

Cooperatives. Although this lias caused some protest, it is a. policy which 
may have to be pursued with some determination if the small farmer development



is not to be jrraveiy delayed in so^e areas. Cverdues in societies 

taken ovar trill r;sai:i or. the books of Cooperative Banks, for collection 

if possible, but they '.rill not con'ir.ue to hold up -he issue of oredit 

for viable projects tc r-is-onsrs in good standing.

7. ?ir.aiiy, vrhils "he i.P.D.A. is dsalias -i-h farmers, and scse newly 

se^-led farmers, the landless labour (ar.d bonded labour) issues, rhich are 

essentially ea^loyser.- rather than s^all farrin~ issues', do no- see:: to be 

appropriate to, or easily handled by, agencies -hich are so heavily tilted 

towards crop and aniaal production, and Trhich use credit for agricultural 

investcer.t as their leading tool and cutting edge. I- is true thai; sose 

landless labourers can be turned into (probably sargiaai) farmers where 

Government or 'Land P.efo™' land oan be used to settle the-2. It is also 

tras tiiat, ai least; in theory, a labourer can continue as a fam labourer 

and ye~ seep a zilk co~. ziilkirjr early in the coming and in ihe evening, 

Trhile the family look after t;he cov: during the day. But if all animal 

food, whether concentA-es or fod-dsr, has to be purchased for cash, this 

is a very risky proposition. Further, an agricultural labour fores is 

needed, and -he rson issue is to find alternative, probably non-farz 

enipioycent There the labour force is excessive and ™ere land settleiner.i; is 

noi; possible. ?his leads into f?.r -rider issues of econc:^.c policy, 

including industrialisation and the development of -.ore varied growth 

centres in rural areas - issues union go beyond the present scope and 

policy-capacity of the special Agencies.

1976. 

GH/JS





VISITS aiip niTB'frv'S

Feb. 1st /2nd. Depart London, arrive Delhi 

Interviews:

1- H- A. Agha additional Secretary, Hinistry of Agriculture
and Irrigation 

2. 2. Aurora. Joint Commissioner,
Extension & Training " " "

J. Z.'jS. isad and . . . „ .sta£f Join- Secretary,
Extension & Training " " " 

4- 3r. G.S. ;Calla.t Agriculture Commissioner " !1 "
5. I.J. rlaidii Secretary, 2urai

Development " " "
6. Dr. Anan-a 3ao Deputy Director General

Indian Council for Agricultural Research 
7- Dr. Reynolds District Planning, Ford Foundation 
3. 3. 5ivara=2n Uaaber (Agriculture), ?Ianrar-g Cocmission 
9.., A. Srinivasan CMef Credit Officer (S.3.7.A., 3.?. A.?., etc.)

"iait Gurgaon District, EaryaEa. 
See 1 individual and 1 Cocsunity ?jaip scheme, Hilk 

Collection Centre and Chilling Centre.

Lieet Project Director, A.D. iialik, and staff, 
and V/ater Engineer.

Feb. 8th/9th.

Depart by train to Luekacg. u.?. and arrive (9th) at Fateh-our 

Feb. 9th/10th

Seet: J. Tripathi, Project Director, Fatehpur District.

2. S. Lal, District Flannlsg Officer
3. Hissore, District Magistrate and Chairman S.F.D.A. 
District Cooperative Officer.

Meeting of all District Block Development Officers 
(Short address and questions)

District Irrigation Engineer
Branch Kanager (State Bank of India), Datehpur
Chairman of Khsetra Conaittee (Block Panchayat)

General heeting, Farmers "and Block Extension Officers.

Tisit: 3 villages (Horticulture, with Pump: Buffalo liilk
Schemes, etc.

Feb. IQth/llth Overnight to Delhi

Feb. 12th. To Hyderabad. A. P. 'a.m.

p.m.' To Bhongir, Halgonda District

Heet: " Project Director, Damodar Reddy, and all Block Officers 
for discussion.

Visit: 3 village schemes (Pumps and wells, Hilk Cattle, Sheep
Units) and Village iseeting with field staff. (Fillaipalli )



Feb. l^th. To rfalgonda: Visit '?Jodei Village' (Llilk cattle, plough bullocks,
pumps, sheet units), (liarriguda)

Tisit ConsKnity land, pumps and ailk scheme. (Indalcor

Meet; District Commissioner and Chairman. S.D.?.A.
t-

Accosranied throu.j;ou- by Project Director and by District Staff, aryi 
-••'by A-;"?.- ITaraj-anar.. ^ar-ager, Car.ara Zari, Ilal^cnda.

?ab.lAth/15th. Heet: J.j. Ryan, Econcaist, ICSI5AT. 
(Sat. i SunJ

Feb. 16-th. Interviews (.Hyderabad):

S. 3ubracanr/a=, Secretary (Agriculture) Soverrnent of 
Andhra rradesh.

Sepuy General lianager,) Hyderabad 
Chiei Crsoi- Ofz^csr ) 7
" ^ Tcdha ^ '

Dr. D.i. Shirazi, Director, iniaal Husbandry, Ministry of 
Agriculture

S. Sssa, Eao. Joint Sscretar;r, iiinistry of Rural Developcent 
and ?ores-3.

A. ?.. Yithei. Secretary, Finance and Planning, Government 
of incnra rradesh

Feb. 17th. Depart, for Bangalore . Kamatp'-r?.

a. a. Keet Haja Hao, Project Director, S.F.3.A. Banglaore District.

p. a. Field Visits ~ '" ~

• - See Sheep Unit ormers-
Llilk Cattle schece (Jather Kcnreddy, leader) 
Punp and horticulture (&$ acres ) 
Pigsery scheae

Heeting Jarcier Service Society and sea Cattla and Hilk 
Collection Centre, Hesaraghatta.

Visit Indo-3anisa Cattle-Breeding Centre, Hesaraghatta. 
(Sed Dane cross).

?eb. 18th.

a.m. See 2 Irrigated small farmer land settlements with H.Y.V. 
.-.._ : . cropping, 3idadi.

See Byramangla Cooperative and meet lieabers. (Irrigated 
sugar and other crops.)

See charitable and S. P. 3.1. -supported Youth Carpentry Training 
• : • Centre, Infant School and (not visited) hospital at 

Avalahalli.

p.m. iieet; Er. H.R. Arikera, Vice-Char-cellor, Agricultural University.

Heeting of Joint Technological Conmittee' (University 
. and Government) - ..

(Short Address and questions} " ~

Heet: Divisional Commissioner and Chairman S.F.D.A., Bangalore.

5p.m. Depart by road for Eysore



Dinner 71 th divisional Coimissioner (liysors), S. Appa.ji 
.-issistar.t to Comsissior.er, u. O.uiser 
I!ar.ager, Union ~3ank of India. Mysore (Host) 
Project director, S.J.D.A., Uysore, K.2. Lidappa.

Jab. 19th. Visit: Csoronity Irrigation TO 11, Halali (IC.3. Sagar Taluk) 

Discussion Tith beneficiaries, Hanasoge. 

Cocaunity Irrigation Tell, Josanahaily. 

Retiirs Uysore.

Dinner (at ^rishnara.jasagar) as guests of Cooperative 
Bank, Mysore.

Feb. 20th. a.c. Tisit and discussions ~ith oar-aging Coasittee of the 
Urj.or. rarr-ers Service Cooperative Society, ICadakola. 
ar.d visit schsmss (co=ur.ity Tell at ICadanahally) .

Lurch as guests of ra~ers Service Jociaty, C-overr_=3nt Guest 
ta House, Hysors.

2.45?---- ^.jpepsurs for 3ar.galore.

5-OOp.n. Discussion -.rith Dr. .?aghava Hao and Dr. Purohit, of the 
Institute of Social and Ccor.cmic Change. Bangalore.

?eb.21st. a. a. Desart Bangalore to Joa 
(Sat.)

Feb. 22nd. Goa 
(Sun.)

Feb. 23rd. to BcEbay.

Feb. 21th. Discussion trith Professor V..C. Jakhade, Eccnomio Adviser, 
Reserve 3arJ.c of India.

Feb. 25th. 6.45a.a. To ahaadabad .-.11-day discussions nith Dr. V.S. Vyas
and colleagues. Centre for agricultural

(Indian Institute of Hanagenent ) .

Feb. 26th. Bombay. Discussion nith Deputy Chief Agricui''.-aril Credit
Officer, Eft. of State Bank of India, Bcafcay.

Tab. 27th. Depart for London.
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KOTES ON POVERTY-ORIENTED RURAL DEVELOPMENT

by 

Paul Device

ODM, in common with several other Aid agencies, Is re-thinking its development 
strategy. Recent official publications (1) and the establishment of a 
Department of Rural Development within ODM indicate a resolve to direct overseas 
Aid towards the rural poor. The analyses and diagnoses of Aid policy in relation 
to rural poverty so far published by the Government provide some insight into 
what happens to Aid in the upper and middle echelons of agency and local government 
bureaucracy and point to some causes at these levels of Aid failing to reach 
the poor-. To do justice to the problem the discussion needs to be carried further, 
to the level of the village, and within the village to the poorer members of''the 
community. These Notes consist of some preliminary thoughts on the nature and 
causes of rural poverty (Section A), some reasons for the difficulties most 
development programmes have encountered in reaching the poor (Section B), and 
some suggestions for poverty-oriented. Aid programmes (Section C).

Section A. On the^Hature and Causes of Rural Poverty

A.I. Rural poverty is not just a shortage of material goods. It is usually 
part of a syndrome which includes low scatus in the community, lack of influence, 
economic and political dependence, insecure or irregular sources of income, a 
limited range of economic and social opportunities (perceived or actual), little 
communication with or understanding of the world beyond the local community 
and a mistrust of its representatives, a tendency to associate innovation with 
high risk and to avoid both, and a preoccupation with immediate issues like 
hunger, shelter, tax arrears, and various carnal pleasures.

Poverty normally has the effect of narrowing the horizons of possibility. 
It saps energy, noc only for physical work, but also for opening the mind to 
opportunities. The poor tend to inhabit a parochial,, and culturally, as well 
as economically, impoverished and diminished world within their rural society.

To a greater extent than is generally believed there are rural cultures 
of poverty whose bounds are not readily visible to the stranger, but which are ]_' 
intensely real both to those whose lives are enclosed by them and to other 
members of the rural community. Depictions of the distribution of wealth in 
a village community will often follow a familiar parabolic curve, suggesting a 
continuity of economic and political opportunity. But in practice this may 
conceal well nigh' impenetrable barriers between the economic, social and 
political world of the poor and that of the not-so-poor. There is often a fine 
but crucial distinction between families who live in the realm of dependency 
and those upon whom they depend. One facet of this boundary is that it 
constitutes an opportunity barrier. Opportunities made available to the community 
as a whole- will permeate only as far as this barrier In such a situation, and 
this will seem to the majority of local people a natural and just circumstance.

A great deal has been written by anthropologists about patron/client 
relationships in traditional rural communities, but so far not enough attention 
has been paid by development workers to the implications of this concept. The 
idea that certain members of the rural community may acquire or have bestowed on 
them by- hereditary right the duties and privileges of Givers, while others likewise . 
have the- role of Receivers, is very general, and is far from extincc in. our own 
society. It. is most obvious in societies where caste or aristocracy or a. vigorous 
form of capitalism are prominent features of the social organisation,, buc 1C is 
also- prevalent in less conspicuous forms in societies whose structural divisions 
are much less apparent, and where mobility between the categories is possible, 
as in many parts of Africa. This phenomenon has received far less attention either 
by anthropologists or development workers than it deserves.

(1) ODM An Account of the British Aid Programme
Cnmd. 6223, Sept. 1975 

ODM The Changing Emphasis in British Aid Policies:
Ilore Helo for the Poar&AT .WH.1J-C Ranar... ... _
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To maintain the distinction between Givers and Receivers and to support 
its functions the Givers must.have a near'monopoly of economic opportunity and 
political influence, vhiic!V-'are complementary to one another. This monopoly 
applies not only to the social and economic resources within the local compass 
but also to those made available from external sources. The Receivers qualify 
for a share in the available resources and opportunities by virtue of their 
allegiance to specific Givers, and what they get is generally more in the nature 
of largesse than of a contractual right.. It is therefore profoundly disruptive 
to an established social order of this kind for Receivers to claim direct access 
to Important or new resources as of right and unmediated by their patrons, the 
Givers.

This system of distributing the resources available to a community has 
been applied with many variations in most mutual advantage of Givers and Receivers. 
The former are expected to provide a minimum of material support, protection 
and leadership to the latter. The Receivers give their labour and cede any but 
minor claims to property and social influence to the Givers. But the satisfactory 
functioning of the systen depends on a fairly high degree of local autonomy and 
self-sufficiency. The Givers must normally invest a high proportion of their 
resources.in the local community and enjoy the loyal support of their dependents. 
For example, they must invest in land which the Receivers work and from which 
the latter draw a significant amount of benefit, or in cattle which the 
Receivers tend and enjoy a share of the milk, meat, draught power, etc.

The system weakens and lends itself to exploitation of the poor vhen the 
Givers find it possible and profitable to invest their resources outside the 
community, for instance by selling grain or cattle and investing the money in 
the bank; or when the Givers begin to look beyond their own community for a forum 
in which to exercise their social and political influence and from which to draw 
support and confirmation; and when they become increasingly independent of the 
cooperation .of the Receivers, as when labour-intensive agriculture becomes 
mechanised, or traditional stock-keeping becomes coamercialised.

liany rural communities have now entered this phase of disintegration of 
the old system of giving and receiving. Those better placed, as Givers, to make 
use of the new economic opportunities offered by commercial markets for agri 
cultural produce, or by development programmes and projects, have remained poor, 
or, increasingly cue. off from the resources of their patrons, have become more and 
more impoverished. Change in the structure of rural society, which determines 
the allocation of opportunity, has been relatively slow. The attitude of dependenc 
proper to Receivers has remained, even if the object of dependence has been trans— 
ferred from a local patron to the Government.

These observations on the nature of rural poverty, in so far as they can 
be applied to any specific rural community, offer a partial explanation of the 
discouraging results, most rural development projects have so far had on poverty. 
They suggest a need for greater sensitivity, to the predicament of the rural , 
poor in each situation where a rural development programme is contemplated. 
(Gf. Section A. 7. below)

A.2. One of the aspects of poverty is a characteristic psychology of defeat. 
When poverty Is treated by a development agency as nothing but a material problem, 
relief normally lasts only as long as the aid continues, and an attitude of 
dependency is cultivated, or even engendered where it did not exist before. 
Dependency is the psychological antithesis of development, and poverty-oriented 
programmes are especially prone to create a milieu in. which the pooc are assigned 
and readily adopt a passive role, to which in' many cases they have always been 
accustomed. • Equally naturally, the development workers assume the responsibility 
for thinking, deciding, organising and providing most of the effort, to initiate 
change, in fulfilment of the expectations of their sponsors. Structurally 
the relationship between Givers and Receivers remains much as ic was in days 
of yore, but the traditional Givers have been replaced, by an alien breed of 
hyperactive experts who see their relationship with the Receivers from a quite 
ontradicional perspective.
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The way is then prepared for a perpetuation of the attitudes of dependency 
and defeat on the part of the pcor, and, in spite of the disavowals of project 
staff, for their assuming the role ef patrons and dispensers of largesse.

A.3. Persistent poverty is as much a social as an economic phenomenon. In 
rural society the poor normally lack influence as well as possessions. They 
may therefore be incapable of modifying the social arrangements which prevent them 
from improving their own status or increasing their share of the available 
economic opportunities. They are often, as suggested in A.2. above, both 
psychologically and materially dependent on patrons, land owners, moneylenders, 
etc. Such relationships, where they are still intact, are often seen by the 
poor as a life-lice, in which case they will not do anything which night 
weaken it. They may regard the possibility of a move towards economic independ 
ence by themselves as a. threat to their status as clients. They may even avoid 
cooperaf.ing' with an outside agency for fear of their existing patrons severing 
the sustaining bond on grounds of their unfaithfulness.

A.4. Poverty is often hereditary. It may be so in a formal sense, as when 
castes or rigid classes are allocated economic opportunities strictly in 
accordance with their position in the social hierarchy. Or it may be a natural 
result of a poor father being unable to help his children to get themselves 
established with land, cattle or other productive assets. Under such circumstances, 
where wesrlth and poverty are traditionally regarded as the proper conditions 
of certain sections of society, attempts to alleviate poverty may be seen by 
many people, and not only the rich, as a threatening disturbance of the social 
arrangements -upon which many livelihoods depend. The better-off are likely to 
resist it, not unreasonably, as it often seems to entail (even if it does 
not do so in fact) the division of a cake of fixed size into more equal 
portions, resulting in an inevitable shrinkage of the larger segments. The 
same people may'also resist change of this type because they fear it will 
deprive them of the labour of the poor, or at least drive labour costs up.

A.5. Poverty is sometimes due to sheer ineptitude, idleness or personal bad 
luck. Although there are many rural situations in which the allocation of 
economic opportunity is hierarchical and hereditary, there are perhaps as many 
in which able and determined people, beginning with nothing, can build up 
sizeable estates and elevate their social status and income by their own hard 
work and application.

The failure to recognise that some people are poor, not because they 
are discriminated against by an unjust society, or because they had a bad start 
in life, but because they are bone idle or stupid has resulted in much unnecessary 
frustration for development workers.

A.6. Rural poverty is an elusive problem. The poor are often inconspicuous, . 
inarticulate and unorganised. Their voices may not be heard at public meetings 
in communities where it is customary for only the big men to put their views. 
It is rare to find a body or institution that adequately represents the poor in 
a certain community or area. Outsiders and government officials invariably find 
it more profitable and congenial to converse with local influentlals than with 
the uncommunicative poor.

Unless paupers and poverty are deliberately and persistently sought, they 
tend to remain effectively screened from outside inquirers.

A.7. The nature of rural poverty is doubtless a fitting topic on which to 
build a sizeable research industry. The results of academic research into this 
subject have,- however, been neither copious nor very useful so far. This very 
face could lend weight to- an argument in support of spending large sums of money 
earmarked for development on gathering the data which is thought to be necessary 
to enable practical work to begin.

Understanding is certainly needed, but it is best acquired in the course 
of a day to day dialogue between practical action and results. The psychological, 
and invariably the chronological, gaps between research, report-writing, report- 
reading, policy-making, planning, recruitment and implementation are usually 
so great that only the most tenuous relation between the original research and 
action at the village level can exist.
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The people who need a working understanding of poverty at the village level 
in a specific situation are those who are on the spot, working towards its 
alleviation. Their understanding, their capacity to become identified with the 
human situation and to become effective in alleviating some of its suffering will 
grow out of their daily experience, out of their own failures and accomplishments, 
and not out of reports written by long-departed researchers.

••.- If reports have a function in promoting understanding of what to do 
about rural poverty, it is as a means of sharing the considered experience of 
one who has already done a job in one place with those who ara toiling elsewhere.

In poverty-oriented programmes (though not necessarily in all development 
projects), reports are not an essential prerequisite for the release of funds 
and the initiation, of practical action. The success of such programmes 
depends on choosing the right people to send into the field, sensitive people 
with a facility for learning on the job. These rural development 'General 
Practitioners 1 will- need open minds and hearts and eyes and ears much more than 
reports or qualifications to carry out their work.

SECTIOM B. On the Ineffectiveness of Development Projects 
in Reaching the Poor

B.I. One of the lessons of experience is that there Is no single approach to 
the alleviation of rural poverty which is always and everywhere preferable. In 
some circumstances highly specialised, technically complex and intensively 
administered schemes have apparently attained their objectives and benefitted 
many small famers. In others, sectoral programmes, such as public health, 
nutrition, rural roads and village water supply projects have greatly contributed 
to the quality of rural life. And innumerable small grass-roots community 
development type schemes have provided local amenities and elevated local self- 
esteem.

External aid has been an essential component in many of these ventures, 
but at present aid agencies in many countries are concerned that their efforts 
to tackle the growing problems of rural poverty have been less effective than 
the situation demands. There is a remarkable degree of unanimity among agencies 
that a new approach to overseas aid is needed, and that what is called rural 
development may be highly effective in meeting this need.

RD is variously defined, but the intentions are generally the same. The 
World Bank defines it as -

..."a strategy designed to improve the economic and social conditions of 
life of a specific group of people - the rural poor. It involves 
extending the benefits of development to the poorest among those who 
seek a livelihood in the rural areas."(1)

ODM's definition is broadly similar -

..."the Improvement of living conditions in rural areas, through the increased 
productivity of agricultural and related enterprises and, if it is to 
benefit the lower income groups, the equitable and fair distribution 
of the wealth so created, taking into account the need to maintain a 
balance between individual consumption, Investment and improvements In 
communal social services."(2)

Despite the qualifying 'if in this passage, it is clear froa the text 
that the improvements to be brought about are In fact intended for the benefit 
of the rural poor.

(1) World Bank, Rural Development: Sector Policy Paper, Feb. 1975

(2) ODM Cmnd. 6270, p.16
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B.2. The recognition of rural poverty on a vast scale is not new. It was 
prominent among the concerns of local administrators in colonial times, and 
'community development' was a tera used for one kind of approach to the problem. 
Many other approaches have been used, including settlement schemes, credit schemes, 
cooperatives, thrift and loans societies, mass literacy campaigns, etc. They 
have all enjoyed mixed success, but the prevailing attitude towards them is, 
if not disparagement, at least a desire to concentrate this rather motley ~' 
experience into a single, coherent attack on rural poverty.

One result of this determination has been the 'integrated RD project' 
approach which is now being applied with great vigour and at vast expense in 
a number of countries (e.g. Lesotho, Malawi and Nigeria). This type of scheme 
rarely has the effect of 'breeding 1 development, which is a fundamental objective 
of the approach advocated in these Motes. Although it is too early to pass any 
final judgment, it appears unlikely that such integrated projects will be- 
capable of replication by local initiative, since their cost and complexity are 
too great to be borne except by aid agencies. Even if the integrated projects 
were to provide a practical answer to rural poverty in certain circumstances, 
there would remain a great need for the low-key approach advocated here.

B.3. To effect positive change in a situation of rural poverty invariably needs 
large amounts of effort.The question is, wiiere is that effort, or energy, to -com"e from, 
and whence the energy to continue the work.after the project has terminated? There 

" are certain circumstances in which a 'big push.1 from an externally aided project 
vlH. overcome the iner.tria of rural stagnation and enable the local economy to 
propel!" itself thereafter. This approach is normally inappropriate to area level 
RD programmes, because the high-powered methods for effecting rapid change under 
project conditions are often difficult for the local community to sustain, in 
which case the impetus provided by the project dwindles, or the local government 
is obliged to devote a disproportionate amount of its scarcest resources to 
keeping the movement alive.

The assumption made here is that the major proportion of the energy, in 
terms of material resources, labour, decision-making and organisation,- and ' 
even the application of technical skills, should, come from the local community. 
The function of external aid is to stimulate and supplement local effort, 
but in no case to supplant it. This makes .it. imperative for local effort and 
Initiative to set."the pace and direction of. development, and for external 
planning and' assistance to be kept to the necessary minimum.

B.4. The amount and kind, of inputs to a rural area should be sensitively 
adjusted to the capacity of-, the local economy and administration to absorb them. 
Too much innovation top soon, or innovations which,, however technically necessary,, 
are perceived by local people to be inappropriate- to their needs, are not 
conducive to development. On the contrary they are likely to swamp local 
initiative (especially among the poor where initiative is nascent anyway) and 
to create a situation in which the local contribution to the development effort 
is patently insignificant in relation to that being poured, in from- the outside. 
Many projects begin with massive inputs- in order to get the ball rolling-, and •'' 
thus'alienate themselves from most of the people,, especially the- poor. 1C ". 
suggested here that inputs be very carefully matched,, la amount and" type",, to ; 
the capacity of local people to integrate them into their way of life. As 
development proceeds this capacity will increase, but the rate at which the 
development of local capability is proceeding should determine the volume 
and complexity'of inputs. Perverse effects, will result from trying to build up 
local capacity too fast, as indeed from trying to force local capacity to grow- 
by pumping in innovations. Development has its own natural pace: It can be- 
encouraged'and stimulated, but not force-marched.' > -. - •-"'••

B.5. . An important objective of. RD is to fostec or generate local progressive 
movements which are 'self-regulating and self-propagating. There appears to be 
an Inverse relationship between the scale and complexity of development " "'"'" 
programmes on the one hand and their capacity to- regulate and: propagate themselves 
on the other. •'•--"- ~- . ....... .... . . -. ..-. : T.. • :i: >.)'-'--.: :--•.-<.•

i.-..:...-;<..- '-— '-•- - •' - "" '"" ..._ . .„ • . . .- . .. - - I.-.-. , ".^ :'.*

" One of the most serious, failures, of our present approach to- RD is the low- 
rate of natural reproduction, of projects- Much of what passes- for spontaneous1 
reproduction is mere replication, which involves doing virtually the whole- project 
all over again in a different place. There is nothing wrong with replication
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per se, especially when it Involves technically complex, high-input, concentrated
projects. 3ut it is quite inappropriate for poverty-oriented programmes whose
impetus is derived from the growth and maturation of energies already present
in the community, but latent. Replication is also impractical here because of
the diversity, immensity and the general distribution of poverty. \

• -Many projects have very little capacity for self-resulation, generate 
hardly any anerjy of their own, and depend on continuous stimulation and regulation 
from outside. One of. the perennial problems of XD projects is therefore the 
complex and usually inefficient, bureaucracies they require. This is, however, 
an artificial probleo induced by the prevailing megalomania of development planners. 
"Healthy I'-D movements, like healthy organisms, are self-correcting or self- 
regulating. But this depends on their capacity for self-control never being 
overreached by their size. Hubris in development planning, as in all mythology, 
leads inexorably to the Fall.

Saall undertakings which are well within the capacity of ordinary people 
to understand and participate in.have a good .chance of appealing to neighbouring 
communities and thereby of propagating themselves. They breed the confidence 
and the coiapetance to- keep things running in spite of set-backs. A helping hand 
from outside encourages and strengthens local resolve; but an effort by out 
siders to turn it into an ambitious project smothers the incipient indigenous 
enterprise and, if pursued, renders external control funding and fuelling essential.

- 3-6. Development alnost everywhere is retarded by deficiencies in inter- 
nedUate level staff. Able and ambitious local officials, including those 
trained'as counterparts.to expatriate project staff, tend to get promoted away 
from the rural areas to urban jobs. One of the reasons for this is that the 
training usually given to these officials is inappropriate to the job, which is 
often much more demanding of resourcefulness,.patience and endurance than of 
technical or administrative skills. This is especially true of situations of 
rural poverty; it applies to a lesser extent where the local economy is more 
complex and advanced.

A high proportion of the local officials known to the writer have aspir 
ations towards a life-style, income and type of work which are incompatible with 
development work among the rural poor. Most of their rewards for success and 
penalties for failure in their work come from their official seniors, and not 
from the local, community, and hardly at all from the poor within that community. 
Success.and failure are defined according to criteria set up by their seniors, 
which are noc necessarily the same as those of the local community. This suggests 
the need for a different method of selection of local staff, from local people, 
who could be expected to remain in their own villages, working perhaps on a part- 
time basis, being trained in specific skills which are in immediate demand 
in the community, and answerable in the first instance to the people they 
are supposed to be serving.

How else do we try to stem the flow of brain and brawn from rural to urban 
areas? Rural- life is becoming less and less appealing to many people. One of 
the aost noticeable effects of school education is to foster discontent with 
rural life. Objectively as well as subjectively, it is likely that rural 
villages are becoming less culturally interesting and less economically rewarding 
places to live in than they used to be. Therefore the people with more 
initiative and energy tend to move away, which further erodes the cultural and 
economic life of the villages. It is a vicious circle, which is not broken by 
trying to make up for the loss with officials transferred from elsewhere. A 
contribution towards reviving village life could be made by employing and training 
more local people to fulfil specific local needs.

B.7. Professional people may experience a dilemma when working on rural RD 
programmes. The expert works among and ostensibly for the welfare of the rural 
peasantry, who typically did not invite him in the first place, have very little 
idea of what he is there for, or how his work relates to their needs. But the 
expert works for a large organisation which has employed him for his professional 
skills, and expects him to demonstrate his competence in this specific field. 
His problem is therefore an exaggerated version of the indigenous local official's 
in that both are required to satisfy largely incompatible sets of demands from 
different quarters.



There are no experts in ths alleviation or rural poverty. St. Francis 
of Assisi had no degree in sociology or economics. Compassion for human misfortune, 
a good ear for hearing and a willing pair of hands for helping are the necessary 
attributes of the rural development CP. The expert stands in the same relation 
to the rural development G? as does the specialist to tlie medical GP. His role 
is to attend to specific problems after local expertise and the GP's repetoire are 
exhausted. His treatment shcula be addressed directly to the patient himself. 
Thus, it would be most useful if the visiting expert ware co report in the first 
instance to the local community itself, and if iiany people there are illiterate, 
it is up to him to convey his findings and advice in other ways, by talking, 
drawing in the sand, and by setting the example of what to do with his own hands. 
If his advice needs money,, materials, machines and skills to implement, he 
should help the cocnunicy and its G? to prepare a request for these things to the

- government or aid agency.

B.3. iluch RD research is carried out for the benefit of planners who are remote 
from the scene of action and who are in face unable ro use aost of the research 
data for the practical purposes of assisting the poor to develop, IJost PJJ 
planning is carried out at a great distance from the poor farmer, so that the 
efficacy, and la nany cases the appropriateness, of the plans are considerably 
diminished by the tine they are implemented. The closer to the level of the 
poor farmer the decisions are made, the less the need for research and central 
planning - two activities which absorb large amounts of tine, aoney and skill.

If the nerve centre of a SB programne is remote from the scene of action, 
an elaborate and usually inefficient systea of communications and feedback is 
required. Ilaintainingjrthis system and correcting its deficiencies can absorb a 
major proportion of the resources devoted to a progranne, -while at the same 
time it tends to preempt local initiative and fails to activate local effort. 
The assumption that the planners and aid donors need increasingly detailed 
information to enable them to identify, plan, implement, cost and evaluate 
programmes is due to a reluctance to accept that our own scientific and systematic 
approach may not be conducive to fostering self-sustaining development among the 
rural poor. .

B.9. In many rural areas external resources such as technical and administrative 
skills, machines, fuels, chemicals, etc., are difficult and expensive to obtain. 
A reliable supply of these can sometimes be guaranteed by an efficient project 
administration, but once that has departed the supply very often fails, causing 
the work of the programme to disintegrate. Repeated experiences of this kind 
suggest that an essential component of a RD programme is the fostering of 
independence and self-reliance. Taken to its logical extreme, such a policy 
would place an insuperable constraint on development, but interpreted intelligently 
it provides a useful guide to the direction as well as to the pace of development.

For example, agricultural minimum packages containing seed, fertiliser, 
insecticide, etc., may produce good results even for small farmers as long as the 
supply and distribution of the materials is organised by a project or programme. 
But can the local extension service, or local traders, or any private or public 
institution maintain a reliable supply after the programme has terminated? It is 
often assumed that this is easy to arrange, but in practice the results are 
discouraging. Many RD and agricultural projects depend heavily on increased 
yields from chemical fertilisers, but few countries have the resources to produce 
their van. They are therefore dependent on external supplies which show every 
sign of becoming increasingly unreliable in the future. Already chemical ferti 
lisers are subject to dramatic and unforeseen shortages and price-rises, and the 
poorer farmers in the remoter rural areas (i.e. those who can afford or obtain 
any fertilisers) bear the brunt of these fluctuations. Is ic reasonable to 
encourage such farmers to adopc- a style of agriculture which depends on such an 
unreliable resource? An Agricultural system which is geared to the use of chemical 
fertilisers, may actually be inferior to the traditional system when the fertilisers 
are not available, or cannot be afforded, or are delivered too late. Many of the 
HYVs currently being recommended for use by small farmers are unsuitable for use 
without fertiliser, although In some cases the seed itself, without chemical

• fertiliser, may give a worthwhile improvement in results.

• - ' If fertiliser and modern seed are subtracted' from the package of recommended 
inputs, not much is left. But other avenues, which have been remarkably neglected, 
could be opened for investigation, as is suggested in Section C.
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B.10. Thsre are some rural areas in which agriculture contributes a relatively 
small proportion to the average family's income. In Lesotho, for instance, in the 
Thaba Sosiu RD project area (IBR2), a recent survey showed that the average 
farm household received 6% of its total income fron arable agriculture, 13Z from 
livestock, and COZ from off-farm sources. This is an extreme case, but it 
emphasises the need to find out whether the rural poor of a potential project 
area do in fact see agriculture as their economic mainstay before mounting an 
agricultural project. It uay be that projects in other areas of the local 
economy are regarded as more important and will therefore attract greater interest 
and popular participation.

It is often the case that the poor people in a rural community have a 
significantly different economy from the rest. People with no land or no live 
stock are obvious examples, but in many parts of Africa there are no clearly 
defined classes of landless or stockless people. Here the economy nay appear to 
be mainly arable or pastoral, but a large proportion of the poorer families may 
derive most of their income from other sources which are much harder to discover. 
In these cases the answer to poverty may not be to help tne landless to acquire 
land, and the stockless to get stock, since there may be good reasons why such 
people could not manage these assets, initially at least. The most appropriate and 
effective solutions will emerge fron the consciousness of the people concerned, 
especially in the early stages of externally assisted rural development-. The 
tine for a more rational and perhaps more radical approach to the problems of 
material deprivation is only reached at a maturer stage of development.

SECTION C. Soae Suggestions for Poverty-Oriented Development Programmes

C.I. These Hotes are concerned mainly with SO at the village level because:
a) it is the level sjost often neglected, although often alluded to, in discussions
of rural poverty, and b) it is the level on which RD begins.

This bias towards the lowest level is not meant to imply that activity 
on higher levels is irrelevant to RD. Each organisational level has its 
appropriate concerns and activities. The village, the district, the province, 
and the state have their own responsibilities, which overlap, but which are 
basically non-substitutable. It is no more possible for the planner in the 
capital city to design a programme of rural development in a specific area 
than it is for small farmers in that area to devise a national agricultural 
policy, neither is near enough to the ineluctable facts of t;»e situation to 
deal effectively with then.

It is therefore necessary for the area planners and the state planners, 
and whatever other planners there are above the village level, to try to provide 
an environment which is conducive to development at the village level. But this 
should not be mistaken for development itself. One of the reasons for the present 
.re-think of RD strategy is the realisation that however necessary these supra- 
village activities are they are not helping the poor very much. Sor cau they 
reach the poor simply by lowering the aim of the developmental battery and 
sighting on a new target.

The rural poor are generally playing a passive role in development at 
present. The priority is therefore to develop their capacity to assume responsi 
bility for their particular level of activity. Area level and state level 
planning are in this sense subordinate to village level planning, because mutual 
consultation and cooperation cannot begin until the poor are ready to think and 
act on their own behalf.

C.2. The rural poor generally face insuperable obstacles to their development 
as human beings and as communities. Even in their limited capacity as producers 
of economic goods, they are often oppressed by a network of interlocking barriers. 
In this restricted space opportunities for the normal gratifications of life 
and for exerting some degree of control over one's economic destiny are almost 
absent.
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In these circumstances it nay seen that a carefully planned, liberally 
funded and efficiently run 'integrated development programme' is what is needed. 
When the litany of the woes of the poor has been recited in justification 
of such action, and the catastrophic consequences of neglecting the situation 
have been calculated, and the incremental misery consequent on rising population 
and declining yields has been determined, donors are disposed to act with 
purposeful resolution. We define our objectives and lay our plans in logical 
sequence, allowing for a certain amount of flexibility and local consultation. 
Whatever the merits of such a positive approach to the problem, it is not 
development and it is not normally conducive to development, for its primary 
intention is not to evoke from the local people a spontaneous response to 
hitherto unperceived means of meeting their, needs. Rather its- intention is 
to convert people to the acceptance of a preconceived plan of action and to 
enlist their energies in a concerted effort. This kind of approach, through 
rational decisions directed towards a defined objective, is suitable for situations 
of great, urgency, such as wars or floods, where immediate danger supplies the 
emotional fuel for strenuous-action and where the prospect of an imminent and 
disastrous- end is a powerful incentive for the general acceptance of plans laid 
down by a central authority. As long as the plans are clearly directed towards 
a satisfactory conclusion to the emergency, and are effective, most people 
will accept them. But emergencies cannot be protracted indefinitely without 
some weakening of the general will to cooperate with the authorities. The 
poverty of the rural poor is not for them an emergency: for most, it is a way of 
life. The information that there will be a real emergency in a decade or two if 
nothing is done now has* very little emotional impact on people whose attention 
is focussed on personal survival for this day or -this' week.

The attention of very poor people is seldom engaged in the clarification 
of social or personal objectives unless these are felt to be imminent and 
attainable. Poor people tend to have narrow horizons; distant aims and 
alternative modes of existence usually appear remote and unreal. The real 
problems, to which nearly all available physical, mental and emotional energy are 
given, are those which are here and now. This appears very clearly in the books 
on the 'culture of poverty' by Oscar Lewis. It can be verified in any African 
village.

The first stage in development could be regarded as a growing realisation 
by individual people that although the total context of the poverty which envelopes 
them is at present unalterable, there are ways in which each person can begin . 
to tackle his own immediate problems more effectively, help his neighbours to 
deal with theirs, and receive help from them. One man cannot pass through a - . 
hostile country alone; nor can many if each travels alone; but. together they 
can reach their destination unharmed.. So if people are disposed firstly to 
identify their own most pressing and immediate personal needs,, secondly to see 
how far their individual priorities coincide with the priorities of. others, and 
thirdly to muster their individual and joint resources and energies, new 
opportunities begin to open out. -..,-.- •__.... -.- :

In fostering this, awareness of ne« possibilities,, and la facilitating 
the cooperation of Individuals and groups who previously had avoided common 
undertakings, the GP has a crucial role. The position of the outsider, the 
marginal man, in traditional communities has been the subject of an. Impressive, 
body of anthropological, research, over the. past, decade or two (1), and. if. is. 
highly relevant to rural development. . _•:.:- :. •• .: -;

•- . The outsider who has- a, sufficient understanding of the local, community 
. to participate in its affairs' is not subject in. the same degree as locals, to the 
parochial, jealousies, factional antagonisms and conservative Influences as are 
the indigenes-, .He is outside the long-standing, fueds among, local groups-and can, 
if he is skilful enough*, foster cooperation, among them, without compromising ... 
himself or causing either'party to lose face- . As an. outsider ha is likely to be. 
less subject to the" local prejudices "about what is or what is not possible and^ 
feasible, and he may perceive opportunities which had lain obscured from I'ocaT""" ~ 
awareness by- long habituacion. And. because- of his nebulous- status in- the local' ; 
social structure, he has- more room- to manoeuvre and to- communicate-" hot only »ith. 
members of the local community but with-external agencies and officials.., .

(1) The writings of Frederik Barth- and1 Clifford Geertz are- among the- 
" '"best known in this field"."" - ••- "-' -'; : "'-^ -'-7: • •'•• :
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This Kissinger-like role does not necessarily denand the superhuman 
intellect and ubiquity of che American statesman. On the contrary, it depends 
on the Gr remaining settled and becoming known and trusted by the local people, 
for unless he wins their confidence they will not granc him the support he needs 
to become an effective catalyst for their energies.

To release the energies of the poor, and to deploy them in the service 
of developnent, RD programmes must address themselves directly and Immediately 
at those grave and constant concerns which evoke the strongest emotions. Only 
these vital and burning issues command enough energy to produce effective 
action in the lethargic atmosphere of perennial poverty. Their specific form 
differs from one community to another, and may change over tide. Therefore 
no masterplan based on a theoretical understanding of the major emotive concerns 
of the poor will command real popular support. . Eor RD to become a living and 
self-propagating movement it must be rooted in the deep convictions and practical 
commitment of ordinary people. It cannot be planted there as a prefabricated 
structure and still live. Therefore it must grow from the seed in the soil vhere 
it will eventually bear fruit, and it is as a sower of seeds and a nurseryman that 
the GP finds his most necessary role.

As the capacity of the local people to see beyond the immediate imperatives 
of their own poverty increases, enabling them to set slightly more ambitious 
targets for their endeavours, RC planning on a larger scale (e.g. of integrated 
projects) =ay become feasible. Whether and when this point is reached depends 
mainly on the changing attitudes and capabilities of the local people. Change 
is likely to be slow and unpredictable, and at tines capricious, and attempts at 
directing the pace and orientation of attitude-change from the outside are likely 
to produce perverse results.

C.3. The G? is typically a young expatriate (1) and (2) recruited by the 
agency funding the RD programme and approved by the local government. He is to 
find quarters in one of the villages where he is working and is to reside there. 
Ue is allocated an area small enough in size and population for him to become 
personally acquainted with members of at least a third of the local households 
within his first three months. 500 households would probably be a maximum.

Several G?s, say from three to six, would be appointed to adjacent 
localities, which together would form a responsible local economic or political 
community. The area served by this team of GPs should therefore constitute a 
convenient unit for 'area planning 1 , which might be undertaken at a later stage, 
if the initial phase of development had generated sufficient local capability and 
participation.

Administrative responsibility for the team of GPs could be assumed by 
the district or provincial arm of the Ministry concerned with SD. But professional 
supervision would be provided by an experienced expatriate RD worker employed 
by the aid agency for this purpose. He would be responsible for two or three 
teams of GPs and their areas.

The following paragraphs outline the practical means of setting up and 
operating such a programme.

C.3.1. In many low income countries rural poverty is found nearly everywhere. 
It is therefore not particularly important where one starts a poverty-oriented 
RD programme. One might wish to avoid places where a peasant rebellion is brewing, 
or where household incomes are known to be uniformly high in relation to the rest 
of the country, but apart from such fairly obvious deterrents one could as well 
begin work in one part of the country as in another.

Apart from a preliminary reconnaissance by a supervisor, no feasibility 
studies are needed, no prior research and no reports. The main determinant of 
where to start will be the preferences of the local governments.

(1) lien and women are equally suited to this kind of work in most places. The 
masculine pronoun used henceforth is intended to include women.

(2) Editorial Note The words 'outsider' and 'expatriate' will need careful
definition, which may alter in different circumstances. An'outsider' may be 
a compatriot, but from outside the village. An 'expatriate' must mean a

' foreigner, and often has the connotation of "from the previous colonial power". 
While the author may be right in thinking this necessary in some countries, many 
people would doubt if this would be wise or acceptable tn "nany others, c.,7. Asia.
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C.3.2. The supervisor should establish a base in a provincial town where the 
offices of the local arn of the relevant: Ministry are located. Within chat 
province, or district, he should choose, in consultation with local officials 
and authorities, one or more well-defined areas containing up to 3,000 households, 
or less vhere the population is sparse. Each area should be served by three to 
six GPs. The supervisor should consult with local chiefs and headmen, since 
their acquiesence at least is. necessary for the programme to go ahead. If one 
chief is reluctant tc cooperate, another might be found nearby, so that the area 
finally established is a continuous block, even if its shape may be very irregular.

C.3.3. It would be preferable, bur. not essential, to find some accommodation or 
a firm promise of it for each GP in the villages of the area. If this cannot be 
arranged in advance by the supervisor it will usually be easily found by the GP 
once he has arrived at the supervisor's base. At most he would have to have 
himself a local scyle compound built in the village where he is going to live.

The supervisor should have some spare accommodation at his base for newly 
arrived GPs and for those coming from the field to. visit him.

C.3.4. There are many young people who have done service overseas in rural areas 
as volunteers, teachers, researchers, etc., and who have shown their capacity for 
getting on well with rural people and for sharing their way of life. Some young 
married couples, even with children, have spent what they regard as some of the 
happiesband most productive years of their lives in small rural villages. Such 
people would make ideal GPs. Many have been able to give themselves wholeheartedly 
to the welfare of the people they live with and to put their own professions, 
careers and financial interests aside. The simplicity and austerity of their 
lives has brought them close to the ordinary people of the villages.

These qualities, which are inherent in many of our own young people, 
are one of the most valuable resources for RD we have, and at present they are 
greatly underrated and underutilised.

C.3.5. When the new GP arrives at his supervisor's base he could usefully spend 
his first week meeting local officials and notables, looking around the area 
his team is to work, and getting his bearings in his own small constituency. If 
his compound has not been arranged he should find some temporary accomodation in 
one of the villages. He should assemble his equipment, stove, lamp, chair, 
table, etc.

Perhpas mosc important of all, he should get to know his supervisor and . 
his ideas on the local situation and how to adapt to it.

C.3.6. The supervisor needs considerable experience of RD. He should also be 
gaatly disillusioned about grandiose schemes, since they play no part whatever in 
his present work. Ambitious men who are concerned to achieve tangible results 
in the shortest possible tine would find the subervisor's job intolerable. He 
needs the patience to move at the pace of the poor, which is very slow indeed. 
He needs tolerence to endure the frustration of having to contain his professional 
standards in order to participate himself in the disorderly lives and feelings 
of the poor. He will often be cast in the role of personal friend and helper to 
his GPs,. whose problems are likely to be more personal and interpersonal than 
strictly professional or technical.

The supervisor's work is primarily to support and guide his GPs, but he 
should not. try to- direct a programme of his own through them. The nature of the 
work is formless, planless and without preconceived direction, and this in Itself 
will induce anxiety in some GPs, and some supervisors. But the supervisor should 
always, stress, and show by his own example, thac the work, is to nurture and to 
husband growing forces, and not to become a motive force in one's own right. 
The distinction between this attitude and one of idle resignation, is almost- • - - • 
impossible to- explain to one who does not intuitively understand it. The patience 
to wait attentively until the right moment for action does not come readily to most 
of us, buc it is- an essential attribute of those who work, on poverty-oriented- 
RD programmes* .-,-.T • -•,: ::: : • ...•• '•. .•-•-'"-•• . -•'•<- • • -

C.3.7. In addition to working with his GPs, the supervisor should be in close 
contact with local government officials and traditional heads to ensure that GPs 
are working, in harmony with the various branches of central and local government 
in thac area.______________________________________________



This is not expected to be a particularly easy cask sir.ce a programme « 
with such a low profile, undefined ends, and oriented towards the least influential 
class of people is unlikely to appeal to raany of the jiiore hard-nosed officials.

The supervisor is also the link between the GPo and the development 
agency. If progress reports are considered indispensible, it is he who should 
write them.

C.3.3. It will take the average G? a good three months to settle down, begin
learning the language, meet a reasonably wide range cf people, make some friends,
acquire a local interpreter-cum-'is'-istant, and begin to feel at home. During
this tijne he will create impressions among thti people as to what he is there
for. His role being unprecedented, people will not understand it &r. once, but
the easiest conclucion cay be that he is 5 soft touch for personal gifts, government
aid or overseas assistance. Such a reputation should be resisted at all costs, as -t
it is bound to put him in an impossible position. It is also very appealing to
be able to pose, with soae justification, as a friend of the poor. 3ut such
explanations are likely to produce unfortunate results, such as the ennity or
indifference of the nor.-so-poor and the dependence of the genuinely poor.

It is remarhable how readily village people accept a stranger without 
asking searching questions about his reasons for being there. Host people are 
satisfied with the explanation that one has coue simply -.0 iearr. about the way of 
life in this place. Since tnat is perfectly true, no more need ba said about 
poverty-oriented development or about possible aid from extern-?.! sources.

If -;:he whole programme can operate without 2 title, without noticeboards, 
and without a;iy publicity whatever, so much the better.

C.3.9. After six months there should be some discernible ocveraest in a previously- 
static situation, or sore positive signs cf action in a previously slow-noving 
one. There should be some manifestation of a new sp .r;.~ of selif-reliance asiong 
the poor; sone hint of purposive joint action towards the solution of even very 
minor problems.

If there is no sign that the GP's presence has had any beneficial effects, _ 
he and his supervisor should i~k whether it is conducive to -:.:._=us> 3. little longer 
or preferable to withdraw and start again elsewhere in the nope of fir.tiing a nore 
positive response. There is no point in trying to galvanise chu situation into 
Jtovenent if nothing is stirring of its ovn accord. It is bitter for the G? to : ,. 
move to a nearby locality^ still adjacent to the rest of the team ar-ja if possible, 
even if that means lea-ing an untidy gap, i'ds tine will not have b».en wasted as 
the experience gained in the first area will give h-l-.fi a head star* ir. the second.

C.3.10. One reason for grouping GPs as a tean in one area is to open the possi 
bility for planning its development as a unit at some later stage. Another is to 
afford GPs the opportunity to support ona another ir. their work. Isolation would 
impose too great a strain on young people doing such an arduous job. Although each 
GP would have a primary responsibility for his owa locality, he should be encouraged^ 
to participate with his fellow team-members in their areas. Developments in the 
various parts of the team area should preferably harmonise with one another and 
provide mutual support. Frequent meetings and practical cooperation be'r-reen 
the GPs will be conducive towards this result.

A weekly formal meeting of tean GPs and a fortnightly meeting with the 
supervisor is probably a minimum.

C.3.11. The GPs will need small trail motcr-C7Cles and the supervisor a Land Rover.
-V

C.3.12. In the initial phases, RD for the poor requires no technical or professional 
expertise. It is only when local groups have emerged and consolidated and have 
exhausted their own physical, financial and technical resources Chat expert advice 
may be reeded before further progress can be made. If this is beyond the capa- , 
bility of the GPs, the supervisor or local government staff, a request fan be 
made to the aid agency to provide an expert.



Kis work would be to initiate a new phase of development and not merely 
to write a report. The expert should act as a consultant directly to the local 
people, and not primarily to the GF, the supervisor, or the agency who employs 
him. His job is to provide sound practical advicc ( to demonstrate personally how 
his advice is to be carried into practice in the village, and to ensure as far as 
possible that the necessary supply lines, maintenance facilities, storage or 
whatever is needed for the innovation to function well and continue to operate 
after he has left.

Actually securing the adoption among a group of poor farmers of one useful 
innovation is far more difficult than writing even the most complex and prof 
essionally competent report for other experts. But in poverty-oriented development 
the established method of the expert reporting to HQ, and UQ, after much 
deliberation, issuing orders to someone else to do something in the field, is 
far too tortuous. A direct relationship between expert and farmer is needed. 
Only face-to-face will they learn anything worth knowing from each other.

The extension of technical improvements among farmers depends ultimately 
on people learning from their neighbours. Extension agents and experts can only 
initiate the adoption process. The expert himself can only work with a few 
people during the time he is present in the village, but he should try to leave 
those few with a thorough practical understanding of what to do, so that the 
innovation will be successful in their hands and interested neighbours can learn 
from their example and instruction.

The rural poor have found very little of value in our plans and projects; 
they cannot communicate^with our professionals or benefit from the kind of technical 
and organisational expertise we offer. The deficiency lies in ourselves, as we 
have not learnt- the art of listening to the inarticulate or of seeing what is 
unfamiliarly formed. To be of any use to the poor our experts must therefore 
learn from the poor about the realities of poverty. We cannot persuade ourselves 
any longer that our own specialisms exonerate us from the responsibility to 
speak and work with ordinary people. If our expertise has alienated us from 
the mass of humanity, it cannot be of much practical use to them, or even to us. 
By giving the expert the responsibility of addressing himself directly to the 
people in the village, an opportunity is created for mutual understanding and 
reciprocal benefit. Such a possibility is precluded by the present system of 
employing experts.

C.4. Initially, the main expenses would be the maintenance of the GPs, their 
supervisors, their assistants and their transport. Very little if anything in the 
way of capital Investments would be required (1). Keeping expenses and inputs 
low until the programme is well established and rooted in the area has many 
advantages, one of which is that if tfee work makes no headway and the local people 
are unresponsive, it is relatively cheap and painless to withdraw and try else 
where. In a fair proportion of the areas initially selected the work, will 
probably be fruitless. It is better to acknowledge this after a few months and 
quietly go somewhere else than to proceed obdurately in the face of mounting 
resistance or indifference. This is difficult to do when Intricate- plans'have 
been made, a five-year budget prepared, surveys done, international agreements 
signed, and a host of expatriate experts installed to work in a specific area, 
as In most projects. When obstacles arise here the tendency is to bulldoxe, 
because the project must run on schedule. Most projects have an impetus of their 
own and cannot be deflected by the inarticulate murmurings of the poor. Too much 
money and too many professional reputations are at stake.

C.5. One of the- gravest and most widespread problems contributing to the perp 
etuation and aggravation no rural poverty is the progressive decline in village 
amenities. The notion, which many old people will affirm, that village life in 
the 'old days' a generation or two ago was far fuller and more satisfying to the 
average human being than today, cannot be lightly discarded. There is no doubt 
that local customs and institutions which flourished some decades ago have almost 
everywhere degenerated, according to the subjectively evaluated experience of 
local people, and have not been replaced by new ones of comparable richness and 
vigour. With the advance of education, young people in most of miral Africa have 
come to regard agriculture, village life, and rural Interests as manifestations of 
a backward and bucolic existence. Their hearts, and often they themselves, are 
elsewhere. The drain of brawn and brain and enterprise from the rural areas yet 
further reduces their attractiveness, and objectively detracts from the possibilities 
of finding a decent living there.

(1) This appears to coincide with the Select Committee's recommendation that ODH 
"should show more willingness to meet requests for the oavment of local and___ . _ _ —————————•——————^———~... . •--- *--."- • '-..v Kt frHl-a-t tlun
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The scale and extent of this impoverishment of rural life is so vast that- 
a significant improvement cannot be accomplished by furnishing the villages with 
externally-provided amenities. The only alternative is for new opportunities for 
development, and especially for employment, to be generated in the rural areas. 
Two modest proposals follow.

•C.6. This proposal follows from the question, in 3.9. above: "Is it 
reasonable to encourage farmers to adopt a style of agriculture which depends 
on such an unreliable resource (as fertiliser)?". The answer is an unhesitating 
"ilo". One of the assumptions underlying these liotes is that the essence of devel- ,. 
opment is a movement towards self-reliance. Its antithesis is a drift towards 
increasing dependency on other people or on resources over which one has no 
control.

iiost small farmers, everywhere, have traditionally sustained their yields • 
by organic means, from local resources. Uith the recent increases in population 
some sources of organic material have diminished, while others have increased. 
Local sources of vegetation and arable land for various types of fallowing have 
generally decreased; but human wastes, and in some places animal wastes, have 
often increased but are not properly used in agriculture. This suggests a need 
to develop more efficient methods of using organic resources from within and 
around the rural village, and of using urban wastes in agriculture.

There are two fruitful areas of investigation here. The first concerns 
the possibility of establishing small village industries to collect and process 
local organic materials, including night soil, household refuse, animal manures 
and any locally available composting materials (which might be grown or cut for 
the purpose). This could be sold to local farmers, thereby helping to reduce 
their dependence on imported fertilizers, and diminishing the flow of cash out of * 
the rural areas towards the towns. Hore local enployment would result from this 
scheme and local spending power would be increased in proportion.

The second artm of investigation is the processing of urban wastes. It 
is already a commercial proposition in this country and has been considered, at 
least, in some poor countries. Such an industry would help to solve some of the 
intractable problems of sewage disposal encountered by many towns, it would provide 
some employment, it would substitute a local product for an import, it would 
help to ensure a constant supply of fertilizers at prices at least partially within 
local control, and it would counterbalance, the flow of agricultural produce from 
rural to urban areas with a supply of organic materials. It is even possible that M 
the better organisation of organic waste collection and processing would contribute 
to public health. .

C.7.' . Fuel is generally scarce in poor rural areas. The quest, for it denudes 
the countryside of trees and bushes, and manure, that might have fertilized the 
soil is often burnt. Methane generated by the composting process referred to in 
C.6. could make a useful contribution to rural and urban, fuel supplies.

'. Efforts "to harness solar energy by Beans of simple devices are being 
nade by numerous "small organisations. Some of the results are promising but 
their testing under field conditions and their application to daily village needa 
have been retarded by the lack of money and sustained effort.

,. . Both these energy sources could make valuable contributions to rural 
life as they reduce dependence on external resources and exploit local possibilities 
more fully. 'They would also provide some local employment and could stimulate 
other local "industries which at present are unfeasible because of the lack of; ...
£.._1 '••••-.. .-.-.£ . • • • - -

- .. - ' ,-. •'-.•' December 1976 : . . .-
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A; The New Administration Network

There have been a number of changes in the AAU over the last few 
months which have led us to reconstitute the network Guy Hunter has been 
leading on "Local Diagnosis, Farmer Groupings, Planning and Coordination 
of Local Services", as the Agricultural Administration Network. It will 
continue to concern itself with the issues raised earlier and deliberately 
retains its non-technical, broad-based character, but it will also be 
considering problems arising in new fields of research presently being 
developed by Janice Jiggins and John Howell.

B: Staffing Changes

1. Since end-April 1977, Guy Hunter has become an "adviser" to GDI and 
has withdrawn from the day-to-day administration of the AAU. He continues 
to assist the AAU's research, however, and is currently working on a set of 
"Guidelines" - a State of Knowledge document and a Summary of practical 
experience over a range of rural development problems which aims to establish 
broad guidelines for achieving a particular category of small farmer develop 
ment goals. He hopes that the document (including a Statement, the Guidelines 
themselves, and a summary of some of the main issues involved and conclu 
sions reached) will find a wide consensus and have a positive impact on 
policy formulation and action; to this end, it is intended that the document 
should be 'launched' at a Conference in the Spring of 1978, and subsequently 
published.

2. In October, John Howell joined the Unit from the Department of Political 
and Administrative Studies, University of Zambia, where he was a senior 
lecturer in Development Administration. His Zambian interests included 
planning and decentralization, and he is currently preparing a paper on 
Agriculture and the State which examines agricultural policy in Zambia. 
Before going to Zambia John Howell worked at the University of Khartoum and over 
the past few years he has acted as a consultant to Hunting Technical Services 
in the Sudan particularly in the organisation of rural development in the 
traditional sector.
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3. The Documentation Library in the AAU is growing apace and now forms a 
unique collection of published and unpublished work on agricultural admini 
stration topics. To be of greatest service to the many networkers who use 
it for reference and consultation, and to the members of the AAU, it needs 
more care and attention than Janice Jiggins is now able to devote to it, 
and we are looking at ways to achieve this. Networkers will be informed 
of the new AAU librarian in due course.

C: New Research

1. John Howell and Janice Jiggins are both interested in the institutional 
and organisational aspects of agricultural development, but at rather 
different levels and from differing perspectives. It might help the reader 
if we set out the complementarities and divergencies in tabular form, as 
follows:

Institutions and Agricultural Development

Common 
Interests

Divergent
In stitutiona1
Interests

Common
Institutional
interests

Divergent 
Institutional 

\Interests

Area 
Interest

Rejl ajt i onship 
to other work 
in "AAU.

Jiggins Howell

The improvement of government performance in the agricultural 
sector through a better understanding of institutional and 
organisational potential.

1. Agricultural strategies and their relationship to insti 
tutional change.

2. The impact of new institutions on agricultural development 
and farm systems.

3. Agricultural technology and the design of institutions 
appropriate to the realisation of new or latent resources 
in the agricultural sector.

Farm and community groups, 
delivery of farm services, 
tenure arrangements, any 
organised method for 
allocating physical and 
human resources (eg grazing 
rotations or labour sharing), 
local institutions relating 
to post-harvest technology, 
storage and marketing.

Central government organisation 
and planning, agricultural para- 
statals involved in large-scale 
production, processing and 
marketing, the coordination of 
government services at the 
province and district level, and 
the organisation of agricultural 
programmes and projects through 
special agencies.

Institutions of direct production and the organisation of farmer 
services at the sub-district level: problems and opportunities 
for the farmer (Jiggins), for government agencies (Howell).

The way in which changes in 
institutions and technology 
follow, induce and interact 
at the local level in agri 
cultural development.

Dryland farming in Africa and 
Asia with marginal resources 
and limited range of techno 
logical choice.

Small-farmer groups and 
local diagnosis.

The role of government in agricul 
tural development, and particularly 
the organisational response (and 
capacity) of government agencies 
to the adoption of different agri 
cultural and rural development 
policies. f

Countries which reflect different 
approaches to the role of public 
enterprise, party, district, and -« 
ministry organisation.

Administrative structure and co 
ordination; organisation of 
programmes.
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2. John Howell initially will be looking at the organisation and management 
of afjricultur.il programmes: in particular examining (i) the institutional 
.-il icrn.-iti ves in implementing different types of programmes and (ii) the 
possibility of improving the quality of information available to decision- 
makers involved in selecting and designing organisational and management 
structures for programmes.

3. He defines 'agricultural programmes' in organisational terms: as a 
government initiative in agriculture which involves either a redeployment of 
administrative resources or the creation of new agencies to meet specified 
objectives for agricultural improvement. This could involve relatively small 
'projects' (e.g. constructing dip tanks) or relatively large programmes which 
concentrate upon a particular sector of agriculture (e.g. setting up of credit 
scheme for small dairy farmers). However, the primary focus will be upon those 
programmes which involve a major investment in particular areas (e.g. Lilongwe), 
in a new strategy (e.g. Minimum Package Programme), or in a new crop/technology 
development (e.g. Groundnut Scheme).

4. Such programmes have rarely been launched entirely within existing admini 
strative structures, but the range of alternative organisation extends from 
small project units within/established departments to permanent new organisations. 
The research looks at thi's range of choice and by examining the success and 
failure across a number of different programmes attempts to assess alternative 
approaches to the problem of the organisation of implementation.

5. There are a number of general contentions that can be investigated: all 
of these arise from the various attempts to re-examine the 'problem' of imple 
menting rural development programmes, and several contradict each other:

a) the risk of low administrative performance is reduced if programmes are
introduced gradually and experimentally through existing institutions rather 
than through a major initiative involving a new agency

b) special agencies develop tendencies towards autonomy and over-management 
which inhibits the capacity for local self-management and curtails the 
initiative of existing departments

c) programmes can be improved if more attention is paid in the planning stage 
to administrative capacity and if the 'resources' of individual departments 
can be strengthened for new responsibilities

d) in most countries, the prevailing bureaucratic pattern of departmentalism, 
inertia, hierarchy and over-specialisation makes the creation of new 
agencies a necessary part of any co-ordinated rural development programme

e) for effective management, programmes must be broken down into small,
relatively self-contained projects which require as little administrative 
change as possible

f) the problems of implementation of agricultural programmes are a result of 
insufficient and inappropriate staff training, and staff development is a 
condition of future success

g) administrative performance is governed largely by the contingencies of local 
political rivalries and inter-departmental jealousies, therefore programmes 
should be designed to minimise the role of government institutions.
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6. Several of these contentions emphasize the need for some sort of survey 
of administrative resources in development planning and a consideration of 
alternative institutional options in programme design. Ideally, this could 
take the form of a 'diagnosis' suggested by Hunter in an earlier Network 
paper for village communities. However, in practice, neither the time nor 
the expertise is likely to be available for such thorough work and, of course, 
the process of institutional choice is bound to be governed in part by 
contingent personal and political factors.

7. On the other hand, it should be possible to provide a rudimentary basis 
for supplying a more effective and practical administrative input into programme 
selection and design - without necessarily requiring either a new breed of 
all-purpose administrative consultants or the employment of exceptionally 
well-informed and perceptive local experts. Something more modest is envisaged 
which will provide guidance to the non-specialist working under pressure. 
For example, it may be possible to formulate

a) a model for an administrative resources survey that could be undertaken
during the planning stage. This might draw attention to the most critical 
areas for implementation, such as the budgetary process, personnel control 
or party-civil service relations

b) a check-list for administrative feasibility could be prepared for the
programme appraisal stage. This would avoid the danger of confining admini 
strative feasibility to post-selection implementation recommendations and 
would thereby allow a restructuring of the programme itself if it was 
demonstrably lacking in organisational viability

c) an ordered presentation of organisational alternatives (possibly as they 
effect different parts of the programme) on simplified measures of 
administrative benefits and costs (possibly on a decision-matrix) so that 
attention could be focussed upon a more rational assessment of what is 
likely to work.

8. Another task for improved decision-making would be to ensure that 
decisions on programme design are monitored, evaluated and, where necessary, 
changed. This could be done as an extension of (b) and (c) so that programme 
design includes the identification of management functions and responsibilities 
as well as the broader questions of institutional strategies. This would make 
it easier to identify (though not necessarily correct) those organisational 
problems that are often recognised only after a programme has ground to a halt.

9. This research does not intend to suggest that either feasibility studies 
or measures of cost-effectiveness can be anything other than rule-of-thumb. 
Their use would be to minimise the chances of decisions being determined by, 
for example, compromise between vested interests (within a government as well 
as between government and donor) or by impatience for radical structural 
change which, however necessary, may be impractical.

«10. Janice Jiggins is working on a study of the way in which changes in 
institutions and technology interact and are induced at the local level in 
agricultural development. The study has three aims: (i) to clarify theoretical 
analysis and conceptualization of institutional change; (ii) to trace and 
analyse the processes of change with respect to institutional and technological 
innovation; (iii) to evolve operational guidelines for government institutional 
intervention at the local level in agricultural development.
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11. The study is prompted (a) by the wide gap that exists between the 
theoretical understanding and framework of analysis used in the study of 
social institutional processes by sociologists and social anthropologists 
on the one hand, and by public administration students, historians, and political 
scientists in the study of institutions as instruments of public 
policy on the other, a gap so wide that few insights are exchanged or any 
kind of consensus developed about the nature, function and role of institu 
tions and institutional processes; and (b) by the empirical record of "bad" 
institutional intervention and "inappropriate" institutional choice in 
agricultural development. The study is linked to technological innovation 
because, while very often agricultural development is depicted in terms of 
the delivery of technologies and know-how to farmers, others have pursued 
a concept of development which entails prior development of local organi 
sational resources. Similarly, the processes of interaction between techno 
logical innovation and changes in social institutions have been described 
in a number of cases, but these remain isolated studies generating few 
prescriptive propositions beyond highly generalised statements.

D: Networking

1. Both John Howell fjid Janice Jiggins will be sending papers to the 
Agricultural Administration Network, and Guy Hunter, too, will continue to 
make an occasional contribution. We hope that you will find the new direction 
of research both stimulating and useful, and will continue to send in your 
criticisms and comments with as much vigour as in the past.

2. Until we are ready to circulate further discussion papers, there are 
two things we would like from you:

a) annotated references to recent experiments in extension which you have 
found especially provocative and interesting. We hope to circulate a 
brief select annotated bibliography on recent extension work by the 
middle of next year.

b) on the request of several networkers, Janice Jiggins has undertaken to 
coordinate ongoing work on "small farmer and other groups in agricultural 
development", taking further some of the issues only touched on in our 
Occasional Paper No. 1, Stimulating Local Development. The work will be 
sporadic and will last as long as networkers have an interest in continuing 
the study; it will probably be organised around occasional discussion 
meetings here at GDI based on working papers submitted by networkers. 
Anyone who would be interested either in receiving any papers we might 
eventually distribute, or who has, or will have, a paper to contribute, 
please let Janice Jiggins know.

E: AAU Publications and Attached Papers

1. For the record, ODI has now published two Occasional Papers, based on 
the work of this network:

No. 1, 1976 : Stimulating Local Development 
No. 2, 1977 : Extension, Planning and the Poor.

Priced at £1.00 each, they are available from ODI Sales, Montagu House, High 
Street, Huntingdon, Cambs.
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2. We recently received papers from Niels Roling, Dept. of Extension 
Education, Wageningen, and from Mike Collinson, CIMMYT, Nairobi, which 
express somewhat opposing approaches to 'getting new technology to the 
small farmer', and we are circulating extracts for interest and comment. 
The third paper, co-drafted by John Howell and Ken Davey of the Development 
Administration Group at the University of Birmingham is a response to an 
earlier network paper by Guy Hunter on Planning and suggests a new approach 
to the study of District level planning. John Watson of DAG provided 
valuable comments on the Howell-Davey draft which is distributed as a 
series of points for discussion rather than a coherent 'paper 1 .

Janice Jiggins 
John Howell 
Guy Hunter

December 1977
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Diagnosing the Need for Kew Technology

by 

Dr. M.P. Collinson, CIMMYT, Nairobi, Kenya

Commonwealth Secretariat
Food Production and Rural Development

RURAL TECHNOLOGY MEET

Arusha - Tanzania, 29 August - 9 September 1977

1. INTRODUCTION

Although the scope of the Meet includes industry, buildings and transport, 
the emphasis is on equipment in agriculture. As this is my area of interest 
I will limit myself to it, though I believe the principles involved are 
more widely useful.

The catch phrase 'Intermediate technology' has gradually given way to 
'Appropriate technology' with the realisation that simple machines can be 
just as irrelevant as sophisticated ones for problem solving. Although the 
new phrase is a conceptual improvement one can still question whether it is 
much more than a catch phrase. At the problem solving level appropriateness 
can only be judged in the light of specific local circumstances. We can 
never look at a piece of farm equipment and say it is or isn't appropriate 
without having a particular farming situation in mind, and what's more, 
without considerable knowledge of that specific situation. Nor can we look 
and say a piece of equipment is or isn't appropriate to a country's needs; 
we can only comment on a general level that it is likely to be more or less 
appropriate for a country with a lot of farmers using oxen for draught but 
we are still a long way from specifics and from problem solving.

Although the Meet is focused squarely on machinery and equipment, new tech 
nology for agriculture has its other side in new crop husbandry techniques, 
and here the concept of appropriateness is equally relevant. A husbandry 
package which includes dry planting, hybrid seed, high plant population, 
100 kgs each of NPK, herbicides and insecticides is the plant scientist's 
16 foot cut combine-harvester. Both are highly sophisticated, complex



than others. An engineer is likely to consider a machine 'a good thing 1 , 
a plant scientist is similarly likely to consider a high yield per acre 
'a good thing'. But we are trying to help farmers who are neither 
engineers nor plant scientists, but whose nearest professional equivalents - 
like it or not and believe it or not - are economists. For a farmer a 
change be it a purchase of equipment or the adoption of a new crop 
husbandry technique, is 'a good thing' if it improves his income or, in 
some cases, makes it more reliable from year to year.

2. WHAT IS APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY

Perhaps I can offer a definition of appropriate technology as a change in 
managerial practice which meets a need in a specific fanning situation. 
Such a change will only meet a need if:

(i) Its introduction will increase farmers' incomes in a way 
which is consistent with their priorities.

(ii) Its cost is within the capital investment possibilities or 
debt ceilings of farmers to whom it is directed.

(iii) The repercussions it creates on the farming system are 
within the ability of the farmers to manage.

Two points should be made. First the emphasis is always on farming situations 
and farming systems. It is almost always inadequate to assess farm income 
improvement in terms of any single enterprise. Few farming situations are 
one enterprise managed in isolation. The way one enterprise is managed 
always influences management of the others. The second point is particu 
larly important in examining how different development strategies will 
influence the appropriateness of a specific piece of equipment. It is the 
fact that in any farmer population managerial ability follows the normal 
distribution: the bulk of farmers are clustered around the average, while 
the tails of the distribution contain the poorest and best managers. Even 
among the majority in the middle there is a significant change from poorer 
to better; the cut off lines in the diagram are arbitrary and are included 
only to sharpen the discussion.

15Z 70Z 15Z

poor average best

The best managers are those who make the highest farm incomes; they are able 
to handle more sophisticated management changes and to afford higher levels 
of capital investment. Clearly what are appropriate changes for the best 
managers may not be appropriate for the majority. As you see we are 
inexorably drawn into the political arena. Let's have a brief look at the 
main alternative development strategies.
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3. FOUR DEVELOPMENT STRATEGIES WITH IMPLICATIONS 

FOR APPROPRIATENESS IN TECHNOLOGY

(i) For countries with a rapidly growing industrial sector, strategy is 
to release labour from agriculture to the industrial sector and to 
develop the better agricultural managers either as autonomous entre 
preneurs or as collective farm managers depending on the political 
will. Larger scale machinery will be appropriate to such a strategy: 
how large will depend on the rate of development of the industrial 
sector and the land/labour ratio existing in the agricultural 
sector.

For countries with the problem of keeping an increasing agricultural popu 
lation employed on the land at improving levels of income, there are three 
alternatives depending on the political will and the land/labour ratio .

(ii) Countries with a very high land/labour ratio - that is plenty of land - 
can adopt Alternative (i): i.e. absorb the poorer managers as labour 
on large- scale farm units or collectives dependent on the political 
will.

(iii) Alternatively countries with plenty of land in which the political 
will is for equality will adopt a strategy for wide penetration of 
the farmer population by changes in technology. The political will 
may assert itself further by influencing the structure of agriculture' 
towards communal fanning by equals, but this in itself does not change 
the resource relationships of the situation. Large scale machines 
which subordinate farmers as labour are clearly inappropriate in 
these circumstances.

(iv) Countries with an unfavourable land/labour ratio - a high density of 
population to be supported from the land - will need to ensure that 
changes penetrate well through the distribution of managers to the 
majority of the rural population if it is to be kept on the land. 
This is regardless of the political will and is a purely economic 
need. It does also satisfy the egalitarian criterion in development 
strategy and, as in alternative (iii) the political will may assert itself 
further by influencing the structure of agriculture towards communal 
farming. Large scale machinery which substitutes capital for labour 
is also inappropriate in these circumstances.

One should perhaps add two riders to these four alternatives. First that 
regional disparities in population density and in agricultural opportunities 
may favour the use of a combination of these strategies within one country. 
Second that communal farming, provided the changes in structure which it 
implies can be managed efficiently probably offers more scope for the 
variable use of appropriate equipment and machinery than individual small 
holdings. However the underlined qualification is crucial given the shortage 
of experienced manpower in many developing countries. The question of 
changes in farming structure and the choice of agricultural techniques is 
a fascinating one and appropriateness is again central to it. Successful 
voluntary communalism is probably dependent on pre-identifying appropriate 
changes in technology which bring observable economic benefits to the 
farmers involved and are contingent on communal cooperation. Such changes 
can act as 'incentive pegs' to hang the coat of communal operation on.



I have tried to sketch out how development strategy, based on political 
will and national resource endowment, will influence the appropriateness of 
general categories of machinery. However I am sure that we all here see 
the key problem as identifying appropriate technology for the improvement 
of incomes of small farmers. Strategies three and four are perhaps the most 
relevant to us. With my earlier emphasis on the fact that machinery or 
equipment can only be termed appropriate with a particular farming situation 
in mind, I should like to go into this in more detail.

4. THE MARKET FOR APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY

At this Meet the Commonwealth Secretariat is building up the supply side of 
a market situation by exposing people to what is available, worldwide, in the 
way of low cost machinery. It is important to stress that a market is 
established only when two sets of forces, supply on the one side and demand 
on the other, are brought together. Supply alone cannot solve problems, 
indeed supply alone can bring problems of wasted funds or the mounting 
interest and capital debts of the agency left holding stocks of unwanted 
and therefore inappropriate machinery. Nobody in their right mind would 
buy in stocks of a machine seen at this Meet for the first time unless or 
until they had, with some care, diagnosed a need and a level of demand for it.

However, demand estimation is difficult. One of the problems of developing 
agriculture is that communication and therefore market knowledge are highly 
imperfect. Small farmers cannot express a demand for an item of equipment 
they have never seen or tried. To undercut this problem most of us here, as 
government and agency officials, have to act as proxy for the small farmer 
in articulating the demand for a problem solving piece of equipment. At the 
risk of repeating myself we can only identify the need, and therefore usefully 
estimate and articulate the demand for such equipment, with a specific 
farming siutation in mind. The linchpin of the sequence is identifying 
the need.

5. IDENTIFYING A NEED FOR EQUIPMENT AND MACHINERY

Identifying a need for equipment or indeed for other types of technology is 
a task for farm economists within the scientific research departments of 
Ministries of agriculture. With the scarcity of farm economists and the 
very large numbers of farms involved, an approach is needed that allows a 
progressive coverage of the sector based on an ordering of priorities, and 
which, at the same time, is relatively low cost. The key to such an approach 
is sytems thinking.

Systems thinking: I noted earlier that farm enterprises are rarely managed 
in isolation.The farmer uses his resources of land, labour and capital to 
exploit the production opportunities available to him in a manner which 

^satisfies his priorities. Because his resources are limited ideal management 
of each enterprise is rarely possible; demands for resources from several 
enterprises at once requires a compromise. The skill with which the farmer 
effects such a compromise is a measure of his management ability. The small 
farmer's priority is for a reliable and preferred food supply for his family 
followed by enough cash to meet his family aspirations. In this context 
appropriate changes are those which help the farmer to satisfy his priority 
for a reliable and preferred food supply more efficiently, allowing him to 
devote more resources to generate cash to meet widening aspirations for 
goods and services on the part of his family. Changes offered are inappro 
priate if they are outside the capacity of the farmer's resources, or 
beyond his management ability.
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Zoning: Clearly the number of small farmers involved precludes an exami 
nation of individual needs. The grouping of farmers operating the same 
system with similar resource endowments - i.e. currently operating with 
the same technology and facing similar production opportunities and 
therefore having similar needs - offers a basis for a low cost approach 
to the identification of technology appropriate to meet those needs. 
At the same time the demarcation of these homogenous types of farming 
zones gives a basis for a policy decision on priorities. The size of 
the farm population in a zone would form an initial criterion for the 
allocation of priorities to the investigation of needs in each zone. 
This can be weighted and even reversed by other policy criteria considered 
more vital than sheer numbers. For example, criteria related to population 
pressure on the land, comparative living standards between zones or the 
possibility of the development of exports to aid the Balance of laments 
may be overriding.

System evaluation! Using priority rankings to dictate the sequence of his 
work the farm economist, guided towards key management area by other 
agricultural professionals, investigates farming within each zone. Using 
systems thinking he seeks to identify:

;.* 
(i) What are the' farmers' priorities and preferences and how

are these satisfied from the system.

(ii) What are the resource constraints within which farmers 
are operating.

(iii) How far do farmers' priorities and resource constraints
dictate the way they manage their enterprises in the system.

From this evaluation of the system the farm economist, bearing in mind the 
policy criteria used in zone ranking, draws conclusions on changes in manage 
ment practices which could give higher productivity without contradicting 
the balance of priorities and preferences, and within the resource capacity 
and managerial ability of the typical local farmer. Justification for the 
introduction of new machines or equipment will be based on breaking bottle 
necks in labour supply. Introductions should either allow an increase in 
farm size, or an increase in the size of labour intensive enterprises, or 
should lower farm costs, or finally should permit more timely operations 
giving higher yields, better quality of products or greater stability in 
the volume produced.

Verification survey: Where the system evaluation gives clear and readily 
verifiable results the work will take one month of professional time per 
zone. Where further verification of key factors is required a questionnaire 
is drawn up, based on the evaluation, and a single visit survey is carried 
out on a representative sample of farms in the zone. Such a survey including 
the data processing, analysis and reporting will take some six months of 
professional time per zone.

6. EVALUATING ALTERNATIVE SOLUTIONS AND ESTIMATING DEMAND

The identified development opportunities may have alternative technical 
solutions which will have differing economic and managerial implicationss 
when introduced into the farming system of the zone. The economist having 
identified the need, the engineers should specify the alternative technical 
solutions and the economist will evaluate them in the light of his knowledge 
of the farming system. Full quantification of costs and benefits will
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rarely be possible, evaluation will often be dependent on the economist's 
intuitive 'feel' for the system. He may be aided in evaluation by including 
questions in the verification survey which seek to test the farmers' 
reactions to possible solutions.

Test marketing of the alternatives likely to be most acceptable to 
farmers will be a pre-requisite to the estimation of demand, and perhaps 
to the planning and development of manufacturing facilities. The number 
of farms in the zone will place an upper boundary on total demand. Test 
marketing will help the estimation of an adoption curve for each solution, 
the shape of which will be determined by the profitability of the change 
to the farmers and the ease with which it can be abosrbed into their 
system by farmers of typical, average managerial ability. The shape and 
time scale of the adoppion curve applied to the total number of farmers 
in the zone will give estimates of demand levels over time, as a base for 
planning the level of supply required and assessing the viability of local 
manufacture.

7. RESUME

The point all this stresses is that demand is equally important as supply: 
without it no piece of equipment, or indeed no new technology, can be 
considered appropriate. In many respects with the introduction of new 
technology, be it in the form of equipment or crop husbandry techniques, 
there is a chicken and egg situation. Which should come first, demand or 
supply? Ideally both shojld come together but, given problems of demand 
articulation in the smallholder sector, to wait is tantamount to inaction. 
Can we now outline a practical sequence for action aimed at problem solving.

(i) Maintain a broad inventory of technological possibilities: 
equipment and machinery in use somewhere in the world.

(ii) Undertake orderly diagnosis of the needs of identified 
farming systems.

(iii) Evaluate and test market possibilities for meeting those 
needs.

(iv) Estimate likely levels of demand over time for the best 
possibilities.

(v) Plan and, if feasible, establish a local source of supply 
as a rural industry.
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INTRODUCTION

The field worker's value derives primarily from what fanners can do. The 
extension manager's value derives primarily from what fieldworkers can do. 
Thusfar, extension education has focussed on improving the field worker's 
impact on fanners, but sadly neglected the extension manager. Very little 
is known, in terms of hard factj about the management and organisation of 
extension, let alone that cested recommendations for improving it can be 
easily given.

Good management and organisation do not come from a bag of tricks. One 
does not become a good manager by studying principles, just as one does 
not become a good businessman by reading economics. But it helps to 
have some tools.
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Ortianisatioiuil Implications of the "Logic" of Extension

It is impossible to specify THE organisational structure required for 
extension. For one, an organisation must always be based on the society 
in which it functions. And societies are very different from one another. 
Secondly, even the best expert in the field at present does not have all 
the answers. Finally, different orgnaisational structures may lead to a 
similar result.

It is possible, however, to make a number of salient points about the 
structure of extension organisation based on the "logic" of extension work. 
The nature of an organisation is determined, to a large extent, by the task 
the organisation has to perform. The task of an extension organisation is 
to "produce" agricultural development. The extension organisation does not 
produce under its own control, except on some state farms. Instead, its 
job is to affect the decisions of small, independent entrepreneurs.

The farmers are NOT part of the organisation. They can always say NO if 
if they do not like what the extension organisation wants them to do. One 
cannot oraer ±ariners to change except in special situations such as irrigation 
schemes where one has also the power to evict the tenants.

These fundamental givens about the extension profession have far-reaching 
consequences for the way in which extension operates. They make the extension 
organisation very similar to a marketing organisation. Like it, it must 
"analyse, plan, implement and control carefully formulated programs to bring 
about voluntary excahnges of "value" with target groups to achieve organi 
sational objectives" (Kotler, 1975).

Like a marketing organisation, extension must be client- or target group- 
oriented and look upon the satisfaction of farmers' needs as the key to 
achieve organisational objectives. This is no plea for "spoonfeeding" 
farmers, nor a moral stance. It is a matter of fact, the logical 
consequence of having to use conmunication as a means for changing the 
behaviour of people who are not members of the organisation and not under 
its control.

This "logic" of extension has, in turn, a number of important consequences 
for extension organisation (van den Ban, 1971):

(i) The extension organisation needs a large field staff and a network 
of small field offices to work closely with farmers. Even with the 
most sophisticated mass media, one still needs direct contact with 
the clients.

(ii) The effectiveness of the field staff depends on: (a) the extent to
which farmers trust the field staff and have confidence in them, and 
(b) the extent to which the field staff is supported by the creation 
of conditions in which farmers can implement extension advice.

(iii) The field staff will need to make many decisions regarding extension 
strategy, tactics and operations on their own, even when programming 
at District or locality level sets out the broad outlines. Only in 
strict commodity approaches in which a whole extension organisation 
focusses on one crop or livestock, can a more centralised approach 
be effective.



(iv) Since the work of the field staff is difficult to control and
evaluate, their effectiveness depends to a large extent on their 
motivation, and on their understanding of, and agreement with, what 
is expected of them, and on the extent to which conditions are 
created in which they can work effectively.

(v) To effectively influence decision making on individual farms, the
organisation must be flexible and closely attuned to the (changing) 
conditions in the field. The changes promoted by extension must be 
realistic and beneficial to farmers, otherwise they will say "no".

This implies: (a) a consistent and reliable flow of information 
through upward communication channels, and the use of that information 
in policy decisions, (b) an agricultural research effort geared 
towards farm problesm, (c) close integration between extension and 
other services, such as input distribution, and (d) some mechanisms 
for countervailing power or user control to ensure that decisions 
are realistic and beneficial to farmers.

(vi) The extension organisation needs to be client-oreinted. Hence 
supervisors and managers need a field worker orientation.

(vii) Instead of centrafTised decision making, room must be given to allow 
field workers to respond to varying and changing local conditions. 
Instead of routines, one therefore needs flexibility and adaptibility. 
Instead of authoritarian rule, the voice from below must be able to 
make itself felt.

These are seven consequences of its task for the structure of an extension 
organisation.

Why Extension is Not Organised According to its "Logic"

Most extension organisations do not follow the requirements implied by the 
"logic" of extension work. This is probably the most important reason why 
extension management and organisation often leave so much to be desired.

The extension organisation is usually part of a Ministry of Agriculture. 
And there is a world of difference between extension as a "pure", professional 
activity based on the principles and logic we have described, on the one 
hand, and extension as the work of a civil servant in a Ministry of Agri 
culture, on the other.

Looking at extension as a professional activity allows one to focus on the 
logical imperatives of having to make an impact with communication as one's 
chief instrument for bringing about change: organisational objectives can 
only be achieved through client satisfaction. If one looks at extension as 
the activity of a Ministry of Agriculture, however, one introduces a new 
perspective altogether.

Extension then becomes an instrument of central Government to implement 
national policy, often against farmers' interests. It is only one instrument, 
next to others wielded by the Ministry, such as price policy, enforcing rules 
and regulations, and so on. Yes, next to communication, the Ministry can 
reward and punish to create the conditions conducive to bring about desired 
fanner behaviour. Finally, a Ministry must conform to civil service regula 
tions and, therefore, has many of the characteristics of a bureaucracy.



The typical bureaucracy has the following characteristics: Written rules 
determine which decisions officers must make in a given situation. Usually 
they dare not go beyond these rules. Every officer has one immediate 
superior, and knows exactly what he can do and not do. Usually he is loath 
to go beyond his competance. His duty is determined by his function in the 
organisation, not by his personal qualities or the problem at hand. He may 
refuse to do what is required because it is "not his job". Paper qualifi 
cations determine who fits into which function: a very qualified junior 
officer cannot be promoted if he does not have the required papers. The 
bureaucracy depends on procedure and routine. Non-routine decisions require 
time. Officers are afraid to take them. They prefer to "pass the buck".

Bureaucracies are top-down command structures with centralised decision 
making. They emphasise control to protect the disembursement of public 
funds, and avoid fraud, mismanagement and failure. Their strength is 
their machinery for allocation and restriction, based on rule and regulation 
(Jiggins, 1977). Fear of failure and misstep can create a preference for 
doing nothing at all.

Very often the basic philosophy seems to be that every officer and member 
of the public can be expected to be crooked, lazy or stupid. Thus the empha 
sis is on controls, checks and centralised decision.

Improvement of organisational functioning is often believed to come from 
better procedure, more control, more discipline, more authority and centra 
lisation and harsher punishment.

It is obvious that bureaucracy is not the ideal basis for organising 
extension. In fact, it is most interesting to see how i; is possible that 
anything gets done in a bureaucratic extension service.

Officers who really want to achieve something must spend many hours figuring 
out ways by which to "bend the rules". Administrators can often only be 
effective if they go "beyond the book". In a bureaucracy, many things get 
done because of informal relationships. Effective officers therefore spend 
a lot of time to get to know colleagues and superiors. One can hear them 
talking "who's who" most of the time. They will not introduce themselves 
by saying which work they do in which Department, but by saying from which 
village they come, which school they went to and by exploring whom they might 
know in common.

It is good to see so much evidence of desire to achieve results. Because 
of the mechanisms described, bureaucracy often does not do too much harm 
after all. But there are costs: the effort needed to bend the rules and 
go beyond the book. Also, the subtle systems for exchanging favors and 
squaring off "indebtedness", and the need to appeal to personal relation 
ships, may undermine the organisation's integrity. Doing what is necessary 
to sustain a personal relationship often takes precedence over doing one's 
duty.

'.*

We emphasised the necessity of trying to reach organisational objectives 
through farmer satisfaction. A Ministry of Agriculture has, as its main 
objective, the implementation of Government policy. Can a Ministry satisfy 
both requirement at the same time? At first glance it seems impossible.

Policy may aim at feeding the nation, at providing cheap food for urban workers 
to keep wages low, at producing a specific commodity to keep a processing 
plant in operation, or at creaming off agricultural exports for the development 
of other sectors. Since agriculture is the main industry in most developing 
countries, it must produce the surplusses for paying development in other 
sectors of the economy. Fundamentally, national agricultural policy aims and 
farmers' interests are at odds.
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One way out of this fundamental problem, and a strategy followed success 
fully by many countries, is to keep food prices attractive for wage 
earners, but to make a vigorous effort to allow farmers to produce more 
and thus to have higher incomes. This policy is based on:

1. agricultural research

2. agricultural education

3. extension

4. creation of the conditions conducive to higher production.

Such a strategy allows Government policy and farmers' interests to coincide .. 
for a while. In the end, the strategy may lead to a situation in which few 
farmers produce useless surplusses at subsidised prices, and this at great 
cost to the tax-payer, loss of employment in agriculture, high investment 
in machinery and heavy use of energy.

Although the strategy is thus not satisfactory in the long run, we see no 
alternative for developing agriuclture, especially if agricultural production 
is in the hand's of thousands of small independent entrepreneurs. It is the 
one way in which the nation's policies and the farmers' interests may be 
made to coincide. And coincide they must as long as farmers can say "no".

But can they really say "no"? What instruments can a Government use to 
affect farmers' behaviour apart from extension? It can:

- Ensure that inputs and materials required for agricultural 
development are available;

- provide credit and (crop) insurance;

- manipulate prices: regulation, stabilisation, differential payment 
for different qualities, speed of payment, subsidies;

- provide services: tractor hire, veterinary services, storage, 
repair, etc.;

- create infrastructure: transport, (irrigation) water, electricity, 
marketing facilities (such as co-operatives) and so on;

- regulate: protect farmers against middlemen, land speculation, 
usurpation by loan sharks, erosion, spread of pests and diseases;

- inspect: quality control, disease control;

- land reform: protect tenancy rights, redistributing land, regis 
tration, adjudication;

- provide equitable access to services;

- engage in special development projects on programnes to create 
favourable conditions through the instruments mentioned above in 
a short period.

If we look at these instruments, it is obvious that most of them aim at 
creating the conditions in which farmers will voluntarily decide to produce 
what Government wants them to produce (e.g. price policy) or conditions 
which enable them to produce what they wanted to produce anyway (e.g. land 
reform, credit, etc.). Only a few of Government's instruments require or 
allow coercion (regulation, inspection). Sometimes the use of coercion may 
be necessary for using other instruments (e.g. getting credit repayment, 
enforcing land reform, providing equitable access).
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In sum, Government's main instruments for bringing about agricultural 
development seem to be:

1. Providing knowledge and skills through research, extension 
and education,

2. Creating the conditions in which farmers can and will voluntarily 
produce more, and

3. Coercion to enforce regulation and decree.

In fact, the power of Government to affect behaviour•through creating 
conditions is so great that it can easily get farmers to move in a direction 
which is to their own detriment in the long run (soil exhaustion and erosion, 
over-production, malnutrition). Compared to this Government power, extension 
is only of secondary importance. As we have said before, extension can 
only be effective given that favourable conditions for farmers are, or have 
been, created.

Compared to the power it achieves from creating favorable condtiions, the 
power to enforce regulation and decrees is also of secondary importance. 
It is our impression that, notwithstanding the inherent weakness of effecting 
agricultural development through coercion, many Governments act as if its 
greatest power is based on coercion. Agricultural development is often 
pursued by command. Increased food production is decreed. Field workers 
are told to tell farmers to increase cocoa production. And when they don't, 
farmers are lazy or stupid or unpatriotic, while field workers have not done 
their duty.

Government can only effectively affect farmers' behaviour if it creates 
conditions in which farmers voluntarily decide that the behaviour expected 
of them is in their own interest, and if farmers are enabled to carry it out. 
Hence, farmer satisfaction with the organisation's offering and "voluntary 
exchange of values" must remain the basis of agricultural development. And 
that implies that the Ministry of Agriculture must look like a marketing 
organisation .... more than it usually does.
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The desirability of formulating district and sub-district plans for rural and 
agricultural development is fairly widely accepted among donors and Idc govern 
ments and there is a substantial record of attempts at institutional innovation 
in planning and implementation machinery. This evidence of relative success 
and failure in local-level planning in different countries and at different 
levels of administrative and economic development lends credibility to Guy 
Hunter's paper on Planning (AAU Occasional Paper No. 2) and justifies any 
grander attempt at detailed cross-country studies on more detailed aspects 
of district planning.

But despite this, there is a danger of District Planning becoming (like Rural 
Development itself) a Good Thing - that is, the measure of agreement on its 
value becomes so widespread that its precise meaning and purpose is largely 
unquestioned. It might be useful to clear the ground a little, and then 
sketch some of the landmarks for further investigation. 'Sketch' is deliberate: 
this is not supposed to make a great deal of sense.

1. What is a District Plan?

It can be a mixture of things, including:

a) a spatial distribution plan for human settlement/infrastructure/social 
services and amenities;

b) an economic production plan (agriculture, industry, tourism, etc.) for 
estimating the scale of public inputs needed to reach desired targets;

c) a physical resource plan involving controlled use of land and water 
resources;

d) a medium term investment/capital expenditure programme to finance
infrastructure or services required by a spatial distribution plan (as 
in (a) ) or the inputs required in a production plan (as in (b) );

e) a list of priority projects agreed upon by district-level officials, 
after some form of consultation with local representatives;

f) a short-term programme of recurrent and capital expenditure (or annual 
budget) that has been approved at the district level in accordance with
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i>

2. Why Have District Plans?

Again, a mixture of reasons including:

a) more efficient use of government resources, on the grounds that plans
drawn up at the district level are likely to have more informed diagnosis, 
a sharper realisation of constraints and a greater return on investment;

b) transfer of resources, with district plans providing an opportunity for 
the allocation of staff and money to relatively neglected areas;

c) better control over government agencies, with district plans 'co-ordinated 1 
by new institutions and/or new procedures of programming which seek to 
reduce the fragmentation of field departments and to prevent a damaging 
process of hierarchical decision-making;

d) more responsive government, with district administrators obliged to know 
their area better and to take into account wider (inter-departmental) and 
longer-term ('development' rather than routine) aspects of their work;

e) more 'popular participation', with the planning process seen as a vehicle 
for raising civic awareness and a sense of local responsibility (for any 
number of sub-reasons including populist ideology, saving money, under 
mining bureaucrats, propping up the government).

3. 'Area' Plans and District Planning

Plans which involve comprehensive medium term location/production/investment 
programmes are often most successfully undertaken in the context of area trans 
formation schemes, often with external finance and technical assistance, and 
sometimes via an autonomous area development organisation.

This type of one-off regional development plan is likely to undermine the prospects 
of improving, in the long-term, the capacity for district level planning and (in 
the case of the special area authority) the capacity for district level plan 
implementation. In practice, there is a difficult institutional choice between:

a) working for long-term institutional improvements in the existing admini 
stration as a pre-condition for any plan implementation;

b) disregarding existing area and functional boundaries in the interests of 
seeking an immediate impact through an organisation that single-mindedly 
follows plan recommendations;

c) seeking a balanced approach that builds the strengthening of the capacity 
of local administration into the plan itself.

The latter approach (c) raises particular problems in the relationship between 
planning and implementation. In Zambia (for example) the Kafue River Basin has 
a^number of competing development potentialities with the Zambia Electricity 
Supply Corporation, Nakambala Sugar Estate, Wild Life Department, cattle farmers, 
fishermen, industrial and urban water consumes all using the resources of the 
basin. Integrated and long-term planning is obviously desirable and there is 
a case for a Development Authority, of some kind, to do this. District level 
administration clearly could not cope. Yet if such a Development Authority has 
extensive executive as well as planning powers, district level planning, involving 
existing government agencies, becomes a largely irrelevant exercise. In Zambia's 
case this may not matter much as there is no clear rationale for district planning. 
But the general problem is evident. Area planning often demands area executive 
powers, these powers undermine district administration authority, and this 
inhibits district planning.
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However, the special agency problem is unusual. The main problems are at the 
more mundane level where districts do not have sufficient resources to justify 
a major infusion of funds and personnel. They are poor, poorly-staffed, 
largely neglected by the central ministries and work within a social and 
political environment which is at best sceptical of any government attempt 
to instigate development in the district. It is to such districts that we 
address our comments on research.

4. Research Issues

A.I What Sort of Plans are Likely to Work?

a) The bulk of operational decisions that implement (or fail to implement) a 
plan at district level are short term and require action by a particular depart 
ment. Longer term planning may be effective in respect of some individual 
services (e.g. education) or infrastructural programmes (e.g. rural electrifi 
cation) but these are usually limited in scope, independently related to national 
sectoral plans and in terms of duration, funding, personnel etc.

b) Much district planning is likely to be small-scale and incremental in 
character. Resources of money and manpower are rarely predictable much more than 
one year ahead; the data base is small (and the cost of extending it is possibly 
counter-productive); and environment change is rapid (e.g. changing factor costs 
or market prospects). In the more remote districts the contingent (sudden 
transfers, shortage of fuel, floods, etc.) becomes the norm.

c) Where there is longer-term planning which identifies, for example, the 
potential for the development of new crops, alternative range management, or new 
land for settlement, it is often technical and complex in character and the 
field administrator is rarely able to participate in the planning process.

d) Despite these defects in the planning process, it is clear that the most 
critical problems are not being solved because they are not susceptible to 
fragmented, short-term responses. Landlessness, low productivity of land and 
labour, the advance of the desert do not fall neatly into departmental portfolios 
or budgets based on annual operating estimates or lists of projects. The basic 
elements of planning - problem identification, setting of objectives, consider 
ation of alternatives - are needed at district as well as national level, however 
crudely undertaken, particularly if development actions are to be based, at 
least in part, on local diagnosis. The need, therefore, would appear to be for 
a district planning process which does not make comprehensive decisions about 
detailed future action over a medium (say 5 years) period, but does

(i) identify major problems facing the local community; and agree upon 
an outline of needs and resources;

(ii) formulate long-term priorities, e.g. opening up new areas of 
settlement, developing crops suitable for very small holdings, cottage 
industries, opportunities for landless labour, better distribution of services, 
concentrations of urban growth in particular centres, etc.;

(iii) involve all departments and agencies in reviewing and discussing 
these problems and priorities at regular intervals so that these may inform 
and influence sectoral short-term choices;

(iv) subject annual departmental estimates, project proposals and other 
short-term action plans to some form of scrutiny for consistency with these 
strategic priorities.
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4.2 What Sort of Planning Institutions are Needed?

a) Are planners necessary? Planning Units at the district level can be 
criticised as (i) costly and time-consuming, (ii) insufficiently involved in 
day-to-day administration and (iii) reducing the initiative of de facto 
'planners' in executive positions (e.g. DAOs). Planning Units may therefore 
restrict the potential for a district level planning process which is closely 
related to monitoring and implementation capacity.

b) The annual budgetary cycle is the most familiar planning device although 
it is often abandoned to routine clerical tasks. On the other hand, the 
set-piece half-yearly District Development Committee type of organisation 
rarely takes effective planning decisions.

c) Many important investment decisions at the district level are taken outside 
the normal institutions of district administration. Yet crop boards, credit 
organisations, research stations etc. are essential components of district 
level planning. A further difficulty of co-ordination arises where parastatal 
organisations have a different area management structure to that of the 
government agencies.

d) Even if implementing agencies are central to the planning process, the 
subsequent scheduling, monitoring, and co-ordination of departmental plans 
is unlikely to be sustained easily. Whatever the style of implementation 
(authoritarian district governor, elaborate consultative machinery etc.) 
only the modest programme management system is likely to work.

e) The constraint upon district level planning is often in staff attitudes 
and aptitudes. Involvement in planning bodies or decisions may offer little 
professional credit and can lead to over-commitment of departmental resources. 
In career terms, it is better to adopt a low-risk decision-sparing approach 
aimed at keeping the work of the department in good order, and avoiding possible 
conflict with senior levels of the individual ministry. For these reasons, 
district-level 'co-ordination', or planning, is unlikely to become operational 
through administrative fiat. Similarly, any sophisticated system of programming 
can run up against departmental obstruction and individual indifference. To 
appoint planners or to designate planning functions to specified officers is 
unlikely to be sufficient unless new planning and plan management procedures 
are introduced which are both practical and which offer career advantages to 
those who take their responsibilities seriously and incur professional costs 
to those who do not.

4.3 What Powers are necessary?

a) The relationship between the central ministries and the district authorities 
is bound to lead to some conflict and confusion whatever its precise political 
configuration, but it should not be assumed that the centre is inevitably bound 
to frustrate district-level planning. By blocking funds, leaving posts vacant 
etc. the centre may make things very difficult. But as long as there is some 
degree of decentralisation (however compromised in practice), some sort of 
district Isrel planning is feasible. Even irregular and non-executive district 
development committees need not be totally written off-.

b) Collective (as opposed to departmental) control of expenditure at the district 
level is likely to be unacceptable in most Ides but control over some proportion 
is a possible stimulus to planning. Block allocations or development grants 
have had a rather uncertain record however, and there may be a need to reconcile 
central control with certain aspects of plan expenditure at the district level. 
Similarly, permission for the district administration to switch expenditure in 
the interests of plan implementation may have to be closely circumscribed in



practice. Many centralising controls are the result of the accumulation of 
local improbity rather than innate power-hunger.

c) Local planning powers are often dispersed among local authorities, public 
boards, or individual ministers. Where, for example, land acquisition and 
control are a necessary component of district level planning, legal redefinition 
is often necessary. In some areas, of course, traditional land use and tenure 
arrangements need to be accommodated within district planning, but the socio- 
economic complexity of such arrangements rules out the possibility of attempting 
any general propositions on the distribution of district level powers between 
traditional and governmental authority.

5. SUMMARY

Research in district-level planning could prove valuable if it contributes 
information on the possible conditions for successful plan formulation and 
implementation. This is less straightforward than it appears however. 
District planning is a very woolly concept and it often has several, possibly 
contradictory, objectives. The most useful approach to research is:

a) to examine what sort of planning is feasible at the district level 
given the strong pressures towards central decision-making and the 
constraints upon district-level administration;

b) to examine what type of institutional arrangements (including financial 
flows and management procedures) are likely to improve the capacity for 
district administration to plan and implement plans and

c) to examine what is the minimum that needs to be done by the central 
government by way of decentralisation to allow district planning to 
become a reality.
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Apart from., the Declaration, there are four papers in this issue of 
the Network Newsletter. The first two are a response to earlier papers. 
N.S. Carey Jones has been particularly critical of what he sees as the 
structural, or institutional, bias in some of the earlier papers and he 
suggested that we have been neglecting the processes of administration, and 
in particular the political context of decision-making. We asked Mr. Carey 
Jones to develop his theme further with particular reference to planning 
within agricultural ministries where he has substantial experience. We 
enclose a shortened version of his paper and we welcome comments. A fuller 
version, which includes a broader discussion of the planning process, will 
appear in ODI Review 2-1978. The other paper is a research note which we 
have compiled from information supplied by Professor Scarlett Epstein, who 
communicated her concern at our failure to discuss the issues raised by the 
position of women in rural development and we look forward with interest to 
the results of her own research programme.

The two other papers open up a relatively undeveloped area of agricul 
tural development programmes and management theory. Eric Clayton's paper is 
based upon a discussion paper prepared for an FAO Workshop on Agricultural 
Investment Projects which was held in Rome in January 1978. We also enclose 
a comment by John Howell which makes an attempt to grapple with some of the 
problems of methodology raised by Eric Clayton. We should particularly welcome 
any suggestions from network members on this particularly intractable subject 
of assessing management performance. Alec Baird's paper is a vigorous criticism 
of what he sees as the prevailing management orthodoxy in agricultural programmes; 
and also an advocacy of a new approach. The paper is deliberately contentious 
and we hope it will stimulate some rejoinder from members of the network.

John Howell

Janice Jiggins August 1978
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The Politics of Agricultural Planning and Administration 

N.S. Carey Jones

The Politics of Planning .

What are the influences that affect planning decisions? The political leader 
ship of a country (whether it be a civilian or military group and however it 
has come to form the leadership) is concerned to arrange the distribution of 
resources in ways that will maintain or gain support, maintain political 
equilibrium and so maintain the system which it leads. Within the leadership 
are individuals who are concerned with the maintenance or advancement of their 
own positions. The distribution of resources is, for them, a means of patron 
age through which they can build up their own support and also keep at bay 
rivals who claim that they are not doing enough for their district, or their 
tribe, or some particular group of constituents. The political leadership as 
a whole will also be concerned with the patronage available to its members in 
order to maintain the unity of the leadership itself. A wise political leader 
ship is also concerned to develop its country economically since this will 
increase the resources available for distribution and provide the leadership 
with more patronage (1). The leadership may be concerned to move resources to 
the areas or groups where its own political base is or to areas whose allegiance 
it seeks to win (2).

Similarly a minister of agriculture will seek to move resources into agriculture, 
not only to increase his own patronage, but, because, in a sense, farmers are 
the "constituency" of a minister of agriculture as industralists are of a

Cf the way in which the excessive concentration of control of resources in 
the Ministry of Commerce and Industry in Zambia, after the big nationali 
sation programmes, was remedied by the formation of ZIMCO to t.ike ^vi-r all 
industry under the President and parcel it out among various ministers 
responsible for subsidiary corporations. Similarly the concentration of 
patronage in the Industrial Development Corporation of Tanzania has been 
gradually reduced as successive parts have been hived off into their own 
corporations under other ministers.

One may note, for example, Iranian resource transfers to its Baluchis who 
are open to subversion through Baluchis in Pakistan; Nuraeiri's transfer of 
resources to southern Sudan as the price of the allegiance of its loaders; 
the Philippine application of its land reform laws to its troubled areas - 
but not elsewhere; Ivory Coast's determination to demonstrate that it is 
moving resources into development in more distant parts.
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minister of industry. They look to him to take care of their interests within 
the government. But this is not his sole pre-occupation. As a member of the 
political leadership he will be aware, or be made aware, of the demands being 
made on other ministers and will assess their affects on the position of the 
leadership as a whole (1).

It will be apparent that national planning is a bargaining process within the ^ 
political leadership. If it is well done, then political equilibrium will be 
maintained. This is of great importance since political stability is a condition' 
for development, though not a sufficient one. Development is not possible with 
out it, although one can have political stability without development. It is 
right, therefore, that it should take precedence in the decisions of a government. 
Even what may appear as nonsensical economic decisions may, on this principle, 
be sound.

The Actual Planners

At the centre, then, the planners are the ministers. Access to the bargaining 
process by which planning decisions are taken lies through them. Demands and 
pressures come to them both from within their own ministries and from outside. 1 
The prime minister or president, although feeling some demands directly, has a 
more or less adjudicatory role between competing claims on resources from ^ 
different ministers and will tend to take a national - rather than a sectional - 
view, besides having his own position to consider and his own support to win. 
This process will apply to the day-to-day decisions as well as the long-term 
planning decisions.

Where there is district planning, somewhat similar principles apply. The planners 
are the local heads of departments who receive demands from their own staff and 
from outsiders, particularly such outsiders as are admitted directly to the 
planning process by representation on local committees - local political leaders, 
etc. The adjudicatory role lies with the district officer (prefect, collector 
or commissioner , or whatever he may be called). He, however, depends rather *" 
less than the prime minister or president on those between whom he is adjudi 
cating and rather more on his superiors. Kis role in the process is not develop- r 
mental in itself but political. His business is to maintain political equilibrium 
in his district and to see that the decisions reached enhance and do not disturb 
the political system that he represents.

»

Foreign Influences

There is a further influence on the planning process, that of foreign aid-givers. 
These have their own ideas about economic, social and political development and 
their own interests. They can be seen as potentially disruptive; foreign 
"experts" are often viewed with considerable suspicion by governments and their 
staffs. In so far as the leadership of a country wants the resources that 

""•• foreign aid bodies are ready to supply - and it will want them because they 
supply the leadership with more patronage to distribute - they will have to pa> 
attention to the demands that the foreign bodies make on them, even to the extent

In 1961 I presented the ministry of agriculture development plan to the 
development sub-committee of the Kenya cabinet. I was in the middle of my 
introductory remarks, explaining that the plan had been pared to the hone, 
that every penny was absolutely essential to the national development and 
that no cuts could be made without disastrous consequences fo the country 
etc. etc. when my minister, with whom I had cleared it fully beforehand, 
turned to me and said: "You can cut out all that stuff. I've already 
agreed to transfer half a million to Education".
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of accepting projects in which they are not really interested. In practice, 
however, this largely means using "planners" to dress up projects so that they 
appeal to foreigners and appear to meet their conditions (1). Usually the 
conditions are formal and theoretical, such as will enable a project to pass 
through the hoops put up by the experts "back home", since the foreigners wish 
to dispose of the money that has been given them for "third world development" 
and there is more pressure on them to find projects rather than to examine 
them critically.

There is potential underlying conflict between the political leadership of a 
country and foreign aid donors. The current emphasis by foreigners on the "poor" 
gives a little (but not very much) weight to the needs of the poor - as these 
needs are seen by foreigners. In so far as foreigners see these needs as 
demanding serious, or radical, changes in the system of local political, economic 
and social relationships, they can be in conflict with local demands that 
probably will have greater political weight. The result is what is seen by 
foreigners as administrative inefficiency in the execution of projects; but it 
is really due to the projects not having the weight of effective local demands 
behind them (2).

-./ 

Ministry Planning at the Centre

We have already seen the role of a minister at the cabinet (or planning body) 
level. Here he puts up the plan for his sector and bargains with other ministers 
for his share of resources. In preparing his sector plan, the plan for his 
"constituency", he will receive competing demands for action between which he 
must adjudicate. It will be obvious that his criteria (however shadowy - "at 
the back of his mind") will be different from those of the people making the 
demands. I make this point because it is often the different criteria that are 
applied at the different levels of decision-making that cause frustration to 
staff and others further down the line. They will judge a project by the criteria 
appropriate to their level and have difficulty and often little sympathy with 
the criteria applied at higher levels. This frustration usually emerges in 
demands for greater autonomy. In general also, a minister will usually apply 
different criteria from his officials. The bulk of the planning work will be 
done by his staff: let us say, at this stage, the permanent secretary, as 
encompassing the officers of the ministry. The PS's responsibility is to bring 
together the various demands and to put them into shape. The minister's respon 
sibility is to see that these conform to the political needs as he sees them.

1. At a crude level, in Kenya, when visited by a Kuwaiti financial mission, we 
dusted off our shelves any projects that had any reference to Arabs and 
built up the (usually rather small) Arab element. When preparing projects 
for American aid we ensured that there were requests for (quite unnecessary) 
American "experts" (some of whom leamt their job with us) at a rate of so 
many experts per million dollars, because we knew the Americans liked a 
large demand for experts.

2. Mihaly, in his Foreign Aid and Politics in Nepal, has shown hov, in this 
much-aided country, foreign donors constantly complain of local inefficien 
cies but, if the King of Nepal wants something done, it is carried out wilh 
remarkable speed and efficiency. The implication is that the needs, as seen 
by foreigners (however correctly) are not the same as the needs as seen by 
the political leadership, which is faced with problems of a quite different 
kind.
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District Level Planning

If there is "district planning", there will be the same bargaining over demands 
and matching them with resources. The DAO (or his equivalent) will have his 
own demands and plans and will fight for resources for them at the district level 
against other districts or services . This situation produces an obvious poten 
tial conflict over both responsibility for planning and responsibility for 
execution (1). We have already noted the role of the DO. His own responsibi 
lities require that he is aware of and involved in the development decisions of 
his district. But does this mean that he should be responsible for them - the 
final arbiter? (2) There is also the question of the DO's competence, especially 
in districts where a lot of development is taking place, to take departmental 
decisions amongst many other duties. I would suggest that the proper answer to 
this question is that the DAO must be responsible, through his PAD etc. only to 
his own minister (who cannot carry his own responsibilities unless his staff is 
answerable to him). In the event of a conflict between the DAO and the DO which 
they are unable to resolve, then both should refer it to their superiors so that 
it can be settled at a higher level (perhaps even at ministerial level) where 
different criteria would be applied. (And at each level one of the factors will 
be the subsequent working relationships of the parties involved). The role of 
the DO would then be to "vet" departmental plans from his own (political) view 
point and to seek to facilitate their execution by such means as were available 
to him. However, as new projects or activities create new problems and new cir 
cumstances, and as one ministry's activities affect those of other ministries, 
one will not be sure which activities a DO will facilitate the most.

If we can locate a DAO firmly in his own ministry, we can usefully look at the 
general principles of a ministry structure. This raises a critical question in 
administrative responsibility.

Responsibility

If one is setting up a new organisation to do something, one chooses someone that 
one can rely on to run it. He is then given responsibility for the whole outfit 
and for achieving the objective. It is obviously better to involve him at the 
planning stage: the plan is likely to work better if it is made by the person 
who will be ultimately responsible for carrying it out.

Since the head of the organisation cannot supervise every detail, he parcels out 
his responsibilities among others, and they in turn to yet others. At each stage 
the staff and resources required are assessed. If the man at the top has done 
this wrongly, not only is he at fault rather than others, but he must have flexi- 
bility to remedy the situation. This requires that there should be flexibility 
in the staff structure so that responsibilities can be rearranged. It also 
suggests that staff structure should not be too closely tied to job descriptions 
which hinder the reallocation of responsibilities: that is, a rank-and-man 
structure rather than a job-evaluation one.

1. The DAO's preference at any time will depend on whether he has more influence 
with his ministry or with the DO and the local department heads and from 
which he is likely to get more resources and support.

2. Some of the confusion that surrounds this problem seems to date from old 
colonial days when the DO was regarded as the local head of the government 
in his district and so the head of all departments and the channel of 
communication between a ministry and its staff.
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Although the ideal situation is rarely attained, the principles remain valid: 
involvement of the chief executant-to-be (and, perhaps, other executants) in 
planning the organisation (or its reorganisation); careful delineation of 
responsibilities (not singly job descriptions); flexibility in staff structures 
to that responsibilities can be rearranged. Responsibilities should be defined 
in terms whereby it can be seen whether they are fulfilled or not.

Servicing the Do-ers

In a ministry of agriculture, the whole ministry shares the responsibility of 
the minister for agricultural development. It is important that this should be 
stressed for staff functions as well: accounts, personnel, stores, etc. These 
tend to follow their own courses and to seek their own perfectionism, often in 
ways that hinder operations in the field. Those who actually do the work - the 
"do-ers" - in a ministry are usually at the periphery of the organisation; field 
workers, research workers, marketeers, etc. The function of the non-doers - 
the administration of managers - is to facilitate the work of the doers. This 
requires co-ordination, direction, planning and all those things that go with 
management (looking after tlie doers, seeing that they have the resources to do 
the job, seeing that they do not waste resources or steal them, and so on, 
including ensuring that the organisation does not hamper their work, overburden 
them with returns and routines) . In between the doers and the minister are 
usually several layers of authority, designed to carry out managerial functions 
at district, provincial and central levels. As the headquarters is responsible 
for total agricultural development, even if some of it is in the hands of para- 
statals, so the PAD is responsible for provincial agricultural development and 
the DAO for district agricultural development. To carry their responsibilities 
they must produce ideas, projects, plans, which become incorporated in the 
ministry plan and, through it, in the national plan. Of course, in the production 
of these there is much to-ing and fro-ing, both upwards and downwards between 
different levels and laterally between departments and between them and other 
organisations (within or outside the government structure). They are also 
responsible for executing these plans when they have been accepted. This means 
that the DAO is responsible, in his district, for getting any other agencies to 
perform in such ways as are necessary for his staff to carry out their functions. 
If he cannot do this himself (because, say, of insufficient status) he must get 
others, higher up in the ministry, including sometimes the minister, to do so. 
(And the minister would be justified in regarding him as irresponsible if he did 
not take this action when needed.)

Outside Doers

There is, of course, another kind of doer, outside the ministry, who is even 
more important than the doers inside: the farmer. When all is said and done, 
the ministry's object is to affect him, since it is he vho produces the product 
and not the ministry (or the farm worker on the state farms). He has his own 
interests and preferences. Much of a ministry's activity and planning will be 
designed to persuade, induce and encourage him to do the things that the govern 
ment desires and to create a situation where so doing will benefit him. The 
farmer, however, has a considerable amount of independence. Hence the nted for 
the bargaining process with him which is usually called "participation": in 
effect, an exploration of the inducements that he will need to increase produc 
tion or productivity, or means of overcoming the obstacles thereto.



The Mature of Agricultural Plans

A ministry of agriculture will, then, have a countrywide organisation, apart 
from special services within the ministry, or hived off to parastatals, an 
organisation that should be able to take in demands from all levels and execute , 
such of them as are approved. From within the ministry and from outside the 
minister receives competing demands for activities and resources between which f 
he must adjudicate, as his resources are not unlimited. One of the snags is 
that the minister may accept demands in which he is not interested or has little ^ 
confidence. Besides, demands are likely to exceed resources, so that some will 
be included with insufficient resources, or with resources for other projects 
reduced. The ministry's programme will not often be grandiose projects 
(although these will catch the eye) but really some extra activities here or 
there, to carry out some new idea or some new approach, or to intensify the ~* 
tackling of some problem. These translate into marginal additions to existing 
staff and resources. Activities of this kind are very difficult to present to v 
foreign aid donors (or even to one's own treasury!). The aid-donors like 
projects which are identifiable and with which they can identify. So one * 
usually has to bundle together a number of old and new needs and activities 
and call them a project, either on a regional basis or in relation to some new 
crop or technique (e.g. "the area special development project" or "the coffee 
development project") (1) . This incremental increase in resources to meet new -* 
demands is, I suggest, the normal planning process, although demands for large 
amounts of resources will often require special organisations to be set up to t 
handle them.

Flexibility vs. Specificity

The advantage of special organisations is that their objectives are much fewer 
and clearer than those of a ministry, which will have a mass of objectives and 
a multitude of activities varying from place to place. Any one of these may seem 
of greater importance at one moment than another and to different persons. One 
DAO's enthusiasms are not the same as another's (2). This, too, can be frus 
trating to those down the line from the DAO, as he is frustrated by changes above* 
him. If, however, some new activity is translated into an addition merely to 
the DAO's resources, without a formal plan against which the activities can r 
ultimately be measured, it will be possible for him to divert resources in the 
direction that he particularly wants rather than the way intended (or even,

1. The much-praised Kenya Tea Development Authority is an example. The initial' 
work - nurseries, factory and inducing farmers to plant - was done by the 
ministry through its normal organisation, with marginal additional resources. »- 
To expand it needed a lot of foreign money. To get this it was necessary to 
set up the KTDA with which the foreign lenders could be identified and with 
the management of which they could be associated. In fact, this was quite 

t unnecessary and, if the money had been available otherwise, the development , 
that took place could have been handled just as well by the normal ministry 
organisation. ^

2. I used to travel regularly around Northern Ehodesia. The villagers used to _ 
find out quickly the foibles and enthusiasms of a new DO, knowing that, if 
they pandered to these, they would be left alone in other matters. In one 
district in one year the villagers everywhere were enthusiastically digging 
(but not using) pit latrines. A year later, pit latrines forgotten, under 
a new DO, they were busy forming dozens of cooperatives. Two years later ** 
the cooperatives had expired. I forget what they were busy on then.
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perhaps, divert them to his own personal use). This would seem to argue strongly 
for either (i) a clear district plan, expressed not only in terms of resources 
but in terms of measurable objectives as well; or (ii) programme budgeting of 
those activities that can be clearly separated from general activities; or (iii) 
setting up a special organisation to handle the activity. The argument against 
these courses is that they create rigidities and remove flexibility from the man 
who is responsible. He is unable to adjust his use of resources from one activity 
to another as opportunity arises or crises occur. Resources may have been allo 
cated to an activity which turns out to be impracticable and cannot readily be 
re-allocated to other uses. The problem is easy to state, but difficult to solve. 
The flexibility that enables a good man to manage well actually enables a bad 
man to manage badly; a rigidity which prevents a bad man from managing badly 
equally prevents a good man from managing well (1).

Technical Planning

Planning, as commonly understood, implies the application of rationality (parti 
cularly as applied through sundry techniques of mathematical kind) to the taking 
of decisions. There are, in fact, fairly strict limits to the use of rationality, 
as we all experience with out' own personal decisions in everyday life. With a 
single objective, one can use techniques to find the answer to a problem - 
"problem-solving". With more than one objective, one is immediately in the area 
of compromise, bargaining and "decision-making" (sometimes also, curiously, called 
"problem-solving"): deciding what weight to give to one objective rather than 
another, and often leaning heavily on those elements in a problem that appear to 
be measurable. Rationality can only play a minor part here, unless one starts 
from some theory of development from which one can deduce what weights to give to 
different objectives. What technical planners can do, in examining the ideas and 
plans of others, is detect incompatibilities between objectives, inherent contra 
dictions, insufficiencies in resources, etc. This is a valuable function and it 
is useful to have someone who is not involved in the hurly-burly of bargaining to 
do this. They can, in this way, bring some element of rationality into planning. 
Apart from this, the role of technical planners at the centre is to stitch 
together the national, ministry or local plan and dress it up so that it appears 
rational, necessary and consistent (and any competent technical planner should be 
able to do this convincingly for almost any plan) to sources of foreign aid.

It is at the small-scale, or project level, however, that technical planning 
becomes very important. A project must be planned in detail, not only to assess 
the resources required, but to ensure its practicability. It is here that the 
techniques come in, to ensure that the project is well-designed to achieve its 
objectives, to assess when and whether resources are needed and will be available, 
and so on. Oddly enough, to judge by the litter of failed projects around the 
world, it is often at this level, where, technically, planning of a kind can be 
done, that it is not well done. (But, of course, one does not know whether this 
is due to bad project planning or to bad policy). One is still left with the 
doubt whether technical planners are needed at this level, rather than having 
the administrators taught the techniques.

1. Arguments for more flexibility usually carry a hidden assumption that the man 
who wants flexibility is a good manager, an assumption that may not be shared 
by his superior officers who have to answer elsewhere for his performance.
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Women in Rural Development 

Gwyneth Williams, GDI

Development depends on the full use of a poor country's resources. For 
most less developed counties people are the main abundant asset, and since 
women make up approximately half the population, and - as mothers - 
vitally influence each generation, they cannot be ignored in any serious 
development programme. Nevertheless, women have been persistently 
disregarded in rural development projects. The current concentration in 
LDCs is on cash crop cultivation, and the Group of 77 strategy is to give 
priority to commodity price stabilisation on world markets. So government 
support is concentrated on cash crops which are produced and marketed 
mainly by men, leaving little or nothing for food production, the sector 
in which women predominate. Yet cash crop prices are in many cases either 
falling or fluctuating wildly on world markets, while basic food prices 
are rising continuously. In many countries women dominate certain 
areas in the economy, yet most women are still denied access to the training 
programmes which would enable them to upgrade their productivity and skills.

Throughout the Third World women play a major role in traditional agricul 
tural activities like subsistence food production, food processing and 
market trade. Development has often transformed these activities by the 
introduction of mass-produced foods and modern services. But the result 
is that men normally replace women when this occurs. So under some 
development programmes, for instance the introduction of tractors or 
where ploughing replaces long-fallow systems based on hand labour, male 
labour replaces female labour. The problem is that women are seldom trained 
in the use of modern agricultural methods or modern equipment , largely 
because of biassed attitudes, so any gains they potentially could derive from 
development are usually pre-empted by men. As economic change takes place, 
the role of women does indeed change but often for the worse. Where you have 
agriculture which is not industrialised at all, where you have very little 
equipment, where the production per capita for the worker is very low, that 
worker is female. As soon as you have industrialised agriculture with tractors, 
with all the machinery which increase productivity, the women are edged cut and 
men tend to become the producers.

However, at last people are beginning to recognise the problem. We are
in the UN Decade for Women (1976-85) and International Women's Year is
just behind us (1975). Now, according to T. Scarlett Epstein in her foreword
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to the Special Number of Assignment Children on "Planning with Rural Women" 
(No. 38, UNICEF, April/June 1977),"Rural women need to be actively involved in 
shaping the future of their societies for the betterment of all concerned". 
This sums up the most important conclusion to emerge from a seminar at the 
Institute of Development Studies, University of Sussex, held to discuss how the ^ 
involvement of rural women in development programmes could be increased 
and the quality of their lives improved. A bibliography was produced for 
the seminar offering a selection of over 300 books, articles and documents 
on the role of women in development (Nici Nelson: An Annotated Bibliography 
on the Role of Women in Rural Development, obtainable from Rosemary Watts, 
AFRAS, University of Sussex, price £4.00 plus postage).

Professor^ Epstein is currently engaged in an Action-oriented Study of the
Role of Women in Rural Development, based at Sussex University.The f
project is comparative, involving several Asian countries (Bangladesh, Iniia,
Indonesia, Pakistan, Sri Lanka). It is being conducted by social scientists *
and extension field workers belonging to the society under review and it
includes an action programme. The impact of the action programme will be
evaluated by the original researchers who will be well-placed to monitor
local reactions since they are locally-based, and probably by then will have
been accepted by the communities concerned. The heads of the extension
services in the relevant countries are committed to the project and will f
organise the participation of extension personnel in order, ultimately, to
train their own extension services in the newly acquired skills evolved as a >
result of the Action-oriented Study. Finally, each researcher will be
involved in the development of the technology which is to be introduced, as well
as in training the extension personnel.

The project aims at training researchers to collect detailed information 
on rural households in general and women in particular with a view to 
using this as a basis for suggesting more appropriate technologies together 
with institutional backing to help improve the quality of rural life, 
particularly among the poorest people.

As a preliminary to the study Dr. Nelson, Senior tutor on the project, prepared 
a paper "Why Rural Women been Neglected? A review of the South Asian 
literature" (forthcoming). This article not only reviews the available 
literature relating to rural women but also suggests some reasons for the 
paucity of data. Moreover, it stresses the need for more anthropological 
style studies to help fill the gap in our knowledge of the lives led by rvral 
women. A series of about ten publications is planned after the completion of *" 
the project in 1981, including a Manual for Productive Extension Services 
focusing on Rural Women which will be translated into different vernaculars. »
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Two necessary components of a successful project are:

i) appropriate design, and 
ii) satisfactory management ai*d control.

There are, of course, many other components influencing project performance, 
particularly exogenous factors, such as markets, prices, etc, which are outside 
the control of project management.

The aim of the project management and control system is to equate 
predicted with actual performance. Predicted performance defines specified 
project objectives and their achievement should be pursued, providing 
that the original objectives of a project are still valid. It is 
possible, for example, that over time the original objectives of a project no 
longer accord with current strategic objectives of government policy. These 
latter may place emphasis on a more equitable income distribution, employment 
generation or self-sufficiency which may not have featured in the original 
project objectives. Actual project performance is measured by objectively 
verifiable indicators which relate to aspects of project operation selected 
as a measure of overall project performance.

Evaluation of current performance is to maintain or improve efficiency of 
current project operation. Evaluation of past project performance is to 
identify serious deficiencies and prescribe changes in management and operating 
systems, where these are necessary. It has the additional purpose of providing 
experience for planning of other projects.

The maintenance of prescribed levels of performance and the achievement of 
explicit project objectives by a management and control system is considerably 
assisted if a project monitoring system is in operation. Project monitoring 
is a measuring and recording system of on-going project operation and perfor 
mance. Its purpose is to assist project control and management and to provide 
a data base for project evaluation. For this to be achieved, the data provided 
by the system must be transmitted, in appropriate form, to the relevant 
department of the project management.

Project monitoring is relevant to two areas of project operation - the 
more obvious one of (a) technical performance, but also to (b) managerial 
performance. On a tubewell irrigation project, for example, it will be
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necessary to monitor technical performance on tubewell operation and main 
tenance, water table control, pump station operation and maintenance, drain 
maintenance and water distribution, workshop operation, agriculutral and 
extension performance, analysis of soil and water samples, and so on. A 
system for monitoring management performance, however, is a very different 
and more difficult matter. Conceptually, it has real difficulties of 
definition. Technical and managerial performance are different though 
related, but how does one separate out the influence of management perfor 
mance, from all the other determining factors, on project performance?

In principle, setting up a monitoring system is relatively straight-forward. 
Decisions have to be taken regarding what has to be monitored, the frequency 
of monitoring, staffing required to effectively monitor at the prescribed 
frequency, the recording procedures and the communication procedures. 
The proposition that project monitoring is essential for good management and 
control is not really disputed by personnel in developing countries operating 
agriculutral projects. Project planners advise it and operating ministries 
accept it. In practice, however, monitoring systems are seldom operated on 
agricultural projects. I am not only referring to highly sophisticated 
monitoring systems, but also to simple monitoring procedures that are 
appropriate for small projects.

What are the factors which lead governments to accept in principle, but reject 
in practice, project monitoring? Detailed systems which are required on 
irrigation projects are costly, in time and personnel, and it is difficult 
to precisely measure the benefits of a monitoring system ( a well managed 
against a poorly managed project) against its costs. There is unstated 
opposition to project monitoring simply because its ultimate purpose is to 
expose weakness of performance and management. These weaknesses can be linked 
with individuals operating the project and it is human nature to oppose this 
possibility. Effective project monitoring is also looked at with suspicion 
by the operating ministries and for the same reason.

The functions of management and control are linked together because * ' 
there is no generally agreed definition of them. Indeed, the words are often 
used interchangeably. However, I prefer to regard them as separate though 
linked functions. Control is concerned with maintaining project operation, 
including day to day response to recurring problems; management is more concerned— 
with adjustment of project operation to meet changing circumstances, parti 
cularly those exogenous to the project such as markets, input and product * 
prices, government policy changes and so on.

w
Management covers four areas - technological, business, administrative and 
human relations; but the last pervades the other three. Indeed, it is 
possible that this aspect of project management is the one to which most 
attention should be given. Management must face the problem of balancing 
delegated authority with central control; balancing close supervision with 
encouragement of personal initiative - on the project and as between the 
operating ministry and the project.
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In practice, the control function of agricultural projects is frequently so 
preoccupied with financial accountability, the prevention of fraud and the 
policing of project activities that it tends towards a centralised, rigid and 
non-motivating structure. This preoccupation reflects the attitude of the 
operating ministries which are spending and not business institutions. The 
result is that project control is seen as the major function to the neglect 
of project management and this accounts for the inflexibility of project 
operation so frequently observed. Agricultural projects rarely operate under 
static circumstances and, therefor^ project management should have the 
capacity to adjust project operation to change.

Project management performance depends not only on a staffing structure 
appropriate to the type and size of project but also on the quality of staff - 
this refers to all levels of management. A shortage of high quality, well- 
motivated manpower is a common characteristic of the developing countries, 
but it is particularly marked in the rural sector and on agricultural 
projects. These projects are often isolated and sometimes located in 
unattractive situations ,-which makes it difficult to attract people to work 
on them. Perhaps evenf-'more important is that the wages and salaries of 
project employees, as well as access to urban amenities, are often unattractive 
compared with those in other sectors.

Regarding management structures and methods of control, these should be 
closely related to the basic physical, technical, social and economic 
characteristics of a project. In the early stages of project operation, 
strong technical and administrative control is likely to be beneficial, 
but over time increasing benefits are likely to come from decentralisation of 
decision-making and more farmer participation. With projects in newly 
settled areas, the exercise of overall control and discipline can be effected 
which may assist rapid initial progress. But unless provision is made for 
adaptation over time, institutional rigidity and economic stagnation are 
likely to result at a later stage. On the other hand, the exercise of 
centralised control and discipline will be more difficult on projects in 
previously cultivated areas. Here, greater decentralisation of decision- 
making and sy«tem» for farmer participation will have to be introduced 
at the outset.

Project Evaluation

Project evaluation is the last activity in the project cycle. The purposes 
of ex-post project evaluation are three-fold:

(i) to assess current operation and performance of a project. This is judged 
against prescribed technical and operational standards; deviation from these 
standards is a signal to project management to take appropriate action;

ii) to provide periodic feedback to the project itself. This enables
an assessment of past project performance to be made - has it been a success or
not? The criteria for this judgement are the comparison between initial
objectives, predicted performance and actual achievement of objectives
and performance;
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iii) to provide feedback to the planning process. This comes from the lessons 
gained from project experience and comparison of project achievements with the 
goals of current policy.

Assuming that a monitoring system has provided the necessary data, the ™ 
execution of an ex-post evaluation is by no means straightforward - particularly 
in regard to (ii) and (iii) above, with which this section is concerned. ' 
There is no firmly established methodology of ex-post evaluation as yet, 
particularly when examining the process of management in detail. This tends * 
to be the point at which most conventional ex-post evaluations stop. For 
example, Moris has observed "it is a common failing of economists to confuse 
management with its results, so that again and again the focus is upon the 
substance of rational decision-making and not the process that led to +• 
and affected these optimal choices. The real essence of effective management 
never becomes explicit; 'management 1 remains a mysterious residual factor to * . 
trot out at the end, as one of the preconditions for effective implementation 
of rational planning" . ,

Project management and performance can only be assessed in a meaningful way 
in comparison with specified objectives. Decisions at low level in the system 
are the means by which high level objectives are achieved. Therefore; the 
perceived objectives of all participants should be in line with high level 
goals. In order to evaluate management and project performance, and the 
appropriateness of any changes, it is necessary to set criteria or tests ** 
of preference. This raises difficulties such as : (i) identifying those 
crucial areas that merit investigation; (ii) each criterion will need an * 
objectively verifiable indicator (not necessarily a numerical one); (iii) 
when criteria and indicators are compared, there are difficulties of 
interpreting their meaning (in terms of good or bad performance); (iv) when 
they are given meaning, there is the need to aggregate the results in some 
way to obtain an overall impression of management and project performance. 
Aggregation raises the problem°f weighting of criteria. For example, are 
good financial returns equivalent to the existence of a sound legal framework? 
Also, are the criteria independent or in same way linked? For example, it r- 
could be that financial performance is largely a consequence of the legal frame 
work or that both are the result of a third unidentified factor. The « 
difficulties are compounded when we try to relate them to the management process. 
It appears that we need to know what is meant by good management in order to 
define tests for it.

1.Moris J.R. "The transferability of western management concepts and
programmes, an East African perspective", in Stifel et al, Education
and Training for 'Public Sector Management in Developing Countries,"New York, 1977.

2. Carruthers, I.D. and Clayton, E.S. "Ex-post Evaluation of Agricultural 
Projects: Its Implication for Planning", Journal of Agricultural Economics, 
Vol xxviii, No 3, 1977.
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Comments by John Howell (A.A.U) on Clayton, 
Management Performance in Agricultural Projects

1. The problem for assessing (leave alone monitoring) management performance 
is firstly deciding on 'objectively verifiable indicators'.

At the risk of over-simplification I would break it up in the following way:
a) at the bottom level there is 'technical performance' (Clayton p.l), or 
executive management, which is subject to any number of detailed measures of 
performance depending on the nature of the project.

b) at the top there ;ate project objectives (the proper subject of purpose 
(ii) of ex-post evaluation) which concern levels of productivity of land or 
labour, distribution of income etc.

c) between these technical and strategic levels is - obviously enough - an 
organisational design. This includes such things as staffing levels, financial 
procedures, work schedules, levels of delegated authority, 'participating' 
structures, inter-agency linkages, and relationship between research and 
'line' posts. This design is based - in theory - on the need to ensure that 
the technical performance tasks are done and that the project objectives are thereby 
met. The design is therefore based upon certainmanagement objectives, which in 
turn allow identification of measures (however rough- and- ready) of management 
performance.

So, in assessing 'management performance' - rather than technical performance - 
one would need to start off with a set of organisational, or management, 
objectives which 'service' the project objectives and are in turn serviced by 
measures of technical performances.

For example, a project objective, in an area development scheme, 
might be diversification into tobacco production among family farm units; the 
detailed technical objectives will depend upon how far the programme staff are 
involved in such matters as advice on seed beds, barns or baling; but the 
management objectives will form the link between technical performance and 
project objectives. Depending on the organisational context (for example 
it could be an area authority of which agricultural production is only one 
function, or a specially-buttressed local agricultural department, or even a r"w

1. The term 'objectives'has been displaced,in trans-Atlantic development 
parlance, by 'goals' (overall objectives) and 'purposes' (specific 
objectives),. These are central terms to the logical framework 
analysis adopted by CIDA and AID, but 'goals' - perhaps for 
cultural reasons - remains odd to most Englishmen.



tobacco board) the management objectives will vary. (Of course, whatever the 
context there will be management objectives such as persuading the farmer, 
gaining information on farmer needs, co-ordinating inputs, ensuring collection 
and payment etc.). But the precise form of such functions (for example, the 
information system which assesses timing and location of demand for seed, 
fungicide, tractor-hire, wood fuel etc.) will depend upon the agency structure 
adopted. Nonetheless, where there is a system of management which serves a 
particular function then there is a 'handle' for monitoring how well it is 
working. (For this reason incidentally, it is necessary to survey 
organisational resources in the planning stage of agricultural programmes; and 
this is why there needs to be emphasis on a more systematic approach to organisatioa] 
design as without clear organisational objectives, programmes or projects 
are rather more likely than otherwise to go off course).

If one was undertaking a monitoring exercise from scratch - rather than 
monitoring already explicit management objectives - then it would be 
necessary to impose a degree of rationality by working back from the project 
objectives to identify the management objectives and then working up from 
the tasks of technical management to see how far these contributed to the 
management objectives.

Another problem is how to monitor and who should do it. The ideal solution 
is almost certainly to build monitoring into the management structure itself, 
so that monitoring is a management tool rather than a regulatory niechnism: 
that is, executives use the data of monitoring to project future work and 
correct deficiencies, rather than a retrospective process of information 
gathering. If information is inaccurate and late then this is perhaps 
because it is considered extraneous to the day-to-day work of staff. 
(If PERT has any value in agricultural management then it is probably in 
the decision-making process that obliges staff to see their own work as 
part of a collective effort and imposes a form of sanction upon individual 
backsliding). For technical performance, inspection units may suffice; and 
for project objectives, six-monthly strategy meetings are perhaps necessary. 
But for management performance, I doubt if a monitoring unit with a list of 
indices to assess at one month or quarterly intervals, is likely to make much 
headway. Far better to have an organisation and management unit of a central 
agricultural ministry which will concentrate upon devising effective procedures 
(with a self-monitoring component) for different programmes. There is anyway 
likely to be a monitoring unit within a programme looking for longer-term trends 
in production, income-generation etc. and this is bound to focus interest on 
questions of organisational strategy. •

On the face of it, this is rather making a meal of what in practice might to be a 
perfectly straightforward management process of regular consultation and common- 
sense initiative when things seem to be in danger of going wrong. In practice 
however, the organisation and management of rural development programmes seem 
^particularly prone to confusion and atrophy. It is because project objectives 
"Ire often so unclear and because technical performance is so indifferent that i' 
becomes necessary to examine management objectives and performance by attemptinD , 
to spell out what is reasonably successful organisations is taken for granted.
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Introduction—————————— f/

Implementation is the process by which a set of related activities is 
carried out, in a planned way, with the purpose of achieving certain 
established objectives. This paper examines two approaches to implemen 
tation, together with their underlying assumptions, with reference mainly 
to rural development projects.

Assumptions about implementation form a spectrum, but for discussion points 
on the spectrum can be taken. The spectrum ranges from a traditional 
predetermined mechanistic view, where implementation is merely a means 
to an end, to an open position where it can also be an end in itself, and 
is organic rather than mechanistic.

The following two examples illustrate briefly the differences inherent in 
these two approaches. Firstly, a traditional view might start with the 
concept of a project cycle, with several 'stages' from identification to 
implementation, which is the last of the stages - implying that its function 
is simply to put into operation what has been decided at the technical 
planning stage in the most efficient manner possible. Seen from another 
point of view, implementation is given little thought during the technical 
design phase, which is dominated by quantitative planning. Only while the 
technical side of the project is being set up, which itself is an aspect 
of implementation, do other such aspects as organisation, management, 
administration and other related subjects of implementation receive attention. 
By the time these aspects are being established they are being forced to 
fit within the already established technical framework.

The attitude underlying such an approach has been described as methodological 
imperialism (Goulet 1971) and leads not only to technical dominance and 
dominance by the planners but to the view that implementation is a tool to 
ensure, by mechanical,and where necessary coercive means the achievement 
of predetermined targets.
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The second example from the other end of the spectrum, the open approach, 
recognises the importance of implementation as an end in itself. This, 
of course, does not deny the truism that implementation is a process for 
getting things done but merely adds another equally important dimension 
which reflects on how things are done and on the desirable and undesirable 
consequences of how things are done. <

Implementation is seen as the mutual education of planners and clients to < 
their mutual benefit. Its aim is not soley the achievement of a production 
target but the promotion of greater understanding, better working relations, 
improved social organisation and a more equitable distribution of power 
over planning and ensuing actions. Increased production is achieved as a 
result of these factors and not merely as a result of setting a target and 
using management tools to ensure its achievement. Implementation is also 
a continuing adaptive process, rather than a specific action, a process which * 
must be continuously reviewed and adapted in the light of its effects, nor 
merely upon the stated project targets but also upon the project's work 
force and the project's environment.

Where the traditional view is inward-looking and has a closed view of a 
project, the other end of the spectrum is outward looking and open; where 
the traditional view relies on mechanical tools, rules and procedure?, the 
open approach employs an understanding of the project's environment, especially« 
the human element. Given the same initial situation, these two extreme 
approaches would take different routes and would probably arrive at different 
destinations, as the basic assumptions concerning implementation would be 
different. These assumptions differ in: the involvement of implementation 
in the planning process; the way to plan for implementation; the tools to 
be used in implementation; and the use to which the tools are put.

The open view would suggest that implementation cannot be separated fron 
politics: to think of implementation purely in terms of the acquisition 
of finance, planning of expenditure, acquisition of inputs, budgetary 
control and other mechanics of management, is to miss the basic point. 
Implementation is concerned with action, who plans it, who does it, who it 
is done to and why; in fact, who has the power, and how is the power organised 
for action.

Project Organisation

Traditional theory about organisations gives primary attention to the 
character of their internal structure, i.e. organisations as closed sy*r.= -.', i 
The classical models of traditional theory, including bureaucracy, scientific 
management (based on work study), and other exponents of hierarchical power 
are covered by the term 'machine theory'. The organisation, although 
consisting of people, is viewed as a machine and embodies the following 
major concepts:

- process specialisation of tasks

- standardisation of role performance

- unity of command and centralised decison-making

- uniformity of practices

- no duplication of function.
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These concepts are seen in their clearest form in industrial organisations 
where the criterion is technical efficiency, but where the participants 
cannot be relied on to have common goals.

The efficiency criterion which is often put forward as a justification for 
machine theory is misleading. Machine theory is only an efficient form 
of organisation in situations where there is no common goal or shared 
objectives; where it is assumed that man does not wish to work and will 
try to avoid it; where man has been alienated from his working environment 
and fro m its preset goals or must do repetitive tasks; or where his actions 
benefit someone else more than they benefit himself. Nothing, in fact, 
improves efficiency like shared values and goals, meaningful tasks, involve 
ment, a more equal distribution of rewards and power and improved social 
relations in the working environment. It is only when these are missing 
that machine theory comes into its own to impose technical efficiency rather 
than create human efficiency.

An example of the traditional kind of approach is the Mwea Irrigated Rice 
Settlement Scheme in Kenya. Development is seen purely in terms of product 
ion, the achievement of which justifies any form of implementation. The 
project manager described; the operation as 'semi-military'. Chambers 
(Chambers and Morris, 1973) drew attention to the fact that, whereas the 
project staff are obedient and responsive to commands of the project's hier 
archy, the same is not true of the tenants. In Chambers' terms they are 
like 'the population of an occupied territory, requiring firmness and full 
control over their activities by the project to overcome hostility and a 
tendency to subvert the system'. Chambers justifies the stress on efficiency, 
discipline, precision and control as the means of achieving high production 
and high incomes for tenants, who need to be 'persuaded or forced to 
cultivate'.

Mwea in fact has its origins in the Mau-Mau emergency, which is one possible 
explanation for the authoritarian nature of the project. Another possible 
explanation is that the approach used is suited to the nature of the project, 
to the 'technical and production imperatives' as production was seen as the 
key to development, for which a tractor programme was the dominant activity. 
A third possible explanation is that irrigation itself demands an author 
itarian approach for proper water control and distribution. Chambers 
favours the explanation in terms of the 'technical and production imperatives'. 
He concludes that:

'Other forms and styles are certainly possible; but unless 
they achieved the same benefits for tenants, it is likely 
that the tenants themselves would bring pressure to bear 
to see that the current system, or one as efficient as it, 
was recreated so that they could continue to benefit from 
high production.'

(My emphasis)

This seems at odds with the observations that tenants must be persuaded or 
forced to cultivate and tend to subvert the system. Once again the spectre 
of efficiency is raised and once again it must be pointed out that 
authoritarianism only produces reluctant human compliance and technical 
efficiency in conditions where those involved do not subscribe to a common 
organisational goal or to a particular goal which those in charge of the 
project have legitimised as an 'organisational' goal. The quotation also



demonstrates the vicious circle in operation which justifies an 
authoritarian approach. The logic is that the tenants show hostility 
and a tendency to subvert the system which proves that authoritarian 
measures are required. In actual fact it may well be the authoritarian 
measures which have given rise to the tenants' action.

Projects continue to emphasise mechanistic approaches; they give farmers 
the choice of either not joining the project and being completely excluded 
from any kind of assistance or joining and then rigidly following the 
rules as laid down by project authorities. The World Bank Project in the 
Eastern and Southern Provinces of Sierra Leone serves as an example. Its 
strict credit programme forced it into an authoritarian attitude which 
became rather schizophrenic for whilst the credit section was playing the 
policeman, the extension service was trying to be the farmers' friend. There 
was no participation in the planning of the management of the project in 
its activities at the local level, farmers were seen as clients (by the 
extension services) or as employees (by the credit section). The project 
organisation design was simply a traditional pyramid-shaped hierarchy with 
every senior role responsible directly to the project manager, the type of 
organisation chart that World Bank planning personnel used as a kind of 
blueprint and which can be seen in almost identical form in many other World 
Bank projects. No alternative is presented to a hierarchical organisation 
and the underlying assumptions of authoritarianism are well illustrated 
in the activities of the credit section, the actions of which are justified 
by the assumed nature of a credit operation.

Instead of making defaulters the responsibility of a group of farmers, en 
approach which has worked well in other areas, the project used the local 
Chiefdom administration. The local Chief had to ensure that all borrowers 
were in the village on an appointed day to meet the project lorry. If .; 
farmer failed to repay (without good reason) then court officials on the 
lorry would arrest him and hold him until repayment was made. He would te 
tried in the local Chiefdom Court, and his total crop would belong to the 
project. Forced recovery would be on the advice of a Credit Advisory 
Committee.

The point being made here is not only that there are other ways of ensuring 
recovery such as better appraisal of applications, peer group pressure, 
repossession of credit in kind, refusal to consider further applications, 
but also that a particular task or technology can often be seen as requiring 
or necessitating an authoritarian, mechanistic approach. The credit man^gei: 
felt obliged by duty to take this approach, and, by strict procedures, r.c 
control his operations, but at what cost to the project and their relaticrs 
with participating farmers? It is not the intention here to enter into 
a discussion of the problems involved in credit management but to point 
out that an 'open' approach to project implementation would examine the 
consequences of how things are done and would consider dismissing a tccHnicil 
solution if, in order to maximise technical efficiency or productivity it 
was felt necessary to introduce coercive measures to ensure compliance. At 
the same time the project should not risk bringing local organisations into 
disrepute when one project goal should actually be the improvement of local 
institutions' capability to continue their am development.
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Project Management

Mangement is the function that controls and conducts a project's activities.
A traditional definition of a manager, taken fron an industrial model, is
a member of the organisation who has subordinate to him authorised roles
to which he can appoint (and from which he can dismiss) members and
determine their work. He is accountable for his own, and for his subordinates',
behaviour and work in the achievement of the task assigned to him.

However, particularly in the rural and social service's sector, project 
management should not be seen as being embodied in specific roles necessarily, 
those of manager and subordinates. Project management consists of three 
functions: boundary control, monitoring and maintenance. They are functions 
which any project needs, but they can be performed in a variety of ways. 
The 'open' approach to project implementation would accept a need for control, 
because an organisation is a social system containing human variability, 
but would deny that it has to be coercive or authoritarian. It would accept 
that management functions have to be performed but would deny that a need 
for management is necessarily a need for a manager.

Hierarchy, backed by rewards and punishments, does not recognise the inter 
dependence of an organisation's members, but only recognises upwards depen 
dence, that of a subordinate on his superiors. It is obvious, however, that 
a manager is totally dependent on his subordinates to carry out the work 
for which he is responsible. In a rural development project, for example, 
the situation is even more complex, as the farmers, although not employees, 
are a definite part of the project, without whose agreement and cooperation 
nothing is possible. If an authoritarian measure does not have the desired 
influence, the answer does not necessarily lie in exerting more or less 
authority but may be in using alternative forms of influence.

This would seem to hold true for many development projects where exerting 
influence by authoritarian means would be an inappropriate means of bringing 
about change. If project management is considered in terms of functions 
rather than in terms of hierarchical roles, more alternative solutions 
can be generated than if a project manager is taken as the starting point 
and an organisation built around him.

It is not uncommon for controls to be imposed to protect management, rather 
than to protect the task system, from unnecessary interference. Similarly, 
parameters are often controlled because they are measureable or easily 
influenced, rather than becasue they are relevant. The parameter which 
is most difficult to control is the human one, whether people are the main 
throughput of an organisation (hospitals, social services, training 
institutions) or whether they are used as an input in the production of some 
good (industry, agriculture). Adequate control of people is only possible 
when the mutual dependence involved is fully accepted by all parties. This 
is not the case in a strict hierarchy, and, therefore, the traditional 
approach proves inadequate or even dysfunctional in attempting to bring 
about the change with which development is concerned.

The War on Want-supported Guidimaka project in Mauritania (Bradley et al 
1977) is an example of an 'open' approach to planning which created the 
framework for local participation in implementation. The project did not 
attempt to impose rigid management structures but looked for ways in which 
the peasant communities could decide for themselves the means of achieving 
coordination of production activities at the village level; better diffusion 
of technical knowledge; concentration of labour on tasks of collective 
interest.
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These means proved to be threefold:

- Village Associations to draw up micro plans of agricultural develop 
ment suited to each village's needs and to control and coordinate on 
behalf of every village member the implementation of the plans. A 
management and executive committee is chosen by each village by a 
process decided by the village themselves.

- Collective fields, as experimentation plots and demonstration areas, 
worked on by small self-managing groups of farmers although under the 
overall direction of the Association.

- Extension programmes based on the collective fields and around the 
knowledge and experience of group members who act as part-tine peasant 
extension workers; each group demonstrating to other groups their own 
particular developments.

None of these three levels of operation is rigidified and the way that 
each level operates in each village will probably differ depending on the 
specific village's social and economic structure. Each village association 
is given a budget which it must allocate and manage itself with assistance, 
where necessary, from the permanent project staff.

An approach such as that used in the Guidimaka project encourages inter 
dependent and self-reliant development by using the evolution of common 
objectives to promote activities of communal interest and value. Also, 
by leaving the management of activities largely in the hands of the actors 
it minimises dependence on the instigators.

Project Administration and Procedures

Administration and procedures are the tools that translate the decisions 
of management into specific action, and that record and process relevant 
data to assist in management decision-making. It is important that 
administration is seen as a tool and not as an end in itself, as it is 
concerned not with policy but with simple and understandable courses of 
action in the relatively short term. A tool exists to be used and not 
to dictate actions. In many cases where administration has a bad nair.e 
it is because it has usurped the management function which it is not 
designed or equipped to do. Bureaucracy sometimes exhibits characteristics 
of administration which has gone out of control and has become an end 
in itself.

Administration is an overhead cost on a project and should therefore tsi- 
kept to a minimui . A traditional approach, however, relies heavily en 
procedures as a neans of effecting authoritarian control and reducing 
human variability. A mechanistic view would be inclined to put a gre*t 
deal of emphasis on designing procedures to improve control. The lai^er, 
more complex and more expensive a project becomes the greater will be 
the need for administrative procedures, especially if the project dees not 
have the full support of its staff and consumers. The credit section of 
the Sierra Leone project mentioned previously is a good example of ho-.. 
a particular task, the granting of credit, and particular t s sump t ;•;-,-: 
concerning the action, (that there should be a 100% repayment ci cr-.ti 
and that a highly authoritarian approach was the only way to achJev-: Hi;.; 
can proliferate administrative procedures. Throughout the procefs of 
application, agreement, granting the loan, use of the loar and rp;v— •:•:.' 
complicated procedures and recording systems wet? usrd.
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Chambers and Belshaw (1973) describe 'procedures' as the 'missing link... 
a key point of leverage in sharpening and improving the performance of 
government organisations in rural areas'. If by this they are suggesting 
a rationalisation of procedures and more attention to their planning in 
order to limit procedures to essentials, then this is a valuable suggestion. 
In their approach, however, procedures seem to assume primary importance, 
to the detriment of alternative structures, actions and motivations. People 
take second place to mechanisms.

This situation is well illustrated in Chambers and Belshaw application of 
PIM (Project Implementation and Management) to the Special Rural Develop 
ment Projects (SRDP) in Kenya. PIM was an adaptation of Management by 
Objectives (MBO) which Lipton (1971) describes as:

1. Clarifying the definition of a subordinate's job as a result 
of discussion between himself and his immediate superior.

2. The agreement between them of reasonable aims for the subordinate's 
.•performance in terms of specific targets.

3. Support and encouragement by the supervisor for the subordinate.

4. Systematic appraisal of results leading to the setting of 
further targets, which will, it is hoped, be higher.

MBO tacitly accpets the idea that all organisations are hierarchical in 
shape with authority distributed from the top down. Formal authority is 
the main coordinating principle with MBO creating high levels of commit 
ment to company objectives whilst creating an illusion of participation. 
The opportunities for the individual exist within a framework which is 
unalterable by the individual. The individual can only agree to work 
harder for something he has no influence over.

These reflections on MBO are useful in examining the success of PIM in 
its application in the SRDP. Studies of PIM in action (Chabala 1973) 
have usually concentrated on whether it has achieved the criteria estab 
lished for it. This is rather like judging it by its own objectives 
rather than establishing whether its objectives were valuable or viable. 
A USAID evaluation (Harmon and Zalla 1974) commented 'there is a 
tendency to overlook more fundamental questions of tactics, strategy and 
objectives', and observed that in practice PIM seemed to concentrate on 
target setting rather than on coordination of highly related activities. 
They conclude 'the problem involved in instituting a management 
system such as PIM is that the meaning of coordination and planning is 
not clearly understood by the people who are expected to use the system'.

PIM was established largely to assist the Area Coordinators and it is 
significant that neither those concerned at the national nor local levels 
have been equally committed to using PIM. Chabala (1973) states that his 
evaluation of PIM was also forced to be an evaluation of the SRDP Area 
Coordinators whom the procedures were designed to assist. Although.Chabala 
found PIM to be 'basically valuable', he did identify several problem areas 
which seem significant enough to raise doubts. The problems were:

- PIM procedures will be ineffectual unless applied by a strong Area 
Coordinator or District Officer.
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- success depends on full and genuine participation

- PIM has proved inadequate in keeping deadlines for implementation and 
has noc evoked commitment at senior levels

- PIM does not work well with self-help activities

- there is a danger that PIM will direct attention away from local 
opportunities and underlying problems and toward the mechanics of 
delivering resources

- PIM is burdensome in staff time and effort.

If the criticisms of MBO and Harmon and Zalla's concerning PIM are added, 
quite a formidable list of problems accumulate. It it also difficult to 
avoid the idea from Chabala that Area Coordinators are the principle 
reason for PIM and that their role with 'wide responsibilities and little 
formal authority' is an unrealistic one. If AC's did not exist or existed 
in a different form, would there be a need for PIM as such or merely for 
an efficient data system?

Monitoring and Evaluation

The traditional approach to the monitoring and evaluation of projects is 
based on a comparison of production figures with plan targets. Success 
is measured by the achievement of, or improvement to the targets. Where 
shortfalls occur an investigation of the underlying causes must be made 
in order to adjust operations as necessary. Monitoring is used to help 
control the day-to-day project activities whilst evaluation is usually 
made after the project is completed or perhaps at set intervals during 
the project's life. Monitoring is a tool of project management, evaluation 
can also be used by policy-makers. Generally though, in a traditional 
approach, both are inward-looking, concerned principally with the project's 
activities and achievements. Although collection of data is rarely simple, 
by using easily quantifiable parameters the traditional approach appears 
the easiest type of monitoring and evaluation to adopt.

The World Bank Northern Integrated Agricultural Development Projects in 
Nigeria are typical of this approach, although probably more sophisticated 
than some. Sample survey methods operated by enumerators are used to record 
the day-to-day activities of randomly selected farmers. The results are 
coded and put on computer for analysis and interpretation. The type of 
data collected is as follows: number of farmers, size of farms, income 
and expenditure patterns, use of project inputs, availability of water 
supplies. All are concerned with the quantitative aspects of the project's 
activities and with a statistical analysis of achievements: the number of 
plots, fields, families, plots per field and per family, size of plots 
and fields, and average size of farms.

The key question must obviously be who wants to know and what information 
is required? In the traditional approach it is the project management, 
which is vested in specific roles, and the managers' superiors, concerned 
with project planning, who want to know. The information they require is 
concerned specifically with achievement of the objectives which they have 
set for the project. In an open approach it is both the instigators 
and the actors who want to know and the information they require is the 
effect of the project on its environment in a much broader sense than 
the achievement of internal targets. The recording of data is obviously 
still the basis for monitoring and evaluation but emphasis is not coapletely
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on quantifiable targets, due attention also being given to the cultural, 
social and psychological variables which considerably affect a project's 
success, the distribution of power and resources, and the intended or un 
intended consequences of project activities on the parts of the environment 
which are not directly touched by them. For example, increased production 
of a cash crop may be seen as a project success; a wider view might show 
that this makes the region more vulnerable to drought through a shortage 
of subsistence crops. Alternatively, a wider view might show that it is 
the larger farmers who have benefited rather than the smaller peasant farmers.

A project which has attempted to use an open approach to evaluation is the 
War on Want project in Mauritania. Although it is too early to assess the 
success of the project, the approach is interesting nevertheless, if only 
because there seem to be so few projects which have taken this approach, 
and followed it throughout. The original survey team is to continue, 
throughout the implementation period, a research programme concerned with 
carrying out a continuous evaluation of project operations and achieving 
greater und.erstanding of the natural environment and socio-economic factors.

Summary and Conclusions .

To summarise some of the main points of the paper:

- two categories, the traditional approach and the open approach can be 
identified at different ends of the spectrum of possible assumptions 
about implementation.

- the traditional approach is not just s. common approach but is still the 
predominant approach to implementation by the majority of development 
agencies, especially bilateral and multilateral agencies with investments 
to protect, and a Western view of development to promote.

- it is characterised by a mechanical view of planning and development
in which implementation is simply a tool of the powerful (donors, planners, 
politicians). Employees are seen variously as cogs in a machine or 
troublesome but necessary raw materials. Project beneficiaries are 
seen as either clients (to be 'sold' an idea) or employees (to be instructed).

- On the other hand the open approach attempts to make people, important, 
thinking in terms of 'instigators' and 'actors' rather than planners 
and clients. It recognises that implementation is about the communication 
of meaning and that it is concerned with power and influence.

- Implementation becomes more important. It is still a means of getting 
things done but is also concerned with how things are done and the 
desirable and undesirable consequences of how things are done. As a 
result, it becomes much more an integral part of the planning process 
and influences the technical, financial and economic aspects of the process.

- The existence, operation and consequences of the two approaches can be 
identified and compared for the various phases of implementation: organ 
isation, management, administration and procedures, monitoring and 
evaluation. One advantage of the open approach is that it does not 
attempt to make generalised prescriptions.
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- It is argued that in a development situation an approach is needed
which encourages and fosters decreasing dependence and increasing self- 
reliance and that the open approach is suited to this. The traditional 
approach on the other hand can cause dependence and alienation rather 
than reduce it.

Only scattered attempts have been made to put an open approach into 
practice, one of which has been mentioned here. It is still too early 
to say in most cases how successful they have been but it is a pragmatic 
and flexible approach which is ideally suited to learning and adapting 
from experience. It leans heavily on the one great resource which the 
traditonal approach has ignored - the people themselves, their motivation, 
experience and common sense.

If examples in this paper have been taken mainly from those based on 
traditional assumptions concerning implementation, it is because the great 
majority of projects are still planned and implemented in this way. They 
are also the projects that have received most attention as they tend to b 
large and externally-financed. Finally, in arguing for an open approach 
it is useful to draw attention to the failure of many examples of traditional 
assumptions, and the traditional approach to project implementation. Whereas 
the traditional approach is also a prescription, the open approach is not. 
It does not attempt to offer a single solution to implementation but tries 
to provide a fiamework within which alternatives may be presented and compared. 
It does not rule out bureaucracy, specific roles or even authoritarianism, 
but rather perspectives and a body of knowledge that may make them unnecessray 
in many cases.
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(see 1977:1), partly teaching at the University of Ghana, Legon, partly 
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PART I 

1. Political background

1.1 On 6 March 1957 Ghana (then Gold Coast) gained its independence under 
Dr. Kwame Nkrumah. In 1960 Ghana became a Republic within the Commonwealth 
with Nkrumah as first President. Nkrumah's Convention People's Party 
increasingly was used as an instrument of his personal power; it was declared 
the only recognised political party and all others were proscribed. On 
2 February 1966, the Armed Forces, led by Lt.-General Afrifa, and the Police 
Service, overthrew the CPP government. The CPP was banned and the constitution 
suspended. A National Liberation Council was appointed as a cabinet by the 
military who ran the country by decree. Intending only to rid Ghana of the 
excesses of Nkrumah, the CPP immediately established a Constitutional Commission 
under the chairmanship of the Chief Justice to provide for a new constitution 
under civilian leadership. The Commission formed an 150-member Constituent 
Assembly to help draft a constitution which was subsequently signed by the 
members and submitted to the NLC, who then empowered the Assembly to enact the 
new constitution, which came into force on 22 August 1969. A three-man 
Presidential Commission headed by Afrifa acted as a caretaker government whilst 
the ban on political parties was lifted and preparations made for elections.

1.2 At the elections of August 1969, Dr. K. Busia led the Progress Party 
to a landslide victory, winning 105 out of 140 seats; Mr. K. Gbedemah's National 
Alliance of Liberals won the second largest number of seats, 29. After only 27 
months, the Armed Forces, led by Colonel I. Acheampong, stepped in once more and 
overthrew the Busia government in a bloodless coup, giving as its reasons "the 
hypocrisy of the Busia regime coupled with the inefficient management by that 
regime of our economy. Evils of corruption, nepotism, social injustice and 
arbitrary dismissals still remained and in some cases got worse - especially in 
the economic field" (Information Services Dept., Ghana, 1977:22).

1.3 Political parties were banned once more and the new constitution suspended." 
A National Redemption Council was formed with Acheampong as Chairman, to be 
replaced in 1976 by the Supreme Military Council consisting of the Chief of 
Defence Staff; the Army, Navy and Air Force Commanders, the Commander of the 
Border Guards; and IGP, under the chairmanship of Acheampong. A new NRC was 
formed including members of the SMC; Commissioners of State appointed by the SMC 
on the advice of its Chairman; Commanders of the First and Second Infantry 
Brigades; and the Chairman of the SMC. The country is governed by deeree.

s
1.4 During the summer of 1977, the "professional classes" (urban elites, 
chiefly lawyers, doctors and nurses, engineers, teachers and university lectu- « 
rers), together with students and some sections of the commercial and trading 
interests (notably the market mammies controlling the informal trading networks 
in domestic foodstuffs, who had been angered by government attempts to regulate 
and otherwise intervene in the distribution of basic foodstuffs), presented the 
government with a series of demands, including an end to arbitrary arrests and 
corruption, more effective management of the economy, and a firm date for the ^_ 
return to civilian rule. Achenmpong and the SMC made a few concessions, 
appointing a deadline in Spring 1979 for return to civilian government and 
establishing a Constitutional Commission to assist it in formulating an appro 
priate constitution for Ghana.

(1) The most recent general study is in Dunn, J. (ed.): West African States: 
failure and promise - a study in comparative politics, Cambridge University 
Press, 1978.



1.5 Acheampong launched the idea of Union Government, or Unigov as it came 
to be known, an ill-defined concept of a tri-partite government of the military, 
the police, and the people, members being elected as independents on a 'non- 
party' basis to a consultative legislature, the ultimate power of veto remaining 
with the military. He sought popular backing for Unigov and, by association, 
for his own leadership, in a referendum held on 30 March 1978. The SMC campaigned 
vigorously for Unigov, assisting various organisations such as the Ghana Young 
sters Association; Peace and Solidarity Council; and the Ghana Patriots Associa 
tion to canvass on its behalf whilst harassing other anti-Unigov groups such as 
the People's Movement for Freedom and Justice led by Lt-General Afrifa and 
Mr. Gbedemah, on the grounds that they were political parties, which were still 
in law proscribed (1). Whilst assuring the country that everyone was free to 
express an open opinion for or against Unigov (2), the government's hostility 
towards and suspicions of opposition, identifying it with treason towards Ghana 
and the State, and leading to a number of summary arrests, gave rise to concern 
among those seeking a genuinely democratic form of civilian government (3).

1.6 A number of violent and disruptive incidents in the run-up to the refer 
endum (including a clash between students and the police at Legon which led to 
the departure of students^, from all three university campuses, many of whom 
returned to their homes in the countryside to campaign against Unigov), heightened 
the government's nervousness. The Electoral Commissioner fled his office the day 
after the referendum, allegedly fearing for his life (4). The manner of the 
counting and the announcement of results gave little confidence in the integrity 
of the ballot. The government declared a victory, of just over 50% of the 
votes (even if true, a very small popular vote in a country of 9.9m Ghanaian 
citizens, of whom only 66% of the approximate 4.5m registered to vote, actually 
did so) amidst widespread suspicions that the result was rigged (5).

(1) Report in the Daily Graphic, 2.2.78. Warning that the ban on political 
parties was still in force, the government reminded the public that a permit must 
be obtained before holding a public meeting; failure to obtain a permit was a 
punishable office. At a meeting in Kumasi, the opposition PMFJ clashed violently 
with the Peace and Solidarity Council just as Lt-General Afrifa was urging his 
supporters to withdraw since permission to hold the meeting has been withheld 
by the military authorities.

(2) SMC Decree: Union Government (Civil Proceedings), 15.12. 1977. In the 
Ghanaian Times, 17.12.77, a government spokesman assured the people that every 
Chanaianwas free to speak his mind either for or against Unigov: "to that extent, 
the decree assures the freedom of all Ghanaians to participate in or attend any 
debate or discussion".

(3) In the Ghanaian Times, 11.1.78, General Acheampong asserted "there are no 
political detainees in Ghana ... those in prison are criminals and subversionists 
who were tried and found guilty by lawful courts ... (the government could not 
allow any) licence to anarchy ... (there would be) no amnesty for such prisoners". 
The Pioneer, 8.2.78, reported that the Human Rights Committee of the Ghana Bar 
Association had sought Habeas Corpus applications for the release of 451 people. 
18 of these had already been released by the court; the court had ordered a furthe. 
178 to be released because no executive instrument had been issued by the govern 
ment covering their arrest.

(4) West Africa, 17.4.78: 764; Daily Graphic, 3.4.78.

(5) Figures leaked from the Electoral Commissioner's Office a few days after 
the referendum and circulated by the "Revolutionary Youth League" gave a 'No' 
vote of 53.3%, and a 'Yes' vote of 46.6% The BBC World Service, too, gave 
publicity to the allegation of rigging. The manner in which the results were 
officially announced, over a period of days with continual adjustments to the 
declared totals, at the least gives rise to serious doubts.
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1.7 The debacle of the referendum opened up splits within the SMC, and in 
July 1978 Acheampong was ousted from office by a fellow-member of the SKC, 
General F. Akuffo. Akuffo has released those arrested before the referendum 
and promised to honour the 1979 deadline for return to civilian rule (1).

(2) 
2. A Brief Review of Current Economic Problems

2.1 The major single contribution to GDP comes from agriculture (including 
livestock, fisheries, forestry), which accounts for more than 40%; it employs 
approximately 60% of the labour force and contributes approximately 70% to 
total export earnings. Cocoa is the dominant crop, employing around a third 
of the total agricultural labour force and accounting for approximately 60% of 
all export earnings (FYDP). Though cocoa is still the major source of whatever 
prosperity Ghana enjoys, the Ghanian cocoa industry is becoming increasingly 
uncompetitive on world markets, its share dropping from about 30% in the early 
1960s to under 20% today, largely through difficulties of supply. Briefly, 
these are attributable to three sets of factors:

(i) Ghana's early lead in commercial cocoa production: a considerable 
proportion of trees are now beyond their maximum yield potential and 
replacement by higher yielding new varieties would need considerably 
more investment funds being made available than is currently the case;

(ii) the government, as monopoly purchaser, has always underpaid 
the domestic producer relative to world prices, at ar. approximate 
average rate of about one-third: the SMC has raised prices per 30 
kilo load eight times since coming to power in 1972, most recently 
to 040 per load, but at current rates of domestic inflation, this 
price makes it unprofitable for the smallholders who are the major 
cultivators to adopt new practices and purchase modern inputs, or 
to extend the acreage, or, in many instances, to care for or harvest 
the existing crop;

(iii) the chronic instability of Ghana's economy since independence 
has encouraged smuggling: with domestic inflation running at over 
150% and the Ghanaian cedi depreciating rapidly (selling at 8 times 
its face value on the black market in May 1978), cocoa smuggling 
to the Ivory Coast and Togo for hard currency has become big business.

The government recognises that it is no longer the amateur but the "big-time 
smuggler who ... finances articulator loads of raw materials like coffee, cocoa, 
sawn timber and plywood, and sugar, across the border to make money for himself 
and leave his country in want" (GT: 5.11.77). An official of the Cocoa 
Marketing Board (CMB) at their regional office in Sunyani, Brong-Ahafo, one 
of the major producing areas, estimated that over one third of the region's 
produce was disappearing this way; buyers would organise the whole operation,

(1) Ghanaian Times, 6.7.78; 7.7.78. Full text of General Akuffo's Broadcast 
to the Nation: 11.2.78.

(2) Statistics in this section, unless otherwise indicated, are drawn from 
three sources:(i) Five Year Development Plan 1975/76-1979/80, Parts I and II, 
Accra,Ministry of Economic Planning, January 1977; (ii) Economic Survey 1972-74, 
Accra, Central Bureau of Statistics, January 1977; (iii) the local press. 
Hereafter indicated respectively by FYDP, ES, GT (Ghanaian Times), DG (Daily 
Graphic), or P (Pioneer).
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paying hard foreign currency on the spot. The CMB could not compete, 
though it offered a range, of supporting production and welfare services 
for the cocoa farmer ana hij family, since it paid low prices in a weak 
currency on a chit system (personal comm. 21.3.78).

2.2 Timber is second only to cocoa in its contribution to export earnings, 
but this industry, too, faces problems of supply and smuggling. At the end 
of financial year April. 1978, the Timber Marketing Board announced that 
export earnings were around fifty percent under estimated targets owing "to 
the poor state of IOR production and transportation" (P: 21.A.78).

2.3 Small-scale peasant fanning predominates with, since the beginning of 
the 1970s, increasing private commercial rice farming, expansion of the planta 
tion sector and farm estates under government initiative, and diversification 
of commercial company participation into food crops*. Only around half of 
agricultural output enters the distribution system; the distribution networks 
are largely in the hands of private traders, principally the market mammies 
who handle nrost of the domestically-consumed foodstuffs, though the government 
increasingly'tries to regulate food distribution through compulsory purchase, 
state handling and transport, and imposition of maximum selling prices. 
Government efforts have irt>t, as yet, been very successful, serving only to 
disrupt traditional, informal, distribution to the detriment of the urban 
consumer. The government's policy is disliked by farmer and trader alike (not 
to mention the consumer who faces artificial scarcities created by traders 
wishing to push up the low fixed prices). The Upper Eegion Farmers' Association, 
along with other regional FAs, has repeatedly asked the government to withdraw 
subsidies on imported food (chiefly rice, maize, wheat flour, sugar, canned 
milk, fish, and tomatoes), pay a reasonable price to the local producer and 
switch subsidies to the consumer on selected domestically-produced items 
(GT: 5.U./7).

2.4 Shortly after coming to power the SMC launched Operation Feed Yourself 
(OFY) aiming to make Ghana self-sufficient in basic foodstuffs and lessen the 
burden of food imports on scarce foreign exchange. Up to 1974 there was a 
steady increase in production, largely by expansion of area cultivated; OFY 
was not a programme for agricultural intensification or in any sense a Green 
Revolution, which would have necessitated large imports of modern inputs. OFY 
suffered in the severe droughts of 1973-74 and 1976-77. Recovering somewhat', OFY 

began to stress the importance of industrial crops such as cotton, sugarcane, oil
palm, pineapple, and tomatoes and latterly irrigated agriculture has been given 
priority, with the establishment of a National Irrigation Authority and the 
opening of an Irrigation College at Mpong. OFY was buttressed by the intro 
duction of Guaranteed Minimum Producer Prices (which rapidly ceased to have any 
meaning under the highly inflationary conditions of recent years). Unfortunately, 
though there have been substantial increases in food output, particularly in 
maize and rice, "the records reveal that these increased outputs seem to have 
been offset by a reduction in the output of other crops" (FYDP: 24: I).

2.5 A major defect of OFY has been its failure to improve the "weak and 
ineffective input delivery system. On account of poor operational planning 
some of the inputs might not be available, the quantities are insufficient and 
are not delivered in time for their effective employment" (FYDP: 23: I). The 
situation has, if anything, deteriorated. It was announced by the Seed Multi 
plication Division of the Ministry of Agriculture just before the onset of 
rains this year that the SMD could supply only '25-30% of farmers' needs due to 
lack of vehicles and spare parts (GT: 5.1.78).

* See Sections 3 and 5.
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2.6 The SMC has made some attempt to relieve its dependency on imports, and 
on cocoa for export earnings, by encouraging domestic manufacturing, but, as 
in many other Ides, Ghana's manufacturing sector is heavily dependent on 
imported inputs and equipment, and its level of capacity utilisation fluctuates 
with variations in the balance of payments. Ghana has never been able to 
maintain a sufficiently stable balance to reap the benefits of manufacturing 
investment; further, that investment all too often is devoted to the production 
of 'non-essential' consumption goods; it has failed to promote strong links with 
the agricultural sector which could supply from domestic sources the raw 
materials for a range of agro-industries whose products could be exported.

2.7 The 'achilles heel' of the Ghanaian economy is the balance of payments 
problem. Fluctuations in export earnings from cocoa, timber, and minerals have 
made effective forward planning difficult (1),; coupled with steadily expanding 
domestic expenditure and a rising demand for imports paripassu with population 
growth and ambitious government development spending, this had led to a persis 
tent tendency for expenditure to exceed revenue. In the post-Nkrumah years of 
1966-68, the government sought to reduce the pressure on domestic resources by 
drastic expenditure cuts and retrenchment of goverment-eniployed labour. The 
effect was to depress economic activity; GDP actually fell and real per capita 
income in 1968 was lower than in 1965. Further, it proved impossible to restore 
equilibrium in the foreign exchange budget given the structural imbalances and 
weaknesses in the economy, and, in the face of high external indebtedness and 
persistent trade deficits, the cedi was devalued by 30 percent. The government 
then switched to an expansionary phase, to reduce unemployment and speed up the 
rate of growth in the economy, largely through import liberalisation and 
relaxation of fiscal and monetary controls. But the sharp drop in world cocoa 
prices in 1971 plunged the economy into crisis, forcing a 44 percent devaluation 
of the ccdi against the dollar and leading to the downfall of the government.

2.8 The new government once more clamped down, revaluing the cedi and 
sharply cutting back imports. Export prices recovered and at end-1972, external 
reserves started to rise, the balance of payments recovered, and the current 
account moved into surplus. The recovery proved only temporary, however, as 
control over imports weakned at a time of sharply rising import prices, and 
domestic expenditure rose steeply. Despite an increase of 15 percent in export 
earnings in 1974, net reserves fell once more, the current account moved 
heavily into deficit, and the government resorted to extensive overseas short- 
term borrowing to finance the gap.

2.9 Not unnaturally, the economy has experienced continuing inflationary 
pressure as a consequence of such instability and, more especially, of the 
measures taken in response to it. The government increasingly has resorted to 
heavy internal borrowing through the banking system and the use of reserves to 
fund both capital and recurrent expenditure. Since 1972 there has been a sharp 
increase in the money supply; it doubled between end-1971 to end-1974 with an 
average annual rate of growth of 39 percent and these trends persist (2). 

_ There is no doubt that the amount and rate of inflation within the Ghanaian 
economy derives from the fiscal and monetary policies pursued by the government 
to cover the 'huge budgetary deficits' which are largely due to the "considerable 
slippage in the control of expenditure on the recurrent Budget" as the Five Year

1. FYDP, 32, I.
2. ES, 18, 54-74; FYDP, 73-84, I.
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Development Plan gently remarks (1). It more pointedly comments:

"By benefitting debtors and hurting savers or lenders inflation 
may encourage forms of social behaviour which may be inimical to 
the promotion of growth and development, especially in situations 
where interest rates on savings do not rise fast enough to keep 
pace with the rate of increase in prices. It does promote a 
philosophy of 'live now, pay later', leads to a general misallo- 
cation of resources by encouraging investment in physical assets 
like posh cars, gold trinkets etc., which may not be directly 
productive, and to the tendency to hoard goods of consumer nature 
especially among small savers" (FYDP, 20, I).

2.10 Inflation is now estimated to be running at over 150 percent, or higher 
for basic food items. Its effect has been to "corrupt" not only the administra 
tion but all Ghanaians seeking a living from cash payments; though no statistical 
evidence can be adduced, moonlighting, petty thieving, cheating and all kinds of 
'unfair 1 business and trading practices are acknowledged to be rife.

2.11 The new leader, Lt.-General Akuffo, seems well aware of the lapses in 
economic management which have given rise to this state of affairs (2). Immediate 
action, however, seems designed to operate on the effects rather than to attack 
the causes. Steps are being taken to reach a more equitable allocation of goods 
in short supply than that produced by the existing uncontrolled situation of 
"grave shortages of essential commodities, spiralling prices and a thriving black 
market" (3). The Commissioner for Consumer Affairs has rejected two previous 
schemes (of having designated wholesale outlets for specified commodities; and of 
organising delivery direct to market women and other retailers of goods at 
controlled prices) as unworkable, and has chosen instead to organise consumer 
cooperatives in every work place employing over 20 people, and to supply regional 
traders through departmental deliveries in bulk to depots of the Ghana National 
Trading Corporation. However, the Commissioner reportedly acknowledges that 
such meausres are not proof against abuse if the present severe shortages should 
continue (4).

3. Government 'Involvement in Agricultural Development

3.1 Nominally, the major government agency involved in agriculture is the 
Ministry of Agriculture whose brief is to give "professional advice on matters 
related to the execution of agricultural policy of the Government" (5). But, as 
a newspaper headline succinctly put it: "Agricultural Policy Needed" (DG: 20.4.78).* 
______________________• ______________________________* see p.7.
(1) FYDP: 32, 20, I.

(2) GT: 11.7.78: Text of Lt.-Gen. Akuffo's Broadcast to the Nation: "The principal 
contributory factor to the inflationary process is the severe imbalance in the 
Budget and the mode of financing the shortfall in financial resources". He promi 
ses disciplined leadership and, while noting that in the recent past "the Ghanaian 
character has been under heavy pressure, and the basic virtues of truthfulness, 
honesty, and discipline have been rapdily disappearing", in turn demands the 
"strictest discipline" from the people "to do a good day's work honestly and 
efficiently".

(3) West Africa, 26 June 1978, 1215-1216.

(4) The students at Legon were told the 'parable of the puff adder' by a fellow 
African. The puff adder, it seems, is one of the few snakes that cannot swim. 
When picked up and thrown into the river, it sinks to the bottom and waits, hoping 
for another hand to appear miraculously out of nowhere and pluck it out of the 
water onto dry land. The students felt that waiting for an "upturn in the economy" 
to ease the shortages were on a par with the puff adder's hopes.
(5) Ghana 1977: an official handbook, Accra, Information Services Dept., 136.
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Agriculture appears to be given very little political priority, despite numerous ^ 
public assurances to the contrary; Commissioners of Agriculture have a very high 
turn-over, three being appointed in succession since mid-1977, so that even those 
with expertise and concern for developing a long-term agricultural policy have 
little opportunity to carry out effective guidance or implementation.

3.2 The Ministry is professionally divided into six departments, each headed
by a Director responsible to the Commissioner for Agriculture through the Senior *
Principal Secretary. The six departments are:

t

- Agriculture
- Animal Husbandry *
- Fisheries
- Veterinary Services
- Irrigation
- Agricultural Mechanisation and Transportation *-

Agriculture includes the Extension Services (all farming practices and crops 
except cocoa); Seed Multiplication Division; Plant Quarantine; and Settlement 
Farming. Fisheries and Animal Husbandry both maintain their own, specialist, 
extension advisers. The Department of Forestry is not under the Ministry of 
Agriculture but part of the Ministry of Lands and Mineral Resources; it manages, 
conserves and expands Ghana's natural timber and Forest Reserves (Permanent 
Forest Estates in the Closed Forest and Savannah Zones). ^

3.3 The Extension services compete for the farmer's attention with the technical 
advisers of the Crop Boards, of the Ministry of Cocoa Affairs, and of the live 
stock specialists. Their ability to operate effectively is seriously constrained 
in addition by what can only be described as an extremely haphazard approach to * 
the provision of input supplies (both biological and mechanical). The inadequacy 
of the SMD has been noted; similar shortcomings exist within the department of 
Farm Mechanisation which hires out farm tools and machinery and services. In all 
departments the emphasis appears to be on initial capital expenditure, construction 
of sites, official housing and amenities, and a series of new initiatives. The 
routine tasks of servicing the extension worker and of ensuring adequate mainten- * 
ance are forgotten, or receive inadequate budgetary cover (pers.comm. 21.3.78).

3.4 The livestock specialists within the departments of Animal Husbandry and 
Veterinary Services do not appear to communicate formally at all. The Vets are . 
exclusively concerned with the curative aspects of animal health and, to the 
extent that imported vaccines are available, with preventive immunisation campaigns 
against the major livestock diseases such as rinderpest, anthrax, pulmonary 
pneumonia, and blackwater. Immunisation is free but the service is not always , 
generally available owing to transport problems in delivering the services. The 
Veterinary Services Department recognises that some of the worst problems arise 
from inadequate water and dry season fodder, and notes that some development 
initiatives, such as the Canadian Water Development Project in the Upper Region 
which provided boreholes for human water supply but not for livestock, can

* (from p.6).
r

The Daily Graphic was reporting a speech by an important chief, the Okuapehene, 
Oseadeeyo Nana Addo Dankwa III, who suggested the policy "should be outlined and , 
supported by an Agricultural Act or Decree. The main objective of the policy 
should be to promote a stable and efficient agricultural industry capable of 
producing such part of the nation's food and other agricultural policy as, in 
the national interest, it is desirable to produce in Ghana".



exacerbate the situation. Irrigation and Water Development are the concern of 
the Irrigation and PWD departments, which the VSD can only advise, if requested 
(pers.comm. 23.3.78).

Sahelian
(Since the/drought of 1973/74, the formerly vigorous cattle trade north-south 
between Ghana and Upper Volta has ceased. The intervention of the Cattle Develop 
ment Board also, in effect, has tended to restrict trade. The CDB has now become 
largely a meat-importing agency).

3.5 The Animal Husbandry department, which runs its own field technical staff, 
advises on fodder, grazing, herd and range management, and marketing. It maintains 
a Livestock Research Station at Ejura which is experimenting with dry season 
fodders, grazing rotations, and herd multiplication for cattle and shoats (without, 
regrettably, any concern for the economic viability of such regimes under the 
conditions faced by most livestock owners).

3.6 The Ministry of Agriculture's Secretariat provides four additional services:

- Planning
- Manpower and Training
- Library . /
- Information 'and Public Relations

The Planning division, in addition to the usual planning functions, obtains and 
assembles agricultural data relevant to Economic Analysis; Production Statistics; 
and Market Investigation, through its Economic Research and Planning office.

3.7 Outside the Ministry of Agriculture but under the Commissioner for Agricul 
ture, are a number of public boards and corporations which have assumed increasing 
importance in the agricultural development of the country:

State Fishing Corporation
State Farms Corporation
Food Production Corporation
Food Distribution Corporation
Grains and Legumes Development Board
Cotton Development Board
Bast Fibres Development Board

It is clear from interviews with a number of officials working in these semi- 
autonomous parastatals that they have been established in response to what has 
been seen as the bureaucratic inflexibility and inefficiency of the Ministry of 
Agriculture. It is widely held that only crop-specific agencies such as these 
can develop the required degree of detailed technical expertise. They have 
greater flexibility in staffing, conditions and terms of service than the line 
departments of the Ministry and are thought to have drained much of the trained 
and professional skill from the Ministry. Each appears to operate solely within 
its own limited area of responsibility without seeking the cooperation of or in 
coordination with either each other or the Ministry.

3.8 I looked at two, the State Farms Corporation (SFC) and the Cotton Development 
Board (CDB), in more detail. The SFC operates from 41 sites in all regions 
except the Upper Region; currently it is emphasising the development of tree 
crop plantations but is also involved with annual and arable crops and livestock 
projects. Its activities are grouped under two headings: JOFA and CAPRO.

U
3.9 JOFA stands for SFC's four oil palm projects financed with loans from the 
Bank of Ghana and situated at Jukwa, Central Region; Okumaning, Eastern Region; 
Fosu, Central Region; and Akwansrem, Ashanti Region. By end-1976, some 5250 acres 
had been established; it is intended that eventually around 5000 acres should be
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cultivated at each site. CAPRO stands for Capitalisation Programme, and includes 
all SFC projects for which maintenance and development loans have been granted. 
The SFC is charged with the planning, management and day-to-day running of its 
projects. Its main problem at the moment relates to the difficulty of securing 
and processing Import Licences for tractors, bulldozers, implements, concentrates, 
veterinary drugs, and spare parts for its Oil Mills. (SFC, General Information, 
14.1.77). (Curiously, despite its participation in the Oil Palm Research Centre, 
Kusi, the SFC appears to be importing also its requirements of oil palm germinated 
seed nuts) .

3.10 The Cotton Development Board has been operating since 1968, mainly in the 
Northern and Upper Regions, with its headquarters in Tamale. It owns and operates 
a ginnery at Tamale itself. The cotton is taken from the ginning mills to the 
Volta lake ports and shipped south to Tema harbour. Most of it is exported and 
not locally processed.

3.11 The CDB bases its considerable success in turning a marginal crop into a 
commercial activity on reaching groups of farmers through its extension staff. 
The field staff help farmers to form groups of five or more who each donate land 
to form a common plot, on which j ha beds are marked out. The CDB supplies free 
inputs and gives advice on clearing, cultivation, and husbandry (thinning, pest 
control, ridging, fertiliser application etc.). The extension staff collect the 
raw cotton from the individual farmers; formerly, they used to pay cash on the spot. v 
Now, owing to the volume of work, under the supervision of the DAO they weigh 
each farmer's crop at a central collecting ground and issue payment chits, which, 
under the authority of the DAO, are disbursed within one week. At prices pre 
vailing in March 1978, a farmer could earn £400 per j ha gross. The major problems 
facing the CDB were felt to be those connected with the levels of staffing and 
conditions of service for field staff. The north west is criss-crossed by 
seasonal streams which when in flood from July/August - September /October, cut the 
area off; the area is, in any case, poorly served by roads - the capital cost of 
constructing bridges over the many streams cannot be afforded at present. So the 
CDB is faced with a managerial problem - of leaving staff out in the field in 
remote areas without much support, or grouping staff and limiting their inter 
action with farmers, of maintaining sufficient numbers to cope with the volume of 
work at harvesting while finding enough for them to do the year round; and with a 
logistical problem - of servicing whatever field staff it decides to maintain, and 
their clients the farmers, in inaccesible areas with difficult terrain. -

3.12 In addition, the Ghana Tobacco Company Ltd, which was formed in 1969, is ••) 
responsible for the development of the tobacco industry. Shareholding is struc 
tured as follows: t

65 percent ( Government of Ghana - 30 percent ,
majority ( Agricultural Development Bank - 20 percent
shareholding ( National Investment Bank • - 15 percent _ :

manufacturing ( pioneer Tobacco Company Ltd. - 30 percent 
^ National Tobacco Rehandling Co. Ltd. - 5 percentcompanies

The Company has an 8-member Board with a non-executive elected Chairman and a 
Managing Director as the Chief Executive. It provides technical assistance; 
extension services; subsidised loans and credit; purchasing, selling, and export 
marketing services; storage and warehousing; and makes recommendations to the 
Ministry of Agriculture and Prices and Incomes Board on producer pricing policy.
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3.13 The most important agricultural activity in terms of its contribution to 
the national economy is cocoa-production. This is organised under its own 
Ministry of Cocoa Affairs, established in 1975 in response to the preoccupation 
of the Ministry of Agriculture with Operation Feed Yourself. The Ministry is 
responsible for coordinating the activities of the Cocoa Marketing Board and its 
subsidiaries (the Cocoa Marketing Company (Ghana) Ltd; the Produce Buying Agency 
Ltd; the Cocoa Products Company; the Produce Inspection Division; the Cocoa 
Research Institute, Tafo); the Cocoa Production Division; and the Special World 
Bank Cocoa Projects (Eastern Region Cocoa Rehabilitation Project, Suhum, and the 
Ashanti Cocoa Rehabilitation Project). It maintains its own extension, training, 
and credit services, under the Cocoa Production Division.

3.14 The CMB assists cocoa smallholders in the following ways:

a) Land acquisition and registration of title
b) Assessment of labour costs arid availability
c) Land clearing
d) Provision of amenities such as a Mobile Clinic (charge of 01 payable 

by clients to District HQ of CMB)
e) Construction of permanent amenities such as the Cocoa Clinics, 

which take cases referred by the mobile clinics
f) Assistance with, housing (the CMB is considering the provision of 

materials at reasonable cost to farmers for self-construction)
g) Khere roads are lacking, the CMB arranges for contractors to construct 

rough roads whose maintenance becomes the responsibility of the 
District Council

h) Provision and maintenance of farm inputs such as sprays and insecti 
cides. The CMB has commissioned the Cocoa Production Division to 
hire out spraying services for a 'nominal' fee.

i) Because bad roads restrict the location of Buying Centres, the CMB 
has established its own Haulage Unit which, on a hire basis, is 
available for 'evacuating' the farmers' crop

j) The Production Division organises the grading of cocoa and imposes 
quality control.

Fermenting and drying of cocoa is carried out on a smallholder basis. Technical 
advice is available from the CMB's extension agents and from the Cocoa Research 
Institute at Tafo.

3.15 As indicated earlier, the CMB is finding it hard in present circumstances 
to stimulate production or even to secure the crop which is grown. It finds 
itself increasingly drawn into becoming a 'universal provider' for the cocoa 
farmer, offering a range of economic and social services not directly concerned 
with cocoa production, even to the'extent of securing for sale to cocoa farmers 
at government fixed prices basic commodities such as tinned milk or canned 
tomatoes and fish.

3.16 In contrast to the monopolistic framework provided by the CMB for cocoa 
production, the recent expansion of rice production has occurred on the basis 
of private enterprise. There is no need to repeat here the excellent analysis 
of the progress of mechanised rice production in northern Ghana and the problems 
engendered by the rush to exploit the present highly profitable opportunities for 
large-scale commercial rice farming, to be found in Mechanised Rice Production 
in Northern Ghana (1), but it might be useful to emphasise briefly the institution^

(1) D.J. Ansell: Mechanised Rice Production in Northern Ghana, London, on behalf 
of Barclays Bank International Development Fund, December 1976, Mimeo.
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stimulus and support provided by the commercial banks, and by the Government 
Rice Mills Unit at Tamale.

3.17 Nasia Rice Co.Ltd. was established just outside Tamale in 1974, jointly 
owned by the National Investment Bank, the Agricultural Development Bank, and 
Barclays Bank (Ghana), to acquire and clear land, allocate it to farmers in ISO- 
250 acre blocks, and provide inputs and services to the fanners for a fee. At 
present farmers sell the rice on the open market; the company collects its.fee at 
harvest (management fees form approximately 15% of a farmer's total costs). The 
company maintains its own 1000 acre demonstration farm. The operation is highly 
mechanised; farmers follow a three-year-rice - one-year-fallow rotation, and are 
encouraged to fertilise regularly. The company now operates around 10,000 acres 
and has sought additional finance, chiefly from the African Development Bank to 
cover foreign exchange requirements, to set up its own milling and marketing facili 
ties, which should be ready for the 1978/79 harvest. The management faces four 
sets of problems, all 'human' rather than technical:

(i) some farmers object to the assignment of usufruct by the chiefs 
to the company over the heads of families already living on the land. 
While, as is sometimes claimed, traditional tenure has not been an 
insuparable barrier to commercial exploitation, what the company sees 
as the 'residual' legal and human problems will take considerable effort 
to sort out.

(ii) some fanners find the management fees too high, particularly in the 
early years when they are still learning the techniques of modern rice 
farming. This the company intends to deal with by lowering the fee - and 
adding extra to other service charges. The probability is that some farmers 
are going to end up heavily indebted to the commercial banks as they struggle 
to establish themselves in a highly capitalised enterprise; the effects on 
income distribution in the area have not been studied but it is thought 
that a fairly rapid degree of polarisation is occurring.

(iii) the company finds it hard to assist farmers who are largely 
'illiterate', and has experienced difficulties in explaining to them the 
company's mode of operation and farmers' obligations to the company.

(iv) the company recognises that there are "timing" problems, by which 
apparently is meant that, whenever its services are under pressure, the 
chiefs get attended to first; access and timeliness are not equal for all 
its farmers (pers.comm. 4.A.78).

3.18 As far as rice production is concerned, the development constraints have 
by com- been identified^as lack of capital and lack of management expertise: these the 
mercial commercial banks and companies such as Nasia are now providing. The reputedly 
inter- high profits to be made are attracting new companies, and entrepreneurs from 
ests outside the region; production has increased dramatically. But there are a few

queries to be raised:
4

(i) There is anecdotal evidence (in the absence of any more rigorous 
survey) that some farmers have been persuaded to hand their land over on 
rent or for lump sum cash payment for a number of years, and have received 
back at the end of the period exhausted and weed-ridden land whose fertility 
has been mined in the extraction of quick profit;

(ii) The long-term yield of the dryish savannah soils subject to heavy 
rains and the harmattan winds under careless mechanical cultivation will 
decline from the present high levels; but there are few at present who 
appear much interested in issues of conservation in the long-term;
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(iii) In the absence of socio-economic data no judgement can be made 
as to the precise effects of the free-for-all in rice production, but, 
on the basis of experience elsewhere, the small farmer is likely to 
benefit least and possibly is even seeing his livelihood eroded.

3.19 The Rice Mills Unit (RMU) at Tamale, financed by the Bank of Ghana, is a 
critical element in the government's control of basic consumer prices. The 
Ministry of Agriculture provides annual data on farmers' production costs; c.15% 
is allowed for farmers' profit. The RMU establishes what its end unit costs will 
be if it buys in paddy at a range of prices, and adds 10% to cover its own over 
heads. The banks and the Rice Growers' Association send in informal reports on 
prices and costs. The government then juggles the information to set the 
purchasing price for the RMU and the end consumer price.

3.20 The RMU operates buying centres, and small warehouses, and gives assistance 
with transportation. Some of its operating problems stem from the price fixing; 
unable to compete in the open market, at times of bad harvest it faces a shortfall 
in throughput which undermines its profitability. Others arise on the technical 
side as the result of the mix of varieties and differences in cleanliness of the 
bought-in rice. To a certain extent the RMU tries to discipline the farmers and 
encourage improved rice husbandry, for example by tying fertiliser purchase to 
sales of paddy to the RMB-f It also assists the local banks to collect their 
loans, by issuing cheques (rather than cash) payable jointly to the individual 
and the ADB.

3.21 The RMU distributes the milled rice wholesale to Regional Depots; direct to 
public institutions such as universities and hospitals; and to catering institu 
tions in urban areas. It also supplies the armed services. Milled rice from the 
RMU is supposed to be sold on the market only under licence but a considerable 
amount of the directly distributed rice is hoarded and sold under the counter when 
prices are high; considerable amounts are also smuggled across to Upper Volta.

3.22 Three further public institutions are concerned with the development of 
agriculture in Ghana, the Agricultural Development Bank (ADB), the Regional 
Development Corporations (RDCs), and Gihoc (Ghana Industrial Holding Corporation).

3.23 The Agricultural Development Bank was established by the government in 1965 
specifically to lend concessional finance to agro-industries and cash-crop agri 
culture. The ADB had neither the financial nor administrative resources to provide 
a dense network of branch offices or sufficient loan officers to attend to all I 
farmers' needs individually, and thus in 1969 began to establish farmer groups ' 
through its District offices for the extension of commodity credit to small farmers;

The groups were initiated by Project Officers, who contacted a 'leading' farmer 
in an area identified as suitable for a particular crop. The farmer was asked | 
to form and be head of a group of farmers in the 3-4 ha range; the groups could 
be of any size. The group leader's responsibilities included a preliminary survey 
of the crops grown, the amount of credit needed, and for which crops. He would 
then discuss the details with the Bank's technical staff and loans would be I 
issued at the beginning of land preparation through to harvest. Loans were 
issued to individual group members but no one in the group would be eligible for 
subsequent loans if any one defaulted. No security beyond a signature on a 
promisory note was required and the ADB had no legal title to the harvest. Maize, 
rice, cassava and yams were the main crop within the scheme. The ADB charges a 
subsidised rate of interest (8}%).
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As the scheme expanded, the ADB has required each group to become formalised as » 
a Farmers' Association (FA). The leaders of each FA within a district became 
members of a District Committee. The ADB provides the chairman. Other interests^ 
such as a 'good local farmer', identified by the local FAs, and chiefs or their 
representatives, also participate. Each FA receives an accreditation certificate; 
each farmer receives a Membership Card setting out his loan and the repayment 
details. The District Committee arranges through the FAs the credit-worthiness ,4 
and actual performance of each individual farmer, and maintains records of crops, 
loans, repayment, and disciplinary action. This greater formalisation is held to r 
have increased the ADB's coverage and decreased its overhead costs and the 
pressure on its Project Officers (pers.comm. 30.1.78). t

3.24 I visited one particular branch of the ADB to investigate further the 
operation of these small farmer groups (10.2.78; 15.3.78). The Swedru Branch 
covers an area of about 76,925 ha (190,000 acres) within a radius of 70r80 miles 
from Swedru, a medium-sized town and marketing centre in the Central Region, an 
area poorly served by roads and still thickly covered with uncleared forest. It 
services 150 groups, a total of about 20,000 farmers. It has two field officers 
and one Project Officer looking after the scheme. The field officers have one 
jeep between the two, and a bicycle each. The main crops grown in the sandy and - 
loamy soils are maize (grown in a major and minor season; credit is given only 
for the imajor crop) and yams, though a little sugar is also grown.

3.25 Approximate costs and profits at February 1978 were as follows:

Maize: Total production costs: 0200 per acre
Approx. yield: 3-4 bags (220 Ib each) per acre
Sold at: 080-90 per bag , 
Net Profit per acre: 040-160 per acre

The size of holdings ranged from 1-20 acres, depending largely on the 
amount of family labour available for cultivation. Most of the maize 
credit was used for consumption needs between harvests. The amount 
the Swedru Branch was able to lend was limited by the funds it received 
from Head Office each year. In good years, farmers had problems with 
storage and marketing; in any year, the marketing facilities (largely, 
lack of physical access and market access) formed a check on sales.

Yams: Total production costs: 01500 per acre
Approx. yield at 1000-2000 mounds per acre, each mound

giving 1 tuber per (pruned) plant: 1000-1200 tubers 
Sold at 01000 per 100: dry season

0 500 per 100: post-harvest 
Net profit per acre: approx. (C6000-07500 per .acre.

3.26 Approximately 54 groups were growing yams as their chief crops. The major 
constraint was availability of labour; it was usual to hire extra workers for 
jLand preparation and weeding for yam cultivation, but at a legal minimum wage of 
04 per day per worker, plus food, the extra cost soon outweighed additional 
profits and strained cash flows. Storage was no problem, and the yam marketing 
network was much more highly developed than for maize.

3.27 Swedru ADB charged 8J% interest on loans (9Z for sugar as it is a marginal 
crop in the area owing to unreliability of rainfall); loans were small, at 020 per 
acre. A fee was charged to cover overhead costs, at 03.50-4.00 per loaa

(Traditional sources of finance in the area charged 100-150Z 
interest for 3 month loans). The last four years had seen a repayment rate of
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80Z and it was felt that the group organisation contributed significantly to the 
development of collective responsibility. The scheme was held to have reached 
genuine small farmers and to provide an institutional means for their partici 
pation in commercial agriculture which they could not otherwise have secured (1).

3.28 The Regional Development Corporations (RDCs) have a threefold responsibility, 
to develop agricultural, industrial and commercial enterprises in the regions; 
they have access to funds through the Bank of Ghana and the National Investment 
Bank, and political backing through the Regional Commissioners. Most of their 
agricultural projects are agro-industrial enterprises, for example, a feed mill 
processing maize produced by the State Farms Corporation (Wenchi); a chicken farm 
producing layers and broilers (Sunyani); an oil palm estate and oil mill (Goaso).

3.29 Gihoc operates a Cannery Division which manages three factories at Nsawam 
in the Eastern Region, Wenchi in Brong Ahafo; and Pwalagu in the Upper Region, 
employing around 1000 people. These factories produce a number of items such as 
tomato puree, pineapple juice, orange marmalade. The Canneries initially depended 
on outgrowers for their raw materials but, owing to price fixing of the end product, 
have been unable to compete in the market and have operated far below capacity. 
Pineapple plantations have now been established at all three sites to supply the 
canneries, and an irrigated tomato, pepper, and garden egg (aubergine) farm has 
been established at Wenchiy Here the Ministry of Agriculture selects settlers and 
provides land and water free; it charges a fee for clearing, harrowing, seeds and 
fertiliser. It provides extra labour at harvesting if required, and extension 
advice, free. The farmer chooses which crop to grow. Though the farm is supposed 
to supply the factory, it seems that the farmers in fact are allowed to sell to 
the market; since (March 1978) the factory was offering 040 a basket for tomatoes 
that were fetching 0100 in the market, the factory continued to experience supply 
difficulties,

3.30 Finally, there are two autonomous development authorities with special 
agricultural responsibilities, the Volta Lake Research and Development Project 
(VLRDP) and the Upper Region Agricultural Development Programme (URADEP).The 
VLRDP was established in 1968 to research, advise and carry out activities in 
(i) Fisheries and Hydrobiology; (ii) Social, Agricultural and Economic development; 
(iii) Public Health. It is supported by a number of ministries but only the 
Ministry of Fisheries seconds departmental staff to the project. Cooperation 
and coordination between the VLRDP and its sponsoring ministries, and between 
themselves, and between the VLRDP and ministries* own projects in the area is non 
existent. The dam built across the Volta River (inaugurated in 1966) displaced 
approximately 80,000 people of whom around 30Z subsequently left the resettlement 
sites or moved out of the area altogether. The lake is surrounded by 400,000 ha 
(988,000 acres) of 'upland' (land above the 276 foot contour) and 101,214 ha 
(250,000 acres) of 'drawdown' (area uncovered by annual fall of the lake level). 
The residual moisture in the drawdown areas is sufficient to grow crops of 
40-60 days maturation (e.g. tomatoes). The VLRDP is also encouraging 'drawup' 
farming in which crops (such as swamp rice and floating varieties) are planted in 
advance of the rising waters. Though yields are relatively low when the lake 
margin is used, farming during the inter-rain seasons needs little fertiliser, 
attracts few pests, and the output commands good prices at times when other food 
supplies are low.

(1) Some of the more successful of the original group farmers were in the process 
of joining a new groundnut venture, launched jointly by Swedru ADB and a commercial 
company, Cresta Oil Mills, which was designed around a core farm and oil factory, 
with groups of contracted groundnut outgrowers.
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3.31 The VLRDP estimates that some 400,000 metric tons of fish could be caught 
annually in the lake (an estimated 10% of Ghana's total potential demand) but t 
the catch is dropping, not because the fish stocks are decreasing, but because 
the effort to harvest the fish is declining owing to lack of technical advice 
and equipment.(the lake poses special fishing hazards: trees were left standing 
when the lake was flooded and now, owing to algae blooms, the oxygen balance of 
the water is altering, preserving the trees rather than encouraging them to decay).

3.32 The VLRDP is also experimenting with mobile sprinkler irrigation systems, 
differing crop rotations and mixed farming systems, floating jetties and improved 
fish processing structures, and mechanisation. *

3.33 The project staff and farming communities face particularly hazardous health 
risks, from malaria, onchorceriasis, schistosoraaisis, and trypanosomiasis. WHO 
are assisting the VLRDP to investigate the breeding habits, and life cycle, and t- 
habitat of the black fly (which carries onchorceriasis), which is the major endemic 
disease (many lakeside areas are 100% infected) and the VLRDP are participating in - 
the WHO's 25-year river spraying campaign in the West African sub-Saharan belt.

3.34 URADEP was established in 1977 with loans from the World Bank, the British 
Ministry of Overseas Development, the Netherlands Government, and the Bank of 
Ghana. It covers 125,000 farm families, and aims in the first five years to 
establish around 90 Farm Service Centres, each serving about 1300 farm families t 
providing local access to extension staff and all commercial services. All 
commercial operations - the provision of inputs, and marketing services - will be 
provided through a new company, the Farmers Service Company (UR) Ltd, initially 
backed by capital from the Bank of Ghana, the Government of Ghana, Ghana Commercial 
Bank, and the National Investment Bank, but with farmers' ownership through *" 
increasing diversification of equity the end objective. Learning from experience 
elsewhere, URADEP's combination of localisation of services and their provision 
through a commercially-oriented organisation designed to pass under the eventual 
control of the farmers themselves, is thought to meet both efficiency and equity 
criteria, a combination which has eluded similar previous projects.

3.35 URADEP itself will not loan funds but its Agricultural Loans Officers 
operating at FSCs will organise individual and group loans for farmers with the 
Agricultural Development Bank. Subsidies will be avoided as much as possible, and, 
where given, will be non-transferable, 'target' subsidies. *

3.36 The unique feature of URADEP is its autonomous authority over the entire 
Region's agricultural development (1). It has absorbed the Ministry of Agricul 
ture's functions, offices, transport and staff. It is paying 20% higher salaries < 
to Ministry of Agriculture staff who have remained with the project, after careful 
'mutual' selection of existing staff and the transfer of the less committed outside * 
the Region. URADEP operates directly under the Commissioner for Agriculture; the 
Programme Manager has wide responsibilities and authority, completely autonomous ,, 
in day-to-day decision-making, referring to an Executive Committee for broad 
policy guidance. The Committee includes the Programme Manager, the Regional 
Commissioner for the Upper Region, Principal Secretaries of Agriculture, Planning, 
Finance; a representative of the Attorney-General's Department, the Bank of Ghana, ^ 
the Agricultural Development Bank, the House of Chiefs, the Regional Administrative 
officers, two farmers, and the heads of the functional departments within URADEP.

(1) This includes absorption of even the Irrigation Department;though the two majo'r 
irrigation schemes in the Region at Tono and Vea, now come directly under the 
National Irrigation Committee.
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3,37 URADEP has six departments: Field Operations (1), Land Development (1), 
Veterinary Services, Administration and Personnel, Monitoring and Evaluation, 
Field Communications and Agricultural Training (!)„ The Veterinary Services 
department consists of the department formerly existing under the Ministry of 
Agriculture. Field Communications and Agricultural Training is considered of 
great importance, its centre newly established at Kavrongo in the north east 
of the region where a run-down Farmer's Institute has been transformed into 
IFCAT (Institute for Field Communication and Agricultural Training) with senior 
staff provided by the FAO and the Agricultural Extension Training Centre at 
Wageningen in the Netherlands. It is intended that the full range of modern 
communications technology and 'software' should be available to the programme; 
IFCAT is newly equipped with a print room, a photographic laboratory, and radio 
training facilities. Extension staff are being trained in broadcasting techniques 
and will help to devise programmes in the local languages to support extension 
work in the field (2).

3«38 URADEP hopes to be able to coordinate its activities with those of the 
Church Missions which historically have been the major contributors to smallholder 
agricultural development in the Region, with a number of foreign aid programmes 
operating in the area, and with other voluntary organisations, through the work 
of the Technical Officers.vfit District level who will have a prime responsibility 
for local consultation and coordination. URADEP also seeks to strengthen the 
existing Upper Regional Development Corporation (URDECO), particularly its trans 
port and wholesale divisions, through contracting for its services for supplying 
inputs and distributing outputs.

3.39 Unusually, URADEP does not foresee a point where it will hand back regional 
agricultural development management to the Ministry of Agriculture or any other 
central government institution. Indeed, it is, on current thinking, intended to 
learn from URADEP's experience to replicate the project in other regions, 
logically to the eventual extinction of the Ministry. However, it is perhaps 
not realistic to suppose that the agricultural bureaucracy would welcome its 
own demise nor, it should be pointed out, would every region in Ghana receive the 
central political backing for development decentralisation that the Upper Region 
has received. The government appears willing to compensate for historic neglect 
of the remote northern areas by allowing a degree of regional autonomy it probably 
would not permit to the agriculturally more developed and politically visible 
central and southern regions.

A. Research and Training

A.I The picture on the Research and Training side is somewhat brighter in so 
far as the research and training establishments' internal organisation and 
momentum are concerned. Each of the crop-specific Boards and Corporations

(1) Great care has been taken to avoid over-dependence on expatriate staffing 
at senior levels. The PM is a Ghanaian, the Heads of Field Operations and Land 
Development are Britons provided under ODM Technical Assistance, the Head of 
Field Communications and Agricultural Training a Malawian; the rest are Ghanaian.

(2) The experience of a number of the senior staff at IFCAT of working under 
Kenya's Special Rural Development Programme clearly has influenced its thinking 
and approach.
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maintain some research capacity, principally for use within each organisation 
and to service their own field technicians, and little effort is made to spread ' 
the results more widely (beyond the occasional article or research note in 
professional journals). The functional departments within the Ministry of 
Agriculture (and the Forestry and Fisheries departments) also carry out a 
certain amount of field experimentation. The principal research effort is 
carried out in government-sponsored research institutes such as the Crop Research 
Institute and Soils Research Institute, Kwadaso (Kumasi); the Cocoa Research >- 
Institute, Tafo; and the Oil Palm Research Centre, Kusi. The Crop and Oil 
Palm research institutes are discussed below. t

4.2 The CRI, Kwadaso, takes up research initiated by its own specialists, by 
requests from government boards and corporations, and by developments in agricul 
tural policy (such as the new interest in irrigated agriculture). It also acts K 
as consultant to commercial companies such as Cadbury's who wish to develop new 
spheres of interest (tea). At the international level, it cooperates with 
authorities such as the Commonwealth Institute of Biological Control, West African 
Rice Development Association, IATA, CIMMYT, International Study Group on Coconut 
Wilt, International Desert Locusts Organisation, and so on, sometimes in joint 
programmes of research, sometimes assisting in monitoring and data collection, 
sometimes in the exchange of information, ideas, and staff. The Management Board 
of the CRI appraises each proposed area of research and study programme before 
a budgetary request is forwarded to the Ministry of Economic Planning, and issues 
an annual report of work-in-progress with both a detailed review of individual 
studies and a summary of the overall direction and relevance of the research.

4o3 Results are disseminated in a number of ways: directly to the group 
ting the research; in specialist journals; in professional reports which are 
automatically sent to all agricultural boards and corporations in Ghana; to the 
Ministry of Agriculture for internal dissemination; through fanners assisting 
in field trials. The bulk of the material is disseminated in written form 
requiring a relatively high level of technical competence to understand. The 
CRI also spreads its results, physically, through its sub-stations dispersed 
throughout the regions, and through the Plant Introduction station at Bunso.

4.4 There is some criticism from within CRI and from outside that both initia 
tion of research and dissemination is too narrowly confined within the scientific,, 
establishment; there is considerable pressure to make research more adaptive and 
more closely linked to the socio-economic conditions of the majority of fanners. 
Whatever its relevance, much of the CRI's work in any case does not filter 
through the shambolic agricultural bureaucracies and much that does in the end 
percolate through to extension staff has lost one or more essential element .

4.5 The OPRC was established at Kusi in 1964 under the CRI, Kwadaso. Its major 
concern is plant-breeding; like all the technical and scientific establishments 
in Ghana, it does not at present interest itself in the economics of production. " 
Although large sums are currently being invested in oil palm development, the 
Officer in Charge considered that the OPRC was "rarely consulted" (pers.comm. 
<20.4.78). For example, the nearby World Bank / Bank of Ghana / State Farms Corpor 
ation oil palm nucleus estate-with-outgrowers currently being established at •* 
Kwae has taken advice from the IRHO in the Ivory Coast (International Research 
Organisation for Oil Palm) rather than OPRC. The Institute is about to invest • 
in its own oil mill, at which point it is hoped that work will also begin, for 
the first time, analysing production and operating costs on a smallholder basis. <

4.6 The Faculty of Agriculture, University of Ghana at Legon also carries out 
scientific and field research, maintaining three livestock and biological 
research stations at Nungua, Kpong, and Kade. The stations serve as training 
grounds for the Faculty's students, as production units, and as R and D field 
units for testing not only specific scientific and technical innovations, but
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also for experimenting with different fanning systems and husbandry practices.

4.7 The Ministry of Agriculture also maintains a few rabbit and pig breeding 
farms, which carry out a number of experimental breeding and fodder production 
programmes; their primary purpose is to rear breeding animals for sale to the 
public.

4.8 The Ministry of Agriculture is responsible for agricultural training. It 
maintains three colleges, in the Ashanti, Northern, and Volta Regions, with a 
standard syllabus. Entry qualifications demand five years of Secondary schooling 
with GCE '0' Level passes in five subjects including English, Mathematics, 
General or Agricultural Science, or Biology/Chemistry/Physics. Formerly, students 
were posted to a field station for the first year, to ensure their commitment to 
agriculture, but now the first two years are spent in college and the third year 
is reserved for practicals. Since 1974 the colleges also offer one year courses 
for mid-career Extension Officers. Students who qualify at the end of the three 
years pass into the Technical Officer grade of the Ministry of Agriculture.

4.9 The Ghana Institute of Management and Public Administration (GIMPA) at 
Greenhill, Accra, which comes under the Ministry of Education, offers an in- 
service training programme/financed and staffed by USAID for field staff up to 
Senior Technical Officer level (grade below DAO) in the Ministry of Agriculture. 
The Canadian Government also finances and staffs a programme run from the 
Extension Department in the Faculty of Agriculture at Legon to provide in-service 
training for middle-level extension workers through intensive short courses in 
the field. Both programmes adopt a diffusionist approach to extension; extension 
workers are seen as delivery agents for technical inputs and knowledge.

4.10 At a more senior level, the Faculties of Agriculture at Legon, and the 
University of Science and Technology at Kumasi, produce various types of 
specialist agricultural and livestock graduates, many of whom either leave Ghana 
for further training or employment elsewhere, or who take up largely administrative 
jobs in the agricultural bureaucracies in the towns or field stations. In 1976, 
with USAID financial and staffing assistance, an MA programme in Agricultural 
Administration was established in the Department of Agricultural Economics at 
Legon (see my report: Teaching'Programme: MA in Agricultural Administration (MA.A), 
ODI, May 1978, Mimeo).

5. Rural Development: Government and non-official effort

5.1 The Government's Rural Development efforts, which are directed towards 
social betterment rather than production, are spread between two departments 
within the Ministry of Labour, Social Welfare, and Cooperatives (1): the Depart 
ment of Social Welfare and Community Development, and the Department of Rural 
Development (and, until December 1977 (1), the Department of Cooperatives). Each 
has responsibility for discrete programmes. The Department of Rural Development's 
main work is the provision of decent housing in rural areas through the promotion 
of Rural Housing Cooperative Societies under the direction of its Rural Housing

(1) In December 1977 Cooperatives was taken from Labour and Social Welfare to 
form a new Ministry of Consumer Affairs and Cooperatives.
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Division. It also supports a Rural Industries Division which operates a retail ^ 
shop in Accra as an outlet for garments, furniture, mattresses, and many small 
household items manufactured in workshops in rural areas. The Department of 
Social Welfare and Community Development is largely concerned with Home Econo 
mics programmes.

5.2 Some of the most interesting initiatives in rural and agricultural 
development are those being taken by non-government organisations. Among the 
many schemes, I visited the following: the Ghana Rural Reconstruction Movement's 
experimental farm and community development project, Mampong (Ashanti); the k 
Abokobi Agricultural Project at Abokobi, Accra, where bush is being cleared and 
cultivated by farmers with technical, financial and infrastructural assistance 
from Swiss Missionaries; village development and resettlement committees under 
the sponsorship of the Christian Council of Ghana; the White Brothers Mission 
at Nandom, Upper Region (and other mission stations in the Northern and Upper 
Regions), promoting agro-industry, off-farm training in workshops, and agricul 
tural modernisation; the Technology Consultancy Centre, at the University of 
Science and Technology at Kumasi, which advises on and manufactures agro-industria. 
and farm technologies more 'appropriate' to available factor proportions than 
imported machines and equipment and easier to maintain locally; and Technoserve 
Inc., a non-profit making organisation incorporated in America offering manage 
ment expertise in 'self-help enterprise development' (small scale rural capitalist^ 
enterprises such as jaggery factories). These initiatives were particularly 
interesting for their organisational and institutional flexibility and their 
adaptiveness to locale-specific conditions, and would repay more detailed analysis 
than I was able to make in the short time I was in Ghana (see my mimeo paper 
The Relationship between Technological and Institutional Change at the Local * 
Level, ODI, August 1978, for a theoretical discussion of appropriate institutional 
intervention in local agricultural development).

5.3 In addition to these, several commercial companies are becoming interested 
in agricultural development. Barclays Bank (Ghana) Ltd. is notable among them, 
taking the lead in stimulating rice and livestock production by 'the middling 
sorts' of farmers and rural businessmen. Others, such as Mobil Oil and Tate 4 
Lyle, have been prompted to enlarge their normal sphere of operations by the 
Capital Investments Decree of 1973 which allows repatriation of profits on the 
condition that a certain proportion are reinvested in agricultural development 
projects in Ghana.

Apart from the references cited in the text, the following basic sources 
may be noted:

- Report on Ghana Sample Census of Agriculture, 1970, Vols.l and 2, (Accra, 
Economics and Marketing Division, Ministry of Agriculture, March 1972).

- Report on Current Agricultural Statistics, Mimeo (Accra, Economic Research 
and Planning Service, Ministry of Agriculture, May 1975).

- (Note that the Ministry's yield data are based on estimated biological 
yields and not economic returns).

- Gaisie, S.K: Ghana's Population: Growth Trends and its Implications, Mimeo 
(Legon, ISSER, n.d.).

- Ewusi, K: Economic Inequality in Ghana, (Legon, ISSER, January 1977). 

JJ/ June 1978



PART II

1. West Africa generally and Ghana in particular is the locus classicus 
of British social anthropological kinship studies, a subject many development 
specialists would regard as an arcane academic matter of little relevance to 
development policy and practice. I would argue, on the contrary, that under 
standing patterns of family relationship and inheritance - what has been called 
'the domestic domain' - is necessary, and practically relevant to development 
practitioners. It is within the domestic domain that the dynamics of social 
interaction is found: an individual's or group's access to and relationship 
with the means of production over time. The temporal element is stressed, 
for the passing of property and productive use rights to the next generation 
constitutes the means of reproducing the household unit, and thus the social 
system, itself: production and reproduction are intimately linked (1).

2. How, precisely, they are linked in any particular location is the 
important question, that is, "how the system of domestic relations, of family, 
kin and marriage, organizes (and is organized by) the productive and reproduc 
tive processes, ensuring the continuity but not perpetuity of a particular 
socio-economic system" (2). The question is developmentally important in two, 
related, respects: (a) because it focusses attention on 'the social relations 
of production' over time, it enables a more realistic and useful analysis to 
be made of thekey farm management variables, that is: the relationship between 
land use, land tenure, production technology, household size and demographic 
structure, household income and expenditure and access to credit and savings 
(3): and (b) it provides ! 'a framework for analysing 'rural class structures' 
in societies, common in Africa, where observable social stratification does 
not fit handily into Western concepts of class hierarchy; such a framework 
is of practical use in rural societies which undoubtedly contain some 'rural 
poor' if not an identifiable pauperized class, (a) and (b) will be illustrated 
in the following paragraphs.

(1) "... inheritance involves the transmission of rights in the means of 
production (though the allocial rights may ultimately be vested in a landlord) 
a process critical to the reproduction of the social system itself." 
J. Goody, J. Thirsk, E. P. Thompson (eds): Family and Inheritance: rural 
society in Western Europe 1200 - 1800, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 
1976, p 14.

(2) Goody, J: Production and Reproduction; A comparative study of the 
domestic domain, Cambridge Studies in Social Anthropology, 17, Cambridge, 
Cambridge University Press, 1976, p 118.

(3) An abstract analysis of how such an approach can be used to elucidate 
the processes of social change is given in: J. Friedman: "Tribes, States and 
Transformations", in M. Bloch (ed): Marxist Analyses and Social Anthropology, 
ASA Studies 3, London, Malaby Press, 1975, pp 161 - 202. Referring to the 
Kachin of Upper Burma, Friedman shows how within an oscillating pattern of 
evolution and devolution societies move over a long cycle of change. As a 
single social structure expands, the limits of the productivity of land under 
hill swidden create an absolute barrier to the internally expansive tendencies 
of the relations of production. The dominant relations of production tend to 
generate structural variations but the constraints of the productive forces 
limit the degree of that variation. But, further, such structural transform 
ation as occurs does so only within a larger process of social reproduction; 
that is, the technological constraints and the organization of work operate 
within the framework imposed by the social relations of production on a 
particular set of organizational possibilities offered by the productive forces. 
"Our object has been to show how a single model of social reproduction might 
generate a number of variants whose order of appearance is determined by the 
evolution or degradation of the conditions of production, and in which, at 
last for devolution, the transformation of these conditions might be the 
result of the functioning of the social system itself." (197)
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3. In many societies in West Africa where extensive bush fallow agric 
ulture is the norm, the relationships mentioned under (a) can be reduced for 
development purposes to the issue of labour availability. It is absolutely 
not sufficient to know only the kinds of labour data the usual census-type 
agricultural household survey turns up, presenting information on mean (or 
average) household size, nor simply to enumerate operational costs of various 
kinds of farming activity (1). One needs to know whether or not the labour

(1) The following is an example of the usual kind of information gathered in 
Ghana, but, for smallholder development purposes, it is fairly meaningless until 
it is matched to local socio-economic data on labour availability.

SOME OPERATIONAL COSTS 

OIL PALM

1. Land Clearing Costs per Acre:
(a) Underbrushing:10-15 man days (depending on type of vegetation) 

@ 02.00.
(b) Tree Felling:

(i) Without chain saw machine:
High forest 20-25 man days 
Secondary bush 10-15 man days 

(ii) With chain saw machine:
High forest 12 man days

plus 12 machine hours 
Secondary bush 6 man days

plus 6 machine hours
(c) Chopping down crowns

(i) Without machine:10-12 man days 
(ii) With machine: 6 man days

plus 4 machine hours
(d) Burning (including collection of materials for burning)

1 man day
(e) Heaping and 2nd burning

4-8 man days (depending on degree of burning)
(f) Sowing of cover crop (Pueraria - 2 man days - 10 Ibs seeds/acre

@ SOP. per Ib)
2. Planting:

(a) Lining and pegging (including cutting of pegs) 4 man days
(b) Removing obstacles from rows and planting points - 10 man days
(c) Holing and filling with top soil - 7 man days
(d) Rebrushing before planting - 4 man days
(e) Planting crop

(i) including digging out in nursery and
carrying to planting points - 8 man days 

(ii) planting crop only - 3 man days
3. Cultivation: ,.———————— „ . , .. OrdinaryPueraria phaseoleides cover 77— , „ '——————«-———————————— Weed Cover

(a) Brushing avenues ) 
« i. Ring weeding 6' radius ) , . ,

around palms ) 6 times/year @ 1 man/acre „ . ,y..... ..-,.. . @4 man/acre11. Path weeding 3 wide )
in alternate avenues )

(b) Plant protection 
i. Fixing wire collars

including cutting wire into pieces and fixing small
hook pegs to collar: 2 man days are required.
2 bundles of wire netting will protect 150 seedlings on 2J acres.

4. Harvesting:
20 man days/acre/year. This may vary with age of palms, as taller

palms are more difficult to harvest. 
(Source:OPRC, Kusi. April 1978)

root/over __________
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force is demographically likely to expand over the next generation, the 
traditional mechanisms of compensating for labour deficit households, the 
degree and nature of seasonalitips in labour supply (1), the allocation 
of household labour between the sexes and between farming activities, the 
degree of autonomy of farming units between and within households, the 
extent of labour indebtedness, and so on. All these things are critical 
to decisions about the nature, direction, and clientele of extension and 
other input services, to judgements about the necessity for mechanising 
farming activities in whole or in part, to assessment of whether or not 
access to productive land through traditional inheritance practice is a 
fundamental constraint, and to choosing whether to formulate development 
plans emphasising increments to labour productivity rather than increases 
to output per land unit (2).

An attempt has been made by Tony Willettin Small Scale Rural Development in 
Northern Ghana, (Dissertation in part fulfillment for M.Ag.Sc. Degree, 
University of Reading), Mimeo, University of Reading, Sept. 1973, in the 
text and Appendix VII, to marry labour requirements to the preferred cr p' 
mix, to household characteristics and patterns of social interaction, and 
to availability of and ^iccess to communal agricultural labour groups (pawinis) , 
showing how traditional practices have been adapted to increasing population 
pressure on poor land and a marked deterioration in farming productivity, but 
also indicating that the limits of adaptation have been reached within the 
traditional biological and mechanical technologies.

(1) See Adomako-Sarfoh, J: "The Effects of the Expulsion of Migrant 
Workers on Ghana's Economy, with Particular Reference to the Cocoa Industry", 
in Samir Arain (ed): Modern Migrations in Western Africa, London, Oxford 
University Press; Beals, R. E^ and Menezes, C. E: "Migrant Labour and 
Agricultural Output in Ghana", Oxford Economic Papers, 22, 1970, pp 109-127 
and Hart, J.I.T: "Informal Income Opportunities and Urban Unemployment in 
Ghana, "The Journal of Modern African Studies, 11, 1973, pp 61 - 89.

(2) "Many farming procedures have quantification built into the work, 
e.g. the sections of a yam barn and the regular size and shape of sub 
sections within the yam farm (Richards, 1973). Takete Ide farmers (Kwara 
State Nigeria) use 7, 11, or 15 guinea corn stalks woven together as the 
basis for a yam vine trellis, each stalk being the starting point for a 
short row of 10 - 20 yam heaps (the distance the farmer goes before straight 
ening up and stretching), with the ultimate effect being a series of semi- 
standard and clearly visible subdivisions within the field analogous to the 
strips of the medieval European Open Field (Atteh, pers.comm., cf. Orwin and 
Orwin 1966). Units of this kind can be used in place of a ready reckoner 
when estimating field size, but since in essence they record the ease or 
difficulty of cultivation rather than 'area 1 in an absolute geometrical 
sense they will most probably 'reckon' returns to labour rather than output 
per unit of land. Output per unit of labour may be the more important 
figure to have, but there will be little point in therefore introducing a 
land-use intensification procedure which shows up in terms of an improved 
output per unit of land if the farmer has no means of quantifying this and 
so of directly perceiving it." Richards, P: "Community Environmental Know 
ledge in Rural Development", Mimeo, London, SOAS. Paper to Workshop on 
Indigenous Technical Knowledge, Sussex, Institute of Development Studies, 1978.



4 This sort of data brings the development planner directly in contact 
with the material of ethnographers and social anthropologists, who should be 
able, for example, to elucidate whether or not the household is confined to a 
geneological group or includes co-wives, concubines, fostered kin or others; 
which of these categories are co-resident, and among these, which are farming 
independent of the household head; whether or not the husband and wife (wives) 
form a unified production unit, and what degree of autonomy in decision-making 
each separately has; whether or not men and/or women become detached from land 
and/or from farming rights on divorce or remarriage (1). In addition, and 
treating households as part of a wider social interaction, the degree of house 
hold dependency on communal labour, the variability of access to and availabi 
lity of communal resources in general, the allocation of land use rights and 
the permanency of 'individualised land', are all important areas of investi 
gation to which social scientists can make substantial contributions (2).

(1) The degree of autonomy over decision-making is particularly import 
ant. See, for example, E. Clay: "Adaptive Technology and Participation in 
Agricultural Innovation: a case study of tubewell irrigation in N.E. India", 
Mimeo University of Sussex, Institute of Development Studies, 1972. 
Reviewing the innovation of government tubewells and their adaptation to local 
factors of production, Clay concludes that though the adapted tubewells spread 
rapidly, they did not reach a wider class of cultivators than the government 
package was reaching; almost all those investing in the adapted tubewells 
were technically eligible for a credit-financed tubewell. Clay hypothesises 
that it is, in fact, only the relatively well-off class of larger farmers who 
are in a position to take independent entrepreneurial decisions. For the rest, 
production decisions are interdependent, not individual choices. Because of 
population density, topography and land fragmentation, for two categories of 
decision-making the smaller farmer is forced to seek communal solutions: the 
allocation of land between crops and cattle; and the allocation of land to 
obtain a balanced crop mix. The resulting mosaic of land and water use is 
relatively rigid as all individuals' needs have to be adequately met, leaving 
little room for innovatory 'disturbance' on the part of a single individual. 
The individual is locked into a web of decision-networks, which economicand 
caste divisions segregate into relatively discrete sets, introducing further 
inflexibility into the agricultural system. -He questions whether, in such 
circumstances, the simple manipulation of tehcnology will be effective. 
"Specially designed technology and discriminatory credit policies, such as 
the Samll Farmers Development Programmes (SFDP) will presumably bring only 
a lucky few in out of the cold if as has been suggested above the poor and 
underprivileged scarcely have the freedom to decide what they will do as 
individuals".. He argues that more radical, structural transformation will be 
necessary, which takes as the basic unit of innovation the small groupings 
of interdependent farming households.

(2) These problems tend to be glossed over or their implications not fully 
•drawn out. See, for example, Land Use, Agricultural Production, Land Tenure 
and Administration, Mimeo, Kumasi, Ghana, I.ARC, University of Science and 
Technology, October, 1977, where social factors are treated as independent of 
the technical aspects of production, land use, and farming economics, for 
example, "It appears that apart from the payment of bride price, the cost of 
traditional ceremonies is lower than in other areas in Ghana, thus leaving 
more cash for productive investment". (p47) The text continues: "The timing 
of the ceremonies is also important as this allows all farming work to proceed 
unhindered during the growing season. This reflects the critical nature of 
the dependence on harvest results in the area to ensure survival for the 
following year". For a critique of this kind of 'reductionist materialism', 
see my mimeo paper: "The Relationship Between Technology and Institutional

... cont/ovcr
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5. However, all the government publications, aid agency, and comreerical 
project reports I looked at, including most of those to which academics had 
made substantial contribution, entirely ignored not only the substantive 
information but the entire methodology (conceptual framework and tools of 
analysis) of the sociologists and social anthropologists. This was partic 
ularly striking in the documentation of the CMB, and when talking to field 
workers and officials concerned with cocoa development specifically, or 
those with a wider concern for rural development in the cocoa areas. Even 
the most general 'lessons' emerging from social science studies, such as the 
following, seemed to be unknown by development practitioners:

Change at the Local Level", ODI, August, 1978.
Nonetheless, there has been considerable useful work among social 

anthropologists challenging the commonly held assumptions concerning inher 
itance and land tenure among the 'communal 1 land systems of Africa:- 
"On the matter of the 'fragmentation 1 of farmland on the death of the house 
hold head, I think there are a number of reasons why this is a much less 
serious problem than is often supposed - and that declining standards of 
living in localities with high and rapidly increasing population densities 
are usually mainly due to population pressure as such, not to inheritance 
systems. Among my numerous justifications for this bold assertion are:
(a) Under matrilineal systems, the sole-heir system may be such that, as 

time goes by, too much land becomes concentrated in the hands of those 
who happen to be inheritors.

(b) In those patrilineal societies where sons gradually establish themselves 
as independent farmers after marriage, maybe with the help of land 
transferred to them by their fathers, inheritance is anticipated in an 
orderly way, so that if the father dies when he is old little redistrib 
ution of land remains to be effected.

(c) For numerous reasons, brothers are often quite differently situated at 
the time of their father's death, especially if they are of very varying 
ages: thus the eldest sons of a prosperous Hausa farmer may have evolved 
into successful farmers on their own account (while continuing to shelter 
under their father's wing in gandu), although the youngest may still be 
entirely dependent on their fathers (Hill, 1965: 165ff) Accordingly 
(as already noted), the brothers may be little concerned with equal divi 
sion of their father's farmland, merely sharing out the separate plots 
(as such) between themselves. Statistical evidence for both the migrant 
cocoa-farmers of southern Ghana and the Hausa, indicates that farmers 
are often aware of the danger of overmuch subdivision on death.

(d) As we have seen, in some societies and circumstances farmland is not
heritable on death, though this may not, for example, prevent one of the 
sons from casually continuing to cultivate his father's bush farm.

(e) So long as most farm-tools continue to be traditional types manufactured 
by local blacksmiths, there will be little relationship between the size 
of farm-plots (provided they are not really small) and productivity.

(f) While 'division between wives' may be most rigid (Lloyd, 1962: 281,297), 
that between the children of any wife may not occur, or be quite informal.

(g) Cocoa-farms are often considered as indivisible as heads of cattle; for 
the profits from working the plot, rather than the plot itself, may be 
shared.

(h) Finally, the tendency for self-acquired (individualised) property, such 
as cocoa-farms, to be converted into lineage property on death, tends 
to put a brake on subdivision; it must not be too lightly assumed that 
land which has been extricated by individuals (maybe by purchase) from a 
communal melting pot in necessarily a new category of 'permanently 
individualised land'."

Polly Hill: "The West African Farming Household", in J. Goody (ed) Changing 
Social Structure in Ghana; Essays in the Comparative Sociology of a New State 
and an Old Tradition, London, International African Institute, 1975, pp 130- 
131.
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"Although it is true that the introduction of new orchard crops, such 
as cocoa, is always likely to result in some changes in land tenure and 
inheritance systems, the example that has just been given suggests that, in 
the longer run, these changes are not necessarily so radical as is sometimes 
supposed. In matrilineal cocoa-growing societies the most extraordinary change, 
so far as sedentary (non-migrant) cocoa farmers are concerned, is in the extent 
to which women evolve into independent (cocoa) farmers on their own account. 
Before examining this further, a few notes on women's inheritance systems must 
be made. In general, the sets of rules governing the inheritance of men's 
and women's property in any society are quite distinct; furthermore, with the 
exception of small livestock (which are commonly owned by either sex), farm 
land (insofar as women enjoy heritable rights, which most non-cocoa-farmers 
do not) and stored crops, women's property tends to be of different types 
from men's. Although the inheritance of women's cocoa-farms has been little 
studied, I think it is safe to say that their farms much more often pass (often 
intact) to their daughters than to their sons, and that women seldom inherit 
farms from men, unless there is no suitable male heir; as husbands very seldom 
clear cocoa-farms for their wives, or give them land, they are usually entirely 
devoid of rights over their wives' farms.

As we have seen, women are seldom the outright owners of the food-farms 
they cultivate, so the degree of security resulting from women's ownership of 
cocoa-farms in certain matrilineal societies, in southern Ghana, Ashanti and 
in the southern Ivory Coast, is quite remarkable. Statistics show that in 
some of these societies women cocoa farmers may be nearly as numerous as men, 
but their farm-plots (though not necessarily their holdings) tend to be smaller. 
It is not known whether wives' obligations to cultivate food crops for their 
husbands and other household members have diminished as a result of their 
cocoa work. Perhaps, in the longer run, more middle-aged women cocoa farmers 
will eschew the married state: certainly the Akim women I interviewed around 
1957-8 constantly emphasised that cocoa-farm ownership was a new and most 
welcome form of insurance against poverty arising from divorce." (Hill, P, 
1975, ibid, P 131)

A work that specifically addresses itself to the non-economic devel 
opment aspects of cocoa-farming, by C. Okali, is to be published in the 
near future and, hopefully, will achieve a wider circulation. (1). One of 
the most important matters it elucidates is how individuals and social 
groups treat inheritance as a strategy for survival and, beyond assurances 
of continuing access to the means of production, for managing inheritable 
assets to optimise current consumption - essentially a question of labour 
availability. In other words, it ceases to treat land use, land tenure, 
and inheritance as obdurate cultural institutions for which people have an 
unexplained social preference or which are simplistically assumed to be 
determined (in unexplained ways) by perceived technical, environmental, or 
economic variables, and analyses them as integral, interacting components of • 
a dynamic process of continuity and change.

(1) C. Okali: "The importance of non-economic variables in the develop 
ment of the Ghanaian Cocoa Industry: a field study of cocoa farming amongst 
the Akan", Mimeo, PhD Thesis, Department of Sociology, University of Ghana, 
Legon, March 1976.
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6. Turning now to proposition (b) (para. 2, p20), the apparent absence 
of 'classes' in traditional West African societies was first noted over a 
hundred years ago, and was raised as a problem early this century by the Gold 
Coast lawyer and Ghan patriot, John Mensah Sarbah: "in the African social 
system the formation of a pauper class is unknown, nor is there antagonism 
of class against class." (1) The modern debate is riven with terminological 
confusion and, it must be said, a determination on the part of some Marxists 
to impose western class conepts and semantic logic on social analysis whether 
or not the societies studied display the relevant characteristics. To simplify, 
a 'class' society is assumed to be one in which status and power are unequally 
distributed, where there is little mobility (in practice if not ideally) bet 
ween horizontally differentiated "layers" in apyramidical social structure, 
and where there are effective barriers to intermarriage between these strata. 
However, the ruling dynasties of the major states of West Africa have rarely 
been endogamous; many, au contraire, have specifically obliged both male and 
female to marry outside the ruling group. (See, for example, the Gonja in 
northern Ghana; E. N. Goody, 1962, 1969, 1974; and J. Goody, 1966, 1967, .969) 
The consequences are that the different strata are bound together by a network 
of intermarriages, with profound implications for social integration and the 
dynamic of the social system as a whole.

7. The practice of heterogamy makes it difficult to maintain or to 
institutionalise 'class 1 differences (other than those based on expenditure 
alone), and tends towards cultural homogeneity rather than class different 
iation (2). Though there might be constraints on behaviour (such as the ban 
on cash crop cultivation by smallholders around the port of Whydah), these 
tend "to be attached to specific roles rather than to general strata and to 
derive from the authority of the king rather than from internal differentia 
tion." (Goody, Production and Reproduction, p 104)

8. Connected with the above (and relating back to proposition (a)), is 
the general absence of dowry (by which a woman receives her heritable portion 
on marriage - or a jointure upon widowhood) and the prevalence of bridewealth, 
and the absence of transmission of property between males and females, i.e. 
the tendency for property fend status) to be diffused rather than preserved. 
Now, it has been argued (Goody, 1976; Bloch, 1966; Homans, 1941; Hole and 
Flannery, 1967; Leach, 1947, Lyn, 1942; Grove, 1957, Anthony and Johnston, 
1968) that these practices, and the weakness of class affinities, are linked 
to the nature of agricultural exploitation in Africa - shifting, extensive 
farming; low land productivity; hoe rather than plough technology. The use 
or non-use of the plough is seen to be critical in this analysis, for the 
increase in an individual's labour productivity a plough affords has two imp 
lications: (i) it enables a ruling group to develop a much higher standard of 
living out of agricultural production; and (ii) it means that producers them 
selves tend to become distinguished on the basis of their command over the 
means of production, i.e. their differntial accesss to land and gjuipment. 
Whereas an hoe is an infinitely divisible technology, the plough, as a lumpy 
capital investment, is not. The hoe consumes only as much land as there is 
labour; a plough creates scarcity in land suitable for ploughing.

(1) Quoted in H. W. H. Redwar: Comments on Some Ordinances of the Gold 
Coast, London, 1909, p.vi.

(2) Even though different groups may have had differential access 
to political office, the tendency of groups to merge culturally is in 
itself a fact of considerable political significance.
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9. It follows, most importantly for development practice (and again 
relating back to proposition (a)), that in the absence of plough cultivation 
poverty relates to physical strength and labour rather than capital (1) 
(and, since the social status and standard of living of the groups exploiting 
land in any one area are insignificantly affected by the transmission of the 
means of production, there is little pressure to individualise rights of land 
use or to transmit them to one's offspring).

10. It is not, therefore, necessarily mere ignorance or elite bias which 
leads a chief to deny the existence of any 'rural poor' in his district; it 
might be indeed the case that no poor strata or class of poor exist. Which 
does not, however, necessarily imply that there are no poor, nor that the 
chief is unaware of who or where they are. The case where the poor exist 
because the productivity of land is barely high enough to support the number 
of households exploiting it, can (fairly) easily be picked up by normal tech 
nical and socio-economic surveys, (if only because the people are likely to 
be geographically concentrated in specific areas), but picking out individual 
labour deficit households or farming units, who have no or limited access to 
traditional compensatory mechanisms, is much harder. Moreover, the "solutions" 
which come readily to mind, of substituting machines or draught animals for 
human labour, appear in turn to create in many instances new problems of long 
term ecological management whose resolution would seem to demand technical 
competence beyond the reach of farmers themselves.

JJ, Oct. 1978.

<. 

c

(1) It is notable among many groups in Ghana that the poor man is described 
as weak' (e.g. Lo Dagaa, nibaalo) and the rich as 'strong' (gandaa, nikpiung) 
(See also Willet, 1973)
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INTRODUCTORY NOTE

In several respects this Newsletter marks a departure from 
the earlier network pattern of concentration upon distrib 
uting papers for discussion. We shall continue to do this, 
but we have decided that the network newsletter will be used 
in a slightly expanded form. We also intend to release news 
letters at four-monthly intervals. There are five main feat 
ures of the new newsletter.

Firstly, the newsletter appends an Agricultural Administ-- 
ration Discussion Paper. This will be written either by 
a member of the Unit or a network member. For each paper 
there will be a brief introduction in the newsletter itself 
in which specific comment and information are invited. Subse 
quent newsletters will contain summaries of comments received 
on the Discussion Paper from network members.

Secondly, the newsletter summarises papers received by the 
AAU which we feel are likely to be of interest to members. 
These will be reproduced by the AAU with the permission of 
the authors and will be made available to network members 
on demand. These Agricultural Administration Network Papers 
include field notes, seminar papers presented at AAU meet 
ings and unpublished research findings:that is,they are 
papers which are not normally available elsewhere.

Thirdly, the newsletter contains details of Recent Public 
ations which we feel will be of interest and which can be 
obtained from other research institutes, agencies, etc. 
Normally this will be material which is available on demand 
but which is unlikely to be listed by publishers or 
academic journals.

Fourthly, the newsletter will contain News of Network Members. 
The usefulness of this section will largely depend upon the 
readiness of members to contribute information on their cur 
rent work. News which we feel may be of interest would 
include research, appointments, forthcoming publications, 
conferences, new courses being offered, etc. As a first 
step towards this regular exchange of news, we would like 
to inform all networkers of the names, jobs and interests 

' of other networkers. We have most of this information in 
London but nonetheless we would appreciate the completion 
of the enclosed questionnaire. For the next newsletter, 
we will compile a list of names of network members together 
with their current jobs and interests. We hope this will 
be useful to network members.

Finally, we include News of the AAU itself: activities of 
its research officers, meetings which have been held and 
recent publications and papers.
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I NEWS OF THE AGRICULTURAL ADMINISTRATION UNIT

(i) STAFF

The Agricultural Administration network has been strength 
ened by two new appointments: Clare Oxby and Angela Street. 
They join Guy Hunter and John Howell. The Unit as a whole 
continues to run two other networks: pastoralism (Stephen 
Sandford)and Irrigation (Anthony Bottrall).

Clare Oxby is a research officer and is working on farmer 
groups. She will study the structure and functions of 
existing farmer groups in Ides (both 'indigenous' and 
government-stimulated) and evaluate their actual and pot 
ential role in the agricultural development process/partic 
ularly with regard to the interests of the poorest. She 
was trained in social anthropology and spent a year living 
in a Twareg community in Niger gathering data for a doctoral 
thesis. She has since taught at Sussex University and been 
a Research Officer in Race Relations in the Home Office 
Research Unit.

Angela Street is a librarian/secretary responsible for
the documentation in the AAU library and for the preparation
of material for inclusion in the AA Newsletter. She is
a graduate in Geography and Sociology from Sheffield
University.

N

Guy Hunter is currently preparing to visit India to gather 
information on recent development in agricultural adminis 
tration there and to strengthen research links with 
Indian institutions involved in similar work to the AAU.

John Howell spent July and August in Swaziland at the 
Mananga Agricultural Management Centre where he was assist 
ing in a new course for senior managers. He is now collab 
orating with the Development Organisations and Institutions 
Service of FAO in a document on Decentralisation and Partici 
pation in Agricultural Development.

(ii) RECENT/FORTHCOMING MEETINGS

Since September 1978, four meetings have been held at GDI 
on the theme: "Institutions, Management and Organisations 
in Agricultural Development".

On 29 September 1978 three sessions were held as follows:

1. Assessing Project Organisation and Management. 
Paper by John Howell: "Assessing Management and 
Organisations in Agricultural Development". 
Also presentations by John Pilgrim (Crown Agents) 
and Eric Miller (Tavistock Institute).



2. Assessing Farmer Organisations and Management. 
Paper by Janice Jiggins: "Identification and 
Appraisal: Notes on Choosing and Assessing 
Institutions". Also a presentation by Paul Devitt 
(Consultant).

3. Monitoring and Evaluating Organisation and Manage 
ment. Deryke Belshaw (University of East Anglia): 
"Issues in the Measurement, Monitor-ing and Evalu 
ation of Agricultural Extension Programmes"; 
Eric Clayton and lan Carruthers (Wye College): 
"Monitoring and Evaluating Management Performance 
and Organisation"; Anthony Bottrall: "Evaluating 
the Management and Organisation of Irrigated 
Agriculture".

On 28 February 1979 a meeting was held with a view to ex 
changing ideas on the design of management procedures. 
The paper was by Alan Kingshotte (ODA) and entitled: "A 
Planning and Management System for Extension and Farmer 
Assistance in Botswana". This forms one part of the Dis 
cussion Paper appended to this newsletter.

The third meeting was held on the 29 March 1979 and the 
theme was "Administration and Organisation for Women in 
Agricultural Development". The following papers were 
presented:

1. Nici Nelson (Goldsmith's College): "Involving 
Women in Rural Development Processes".

2. Vicki Barres (IRAM, Paris): "Women in Rural 
Development: A Project in Niger 1966-1975".

3. Paul Stirling (University of Kent): "Women and 
Land Reform. Metaponti.no 1950-1975".

The paper by Nici Nelson has now been revised (see section 
on AA Network Papers on page 8 ).

Finally on 10 May 1979, a meeting was held to discuss 
"The Organisation and Management Factors in Agricultural 
and Rural Development Projects". The paper was by 
Richard Heaver (formerly ODA) and was entitled: "Planning 
and Management Problems in the Implementation of a Major 
Scheme: A Case Study of Mahaueli (Sri Lanka)". This is 
also available as an AA Network Paper

A further meeting on the organisation and management of 
monitoring and evaluation will be held on 17 December 1979. 
Among the papers to be discussed will be a study by 
Donald Curtis and John Watson (Development Administration 
Group, University of Birmingham) on the Drought Prone 
Areas Programme in India; and a paper from Henri Sousbie 
and Majid Slama (Centre National des Etudes Agricoles, 
Tunisia)on monitoring and evaluation in the agricultural 
sector in Tunisia.



In December 1978, the AAU also held a discussion meeting 
led by Goran Hyden, shortly before he took up his post 
as Social Science Adviser to the Ford Foundation in Africa. 
The paper - entitled "Small is Powerful: Peasants and Dev 
elopment in Africa" - was based upon a forthcoming book on 
Agricultural policy-making in Tanzania which discusses the 
ways in which a seemingly powerless, disorganised and inart 
iculate peasantry is able to frustrate government policy.

In collaboration with The Ohio State University f a workshop 
on "Rural Financial Markets and Institutions" was held at 
Wye College, Kent from the 12th to the 14th June 1979. 
There were forty-four participants from the U.K., U.S.A., 
Africa, Europe, Latin America and Asia. Sixteen papers 
were presented and the authors and titles are:

1. Dale W Adams (Ohio State): "Recent Performance of 
Rural Financial Markets in Low Income Countries"

2. J D Von Pischke (World Bank): "The Political Econ 
omy of Specialized Farm Credit Institutions in 
Low Income Countries"

3. Lawrence D'Mello (State Bank of India): "Institu 
tional Aspects of Lending to Small Farmers - The 
Indian Case"

4. Douglas H Graham (Ohio State) & Compton Bourne 
(University of the West Indies): "Agricultural 
Credit and Rural Progress in Jamaica: A Devel 
opment Dilemma"

5. Michael Lipton (IDS, Sussex): "Rural Credit, Farm 
Finance and Village Households"

6. Cristina C David (Ohio State) & Richard L Meyer 
(Ohio State): "Measuring the Farm Level Impact of 
Agricultural Loans in Low Income Countries: A 
Review Article"

7. Barbara Harriss (University of East Anglia):
"Money and Commodities, Monopoly and Competition"

8. Mohamed Dridi (Ministry of Agriculture, Tunisia):
"The Impact of a Public Agricultural Credit Program 
for Small Farmers: The Special Fund for Developing 
Agriculture (FOSDA) Tunisia"

9. Thomas Stickley (Michigan State University) &
Edouard Tapsoba (USAID Upper Volta): "Loan Repay 
ment Delinquency in the Eastern O.R.D. of Upper 
Volta"

10. Adeniyi Osuntogun (University of Ile-Ife, Nigeria): 
"Some Aspects of Farm Level Credit Use of a Sample 
of Co-operative Farmers in Oyo, Ogun, and Ondo 
States of Nigeria"
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11. Frank A Wilson (University of Bradford): "The 
Non-Specialist Agency and Rural Credit: The 
Developing Role of Commercial Banks"

12. RAJ Roberts (FAO): "Use of Applied Research and
Training in Strengthening the Development of Credit 
Institutions"

13. John Howell & Anthony Bottrall: "Credit Delivery 
and Institutional Choice in Small Farmer Devel 
opment Programmes"

14. Fana W Giorgis (Agricultural and Industrial Dev 
elopment Bank, Ethiopia): "Agricultural Credit 
in Ethiopia"

15. B J Youngjohns (ODA): "Co-operatives and Credit - 
A Re-evaluation"

16. Koenraad Verhagen (Royal Tropical Institute,
Netherlands): "How to Promote People's Particip 
ation in Rural Development Through Local Organ 
isations"

It is intended to publish most of the papers presented at 
the Workshop in the near future. The form of publication 
will be decided shortly: the choice is between a special 
issue of a development journal and an edited book.

(Hi) RECENT PUBLICATIONS

The Agricultural Administration Unit's third Occasional 
Paper is entitled "Institutions, Management and Agricultural 
Development", (details of which are appended to this news 
letter) . Basically, it contains the papers which were 
originally prepared for the meeting held at GDI in September 
1978.

The AAU, as part of GDI, contributes to the regular 
Briefing Papers published by the Institute. Such papers 
are normally based on a particular event or a discussion 
of a particular issue where it is felt a short summary 
of arguments would be useful. In the last few months, 
there have been two papers prepared by members of the Unit 
and these are available from the Publications Officer free 
of charge. The first is Agrarian Reform: A Preview of the 
FAO Conference (BP No. 3, June 1979) prepared by Anthony 
Bottrall; the second is Integrated Rural Development 
(BP No. 5, 1979) prepared by John Howell.

Agricultural Development and the Rural Poor, edited by 
Guy Hunter and based on the 1978 Ditchley Conference, 
continues to sell briskly and at the present rate, it is 
likely to be out of print by the middle of 1980.
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II NOTES ON DISCUSSION PAPER 1

In 1977, Chambers and Wickremanayake bestowed an accolade 
of a sort upon Botswana in Farmer's Green Revolution? "We 
know of no country, except perhaps Botswana, where - on 
any scale - agricultural extension has been tackled as a 
problem in the management of extension staff themselves, 
with a carefully designed training programme tied in with 
procedural reform." For Botswana, in fact, there has been 
"structural" as well as "procedural" reform.

Alan Kingshotte - Extension Adviser in Botswana for much 
of the 1970s - has prepared a paper, "The Organisation and 
Management of Agricultural Extension and Farmer-Assistance 
in Botswana", which discusses these reforms. From the 
AAU's perspective, the major interest in the paper is the 
attempt to build a co-ordinated field service with partic 
ular emphasis upon the Demonstrator, the point of contact 
with the producer. Any extension system depends ultimately 
on the quality and impact of its work upon the producer 
but Alan Kingshotte's diagnosis is that this, in turn, 
depends upon the motivation of the individual Demonstrator 
and the efficient use of his time. Motivation and economy 
also depend upon a) an effective administrative structure 
at a higher level supporting the Demonstrator and b) invol 
ving the Demonstrator in a management and planning process 
in which he is both the primary data-collector for planning 
and the main instrument of implementation. Why is this 
so difficult to achieve?

For Alan Kingshotte, there are three main aspects to the 
problem: one, the structure of the field service; two, the 
functions of the various officers within the structure; and 
three, the behaviour (which covers training and motivation) 
of officers within the structure. These three aspects need 
to be tackled simultaneously. As a prognosis of field service defici 
encies, his ideas will be familiar to many networkers. However, 
the paper's main interest lies in the confidence that admin 
istrative and procedural reforms based upon the application 
of good management principles,can have a significant impact 
on performance in a short space of time.

In practice, most extension services have become caricatures 
of government bureaucracy at its worst: poorly-motivated 
staff, rule-bound, hierarchical, compartmentalised. Is 
this largely a question of inappropriate structures and pro 
cedures? Some may argue that government structures are 
inherently incapable of providing the sort of agricultural 
service required to meet the needs of the small, or disad- 
vantaged, producer; and that we should be examining the 
national applicability of alternative systems of support 
based upon, for example, farmer-run associations, district 
development corporations, voluntary agencies, or special 
project authorities.



Another view would suggest that a much greater resource com 
mitment is required as a precondition for any necessary 
administrative changes; i.e. in developing a more intensive 
and regulated system backed up by stronger research and 
regular instruction to field workers.

We would welcome comments from network members on these 
general issues and we would be willing to distribute, or 
make available to networkers, other papers which address 
the same sorts of issues as the Discussion Paper and which 
describe efforts to cope with them.

There are also a number of specific issues on which comments 
are invited:

1. the planning system introduced in Botswana has 
some similarities to the PIM (Programme Implem 
entation Management) system introduced in Kenya's 
Special Rural Development Programme. PIM proved 
to be a less sturdy plant than at one time seemed 
likely. What other evidence is available on the 
suitability of this type of programme management 
approach in rural development?

2. Kingshotte suggests that in Africa, it is not appro 
priate to confine extension staff to agricultural 
production support activities. Staff should con 
tinue to act on behalf of the farmer as a consumer 
(and on behalf of other agricultural sector 
agencies where necessary). This would be heresy 
to adherents of Benor and Harrison's Training and 
Visit System. Are these differences of approach 
simply differences of environment and circumstance 
or is Kingshotte wrong?

3. Other interesting points are: a) do the Farmer 
Record Cards appear useful and/or practical? 
b) is Kingshotte fair in condemning the project 
approach so roundly? and c) do the densities (s 
(staff/farmer ratios) suggested by Kingshotte, 
appear workable in other similar environments?

Note: For further information on PIM, networkers should 
consult "Managing Rural Development", by Robert Chambers, 
available at cost from the Scandinavian Institute of 
African Studies, Uppsala, Sweden; for more details on 
the Training and Visit System, see "Agricultural Extension", 
by David Benor and James Q. Harrison, available from the 
World Bank.

(Notes on Discussion Paper 1 are by John Howell)
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There are four papers which are available on request 
(write to Angela Street):

1. Richard Heaver "Planning and Management Problems in 
the Implementation of a Major Scheme: A Case Study 
of Mahaueli (Sri Lanka)"

The Mahaweli Scheme is a large irrigation/settlement 
project by any standards and is Sri Lanka's major 
development project. Richard Heaver's paper examines 
the political and economic background to the Scheme 
and the consequences for management at different levels. 
He discusses separate management and planning problems 
in construction, agriculture and irrigation but also 
indicates their close inter-relatedness. In his final 
section he orders the complexity of management problems 
into a framework of "key areas" which aid agencies in 
particular, need to examine.

2. Gilbert Etienne "Some Field Observations on Rural 
India's Development"

These are notes written in February 1979 following a 
return visit to villages and districts first surveyed 
in 1963-64. Professor Etienne (Institute of Development 
Studies, Geneva) finds evidence of substantial improve 
ments in income and productivity among both large and 
small fanners and suggests that, contrary to much current 
thinking, new crop production technologies and crop 
varieties are increasingly benefitting'the smaller 
farmers and that it is erroneous to assume that new tech 
nologies lead to a polarisation of wealth in rural areas: 
i.e. that there is a strong 'trickle down 1 effect. 
There are also brief comments on developments in planning, 
extension, IAS, panchayats, etc. (This material was 
also used for an article in Kurukshetra, India's Journal 
of Rural Development, New Delhi, April 1979.

3. Nici Nelson "Involving Women in Rural Development 
Processes"

Dr. Nelson stresses that integrating women in the process 
of development necessitates, as a first step, involving 
them at all levels of policy-making, both as framers of 
policy and as objects of policy decisions. This will 
entail hiring women project staff and involving women 
in community participation exercises as well as consid 
ering the short and long term effects of any technical 
or economic inputs on women's lives. Specific reference 
is made to two projects, one in Niger and the other in 
Bangladesh.
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4. John Howell "Train-ing Managers for Agricultural Devel 
opment Projects"
This paper examines the relevance of conventional man 
agement training to the agricultural sector and indicates 
how different types of project require different manage 
ment skills. It also suggests components of short 
courses for senior agricultural managers. (The paper 
was prepared for a Consultative Workshop on Agricultural 
Project Management Training organised by the Commonwealth 
Secretariat and the Agrarian Research and Training Inst 
itute, Colombo and held in Colombo in May/June 1979.)

IV SOME RECENT PUBLICATIONS ON AGRICULTURAL ADMINISTRATION

The purpose of this section is not to provide a biblio 
graphic service but to notify members of publications 
which they are unlikely to come across unless they happen 
to be on a particular mailing list. There may be restric 
tions on distribution for some of the entries and unfort 
unately the AAU cannot guaruntee that the publication will 
necessarily be available. However, network members are 
welcome to consult these publications here at GDI.

1. Small Farmers Development Team Small Farmers'
Development Manual, Volume I, Field Action for Small 
Farmers, Small Fisherman and Peasants (206 pp) 
Volume II, The Field Workshop: A Methodology for 
Planning, Training and Evaluation of Programmes for 
Small Farmers, Fishermen and Landless Agricultural 
Labourers (78 pp) Regional Office for Asia and the 
Far East, FAO, Bangkok, Thailand, 1978
These manuals have been designed for the field 
action projects discussed in the FAO/UNDP Report 
Asian Survey of Agrarian Reform and Rural Development: 
Starting from Below (54 pp) FAO/UNDP, Rome 1977. 
The material in the manual has been used in projects 
in Nepal, Bangladesh and the Philippines. Volume I 
is primarily designed for extension workers seeking 
to instigate a process of group action and self-reliance; 
Volume II is for planners of rural poverty programmes 
with the active participation of the poor. The late 
J C Mathur was responsible for much of the material 
included in these volumes. Requests for copies of the 
manual should be sent to C Cameron Clark, Leader, 
Small Farmer Development Team, FAO Regional Office, 
Phra Atit Road, Bangkok, Thailand.
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2. Asian Development Bank Sector Paper on Agriculture 
and Rural Development (135 pp) 1979

This is a staff working paper prepared by Martin C Evans 
and others. It looks self-critically at the ADB lending 
policies including a backward glance to the Second Asian 
Agricultural Survey. General overview plus broad 
recommendations and summaries of results of seven ADB 
evaluation reports. Available from ADB, P O Box 789, 
Manila, Philippines.

3. Institute of Commonwealth Studies A Revival of Local 
Government and Administration (82 pp) Collected Seminar 
Papers No. 23, 1979.
Seven country papers on recent developments in local 
government (Nigeria - Panter-Brick; Sri Lanka - Dawson; 
Ghana - Akuoko-Frimpong; Zambia - Tordoff; Malaysia - 
Norris; Jamaica - Mills; Sudan - Howell;) most of which 
discuss rural development administration. Available 
from ICS, 27 Russell Square, London W.C.I, price £2 (post 
free).

4. United Nations Asian and Pacific Institute Alternative 
Strategies for Development with Focus on Local-Level 
Planning and Development (circa 20O pp). Proceedings 
of a Consultative Meeting edited by Ram C Malhotra and 
V Vichit-Vadakan 1979. A compilation of Discussion 
Papers (Malhotra, Obaidallah Khan, Ram Yadav, Wickrema 
Weerasooriya, Kurt Dopfer, G C Clark and Salima Omer), 
plus country statements, background papers and a select 
bibliography. Requests for copies to APDI, P. O. Box 
2-136, Sri Ayudhya Road, Bangkok, Thailand.

5. C K Brown The Extent of Local Participation in Rural 
Development Programmes: a Field Study in Kaduna State 
of Nigeria (1O7 pp) C.S.E.R. Research Report No. 4, 
April 1979. A study of community involvement in 
institutions and rural programmes in two villages. 
Available from the Centre for Social and Economic Research 
Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria, Nigeria, Price 5 Naira.

6. Rural Development Participation Review Volume I No.l
Summer 1979. This is published by the Rural Development 
Committee of Cornell University and this first issue 
contains an account of Cornell's Rural Development 
Participation Project which is directed by Norman Uphoff. 
It is available free of charge from RDPP/ 170 Uris Hall, 
Cornell University, Ithaca, New York 14853, USA.

7. Bibliographies - FAO have produced an Index of the
country papers, case studies and general studies which 
were used in preparation of the World Conference on 
Agrarian Reform and Rural Development (WCARRD Index) 
FAO, Rome.
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The Rome Declaration Group, a consortium of non 
government organisations concerned with development 
issues, have compiled a bibliography of "counter-1 
information" to that presented at the Rome conference. 
This is available from Earth Resources Research Limited, 
4O James Street, London, W1M 5HS, England
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"The Prime Minister, having given the utmost priority to this 
Scheme, requested me to galvanize all the energies available 
In Sri Lanka, in order to complete the Mahawell Ganga Develop 
ment Scheme within the lifetime of the present Government. 
Accordingly, I have appointed groups of Sri Lanka experts, 
highly qualified in different fields, to examine the UNDP/ 
FAO proposals and report how this scheme can be implemented 
in the shortest possible time. They have all submitted 
reports that the whole Master Plan can be implemented in 5 
to 6 years."

Minister of Irrigation, Power and
Highways
Summary Report of Projects

2O November 1977.



INTRODUCTION

This paper focusses on Institutional, planning and management problems 
as major and neglected constraints on rural development. Aspects of manage 
ment on a major scheme are discussed on a case study lx.sis, followed by 
conclusions of, it is hoped, more general application. The Mahaweli Scheme 
has a certain intrinsic interest as case study material, since it represents 
a fairly large irrigation/settlement scheme by world standards, and one which 
will become well known in the next few years. One advantage of choosing the 
Scheme for study is its place as Sri Lanka's major development project. 
This means that many of the standard financial and resource constraints on 
projects are lifted, making it more easy to disentangle the effects of 
planning and management problems from those of other constraints.

The special intention in this paper has been to discuss several levels 
and areas of management in the Scheme, in contrast to the more common approach 
by subject, sector or discipline. One theme of the paper is that many 
problems in the field which might be identified by subject matter specialists 
as sectoral actually have their roots in across-the-board planning and 
management failures, which need to be dealt with as such. Many of these 
failures are explained as logical consequences of pressures acting on 
managers at different levels, but with their roots at the political level. ~ 
The first chapter therefore discusses the political and economic background 
which created these pressures. Planning and management problems are then 
identified in three sector areas - construction, agriculture and irrigation 
system development. It is suggested that the planning and management problems 
of each are similar and inter-related and hence that these cannot be fully 
appreciated by the conventional evaluator looking at one area only (engineering, 
agriculture, etc.).

The three centre chapters give some indication of the number and 
complexity of management problems to be tackled. The final Chapter attempts 
to order and simplify these into a framework identifying a few key areas of 
failure for aid agency assessment and assistance. Some suggestions are made 
towards 'non-political 1 points of entry for agencies in the sensitive area 
of management improvement. Some of these avenues of approach are conventional 
and dealt with briefly: others are somewhat less so and are discussed more 
fully. Each of the five approaches suggested, however, is seen as equally 
important in practice, and of no use without simultaneous attention to the 
other four.
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CHAPTER 1

BACKGROUND: ACCELERATION AND TRUNCATION

(i) The Genesis of the Acceleration Decision:

In November 1977, after four months in office, the new United National 
Party Government of Sri Lanka announced its intention to accelerate the 
implementation of the Hahaweli Ganaga Development Scheme, and to cut the 
construction period from an originally planned 3O years to a mere five years. 
Soon afterwards, this period was extended to 6 years, taking the proposed 
completion data Just over the end of the Government's five year period of 
office. The acceleration decision was a momentous one for Sri Lanka. It 
aimed to concentrate the total expenditure on the Scheme, estimated at 
upwards of US $14OO million, into one planning period, in which twelve 
major dams were to be constructed and a million acres benefitted with 
irrigation water. At a stroke, this decision made Mahaweli Ganga not only
the major component of the national development programme, but by far the 

greatest public work ever undertaken in the country.

The ultimate root of a decision of this magnitude could only be 
political. But it is extremely significant for the future of the Scheme 
that the feasibility of such a far-reaching proposal was advocated to the 
politicians by a single powerful professional group - the engineering 
fraternity: and, in particular, by four senior engineers, named in Parliament 
by the President on announcement of the decision. It is also significant 
that two of these senior engineers were later made respectively Chairman of 
the Central Engineering Consultancies Bureau (CECB) , responsible for the 
major Mahaweli dams: and Chairman of the Mahaweli Development Board (HEB), 
responsible for all other aspects of the Mahaweli programme. These two man 
were given the full support of the President and the Minister of Irrigation, 
Power and Highways, under whose jurisdiction existing work on the Mahaweli 
Scheme fell. They were thus given not only power but also the highest 
possible stake (the future of their careers) in the success of the programme, 
because of the public promises they had made.

But the genesis of the acceleration decision within the engineering 
frai^rnity had a number of other important consequences for the future of 
the programme. It also put at stake the political future of the young 
and dynamic Minister of Irrigation - a protege of the President1 s with an 
extremely bright political future. This made it all the more necessary 
for the politics of Mahaweli to be handled extremely carefully. Thirdly, 
it strengthened the role of the engineers as a profession, and in particular 
their role in the Ministry of Irrigation, which already had a very strong 
engineering tradition. Thus, from the beginning, the supremacy of 
engineers over other professionals in the development of Mahawell seemed 
likely. Fourthly, a combination of all the above factors meant the 
enormous strengthening of the Ministry of Irrigation itself in the bureaucracy. 
At a stroke, it was given the largest spending power of any department, and 
the major role in the development of the one third of Sri Lanka's land 
surface made up by the Mahaweli catchments and irrigable areas.
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(ii) The Economic Rationality of the Acceleration Decision:

The economic realities faced by the incoming UNP Government left no 
room for doubt that drasti : action was needed in the economic sphere. Over 
the previous 7 years, output had sharply declined in all sectors; infra 
structure was left unmaintained; heavy import controls and a multiple 
exchange rate had led to the establishment of a large black market; the 
foreign debt burden had become intolerable; consunqption subsidies ate up 
more of national revenue than development expenditure, which actually fell 
as a proportion of GNP; afiove all, against a background of food price 
inflation, unemployment rose rapidly to over one million, or more than 2O% 
of the labour force. For the incoming government faced with this situation, 
the Scheme offered at least three major economic benefits: first, the 
employment that would te created in the new acreage opened for settlement, 
in existing paddy areas supplemented by the Scheme's water, and, more 
immediately, in the construction of the sub-projects. Second, the agri 
cultural output itself, which would replace scarce foreign exchange spent 
on imports and help to contain the rise in food prices. Third, massive 
hydro-power production, which would save foreign exchange spent on oil 
imports, and which promised a solution to the looming energy gap. In 
principle therefore, the accelerated programme seemed to answer many of 
Sri Lanka's needs. Yet given the magnitude of the acceleration decision 
for the country, the economic rationality behind it needs to be examined 
rather closely. The question is not whether substantial benefits existed, 
but whether alternative development scenarios could have answered the 
country's obvious needs better.

Taking the major benefits of the Scheme one by one, the evidence 
suggests that the Government either did not have the economic information on 
which to base a rational decision, or that information that was available 
was not fully used. Taking power benefits first, in November 1977 no 
worthwhile power demand/supply forecasts were available to the Government. 
A draft energy plan for Sri Lanka was finally produced with UNDP help in 
the Ministry of Finance and Planning in February 1978. Although predicting 
an energy gap in the 1980s and 1990s, it made clear that simultaneous 
implementation of all the Government's major hydro-power projects would lead 
to a substantial energy surplus in the short term. There was therefore no 
justification from the power point of view for the programme to be 
accelerated at the rate proposed.

Taking agricultural output benefits second, the position was little 
better. Agricultural supply/demand forecasts - although not very good 
ones - did exist in the Ministry of Agriculture. But a Sector Paper for 
Agriculture was not produced until February 1978 when for the first time 
attempts were made in the Ministry of Finance and Planning to co-ordinate 
plans for agriculture with those for the rest of the economy. When produced, 
the Paper consisted of crop-wise output expansion forecasts, without 
regional breakdown, or breakdowns by major project contributors. Some of 
these output forecasts - especially for rice - seemed unrealistically high. 
Certainly they assumed much higher applications of fertiliser without 
explaining the Government's proposals for making the necessary concomitant 
improvements in the fertiliser distribution and agricultural extension 
services. Despite the fact that the accelerated Mahaweli Programme seemed 
likely to be a major contributor to any predicted food surplus, the Scheme's 
share in the national picture could not be deduced from the Sector Plan. It 
seems probable, given the well, recognized low level of co-operation between 
the Ministries of Agriculture and Irrigation, that proposals for Mahaweli
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development and plans for agriculture generally were never seriously co 
ordinated. Indeed at that early stage, when soil problems and water 
availabilities were very uncertain, cropping patterns and output from 
Mahaweli were extremely hard to predict.

Ihe third benefit of the Scheme - additional employment - was the most 
important for two reasons. First, employment creation was the Government's 
major declared policy goal: as the President later put it "Employment first, 
employment second and employment third;" Second, because of the long 
gestation period for power and output benefits, employment creation during the 
construction period offered the Scheme's only immediate benefit , and one 
which would help reduce the grave political and economic problem of open 
unemployment. It was in the employment field that both politicians and 
officials made the greatest claims for the Scheme, following the example 
of the Prime Minister and Minister of Irrigation. A staLeirent made by the 
latter in the foreword to the 'Summary Report of Mahaweli Projects' 
published in November 1977, is typical of what was to follow. It says, 
quite simply, that 'the pressing problems facing the nation are unenploymsnt, 
scarcity of food and poverty. The accelerated programme for the implemen 
tation of the Mahaweli Master Plan in 5 to 6 years is the solution.'

But little confidence could be placed in the Government's employment 
forecasts. The methodology behind MDB forecasts of construction employment 
as follows is extremely suspect:

'OOOs of Man-years

1978 1979 1983 1981 1982 1983 

2OO 26O fOO 6OO 5OO 3OO 

Average annual man-years of employment over 6 years: 410,OOO 

The method used was:

(i) Assume that 5O% of the total budget will be spent on 
equipment and materials, and 5O% on labour

(ii) Phase expenditure by year

(ill) Divide by 250 days in each year, to give the total expenditure 
available for labour in each year

(iv) Divide by the average wage to giva the number of workers 
employed.

Such a procedure is not hard to criticize. First, the 5O% split taken in 
(i) is extremely arbitrary, because it covered a highly diverse project with 
three major construction elements, whose labour-intensiveness was very 
different: dam and reservoir construction; major canal construction; and 
minor channel and jungle clearing work. Such an 'averaging' process could 
only be justified on the basis of past experience, which did not exist in 
Sri Lanka for a Scheme of this size. This is especially true since the 
MDB advocated that the third element should be carried out by labour- 
intensive methods not used on a large scale before in Sri Lanka, with the 
result that there was no basis for estimating labour productivity. Second, 
the logic behind the methodology is unusual: it works down froc a budget to 
conclude how much labour could be used for a certa.ln sum spent, instead of 
working tp from the physical requirements of the project to conclude how 
much work is actually there to be done. Single calculations based on likely
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productivities for labour-intensive jungle clearing and canal construction, 
and based on the amount of work actually to be done on the Scheme (i.e. 
acres cleared and cubes of earth moved) indicate far lower employment 
potential. Finally, the MDB construction employment forecast seeirsalso to 
be internally inconsistent when taken with their simultaneous statement that 
9O% of the total requirement would be for unskilled labour. The MDB's 
assumed wage bill of half project costs i.e. Rs 11 billion, implies an 
average wage rate of Rs 4,400 per man-year for the employment estimated. 
Yet the wage in practice for unskilled labour was about Rs 1O per day for 
a 2SO day year. Put another way, using the average in practice of Rs 25OO 
per annum would give a total wage bill of around Rs 6.15 billion, leaving well 
over Rs 4 billion of the MDB assumed wage bill of Rs 11 billion apparently 
unaccounted for.

The phasing of the employment forecasts was also put forward on the 
basis of little information and less analysis. As outlined below, the 
acceleration proposal was accepted without adequate estimation of the real 
resource costs that it implied, and with absolutely no certainty that these 
resources would be available or adequately co-ordinated. Assumptions 
about progress of work had therefore to be highly questionable: indeed, no 
outside observer, the major aid donors included, believed for a moment that 
the proposed schedule could be met. Yet the consequences of slippage for 
the employment benefits would be extremely serious, since the Government's 
battle against unemployment was a running and not a static one. They were 
faced not only with a large open unemployment problem, but also - because of 
the young age structure of the population - a very high number of additions 
to the labour force, estimated at about 14O,OOO per annum over the 5 year 
plan period. It is clear that even the inflated construction employment 
forecasts produced by the MDB were insufficient to cope with this level of 
increase, if at the same time they were to reduce the level of open unemploy 
ment. Given that the Mahawell Scheme was accepted by both the Government 
and outside observers to be the major contributor to solving the unemploy 
ment problem, it is clear that no sophisticated analysis is needed to 
disprove the employment claims made by the Government for the Scheme.

Turning now to the question of costs, the evidence suggests that this 
was another area in which the Government had not amassed sufficient 
information for rational economic decision-making. Financial cost fore 
casts were based on an up-dating of the IHDP/FAO 1968 Master Plan's 
estimated costs, using inflators supplied by the Ministry of Finance. These 
were probably sufficiently accurate for planning purposes at that time. 
It was the calculation of real rather than financial resource costs that 
was seriously neglected, in at least two areas. First, the availability 
of plant and machinery in Sri Lanka was extremely limited following a seven- 
year period in which the construction sector was depressed and where import 
controls made the acquisition of new plant impossible for the private 
sector. This gap could be filled by foreign aid, but the lags for the 
negotiation of funds, tendering, order and delivery of equipment did not 
seem to be taken into account in the high rates of construction progress 
assumed for the years 1978 and 1979. Second, and much more significant, 
were the human resources required for such unprecedentedly rapid implemen 
tation. No serious attempt had been made at this time to calculate the 
engineering and construction skills required for the Scheme, despite the fact 
that the international brain drain was hitting the construction sector 
particularly hard. In the year to February 1978, for example, the State 
Engineering Corporation lost 47 of its total of 113 engineers to foreign 
head-hunters: and though foreign-aid-funded consultants could fill some of 
the technical gaps at the planning stage, there was no substitute for
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Sri Lankan expertise at the middle level during implementation. The same 
applies with still greater force to management expertise when Government 
agencies could not offer incentive salaries sufficient to attract the most 
competent Ceylonese staff from the private sector or fro.n abroad. In short, 
uncertainties over resource requirements and availabilities made the timing 
and hence the importance of benefits impossible to assess with confidence.

The preceding paragraphs have suggested that the Government took the 
major acceleration decision on the basis of insufficient information, and 
hence that the decision could not be an economically rational one. Given 
the endemic nature of information shortages in the developing countries, 
however, this might be understandable if maximum efforts had been made to 
use what information was available to compare the Mahaweli accelerated 
programne with other development options. However, this was not attempted 
on any thorough or systematic basis, despite the fact that Sri Lanka's 
senior civil servants and economists were much more competent to do this 
than planners in the majority of developing countries. Examples of the sort 
of important options that might have been considered are projects and 
programmes which a) produced employment at less financial cost per job, 
b) used less real resources per job created, c) did not monopolize an undue 
proportion of available aid funds, d) were not confined to one geographical 
region, or e) had a shorter gestation period before the arrival of benefits. 
An example of a specific alternative programme might have been a slower 
Mahaweli coupled with a major parallel programme for the upgrading of the 
thousands of major and minor tank irrigation schemes in the country. From 
the economic standpoint, a minor irrigation programme would have given more 
equitable benefits to Sri Lanka's rural poor: would have cost incomparably 
less per job created due to the far lower costs of upgrading as compared to 
building infrastructure: and would have brought earlier employment and 
output benefits through shorter construction periods.

The need to stress the improvement of existing agriculture and 
irrigation schemes as a way of creating cheap jobs and cheap additional out 
put was emphasized to the highest levels of the Government by the IBRD in a 
review mission in December 1977, and again by an ILO-funded mission advising 
the Ministry of Finance and Planning on employment creation in February 
1978. The fact that these alternative strategies were not considered in 
any detail itself gives significant insight into the nature of the planning 
system at the macro-level, (as well as illustrating civil servants 
general fear of presenting unpalatable informacion to the politicians) . The 
fact that the acceleration of the Mahaweli Scheme went ahead almost un 
challenged was in a large part due to heavy imbalances in the planning 
mechanism. First, the exceptional position of the Minister of Irrigation 
and the pre-eminent position of his Ministry ensured preferential access of 
proposals to the Prime Minister and Cabinet. Second, poor relations 
between the Ministries of Agriculture and Irrigation prevented the former 
from having any real say in the formation of policies for the development 
of a major portion of the country's cultivatable area. Thirdly, and 
particularly importantly, the power and capability of the Ministry of Finance 
and Planning were not sufficient to redress these imbalances. Sector 
Papers from the various Ministries were not collated in the Ministry of 
Finance until February 1978, and only then could any process of co 
ordination and reconciliation seriously begin. The reconciliation process 
was particularly important for Mahaweli, in that the enormous real resource 
requirements of the Scheme were bound to reduce availabilities for other 
development sectors. Vet in the event, the information and probably also the
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will to carry out this analysis, was not there, and the draft five-year plan 
document produced by the Ministry of Finance was a rather unco-ordinated 
piece of window-dressing for the Sri Lanka Aid Consortium meeting in May 
1978.

(iii) Ihfi Political Rationality of the Acceleration Decision: • '- [

The political need for an acceleration of the Scheme is clear when it '••. 
is seen in the context of the rest of the Government's development prograrane. > r 
The new Cabinet's first actions were to announce cuts in the level of food 
subsidies to free funds for development; and to raise the guaranteed price j. 
for paddy with the aim of stimulating output. In order to offset the 
unpopularity of the first measure, the Government needed to be seen to be 
making the maximum efforts to create new employment. This was affected 
by the announcement of three major Schemes: a Free Trade Zone near the 
international airport; a major project for Colombo's Urban Development; 
and the accelerated Mahaweli Scheme. With regard to the first, the 
immediately obvious beneficiary was the businessman, and it was not expected 
that job creation in new factories could equal the potential of the other 
major Schemes. The second offered more obvious political gains in that • 
the Urban Development proposals consisted mostly of a massive (Rs 3 billion) 
housing programme which would both help ease an acute shortage of accommodation 
in the capital and help, through construction employment, to ease political 
pressures from Colombo's unemployed.

But of the three, only an acceleration of the Mahaweli Scheme had the 
capability of catching the people's imagination. It offered the 
possibility of self-sufficiency in rice for the nation. It offered employ 
ment for the rural poor - who made up the majority of Sri Lanka's voting 
population. As an undertaking involving benefits to a million acres and 
tie construction of twelve major dams, it was a great spectacular. Above 
all, it was the reactivation and surpassing of the great irrigation works of 
the ancient kings in the Dry Zone, and, in the realization of an ancient 
dream, evidence that Sri Lanka could once more stand on its own feet. The 
element of spectacular would have been missing from any alternative 
programme of diffuse minor irrigation works, and the resulting economic 
benefits less readily identifiable as the direct result of Government inter 
vention. It does seem certain that no development scheme other than an 
accelerated Mahaweli could have so mobilized the imaginations and energies 
of the people, and provided such major proof that the Government was 
working for them.

It is the degree of acceleration, not the principle of it, that is 
questionable from the political as well as the economic standpoint. As a 
general axiom, no politician commits himself publicly to a difficult course 
of action unless he has to, in case the obligation cannot later be met. 
Despite the high expectations of the country, it seems very unlikely that 
political pressures were such as to warrant the telescoping of implementation 
to as little as six years when the Government's majority of five sixths made 
it probably the most secure since independence. It also seems unclear how 
a politician with the experience of the then Prime Minister could be 
deceived by the optimistic forecasts of the engineers: surely a much more 
cautionary assessment should have been expected from a Premier whose previous 
portfolio included agriculture, and hence wide experience of the problems 
and delays of project implementation. The impossibility of achieving the
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proposed rate of acceleration was, after all, clear to all foreign observers 
familiar with the economy. It therefore seems that either senior Ministers 
were taken in by unfulfillable promises, and hence made a major mistake of 
judgement; or that thsy were aware that the targets were impossible, but 
felt that the setting of over-optimistic goals would at least lead to comple 
tion in 1O or 15 years instead of the proposed 3O. The latter course of 
action is open to two criticisms. First, that though the public memory 
is short, it is unlikely to be so short as to forget a Government's major 
political pledge by 1983 - the time of the next elections. Second, that 
the effects of grossly unrealistic targeting are a serious hindrance rather 
than a spur to the executive forced to plan and manage implementation on an 
unrealistic basis. This second theme is developed at some length in 
subsequent sections.

(iv) The Truncation Decision:

In February 1978, the Government decided to truncate the accelerated 
programme and to attempt to implement in the Plan period only five of the 
twelve sub-projects, at a cost of about half the originally estimated 
Rs 22 billion for the entire Scheme. It is politically significant that 
the truncation decision was never clearly announced. The first public 
allusion to the decision came in a report in the major Government newspaper 
on the May Aid Consortium meeting, saying that aid finance had been 
committed in principle for the "5 priority Mahaweli projects costing 
Rs 11 billion". No explicit statement was made about the truncation until 
an article of July 21 in the Government newspaper, and public knowledge of 
the Mahaweli sub-projects was insufficient to make the radical change of 
plan obvious, at least at that stage.

This rather remarkable reversal of intention (remarkable in that it 
came so soon after the original announcement) originated in the Ministry of 
Finance and Planning. Curiously enough, the decision was not dictated by 
realization of the impossibility of achieving the full programme, but by 
monetary constraints. It was felt that a Rs 22 billion expenditure could 
only lead to unacceptable inflationary pressure on the economy - a decision 
in which it seems likely that the IMF played a considerable part, either 
directly or indirectly, since they were by now exercising considerable 
influence on monetary, fiscal and subsidy policy. The decision set new 
and obviously more realistic bounds for the Mahaweli executive. Yet it 
should be stressed that it represented only a move towards monetary 
rationality and not a bettar evaluation of what could actually be achieved 
in the Mahaweli programme. Aid donors (and, in private, many senior Sri 
Lankan civil servants) still thought the new 5-project Mahaweli a totally 
unrealistic target for a 6-year programme.
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CHAPTER 2

CONSTRUCTION PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT

1. November 1977: The Organization of Construction:

Immediately following the acceleration decision, the President and 
Minister of Irrigation formed a high-level Task Force, headed by the Chair 
man of the UNP Party, with the job of co-ordinating Mahaweli development. 
The legal constitution of this Task Force was significant in that it was 
set up as an advisory and not an executive body. Yet at the same time, it 
was the only Mahaweli organization which was in a position to oversee both 
the MDB and the CECB, responsible for the irrigable areas under the Scheme, 
and for the big dams respectively. In theory at least therefore, there 
was no body with the power to influence the management and co-ordination of 
the two major agencies involved in Mahaweli construction. But in practice 
the Task Force was not without power, because of the influence of its 
constituent members. It was made up partly of 'executive' members from 
the MDB, CECB, Irrigation Department, and Ministry of Irrigation: and 
partly of non-executive members, including the Permanent Secretary to the 
Treasury and the Cabinet Secretary. Requestsmade by the Cabinet Secretary 
and the Party Chairman could not be ignored by the Mahaweli executive. 
Nevertheless, the collective power of the Task Force was limited for two 
reasons. First, the 'non-executive' members all held full-time posts in 
other areas of Government and had little time to examine Mahaweli activities 
in depth: they were therefore encouraged to rely on the reports of the 
executives. Second, the non-executives were also non-technical, and hence 
sometimes not in a strong position to question detailed estimates or 
schedules produced by the CECB or MOB. In practice, therefore, the key 
executive members more or less controlled both the implementation of any 
'decision' taken by the Task Force, and the flow of information to it.

Such de facto power of the executive was not without its dangers in a 
situation where the Chairman of both the MDB and CECB had much to lose if 
poor performance was disclosed. Their publicly made commitments meant that 
from the beginning the Task Force was supplied with information that was 
misleading both in its apparent accuracy and in its over-optimism. For 
example?, an early request was made by the Task Force for an implementation 
schedule and for manpower and resource requirements for the accelerated 
Scheme. With remarkable rapidity for such a complicated exercise, the 
Ministry of Irrigation produced in December 1977 a bound volume of 
'Implementation Schedules and Manpower Requirements' , most of whose estimates 
were extremely suspect. Deficiencies in the figures for manpower require 
ments were discussed in some detail above. Schedules of progress in 
construction were given in bar-chart form, broken down by chronological 
activity. They were extremely optimistic. It was expected, 
for example, that designs for the major Randenigala dam could be completed 
in nine months from January 1978, when no detailed work on them had started, 
and there was no road access to the damsite. Construction scheduling 
was suspect not only because of likely planning and manpower deficiencies, 
but also in the case of the quantities required. The peak demand for 
concrRte for the major dams implicit in the schedules far exceeded national 
supply capacity when the plans of other sectors, especially the housing 
programme, were taken into account. Yet the Chairman CECB declared to the
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Task Force that no imports would be required, just as he maintained that 
sufficient engineers would be available to plan and execute the construction 
work at the required speed. Fictional schedules were maintained in most 
cases through 1978. After the truncation decision in February, for 
example, forecasts were provided to the Treasury by the CECB and MDB as 
follows:

Start Major
Construction Completion

Victoria March 1979 March 1983

Madui-u Oya October 1979 October 1982

Moragahakanda August 1979 October 1983

Randenigala March 198O October 1984

These were judged by outside observers to be still extremely optimistic, 
despite completion dates significantly later than in the December forecasts. 
Again, through June and July of 1978, Chairman CECB was promising the Task 
Force imminent completion of the designs for Maduru Oya, the simplest 
of the major dams. Yet in practice these were examined and had to be 
quite extensively revised by foreign consultants in Autumn 1978. In the 
field, work was started on the Maduru Oya core trench according to schedule 
(though without detailed designs), but machinery shortages meant that 
excavation and grouting were complete only just before the Maha rains, 
necessitating re-excavation the following year. This outcome had been 
foreseen as likely by the Planning and Evaluation Division of the MDB as 
early as May 1978. For the specialist, therefore, and for those involved 
on a day-to-day basis with Mahaweli construction, the unrealism of many 
of the reports and forecasts supplied to the Task Force was apparent. 
But at the rather rarefied level of the Task Force itself, though unrealism 
was strongly suspected, little was done: and, generally speaking, little 
could be done, given its constitution.

In these circumstances, the fccus of action and the major seat of 
planning and management was in tne CECB and MDB. This paper will concentrate 
on the latter, since area development posed greater planning and management 
problems than the major dams, which the Government early decided would be given 
to foreign contractors to build on a close to turnkey haais. Discussion 
will also concentrate on the work being carried out in System H, already 
in course of development, as the best illustrator of planning and manage 
ment problems. In this area, the MDB was responsible for the overall 
progress of work, and for the co-ordination of the River Valleys Development 
Board, the Army, and a large number of private contractors to whom a major 
part of the construction effort was sub-contracted.

The structure of the construction organization within MDB, the 
controlling agency, consisted of three levels, which can be termed the 
political, the executive, and the field levels. The Board of Directors 
consisted, like the Task Force, of a number of senior outside civil servants 
with direct access to politicians, as well as executive representatives from 
the MDB itself. The legal constitution of the Board differed considerably 
from that of the Task Force, in that it had almost total executive power 
over the development of the very large land area affected by the Scheme. 
Yet the similarity to the Task Force in practice was significant. Information 
flows to the Board were generally controlled by senior MDB executives, and 
Board Members' lack of time and professional skills tended to prevent these
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flows being augmented, or seriously analysed. Actual discussion at Board 
Meetings tended to centre on specific problems arising in the field, for 
example on a particular resource shortage, or delay in a specific area of 
activity. Examination of Board minutes indicates that the Board seldom 
spent time on the overview of the programme: that is, discussing whether 
plans and actions in general actually reflected programme objectives - e.g. 
in terms of targets scheduled. It might be said in summary that the Task 
Force did concern itself with the overview, but did not have the teeth to 
act, while the MDB Board had all the necessary authority to act, but tended 
to limit its actions to issues of tactics rather than of strategy.

Power therefore devolved from the Board of Directors to the executive, 
who became responsible for all major planning and management decisions. 
The construction hierarchy within the executive was as follows. Beneath 
the Chairman of the Board, one Deputy General Manager (Engineering) super 
vised design work and water management, and another Deputy General Manager 
all construction work. Each DGM had a head office staff headed by an 
Assistant General Manager (AGM) . In the field, the project was divided 
into two geographic areas under the Resident Project Manager (RPM) and a 
second AGM (Const.) respectively. The RPM had control of all areas where 
the irrigation system was built and operating, while the AGM{C) had charge 
of a shrinking area of command - the acreage where construction was actually 
in progress. Both AGM(C)s were young engineers in their twenties or 
thirties, and had a high degree of responsibility, while AGM(C) (Kalawewa) 
had also a fairly high degree of autonomy,- because of his distance from 
head office, 4>j hours away in Colombo. In the field, the hierarchy 
continued down through Deputy General Engineers (DREs) and Technical 
Assistants (TAs) in charge of a particular part of the project area. Only 
two changes had been made in the construction hierarchy by the sunnier of 
1978, and neither was very significant: the post of DGM(E) was redesignated 
DGM(Designs) , and the water management function removed elsewhere; and a 
post of Additional General Manager (Eng) was created beneath the Chairman, 
and above DGMs (D) and (C) .

The construction division of MDB was characterized by a high degree 
of unity, both because of a common professional background in engineering, 
and because of the young age of middle and junior level officers. While 
there was a clear gap between the political level (the Board) and the 
executive, the gap between head office and the field was leus marked. It 
is true that the 'political' interest of senior engineers and those of 
juniors in the field were not always the same, and that conplaints came from 
the latter (as from field officers on projects everywhere) of insufficient 
field visits and two-way communication. But as against; this, first, 
pressure for results forced head office and the field to work generally in 
harness: and second, the emergence of separate camps in head office and the 
field was prevented by two very important MDB policies - that junior staff 
postings should rotate frequently between head office and the field, and 
that promotion depended on having the requisite degree of field experience. 
Thus the life of a junior engineer was certainly more comfortable but 
certainly not more privileged than that of his counterpart in the field.
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2. February - July 1978: Chairman and Planning Unit

The arrival of a new HDB Chairman in April 1978 was extremely signifi 
cant for the Scheme, because of fiis special experience and individualistic 
management style. He had the supreme qualification of having been 
Resident Project Manager at Kalawewa in the first years of development, 
following experience running a major irrigation/settlement Scheme in the 
south of the island. He was then made in rapid succession Chairman of the 
River Valleys Development Board and Additional Secretary (Mahaweli) in 
the Ministry of Irrigation. Here he was able to consolidate his position 
with senior civil servants and politicians, and because of his reputation 
as an achiever, was asked to take over the Chairmanship of the MDB to 
implement the acceleration. The very rapid acceleration in construction 
progress achieved between November 1977 and July 1978 were largely the result 
of his personal dynamism and creative thinking. The rate of progress is 
illustrated by an informal evaluation carried out by the Planning and 
Evaluation Division, MDB, in July 1978, for the Permanent Secretary Plan 
Implementation (the President's Ministry). This estimated roughly that the 
average annual acreage coming on stream in the first years of the Scheme 
(1974-7) was between six and seven thousand, while the rate of development 
at the time of the evaluation was in the region 2O-3O.OOO per annum. This 
was a formidable achievement in six months, given the suddenness of the 
acceleration decision, and the non-availability of new plant and equipment 
for construction.

The construction hierarchy was described only briefly above, because 
in practice the Chairman's knowledge of the field and attention to detail 
frequently led him to short-circuit the system. His information about 
progress in the project area was based on frequent personal visits to the 
field, covering the three main construction sectors - area development 
(including jungle clearance and irrigation system construction), service 
centre development (the roads, schools, coops and other infrastructure) and 
major canal construction. The Chairman did not hesitate to intervene 
personally where bottlenecks arose, and because of his experience he was 
generally able to provide a fast and effective solution. Some such 
interventions were small, for example persuading extra generators out of 
another Government Department. Others, such as two interventions in the 
construction of the RB canal, speeded the whole construction effort enormously. 
When it became clear that the targeted mileage might not be met in time for 
the RB canal to carry water from the 1978 Maha rains to the Anuradhapura 
city tanks (a failure that would have been political and public) , the 
Chairman himself devised a new method of breaking up the topsoil so as to 
speed excavation later: and he then himself organized the deviation of the 
path of the RB canal so as to divert water along certain sections of the 
parallel ancient canal (Yoda Ela), so as to avoid rock which could not be 
blasted in time tor completion of the new canal.

A major spur to the Chairman's dynamism was to be found in the promise 
he had made to politicians about the Mahaweli acceleration in general, and 
also, in particular, a promise made by him as Chairman of RVDB to develop 
2O,OOO new acres in blocks H4 and H5 in the year 1978. Both H4 and H5 
depended for irrigation water on completion of the first section of the RB 
canal, and this, coupled with the needs of the city of Anuradhapura, gave 
particular urgency to the completion of this major channel work. In 
addition to a high degree of nrotivation, two other strengths of the Chairman's 
philosophy greatly assisted progress - first, his policy of devolving
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responsibility for planning and action as far dawn the hierarchy as possible; 
and second, the decentralizing of planning and design work as far as 
possible to the field. In this way, one common disadvantage of authori 
tarian management systems - centralization of power in a head office out 
of touch with the field - was minimized: while at the same time, one 
weakness of non-authoritarian systems - the unwillingness of field officers 
to take potentially controversial decisions - was removed by the Chairman's 
instant availability to deal with any bottleneck. the combination of 
high motivation, instant feedback, and instant control and decision-making 
made for a rather efficient management system in the construction sector. 
The Chairman's strength was in the field of day-to-day management, problem- 
solving and trouble-shooting. His weakness was in the field of planning 
for orderly development in the future, and it was this weakness that led to 
eventual confrontation with the Planning and Evaluation Division of the 
Board.

The existing MDB Planning and Evaluation Unit did little planning, 
monitoring or evaluation until the arrival in February Iy77 of a new DGM 
on secondment from the Ministry of Plan Implementation. His first efforts 
were to build up a monitoring system for progress in the field in System H, 
based on reports from field officers and spot checks carried out by members 
of the P and E Division. By April 1978, map folders were given at monthly 
intervals to members of the MDB Board and to the Task Force, presented in 
such a way that the busy official could read off the advance of irrigation 
and social infrastructure and settlement at a glance. For the first time, 
the MDB was able to see on a systematic basis what was happening in the 
field, and some of the evidence was disquieting. For example it became 
clear from monthly progress reports that much of the social infrastructure 
in block HI was not built and functioning, despite the fact that this 
block had been settled two to three years before. By June 1978, rates of 
progress on area development and canal construction were worrying some 
Board members, and the Minister reminded the MDB formally at a Task Force 
meeting of its promise to deliver blocks H4 and H5 for settlement by the end 
of 1978. The initial growth in the monitoring capability of the P and E 
Division had the full support of the Chairman. He said that he wished to 
use the Division as a mirror, to reflect to him the progress and weaknesses 
of other Divisions. But as the progress • reports became more and more 
comprehensive, the mirror began to reflect to the Board sore what adversely 
on the progress of the MDB as a whole: and from this point the Chairman's 
attitude to the Division became somewhat ambivalent.

By June 1978, the P and E Division had improved its monitoring work 
sufficiently to have a base on which to think about systematic planning for 
the future. Again, the Chairman gave full support to this move in 
principle, and requested a full critical path'analysis for System H from 
the Division. The P and E Division was by this time extremely concerned 
about the targeting for completion of System H by December 1978. The 
target was clearly impossible to meet, but it was equally impossible to 
prove this to the Board with any detailed analysis, since there were no 
detailed implementation plans available from the construction divisions of 
the MDB, nor even in many cases were established rates of work for jien and 
machines available for P and E to develop into a plan themselves. The 
Chairman insisted (rightly) that the Division's function was not plan in 
detail itself, but to teach other Divisions of the MDB how tD plan for 
themselves, and to co-ordinate their sector and area plans into a macro-plan
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for the System as a whole. However, this was impossible, for no realistic 
scheduling was available from any Division, and managers, were reluctant to 
spend time or effort with, the P and E Division on refining their promises into 
plans. It was clear that officials were unwilling to admit that promised 
schedules could not be met.

A second serious concern of the P and E Division was the apparently 
haphazard nature of much construction activity. Jungle was being cleared 
in the tail-end of H5, which it was clear to the Division could not be 
developed and settled for several seasons. Work was in progress on sections 
of the RB canal in H5, when the Division doubted if earlier sections of 
the canal would be completed in time for water to reach all parts of H4 
by Maha 1978/9. There was no doubt that the limited construction capacity 
available was being underutilized through construction activity off the 
critical path. A further example became apparent in a long section of the 
RB canal, where work had started with substantial earth excavation, and the 
blasting of rock obstacles as the canal advanced. Yet it was clear, 
because of the considerable amount of rock in the canal's path and the 
serious shortage of drilling equipment, that rock blasting lay on the 
critical path of the project, and should have been started at as many sites 
as possible along the canal's length before the start of excavation. The 
P and E Division drew the conclusion that construction capacity was being 
deployed so as to make the maximum physical impact on the undeveloped area, 
but not logically, so as to achieve the best co-ordinated (and hence fastest) 
completion. It was felt to be no coincidence that work on which construction 
had concentrated, e.g. jungle clearance, channel and canal excavation, 
produced the maximum visible signs of progress, while the areas that had been 
relatively neglected, e.g. social infrastructure, farm road networks, 
irrigation system structures, were less obvious to the outside observer. 
While the Chairman fully accepted in principle the need for critical path 
analysis, he did little in practice to foster it, or to redeploy capacity in 
the field. While this is evidence of bad management from the overall 
viewpoint of the Scheme, it should be stressed that this was a rational 
reaction (at least in the short term) from the point of view of a manager 
bound to live up to his public promise of rapid progress.

At the beginning of July 1978, the P and E Division was asked by the 
Permanent Secretary, Ministry of Plan Implementation to produce summary 
projections of performance in Area H for 1978. The Division produced 
estimates on an optimistic and on a pessimistic basis. The optimistic 
estimate suggested that of the total of 51,OOO acres remaining for develop 
ment in the System as at January 1978, only 28,OOO would be developed by 
the end of 1978, and the remainder would be carried over to the following 
year. This meant, on an acreage basis, an achievement of 45% of target: 
the pessimistic estimate suggested achievement of only 2O% of target. The 
Division also thought it unlikely that the MDB would be able to complete 
the social infrastructure for the 1O-2O,OOO acres that might in fact be 
brought on stream. The submission of this summary report and forecast marked 
ths onset of significant deterioration of relations between the P and E 
Division and the Chairman, and hence also the other construction managers.
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3. August - September 1978: Review by the World Bank

In 1977 the World Bank, together with four bilateral donors (US, 
Canada, UK and Netherlands) had committed a total of US $3O million for the 
development of System H. At the time of signature of the loan agreement, 
it was envisaged that the development programme would take five years 
(1978-83), with the bulk of funds being spent on areas H4 and H5. The World 
Bank requested a review of the programme at this time for several reasons. 
First, they were conscious that the accelerated programme would modify the 
implementation of their project in many respects, and they wished to reassure 
themselves that any deviation from their principles of 'good' development 
would not be too great. Second, large-scale expenditure was only now being 
incurred in areas H4 and H5, where their primary interest lay. Thirdly, the 
Bank as well as the US, UK and Canada were having discussions with the 
Government about very substantial aid funding for the irrigable areas under 
the new dams of the accelerated programme. And although the official brief 
of the Review Mission was only to examine progress and plans in area H, it 
was inevitable that all donors would draw conclusions from it about Sri 
Lanka's capability to develop the 35O,OOO acres of the rest of the accelerated 
programme. The MDB's performance in area H therefore meant much more to 
the country than its localized effects at Kalawewa.

In early August, before the arrival of the mission, the P and E 
Division of the MDB gave other Divisions of the Board warning of the sorts 
of questions that might be raised by the Review Mission. Advisory members 
of the P and E Division provided by the World Bank and the UK Ministry of 
Overseas Development (working in the MDB since May and June respectively) 
were particularly able to help in this. Stress was laid on the .need to 
reconcile actual progress with theoretical targets. With regard to H4 and 
H5, the Division pointed out that actual progress was as follows:

% completed as at June 3O 

H4 H5

Jungle Clearing 82 31

Branch Channel Excavation 66 3O

Branch Channel Structures 24 O

Distributary Channel Excavation 27 5

Distributary Channel Structures 4 O

Field Channels O O

It estimated that work as a whole was complete as to only about 2O% and 5% 
in H4 and H5 respectively. It was emphasized that donors would not accept 
as realistic a completion target of December 1978 for both areas, with this 
evidence in front of them. The Chairman was reminded that a condition of 
the loan agreement was the provision of Quarterly Progress Reports by the 
Board to the Bank (starting May 1978), and more importantly, of a detailed 
Implementation Schedule for the System as a whole: neither had so far been 
written. A Progress Report for the period to 3O June 1978 was hastily put 
together, and the P and E Division was asked to provide the Bank with the 
Implementation Schedule. In the short time and given the degree of co 
operation available, the resulting plan was partial and lacked any detailed 
analysis. But it promised no more than that "the entire H4, H5 area ... is
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expected to be supplied with irrigation facilities by 1 November 1979". 
Thus, for the first time, formal admission was being made to an agency 
outside the MDB that the Government's one-year programme was totally 
unreallstic.

At the end of its appraisal, the Review Mission commented forthrightly 
to Chairman Task Force on three Issues in particular. First, that there was 
a total lack of any public information campaign to prepare existing farmers 
in the area for the dramatic changes that the projects would bring. This 
was of particular importance to the UK and Netherlands, given their respective 
Ministers' especie.1 concern for the welfare of the rural poor. Second, that 
better "quality control of all construction work (was) needed to ensure 
that canal operation and seepage losses are minimized and that maintenance 
costs of the irrigation system will not be excessively high". Third, and 
most importantly, that "Since the project was formulated with the view that 
it would serve as a model to be replicated in other command areas to be 
developed in the Mahaweli Ganga program, the project works should be well 
planned and constructed to ensure successful development. The Mission's 
field review did not substantiate that this is being done. It is the 
Mission's view that vital planning has not taken place and work activities 
are not being properly co-ordinated, resulting in work being poorly constructed 
and improperly timed. Some work is not being done and modifications are 
being made which are detrimental to the project.

Systematic planning has only recently been started and is far behind 
construction activities. However, this planning as now being done will 
provide the basis for sound management and proper scheduling of the work, and 
additional staff for the Planning and Evaluation Unit should be provided." 
With particular respect to the last two issues, a cable was sent to Washington 
seriously questioning whether finance could be provided under the loan 
agreement on the present basis of implementation.

The MDB replied to the IBRD in a letter assuring that all these matters 
would be put right, and stressing commitment to realistic and systematic 
planning. Actual action taken by the Chairman did not seem to be consistent 
with this profession, however. He proposed first to move the IBRD-funded 
Implementation Adviser out of the P and E Division office and into a room 
giving him direct access to the Chairman. The adviser was concerned that 
such a move would remove him from the mainstream of information about the 
project, and thus reduce his effectiveness. Soon afterwards, the Chairman 
wrote to the Permanent Secretary Plan Implementation requesting withdrawal 
of the DGM, P and E Division, on the grounds that the DGM had been a personal 
embarrassment to him. Thiy referred to the Chairman's feeling that the 
Division had been ultimately responsible for embarrassing disclosures about 
plans and progress to the World Bank. The DGM was replaced by a young 
engineer from the Chairman's staff, and somewhat symbolically, the door 
connecting the P and E Division's office to the Chairman's was unlocked for the 
first time. The Chairman accepted a proposal from the IBRD Implementation 
Adviser to institute weekly staff meetings for senior management to exchange 
information and to discuss progress and plans - and in particular at that 
stage, the production of a detailed Implementation Plan. Yet at the same 
time, major decisions concerning construction in the field continued to be 
taken by the Chairman not at meetings but at informal conclaves with a few 
senior managers, now including DGM P and E. Work continued on building up 
a system for rational planning, but as at October 1978 it was still not 
clear when or whether a realistic implementation schedule would emerge.
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4. The Public Face:

If little but optimism emerged to the Task Force from the MDB in 
the first half of 1978, nothing except optimism emerged to the general public. 
Regular articles about the benefits of the accelerated Scheme appeared in . 
the national press, and in the course of the year the President twice 
visited the Kalawewa project. The first occasion was after a political 
controversy in June 1978 when opposition parties accused the Government of 
breaching small irrigation tanks in the area so as to facilitate construction 
work, but to the detriment of local farmers. The President, arriving by 
helicopter, and with an entourage of 4O jeeps in his tour of the project 
area, declared that although breaching of tanks had occurred under the 
previous regime, none had taken place under his Government. Whether or 
not the President was aware of it, this was a fallacy, but the public was 1 
certainly not to know. With regard to construction progress, at the end 
of July 1978 the Government newspaper was still announcing of the Kalawewa 
project that "the development area of 56,OOO acres will be substantially 
completed by December, and about 18-2O,OOO families will be settled." The 
President's second visit took place at the end of October, to declare open 
the new township of Galnewa - something of a showpiece for the Scheme. The f" 
Government newspaper reported that the 'instant township' had been completed 
from scratch in a mere five weeks. Despite their presence in the 
accompanying illustrations, no mention was made that a number of the 
buildings had been erected previously on the site, including "the handsome 
Post Office, which has been provided with an automatic telephone exchange", 
which had actually already been officially opened on another occasion some 
months earlier. The inevitable public impression was that progress in 
construction was going according to the Government's pledges.
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CHAPTER 3

AGRICULTURAL PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT

(i) Cropping Plans and Performance:

The topography of System H is undulating, and the soils form a catena 
with porous red-brown earths (RBEs) on the tops, low-humic gleys (LHGs) in 
the bottoms, and intermediate soils in between. Soil considerations, 
together with the amount of irrigation water available, were a major 
determinant of cropping patterns. Double-cropped paddy was the obvious 
choice for the poorly-drained LHGs, while a mixture of upland rice and 
subsidiary food crops (SFCs) were recommended for the RBEs. The aim in the 
case of the latter was to prevent excessive water loss which would result 
if more 'thirsty' crops were grown on the porous soils. Acreages of crops 
cultivated in the period 1976-78 were as follows:

1976 (Yala)

1976/7 (Maha)
1977 (Yala)

1977/8 (Maha)

1978 (Yala)

Paddy

612

3,193
3,268

8,198

7,830

Other 
Crops

_

824
121

212

126

Total 
Acreage 

Cultivated

612

4,017
3,389

8,410

7,956

Paddy yields - averaging 83 bushels in Maha 1977/8 (though with a wide range) 
- were encouragingly high for the early years of a settlement project. But 
two major problems stand out from the above table: first, the negligible 
proportion of the RB soils actually under the SFCs; second, the regular fall 
in acreage cultivated in Yala. In the case of the first, the majority of RB 
soils (which formed over 3O% of the project area) were actually cultivated 
under flooded paddy in both Maha and Yala, thus bringing water consumption 
over the project as a whole to unacceptably high levels. The second 
problem, the low acreage cultivated in Yala, is somewhat underestimated in 
the table. For example, the cultivated acreage in Yala 1978 shows a fall of 
45O acres as against Maha 1977/8: but this was despite an 85O acre increase 
in the acreage provided with irrigation, to about 1O,75O acres (although 
bunding and levelling was still in progress on a substantial proportion of 
this new land).

The planned cropping patterns were developed by the Sri Lanka 
Government in conjunction with a French commercial consulting group and the 
World Bank. The fact that they were not achieved in practice is largely 
due to the predisposition of settler farmers with strongly established 
traditional farming techniques. Over half the 2*j acre plots in System H 
were distributed to farmers already operating in or near the project area. 
The traditional farming system involved the cultivation of paddy under the 
village tanks in Maha, and also in those (rare) Yala seasons when irrigation 
vater was sufficient. The typical pattern of land-holding was a small paddy 
acreage which offered a high probability of guaranteeing the farmer's supply 
of the staple food crop: together with a larger acreage, often encroached from
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Crown lands, devoted to chena cultivation. The latter acreage, whose size 
ranged from a half to more than 2 acres, depending on the energies of the 
individual farm family, was a somewhat speculative enterprise. In a good 
year, profits from chena crops sold to itinerant traders could be high; 
while the outlay was snail, with no cash inputs, and labour use minimized 
through slash and burn cultivation. In a bad year, when tank irrigation 
water failed, the chena areas could offer something of an insurance policy, 
producing just enough food for the family's survival. This precarious 
system had been severely tested in five years of drought before 1978, 
during which World Food Programme aid had to be distributed regularly in the 
Yala season.

Such a tradition predisposed the settler farmer in a number of ways. 
He was positively inclined to grow paddy whenever and wherever possible, 
simply because it was the traditional staple food crop. Further encourage 
ment was given by the Government's Guaranteed Price for paddy, which made 
the market relatively certain. The SFCs on the other hand had much less 
certain market, and required a very large labour input to achieve high and 
profitable yields under irrigated conditions. Such intensive cultivation 
techniques were very different from those of chena cultivation. It was 
natural therefore that the traditional farmer would opt where he could for 
the high valve, low labour, traditionally important crop - paddy; and, 
more than that, that he would grow it where possible under traditional 
flooded conditions. Thus the growing of flooded rice rather than upland 
rice or the SFCs was a rational reaction from a settler farmer who perceived 
the project's planned cropping pattern as new and risky. Similarly, the 
traditional farming enterprise was aimed primarily at self-sufficiency. 
Whon, in the early years of the project, settlers achieved high incomes 
through growing Maha paddy under irrigated conditions, this acted as a 
disincentive to cultivate a non-traditional Yala season: for the latter 
required a high input of labour for a profit that was superfluous to the 
farmer's traditional needs.

In these circumstances, the burden of convincing the farmer that it 
was worth while to cultivate and that the new crops were not unacceptably 
risky fell on the project's planners and managers. The following sections 
discuss how far the project management attempted to respond to the needs 
of farmers and why, in general, it failed to give the necessary degree of 
support.

(ii) The Multi-Purpose Co-operative Societies:

The Co-ops were a key institution in the agricultural development of 
System H, because of their involvement in providing most inputs and services 
to the farmer. Itiey were responsible for the marketing of produce, and the 
distribution of agricultural credit. They provided all but one of the 
major physical inputs, including tractors, fertilisers, agro-chemicals 
and barbed wire: seed, the exception, was provided by the Dept. of 
Agriculture. A third function was to control the distribution of rationed 
foods such as rice and sugar, and to be a commercial outlet for a variety of 
consumer goods. The failure of the project to cater adequately for the 
needs of the farmers war in large part due to failures in the services that 
the Co-ops should have provided. A preliminary but key indication of problems



is HDD's failure to actually complete the construction work on Co-op buildings 
in the project area, as noted in P and E Division progress reports. For 
example, as at July 1978 in HI, an area most of which had been under culti 
vation for two years, of 11 Co-op buildings 5 were still in progress of 
construction, and of the 6 that were complete only four were functioning. 
In H2, over half of which had been settled by that date, none of 13 planned 
Co-op buildings were functional, and work on 5 had not even started.

A major responsibility of the functioning Co-op was the buying in 
of paddy at the Government's guaranteed price, which was raised from Rs 33 
to Rs 40 per bushel in the November 1977 budget. This price represented 
a considerable incentive for production where it was available in practice. 
However, shortage of storage facilities in the project area - as in most 
dry zone areas of Sri Lanka - made the acceptance of much of Maha 1977/8's 
bumper harvest impossible. Surplus production had to be sold to the 
private trade at a heavy discount. The storage shortage in System H was 
at three levels; on-farm, at the Co-op, and regional. The development of 
on-farm and Co-op level storage was the responsibility of MDB. Its 
insufficiency was the result partly of MDB's concentration on construction 
efforts outside the field of agriculture: and also because of an inadequately 
forward-looking planning system. For in Area H, the high total output of 
paddy was more the result of the fast expanding acreage under cultivation 
than of bumper yields. Yet storage planned for construction by MDB did 
not correlate with the production implicit in any prediction, optimistic 
or otherwise, of the acreage coming on stream under the accelerated 
development programme. Similarly, regional paddy storage facilities 
were the responsibility of the Paddy Marketing Board to supply: but MDB was 
not giving them warning of the order of magnitude of the surplus that they 
would have to absorb from the proejct area.

The Co-op's limited capacity to receive paddy and the absence of on- 
farm storage facilities meant that the bulk of many farmers' crops stood 
unthreshed in stacks in the field for many months after harvest, thus 
increasing storage losses. But this was not an isolated problem. Late 
sales of paddy meant that farmers were often unable to repay agricultural 
loans taken out for cultivation or for the purchase of tractors. The 
Government-controlled credit system was based on the People's Bank and the 
Bank of Ceylon, both with branches in the area. These banks set the 
terms of lending, but the actual issuing of loans was done through the Co-op 
branches. In 1977 and 1978 the use of credit facilities was encouragingly 
high; the average level of indebtedness was over Rs 1,OOO per season, as 
against a maximum possible of Rs 1825. Default rates, as endemically in 
Sri Lanka, were also very high, (although lower than the average for the 
region), in the range 5O-7O%. But during the Yala season of 1978, the 
Government announced that it intended to enforce its policy of not granting 
new agricultural credit to defaulters or their guarantors. The prospects 
seemed bad, therefore, for the continued high use of seasonal inputs such 
as fertiliser in subsequent seasons, since this was very much dependent on 
acces to credit. Yields and farm incomes seemed bound to suffer.

Marketing and credit problems seemed therefore likely to restrict 
the use of modern inputs in the future. A second problem was the limited or 
untimely availability of many inputs themselves; for example, in th° case of 
agro-chemicals, no sulphur to treat chillie leaf-curl was available in the 
entire Anurdhapura district in Yala in 1978. Basal fertiliser was 3O% 
short of requirements in that season, because fertiliser had arrived only 
in mid-season the previous Maha and had therefore not been used: and the 
Co-ops had decided not to reorder 'in order to clear stocks'. The
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availability of tractors and threshers was still poorer, and helped to complete
the vicious circle of the marketing/default rate problem: the non-availability
of draught power lengthened the cultivation period, while the lack of
threshers further delayed the arrival of paddy on the market and worsened
the repayment rate on loans. The quantity of tractors available in the
project area was not more than 25% of requirements for the acreage than
cultivated, despite the fact that field staff had been complaining to MDB
head office about the draught power problem for three years. This was in
part £ue to the poor planning system and the incorrect estimation of demand.
It was also due to the inefficiency of the MDB procurement system in
requesting and speeding the arrival of tractors available to the project , (
under the aid agreement with the UK. The lack of attention to procurement
in the agricultural {and indeed the construction) field is a further
illustration of the lack of systematic planning for the future in MDB.
lags in the availability of almost all agricultural inputs was singled
out by the Aid Agencies as another reason for wishing to slow down the
accelerated programme until better planning and co-ordination had been
developed.

(iii) Staffing, Planning and Management in the Field:

Despite the fact that the main strategy in the irrigated areas of the 
project was agricultural and community development, the Resident Project 
Manager (RPM) at Kalawewa was an engineer. Under him, he had three 
deputies (DRPMs) in charge respectively of the Operation and Maintenance of 
the irrigation system, agricultural development and community development. 
Two of these were direct MDB employees, but the third, DRPM (Agriculture), 
together with all the extension staff, were employees of the Dept. of 
Agriculture. This had a number of disadvantages. First, the MDB chain 
of command was broken, in that head office controlled the activities of 
the RPM, but the RPM had only limited authority over the DRPM (Agr.), who 
hud to refer back to his superiors in a separate Ministry in Colombo on 
matters of substance. The project was fortunate in having an able and 
vary experienced DRPM, whose background included 3O years in the agricultural 
field in the dry zone, both in the public and private sector. The co 
ordination that was achieved between the agricultural staff and the MDB 
was through his personal drive and enthusiasm and in spite rather than 
because of the way in which the project administration was organized. The 
I5RPM (Agr.) staff worked rather efficiently, despite its general lack of 
experience and a number of serious handicaps. Of these, the two most 
important were lack of transport and poor training. Serious delays in the 
procurement of motor-cycles and bicycles made available under the aid loan 
made it difficult for officers to operate the training and visit system 
proposed. These delays originated in MDB head office. On the training 
side, the standard agriculture department syllabus did not lay special 
emphasis on the cultivation of the SFCs, so that many of the young extension 
officers on the project had no personal, practical experience of growing 
them. This was certainly a contributory factor to the small acreage 
actually cultivated. But it remains hard to judge the success or failure 
of an extension service in a situation where many essential agricultural 
inputs and services are only intermittently available,- and in particular, 
in the case of the SFCs where a real market incentive for the farmer to grow 
them was lacking.
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The MDB officer with responsibility for the co-ordination of the Co 
ops was the DRPM (Community Development), whose range of duties was 
extremely wide, and sometimes conflicting. Primarily, he was responsible 
for the general welfare oj the settlers, and making sure that the basic 
public services were available, e.g. medical services and public transport. 
This posed a tremendous problem of co-ordination with other Government 
agencies, which represented in itself a full-time job for the young 
humanities graduates running the Community Development organization without 
previous specialized training. The function of supervising the Co-ops 
was different in kind to these other duties. The timely provision of 
inputs and services required an understanding of agriculture which 
Community Development officers clearly did not have. A major reason for 
poor performance of the Co-ops was therefore inadequate training of the 
supervisors, coupled with an institutional organization that put conflicting 
demands on the scarce time of the senior field officers. Sometimes these 
conflicts were direct: for example, a decision whether to use scarce lorry 
transport to bring in agricultural inputs such as fertilizer: or rationed 
goods for the welfare of the community: or consumer goods which would raise 
the standard of living and perhaps also give an incentive for farmers to 
increase their disposable incomes by cultivating a Yala season. In such 
a situation, where job descriptions were not clear, and the relative 
weights to be given to a manager's diverse duties were not spelt out, it 
was rational for the individual manager to divide his time so as to give 
greatest emphasis to solving those problems where local pressures on him 
were greatest. These were not necessarily the problems to which the 
project's formulators in the Government and the Aid Agencies would have 
given highest priority.

Untrained Community Development officers were not aided by the 
system in use for planning the provision of inputs and services. Under 
the previous regime, area Agricultural Productivity Committees, consisting 
of a mixture of Government and farmer representatives, decided on the local 
acreage to be cultivated and the inputs and output this implied. With 
the new Government, all previous farm-level institutions were abolished, 
and the planning function fell to the RPM and his officers. The national 
'Implementation Programme' system as inherited and practised at Kalawewa 
involved estimation of the cultivated acreages and inputs and output at a 
meeting between the RPM and the DRPM (Agr.). For the Maha season 1977/8 
this occurred in June 1978. This allowed only four months for the ordering 
and delivery of seasonal inputs such as fertiliser and agro-chemicals: 
an inadequate period given the endemic national shortages and the long 
lead time for imports. Other inputs and services had still longer lead 
times. Tractors, for example, might take up to 18 months from the issue 
of tender to final delivery; while a year's notice to the Paddy Marketing 
Board was needed for the construction of more regional level paddy storage. 
The MDB could not legitimately expect co-operation from other Government 
agencies if it did not give them adequate warning of its requirements. 
The planning system in use might have been reasonably successful for the 
production of an 'Implementation Programme' for the typical rice-growing 
area in Sri Lanka, where both yields and seasonal acreages were fairly 
stable. But it was not sufficiently forward-looking to cope with the 
rapidly expanding acreage in the project area. However, it should be stressed 
that the continued use of the national 'Implementation Programme 1 system 
was not the fault of field officers all the while they had no realistic 
forecast of the rate of increase of the cultivated acreage season by season. 
Officers were very conscious that they could not win the confidence of 
co-ordinating departments on the basis of head office's over-optimistic
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forecasts: for in a situation of national scarcity of almost all agricultural 
commodities, other Government agencies could not be. expected to reserve 
inputs for the project — whatever its national priority -~ if these might not 
actually be required. An unexpected side-effect of unrealistic planning of 
construction in head office was therefore the poor servicing of agricultural v 
development.

Field staff were thus handicapped by a poor planning system- and an 
unsuitable institutional structure. Their problems were finally exacerbated 
by continuing vacancies in important staff posts. For example, the lack 
of a number of agricultural Subject-Matter Specialists in the field office 
meant that undertrained and inexperienced extension officers could not 
always get guidance on specialized problems raised by farmers. Eut two key -» 
staff vacancies seriously hindered the development effort in the agricultural 
field. First, the post of RPM had been vacant for one year as at July 1978, 
and was still not filled by October 1978. The job was done in the field 
on an acting basis by the J)RPM (Operation and Maintenance), whose other 
duties, as discussed below (Chapter 4) were already full time. The post 
of RPM was therefore occupied by someone who had neither the time nor the 
professional background to give a proper balance to the various development 
sectors under his control. Secondly, the post of DRPM (CD) had also been w 
vacant for almost a year, and was filled on an acting basis by a more junior 
Community Development Officer (in addition to his normal duties) with 
similar results. Both acting officers inevitably divided their time according 
to local or head office pressure. The accelerated construction of the 
Galnewa township is an example: head office pressure in that case meant 
that both officers spent several consecutive weeks organizing the functioning 
of shops and services in the township, to the exclusion of almost all other 
duties.

(iv) Staffing, Planning and Management in Head Office:

The role of head office was to guide and support the agricultural 
officers in the field. It was constrained in doing this by poor relations 
at the highest level between the Ministries of Agriculture and Irrigation, 
and by the fact that the MDB organization had no real control over the 
extension service in the field. The question is how far c-gricultural 
problems in the field were within the capacity of MDB to solve, and how far 
they were outside it.

The agricultural staff in head office was extremely small, consisting 
of a DGM and an AGM post, of which the DGM post was vacant throughout 1978. 
There was no supporting staff whatsoever. Agricultural matters were thus 
dealt with by the AGM, reporting direct to the Additional General Manager 
of the project (later promoted General Manager). The GM was a former 
agriculture department officer, with, a primarily research background and " 
considerable experience of agricultural extension. While the promotion of 
an agriculturalist to such a senior and apparently key post is significant 
in an organization generally dominated by engineers, several factors tended 
to limit his effectiveness In practice. First, the Chairman's individualistic 
technique of management meant that many decisions, even in the agricultural 
field, were taken by him personally without consulting the GM. The senior < 
management was thus not in practice used as the distribution of responsibility 
in the MDB Organization Chart might imply. Secondly, the Chairman's r 
management style was entirely verbal: his distaste for paperwork meant that 
most of this was delegated to the GM. Thirdly, the GM's background
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qualified him extremely well as. a professional agriculturalist, but less 
well as a planner and manager, despite the fact that planning and manage 
ment were the main skills required in a job at this level in a major project. 
AGM (AGR) was also a professional agriculturalist (although, with more 
limited field experience) and not a professional or experienced project 
manager. The Board's lack of authority in agricultural matters was put 
forward as the reason for the very small size of the agricultural staff. 
But it is suggested below that the Board was in fact free to exert much 
more influence on agricultural development, but did not do so because of its 
unadmitted but de facto internal priorities. •

The role of the Chairman in agricultural development was extremely 
significant, both because of actions he did and did not take. His under 
standing of the agricultural system at Kalawewa was quite thorough, because 
of his previous experience as project manager there. As in the construction 
sector, he came up with a number of creative ideas for implementation. 
These included experiments in the dry tillage of upland rice: and proposals 
for the Board to use its own funds to buy vegetables from farmers for resale 
in Colombo, thus encouraging the growing of the SFCs on the RB soils. But, 
in contrast to the case of construction, the Chairman did not see these ideas 
through to fruition himself, and his small agricultural staff appeared 
often unable or unwilling to implement them effectively for him. Many of 
the agricultural problems at Kalawewa were clearly spelt out to the Chairman 
by the DRPM (Agr.), who had worked with him - and indeed shared project 
accommodation with him - some years before in the field. They were also 
spelt out to the Board of Directors in a Board Paper in February 1978, 
but no systematic attempt was ever made to deal with them. This was true 
even of shortages, like the shortage of draught power, which were directly 
within the power of head office to ease. No serious effort was made to 
speed the procurement of aid-funded tractors from UK until pressure was 
applied by the September project Review Mission. It is difficult not to 
draw the conclusion that agriculture was more or less consciously neglected 
because of the de facto priority of accelerating construction progress. 
This conclusion is encouraged by consideration of the Board's actual 
potential for dealing with the main planning and management problems at 
Kalawewa: these were staffing vacancies, poor institutional structure, a 
poor planning system and poor communications.

Mo major obstacle stood in the way of the Board filling the two key 
staff vacancies of RPM and DRPM (CD). It is true that ideally trained and 
experienced men would not have been attracted to uncomfortable field jobs 
even by MDB's ability, as a development agency, to pay a substantial salary 
bonus to its officers (which represented in the field a bonus of about 3O% 
of the regular salary of the agricultural extension officers working beside 
them, but on a normal Government salary). But these posts could easily 
have been filled with young graduates with initiative and the ability to 
learn fast on the job. Similarly, nothing prevented the MDB strengthening 
the agricultural staff in head office, given the Board's total responsibility 
for area development. Yet no DGM (Agr.) was recruited and no economist 
was employed by the Board (at least as an economist), despite the fact that 
the Scheme planned eventually to provTde more than 2OO,OOO settler families 
with agricultural incomes. It is significant that vacancies were not allowed 
to persist in key posts in the construction divisions.
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Kith, regard to organizational reform in the field, the Board's powers 
were almost absolute. It is' true that they could not interfere with, 
extension, but expansion In otfier areas- was actually facilitated by the 
Ministry of Agriculture's- decision at the highest legal level to concentrate 
on research and extension, and not to be involved in activities that in 
any way serviced or controlled farmers, as opposed to motivating and 
educating them. The P and E Division of HDB put a proposal to the 
Chairman in July 1978 for the splitting of the function of the community 
development staff so that they should be responsible only for the activities 
involved in settlement, tfie establishment of social infrastructure and the 
functioning of the public services. This would have left the provision 
of the following services and facilities- to a newly-created DRPM: 
agricultural inputs, machinery and equipment, credit, transport, marketing, 
storage and processing. The new DRPM would have been backed up by a new DGM 
in head office with additional responsibility for the economic planning, 
monitoring and evaluation of agricultural development in the project area: 
this would have included attention to market prospects, pricing and acqui 
sition systems and cropping patterns. The new DRPM post in the field 
would have been staffed by a man with agricultural experience, and thus 
with both the subject knowledge and more time to deal with the problems 
of the Co-operatives. Creation of the new DGM post would for the first 
time have meant the allocation of responsibility in head office for super 
vising the improvement of Co-operative services in the field. Under the 
existing organisation, no one in head office had responsibility for 
supervising either Community Development or the Co-ops. The DGM whose 
title ; DGM '(Settlement Planning and Development) - nominally covered 
these activities was in practice responsible only for settlement in the 
sense of the recruitment and transport of settlers to the project, and the 
allocation of homesteads and plots. With regard to improving the planning 
system, the P and E Division felt that it could not even begin to operate 
in the agriculture and community development fields without organizational 
reform and a more adequate staff with whom to work in head office. 
However, although the organizational and staffing reform outlined above 
was agreed by the Chairman in principle, no effort was made by him to 
implement it.

Problems in communication between field and head office followed from 
problems of reorganization and staffing. Information flows were incomplete, 
because there was no adequate staff in head office to receive and interpret, 
or to define the types of information required. For this reason, reports 
from the field tended to isolate individual agricultural problems for 
attention, without setting out the ways in which these problems often 
caused or reinforced each other - the vicious circle of marketing, credit 
and input problems for exainple. Information flows in the field were 
equally poor, because no representative channel of communication had been 
set up between -farmers and MDB. The Chairman had proposed the creation of 
'Producer Co-operative Societies', which, unlike the input Co-ops, would 
have been genuinely co-operative in nature. They would have been based 
on the farmers in an individual irrigation turn-out area, who would co 
operate in the purchase of farm-to-input-Co-op transport - another endemic 
shortage: and each with a turn-out representative with, the job of putting 
the farmers' viewpoint to project staff. This was another creative idea 
that was never implemented, although it could have been included among the 
responsibilities of the proposed new DRPM. Thus the information reaching 
head office was not necessarily representative of the farmers' problems: 
it was more likely to reflect the preoccupation and priorities of field 
officers.



The main reason for inattention to agricultural staffing, organization, 
planning and communications was without doubt the 'construction bias' evident 
in both head office and the field. But this was exacerbated by the 
Chairman's management style which in this sector shows its disadvantages as 
well as its advantages. In the construction sector, personal attention to 
detail and instant decision-making and feedback led to a great acceleration 
in progress. But it was not possible for any individual to give this 
degree of detailed attention to all sectors of a complicated project. In 
effect, the Chairman was managing the head office MDB using tho sane 
techniques that he had effectively employed as WM at Kulawewa - bat - 
before the start of the accelerated programme. The extremely complex 
demands of the accelerated Scheme demanded the full-time attention of the 
Chairman on matters of policy and strategy for the future: and demanded 
the delegation of implementation and day-to-day executive natters to the 
executive staff- The Chairman's dilemma, given Ms promise to the Government, 
was that delegation to senior managers less able than himself would have 
slowed the expansion of the irrigated acreage.
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CHAPTER 4

IRRIGATION SYSTEM PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT

(i) The Importance of Good Water Management:

Water is a much scarcer resource than land in the dry zone of Sri 
Lanka. From the point of view of justifying investment in the Mahaweli 
Scheme, therefore, the key criterion in planning and managing irrigation 
systems was the need to prevent the wasteful use of water. This need 
was recognized at the highest level of government, and was stressed both 
by the IBRD economic review mission of December 1977, and by the ILO mission 
of February 1978. Also in February 1978, a Cabinet Memorandum was produced 
by the Ministry of Irrigation which set out the problems associated with 
poor water management in very clear terms, and suggested avenues for 
action. This memorandum contained a table showing average water duties 
ex-tank for 19 major schemes in Sri Lanka, which was very disquieting. 
Average consumption was given as 11.4 acre-feet per acre per annum, as 
compared to the duty of only 8 acre feet used by the IBRD and Sri Lanka 
Government in planning System H. It was added that 'the low water duty 
given in some schemes for Yala cultivation is due to the fact that under 
such schemes statistics of cultivated extents and extents which failed have 
not been maintained.' This not very explanatory statement pointed to the 
weakness in the method of calculation of duties most commonly employed in 
Sri Lanka: total acreage irrigated is divided into total releases ex-tank 
to give an often meaningless average duty. In practice, however, top- 
enders use more water than the average, while tail-enders may often not be 
able to cultivate in Yala. When the acreage actually under crops is not 
exactly known in Yala, this method could clearly lead to serious under 
estimates of on-farm duties in those fields actually cultivated. The fact 
that these Cabinet Memorandum figures were therefore by definition under 
estimates gave still more cause for concern. If project managers could 
not improve on the national average by 25-30%. corresponding losses in 
acreage cultivated and hence output would be sustained, and the Mahaweli 
Scheme could quite simple become unprofitable.

The same Memorandum also gave consumption figures for a small number 
of schemes where controls on water use had been applied by the Irrigation 
Dept. At an average 8-9 feet duty per annum, these were more encouraging. 
But it was significant that the three controlled schemes quoted where duties 
were less than 9 feet per annum had irrigable extents of only 1O,OOO, 6,OOO 
and 2,OOO acres as against more than lOO.OOO for System H, which therefore 
posed a much greater management problem. It is also likely that the 
figures for water consumption given in the Irrigation Department experiments 
may have been optimistic. One of the controlled schemes quoted was 14.5OO 
acres under Rajangana tank, which formed part of the existing paddy acreage 
under the Kalawewa Scheme, and was therefore of special interest. Discussion 
with the Irrigation Dept. experimenters and the local project manager 
indicated that even in the Yala season when tha lowest consumption had been 
reported, not all the tail end had yielded well: and since the water duty 
figures were calculated by the usual method of dividing tank releases by 
cultivated acreages, the duties were suspect, in that 'cultivated acreage' 
could hide considerable extents that were not in fact satisfactorily 
irrigated. It becamo clear, too, that the Rajangana experiment had only 
really succeeded in one season of extreme water scarcity, and had been 
abandoned later when rains were plentiful, and when growing racial tensions



in the area had forced the Tamil irrigation officers running the experiment 
to move away. Thus, even in small schemes, there was very little experience 
of these encouraging 3-9 duties being maintained season by season. When 
larger schemes were considered, comparisons with Mahaweli plans became 
extremely worrying. Duties on Uda Walawe, in the south of Sri Lanka, 
and a schene which the new Chairman MDB had run when working for the RVDB, 
were a staggering 22 acre feet per annum in 1977. Though this figure 
was exceptional, it was not invalid to compare Mahaweli with Uda Walawe, 
since the latter, at 81,OOO acres, represented the most recent major 
irrigation/settlement project to be developed in Sri Lanka. On that 
basis of comparison therefore, the challenge of achieving good water manage 
ment on Mahaweli was perhaps the greatest that the MDB faced, and certainly 
one which was crucial to economic profitability.

One further cause for uncertainty about water consumption at Kalawewa 
was the likely extent of conveyance losses. The figures in the Cabinet 
Memorandum and those in the IBRD/French consultants plans for System H all 
assumed an average conveyance loss of 30%. This same loss was assumed 
for Mahaweli Scheme areas as a whole. Such an assumption was questionable 
in principle, since canal losses depend on the mileage of unlined canals 
involved, and Mahaweli systems both varied widely in the mileages of 
their distributary systems per acreage irrigated; and tended to have long 
canal systems when compared with the typical small dry zone scheme. The 
30% assumption was therefore only reasonable on the basis of practical 
evidence that this was the right order of magnitude.' But in practice, 
because of the scarcity of measuring equipment, there was very little 
evidence at all of the size of conveyance losses. One study carried out 
by the Irrigation Dept. on the Mahakandarawa Scheme, less than 1OO miles 
away from Kalawewa, indicated water losses of 2.5% and 3.2% over 1O miles 
of the RB and 14 miles of the LB main canals respectively. Work done by 
the ILO mission to the Treasury in February 1978 suggested that if canal 
losses at Kalawewa were as high as 2.5%, then large parts of H4 and all of 
H5 would have no water for irrigation. But the readings of the Mahakandarawa 
study were dismissed by the Irrigation Dept. as having been taken after a 
freak season of drought, when canal beds had dried and the resulting cracks 
and low water table caused exceptionally high seepage losses. Neverthe 
less, the ILO mission calculated that much lower seepage losses could be 
dangerous: for example, that in an average year, only 7O% of H5 would be 
cultivable even if losses were as low as O.5%; and only 2O% of H5 if losses 
were somewhat higher at 1.5% per mile. The possibility of rather high 
seeepage losses in H4 and H5 seemed born out by the long length of the 
canals serving these areas (28 unlined miles for the main RB canal, a 
further 9 miles to the furthest point at the tail end of the distributary 
system). In addition, the soil catena of the area and the fact that 
designs naturally kept canals as high as possible on slopes to maintain 
head, meant that the main canals ran through a high proportion of extremely 
porous RB soils. In the absence of any measuring equipment, an IBRD expert 
carried out a visual inspection of the canals in February 1978, and was 
concerned at the apparent level of canal losses on the stretches so far 
developed. In all, the evidence seemed strong enough for MDB to thoroughly 
investigate a potential problem which at worst could make their efforts to 
develop H5 superfluous. However, no possibility of canal losses exceeding 
the average 3O% was admitted.

It was clear that proper attention to water control and management 
was essential to the economic success of the Kalawewa project, and that 
planning and management in this field should therefore have been a prime 
concern of the MDB. The next section considers how far this was so in 
practice.
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(ii) The Mismanagement of Water in System H:

The P and E Division of the HIM carried out a review of the irrigation t 
system in area H in June 1978. Owing to the absence of monitoring equipment, 
it was not possible to estimate water duties with accuracy. However/ 
accurate measurement of releases through the Parshall Flume at Kalawewa 
sluice was possible, and this, together with reasonably accurate 
information about the irrigated acreage, suggested duties in Yala 1977 of 
around 9' ex-tank, as opposed to the planned 8' all year. There were a / 
combination of reasons for this. A late harvest in Maha 1977/8, primarily 
due to the shortage of machinery for land preparation and threshing, meant ^ 
that water was issued late (May 14) for land preparation in Yala 1978. 
By June 14, when the issue of water for land preparation should have finished, 
many farmers had not started to prepare their land, ^gain mainly because 
of the shortage of draught power. Thus the input shortages discussed in 
the previous chapter not only led to credit default, but also a very high 
level of water consumption in the field. The shortage of draught power not 
only lengthened the issue of water, but actually increased water use within 
the period of issue, since some farmers insisted on their fields being 
kept flooded and hence tillable during the period when they were trying to "• 
get hold of tractors and buffaloes. The length of water issue was formally 
determined by the local Government Agent in discussion with project staff: 
but it was normal for farmers' pressures, often exerted through the local 
HP, to cause the GA to extend the issue period. The practice ir the field 
was for irrigation staff to keep the Kalawewa LB sluice open as long as 
was needed to accommodate farmers' complains, so that there was effectively 
no water control in the system at all. As a result, drains were running 
full in June 1978, and at a rough visual inspection, about 30O cusecs was 
draining off HI, H2 and H3 through the Kala Oya to Rajangana. In H3, 
Kattiyawa tank was actually spilling during Yala because of the amount of 
drainage water it received from higher up the system.

At the turn-out level, the project plan called for 24-hour rotation 
irrigation giving "5 cusec for twelve hours to each of two farms at a turn 
out. This meant that 2O plots would be irrigated during a standard S-day 
rotation, the management unit therefore being 2O plots or 5O acres. In 
practice, in HI and H2, rotated irrigation was used on only about 2O% of 
the area, with a higher usage (3O-4O%) in blocks 3O1-3, the blocks 
developed first in 1975/6. On other farms - at least at ';he top end - water « 
was issued more or less as fanners wished. This had already led to 
problems in block 3O7 at the tail end, part of which was ready for 
cultivation for the first time in Maha 1977/8. Local rains supplied water 
for land preparation, but Kalawewa water was only availaole irregularly 
for supplementary irrigation due to high (i.e. non-rotated) extraction 
from the D-system upstream. Problems were anticipated in supplying water 
to the other tail-end block 314, part of which was to be cultivated for 
the first time in Maha 1978/9. Once again, these problems seemed likely to 
be exacerbated by the non-optimum use of the November rains for cultivation, " 
due to the late start of operations in Maha, following a late Yaha 1978. 
It seemed clear that tail end problems could well appear in System H well 
before the development of H4 and H5.

The field staff responsible for water management in the new blocks of 
area H consisted of the DRPM (Operation and Maintenance) vith 4 Irrigation 
Engineers under him, whose number was to be increased to 7 at full development: 
each IE controlled 7 or 8 irrigation blocks. The IBs were fairly recent 
graduates in engineering, none of whom had had experience in water management
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on a major schema. Each IE had 4 Technical Assistants,, each of whom had 
4-5 Water Control Officers under him. The latter controlled about a 
thousand irrigated acres per officer, with. 1O-12 labourers working under 
each in 2 gangs, looking after both water control and channel maintenance. 
The staff in general, at least those above the labourer grade, seemed to 
have degree of motivation and interest in their work. Their poor performance 
in controlling water use seemed both understandable and rational. They had 
been trained as engineers, while the primary problems they faced in their 
work were social and institutional, and ultimately political. As things 
stood, the keenest officer could have made no real attempt to enforce good 
water management. He had no way of measuring the flows in his system, no 
political backing for prosecuting farmers, and no resort to the law in 
practice (despite the Irrigation Ordinances),since the police were not 
interested in irrigation offences. As a result, farmers continued to deep- 
flood paddy throughout the project area in Maha, and on 9O% of the acreage, 
porous RB soils included, in Yala. This, again, was a perfectly rational 
reaction for the farmer, since flooded paddy yielded higher than the upland 
rice proposed in the cropping pattern for the KB soils: and because flooded 
paddy was less labour-intensive and had a safer market than the SFCs 
proposed for the RB soils in Yala.

Field managers were also heavily constrained by the physical design 
of the irrigation system. Gates between main canal and D-Channels and 
between D-Channels and Field Channels were operated by a removable wheel 
which farmers had found little trouble in forging. The outlet to the 
D-Channel was designed to run at 3 cusecs, but could easily and often 
did run at 5-6 cusecs. Similarly, the outlet to the F-Channel was designed 
for one cusec, but could be and was run at two cusecs. There was no 
control over water issue at the farm turn-out, except the size of outlet, 
which was h cusec. Roughly i - h of farmers had got round this constraint 
simply by digging a bigger channel round the outlet. This was generally 
an effort to increase water supply, but in a minority of cases it was forced 
on farmers by faulty construction of the farm turn-out i.e. higher than 
the F-Channel. (On the positive side, private enterprise had also been 
ured in some cases to capture drainage water for re-use, although the 
potential for this was not very great in HI and H2.) H3, which was an 
existing paddy area under the Scheme, built in 1937, had all the above design 
faults and more. Farms were 5 acres, with field channels of different 
sizes, so that there was no easy unit for rotational irrigation. All the 
gates were wooden lift-gates, with no wheel or removable locking-device 
whatever. It was clear that until these gates were replaced, neither 
flow monitoring nor water management was possible. However, replacement 
probably meant closing down H3 for one Yala, i.e. the earliest date at 
which better water management could seriously be attemted there was Maha 
1979/8O. The urgency of this physical repair seemed to be lost on the 
MDB, whose major actual concern was clearly the newly settled areas. Yet 
H3, which took 15O cusecs from Kalawewa through the Yoda Ela, was competing, 
or would be competing, for scarce water that would be needed to irrigate 
H4 and 115.

Poor maintenance of the irrigation system also contributed to high 
water usage. At the main and branch level, the main problem was weed 
growth, which seriously reduced discharge capacities. At D-Channel level, 
the original trapezoidal cross-section of channels was generally not 
maintained, and capacities were reduced by both weed growth and silting.
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Many D-Channels in June 1978 vere running at or near the brim, i.e. using 
all the 2O% overload capacity, and one in the tail end block 3O7 was actually 
spilling on a straight stretch. In this block, the 'acceleration' had 
also caused problems, because water was issued immediately after 
construction was finished: there was no time for staff to check work which 
was sometimes poor, leading to high seepage losses at some points, and 
the need to repair some bunds. One problem was the lack of any 'hand 
over' date from the construction staff to the RPM's staff, which could 
have been delayed until the quality of construction was judged to be 
accurate by the RPM. At field channel level, maintenance was universally 
bad. Planned 9" depths averaged 3-4" in practice, with a shallow rectangular 
cross-section that tended to minimize velocity and maximize seepage losses, 
where field channels followed contours (and velocity was lower due to the 
lack of drops), weeding, silting and seepage losses were bad, and some 
channels were being lined in an effort to reduce all three problems. 
Maintenance at this level was the responsibility of farmers, with each 5O- 
acre unit electing a leader with the job of organizing this. However, 
given the uncontrolled issue of water, there was clearly no incentive for 
the farmers to do more than the bare minimum of maintenance. The MDB had 
the theoretical power to clear F-Channels and charge the farmers for the 
work, but this was not used in practice.

(iii) System Planning and Management and Head Office:

At the beginning of 1978, two senior managers in head office were 
concerned with water management, in different senses of the word. The first 
was DGM (Engineering), responsible for the operation and maintenance of the 
system at Kalawewa. The second was a Specialist Engineer (Water Manage 
ment) whose main responsibility was planning the allocation of water at 
the macro-level: this is, estimating the water balances for different 
points. The latter officer was given the responsibility for water manage 
ment at Kalawewa also as from the summer of 1978, when the DGM (E) post 
was made DGM (Designs). The new job therefore combined system operation at 
the micro and macro levels and became a post which, for a major scheme, 
was too much for one man to handle. Staffing and organization weaknesses 
both in head office and the field thus seriously reduced the possibilities 
for improving the water management system: for, as outlined above, the 
DRPM (O and M) at Kalawewa was also acting as RPM. For the DRPM himself, 
who was an able young engineer, the water management function was an 
unsatisfactory job, because it did not give him scope for using his 
engineering training, and in the summer of 1978 he transferred from System 
H to work on the designs for the irrigation system for Area C, which had by 
then become a priority for the Board because of the acceleration. To the 
engineering fraternity, therefore, water management jobs were not ones in 
which professional ability became obvious and rapid promotion more likely. 
Because the essentially institutional problems of water management had not 
been clearly defined both at project and national level, or given the same 
attention as say problems in agricultural extension, the MDB tended to 
attack deficiencies that were symptoms rather than underlying causes of 
poor performance.

Head office made a number of serious attempts to find solutions to 
the problem of high water use, especially in relation to the RB soils. 
Experiments were carried out by the Board in an area of HI in an attempt
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to find appropriate irrigation methods (e.g. one-way slope, two-way slope, 
zero slope) for the SFCs. But these were essentially academic tests, in 
that they were aiming at technical perfection, were not carried out in 
farmers' plots, and little attention was paid to the economics of the 
various techniques. The Chairman instituted a second series of experiments 
this time in the dry tillage of upland rice, which were carried out in 
sample farmers' plots in Yala 1978. The early indications were that the 
most water-saving methods of irrigation and tillage also required a high 
labour and tractor-hour input to achieve the necessary degree of levelling, 
and that the dry tillage methods used were likely to increase the farmers' 
problem of weed growth. In both series of experiments, the underlying 
problem was not simply that of finding a technically suitable irrigation 
method, but of finding some incentive for the farmer to adopt more water- 
saving techniques in the first place. But all the while the vicious 
circle of agricultural problems described in the previous chapter persisted, 
traditional flooded paddy-growing offered higher and surer returns for 
less labour input than growing water-saving upland rice or the SFCs.

With regard to the field operation of the irrigation system, the 
Chairman again cane up with creative ideas based on his experience. 
Following the June 1978 review of water management practices, he proposed 
the creation of turn-out leaders, one for each 20-farm irrigation unit, 
to be elected by the farmers in the unit, with the job of controlling water 
distribution below the D-Channel. This leader would be motivated by the 
payment of a salary by the MDB during the months of water issue, and 
would, it was hoped, receive the support of the farmers in the turn-out 
because he was elected by them. Schedules for irrigation rotation were 
to be drawn up in head office for the typical turn-out, and enforced by the 
local leaders. The DRPM put this idea to two group meetings of farmers at 
Kalawewa, and with their agreement, leaders were duly elected in August 1978, 
shortly before the DRPM/RPM was obliged to turn the majority of his attention 
to the development of the Galnewa township. The proposal in general had 
a number of very positive features. It recognized that water control was 
almost impossible for MDB officers to enforce at the field level, and that 
this was better left to the farmers themselves. It recognized the need 
for both electing and paying the leader, if both consensus and action were 
to result. But although the proposals could not be judged in action because 
they were not implemented at a time of water scarcity (e.g. land preparation), 
they were nevertheless only partially planned solutions. They did not 
contain, for example, parallel plans for improved maintenance of F-Channels, 
which would be necessary if water was to be fairly distributed. Nor had 
thought been given to the very complex problems of the many turn-outs 
where mixed soils meant the growing of both paddy and ths SFCs, whose 
demands for water were entirely different. It would clearly be difficult 
for the turn-out leader, himself inexperienced in growing the SFCs, to 
enforce fair distribution when paddy demanded a small number of long 
irrigations, while the SFCs in general demanded a larger number of very short 
irrigations. It was not clear how turn-out leaders would be able to answer 
the complains of RB-soil farmers when they saw LHG-soil farmers on 
neighbouring plots getting twice as much water as themselves.

Partial planning was again evident at the higher levels of control, 
on main and D-Channels. Subsequent to P and E Division's review cf the 
system, the Chairman ordered an immediate 3O% reduction of releases from 
Kalawewa sluice - a measure less drastic than it sounded, since it took 
place at the end of the land preparation season, when water demand would
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anyway have fallen. But the basic problems of field officers remained 
unresolved. They had no measuring equipment to monitor water flows, and 
thus a poor base for enforcing cuts in issues to individual D-Channels. 
(MDB head office had made no progress in procuring the necessary equipment, 
which was light enough to airfreight, despite the fact that it had been 
available under the aid loan for more than six months.) There was no clear 
way of preventing farmers illegally abstracting water from D-Channels, and 
no effective legal sanction if they were caught. Nor were field officers 
certain that they would earn the gratitude of senior head office managers 
if they enforced sparing water use and precipitated a conflict between the 
MDB and farmers who might be backed by the local HP. Just as many of 
the agricultural problems in system H were spelt out by middle-level 
managers to the Board of Directors, so were the basic water management 
problems clearly put before the MDB Water Management Panel at its meeting 
at the end of September 1978 - a meeting which was chaired by the Minister. 
The Specialist Engineer's Paper, put before the meeting, was clear in its 
attribution of much of the water management problem to agricultural 
problems such as the shortage of draught power and the unavailability of 
credit. It stated that in order to achieve the requisite degree of water- 
saving "it should be made mandatory for the cultivators of RBE lands not 
to cultivate lowland paddy." But the accompanying estimates of the water 
balance for System H indicated a surplus of water on present duties for 
the next two seasons, and no serious action was taken to meet a problem which 
was not felt to be imminent. It seemed again as if performance in a few 
seasons time was likely to suffer because of the lack of forward-looking 
planning. For given that no solution to the water management problem 
had been developed anywhere in Sri Lanka, the lag-time for any improvement. 
Especially one bound up with social and institutional reform, was likely to 
be extremely long: while the crisis of water shortage became all the more 
imminent, the faster the accelerated programme succeeded in bringing land 
under cultivation in H4 and H5.

(iv) Planning System C:

Agricultural and irrigation system planning for system C was carried 
out jointly by the MDB and the Irrigation Dept. In May 1978 they produced 
a report with development proposals for the System including a recommended 
cropping pattern and water requirements. The water duties which these 
implied (and which were nowhere clearly stated in acre feet per acre) were 
extremely low: 8.3" ex-tank for double-cropped flooded paddy on LHG soils, 
and a staggeringly low 3' ex-tank for 23,OOO acres of upland rice in Maha, 
SFCs in Yala. The average annual duty for the System came out at 6.3 
acre feet ex-tank, a figure never before achieved on any major irrigation 
Scheme in Sri Lanka. The plans for System C were open to some technical 
criticism even on the engineering side, because the water requirements peaked 
in certain months of the Yala season at a duty higher than the then design 
capacity of the RB transbasin canal could supply: this was put right later. 
But it was deficiencies of planning at the interface between engineering and 
agriculture that the May proposals for System C really illustrated. Just 
as in the case of the proposals for System H, the report gave no indication 
of how it was intended to achieve the social and institutional reforms 
necessarily associated with the exceptionally low duties. These were 
simply assumed, just as in the Ministry of Agriculture's national Sector 
Plan increasing rice output was assumed without linking it to plans for 
reforming input and service systems. The water duties given in the report
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were logically calcviated in one sense, in that they reflected the consumptive 
use requirements of different crops in the particular area: hut these were 
agronomists' calculations, divorced from farming reality. In the same 
way, the physical system design adopted was exactly that of System H - 
and, ironically, was plannad by the transferred DRPM/RPM from Kalawewa, 
who was aware more than anyone of problems in practice. The plans for 
System C were no doubt good engireering designs, but were equally divorced 
from farming reality. Later plans, produced with the help of British 
consultants, considered modifications such as separate channel systems for 
the RB and LHG soils so as to minimize conflict over water-sharing at the 
turn-out level.

Two factors, at least,prevented the planners of System C learning from 
System H, despite the apparently evident problems of the latter. The first 
was a failure at field level in System H to diagnose problems in the correct 
terms. Better water management was seen as a question of discipline and 
enforcement, rather than at least as much a question of better agricultural 
planning. Correct perception of problems - which generally contains the 
seeds of correct solutions - could only be encouraged by management senior 
enough to look across disciplinary boundaries. In the absence of an EPM 
(Kalawewa) this effectively meant the senior HDB managers in head office. 
In the case of some senior managers, these problems were simply not correctly 
perceived: in the case of others - most notably the Chairman - the need to 
concentrate on one field, construction, meant that correct perceptions 
of problems existed, but did not lead to appropriate action. The second 
factor was the question of information flows, both vertically and horizontally. 
The valuable knowledge of an experienced water manager in charge of H3, 
for example, reached the executive, but did not feed back as far as the 
planners. Horizontally, information did not cross the boundary between the 
agricultural and engineering staffs because of the lack of any channel of 
communication. These two problems - of perception and communication - 
were mutually reinforcing. Perception of problems as being the province 
of a single discipline denied the need for more intercommunication: and the 
lack of intercommunication perpetuated existing perceptions.
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CHAPTER 5 

' CONCLUSIONS

The premise of these conclusions is that planning and management 
constraints have been seriously neglected in the appraisal, monitoring and 
evaluation of rural projects in the developing countries. The history of 
appraisal has followed a course of concentration first on technical factors; 
then on economic appraisal, with the rise of cost-benefit analysis: then to 
an interest in the social effects of projects - on equity, on farmers as ^ 
groups etc. But no appraisal procedures in standard use seriously set 
out to assess the management capability of recipient institutions. 
Monitoring suffers from the same lack of procedure for assessing management 
problems - which are often only too evident by the implementation stage. 
In addition, monitoring is often carried out by subject experts who may not 
have the breadth of view to see that a specific and apparently technical 
problem in the field is in fact caused by bad planning and nanagement and 
not technical ignorance. In ex-post evaluation, it is cften clear that a 
project has failed because of 'poor management 1 , but by the time of analysis 
key managers have moved, and the planning and management history of the 
project must be constructed at second-hand, with all the dangers of selective 
amnesia. Thus in normal circumstances, an official evaluation of work on 
the Mahaweli Scheme would not take place for some years, by which time many 
of the facts collected in this paper would be unavailable. Nevertheless, 
the first years of a project are important because the personalities, the 
procedures and the pressures involved are likely to mould the later years.

It is suggested that there are three good reasons for lack of attention 
to management problems. The first is the lack of an established body of 
knowledge in the field, i.e. the lack of management assessment procedures 
that can be applied on a more or less standardized basis - if these can ever 
be developed for the rural field, where projects are so tremendously diverse. 
Some of the work to date has been empirical: much has consisted of attempted 
application of management theories from other fields. These have often 
lacked the two cardinal virtues of procedures for the practitioner - clearness 
and simplicity. The second difficulty has quite simply been that of 
finding out about management problems. Their effects are often all too 
evident, but their roots are not. This is a particularly intractable 
problem for the aid agency looking at the recipient institution from the 
outside, with only fleeting and partial glimpses of the vays in which 'the 
Organization Chart" actually works in practice. The ideal approach, of 
participant observation from within the management structure, is seldom 
available. Yet the problem of access, though a real one, is also a reflection 
of the lack of research into solving it, as much as of the difficulty of 
finding out. Problems of approach and access have not been tackled partly 
because this is an emerging field - emergent only with the relatively 
recent growth of the integrated and hence administration/manaqement-intensive 
rural project. But the major cause of neglect is perhaps the third one - 
the sensitive nature of management problems, which has often deferred aid 
agencies from pressing the problems of approach and access in the first 
place. If aid can anywhere be seen as 'intervention in the internal 
affairs of another country* , it is in the field of management, which 
involves directing the use of local as well as aid-imported resources. 
But this problem too can be viewed as a question of research into the best 
ways of 'depoliticizing 1 intervention/assistance in the management field. 
Some suggestions for practical approaches are made below.
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One assumption made in these conclusions should be explicit: that 
there is no or little inefficiency in management in the developing countries. 
That is to say that poor performance is often too easily assumed to be the 
result of a combination of apathy and ignorance — a combination which 
Koestler gives somewhere as the definition of bureaucratic inertia. His 
opposite, the meritocracy, is defined by intelligence plus effort. It may 
be more helpful in the context of the developing countries, however, to 
explain bureaucratic inertia also in terms of Koestler's opposite definition. 
Bureaucrats are seldom idle: they are often applying a great deal of intelli 
gence and effort to things which are important to them, given their 
priorities and motivation, but which may be peripheral or even opposed to 
the aims of project originators. Given the constraints of the framework 
in which they actually operate, rather than the one which the outsider may 
suppose them to be in, managers are generally acting perfectly rationally 
in both their actions and their non-actions. That is to say, that it may 
sometimes be intelligent to be apathetic.

(i) Goal-Setting and Motivation:

This assumption leads into the first of five avenues for assessment 
and action considered here - goal-setting and motivation. The other four 
are planning, monitoring and evaluation (second), organization and staffing 
(third), management styles (fourth), and information flows (fifth). The 
first, goal-setting and motivation, is basic to all the rest, as evidenced 
by the major theme that runs through the Mahaweli programme. The analysis 
suggests that the prime reason for poor performance (and hence, in a sense, 
'bad management 1 ) was not inefficiency .or ignorance, but a difference in 
the priorities of the Mahaweli executive and the project originators. It 
is quite clear that activities in the construction sector were extremely 
efficient in achieving the maximum physical progress, and that the actions 
of the Board in promoting imbalanced and unintegrated development were 
perfectly rational from the point of view of its Chief Executive. There 
ic no reason to suppose that the Board could not have been equally efficient 
in the agricultural field, had this had the same priority as construction. 
But since no clear priorities for action in the agricultural and water 
management fields were handed down to field staff from head office, it was 
rational for staff officers to divide their time and to operate according 
to the pressures acting upon them locally. Thus, farmers' pressures led to 
unrestricted water issues: head office pressure led to an undue amount of 
time spent on constructing a single township.

An assessment must therefore be made of de facto priorities in all 
areas of implementation. Managers must not be seen as welded into an 
organization, but as constituting a series of interest groups with con 
flicting aims. A number of these were obvious in the analysis: politicians 
with a commitment to progress! senior managers with promises to live up 
to; engineers with expanding professional opportunities on which to 
capitalize, and many more. Because of the effective existence of a 
hierarchy, the interests of senior groups tend to determine those of groups 
below them, either by actual control (orders) or by inference (the 
perceptions of the groups below about the interests of the,groups above). 
Orders or inferences may run counter to the local pressures upon the groups 
below. The RPM 1 s actions, for example, will therefore be the result of 
at least three conflicting pressures: first, local ones, exerted by
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farmers or his own staff; second, orders issued from head office, which, 
because they are official, will tend to be in line with originators" plans 
or 'official development thinking'; third, and equally importantly, he , 
will act according to his own inferences and perceptions about the actual " 
priorities of the senior group. Thus on Mahaweli, the official message 
was one of balanced development, but the RPM's inference from the actually 
apparent priorities of senior managers would actually lead to emphasis 
on construction, if he wished to consolidate his- own position in the 
hierarchy. In the threecornered battle between local pressures, and 
de jure and de factor priorities from head office, the aims of project 
originators would only be achieved if (i) control from head office was 
strong enough to overcome local pressures and (ii) head office de facto 
coincided with head office de jure priorities.

The above example was a simple one, in that it only concerned the 
vertical hierarchy. Pressures and conflicts also arise horizontally from 
interest groups that represent different disciplines or 'co-ordinating 1 
Government Departments. Hie case of agriculture is an example. DRPM (AGR) , 
an experienced and conscientious officer, had strong professional pressure 
to do a good job in agricultural development. This personal and professional 
priority conflicted with the de facto priorities of the Board, though it 
may well have agreed entirely with the priorities of Ministers. In this 
case, the DRPM was old, and committed enough not to be concerned about 
his promotion prospects, and finally resigned when he found that he could 
not influence the Board. His position might have been strengthened had 
the priorities of Ministers not been as effectively blocked from realization 
in practice by his other master, the Agriculture Department, as they were 
by the MDB. But the Agriculture Department worked according to its own 
priorities: in a situation where the Ministers of Agriculture and Irrigation 
did not co-operate fruitfully in general, it was not particularly rational 
for senior agriculture officials in Colombo to make agricultural development 
at Kalawewa their priority. If a blind eye could safely be turned there, 
intelligence and effort could be directed to de facto priorities elsewhere.

The lessons in terms of assessment of managers and institutions is 
to determine what motivates managers solely by the evidence of their actions, 
and not by their professions. The first question to be asked about poor 
performance in any sector is not 'what's gone wrong?' but "what are the 
influences on the individuals and groups involved which make their actions 
rational?' - i.e. 'what makes thi's rit^it?" This directs attention to 
underlying causec rather than symptoms, and the right question tends to 
imply the right solution. The answer to 'what's wrong with agriculture 
at Kalawewa?' might lead to the recommendation for training for middle- 
level agricultural managers. But the key to their actions in the field in 
fact lay in the background pressures of the acceleration and truncation 
decisions: pressures from above created a framework in which it was not 
rational for them to translate what may well have been adequate training 
into ri^it action. (The word is illustrative, for the process was one of 
reading between the lines of a de jure order and translating it into the 
language of de facto priority.) The donor will only get the de jure line 
at official meetings: but he has. an excellent opportunity to observe de 
facto priorities in the actions of executives. Their perception of 
priorities is likely to be much, truer than that of the donor, who will 
always remain an outsider to the system. Taking this approach to its 
logical conclusion, one should attempt to assess the full rationality of 
Chairman MDB's actions. The pressurcson him "for professional advancement 
and for self-preservation were spelt out in the analysis, and it was
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suggested that these made the Giairroan's actions rational at least in the 
short term. But this would mean that he was acting irrationally in terms 
of his medium-term prospects. However, applying the procedure, his entire 
behaviour could be seen as rational if he in his turn wan seen as reacting 
to perceived de facto rather than de Jure priorities from above. It 
could be argued that the interests of some politicians was to preserve 
power, and that this could be done best by a) creating immediate employment 
on the Scheme and b) making maximum public impact with physical progress on 
the Scheme, aims which would be perhaps best served by construction bias. 
The Chairman 1 s-priorities could therefore be seen as sensitive perceptions 
of the political realities. But that would indeed be a sensitive line 
to pursue.

But if the above was not the case, and de facto and jure priorities 
coincided at the political level, much could be done to improve performance. 
The key element is that of control, and its exertion. The political 
level did not make its three-pronged priority sufficiently clear to the 
Board - construction, agriculture, and community development. Similarly, 
the Board of Directors did not set out in written form and unambiguously 
these equal priorities to the senior executives, and so on down the line, 
expressing itself finally in the lack of clear job descriptions for staff 
in the field. If managers down the line have a clear idaa of what is 
expected of them, and if it is made clear that control will be exerted, 
then managers will see the official line as the most rewarding to pursue. 
Bowing to local pressures which may be in conflict with project objectives 
will no longer be the line of least resistance. In short, priorities 
and motivation will be in line throughout the hierarchy, and it will be 
rational to plan, to co-ordinate and to implement according to the official 
project plan. There is much that donor agencies can legitimately do to 
clarify the duties of the 'Organization Chart 1 , but these will only be 
carried out if support is both there from the top and clearly expressed 
from the top. Much more tune should therefore be spent by the aid 
agency on assessing the political will at the most senior levels, using the 
evidence of actions at more junior levels. If the will is there.- 
assistance can be given in devising better control procedures: but if the 
political reality tends not to support the project as conceived by the 
donor, informal de facto management procedures will nevertheless govern 
implementation in practice, despite Organization Charts ana Instructions.

The same assessment procedure can also be applied to the aid agencies 
in explaining the rationality of their not paying more attention to 
management problems and recipients' political will. If, as in many cases 
at present, the agency has an underspending problem, the pressure is on 
donor bureaucrats to accept projects and disburse. They are bound by 
their own 'local pressures' of project evaluation criteria, which, however, 
emphasize mostly economic and technical constraints rather than those of 
planning and management. The latter are new, difficult and time-consuming 
to assess: they are 'residual 1 constraints, that can be dealth with, at 
least at present, in a token paragraph on absorptive capacity: and because 
they have not been systematically analysed by the agencies, they represent 
such diffuse reasons for project failure as to attract little censure to 
the originating bureaucrat. It is therefore rational for him to spend 
without looking too closely into an awkward area. But that, too is a 
sensitive line to pursue.
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(ii) Planning, Monitoring and Evaluation:

As very clearly evidenced by the Mahaweli Scheme, good planning is 
only possible if the political will allows it. Little space, will be spent 
in discussion of the P and E function, because the. techniques of planning 
(e.g. critical path" analysis), as distinguished from-management, are 
technical skills that can be formally taught and on which much has been 
written. A good opportunity therefore exists for aid agency technical 
assistance at a point which will put the adviser or advisers concerned into 
the direct centre of management operations. If there is a key point for 
assistance in any large project it is this, far more than assistance with 
sector skills (agronomy, engineering) at other points of the organization. 
If advisors can be accepted de facto in this area, this represents a 
depoliticized and extremely effective means of influence on management.

Ciii) Organization and Staffing: ^

Reorganization and staff management training are perhaps the most 
standard solutions of the management consultant. Their success is once 
again dependent on political will, since reorganizations imposed from the 
outside and accepted officially can be easily by-passed de facto by informal 
systems of management: and management training may simply improve performance 
in the sectors which already receive overmuch attention. Nevertheless, organ 
ization and staffing, like P and E, represent a legitimate point of entry ^ 
for the old agency, and should be carefully considered. If aid agency 
pressure had managed to fill the key vacant posts in the MDB organization 
before November 1977, this must have had some influence on the course of 
implementation. P and E and organization approaches are complementary, 
in that organization, like everything else, must be systematically planned. 
The aid agency can assist by asking two simple questions (adapted from 
Jon Moris): "Does the project depend on a new degree of co-ordination with 
ether agencies or between sectors and disciplines? If so, have new 
procedures been planned to create this co-ordination, and are they likely 
to work?" In this way, organization problems can to some extent be _ 
'depoliticized' to become technical planning problems.

(iv) Management Styles:

Attention to management style is a less obvious avenue of approach, 
but its importance is well illustrated by the Mahaweli Scheme. Major 
projects tend in practice to have authoritarian management structures: 
and they tend also to be headed by dynamic individuals put in by politicians 
with the aim of cutting through what they themselves may see as an inert 
bureaucracy. The likely consequence of this is a "hub and wheel 1 type 
management system. Contact between senior manager and junior executive 
is direct, and by-passes the intermediate levels of the hierarchy shown in 
the Organization Chart. This type of management is efficient and 
responsive in the sectors on which it concentrates, but leads to the neglect 
of strategic as opposed to tactical issues. Such management can be a 
result of the need to by-pass the formal management system to achieve 
de facto priorities, as discussed above. But it is also a natural response 
even when de facto and de jure priorities are in line, and the need is for 
fast action. This is a particularly sensitive area for aid agency inter 
vention, but it can be approached both through the P and E and organization
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and staffing avenues,. Pressure, applied to improve staffing and organization 
in neglected areas forces, senior executives away from their concentration on 
day-to-day issues, and into the field of strategic thinking. Preaching 
the necessity for systematic planning makes clear the detail of analysis to 
be done and forces senior executives to delegate this-, and concentrate on 
matters of overall strategy rather than detailed plans and tactics.

(vl Information Flows: ,

The importance of good communications as a necessary precondition of 
good co-ordination and good planning is clear, and was illustrated in the 
brief discussion of information flows at the end of diapter 4 (problems 
in planning system C) . i3ut the crucial point there, and in most practical 
situations, was not the need for communication itself, which is evident, 
but the vital importance of what is communicated. The predisposing nature 
and function of information flows is not sufficiently appreciated. The 
choice and presentation of information determines the nature of analysis 
just as much as analytical technique determines the selection of information. 
For example, it is now becoming conventional for project appraisals to 
demand information about the equity effects of development proposals, and 
new ways are being developed of measuring these and presenting the required 
information. Analysis is thus determining information. But it is just 
as logical to say that information flows for many years concentrated on 
say growth and returns to investment rather than on equity, and that this 
imbalanced flow of information predisposed development thinkers to what we 
now see as a biased analysis. Assistance in developing 'better 1 flows of 
information is therefore an underestimated approach, both because of its 
potential for directly influencing thought and action, and because, once 
again, it represents a 'non-political 1 point of entry to the management 
field.

There are evident links with the other avenues of approach outlined 
above. In the field of staffing and organization, for example, the 
political and donor level simply did not know for a long time about the 
key staff vacancies in the MDB organization, because recruitment progress 
was not thought to be a priority subject for reporting. In the P and E 
field, progress in developing social infrastructure in Hi and H2 was simply 
not monitored and reported until the Unit began to function seriously 
after February 1977. This begs the question of who decides what informa 
tion is important enought to report and what is not; which is another way 
of saying, what, in the reporter 1 s view, are the key constraints on develop 
ment. There is no easy answer to this question, because of the problem of 
subjectivity. Each staff officer at every level will have his own 
subjective interpretation of the ' the project 1 , just as one entirely 
subjective interpretation of • the project 1 has been put forward in this 
paper. It is suggested that P and E divisions should be good arbiters of 
the final content of reporting, since they have an overview of all sectors, 
and should contain a multidisciplinary team. The job of deciding what is 
reported is an extren-aiy important and responsible one, because it will 
determine the view of the project held at the highest political levels. 
The skill required is not simply that of selecting the important fact or 
problem, but the insight to make the right connection between facts and 
problems without which solutions will be partial and ineffective. For 
example, the redefinition of toe water management problem in System H as 
also an agricultural planning problem was in a sense merely a different
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presentation of information of which the Board was well aware; but the fc
new definition differentiated between problem symptoms and underlying causes.
Redefinition of the problem led to a presentation of 'the facts' that had
the correct solution implicit in it. The insight needed for this sort
of reporting is the fruit of experience plus creative thinking, and there f
is no particular reason to sippose that the aid ?gency or consultant should
be better at it than individuals in the recipient organization. It is '
possible, for example, that had the aid agencies themselves sufficiently
realized the significance of draught power shortages for water management, j
they would have extended the 'farm equipment' element of the Kalawewa
project to cover existing area H3, in order to protect their major invest- >
went in areas H4 and H5. It is possible that information about H3 was
not presented in a way that would link the draught power shortage there -»
with the fact of competition with the tail end for Kalawewa water, so as
to define a new and significant potential constraint on development.

The influencing of information flows is an easy point of entry for ^ 
the donor, since the need for reporting is already accepted, and it is 
simply a matter of defining much more closely the sorts of information 
that donors require. Requirements in this field seem also to offer the 
best point of entry to the 'political' area of goal-setting and motivation. , f 
Detailed information for donors has to be collected in the field, and will 
be collated and vetted at every level of the recipient hierarchy, upto and 
finally including the political level. By presenting the reporting re 
quirements as necessary for the donor's own investment monitoring, the ^ 
donor can therefore institute a satisfactory reporting system within the 
recipient organization - and such a system need not be restricted to 
reports of progress, but can include reports of plans as well. Such a 
reporting system in effect constantly confronts the official proposals 
of the project originators with the de facto interpretations of thorn by 
the executive. If the publicly exposed discrepancy is Loo great, it becomes 
very hard for recipients not to take action to correct it. Informal 
management systems can only flourish in areas where duties are vague, and 
enquiries not too closely made. If the political level is clear in its 
goals, but has been misinterpreted by the executive, then thp political 
level has for the first time the right information on which to base the 
right orders to exert effective control. If the political level is not 
clear in its commitment to all project goals, its position will at least 
become explicit for the first time, to the donor's benefit.

In sum, management is thought of too much as the control of development. 
It should rather be seen as a balance, or as an iterative process between 
control and feedback. Control actions can only be effective if based on 
correct perceptions of problems, and these depend entirely on the selection *• 
and presentation of information. Conversely, developing the right sorts 
of information flows exerts the heaviest possible pressure towards 'right 1 < 
actions and good management.
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SUMMARY

1. The following field-studies covet' villages arid dlstrlcta 

surveyed in 1963/61) and 197&/79: Bulundahuhr and Varanasi 

dlatricta in U.P., Muzaffarpur in North Bihar, Quntnr on 

coaatal Andhra, Tlianjavur in Tamil Nudu and Satara in 

Maharaahkra. Hew surveys were added in 1970/79 in Aaaam, 

coaatal Orisaa and Western Rajasthan.

2. In practically all rural areas economic and aocial changes as 

well as new techniques are noticeable: neu seeds, chemical 

fertilizers, pumps, agricultural implements. Also more 

consumer goods, which were hardly available In the early 

1960s now reacli a large number of medium and small farmers 

in progressive dlatrlcta such aa, for instance, bulandahahr. 

Trade down to the village level is also Increasing. What 

considerably dlffera, however, is the pace of development 

between different regions.

3. In moat areas, farmers, large and small, are much more ready 

than before to acquire net; inputs and new tecluilquos and 

this process of change is leaa and leas confined to large 

landownera. Many farmers, even below 1 ha, are keen to 

utilize new inputs and, sometimes, to change their cropping 

jjatterna In favour of richer cropa.

!).. There is clear correlation between the decreasing level of 

poverty and the overall rate of local development. In fast 

moving areas, moat small farmers (below 1 hu) have improved 

their atandard of living through incroaaed production and
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new inputs. A number of landless labourers admit that their 

lot has improved in the last ten-fifteen years, thanks to 

increased wages in real terms and more job opportunities in 

agriculture and outside; trade, transportation, construction, 

sometimes small industries and repair. In such a process of 

growth, it is clear that the latter part of the slogan "The 

rich get richer and the poor get poorer" is incorrect. 

Besides, the changes observed often amount to more than the 

"trickling down effect".

5. Acute poverty takes different shapes. It is being gradually 

reduced in fast moving areas. In slow moving areas, where 

population is growing faster than production, it can be 

due, to a large extent, though by no means exclusively, to 

backward technico-economic conditions, like poor water 

management as in deltaic Orissa or Assam. We have seen 

worse and more complex cases where insufficient economic 

growth versus population is combined with semi-feudal 

structures enabling big landowners to oppress poor people. 

The word "dabao" (pressure) comes often in interviews with 

poor people in Eastern U.P. and in Bihar.(1) Yet such 

people are becoming more alert and conscious of their rights, 

hence a number of violent incidents.

improved
6. The agricultural policy his much/during the last fifteen years,

with a better sense of priorities and practical tasks (water, 

seeds, fertilizers, pest control...). Nevertheless, one

(1) In fact the situation is more complex since there are also 
acute tensions between rising middle caste landowners and 
scheduled castes.
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might go even further in promoting badly needed irrigation 

and drainage, especially in the plains of Eastern India. 

This means not only large outlays, hut also more men of 

high calibre who have things done in proper time. Such a 

better water management, in addition to its economic value, 

has a large social content since it enables farmers below 

1 ha to increase their production and strengthen their socio- 

economic status. A water policy like this contributes also 

to raising wages of landless labourers and employment 

opportunities. Is there not greater socio-economic develop 

ment potential in that approach to poverty than through 

special schemes designed for small farmers and landless 

labourers, which, in the past, have not infrequently been 

dominated by upper farmers?

7. Rural electrification is becoming increasingly important. 

It has made enormous' progress but, at the moment, various 

problems of maintenance and operations as well as malpractices 

are hitting the farmers and affecting the whole process of 

development.

8. Village roads have also expanded considerably, but the needs 

for better roads keep on increasing with the expansion of 

exchanges of monetized goods.

9. Extension services are in the process of being reorganized 

in several States with the attempted adoption of the Benor 

system. In several States one comes across various 

reservations, except with reference to the adoption of the 

system in very isolated areas or in new major irrigation
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schemes bringing new land into cultivation or new crop 

patterns,

10. The role of the collector (district magistrate) varies from 

State to State. His direct and more constant involvement 

in development as observed in Andhra and Tamil Nadu, seems 

more adequate than the U.P. or Bihar patterns where his 

direct involvement is less prominent.

11. Rural credit keeps on increasing and reaches more small 

farmers than before, but, old shortcomings remain: large 

overdues in many districts, political patronage, malpractices 

and delays in loan procedures. Such defects could be remedied 

by district officials of higher calibre and more inclined 

to see things down to the grass root level.

12. Panchayati Raj, after nearly twenty years, keeps on having 

the same modest impact on district development. P.R. mem 

bers tend to be more concerned with politics than with 

actual development tasks.

13- Family planning is today better understood than before, but, 

as in the 1960s, it is proceeding at uneven paces, some 

States being much more advanced than others. It could be 

worthwhile to strengthen propaganda among women (tubectomy) 

because a large number of them have been anxious for many 

years to put an end to that painful cycle of constant 

pregnancies end birth deliveries.

11^. After such a field trip one feels sceptical about the value 

of data issued on the poverty line. Besides, what is the
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use of such armchair exercises since everybody knows that 

the poverty problem ia large enough to require the max1 mum 

of outlays and efficient cadres to solve it?

The following observations are based on resurveys of villages 

and districts studied in 1963/63 and 196?. In each case I selected 

one village for interviews of farmers of all typos in order to 

see how they understand their own problems. I also met repre 

sentatives of the different government agencies at work in the 

districts in order to get the views of the administration. Some 

days were also spent in the State capitals for general briefings. 

The districts were Bulandshahr in Western IT.P., Varanasi in 

Eastern U.P., Muzaffarpur in North Bihar, Guntur in Andhra, 

Thanjavur in Tamil Nadu, Satara in Maharashtra. This year I had 

also some new surveys in Dibrugarh and Nowgong, Assam, Purl in 

Orissa, Jodhpur in Rajasthan.

The old images of a static rural India have definitely gone. 

Even in remote and economic backward areas, including brief 

visits to the South of Gaya district, Bihar, and some tribal 

areas in Orissa, one notices changes in economic and social life, 

as well aa in the techniques in use, but, what greatly varies, 

is the pace of changes and development.
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PART I. THE PEOPLE, GROWTH TRENDS AND STANDARDS OF LIVING

1. Fast Moving Areas

The following criteria were used: yields trends for the main 

crops (1), diversification of the economy: new crops, new activities 

especially non-agricultural, progress in infrastructure, roads, 

electricity.

1.1 Wheat Areas

Bulandshahr district, and more specifically Unchagaon block 

and the village of Khandoi are typical of a fast moving wheat area, 

although development has been slower than in Punjab or Haryana.

Village Khandoi, population 1l(-97 (1971), net cultivated area 

255 ha, 3 km from Unchagaon, the main local bazar, on a bad fair- 

weather road. Dominant caste: Jat.

Yields of wheat have risen from 1200-1300 kg/ha (average 

in the early 1960's) to 2500-3000. Today, the whole village 

fields are irrigated, versus 192 ha in 19&3. and in an adequate 

way through lj.8 private tubewells (TW) , an expansion which was 

facilitated by the consolidation of holdings completed in 1965- 

The consumption of chemical fertilizers, the use of new seeds are 

widespread. As far as sugarcane is concerned, yields in terms 

of gur have increased from around 5000 kg/ha to 6000, sometimes 

up to 7000-8000 kg in very good years. Maize yields remain low: 

1000-1200 kg/ha, jowar and bajra are mostly cultivated for fodder

(1) All yields mentioned below are representative, not only Of 
the specific villages, but of wider areas around. The same 
applies to wages.
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Animal husbandry is on the increase: more she-buffaloes 

more fodder cultivation (lucerne and others) in the rabi, subs 

tantial increases in sales of milk, thanks to three collecting 

agencies opened at Unchagaon, more recently a few farmers have 

started growing paddy, some also potatoes and vegetables„

The farmers are cleverly combining new inputs (TW, seeds, 

fertilizers, electrical threshers, flour mills) to old implements 

and techniques. There are only two tractors in the whole village.

Moat medium farmers (from 1,25 ha upwards) are replacing 

their mud houses with houses in bricks. Several small shops 

(textiles, grocery, vegetables ...) have appeared, while there 

were only some tiny shops before. (1)

The number of men getting employment outside keeps on 

increasing (service, teaching, factories, army) to reach more 

than 100 out of 330 families. Most families stay in the village.

Electricity is no more confined to TW, it has been introduced 

in the village for domestic consumption, flour mills, arid repair 

workshop.

1.2 Rice Areas

Village Manehala, Guntur district, population 1559 (1971), 

net cultivated area 280 ha, on a good district road, 20 km from 

Guntur. Electricity since the mid-1960's. Dominant caste: Kapu.

(1) As to the bazar of Unchagaon, it has more than doubled in 
size: there is now plenty of good fruit and vegetables 
(practically nothing in 1963), more grocery and clothes 
shopsj tailors„ bicycle sellers and repairers, motor repairers, 
saw mills, even some radio repairers and one photographer.



Already in 1967» the area was quite advancede Located in 

the irrigated part of the Krishna delta, improved varieties of 

paddy, moderate doses of chemical fertilizers and good agricultural 

practices resulted in average yields of 2800-3750 kg/ha of paddy. 

During the rabi, when the canals were closed, farmers would grow 

black gram giving 300-lj.OO kg/ha. Now average paddy yields range 

between 3750 and 1).125 kg/ha. Chemical fertilizers consumption is 

increasing, local improved varieties are still much in use, 

although some new varieties are being released with good results 

in the kharif: Ij.500-5000 kg/ha. In certain years, canals release 

water during the rabi, which enabled farmers to have a second 

paddy crop. Otherwise farmers are sowing black gram as in the 

past, without any noticeable yield increase.

Progress could have been faster if the low lying areas were 

properly drained, which is not the case and prevents there high 

yields of paddy. The maintenance of irrigation canals is also 

not above criticisms: not enough desilting, sometimes breaches 

due to lack of control by the P.W.D. Some farmers tend also to 

take too much water at the expense of others.

Other activities: small trade, fishing, catching rats (see 

below) are expanding, but on a moderate basis.

Starting from a relatively high level in the late 1960's, 

Manchala has not experienced a very high rate of growth, but, 

nevertheless, paddy yields are moving upwards, and the latest 

HYV released look more promising than the previous ones.

Kila Ulur, population 1U51 (1971), 380 ha cultivated, net, 

on a small metal road, a few km away from the district road 

leading to Thanjavur (20 km). Located in the New Delta. Dominant 

caste: Kallar.
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The whole area depends on canal irrigation from July till 

January, with two short duration paddy crops on the same soil: 

Kuruvai and thaladi, and one long duration crop: samba. In 1961), 

the average yield for all crops amounted to 2000 kg/ha. In the 

dry season, farmers used to grow some groundnut, often thanks to 

temporary dug wells, as well as some black or red gram, the latter 

giving a few quintals per ha.

New varieties of paddy (ADT 31 and IR 20) are successfully 

used on a large scale, with increasing amounts of chemical ferti 

lizers. Pest control is also progressing with hand or motor 

sprayers 0 Only five farmers have installed shallow TW for better 

rabi crops. Paddy yields range now between 3500-i(.275 kg/ha for 

kuruvai, 1700-2800 for thaladi, and 3000-3500 kg/ha for sarnba. 

Groundnuts (850-1000 kg/ha unshelled) and gram have not known 

sizeable increases but some farmers have started growing gram 

also on the bunds of their paddy fields.

Kila Ulur is now connected with a good road to the district 

road and electricity has been introduced. Some more small shops 

have been opened, and one comes across even petty traders coming 

on their bicycles to sell local ice-creamst

1.3 Standards of Living

Upper farmers (in Khandoi 5-12 ha, lj.-10 ha in the two other 

villages) have of course become richer, but, more interesting is 

to see what has happened to medium farmers (1.25 - 3 ha in 

Khandoi, 1-2 in the two other villages). Through hard work, 

severe savings and some loans from cooperatives (though not 

always), thanks also to the proper use of modern inputs, they 

are rising from very frugal living conditions to a better life
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(

in terms of housing, food, more education for their children, 

some goods like bicycles, transistors, watches, etc. It is 

obviously unfair to call such people "Kulaks" with a touch of 

contempt, as ia done by certain urban intellectuals.

What about small farmers and landless labourers? In Khandoi, 

I was able to study in detail the evolution of land holdings. 

Their total number has hardly changed between 1963 and 1978. One 

does not observe any definitive polarization or concentration of 

holdings. More striking is to see that previously a family 

required 1-75 - 2 ha to be fully occupied and enjoy a decent - 

though very modest - standard of living. Today such a minimum 

economic holding has gone down to 1.25 ha which means that a 

large number of small farmers are better off.

Practically all farmers of the three villages make use of 

new seeds and chemical fertilizers, but, not infrequently, the 

doses of the latter utilised by small farmers are lower than 

with medium arid upper farmers. Thus, though their yields are 

increasing, they may, in certain cases, though by no means, remain 

below the yields obtained by larger farmers.

What is particularly impressive is to see how farmers of 

0.5 - 0.8 ha in Manchala and Kila Ulur have increased their 

production in such a way that they have a growing surplus of 

paddy for sale . Such people as well as farmers below 1.25 ha 

in Khandoi agree that their standard of living has improved, 

especially in terms of food, clothing, sometimes housing.

Among landless labourers in Khandoi (mostly Jativs, also 

Bhangis) several of them, including their wives admit that they 

are a little better off now, which is also obvious when looking 

at them and at their clothes. Agricultural wages amounted to
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Rs 1.0 plus some food in 1963/61).. Today they have risen to 

Rs 5.0 sometimes 6.0, with or without food. This means an 

improvement in real terms. Besides, during wheat harvest, when 

wages are paid in kind, labourers get now 10-12 kg per day, 

versus 5-6 in 1963/6^.

The labour market has also increased in non-agricultural 

activities: petty trade, construction of houses, animal husbandry 

and sales of milk, transportation ...

No doubt one still comes across some very miserable people, 

but several of them have known some improvement. As to caste/ 

class relations, Harljans do not complain of actual abuses of a 

semi-feudal nature, they mention also that certain extreme 

caste differences have gone.

In Manchala, most of the landless labourers belong to the 

Yanadi tribe., Already in 196? I was impressed by their relatively 

good standard of living. In addition to their work in paddy 

fields (Rs 3«0 per day without food) they were very industrious 

in finding all sorts of other jobs: doing patty trade, collecting 

hair for sale in Guntur, catching rats (Rs 0.10 per animal), 

catching fish and selling it during the monsoon, catching birds 

in the dry season. Both men and women were hard working, the 

latter working in the paddy fields like the men.

The situation of the Yanadis has kept on improving. They 

have got some land where they have built their huts. Daily wages 

for men are now Rs 5-6.0 without food. For threshing men get 

10 kg of paddy and two meals. Prices for rats are now Rs 0.25- 

0.30 from landowners. They also sell rat traps which they make 

with bamboo. Pishing and bird- catching goes on. As in the past,
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Yanadis dig oub from the field bunds the paddy stored by rats 

(as is done in other parts of India). I could not make sure 

whether or not they also eat rats»

Relations with the Kapus do not provoke deep resentment among 

the Yanadis. They certainly do. not lead a kind of idyllic life, 

but they definitely look on the good side of the "poverty line".

In Kila Ulur, the bulk of the landless people are Paraiyars. 

While they were earning Rs 1.0 plus some food in 196!;, they 

receive today Rs 5-0 and some food. Wages in kind at harvest time 

have increased from lj..80 kg in 1 96l(. to 7.2 kg of paddy in 1978- 

They have also some work for groundnuts during the dry season and 

several families make mats bringing Rs 3«0 per day.

While talking to the Paraiyars and looking at them, they 

give the impression of people having some kind of minimum 

standard of living in terms of food and clothes. A growing 

number of their children also go to school. Caste differences 

do remain, but several extreme customs formerly imposed by the 

Kallars have gone. (1)

2. Slow Moving Areas

2.1 Growth Trends

Nahiyan, population 2958 (1971), net area sown 365 ha, 

irrigated area 230 ha, 35 km away from Varanasi, on a non-metal 

road, nearest bazar at a few km, no electricity except for TW. 

Dominant caste: Thakur.

(1) Conditions are rather different in the old delta, where the 
landless are much better organized and where social tensions 
are also acute.
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In 196i(., Nahiyan offered a painful picture of semi-stagnation 

with poor traditional techniques and low yields, acute misery 

among landless labourers. Irrigation was inadequate (wells with 

mo t / ' and one State TW. Average yields of wheat: 700-900 kg/ha, 

paddy (the main crop) 1200-1300 kg/ha. Only a few progressive 

farmers were using chemical fertilizers and had higher yields. 

Bad water management (excess or lack of water in the kharif) 

prevented better yields of paddy, not to say anything of poor 

techniques. Sugarcane was equally poor.

Some definite changes do appear. The consolidation of 

holdings has been completed and one comes across now 29 private 

TW, with the result that wells with mot are no more in operation. 

New seeds of wheat and chemical fertilizers are on the increase, 

so that some farmers get 2500-3000 kg/ha. Yet others are not above 

1500. The average for Pindra Block (which includes some areas of 

poor soils and little irrigation) Ls around 1300-11^00 kg/ha of 

wheat.

Cane remains at a low level. As to paddy, some good farmers 

reach 3200 kg/ha, others no more than 1300; average for the block 

1350. Some new varieties begin to produce good results, but they 

cannot become widespread due to water constraints in the kharif 

which have hardly changed in the last fifteen years.

Although Nahiyan is not so far from Varanasi, it lies 

outside the expanding vegetable belt. However, some farmers, 

especially enterprising medium Kurmi landowners have started 

cultivating potatoes and tomatoes. They could do more with 

better roads.

(1) Leather buckets pulled by bullocks,,



Pilkhi, population 2928 (1971), net cultivated area 371 ha 

(gross 631 ha) on a district road, 25 km from Muzaffarpur. 

Dominant castes: Thakurs and Bhumihars,

The poverty of techniques and the poverty of men were even 

more striking during our first visit to Pilkhi (196?) than in 

Nahiyan. There was one State TW, but no private one, nor any 

traditional well. Paddy was badly cultivated: fields not properly 

levelled, large low-lying areas exposed to floods, slow operations 

like transplanting (where women do not work) badly tended paddy 

nurseries. Chemical fertilizers consumption was exceedingly 

limited. No wonder that farmers were getting only 1000-1200 kg/ha 

of paddy. Some areas would bear unirrigated wheat in the rabi, 

giving 500 kg/ha.

Production has moderately increased. There are now 7 private 

TW (oil engines), 3 tractors. Some progress is noticeable with 

new seeds of wheat and paddy, along with chemical fertilizers. 

Well irrigated plots give 2300 kg/ha of wheat, while others only 

1200. On high lands some plots are transplanted with new seeds 

of paddy giving 2300-3000 kg/ha, but the low lying areas suffer, 

as in the past,fron poor drainage with yields of 1000-1200 kg/ha. 

Maize is less cultivated in the kharif, a sensible step, some is 

grown now in the rabi season with yield of 2000 kg/ha. Cash 

crops like chillies and tobacco seem to have increased.

Howgong District, Assam A brief tour of some villages, as 

well as discussions with district officials indicates that the 

area is far from making full use of its rich potential. Due to 

poor water management, and maybe other factors, paddy yields 

remain very low, sometimes even below 1000 kg/ha or 1200. A few
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progressive farmers are beginning to use new seeda and chemical 

fertilizers and get 2000-3000 kg/ha of paddy especially jf they 

enjoy irrigation, but the latter is only starting with a few 

surface water projects and a few hundred private TW.

A group of villages in Brahmagiri block, Puri district, 

Orissa. The area is near the sea at 5 km of a district road on 

a small fair-weather road. It has no electricity.

Soils are sandy and frequently waterlogged in the monsoon 

with the result that farmers do not get more than 500 kg/ha of 

paddy. Under such conditions, the whole process of growth is 

blocked because it makes no sense to push fertilizers and dwarf 

varieties. Although it was my first visit, one can fairly assume 

that production has remained static for many years.

As to other activities, one comes across some fishing in 

rivers, basket making and, more recently, the department of horti 

culture has started a promising scheme of coconut tree plantations 

for small farmers, under the leadership of a very dynamic and able 

young horticulture officer.

Some villages in Plpili block, Puri district. They are 

located at 30 km of Puri, near the main road connecting 

Bhubaneshwar and Puri.

The situation is a little better. Though drainage problems 

remain very serious, they are nevertheless less acute than in 

Brahmagiri and soils are better. Unfortunately,.while the main 

irrigation canals were completed in 1960, the network of tribu 

taries, and especially of field channels remain still incomplete. 

At last, the government is considering to take under its res 

ponsibility the construction of field channels. Here again poor
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water management prevents the use of new seeds and fertilizers 

in many low lying fields which yield 850-1000 kg/ha and even 

700 kg/ha only, A few upland fields where farmers are trying 

new seeds with small doses of chemical fertilizers give 1lj.00-2000 

kg/ha of paddy.

Some farmers are now pushing vegetable crops, and many of 

them have some coconut trees which give some additional income. 

The vicinity of the main road with a rather heavy traffic 

(pilgrims going to Puri) creates job opportunities: petty trade, 

transport of vegetables and coconuts to Puri bullockcart,

Eksal village. Population 1331 (1971) on a sub district 

metal road, 30 km from Satara Maharastra, net cultivated area 

around 500 ha, irrigated area 130 ha. Dominant caste: Marabha.

Both the Maratha landowners and the Mahars (small farmers 

and landless labourers) are clever and hard working, and, for 

many years, they have been exposed to change and new ideas, but 

they face very severe natural constraints. Part of the area Is 

made of extremely poor soils. Other parts are covered with light 

soils bearing jowar or bnjra. Finally, at the bottom of the valley 

one gets black soils and a number of wells irrigating richer crops 

like sugar cane, grapes, vegetables. In 1961). average yields of 

jowar would range around 330-^60 kg/ha, and bajra 250-300. Today, 

the situation has not much improved on all unirrigated fields, 

except when there is a very good monsoon.

As to irrigation, practically all the wells with mot have 

been now replaced by pumpsets on open wells: 2/(. using electricity, 

15 oil engines which may be shifted from one well to the other. 

The irrigated area has increased from 92 ha to 130> and it has
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also improved in quality. However, water supply is by no mearia 

always assured. Some wells get dry during the hot season, others 

have a reduced supply of water. Besides, it does not seem that 

much scope is left for more wells.

In spite of its limitations, irrigation has paved the way 

for some progress: 28 ha of wheat in the rabi (1500 kg/ha or less 

when the weather remains too warm), Hybrid jowar covers 2l\. ha 

(750-1750-2000 kg/ha with some chemical fertilizers) versus 200 

ha of non irrigated local jowar. Groundnut area has hardly expanded 

(110 ha, 700-750 kg/ha unshelled). The area under rich crops: 

cane, grapes, chillies, bananas, onions, vegetables, and more 

recently papaya,' has increased from 23 to 39 ha. Potatoes have 

gone down from 31 ha to a few ha, due to diseases.

It is quite clear that farmers are making the best of their 

•scarce water resources, pushing cash crops in order to buy the 

extra grain needed which their fields cannot produce.

Finally we must bear in mind that, within the block and 

the district, many villages are worse off than Eksal, wherever 

they have hardly any source of irrigation.

Villages in Jodhpur district, Raj asthan. Several villages 

of different types were visited for the first time, which brings 

out growth problems of an extreme complexity, typical of arid, 

aemi-desertic conditions.

First priority, even before irrigation: drinking water 

supply which is lacking in so many villages„ (Out of 33,305

(1) When completed, the Dhom project should irrigate parts of 
the poor soils area.
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villages in Rajasthan, 2l| ,037 have water problems.) Villagers 

may i'etch water at 5-10 km, well water is not always good,, 

Gradually, when conditions permit, TW aro installed often with a 

pipes network to supply water to a group of villages,,

Irrigation has expanded and there are now in Jodhpur district 

200 private TW and several hundreds of pumpsets on open wells. 

The old mot system using bullocks or the Persian wheel are still 

fairly widespread. One finds thus pockets of jrrigated wheat 

(2000 kg/ha), vegetables and orchards, but, when ground water is 

saltish, it can only be used to irrigate local wheat with small 

doses of chemical fertilizers giving 1250 kg/ha.

The main foodgrain remains bajra, which represents a cons 

tant gamble with rains. If they are good, farmers would harvest 

300-J|.00 kg/ha, but yields will fall to 100 kg or zero when rains 

fail. No doubt better dry farming techniques (water catchment, 

contour furrowing and bunding etc) can help, but one should not 

expect spectacular increases in production. On the other hand, 

it is striking to see many tractors (often bought second hand) 

which seem more profitable than bullocks even for farmers who 

rent them from big landowners. Besides it enables quick ploughing 

just after the rains.

The Central Arid Zone Research Institute (OAZRI) is promoting 

research in various directions, along with several stations In 

other districts: sand dunes stabilization, grass land development, 

afforestation, irrigation* Experiments in saiid dunes stabilization 

are interesting. A farmer can get 5 t of fuel wood per ha after 

every 10 years, and one t of grass per year, but fencing costs 

Rs 2000 or more per ha, 750 seedlings of acacia and jullflora 

per ha amount to Rs 22 'j.
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Experiments with sprinkler and drip irrigation systems are 

nlso conducted on dome farmers' lands. The .former, used for ,, 

wheat costs Rs 10,000 for 6 ha in addition to the TW installation. . 

Drip irrigation (without TW) amounts to ns 20,000 per ha of ^ 

vegetables and Rs £000 for orchards. Both systems are technically^ 

sophisticated and not easy to operate and maintain. Besides their 

costs are high, that is why one wonders whether they have a large

future. •y

Whjle prospects for agriculture are limited, there is more ; 

sco.pe for animal husbandry, which, already now plays a prominent 

role. Cows give 2-lj. It per day, which is much higher than in 

most parts of the Ganges Basin. Substantial efforts are made to
V~

encourage rnllk production and marketing. No less than 1?0 villages

out of 700 for the whole district, are covered by cooperatives.
v 

Trucks collect milk in villages and deliver it to the main Jodhpur

dairy (about 100,000 It collected per clay, nearly one third further 

dispatched by truck to Delhi). There are also several schemes,
4

in particular under Antyodaya, to promote sheep and goats.
-^ 

Not only development problems are complex per se, but they
S

are aggravated by ecological factors: excess of cattle leading

to overgrazing, overextended ploughing leading to wind erosion. 

Thus thn whole policy of development has to take into consideration

those two sets of factors, as is increasingly realized.
i>

2.2 Standards of Living

What has been the impact of these slow rates of economic ' 

growth on the people?

In Hahiyan (Varanasi) a number of medium farmers (2 ha)

-
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and upper farmers (3-10 ha) have substantially increased their 

production, thus enjoying a bettor income. It Is also worth 

mentioning that, today, small Brahmin and Thakur landowners have 

started ploughing themselves, (unlike in Pilkhi still now) 

particularly active have been medium farmers of the Kurrui caste.

Quite different is the situation of the landless labourers 

(mostly Chamars) who were getting Rs 1.0 plus some food in 196^ 

and receive now often Rs 3oO (rarely 5) and at harvest time 0 kg 

per day of wheat or paddy. However, there are cases when daily 

wages fall to Ra 2.0 or 3 kg of wheat. Some particular!y mise 

rable people (Musahar,a migrant caste) mentioned only Rs 1.0 

plus some food. Many of these people have hardly one set of 

clothes, several of them are poorly nourished. In moat cases, • 

cash wagea in real terms have hardly increased..

In addition to poverty, the word "dabao" (pressure, oppression) 

comes up not infrequently in conversations with thase people. 

High caste landowners take undue advantage of small farmers and 

landless labourers, especially if they belong to low or scheduled 

caatea 0 The usual complaint "koi nahin sunta" (nobody liatens 

to us) comes also as a reply, when asking about measures to help 

the poor, uhich was already the case in 1961). For instance, some 

people complain that they cannot get water from a Thakur's TW, 

unlesa they work for him for Ra 1.0.

People owning a small plot of land (0.2 ha or so) are 

somewhat better off. They till their land and work as labourers 

for others. They often manage to put some urea on their crops 

and to use new wheat seeds u Some enterpri sing Kurtnis with 0 0 6 ha 

do better, growing grain and potatoes with urea and DAP. They
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p;eI; the equivalent of 2))oo kg/ha of wheat.

Both economically and socially the situation is worse in 

Pillchi (Bihar). Wages have risen from fls 1 .50 plus some food in 

1967 to fis 3.0 plus or without food, or sometimes only fis 2.50, 

or in grain 2 kg of wheat or paddy per day, which, at harvest 

may raise to 5-10 kg without food. The word "dabao" is even 

more common in discussions with Chamars and Dusads, which is not 

surprising in view of the power retained by the local gentry.

Very small landowners (0.2-0.l|. ha) are a little loss

vulnerable to exploitation and they add some land on sharecropping-v
basis when they can manage. (All inputs are borne by the share 

cropper in certain cases, in others they may be shared). When 

their land is not low lying, they may get the equivalent of 

2500 kg/ha of paddy with some fertilizers.

Among the upper and big landowners, a few of them are 

becoming gentlemen farmers a la Punjabi, pushing their crops and 

investments and making much money as some Vaishya owning 10-20 

ha. But there are still many landlords (Bhumihars and Thakurs) 

owning l(.0-50 ha, or even more, which, today as in 19&7, take littl 

interest in their land, do not invest, and, of course, do not ' 

produce more than before.

In the two blocks of furi district, living conditions of 

thn poor partly differ. In the villages of Brahamagirlbloc, 

labourers' wages range between fts 3-0 and 3«50 per day without 

food. Fifteen years ago they were around Us 0.75 - 1.25 which 

means hnrd]y any increase in real terms. Very often landless 

people (Duma and Dhobi, scheduled castes) have two meals a day, 

some rice and boiled leaves, fish from time to time. They usually*
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have only one set of clothes. In addition to paddy field work, 

they make some bamboo work, some fishing, collect and aell wood. 

Several of them complain that their standard of living has 

deteriorated in the lust 10-15 yours. Fortunately, one does not 

coine across definite cases of oppression from the rare large 

landowners. The latter cannot do much on their paddy fields, but 

make money from coconut trees and trade.

The situation is somewhat better in Pipili block which is 

less isolated and where economic activities have expanded. Paddy 

cultivation, though better, remains at a low level. Even big 

landowners (15 ha) have rather mediocre yields of paddy (1100- 

1600 kg/ha) and make more money from coconut tree plantations, 

but they do not contribute to increasing sules of paddy nor more 

job opportunities in agriculture.

Several landless labourers are in the process of acquiring 

landowner-ship rights on their homesteads, an important measure 

which will free them from obligations towards the otmer of their 

homestead. Such people have slightly better wages than in 

Brahamagiri block: Rs 3.£0-lj..,0 without food.

When they have a small plot of land farmers grow paddy, and 

may have some coconut trees or grow vegetables. They may have 

also a bullockcart used for transport to Puri. Some of them 

enjoy conditions of living which are a little better than fifteen 

years ago.

The case of Eksal (Satara, Maharastra) is quite different 

from the others. In spite of a limited growth of agriculture, the 

overall standard of living is not so poor, because more than 

150 men work outside (Bombay and Poona industries, army, police) 

and send savings home.

The few big landowners muke much money thanks to their
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hard work, their concentration on cash crops (fruit, vegetables) 

on their irrigated plots„ Medium and small farmers do partly 

the same. Several of them manage very cleverly with a few ha 

of land, out of which 0.5 ha may be irrigated, where they grow 

high price crops of vegetables and chillies, papaya and grapes, so 

that they get enough money to buy extra grain that they cannot 

produce on their poor, unirrigated soils. Their standard of 

living in Improving especially when one or some members of the 

fnmjly work outside*

Whj]e there are only a dozen families without land, many 

farmers have to work as mazduri in addition to attending their 

own fields. Daily wages which amounted to Rs 2.0 without food
r

in 1961)., have reached Rs 1(..0, which means a fall in real terms.

With regard to Nowgong district, I interviewed too few 

small farmers and landless labourers to have a relatively precise 

idea of the trends of their standard of living. In the last

10-15 years, wages have increased from Rs 2.0-2.50 to 5 without
» 

food. This increase, in spite of little improvement in paddy

yields may be due to a lower pressure of population compared to 

Easbern U.P. and Nortli Bihar, and perhaps to more activities

outside the rice economy.
» 

In Jodhpur villages, as well as aroung Jaisalmer (where I

spent also a few days), one does not come across an unbearable 

type of poverty, though agricultural wages remain riot hjgh: 

Rs 2.50-3.0 sometimes lj.,0 without food. About fifteen years ago 

they would amount to lis 1 .0. There is also a fair amount of 4 

mobility among labourers, several of them going to work on bhe 

Rajas than Canal (Rs $. 0-7.0) or building roads in Jodhpur and 

Jaisalmer districts. Stone mining and cutting has much expanded



in the last decade with daily wages of Ra 5.0 without food. 

Pinallyj several poor people, if they have no cow, have at least 

some goats and sheep which they sell from time to time.

PART II. AGRICULTURAL POLICIES AND PLANNING, ADMINISTRATIVE

PROBLEMS

Some basic facts emerge from the above field-studies:

1. In a relatively fast process of agricultural growth, 

other sectors of the economy tend also to rise. Many small 

farmers do improve their standard of livings Wages of landless 

labourers show some increase in real terms. Job opportunities 

increase within agriculture and outside,,

Such comments would look like platitudes, if the slogan 

"The ricli get richer and the poor get poorer" had not become so 

widespread. It is no less clear that such changes amount to more 

thajn the so-called "trickling down effect".

2. One of the main reasons why India is accumulating 

growing stocks of grain in spite of severe poverty in many areas 

ia due to the fact that in those areas production moves too alowly 

thus wages hardly increase. Thus demand for food remains low.,

3. Rural planning at the district and the block levels 

needs to become increasingly sophisticated, since there are more 

and more exchanges of money and monetized goods between towns 

and villages and within villagea as well as more links between 

agriculture, industry arid infrastructure*

I).. With the exception of very isolated areas, farmers are 

more and more ready to use new inputs, even small farmers
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(be3 ow 1 ha).

5- Human .factors do matter. Several local communities and/

or castes have boon for decades, if not centuries more inclined
± 

than others to increase their production, often starting with

better traditional techniques. No less important is the historical 

background of eacli region. It is certainly not by chance that, 

today the most advanced areas of India (the North-West and the 

deltas of Andhra and Tamil Nadu), had started expanding one * 

century ago, if not earlier in the case of Thanjavur, thanks to 

canal irrigation systems. Gradually slow moving areas are also '* 

changing, but the time factor cannot be overlooked; besides 

they face considerable difficulties when entering now an expansion1" 

phase with already very high population densities.

1. Planning and Priorities

Although the Sixth Five Year Plan is so rightly placing 

added emphasis on water problems, is it going far enough, 

especially as far as drainage is concerned? As observed, even 

in normal years, so many areas, especially in Eostern India, 

suffer from an excess of water. Now, even, in old canal irrigation 

systems, irrigation could improve and drainage is often needed. '*

(1) See for instance small Brahmin and Thakur landowners who 
have started ploughing themselves in Nahiyan, unlike in 
Pillthi. In the latter also, women (even of scheduled castes) 
still do not work in the fields. <.

(2) One can also envisage to push irrigation in the dry season 
through TW and/or pumpsets as is being increasingly done in 
West Bengal or in Bangladesh.
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Such a concentration on water does not imply only outlays, 

but posting of particularly efficient officers (engineers and 

general admiriia trators) in order to have things done in a reason 

able amount of time,,

In addition to its economic vaJue, such a policy has alao 

a heavy social content: small Bihari fanners owning 0.1| ha well 

irrigated and drained would be much better off. Wages of labourers 

and demand for labour would increase along production.

The network of rural roads has tremendously increased in 

the last 30 years, but the demand for better roads keeps on 

increasing with the new requirements of the economy. A bad road 

as around Khandoi means that farmers can only half load their 

bullockcarts, not to say anything of the waste of time.

Power too has made considerable progress, but it has 

reached a ticklish stage where maintenance and operations are 

inadequate which brings many hardships to the farmers: frequent 

power cuts, low voltage. There are also too many abuses and 

malpractices, about bills or applications for connections, about 

pilfering of materials. Since tho offer cannot follow the demand, 

in States like U.P. and Bihar, farmers are now irivi ted to install 

diesel TW instead of electrical ones. In this field too, it is 

not only a matter of funds allocations, but also of men: officials 

of high calibre, continuously touring tho districts.

Two other fields are crucial: proper and ample supplies of 

chemical fertilizers and new seeds. For both the situation has 

much improved compared to my previous visits. One comes across 

few complaints about delays or malpractices, a situation which has 

also social Implications since in times of shortage the small
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t.

farmers do suffer more than upper fnrmors who have en easier access 

to sources of supplies. >-

One has the impression that the latest varieties of kharif . 

paddy are more adequate than the earlier ones. >

Last but not least come price factors. Both in fast moving — 

areas of wheat and paddy farmers complain that their cost-benefit v 

ratio is becoming less and less attractive. Even worse is the 

case of sugarcane,, While the margin of manoeuver on prices of ^ 

inputs a.tid output is not so large, another remedy would be to _ 

reduce wheat or paddy areas in favour of crops bringing a better 

return: vegetables, orchards, animal husbandry and fodder, which 

brings us back to the importance of still better roads, and of 

more trade channels or growth centers.

Planning difficulties become even more serious when one r-
comes to areas wherethe major constraints to growth are due to 

lack of rainfall, limited irrigation potential, often poor soils.

No doubt some gain can be obtained through dry farming techniques,
»-

possible improvements of cattle grazing, but the margin of 

increase is not so wide. In alluvial areas of Eastern India 

yields per ha can double or treble if not more with two crops of 

paddy or one of paddy and one of wheat: paddy making 3000-3500 kg/ 

ha, wheat 2000-25>00, whereas in dry lands of Maharashtra could 

one go much beyond one single crop of Jowar giving 700-1000 kg/ha, 

and even so, not when rains fail? In such are.ns, diversification 

of the rural economy becomes still more urgent than in potentially 

rich agricultural zones.

2. Special Schemes for the Foor

Since 1970, several new schemes and agencies have been
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created to help small farmers and landless labourers. Not

unf requentl y, one comes across successful cases, but there are also

shortcomings: lu.be i-olease of fiuida, moderately motivated officers,

wrong identification of the poor. Another point has been raised

by officials in different States: the multiplicity of these agencies

may complicate practical tasks*

Finally cornea the latest scheme Antyodaya, which if properly 

managed could be perhaps more appropriate than the others. The 

cases observed in U.P. and Rajas than concerned really vory poor 

people, but it is still too early to have a very definite opinion.

How fur could such rural development schemes be further 

expanded? Or should one push even more than is being done water 

management projects, the social value of which ia very important? 

It is difficult, at least for me, to answer these questions, but 

they might be raised.

3. Extension Services and the Benor System

Several States are in the process of adopting the Benor 

system of extension. A few are quite favourable, some are starting 

on an experimental basis with certain reservations, while in other 

States one hears a number of criticisms*

In many parts of India the problem is no more to motivate 

the farmer or even to teach him new methods. Besides what new 

message la the village extension worker to deliver to farmers met 

every fortnight? Then the scheme is costly. Specialists may be 

of uneven talent or not available. It may huppon, as in Assam, 

that the attendance of the selected farmers to regular meetings 

ia thin, or thut the radius of operations of extension workers
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is too large. The system of controls and visits is no doubt clever, 

but it is not above the risk of becoming routinized.

Most people would agree that the principle of a single line 

of command for agricultural development is sound and welcome, 

is the district agricultural officer fit to run the show. During .," 

this trip, as previously, I have rarely met district agricultural 

officers of a renlly high calibre, fully competent and very dynamic,

On tho other hand, there may be a case for the Benor system: 

in economically very backward areas or in regions where, thanks 

to a major irrigation project, new land is reclaimed by formerly 

landless labourers. Another type of situation could justify the 

Benor system, that is when farming becomes more diversified, 

using more sophisticated techniques than the present ones,,

V-

H. The Role of the IAS in the Districts

I did not find much change compared to my previous visits.

In U.P. and Bihnr, the collector plays a relatively limited role
* 

in district development, whereas he is more directly involved in

Andhra or Tamil Hadu. The latter system does favour district 

development, since the most qualified and often most motivated 

official of the district in talcing a much more active part in 

development than in some other States.

One could also consider the Maharashtra pattern where an 

IAS (Chief Executive Officer) of same rank as tho collector is 

directly responsible for district development operations, even 

if this system is not above certain risks like frictions between * 

the two IAS officers.

The size of the district is also a matter of concern. Some'*
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officials complain that with the increasing population, it becomes 

more and more difficult to run a district. Could one not envisage 

more bifurcations of large districts? Of could one increase the 

number of SDOs belonging to the IAS?

5. Rural Crodit

Cooperative credit keeps on expanding and reaches now more 

small farmers than before, a positive point to underline. On 

the other hand, one meets with the same shortcomings as observed 

ten of fifteen years ago: large overdues in certain States and 

districts, political patronage, malpractices and delays in loans 

operations.

It will be interesting to see the result of the drastic 

reduction in the number of primary societies and of the appoint 

ment - a very welcome step - of a full fledged secretary for 

each society. Here again, greater involvement by senior district 

officials down to the village level could help.

In certain areas, the impact and tha presence of commercial 

bank begins to be felt, not only in favour of big farmers, but 

also for loans to some very small people.

6. Panchayati Raj

During my 1963/61|. and 196? surveys or in the early 1970's, 

the performances of Panchayati Raj in terms of development were 

not striking, though more positive in former ryotwari regions 

(Tamil Nadu, Muhurashtra) than in Northern India.

Today, after nearly 20 years of that system one has the 

impression that the same defects remain. Zila Pui-ishad and
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Samiti members are more concerned with politics and patronage 

than with actual development. That is why one may wonder whether 

there is much scope in trying to renovate the system? This does 

not mean thnt one could abolish Panchayati Raj, but would it not 

be sensible, as done in some States, to confine its tasks to 

certain fields like health, family planning, and reduce their 

involvement in more specific development activities? Besides, 

in most States visited there is a definite opposition to the 

creation of mandalsamitis.

7. Family Planning

People are becoming much more conscious of the problem. 

Yet the actual implementation of family planning remains very 

uneven. In Satara district, where camps for sterilizations were 

organized already in the early 19&0's, a growing number of eligible 

couples have had one member sterilized. In Manchala (Andhra) 

there have been 100 sterilizations in the last few years. Vasec- 

tomies and tubectomies are going on.

In U.P., Bihar, Assam, Orissa, family planning is proceed 

ing very slowly, even among advanced and educated farmers in 

their 30s.

Both my wife and I have the feeling that the greater 

response could bo obtained by concentrating more propaganda on 

women who, very often - and this we observed already in 1963 - 

are very anxious to put an end to this cycle of constant 

pregnancies and births. *•
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PART III. THE CONCEPT OF POVERTY LINE

So much has been said and writ-ten on poverty .line in India, 

in other developing countries and in .International Organizations, 

that one cannot escape that issue.

When interviewing villagers (in Hindi in U.P., Bihar, and 

Rajasthan, elsewhere in th an interpreter) one comes to the con 

clusion that tha poorer a man, the more difficult it is to assess 

his income and hia expenditures, unless one would upend a whole 

year with him. We may know roughly his wages t'ov his basic 

activity (agricultural labour) and even so there is a sizeable 

margin of approximation, but it is much more difficult to know 

how many days he in employed. What about his wife's work, or 

his children 1 ? Then come subsidiary activities which may make the 

difference between acute misery and poverty bearable. They are 

particularly difficult to assess. The same applies to food. 

Often it ia safer to complement rough available data with one's 

own eyes: to see how a man or a woman looks, talks,behaves. Then 

one can feel if his poverty is bearable according to local 

standards, or if he is so miserable that, physically, mentally, 

spiritually he is devoid of any alertness and just survives. 

That such people exist in India is unfortunately true, but how 

many? And with what income and expenditures? Nobody can give 

relatively precise figures. For all these reasons, one cannot 

help questioning certain data from the National Sample Survey,

(1) Such a conclusion has often been brought out by loading
anthropologists like professor M.H Srinivas who, once made 
witty comments on economists spending all their time 
tabulating dubious figures in their office, instead of getting 
to the grass root level and talking with the poor they feel 
so concerned aboutl
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V

Besides, such an exercise is of little use, because anybody 

o. bit familiar with India knows that, no matter the figures, the 

problem of poverty is of such magnitude, at least in certain 

areas, that, for a long time, no effort in terms of money and * 

cadres will be too large to solve the problem.
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INTffiDUCTION

In the last 10 years there has been much serious discussion 

on the role of women in national development. Ester Boserup's 

pioneer study, Women's Role in Economic Development (1970) was 

one of the earliest studies on the subject. Since that time 

increasing attention has been directed to different aspects of 

women and development in various parts of the Third World (for 

a representative sample see Boserup, 1970, 1975; Buvenic, 1976; 

Nelson, 1979; Palmer, 1977; Signs special issue on women and 

national development, 1977; Shaukat, 1975; Tinker, 1976). The 

conclusions of these investigations have been that development 

processes have been run for and by men; women have remained 

marginal to these processes and in some instances have actually 

been dlsadvantaged by them. All agree that this is a tragic 

waste of human resources. In the International Development 

Strategy for the UN Development Decade one of the goals and 

objectives of the decade is "the full integration of women in 

the total development effort." "Women's integration in deve 

lopment will benefit not only women but the whole society of men, 

women and children" (Boserup, 1975 ; 8).

I feel that enough has been written to document the fact 

that women have been disadvantaged by development. It is now 

time to move ahead and to focus on the ways in which these 

disadvantages can be rectified. This is the purpose of this 

paper. Integrating women into the total development effort first

requires integrating them into all levels of policy making (both
as 

as framers of policy and/focuses of policy decisions) and then
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including them as active participants in development projects. 

This will entail hiring women project staff, involving village 

women in community participation exercises, as well as considering 

the short and long term effects of any technical or economic 

inputs on women's lives. In this paper I present some initial 

thoughts on the subject, drawing on two detailed case studies: 

the IRAK report on the Animation for Women Project which was 

part of a larger integrated rural development scheme, Animation 

au Developpement, begun in 1966 (Barres, 19?6); and the Abdullah 

and Zeidenstein assessment of the Pilot Project in Population 

Planning and Rural Women's Cooperatives which was part of the 

Bangladesh Integrated Rural Development Programme begun in 197l| 

(1978). I hope to clarify some of the problems and difficulties 

facing projects which are designed for rural women. While it 

does not claim to offer any definitive solutions at this stage, 

tentative suggestions are offered on how these problems might 

be approached.

POLICY

A. Role of International Agencies

The first step in altering development strategy in regard 

to women must be taken at the level of policy making in the 

capital and in the International Agencies which fund and organize 

programmes in the Third World. Though things are far from ideal 

in the various unilateral and multilateral agencies, there are 

hopeful signs that they are giving serious consideration to the 

concept of involving women more meaningfully in development 

processes. The Percy Amendment in the United States recently
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made it mandatory for every USAID feasibility study of a 

development project to include a consideration of its effect on 

women, no matter how seemingly unrelated to traditional feminine 

spheres the project might be. Thus an assessment of a new 

hydroelectric project must contain such an assessment. Many 

country or regional missions of USAID have now hired an "expert" 

on women to provide this input. The recent concern of UN Agencies 

with the Basic Needs Approach can also be seen as a step in the 

direction of recognising women's work burden and the need for 

technological innovations which would allow poor women to satisfy 

their families' basic needs more efficiently in a less time- 

consuming and arduous manner (Palmer, 1977). UNICEF is presently 

considering expanding their mandate to include funding income- 

generating activities for Third World women. Though there is a 

long way to go, the signs are all favorable for continued 

improvement. International Agencies can play a strong advocacy 

role with governments and decision makers, urging a more meaning 

ful consideration of these issues.

Outside agencies can do more than just play an advocacy 

role for women vis-a-vis governments of Third World countries. 

These organizations can draft projects or set up requirements 

which make it obligatory to consider women's position in the 

operations proposed for funding. These requirements will at 

least open the door to a dialogue at the policy proposal level. 

There is a danger that this dialogue will develop into a 

ritualized acknowledgement of the problem by government officials 

in order to obtain development funds. However, the attempt 

must be made. Once governments have made policy statements 

indigenous pressure groups might force those in authority to



follow up rhetoric with action. To assist this process 

International Agencies can fund country-level research (preferably 

action-oriented) on rural women.

B. Research on Women

It is not the main purpose of this paper to detail the 

ways in which attitudes and approaches must be altered at a 

national policy-making level. However some tactics will be 

briefly outlined. Initially there is a need for country-level 

research, data collection at a village level and analysis to 

establish the present socio-economic position of women, partly 

to explode current myths about their lack of importance to 

village economies and partly to examine in detail the factors 

that may facilitate or constrain the provision of wider oppor 

tunities for women. In many parts of the Third World, there is 

overall a dearth of information on women and the roles they 

play in their society and economy, but frequently ignorance 

about rural women is relatively greater. As an overview of the 

literature on women in South Asia revealed, only a tiny per 

centage of sources available on women dealt with rural women 

(Nelson, 1979). This is more likely to be the case where the 

roles women play are privatized within the household, such as 

in Islamic countries. For example in Bangladesh many men are 

convinced that women do very little "work", dismissing their 

contribution to household productivity as "mere housework". 

Such reports as Almagir's comprehensive profile of the lives 

and work of Bangladesh women (1977) go a long way to refute 

these beliefs. Each country must carry out its own research
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exercise within its different regions, since the situation of 

women in each will be the result of particular combinations of 

historical, cultural, social and economic factors. Experts who 

would never dream of applying generalized and stereotyped 

solutions to technical problems show a distressing tendency to 

think that issues involving women are simple and can be met with 

standardized panaceas everywhere,, Women's Bureaux could be set 

up which would collate, collect and coordinate existing infor 

mation as well as encourage, fund and partially direct future 

research. It is important that local scholars wherever possible 

take the lead in this research rather than depending on foreign 

experts.

C. Changes in Policy Making Bodies

Knowledge is power, but only when it is used. This 

knowledge must be utilized to sensitize those in positions of 

power in government and civil service to the special problems of 

women in development. Ministers and civil servants must be 

convinced of the real national importance of actively integrating 

women in their development processes. To do this women's needs 

must be made explicit in reports and feasibility studies. 

Women must be included in high level decision making committees 

and more women recruited at all levels of national ministries, 

agencies and project staffs. Having women in positions of power 

does not automatically result in a better deal for rural women. 

Women appointed to such posts are often members of the urban 

elite (notoriously ignorant about the conditions prevailing in 

rural areas for both men and women) and have been trained in 

universities which reflect the "male bias" of their societies.
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However, I feel that it is an important first step. The chances 

are greater that women will be more sensitive than men to the 

peculiar problems faced by other women. In addition, women 

in positions of public power can serve as important role models 

for male compatriots and other women, demonstrating women's 

competence to deal with the larger world of politics and business. 

In the long term, such women may help to shift public opinion 

about women's proper roles.

ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT OP PROJECTS

For the sake of the discussion below we will assume an 

hypothetical case of an integrated rural development project 

which seeks to involve women within its jurisdiction more 

actively. This is partially because I feel that isolated women's 

programmes have a smaller chance of success, and partially 

because the case studies referred to are examples of such 

projects. In this section three basic areas of the organization 

and management of the aspects of the larger project concerning 

women will be discussed. These will include staffing, selection 

and organization of projects, and the popular participation of 

local women.

A. Government or Project Staff

The decision to expand the concerns of an integrated rural 

development programme means seriously rethinking staffing 

policy. In most rural regions it is patently impossible for 

male project staff to deal effectively, if at all, with village 

women. "In many countries, customs and cultural and religious
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constraints make it inappropriate Tor male agricultural extension 

agents to contact women directly" (Dey, 1975: U7)- It has been 

assumed in the past that women will be influenced through their 

husbands; but this has often proved unsuccessful. A village 

woman's comment quoted in the IRAM report is revealing. "It 

(fungicides and fertilizers) is for men... everything brought 

t o the village by a man is for men. If you women staff brought 

some in we could also have it" (Barres, 1976: 3U)«

(1) Recruitment Once the decision is made to recruit women, 

the first obstacle will be a lack of qualified women to fill 

the posts. In countries of South Asia or the Middle East, the 

level of female education lags lamentably far behind that of 

men. In other countries, such as those in South America, while 

women's literacy rates and university attendance compare favorably 

to those of men, women rarely qualify in the sciences, agriculture 

and other technical subjects. Thus when a project advertises 

for women to fill technical posts it may be difficult to find 

women with the same educational level as their male counterparts. 

The directors of the project may be forced to accept lower 

qualifications in order to obtain appropriate female staff. 

This solution creates a further set of dilemmas. Will the project 

obtain people with the proper skills and capabilities? Should 

women of lower qualifications be paid the same salaries for the 

same work as their more highly qualified male peers? To do so 

undermines the salary scales and can only serve to anger the 

men staff. To not do so stamps the women staff as inferior. 

There are no easy answers to these questions. It may be assumed 

that with care capable women can be found, especially since women 

having suffered an educational disadvantage in the past means



that a woman 1 s paper qualifications are not an accurate assess 

ment of her innate qualities and ability to learn. Perhaps 

much could be done to train and further qualify women on the 

job, as was done in both the Bangladesh and Niger projects,, 

Neither report made clear whether or not male project staff were 

similarly trained and whether or not the qualifications of the 

women staff were significantly lower than those of the men.

When women are recruited for the staff a number of criteria 

must be considered other than academic training and personal 

commitment to the work. Often a choice will have to be made 

between more highly qualified young married girls and older 

married women with a lower academic standard. Preference is 

often given to married women for two reasons. First it is 

assumed that due to local marriage pattern unmarried women will 

eventually move out of the area to live with their husbands. 

Secondly, married women "are preferred because their status 

enable(d) them more easily to have contact with village women" 

(Barres, 1976: 79). This is a personal characteristic which 

would be unimportant in the hiring of male staff. In Niger it 

was found that women Animation staff who were married worked 

better with village women and also fitted in with fewer compli 

cations with the male Animation teams. However, married women 

were less able to travel in the field or go for training outside 

of their home towns because of family responsibilities. This 

trade off of stability/maturity and education/mobility is 

something which the project senior staff will have to settle; 

each particular socio-cultural region will impose its own 

individual demands on project staff.
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(2) Staff Training On-the-job training in the two case 

studies was extensive. In Bangladesh the women had preservice 

training in class and on the job, regular in-service seminars, 

field trips, visits from headquarters staff, discussion groups 

and research assignments. Those who trained the staff attempted 

to counteract their naive attitudes to rural women (whom many 

regard as dirty, ignorant and superstitious); taught methods of 

collecting basic information about rural women; stressed the 

importance of providing feedback from the village to those in 

charge of future planning for the project; gave technical 

training in whatever expertise the village staff needed to be 

taught (agricultural techniques, hygiene and family planning, 

literacy etc.); helped the new staff members to overcome their 

ignorance of and embarrassment in discussing sex and family 

planning; and transmitted general techniques of community 

organization (Abdullah, 1978: 166-183). In Niger the new staff 

members received "their training as part of their daily work, 

in the field and in conjunction with their activities, and 

periodically, by intensive and more theoretical sessions at the 

'department' and national levels. The fieldwork training 

included learning techniques of holding meetings, interviews, 

sirveys, audio-visual techniques as well as methods of writing 

and using reports and thematic filing systems." (Barres, 1976: 79). 

In neither report is the commensurate training given to men 

staff members mentioned. It would be ironic indeed if the 

special status of women staff members meant that they receive a 

more adequate on-the-job training.

Training may have to go beyond the transmission of tech 

nical information or methods of community organization. It may
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be necessary to help women, even women of a high educational 

standard, to assert themselves in a group where men are present. 

Women may have to be encouraged at first to put their point of 

view across. Male staff members may have to learn to accept 

criticism and advice from female colleagues. All can involve a 

learning process running counter to deeply held cultural beliefs 

about the proper behavior of men and women.

(3) Conditions of Work When women have been recruited and 

are undergoing their training it will be important that as part 

of their training they share their experiences as pioneers. In 

order to lessen the shock of criticism and hostile attitudes of 

family, villagers and male staff members women could hold 

discussions to air their feelings and their common experiences. 

I once met the first and only local woman field officer in the 

Pakistan office, of a development agency. She spoke movingly of 

the loneliness and isolation of being the only female in her 

office. It would also be helpful to hire more than one woman 

for any particular level of the hierarchy to prevent this 

isolated, threatening situation. Male staff members may 

experience strain working alongside a woman, much less under a 

woman superior. This conflict is not unique to the Third World, 

but it is bound to be exacerbated by any lack of familiarity 

with the situation of unrelated people of opposite sex working 

together on an equal basis. Would it also be useful to include 

male staff members in some of the discussions on the awkwardness 

of adjusting to new working conditions? While I am not suggesting 

anything as self consciously therapeutic as work encounter groups, 

accommodation to new relationships between the sexes in a work
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environment must be made by both men and women workers and 

understanding each others' fears and problems could possibly 

ease tensions.

Practical suggestions can be made to minimize the initial 

shock of integrating women into a male project staff,, Firstly 

women could be formed into autonomous subsections within the 

larger organization thus keeping to a minimum any contact between 

men and women in the carrying out of their duties. Secondly, 

if this is not done women can be recruited in groups, as was 

suggested above. In the beginning it might be wiser to hire 

older married women who will be subject to less teasing and 

command more respect from their male colleagues„ The afore 

mentioned Pakistani officer was young, attractive and unmarried; 

all of which no doubt contributed to the unpleasant ragging and 

hostility she met with. But the most important variable is 

that of numbers, I am sure. Women in pairs or groups can give 

each other the moral support and companionship important to 

neutralize possible negative reactions from both collegues and 

villagers. In Bangladesh it was found that having women extension 

staff move from village to village in pairs was enough to defuse 

village leaders' objections to these 'loose moraled' women 

allowed to wander about the countryside unattended.

If women extension workers have greater difficulty travelling 

in the countryside than their male equivalents, special recognition 

of this fact may have to be made in the form of larger travel 

allowances. Women in Bangladesh found it impossible (due to 

custom) to walk between villages. They could not ride bicycles 

or motor scooters and were forced to take taxis. This is 

culturally variable and in some regions moving the women in
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pairs may be a sufficient protection of their respectability. 

In other areas even this precaution may be unnecessary.

Lastly care must be taken within the management of the 

project to give responsibility equally to men and women staff, 

while possibilities for personal initiative by women in the 

organization should not be discouraged. Proper rewards for 

initiative and hard work must be given in wage scales and promotion. 

To create a second class female staff will only undermine staff 

morale and serve to underline the feeling that those parts of 

the project related to women are second besto

B. Selecting and Structuring Specific Projects for Women 

In many instances when steps are taken to include a women's 

programme in an on-going project, organizers may assume that a 

viable programme for rural women has already evolved and simply 

has to be implemented. In both the Bangladesh and Niger projects 

this was not the case and the women's component of the larger 

project had to be created with care, village level research and 

consultation with village women.

(1) Data Gathering As a First Step The Bangladesh Women's 

Pilot Project first collected information about rural women then 

evaluated new approaches to development. The organizers had to 

solve the problems of whether or not rural women staff could be 

recruited and who they should be, how they could be trained and 

how well they should be supervised,, Careful consideration and 

consultation were held to help village women evolve their own 

economic programmes. Methods were sought to involve increasing 

numbers of women at a local level and various issues were explored
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relating to training rural women (Abdullah, 1978: 11|.7-151). The 

exact methods that were employed in the gathering of data and the 

framing of future activities were not described in the document. 

At the training stage for the women staff they spent long periods 

in the village 0 This served the double purpose of familiarizing 

the staff with village life as well as providing feed back to 

Headquarters about the response of local women to the guidelines. 

It was stressed that the rural women themselves should determine 

the future of the project (Ibid: 1 ?lj.-179).

Similarly the methods of the Animation project in Niger 

began with a global survey done by the Animation staff. The 

women lived for weeks at a time in villages, sharing the living 

conditions of the villagers. The data that they collected was 

fed back to the villagers at meetings in order to stimulate 

discussion in order to reach some qualitative assessment of the 

quantitative data collected in the survey. When certain high 

priority problems were isolated, specific surveys were instituted 

and further discussions held at a village level. Women were urged 

to clarify for themselves those problems which they could solve 

themselves and those needing outside assistance (Barres, 1976: 

68-70).

It is important to stress that this period of data gathering 

and consultation with village women and men take place. It 

cannot be assumed that approaches and problems as perceived by 

men will automatically be adequate or meaningful for village 

women. Male bias in official expertise must be eliminated since 

if women are to be mobilised (or more exactly mobilise themselves) 

to perform certain activities, they must be those which they see 

as of high priority, not the ones valued by village men or project
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staff. However at this stage compromise may have to be sought 

between what women value most highly and what men will initially 

permit. .In Niger the first projects implemented were childcare 

and health projects because they were both important to women 

and acceptable to men. It was felt by the organizers that once 

the positive effects of such programmes were felt it would be 

possible to proceed gradually to other more controversial areas 

of action. *

Finally it is important that female staff have adequate 

experience and exposure to village conditions. In many countries 

educated women (usually coming from the upper strata of society) 

may come from towns and be lamentably ignorant of the realities 

of village life. The same is of course true of educated men, 

but often women have been even more sheltered from harshness and 

poverty than men and so will profit from such an introduction to 

village women's lives.

(2) Structuring of Women's Projects There is no single , 

structure ideal for development projects for women. The two case 

studies demonstrate entirely different approaches, to the problem. 

The Bangladesh project utilized women's village cooperatives to 

organize economic and family planning activities. Staff members 

first call a village meeting to talk to men and convince them to 

allow their women to participate in the project. When the women 

have gathered the staff question them about the type of programme 

they wish. Frequently the initial reaction is to suggest home 

development activities, such things as embroidery or cooking, 

which are the only type of "women's programmes" with which the 

villagers are familiar. The staff are at pains to point out the 

inapplicability of early approaches such as these. The staff
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urge the women to form cooperatives in order to achieve through 

group strength solutions to problems which they see as important 

and to make demands on government agencies for necessary services. 

Women are asked to decide what to do by way of an economic activity 

based on what they already know (Abdullah, 1978: 185-202). Once 

the decision has been taken to form a cooperative, five women are 

selected as representatives to make a weekly trip to the district 

headquarters for training,. These leaders communicate relevant 

information, supplies, and services to the cooperative members 

when they return to the village,,

Cooperative members must buy a share before joining the 

organization in order to give each member a sense of economic 

commitment to the cooperative. Regular weekly meetings are man 

datory to encourage group decision making to take place and to 

permit the transmission of information or materials from extension 

workers and cooperative leaders. Cooperatives can apply for loans 

on the basis of a production plan developed by members with the 

help of cooperative leaders and staff. The loans are actually 

given to individual project members for their own activities, 

but the repayment of the loan is a group responsibility. All of 

it must be repaid on the repayment date before any other loans 

can be made. While the production plan is being worked out, the 

staff gives classes on loan procedures, production plans and 

uses of loans which are both profitable and productive (eg. mem 

bers are urged not to use loans to fund hoarding activities). 

How the loan is allocated amongst the members is left to the 

individual cooperative to decide (Ibid: 221-233)-

In contrast the Animation project in Niger opted for a more 

ad hoc project approach attacking different issues often in 

collaboration with other ministries. It was not clear whether
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these projects included all or only selected villages in an 

area. The procedure followed by the Animation de Developpement 

project was to select and train local peasant animators in order 

to encourage voluntary participation of peasants in development. 

This method "of promoting peasant participation provides results 

more slowly at the outset but gives positive results in the long 

run" (Barres, 1976: 71). It hopefully introduces a self-sustaining 

process which transforms the type of work done by government or
T

project staff. The government staff participate at the level of 

training the animators, supporting village projects, and making 

plans at the level of groups of villages.

There is nothing in the above which would not apply equally 

to organizations structured for men. However several generaliza 

tions can be made which are specific to projects organized for 

women. First the acceptance of the men of the villages must be 

obtained before any work can be begun. Men have to be convinced 

that letting their households' women participate in development **" 

activities outside of the home has more advantages than dis- * 

advantages. In certain cultures men may need more persuasion 

than in others.

Secondly it cannot be assumed that the structures which are 

effective in mobilizing village men will automatically be effec- s 

tive for the women. In Bangladesh the IRD Programme has operated 

on the basis of all-village cooperatives for men. There is some 

reason to believe that the law which allows only one cooperative «_ 

per village in Bangladesh may be a barrier to a more effective , 

type of organizational structure for women. The para (or cluster 

of related households) may initially be a more realistic unit j. 

for female cooperative membership. It seems that some women may
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be barred from membership in the cooperative because they are 

not allowed to travel freely outside of their own para. Perhaps 

it would be possible to set up branches of the village coopera 

tive in each para? Imagination and flexibility are important 

when structuring development programmes in general, and for 

women's programmes in particular.

(3) Choosing Peasant Staff Many of the difficulties 

attached to training government or project staff mentioned above 

would apply equally to the training of village or peasant staff. 

There are some differences related to the higher economic back 

ground, status, and education of the government staff women. 

At the village level it could be difficult to obtain young women, 

married or not, for such posts. Local tradition may decree that 

such unmarried girls be sequestered in their father's household, 

while married women with small children may be prevented by 

pressures of childcare or duties to older female relatives. 

These are not insurmountable obstacles as can be seen in the 

Operation Midwife in Niger where the village women themselves 

eventually decided that the midwives to be sent for training had 

to be young and strong enough to learn new techniques (Barres, 

1976: 72). Again the organizers may be faced with having to 

choose between the combinations of age and experience or youth 

and higher educational standards. In contrast to the more highly 

educated government staff, it is likely that older village women 

will be more mobile than unmarried village girls because social 

convention is a stronger force amongst the rural peasantry than 

it is among the educated elite. This again will vary from place 

to place.
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The selection of peasant staff is bound to reflect the 

hierarchical nature of the village rather than the individuals' 

capacity to fulfill a function. In Bangladesh this was not 

recognised but little seemed to have been done to combat it. It 

was hoped that women of higher status in the village would 

provide role models for change to poorer, lower status women 

while recognising the danger that they might co-opt the resources 

of the cooperative for themselves. The Animation project in 

Niger tried to counter this elitism by increasing the number of 

women animators in each village while emphasising in training 

the specializations necessary for successful performance of short 

term action. This enabled women of no recognisable status to 

assert themselves by their ability. This is a problem that will 

be faced by all organizations, male or female, which attempt to 

mobilise grass roots popular participation. However poor rural 

women may find it more difficult than poor rural men to assume 

group leadership and initiative in an organization which includes 

women of higher status. Higher status rural women, though they 

mayof necessity be subordinate to the men of their family and 

class, will often have had experience in directing the labour of 

other men and women. This is an advantage in developing the 

habit and ideology of leadership. Admittedly this point is 

speculative, but one which deserves consideration.

(l±) Training of Peasant Staff When considering the 

training of peasant staff questions of travel and distance from 

the village of training centres are important. Women by nature 

of their domestic responsibilities as well as the constraints 

placed on them by culture will be unable to stay away from home 

for extended periods of training. For this reason it would be
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useful if training centres were small and decentralized, designed 

to serve adjacent villages as was done by the Niger Animation 

Projecto

Where this is not possible because an existing infrastructure 

must be used, as in Bangladesh, care must be taken to ensure 

that proper travel arrangements and accommodation are provided., 

Travel allowances may have to be higher and accommodation will 

have to be segregated and seen to be respectable to avoid censure 

by village leaders. It may even be reasonable to provide child 

care facilities at such training centres so that poor women 

without relatives able to care for small children would be able 

to travel with their babies.

Training of women peasant staff will be made more difficult 

by the relatively greater illiteracy and lack of specific skills 

of rural women compared to rural men. Training given to women 

in such fields as bookkeeping, loan procedures, record keeping, 

or any mechanical skills may have to be more intensive than that 

given to men. Women in many areas also lack the experience with 

forms, government bureaucracies and regulations.

C. Popular Participation of Village Women 

When the staff of a development project wish to gather 

village women in groups or to approach them singly for whatever 

purpose, certain considerations must be kept in mind.

(1) Convening Women in Public Meetings Local custom may 

make it awkward for women to meet in public places. Where this 

is the case, then government staff must try to circumvent these 

restrictions. Perhaps holding a series of smaller meetings in
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• J

the homes of more prestigious families will be necessary at first. 

(This procedure also has its dangers, eg. it may appear as if the 

development activity will be run by the higher status families). 

Perhaps the staff could persuade the village leaders to set 

aside a certain place, such as the school room after hours, for 

the use of the women. Eventually perhaps a women's centre could 

be built which would incorporate clinic, health and family plan 

ning centres, and rooms for meetings, classes and economic 

activities.

(2) Timing of Activities The timing of contact activities 

for development programmes is of prime importance to ensure 

large scale participation of village women. It must be remem 

bered that rural women often have less free time than their 

menfolk, especially where they are actively involved in productive 

activities along with their domestic responsibilities. Public 

meetings, training sessions and trips for peasant staff must 

be scheduled at times convenient for local women, especially 

the poorest and often most overworked women, rather than for 

that of the government staff. For example it may be necessary 

to suspend training etc« in the harvest season or other periods 

of women's peak labour contribution.

(3) Child Care Facilities If programmes are set up which 

include training programmes or economic activities which will 

take place outside of the home, there must be provision for child 

care made at the same time. This can be done in a variety of 

ways. The creche could be run communally by the women themselves, 

or childminders could be paid to run the creche on a full or 

part time basis. If this is not done, mothers with small children -
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may be unable to attend or young daughters will be forced to 

care for their younger siblings to the detriment of their 

schooling.

(i|.) Utilizing Traditional Women's Associations or Groups 

Where women already have traditional organizations sometimes it 

might be sensible to utilize these (at least in the beginning) 

to initiate a discussion among the local women and between 

themselves and the project staff on the possible structuring of
V

development activities. Women's age groups, savings societies, 

or even networks of kin and friends could provide these initial 

contact points. Whether or not they will provide the structure 

for future organization will depend on each particular context. 

How homogeneous are these local groups? How much do they reflect 

local hierarchies? Do they have the organizational potential to 

expand the bureaucratic and training inputs of a development 

project? Since women in many rural areas (and I say again that 

this is highly variable from culture area to culture area) are 

difficult to approach by outsiders the initial use of traditional 

organizations may be a way which is less threatening, both for 

village women and their men.

CONCLUSION

In the above paper I have set out some of the considerations 

special to programmes which aim to involve women in development 

processes. First the necessity of effecting changes at a national 

policy level was discussed and it was suggested that International 

Agencies take a strong role in advocacy in this area while at 

the same time providing funds only for projects which include a
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meaningful consideration of women's lives and socio-economic 

roles. The importance of country-level research on women, 

perhaps organized by a Women's Bureau, was stressed as well as 

the need to recruit women for decision-making bodies at both 

national and regional level or for ministries and civil service.

I then addressed myself to the special problems which might 

be encountered in the organization and management of projects 

which are directed wholly or in part towards village women. It 

must be stressed that one cannot generalize for the world. Two 

case studies, one from Niger and one from Bangladesh, were used 

to illustrate my arguments. The three major headings under which 

I discussed organizational and management issues were those of 

government staff, the selection and organization of specific 

development activities and popular participation of local women.

The over-riding importance of recruiting women staff and 

the possible difficulties of locating qualified individuals were 

emphasised. Hiring of female extension staff entails conside 

ration of qualities normally unimportant in staff recruitment ... 

ie. such qualities as marital status, age, and mobility. Some 

of the ways in which staff 'training and conditions of work would 

have to be adjusted were discussed.

In selecting specific development projects for women, the 

need for local consultation with women and men is of prime 

importance. Though no magic formula exists for deciding on a 

structure for projects for rural women, whatever structure is 

decided upon, several things must be kept in mind. Village men 

must be first convinced of its importance. It must respect 

local ideals of women's proper role in society. This means that 

the solutions applied locally to male development projects cannot
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be automatically assumed to be useful for organizing women. 

Choosing and training of peasant staff present specific problems 

of selection criteria, travel and accommodation.

Mobilizing village women may be easy or difficult depending 

on local tradition regarding the role of women in the public 

arena. The constraints on convening women for public meetings, 

the importance of scheduling development activities, the need 

for child care facilities and the possibility of utilising 

already existing women's groups all must be considered. Involving 

women at various levels of decision making in development projects 

may not be an easy task but it is a worthwhile goal to strive 

for. Its achievement can but add to the strength and success of 

village level development, broadening the base of participation 

and commitment to new programmes.
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TRAINING MANAGERS FOR AGRICULTURAL 

DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS

JOHN HOWELL 

Overseas Development Institute

INTRODUCTION

Disappointing agricultural project performance is often attributed to 

'poor management 1 . This can mean at least four things. Firstly, the 

institutions which were given responsibility for the implementation of the 

project failed to perform the standards of performance expected of them; 

secondly, the procedures which were introduced to give direction to the 

project failed to work efficiently; thirdly, the specialist project supar- 

visory staff - such as financial controller, engineering supervisor - proved 

inadequate; and fourthly, the project manager was unable to exercise effective 

authority over the implementation of the project. Of all these management 

factors, the fourth - the calibre of management itself - is the one that 

has probably received least attention. It is, of course, the least amenable 

to attempts at improvement. Organisational aspects of project delivery have 

been studied fairly extensively, over the past few years particularly; rather 

less progress has been made on project management procedures although 

monitoring in particular has received considerable attention; and, where 

necessary, most projects now have a substantial component for technical and 

professional training and up-grading of skills. But improving the quality 

of top management is not a matter where general prescriptions or detailed 

procedural recommendations, are likely to have much effect. Furthermore, 

because of the particularly difficult environment in which agricultural
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project managers operate, there are considerable limitations to the 

effectiveness of management training.

Nonetheless, there appears to he some scope for the development of 

agricultural project management training, which has clearly heen a neglected 

area particularly when contrasted with the emphasis upon training in project 

planning. This paper is concerned with this 'scope for development'. It is 

in three parts: 1) the variables which need to be taken into account in deter 

mining agricultural project management training needs; 2) management 

training methodology and its application to agricultural projects; and 

3) suggestions for components for agricultural project management training.

1. VARIABLES

	The most important variables in determining training needs are:

a) types of project and the management 'style' required for each;

b) the administrative location of projects;

c) the sources of recruitment for managers

d) the timing and duration of training; and

e) the level and functions of trainees

a) Project Types

There are a number of ways of categorising projects: the one which is 

used here is based upon the organisation of production, and covers a spectrum 

from direct production schemes to projects where there is service provision 

alone.

i) Direct Production

The main characteristic of such projects from a management perspective 

is that production is directly controlled, as in a large commercial farm. 

Direct production may be based upon the necessary economies of scale where 

mechanisation is widely used or on the processing of perishable crops such
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as sugar cane or sisal. Management is concerned with the optimal use of 

resources and particularly with regular levels of throughput where processing 

is involved. The manager's skills are those required in any large enterprise. 

The organisation is based upon the technology involved (e.g. in water use, 

harvesting, milling), and the need for a high degree of control over both 

a number of specialist 'staff functions and a line' of production. Internal 

management problems are likely to include the balance between delegation 

to field managers and centrally-directed production targets, and incentives 

for the work force; external problems involve negotiations with Government 

on prices, marketing, investment, etc. In other words, there is a great deal 

in orthodox business management training-largely designed in an industrial 

and commercial context - which is of relevence to direct production agricult 

ural projects; and one of the first rules of enterprise management - thorough 

knowledge of the product - r.pplies with particular force to agricultural 

management in this type of project.

ii) Supervised Production

In the main, this refers to irrigation schemes where there is a need to 

enforce management decisions on (e.g.) rotation, water-use and marketing on 

a number of producers (normally tenants) growing one main crop, whose right 

to cultivate land is conditional upon following such direction. This level 

of supervision is necessary because of high public investment in the project 

and the need to ensure an adequate return on investment. But, in practice, 

there are likely to be problems in gaining the full collaboration of the 

producer, particularly as sanctions are bound to be difficult to enforce - 

where, for example, water if misallocated or crops diversified. The 

establishment of supervised production projects also involoves a large field 

l»vel supervisory and service input. The staff themselves are likely to
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pose a disciplinary problem for senior management, especially where 

different government agencies are involved in providing staff. The 

management problems in such projects are partly technical and partly 

economic (as in i) but other issues may be of rather more importance: 

these include establising effective line management (information and control 

procedures, workable manuals, maintaining staff morale, etc.), reconciling 

conflicts of interests between individuals and groups, and possibly 

negotiating with tenants associations and other government agencies.

iii) Contracted Production

This type of project is where a number of producers are given incentives 

to cultivate a particular crop for either a local processing or a marketing 

facility provided by the government. Typically, this would be an out- 

growers type of scheme in tea, coffee, oil-palm, tobacco, etc. In return 

for access to loans, professional advice and other inputs, producers are 

required to achieve a certain level of output at a specified time. The 

authority of the project agency is normally buttressed by its monopsony 

of the single high-value crop involved. The value of the crop also allows 

a necessarily high administrative cost (especially in extension and post- 

harvest handling), which will normally be borne by the producer especially 

if the project agency already subsidises inputs. The role of management 

has many of the characteristics of any commercial product undertaking: 

minimising administrative overhead costs, ensuring quality control, 

anticipating markets, ensuring flow of inputs etc. There are a number of 

difficulties however. Producers - unlike those in ii) - are entitled to 

change their production towards other crops at any time (as the 'contract' 

arrangement only lasts for a crop season;) and the manager lacks the 

control over product or input prices to influence such changes. Moreover 

the manager has to ensure that services are in fact delivered and this will
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involve collaboration with other agencies such as credit and input suppliers 

Finally, the manager is likely to be confronted by 'institutional' problems: 

in a new project these will involve the creation, or otherwise, of a 

permanent crop authority; in an established project, these could involve 

the development of growers committees seeking to gain control over the 

project facilities.

iv) Service Provision

At the opposite end of the spectrum to i) are those projects designed 

to deliver services to a large number of small producers in the anticipation 

that such service provision will generate increases in the output and income 

of the producer. Unlike most other forms of management, this approach - 

which could be termed agricultural (as opposed to farm) management - r>p.ar.s 

that there is no control over productive resources. The manager will have 

control over staff, vehicles, budget, etc. but it is the Email producer alone 

who controls the use of labour, technology, capital etc. - as in iii). The 

main function of management is to induce change in the behaviour of others by 

delivering a package of services appropriate to the potential user. The 

manager must therefore develop an understanding of the needs of the small 

producer. Furthermore the manager must be sensitive to the capacity of 

farmer groups to assume some of the responsibilities for ensuring co 

ordination of service delivery and effective use of inputs. Both the qualities 

and the style of management required in such projects are quite different 

from those which are necessary in i) and ii) for that matter. From i) to iv) 

the technical and economic skills of management assume proportionately less 

importance as 'social' skills (including investigation and experimentation) 

become more important.
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Broadly speaking, there have been fewer management problems in direct 

production schemes than elsewhere and the problems of management seem to 

increase correspondingly with the lessening of control over the process of 

production. The implications for training are discussed in Section 3.

b) Administrative Location

The second variable concerns the position of the project in relation 

to the government administration. Some agricultural projects are admin 

istered within the existing ministry structure, possibly within a specialist 

department or a unit responsible for all agricultural sector projects. 

Other projects are set up as separate agencies sometimes with the intention 

of creating a permanent authority. In between, there are projects which 

have some budgetary and personnel autonomy but come under the general 

supervision of a particular ministry and are expected to transfer to 

normal administrative functioning in due course. In terms of management 

thsro are obviously considerable differences between these. In a 

separate authority the functions of the manager includes gaining external 

support, building corporate loyalties and establishing new procedures: 

within a ministry, the manager'.s role is restricted by established 

procedures and staff levels and also budgetary controls from above. Further 

more, the manager within the ministry may have a number of other respon 

sibilities outside the project. In personal career terms, the manager of 

the autonomous project is more vulnerable if a project is unsuccessful 

but he has greater opportunity of self-advancement. As a result, a more 

entrepreneurial style of leadership is required than the manager of the 

ministry project who is likely to adopt a more self-effacing style. Many 

projects, of course, are of the 'intermediate' type. The implications for 

management training is that a balance needs to be struck between the 

innovative skills appropriate to enterprise management and the more
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regulatory skills appropriate to success within a civil service environment. 

'Intermediate 1 managers may also need skills appropriate to 'bargaining' 

with other agencies, where the parent ministry has simply a 'lead agent' 

role in a project involving several ministries and government departments.

c) Recruitment

One of the practical problems of management training is that managers 

often have widely different backgrounds. Again, there appear to be three 

broad categories. Firstly there are the professional agriculturalists who 

rise to management positions by virtue of demonstrated qualities of leader 

ship. Secondly, there are the generalist administrators, and possibly 

professional economists and planners who have demonstrated aptitudes for 

project management responsibilities. Thirdly there are the m2nagers 

appointed for their political record and known qualities of initiative. 

As well as the attributes of each 'type' there are also likely to be 

deficiencies as a result of different backgrounds: technical and professional 

people concentrating upon their own specialist area at the expense of 

broader administrative duties, generalists unwilling to exercise authority 

over ostensibly 'technical' matters, politicians overly sensitive to 

external pressures etc.

The problem for short course training for managers already in post is 

to identify the particular deficiencies of each individual. Some, for 

example, may require a better understanding of the small farm decision- 

making, others would benefit from exercises in calculating net rates of 

return. Even in the area of general management skills, the process by 

which agricultural managers are recruited means that th ere are likely to 

be considerable differences in the sophistication of individual managers 

on any course.
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d) Timing and Duration

Short course training is only one of several spects of training. In 

the first instance, training in project management can be part of the 

degree or diploma programmes for all agriculturalists. This would be on the 

grounds that (in most African countries at least) professional staff are ' 

likely to have some project management responsibilities at some time in 

their careers. Another possibility is that project management training 

could be a post-degree or post-diploma activity for those who are being 

prepared for management. This assumes a formal 6-9 month course in which 

particular financial and planning skills (for example) would be taught 

as part of the course. In Section 3, I discuss training in a different 

context: that is, a short (1-3 month) course for managers already with 

some experience of project management.

e) Level and Functions

The final variable concerns the term 'manager'. In this paper, I am 

discussing senior management, but obviously middle-level management is a 

critical component of project success. Ideally, training for staff such 

as loans officers, settlement officers, irrigation officers, etc. is best 

done at the project level and in-service. However, in practical terms, 

this is very difficult. But weekly management meetings, if purposefully 

organised, are a form of training and obviously it is one of the functions 

of top management to 'train' or develop middle level staff by introducing and 

maintaining such decision-making procedures.
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2. MANAGEMENT TRAINING AND AGRICULTURAL PROJECTS

Although short course management training - or 'executive development' - 

remains rather mysterious to the outsider, and often takes the trainees them 

selves unawares, there is now a fairly well-estaMished methodology and the 

conduct of courses is broadly similar whatever the environment.

Basically the approach is to establish a collaborative 'work-shop' 

type of course concerned with the identification of common management 

problems and with developing ways of solving problems- normally categorised 

as human, organisational, and technical. (This problem-solving group 

approach may be built up initially through simple games involving building 

blocks for example.) Emphasis is also upon the possibilities of change - 

on how to analyse an existing system and how to assess the likely con 

sequences of alternative ways of doing things. Finally, the over-riding ethic 

is the full utilisation of human resources through building team approaches 

to decision-making. In this context, the manager's need to understand diff 

erent values and pressures in different parts of the organisation are 

stressed, and the manager's role is seen as reconciliatory as well as 

innovative.

The case study method is widely used in management training with 

particular emphasis upon investment decisions (e.g. the consequences of 

product diversification), organisational change, labour relations and 

staff development. In 'project' cases, considerable attention is paid to the 

setting of objectives throughout the organisation and the need to maintain 

consistency of purpose.

There is obviously a great deal of value in this approach and I return 

to some aspects of it in Section 3. Nonetheless, there are a number of 

constraints in applying 'orthodox1 management training to agricultural 

development projects, especially small farmer projects. Firstly, management 

training often assumes that the organisation is a relatively self-contained
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unit with its own control over resources and with specific functions. 

As I have already noted, most agricultural projects do not have this control 

over the use of resources, and the success of the organisation depends 

largely upon the actions of those outside its direct control. This not only 

reduces the range of problem-solving capabilities but it also raises difficult 

ies in applying orthodox project management techniques such as network 

analysis where it is necessary to specify activities and to know with some 

precision the duration of activities and the resources likely to be avail 

able. In practice, of course, the contingencies implicit inmost agricultural 

projects rule out such certainties. Furthermore, the role of the manager 

in directing a project is severely constrained by the need to accommodate the 

often conflicting interests of other groups which may have no direct 

involvement in the project but whose support, or non-opposition, is nonetheless 

essential for its success. From below these include farmers, merchants, 

local politicians, etc; from above, ministers, civil servants, aid agency 

personnel, etc; and at the same level there are other projects, agencies, 

government departments, etc.

Secondly, agricultural project managers very rarely have the sort of 

authority which allows them to innovate and direct policy in the way 

envisaged for managers in training programmes. They work within a 

project structure already decided upon. They cannot usually recruit their 

own staff, or offer inducements or even effectively discipline staff in some 

projects which are closely bound to ministerial control. In terms of initiating 

team-building approaches to project management there are also likely to be 

public ser"ice regulations and traditions which make the application of 

new approaches difficult. Moreover in most developing countries, a manager 

would be regarded as lacking in status if he adopted a participative style of 

decision-making of the type advocated in most management development programmes.
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The regular staff meeting is not a feature of agricultural service organisations.

Thirdly, the collective problem-solving approach is difficult to adapt 

to agricultural projects. The range of problems is so great that there is 

a danger of the group identifying problems on the basis of a lowest 

common denominator and the exercise becomes remote from the day-to-day 

difficulties of managing a project. One solution is to confine training 

programmes to specific types of project (e.g. credit, livestock) but there 

are practical difficulties in arranging for all possible participants to 

be available at the same time.

Despite these reservations, it would be wrong to conclude that 

agricultural project management training requires a new methodology or a new 

set of skills. The remaining part of the paper doss however suggest that 

there are some areas which require particular attention ii1 designing short 

courses for agricultural project r.io.nage.r.ent training.

3. COMPONENTS OF TRAINING COURSES

There are, I suggest, three main areas where managers can benefit from 

short courses. These are a)diagnostic skills, b) organisation development 

and c) management .and decision-making.

a) Diagnostic Skills

I have argued above that one of the main problems for agricultural 

project management is understanding and responding to the demands and 

objectives of the small farmer. In particular, the manager needs to 

understand the constraints to increased production and to the adaptation 

to new technologies in the case of extension package projects ; and in the 

case of supervised and contract production, he needs to understand the 

ways that farmers are likely to respond to decisions on inputs, production 

and marketing taken by the project management. In both cases, the manager 

also has to understand the pattern of leadership and authority in agricultural
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societies and the way that farmer groups function.

To a large degree, such an understanding of small farmers depends upon 

the experience and temperament of the individual project manager, and 

'training' is unlikely to transform the attitudes and diagnostic abilities of 

course participants. But the objective of training is not simply to sharpen 

the manager's awareness of small farmer needs: it is to demonstrate ways in 

•.;hich the project as a whole can be made more responsive to farmers by 

investigating ways in which the organisation for which the manager is 

responsible receives information and responds to it. At the theoretical 

level, this means familiarising managers with work on organisational 

aspects of intervention, access and participation, group formation etcj For 

some managers, some understanding of techniques of social analysis, and the 

staff requirements involved, may also be desirable. But the most useful 

approach is likely to be one based upon case studies (partly provided 

by course members) in which project success depended upon the response of 

small farmers. Emphasis would be upon the administrative mechanisms of ass 

essing likely response and the continuous monitoring of changes in 

attitudes towards the projects in terms of production, organisation, 

relations within the farm conmuni ty, etc. Particular attention would be 

paid to ways of organising field services and using information generated from 

the field level.

b) Organisation Development

In this area of training, emphasis is upon the internal working of 

a project, the relationship between different components of an administrative 

system. As I have noted already, the project manager is only rarely in a 

position to change this system, but an increased awareness of how it 

operates will help him to anticipate likely constraints or 'discontinuities'.
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Theoretically the most useful model for organisational analysis appears 

to be the systems approach in which the objectives of the organisation are 

represented as a series of 'activity flows'. This illustrates the points 

where co-ordination and control are particularly important. Another 

approach is to see the project as a hierarchy of tasks (see for example 

Development Project Management Centre, Elements of Project Management, 

US Department of Agriculture, 1976), linked to a single project objective 

through subordinate specific objectives.

How useful is this body of theory to the agricultural manager? It 

may, of course, demonstrate to him what he already knew instinctively: 

that he was at the head of an organisation with a structure that served the 

interests of individual components rather than any overall project purpose. 

But once involved in day-to-day project management, it is extraordinarily 

difficult to abstract from the mass of activities, meetings, and 

communications an overall sense of who is doing what, the purpose of particular 

reporting systems, the necessity for particular control devices etc. Even 

if the manager is unable to make structural changes, he is almost certainly 

in a position to suggest incremental changes in procedure to overcome 

project design weaknesses. Training in organisation theory cannot impart 

the motive for undertaking such changes but it can at least stretch 

the imagination of the manager and give him greater confidence in his 

ability to analyse deficiencies.

c) Management and Decision-Making Skills

The area where the manager himself is likely to feel most benefit in 

training courses is in the acquisition of skills to help in planning future 

activities and in deciding upon alternative courses of action. The danger 

in agricultural projects is that such skills can prove frustratingly 

difficult to apply and therefore training courses need to develop exercises
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which are relevent to management decisions taken in considerable uncertainty 

(weather, pests, rate of adoption, prices, supplies, staff, transport - 

the list is usually long in agricultural projects). In this respect, the 

main value of skills is the corresponding development of a logical process 

of analysis.

For example, in project planning the use of network analysis (in 

which the work of the project is 'translated' into a series of 'activities' 

and 'events' linked together by a diagrammatic network) is unlikely to survive 

the contingencies of the implementation period but it does nevertheless 

serve a useful function for the manager himself, and it also has considerable 

utility as a tool for bringing together different project departments, ar>d 

possibly external agencies, in an attempt to set priorities End completion 

targets.

Project managers are also likely to be confronted by problems of 

choice: which technology, how much land to develop, where to dig canals etc. 

It is not always possible for a manager to gr all the financial and 

technical considerations involved but as a minimum he should be able to 

see how different physical inputs and outputs are given a monetary value 

and converted into a discounted cash-flow over a specified period. But 

having understood some of the mechanics of financial decision-making, the 

manager must also be able to recognise the elements of risk and uncertainty 

and also take into account the less quantifiable aspects of project decisions. 

Again, there is a strong case for developing exercises based upon the applic 

ation of financial decision-making and networking techniques to agricultural 

projects rather than to company management or the industrial and manufacturing 

sectors of public investment.
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This paper is concerned with suggesting answers to various questions 

about agricultural project management: what factors should be taken into 

account in designing a training course for managers? What body of concepts 

can be borrowed from established management training? What should be 

the basic ingredients of a training programme? There is however, a broader 

question - which was raised at the beginning of the paper but not answered. 

To what extent is the calibre of management itself a factor in explaining 

poor agricultural project performance in many countries? At present, expend 

iture on management training is at most a tiny percentage of project costs. 

But if it is to be increased then there is a case for asking this question 

in a much more thorough way than has been attempted so far.
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I NEWS OF THE AGRICULTURAL ADMINISTRATION UNIT

(i) RECENT/FORTHCOMING MEETINGS

On 17 December 1979, an all-day meeting was held on the 
"Organisation and Management of Monitoring and Evaluation". The 
following papers were presented:

1. Donald Curtis and John Watson (University of 
Birmingham): "District-level Monitoring and 
Evaluation in India's Drought Prone Areas 
Programme".

2. Majid Slama and Henri Sousbie (Centre National 
d 1 Etudes Agricoles, Tunis): "Tunisian experience 
in on-going Evaluation and Monitoring for 
Agricultural Projects".

3. Anthony Bottrall (ODD: "Evaluation and Action 
Research as Tools of Management Reform".

The paper by Anthony Bottrall is available as a Network 
Paper (No. 5 - see page 5).

A lunch-time meeting was held on 14 January 1980 where 
the speaker was Syed Hashim Ali (Secretary - Command 
Area Development Department, Andhra Pradesh, India). 
The paper, which is available as Network Paper No. 6, 
was entitled: "Practical Experience in Implementing the 
Training and Visit System in Large Command Areas in 
India".

Syed Hashim Ali was again the speaker at a lunch-time 
meeting held on 29 January 198O. His paper was entitled: 
"Critical Issues in Irrigation Utilisation and Command 
Area Development". This formed part of the series of 
meetings held here on Irrigation Management.

On 27 February 198O a lunch-time meeting was given by 
Roderic Dutton of the University of Durham. Dr. Dutton 
is at present Director of the Khabura Development Project 
which is a rural community development project at present 
being carried out in Oman. His paper was entitled: 
"External Intervention and Local Support: A Rural Devel 
opment Project in Oman". This will be available as an 
Agricultural Administration Network Paper later on in the 
year.
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Two more meetings have recently been held in the Irri 
gation Management series. The first was on 14 March 1980, 
at which Linden Vincent, Lecturer at the School of Devel 
opment Studies, University of East Anglia, presented a 
paper entitled: "Efficiency in design: underutilisation 
in practice. A Study of Water Use in the Medjerda 
Irrigation Scheme, Tunisia"

The second meeting in this series was held on 25 March 
198O. Jennie Dey, an anthropologist who has recently 
completed an ODA-funded field study in The Gambia, 
presented a paper entitled: "The socio-economic organ 
isation of farming in The Gambia and its relevance 
for agricultural development planning". (N.P. Mb. 7 see p. 6)

Finally, in the Pastoral Development series, a meeting 
was held on 18 March 1980. Chris Underbill of Euro 
Action Accord, gave a paper on: "A Team Approach to 
Development among Settled Nomads in Upper Volta".

(ii) RECENT PUBLICATIONS

POLICY AND PRACTICE IN RURAL DEVELOPMENT Edited by 
Guy Hunter, A. H. Bunting and Anthony Bottrall 1976 
512 pages. This is now available in the Educational 
Low-priced Books Service (ELBS) at E2.35.

The book contains the major papers form the second 
International Seminar on Change in Agriculture, held 
at Reading University in 1974. Papers included fall 
under the following headings: Effects of Political 
Decisions on Organisation; Technical, Environmental 
and Economic Factors; The Farming Community, The Com 
mercial Function; and Administration.

The ELBS editions can only be obtained in developing 
countries, but may be ordered at any bookshop within 
these countries. Bookshops can obtain the volumes from 
the publishers, Croom Helm, provided they state that 
the ELBS edition is required. Normal hardback and 
paperback editions may be obtained from either ODI or 
Croom Helm.

Orders to: ODI Sales, Montagu House, High Street, 
Cambridgeshire, PE18 6EP, England (hardback and paper 
back editions only)

Croom Helm Ltd., 2-10 St. Johns Road, London S.W.ll, 
England (hardback, paperback and ELBS editions)
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(Hi) VISITS

During January, February and early March, Guy Hunter 
was in India and (briefly) in Sri Lanka looking at 
developments in agricultural administration and in 
particular, at planning at Block and District levels, 
and the structure of Agricultural and Rural Development 
administration from District level downwards.

He was also discussing with (particularly) the National 
Institute of Rural Development in Hyderabad and the 
Tamil Nadu Agricultural University in Coimbatore, the 
possibility of closer collaboration with O.D.I.

The Sri Lanka visit was sponsored by UNICEF (Colombo).

The next issue of the newsletter will enclose a discus 
sion paper based upon Guy Hunter's visit to India and 
Sri Lanka.

II NOTES ON DISCUSSIOK PAPERS 

Discussion Paper 2

Rural Development and Traditional Institutions - the 
example of Gandu in Hausaland by Clare Oxby

This paper, enclosed with the Newsletter, discusses 
some of the problems which might be encountered if 
traditional institutions were used in order to promote 
development objectives. The paper speaks for itself. 
It is hoped that networkers will send in their reactions 
to the issues raised on the last page of the paper. 
Correspondence of note will be published in subsequent 
newsletters.

Discussion Paper 1 - The Organisation and Management 
of Agricultural Extension and Farmer-Assistance in 
Botswana by Alan Kingshotte - has aroused particular 
interest from those involved in the training of 
agricultural managers. In response to the comments on 
the paper in the last newsletter, Alan Kingshotte has 
a further note on the role of extension staff. He writes:



"I do not criticise the T&V system, not least because 
the system evolved in Botswana has so many similarities. 
However, the key word is "evolved". I would criticise 
the arbitrary imposition of any system, however well it 
had worked elsewhere, with no thought of modification 
to local circumstances and I am sure Benor and Harrison 
would agree with this. There can be no one immutable 
methodology or structure equally appropriate to Extension 
work in Patagonia, Uttar Pradesh and Yorkshire. It is 
also unprofitable to consider Extension in isolation. 
However technically correct the agents' messages and 
subtle the extension techniques all may be futile if 
other factors - prices, markets, inputs, credit, commun 
ications, the social and economic climate etc. - are not 
conducive to development and if all these and Extension 
are unco-ordinated. Success must not be measured by how 
many farmers would know how to use fertilizer if they 
thought it worthwhile and could obtain it but by how 
many actually buy fertilizer and use it correctly. 
Particularly where developing group and community action 
is essential to translate Extension messages into profit 
able deeds (as in management of communal grazing land 
or irrigation) it may be inappropriate for the agent 
to have a purely educational role. Inter alia, it 
was found in Botswana that the agents most deeply involved 
with "their 1 farmers in developing self-sustaining local 
structures tended also to be the more effective "teachers'".

This point is also made by N. S. Carey Jones. He writes:

"In so far as the extension worker is concerned with the 
individual farmer he must be concerned with all aspects 
of farming (its inputs as well as its outputs) or, at 
least, the Department of Agriculture must. Sometimes 
this may involve the extension worker actively, sometimes 
not, depending on the circumstances (how good are other 
distribution systems, for example). It is useless 
advising a farmer on what to do if he cannot get the 
necessary inputs. There can be no rules about this but 
a principle that one tries to avoid overloading the ex 
tension worker with extraneous duties."

Carey Jones also suggests that weaknesses in extension 
services have nothing to do with inappropriate structures 
which he claims "are usually more or less all right. 
The weakness lies in the people in charge of them. Any 
structure can be made to work if the bosses allow it to. 
No structure will work if they won't. The focus of study 
should, I suspect, be raised to higher levels. A second 
reason io that the foreign aid-favoured project approach 
denudes the structure of its best people, leaving a rather 
feeble administrative shell. A third reason is that there
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are so many foreign aid experts about that the top 
people have to spend an enormous amount of time looking 
after them instead of getting on with their job."

On p. 1 of the Discussion Paper, the cattle population 
of Botswana is given as 213 million! This should, of 
course, read 2-3 million.

Ill AGRICULTURAL ADMINISTRATION NETWORK PAPERS

There are three papers which are available on request 
(write to Angela Street):

No. 5. Anthony Bottrall "Evaluation and Action Research 
as Tools of Management Reform"

This is a discussion paper concerned with developing 
an evaluation method for identifying possibilities 
for organisational and management reform within 
projects and programmes. The method discussed 
involves a process of investigation, identification 
of deficiencies, and remedial action. This process 
is examined in the context of a set of characteristics 
of a successful organisational form for particular 
types of agricultural programmes. Large irrigation 
schemes provide examples. The paper also discusses 
the use of action research to test reforms and 
examines the time and staffing implications of 
this sort of exercise.

No. 6. Syed Hashim Ali "Practical Experience in Implementing 
the Training and Visit Extension System in Large 
Command Areas in India"

The paper discusses the reasons for the introduction 
of the Training and Visit system for agricultural 
extension in the Command Areas of Andhra Pradesh. 
This involved not only new procedures but also 
the integration of the extensive service into 
the Command Area Development Authorities. The paper 
discusses a range of administrative and technical 
problems in the implementation of the new system 
and concludes with suggestions on the adaptation of 
T and V to particular conditions.
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No. 7. Jennie Dey "The Socio-Economic Organisation of Farm 
ing in The Gambia and its Relevance for Agricultural 
Development Planning"

Three irrigated rice development programmes have 
largely failed to fulfill the government's ob 
jectives of reducing substantial rice imports 
into The Gambia. The author argues that this is 
partly due to the planners' misunderstanding of the 
socio-economic organisation of agriculture. The 
argument is.backed up by substantial evidence - 
the result of twenty months fieldwork - on the fol 
lowing topics: land tenure; cash crops and food 
crops; units of production and consumption; the sale 
of rice; and the various types of labour ranging from 
reciprocal arrangements to wage labour.

IV SOME RECENT PUBLICATIONS ON AGRICULTURAL ADMINISTRATION

1. A. J. Fernandes "Central Co-ordination for Effect 
ive Rural Development: A Case Study of Tanzania" 
(35 pp.) Paper presented to Seminar on Rural 
Development, Gabarone, Botswana, February 1979 
and available from Pan-African Institute for 
Development, P. O. Box 133, Buea, Cameroon. 
This is a detailed account of the procedures of 
decentralized rural development planning in a 
country which is generally considered to have 
gone further in this direction than most. Its -< 
particular interest is the administrative implic 
ation at the central level for the multi-sectoral > 
activities of rural development.

2. Barry Floyd "The Contemporary Agricultural Scene 
in Nigeria: Problems and Prospects" (39 pp.) 
Paper presented to the 22nd Annual Conference 
of the Nigerian Geographical Association, Univers- ^ 
ity of Benin (1979) and available from Professor 
Floyd, Department of Geography, University of 
Calabar, P. M. B. 1115, Calabar, Nigeria. Summary ' 
of problems confronting Nigerian agriculture and 
advocacy of a new emphasis upon small-scale and 
peasant production. Discussion of the require 
ments for local diagnosis and consultation. Useful 
bibliography on Nigeria agriculture.
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3. Eric Clayton "A Comparative Study of Settlement 
Schemes in Kenya" (60 pp.) Agrarian Development 
Unit, Occasional Paper No. 3 available from Wye 
College, Ashford, Kent, UK price E2.00. 
Originally prepared as a consultancy report. An 
examination of the planning, organisation, man 
agement and performance of agricultural settlement 
schemes, both irrigated and rainfed: with a 
synopsis of the principal schemes in Kenya. Earlier 
Occasional Papers are also available from the 
Agrarian Development Unit: No. 1. Wadi Dhuleil, 
Jordan (An ex-post evaluation of an irrigation 
scheme); No. 2. Agricultural Employment creation 
and Smallholder Rubber Production in Sumatra. Both 
are priced at E2.00.

4. Ed. Inayatullah "Rural Organisations and Rural 
Development: Some Asian Experiences" Asian 
and Pacific Development Administration Centre, 
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. A series of country 
papers originally prepared for a seminar of senior 
government officials; includes India (Kuldeep 
Mathur) ; Sri Lanka (Mahinda Silva) ; Iran (Ahmad 
Ashraf}; Indonesia (Hansen and Mahoney); Malaysia 
(Chee and Hoong) and the Philippines (Blondie Po) 
and China (Joost Kuitenbrouwer).

5. APROSC Newsletter (monthly). Agricultural Projects 
Service Centre, P. 0. Box 1440, Lazimpat, 
Kathmandu, Nepal. The Centre also produces an 
Occasional Bibliography series with particular 
emphasis upon Nepal. Bibliography No. 4 (1979) 
is on Credit.

6. Andrew Pearse and Matthias Stiefel "Inquiry into 
Participation - a Research Approach" (43 pp.) 
A critical review of research on popular partici 
pation, representing a preliminary stage of an 
UNRISD Research Programme on participation. Paper 
available either from Selina Cohen, Queen Elizabeth 
House, 21 St. Giles, Oxford, UK or from United 
Nations Research Institute for Social Development, 
Palais des Nations, CH - 1211, Geneva 1O, Switzerland.

7. Hari Mohan Mathur "Training for Senior Administrators 
of Agricultural Development" This paper was prep 
ared for an FAO Expert Consultation on Improving 
the Organisation and Administration of Agricultural 
Development, Manila, September 1979. A report 
of the meeting which includes this paper is 
available from Alec McCallum, ESH Division, FAO, 
Via delle Terme di Caracalla, 001OO Rome, Italy.



8. R. J. Storey "Community Co-operative6 - A Highlands 
and Islands Experiment" Paper presented to the 
International Seminar on Marginal Regions, Trinity 
College, Dublin, August 1979. An account of an 
attempt to stimulate local group activity in a 
remote area of the UK with poor resources and low 
incomes from farming. Interesting comparisons for 
Idc rural development. The paper will be published 
in the Plunkett Foundation's International Co-op 
erative Year Book in due course but a limited 
number of copies are available from R. J. Storey, 
Highlands and Islands Development Board, Bridge 
House, 27 Bank Street, Inverness, IV! 1QR, Scotland.

9. Rapid Rural Appraisal Conference - Institute of
Development Studies, University of Sussex, December 
1979. There are over 40 papers dealing with 
appraisal, survey and design methods for different 
types of rural development initiatives. The full 
list with costs can be obtained from Ms. Susan 
Saunders, IDS, University of Sussex, Brighton, 
BN1 9RE, UK. Two papers prepared subsequent to 
the Conference are particularly useful. These are 
1) Robert Chambers "Shortcut Methods for Inform 
ation Gathering for Rural Development Projects" 
A helpful state-of-the-art paper; 2) Sean Conlin 
and Steve Wiggens "Rapid Rural Appraisal: A 
Review of the December 1979 Conference" This 
includes brief summaries of all the papers. In 
stitutions and individuals in developing countries 
will receive papers without charge.

1O. The Oxfam Field Directors' Handbook This is a
substantially revised third edition of the handbook 
(46O pp.) with operational guidelines covering 
development activity in agriculture, health, disaster 
relief etc. Oxfam is involved in local-level 
development initiatives and the guidelines are lar 
gely concerned with the identification and assess 
ment of projects. Available from the Publications 
Officer, Oxfam, 274 Banbuty Road, Oxford, UK. 
Price E10.0O or US $20.OO + postage.



V NETWORK MEMBERS QUESTIONNAIRE

A separate pamphlet is enclosed which lists the names, jobs 
and interests of those network members who replied to the 
questionnaire enclosed with the previous newsletter. The 
response rate by March 1980 was around 35% and replies are 
still coming. With the next issue of the newsletter we shall 
send out a revised pamphlet with the additional responses. 
For this reason, we once again enclose a questionnaire form. 
This should be disregarded by those who have already responded. 
Subsequently we shall up-date the pamphlet once a year. 
Naturally, we-are reluctant to continue sending material 
to those who appear to have no interest in the AAU and 
where there is no response to the questionnaire, we are 
likely to assume a lack of interest and the newsletters 
and papers will be discontinued. On the other hand, 
we are prepared to add new members to the network if we 
receive completed questionnaires from those who are not 
presently on the network yet by some means receive the 
newsletter and papers.





Previous papers which are available from the 
Agricultural Administration Network are:

Discussion Paper No. 1

Alan Kingshotte "The Organisation and Management 
of Agricultural Extension and Farmer-Assistance in 
Botswana"

Agricultural Administration Network Papers

No. 1. Richard Heaver "Planning and Management
Problems in the Implementation of a Major 
Scheme: A Case Study of Mahaweli (Sri Lanka)"

No. 2. Gilbert Etienne "Some Field Observations on 
Rural India's Development"

No. 3. Nici Nelson "Involving Women in Rural Develop 
ment Processes"

No. 4. John Howell "Training Managers for Agricultural 
Development Projects"
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1. This is a slightly modified version of a paper first 
presented at a meeting on Management and Institutions 
in Agricultural Development, held at ODI in December 1979. ; 
The other two papers presented at the meeting were concerned 
in some detail with the development of methods of monitoring to 
be used internally within agricultural projects or programmes, as 
a means of improving management performance. The focus of this 
paper is different in that it is concerned with developing 
effective methods of project and programme evaluation by an 
external agency, with a view to identifying a relatively wide 
range of possible reforms in organisational structure and manage 
ment processes. These include (in roughly ascending order of 
"difficulty"):

(i) procedural reforms - redefinitions of responsibilities, 
improved work programming, improved information and 
monitoring systems, etc;

(ii) reforms in training curricula (in-service and basic 
education);

(iii) development of representative and effective insti 
tutions at the local (village and/or functional 
group) level;

(iv) changes in staff's terms of employment (rules 
governing recruitment, salaries, promotions, 
transfers);

(v) changes in the methods whereby a project/programme's 
financial resources are raised;

and (vi) fundamental structural changes (vertical and
horizontal) in the project/programme organisation.

2. In certain situations, where there can be expected to be 
strong resistance to proposals for management reform from interest 
groups which feel threatened by it and/or where the dimensions of 
the potential benefits of reform are unknown and need to be 
tested and demonstrated before they are likely to attract wide 
spread support, it will be argued that external evaluation should 
be followed by programmes of 'action research'. These are 
envisaged as pilot projects, in which new procedures, management 
methods, structures, etc. are tested and modified. Objective 
monitoring would have a very important part to play in their 
success, particularly in assessing the administrative requirements 
which would be needed to make the managemenj system developed in 
the pilot area widely replicable elsewhere.

It is, of course, a characteristic of most conventional 
'pilot projects' that they are not administratively 
replicable. This reflects the lack of attention given 
to broader questions of organisation and management 
during their planning.
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Evaluation: Scope and method

3. External evaluations of organisation and management are 
seen as necessary for three purposes:

(a) identifying appropriate and politically feasible 
reforms which will improve performance on existing 
projects /programmes (the one being evaluated and 
others with similar physical, technical and social 
characteristics), in terms of the criteria of produc 
tivity, equity, long-term environmental stability, 
and cost;

(b) identifying appropriate and feasible organisational 
structures and management systems for new projects/ 
programmes, in terms of the same criteria (ex-poet 
evaluation of the management performance of existing 
projects should be an integral part of the ex-ante 
appraisal of new ones);

and (c) improving the body of theory on which the evaluation 
methodology is based, through a continuing process of _ 
comparative analysis of accumulating case study material.

4. A comprehensive evaluation of the organisation and manage 
ment of agricultural projects or programmes requires analysis 
to be carried out at four different levels. The first may be 
described as the external environment within which the project/ 
programme is managed. A wide range of issues may need to be 
investigated here in order to identify the principal factors 
external to the project's management and institutions which 
have had a significant influence on its performance. They 
include major social and political upheavals (wars); unavoidable 
climatic and biological hazards; national economic policies 
which, together with international factors, affect the viability 
of the production process; the quality of service provided by 
other enterprises on which the project is dependent (eg roads, 
public transport, power generation); and - particularly 
important in the case of projects with large irrigation and/or 
land development components - the quality of the planning, 
design and construction of the physical infrastructure.

In the planning of large new agricultural projects or 
programmes, provision is rarely made at present for analytical 
reviews of the performance, management and institutions of 
existing projects/programmes. One exception known to me is a 
study by a British consultancy firm in Egypt, in which plans 
for the settlement of 'new lands' adjacent to the Nile Delta 
have been preceded by a detailed evaluation of the performance 
and management of existing settlement schemes.

The improvement of underlying theory is of great practical 
importance, not only because it enables evaluators to reach 
better conclusions more quickly (and cost-effectively), but 
also because it enables them to defend those conclusions with 
conviction against those who are sceptical or opposed to them.
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5. In the course of their investigations into the external 
environment, evaluators should also attempt to obtain, for their 
own background information, as clear a picture as possible of 
the 'political economy 1 of decision-making in the realm of 
agricultural policy. If an effective and politically feasible 
programme of management reform is to be devised, a good under 
standing is needed of the positions and strengths of different 
interest groups likely to favour or oppose such reforms. Resistance 
to management reform (or to the allocation of resources which 
would make it possible) may often turn out to be very strong; 
for example, in the field of irrigated agriculture, the interests 
of many powerful groups (sections of national governments, external 
donor agencies, consultants, Irrigation Departments, contractors, 
local politicians) tend to converge in encouraging a grossly dis 
torted concentration of resources on new capital works and a 
corresponding neglect of the management of water between the 
headworks and the farm. Serious attempts to reverse this tendency 
will be recognised by members of these groups as threats to their 
interests. Careful account should be taken of this in designing 
the strategy and tactics of reform programmes, as well as of the 
potential for mobilising support from opposing interest groups 
(eg other sections of government, Agriculture Departments, the 
majority of farmers, consumers).

6. The other three levels at which analysis is required for a 
full evaluation of project/programme management are at the 
project/programme level itself (the organisation and management 
of supporting services to farmers and the rural community); at 
the local communal level (the organisation and management of 
village and/or functional groups); and at the individual farm 
level (the allocation of responsibilities and rewards among and 
within farming families, land tenure patterns, etc).

7. At all four levels of analysis, the systematic evaluation of 
organisation and management demands a good understanding of social, 
political and administrative structures and the way in which 
people behave within them; and this understanding can in turn be 
greatly strengthened by knowledge of appropriate bodies of theory. 
At the level of the external environment, evaluators require a 
capacity to analyse political processes and assess the motives 
and strengths of different interest groups. At the project/ 
programme level, important insights can be gained from the 
extensive theoretical literature about the organisation and 
management of large enterprises. An understanding of the 
particular social and political forces which permeate them in 
each locality is also essential, particularly if one is to compre 
hend the full reasons why actual behaviour within an organisation 
diverges from what has been formally prescribed.*• At the local 
communal level, there is a need to combine general theories about 
the structure and behaviour of small groups with the detailed 
knowledge about the nature of existing communities which can be 
obtained through the application of the sociologists' or social 
anthropologists' techniques. Similar detailed social analysis is 
required at the individual farm level. All this implies a sub 
stantial additional capacity for analysis on the part of evaluators 
which goes well beyond the range of what has usually been expected 
from the conventional appraisal team of technical specialists and 
economists.

1 Cf« AAU Occasional Paper 3 pp, 2-3
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8. The focus of this paper is on the evaluation of organisation 
and management at the project/programme level, within the context 
of its external environment. To the extent that appropriate forms 
of organisation and management at this level depend critically 
on the character of institutions at the farm and local community 
levels, analysis of the former must inevitably embrace analysis of 
the latter. But questions about the internal structures and 
workings of local groups are sufficiently distinctive and intricate 
to deserve detailed discussion on their own on a separate occasion. 
Their importance is fully recognised here but they are discussed 
in only rather broad terms insofar as they impinge directly on 
the activities of the official service agencies.

9. I have put forward in an earlier paper a proposed methodology 
for evaluating the organisation and management of large irrigation 
schemes (AAU Occasional Paper 3, pp.44 ff) and shall not repeat 
here many of the detailed points made in that paper. Since then, 
I have had further thoughts on the subject.

The modified approach outlined
here should be capable of adaptation to the evaluation of agri 
cultural projects or programmes of any kind, though the examples 
chosen to illustrate how it might be applied are taken from the 
context of irrigated agriculture, which has its own distinctive 
organisational and management requirements.

10. In the earlier paper the evaluation process was conceived 
as consisting of four stages: (i) analysis of the physical 
and social environment in which management has to be performed 
and of the existing resources of management (manpower, equipment 
and finance); (ii) evaluation of project/programme performance; 
(lii) identification of causes of performance (some beyond the 
control of project management, some within it); and (Iv) recommen 
dation of appropriate remedial action. The proposed modifications 
relate to the pattern and sequence of analysis to be adopted at 
the critical third stage - the identification of causes - and 
affect the clarity and strength with which subsequent proposals 
for remedial action can be made. There are two main respects 
in which the analytical approach outlined in 0P3 (pp.50-53) needs 
to be revised. First, all evaluators embarking on an analysis of 
management performance should set out with as clear a picture as 
possible of the essential characteristics needed by any organi 
sation for conspicuous success in meeting desired objectives 
within the sub-sector of agricultural administration of immediate 
concern to them (irrigation schemes, development programmes in 
pastoral areas, research/extension programmes, credit/savings 
programmes, 'integrated rural development 1 programmes, etc); .. 
this will give them a set of standards (or, if you prefer, a model) 
against which to measure existing organisational structures and 
management processes and towards which to direct future development

1. But 'model 1 can be a dangerous term to use in the context 
of organisational analysis. See para 27.
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through appropriate reforms. Secondly, the process of identifying 
the causes of poor management performance (whether these lie 
within the control of project management or not) should start 
from analyses of performance within each of the relevant activities 
or sub-activities for which co-ordination is needed at the project 
level and then work up from there to an analysis of the directing/ 
co-ordinating function of project/programme management itself 
(the rather top-down listing in the earlier paper might seem to 
imply the opposite). This is because the precise nature of the 
structural and procedural reforms likely to be required at the 
project level depends upon (and can only be logically justified 
by) the nature of the weaknesses manifested in the project's 
various sub-systems.

11. On the subject of identifying the hall-marks of successful 
project/programme organisation, I have come to certain clear 
conclusions in the course of my study of large irrigation schemes, 
largely through comparison between two relatively successful 
schemes (Yunlin, Taiwan and Mwea, Kenya) and numerous much less 
successful ones. Some of these conclusions appear to have 
general validity for all large agricultural projects/programmes; 
others are specific to all large irrigation schemes; and others 
are contingent upon certain physical and/or social characteristics 
which differ between irrigation schemes. The following features 
of the more successful schemes appear to be generally valid:

(a) Clearly defined agricultural (productivity) and 
social (equity) objectives;

(b) The existence of a carefully planned framework
of management procedures, devised at a level higher 
than the project itself but subject to revision and 
modification by project management;

(c) A high degree of delegation of authority to manage 
ment at the project level;

(d) A high degree of financial autonomy at the project 
level (with a large proportion of revenue coming 
from farmer-beneficiaries and relatively little 
from government funds);

(e) An appropriate vertical structure, with the allocation 
of responsibilities, both among official staff and 
between staff and farmers, moving over time from a 
pattern of high supervision/low delegation to one of 
low supervision/high delegation;!

1. The passage of time is a contingent factor here, the assump 
tion being that over time the experience and management 
capacity of farmers and junior staff will tend to increase 
(it certainly should do so under good project management). 
No single form of vertical - or horizontal - organisational 
structure is universally appropriate.
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(f) An appropriate horizontal structure, in which key 
activities are co-ordinated to a degree required by the 
project's objectives and other contingent factors such 
as project size and the nature of the management and 
technical skills to be found within the project organi 
sation's specialist sub-system.1

12. Features associated with good management performance which 
appear to be generally valid only within the specific context 
of large irrigation schemes include: overall management in the 
hands of 'agriculture-oriented 1 staff, not civil engineers; two 
separate specialist cadres for water distribution on the one hand 
and construction and maintenance on the other; the participation 
of representative farmers in the planning of seasonal water 
schedules and the monitoring of day-to-day releases; strict rules 
governing the distribution of water by official staff within 
agreed seasonal schedules; and powerful official sanctions 
against misappropriation of water.2 Examples of features contin 
gent on variations in local physical and/or social factors are: 
the choice of appropriate water distribution techniques (eg 
strict proportionality to land area held, with choice of cropping 
left entirely to the farmers; or a differential pattern of water 
supply, with restrictions imposed on farmers' cropping patterns); 
and the appropriate size and structure of farmer groups with 
communal responsibility for operation and maintenance at the 
watercourse level (interacting technical and social factors 
affect decisions here). Similar lists could be compiled of 
function- or locale-specific features which are associated with 
successful management performance in other sub-sectors of agri 
cultural administration.

13. There are numerous underlying reasons why the features 
mentioned in the previous two paragraphs are conducive to 
successful project performance. . . However, one in 
particular deserves fuller discussion here, since it appears to 
have crucial implications for the way in which both official 
staff and farmers can be motivated to improve performance. 
This concerns the extent of the project's financial autonomy 
and, in particular, the source of its funds (Para 11, d).

1. Contingent factors also play an important part here. 
See previous fn.

2. The last three elements in this list arise out of the
need for strict arbitration and control over the distri 
bution of a scarce and highly-valued "open access" resource 
to a multitude of competing consumers. One would expect 
similar institutional arrangements to be needed where other 
open access resources were under pressure (grazing land, 
forest, soils).
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14. On both the Mwea and the Yunlin irrigation projects, all 
operating costs and a substantial proportion of capital costs 
are covered by revenue obtained directly from the farmers them 
selves and retained for reinvestment within-the project. This 
is in sharp contrast to most irrigation projects where the 
relatively meagre sums obtained through water charges go to 
general government revenue and the project receives its (also 
meagre) funds from general revenue in accordance with criteria 
which are unrelated to the level of project performance or of 
farmers' water charge payments.

15. In Mwea farmers' contributions to project finances are 
levied compulsorily through the project organisation's monopoly 
control over the marketing of the only crop farmers are allowed 
to grow - the classic 'integrated management' approach. Motivated 
principally by profit-making considerations, the management aims 
to exact a levy which will not be so high that it acts as a 
significant disincentive to farmers to produce but is nevertheless 
high enough to provide them with a very good quality of supporting 
services. This helps to sustain the sequence high levy - good 
service - high output - high levy.

16. The Taiwan pattern, in which farmers' payments are made 
voluntarily, is in many ways much more interesting, since it is 
potentially far more widely adaptable to those large areas of 
agricultural production where the technical conditions for an 
integrated management system are lacking and/or the highly inter 
ventionist management style associated with the system is politi 
cally unacceptable. In this case, the voluntary nature of the 
farmers' payment of revenue to the project organisation puts 
the pressure on project staff to provide them with good service - 
in effect, obliges staff to be accountable to the farmers. The 
reason for this is that if good service is not provided, farmers' 
dues will be more difficult to recover, total revenue will 
decline and cuts may have to be made in staff numbers and salaries. 
On the other hand, good service increases the likelihood of a 
high level of payment from farmers (who recognise that the quality 
of future service depends on what they pay) and management will 
be able to reward itself and staff members with bonuses as well 
as having additional funds for local reinvestment. This sustains 
the sequence good service - client satisfaction - higher payment - 
higher rewards to staff - good service. By contrast, on the vast 
majority of large irrigation schemes (and other bureaucratically 
managed agricultural schemes) there are no direct links between 
the level of performance a project achieves and its financial 
rewards; nor between the payments made by farmers and the quality 
of services they receive. Such a system removes any incentives 
for farmers to pay their water charges, since the proceeds go to 
general revenue and have no direct effect on the level of local 
reinvestment; and there is similarly no incentive to management 
and staff to improve their service to farmers in the expectation 
that this will lead to an increase in their financial rewards.
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17. Where a project depends heavily on locally-generated funds, 
its management automatically tends to have a relatively high degree 
of authority delegated to it with regard to internal decision-making 
(para 11 e). This combination of factors in turn produces conditions 
in which further incentives can be offered to staff which are 
normally not available under conditions of conventional bureaucratic 
administration - particularly promotion on merit within the project 
organisation. In Taiwan's Irrigation Associations only the very 
highest official positions have formal university qualification 
requirements attached to them, with the result that junior staff 
have attractive career opportunities within each Association and 
therefore develop strong loyalties to it. In terms of local know 
ledge and rapport with farmers, staff morale and continuity of , 
decision-making, this pattern has immense advantages over the 
conventional pattern in which a body of locally-engaged field staff, 
with no promotion prospects, is presided over by a hierarchy of 
officials who are transferred in and out of the organisation and , 
whose rank and promotion prospects are largely determined by thoir 
academic qualifications.

18. The importance of how an organisation is paid is underlined t 
by Peter Drucker, who argues that this is the fundamental expla 
nation why public institutions frequently perform so poorly in 
comparison with competitive commercial businesses. Businesses, 
other than monopolies, are paid for satisfying their customers; 
customer satisfaction therefore becomes the basis for assuring 
good performance and results. But service institutions, which 
are usually monopolies, are paid out of a budget allocatJon and as 
a result tend to become misdirected in their objectives: performance 
and results are no longer measured by the criterion of customer 
satisfaction; instead the main concern is to satisfy government 
and to find ways of persuading it to increase its budget.*• The 
conclusion seems to be that in those spheres of agricultural 
administration where it is both feasible and desirable to charge 
farmers for services, as it is for water distribution on irri 
gation projects, attempts should be made to find effective ways 
of modifying present methods of revenue-raising and budgeting in 
the direction of greater financial autonomy at project level. 
Meanwhile, there are certain other services such as agricultural 
research and extension for which direct payment by farmers would ' 
usually be infeasible and/or socially undesirable. In their 
case, as Drucker has observed, there is a particularly vital 
need for the clear specification of customer-oriented objectives 
and for procedures designed to direct staff in pursuit of those 
objectives in the face of powerful temptations to be deflected 
(para 11 a, b). 2 But here too there may be scope, even where 
the usual preconditions for integrated project management are 
absent, for increasing accountability (and revenue) through 
organisational changes which would enable these services to be 
provided in close conjunction with other revenue-generating 
activities (eg irrigation and/or input supplies and marketing 
services.

1. P. Drucker, Management, pp.131-146.

2. Drucker, op.cit., p.158.

3. Extension services in Taiwan, for example, are provided by 
Farmers' Associations (separate bodies from the Irrigation 
Associations), which fund part of the costs out of the proceeds 
they receive from input supply and marketing business.
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19. Armed with a picture of the principal characteristics of a 
successful organisation, evaluators of less successful organisations 
should be able fairly early on in the proceedings to develop broad 
hypotheses about the principal respects in which their management 
is deficient. But in order to make specific recommendations for 
remedial action with any degree of confidence, the underlying 
causes of deficiencies must then be investigated in some detail. 
The need for detailed investigation is particularly important 
where the management system is not conspicuously badly designed 
but there are nevertheless substantial divergences between what 
staff are supposed to do and what they actually do (prescribed 
and actual behaviour).

20. After they have noted the extent to which external 'non- 
management 1 factors may be inhibiting staff's capacity to achieve 
good results (para 4) evaluators should examine the performance 
of key activities and try to identify the principal 'management' 
factors to which achievement levels are attributable. For 
prescriptive purposes, I have found it helpful to categorise 
causal factors under five main headings:

(a) Organisational structure - horizontal and vertical 
(Is it helpful or harmful to the achievement of the 
of the organisation's objectives?)

(b) Procedural framework (Are staff's duties at every 
level clearly defined? Are they being required to 
do the right things?)

(c) Skills (technical, management, communication with 
farmers) at different staff levels (Do staff have 
sufficient knowledge and experience to do their work 
efficiently?)

(d) Motivation at different staff levels (Do they want 
to do their work efficiently?)

and (e) Resources (Do staff have sufficient manpower, equip 
ment, finance to do their work efficiently?)

Of these items, much of tho responsibility for (a), (b) and (e) 
usually lies at levels higher than project management. The 
precise importance of item (e) can only be determined after 
careful scrutiny of items (a) - (d).

21. On large irrigation schemes, the key activities -requiring 
investigation are water distribution (planning; implementation; 
monitoring); main system maintenance (civil; mechanical and. 
electrical); watercourse support services (technical advice; 
institution-building; conflict resolution; and land develop 
ment work, where necessary); and agricultural extension 
(including local diagnosis; water management extension; and - 
in conjunction with agricultural research - collaboration in ^ 
planning water schedules, alternative cropping patterns, etc).

1. On integrated management schemes, commercial services would
need to be added; and on new settlement schemes, infra- 
structural and social services as well.
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Finally, the performance of overall project management and its 
support services (finance and budgeting; personnel management; 
planning, research and monitoring) should be reviewed.

22. Though much of the evidence required for an assessment 
of management performance can be obtained from within the internal 
workings of the bureaucracy itself (through cross-checking inter 
views, spot checks in the field, scrutiny of records), farmers "* 
are also an extremely important source of information. Farmers' 
perceptions of, and interactions with, officials can be invest!- • 
gated in the course of the assessments of farm-level and communal 
institutions which should form part of the overall evaluation. ->-

23. When conclusions have been reached about the relative ^ 
influence on performance of the factors listed in para 21, approp 
riate remedies can be determined. The range of recommendations •> 
which might be presented to policy-makers can be broadly illus 
trated as follows: J

i 
Cause Remedy

Deficiencies in:
*

(a) Organisational Short-term: procedural reforms 
structure Long-term: major organisational

restructuring

(b) Procedural framework Procedural reforms

(c) Skills Short-term: in-service training
Medium/long-term: reforms of academic 

curricula

(d) Motivation Short-term: procedural reforms (parti- ^
cipative programming, 
monitoring, etc) 

Medium-term: modifications in rules
governing promotion * 

Long-term: ? changes in salary structures•

(e) Resources Increased resource allocations (within
constraint of overall availability of « 
finance and administrative manpower).

24. The most uncontroversial and easily realisable reforms 
will usually be procedural changes and in-service training 
programmes. It should, however, be noted that the scope for 
procedural reform extends well beyond the development of monitoring > 
and control systems, which are only one element of it. This is 4, 
particularly important where motivation has been identified 
as a major problem: monitoring systems in the absence of compen 
sating morale-enhancing measures of the kind incorporated in the 
PIM system in Kenya (participative programming, etc.) could often ^ 
lead to an excessively authoritarian management style and

• l'
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consequent collaboration to restrict work on the part of junior 
staff.1 An important point to note about training is that 
results may often be disappointing unless trainees are offered 
improved prospects of promotion as well. 2

25. As far as the more radical and politically difficult kinds 
of reform are concerned (major changes in organisational structure, 
salary scales, etc), evaluators must use their knowledge of 
the political economy (para 5) to judge how critical they can 
afford to be of current practices and how best to persuade 
policy-makers of the need to adopt changes they believe to be 
important. The role of evaluators of project management should 
not, I believe, be confined to proposing improvements within 
existing organisational structures which are taken as given and 
immutable for all time. Their job is to advise policy-makers 
about the full range of measures (including long-term structural 
changes) which they believe are necessary to the continuing 
improvement of agricultural administration.

26. To an opposing group of more radical critics of organi 
sational reform who argue that changes in bureaucratic structures 
and procedures can achieve nothing because the organisations 
concerned are inexorably permeated by the surrounding culture 
(and their members will therefore continue to behave as always, 
whatever the structures and procedures), I would say: there is 
no proof of this; let us put your thesis to the test by monitoring 
the effects of management reform programmes. If there proves 
to be evidence that people are performing more effectively after 
the introduction of reforms, then those reforms could be concluded 
to have introduced a (perhaps modest) element of change into the 
surrounding culture. Organisational structures and management 
processes not only reflect surrounding cultures; then tend to 
perpetuate them. Those who seek to identify politically feasible 
management reforms are interested in influencing the processes 
of political and social change. They are not unengaged determinists.

27. A final point needs to be emphasised about the method of 
analysing organisation and management which is advocated here. 
It is based on the assumption that the behaviour of individuals 
and groups working within large organisations - and hence the 
performance of those organisations - is the outcome of an inter 
action between an extremely large number of variables (including 
the character of the surrounding society, the physical and 
technical environment, the internal structure of the organisation 
itself, the interests of different groups within the organisation,

1. For an account of the Programming and Implementation Manage 
ment (PIM) system in Kenya, see R. Chambers, Managing Rural 
Development, Uppsala, 1974, pp. 43-54. On collaborative 
work restriction by junior extension staff to frustrate 
attempts to make them work harder, see D. Leonard, Reaching 
the Peasant Farmer; Organisation Theory and Practice in 
Kenya, University of Chicago, 1977, pp. 67-78.

2. For the reasons, see D. Leonard, op. cit., pp. 126-7.
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skills, resources, incentives, procedures). For this reason 
organisations can only be systematically and reasonably accurately 
understood in the light of 'contingency theories' which have been 
developed through detailed comparative analyses.1 Attempts to 
analyse institutional appropriateness by seeking to match 'types' 
of organisation (eg cooperatives, marketing boards, parastatals, 
coordinated line departments, unified project organisations) to 
'types' of local environment, while clearly a great advance on 
beliefs that certain structural forms are universally best, 
represent only a crude rule-of-thumb approximation of contingency 
theory. Because each organisation and each local environment is 
made up of a mass of variables, the interacting effects of many 
important factors must inevitably become blurred or obscured if 
both sides of the equation are reduced to a limited number of 
rigid 'types'. Much of the reason for confused thinking about 
organisations arises from an excessive (sometimes exclusive) 
concern with organisational structures (organisational charts, 
staffing ratios) and a failure to look in sufficient detail at 
actual management processes and the reasons why people in 
organisations behave as they do.

Evaluation; resources of time and personnel

28. In my earlier paper I reported (OP 3, pp. 56-57) that our 
evaluations of the management of large irrigation schemes, which 
focused largely on the activities of the bureaucracy rather than 
communal and farm-level management, had been carried out by a 
team of three (a social scientist, a technical specialist and a 
local research assistant) who worked in each project area for 
2-3 weeks; an additional 1-2 weeks was spent on general orien 
tation (discussion with policy-makers and planners and brief 
visits to other projects for comparison and contrast). Subsequent 
commentators on this have tended to make two points. First, they 
have pointed out that the real costs in terms of people's time 
'were in fact much higher, since the time spent by administrators, 
staff and farmers in furnishing information should also be 
included in the reckoning (and so, of course, should writing-up 
time). This is undoubtedly true. Secondly, it has generally 
been felt that this was too short a period for an evaluation team - 
particularly a largely foreign one - to obtain an accurate picture 
of reality; some were also of the opinion that the team was too 
small and that a larger number of specialists in different fields 
would generally be needed. I am not altogether convinced by 
these comments and would welcome further reactions.

29. The depth of analysis required in an evaluation depends 
very largely on its objectives. Our irrigation management 
studies were essentially identification exercises » their object 
was to identify major administrative constraints, not to explore 
their underlying causes in great detail. There seem to be very 
strong arguments in favour of trying to develop methods whereby 
such identification exercises can be carried out quickly

1. See eg C.B. Handy, Understanding Organizations, Penguin 
Books, 1976, pp. 176-177.
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and at a very early stage in the overall appraisal/evaluation 
process. The importance of timing is likely to be crucial 
wherever the evaluation of organisation and management forms 
part of a larger project/programme appraisal in which major 
decisions about alternative forms of capital and recurrent 
investment will be taken. The costs of being unable or unwilling 
to carry out management and other social surveys quickly and 
early on in the appraisal process are that the conclusions of 
longer and later investigations (if anybody can be persuaded to 
finance them) are likely to have little impact on the decision- 
making process because they will already have been pre-empted.

30. If social scientists are to be effective in counteracting 
the powerful tendencies whereby major design and resource 
allocating decisions are taken on predominantly technical grounds, 
and are not content to remain in the subordinate roles of 
rubber-stampers of others' decisions or angry critics after the 
event, they must find quick ways of marshalling evidence which 
will persuade their technical colleagues to consider alternative 
designs and resource allocation patterns before irreversible 
decisions are made.l Once they have been able to demonstrate 
to their colleagues the important implications which management 
and other social factors have for choice of project or programme 
design, provision can be made for more detailed investigations 
to be pursued at subsequent stages of the planning process. How 
detailed these should be must also be a matter for debate. 
Investigation into the behaviour of people within organisations, 
and the reasons for it, must always be the most time-consuming 
part of organisational analysis, but it is very doubtful whether 
it need last as long for project appraisal purposes as for 
academic research purposes (which are substantially different, 
though they should also be complementary). At some point it 
will become more cost/effective for external planners to stop 
going into greater detail themselves and leave remaining areas 
of uncertainty to be further explored and illuminated through 
the internal monitoring systems which they are (or should be) 
helping to design.

31. Several other factors will influence the amount of time 
needed, both for the identification of management problems 
and for the more detailed follow-up work. One is the amount 
of relevant information (internal documentation and external 
research) already in existence and the evaluator's ease of 
access to it. We probably had unusually good access to internal 
records because our study was supported by the World Bank; 
but members of most organisations under evaluation will tend 
to hold back on certain information because they feel threatened 
by the exercise, and one of the skills of the evaluator should 
be to allay such fears by demonstrating empathy with their 
problems. The amount of information needed also depends on the 
extent and obviousness of present deficiencies in management:

1. A similar point was made by lan Carruthers about the role 
of economists in project planning and the implications 
for their appraisal methods, in a paper for a workshop 
on Rapid Rural Appraisal held at the Institute of Develop 
ment Studies, University of Sussex - December 1979
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where deficiencies are blatantly apparent, less time is needed 
to investigate them and identify remedies; the better managed 
the enterprise, the more detailed the investigations will need 
to be to identify improvements at the margin (though the existence 
of better records will be a time-reducing factor).

32. But perhaps the most important factor affecting the time 
required for evaluation is the skills of the evaluators. The 
two most important skills required are local knowledge and a 
capacity to analyse organisations and their management. The 
need for detailed local knowledge points to a heavy involvement 
of local research/consultancy bodies and an ability to carry out 
and/or make use of systematic social surveys. Skills in organi 
sational analysis are extremely scarce within the agricultural 
development profession at present, both inside and outside 
developing countries. I share John Howell's scepticism about 
the need and desirability of existing management 'experts' being 
drafted in to fill the gap (OP 3, pp. 27-28), since most of 
their thinking has been conditioned by circumstances quite 
alien to those of Idc agriculture. But in addition to the need 
to make people of all disciplines engaged in project appraisal 
more generally aware of management issues, I believe there is 
also an urgent need to develop a new cadre of specialised 
analysts of organisation and management in Idc agriculture. 
This implies a substantial training effort, both within developing 
countries and within external agencies concerned with agricultural 
planning, and the development of manuals for use in appraisal 
and evaluation work which will complement (and to some extent 
counter-balance) the numerous treatises we already have on 
economic and financial appraisal.

Action research

33. By 'action research 1 is meant field experimentation with 
improved management systems and/or new organisational structures. 
It is most needed where there is likely to be strong resistance 
in certain quarters to management reform and where the benefits 
from alternative approaches are uncertain through lack of existing 
evidence. Both these conditions apply in the case of irrigation 
management, where investigations have indicated that there should 
be very high potential returns to reforms in main system water 
.distribution. The kinds of reform measures which could be tested 
on a selected section of a large irrigation system include improved 
water distribution procedures; local institution-building at 
the watercourse level; and the local retention (or partial 
retention) of water charge payments.

34. The principal purposes of the exercise would be research 
(close analysis of the benefits and costs, especially adminis 
trative costs, of reform); demonstration (to policy-makers, 
administrators and farmers); and training (of officials and staff 
charged with responsibility for extending the pattern elsewhere).
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An action research approach has rarely been used in the field of 
agricultural administration, though PIM experiments in Kenya 
are an example and the initial development of the Comilla and 
Daudzai programmes contained elements of it.

35. The difficulties of designing and implementing an operation 
ally useful action research programme should not be underestimated. 
There are two main problems. The first concerns the way in which 
the programme is initially designed. It is essential that the ' 
design should be based on a correct identification of the major 
current impediments to better performance. The nature of the 
problem is particularly evident in the field of large scale 
irrigation, where there is already considerable investment in 
'pilot 1 experiments which, because of technical bias which leads 
to a fixation With technical and institutional problems at the 
watercourse and farm levels, exclude all considerations of main 
system management. These experiments are wrongly designed, 
because unsubstantiated assumptions have been made as to where 
the main problems lie. Preliminary evaluations of. 
management which comprehend all levels of organisation from the 
project level downwards should help to reduce the prevalence of 
such misdirected experiments in future.

36. The second main problem concerns the replicability of the 
programme on a large scale elsewhere, particularly in terms of 
its administrative manpower. The significance of the only carefully 
monitored action research initiative concerned with irrigation 
management so far (by IRRI in the Philippines) has been reduced by 
the failure of its designers to record the real administrative 
costs of implementing it. In view of IRRI's involvement in setting 
up and supervising the programme, the concealed costs may have been 
very large indeed. The temptations of making full projects, as 
well as pilot projects, achieve 'success' by the injection of 
administrative and other inputs which make them Incapable of exten 
sion elsewhere are well known. On action research programmes, the 
external planners should confine themselves strictly to design, 
monitoring and subsequent design modifications. They should not 
interfere in the process of execution, which should.be left entirely 
in the hands of the official administration. On the IRRI experi- 
see A. Valera and T. Wickham, "Management of Traditional and 
Improved Irrigation Systems: Some Findings from the Philippines", FAO 
FAQ Farm Management Notes, 5 January 1978

37. Principal responsibility for designing action research prog 
rammes should be given to local research/consultancy bodies

wherever possible, under the supervision of government and 
in close consultation with the administrators who will have to 
implement them. Monitoring should be exclusively in the hands of 
the external research bodies since accuracy and objectivity in 
assessing performance under experimental conditions is of the 
highest importance. Substantial training may often be needed
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in the techniques of designing and monitoring action research, 
not only because it is an unfamiliar field to most but also because 
it involves work of a kind which academic social scientists rarely 
find professionally rewarding at present.1

38. The costs of time and manpower required for effective action 
research are likely to be quite high in comparison with costs 
incurred at earlier stages of the planning process. However, 
even in conjunction with the earlier costs of management evaluation, 
they will be low compared with the costs of often misdirected 
technical experiments. And the benefits obtainable by substituting 
improved management for unnecessary expenditure on physical infra 
structure could be very high Indeed.

•

1. On the observed limitations of academics in programmes of
an action research type, see V.S. Vyas, "Academics and rural 
development: lessons from the Dharampur project", Working 
Paper 286, Indian Institute of Management, Ahmedabad, 
August 1979, pp.22 ff.

• I'
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I. THE CONTEXT

Generally speaking, there are three main difficulties confronting 
the organisation of agricultural extension in large irrigation schemes 
such as those in Andhra Pradesh.

Firstly, as in most irrigation schemes the operational and maintenance 
staff is not responsible for anything beyond the outlet after the release 
of water in the canal system. However, the agricultural staff is too meagre 
to deal with the intensive extension work among the farmers required to 
acquaint them with problems of water use, land development, introduction 
of new irrigated varieties, water management, use of better seeds, fertilisers, 
pesticides and other inputs. Under the existing practices they are expected 
to collect the funds or obtain loans, survey and design the layout of the 
intricate field channel and field drain system, construct the field channels, 
organise equitable distribution of water, etc. This, in the context of 
illiteracy, village factions, neighbours' disputes, uncertainty of getting 
water, lack of technical inputs, etc. is an extremely difficult task and 
has therefore been one of the major factors in the lag between supply of 
water and its proper utilisation.

Secondly, while the irrigation hierarchy is traditionally powerful 
and well-entrenched, the agriculture staff does not normally enjoy the 
same prestige and effectiveness except perhaps in countries where irrigation 
has been recently introduced. It therefore becomes necessary to strengthen 
the agricultural extension system simultaneously with the actual release 
of water so that there is enough staff to deal with their irrigation counterparts 
at different levels and learn to work together. An incident deserves mention 
here to highlight the attitudes of the irrigation engineers dealing with 
supply-oriented irrigation operation methods. The Government of India 
prepared a Manual for Water Management, and CAD and irrigation officers 
were invited to a seminar before finalising it. As the Chairman of one 
Sub-Group, when I remarked that irrigation and agriculture officers have 
to closely coordinate for proper water management, a senior Chief Engineer 
from a North Indian State, with a genuine expression of perplexity on his 
face, reacted with 'What has agriculture to do with irrigation?' According 
to him only Irrigation and Revenue Departments were concerned with irrigation 
problems.



Thirdly, while the command area of a large project may spread over 
several administrative areas or districts, the Agricultural Department 
has an area based hierarchy and there are administrative problems in organising 
them by treating the whole command areas as a single administrative unit. 
This, in fact, is what happened when the Command Area Authorities were 
set up with extension staff responsible to the New Authorities.

II THE SYSTEM

In these new authorities, an intensive extension system was introduced: 
Daniel Benors 1 Training and Visit (T&V) system. Briefly, this system aims 
at the transfer of agricultural technologies from the Research Farms and 
Universities to the farmers by a well organised system of training at different 
levels, and regular weekly or fortnightly visits to specified groups of 
farmers on a specified day at a specified tune. Thus the Universities 
and Research Institutions train the subject matter specialists who, in 
turn, train the assistant agricultural officers (agricultural graduates) 
and the village extension workers every week or every fortnight. The AAOs 
and VEOs in turn visit farmers in small groups once a week on specified 
days and times. The training is simple and is relevant to the crop needs 
of that week or that particular phase of the concerned crop. Some active 
and good farmers are selected as contact farmers and special attention 
is paid to them.

In this system the emphasis, apart from training and visits, is on 
a single line of command so that the extension staff does only extension 
work and is not asked to do other duties under the orders of dual superiors. 
Another important factor is that all messages regarding agriculture have 
to be conveyed to the farmer through this system only so as to avoid the 
confusion caused by different persons conveying messages and imparting 
training in different ways.

In the beginning there was some diffidence to convey messages regarding 
other work like land development or water management but great success 
was achieved in introducing rotational water supply to farmers through 
the efforts of the extension staff after elaborate improvements were made



in the water supply in the canal system. This has proved that the operation 
and maintenance staff of the Irrigation Department and the extension staff 
of Agriculture are able to coordinate for a marked improvement in water 
allocations to farmers with excellent results in increased agricultural 
production in some areas.

Ill THE PROBLEMS

However, the introduction of this new system, the integration of the 
Extension Service under the Development Authority, the sudden increase 
in the number of staff and the many adjustments and changes necessary to 
bring about this integration created many problems, and deserve to be shared 
with those who are doing similar work elsewhere.

(a) Administrative problems

(i) The command areas of large projects cover large administrative 
units called districts. These districts are further sub-divided 
into Community Development Blocks for development purposes and 
have been in existence since the planning process began. They 
are headed by elected non-officials, the Chairman of the Panchayath 
Samithis and the administrative work is done by a Block Development 
Officer (BDO) working under him. The field level officers of 
the Agricultural Department do not have any direct administrative 
control over them and have to operate through the BDOs. The 
VDOs are general development officers and deal with other problems 
of development in the village but are expected to spend about 
80% of their time on agriculture. All BDOs in the District are 
administratively under the Collector and District Magistrate.

The attempt to integrate the Agriculture Staff into the Development 
Authority created many problems. The VDOs had to be taken over 
only for doing extension work and were not expected to do any 
other work. It was therefore decided to transfer 80% of the 
VDOs to the Agriculture Department and to make them work directly 
under the agricultural hierarchy established in the Development 
Authority. The collectors and the BDOs did not like this as 
their staff were being taken away.



(ii) The Agriculture Department had several special schemes like cotton *• 
development, oilseeds development, etc., which were functioning 
directly under the Departmental officers. As the T&V system 
did not allow several agencies, this staff had to be merged with 
the T&V systems. Many obstacles had to be overcome and many 
changes were necessary to make the merger effective.

(iil) The staff had to suffer because of delays in payment of salaries,
etc., as transfers from one Department, scheme and jurisdiction _+ 
to another resulted in many problems for them.

(iv) Some staff went to court protesting against their transfer from -v 
the Panchayath Raj Department. The High Court decided in their 
favour. The Government had to go in and appeal to the Supreme 
Court and the whole arrangement was disrupted. The staff taken 
from the Panchayath Raj Department had to be retransferred and 
placed under the BDOs. They were however asked to perform the

k-
same functions as they were doing under the T&V system, but the 
single line of command did get a setback.

(v) The Department of Agriculture was not able to fill up many posts 
for long periods in view of the sudden increase in numbers, the 
cumbersome recruitment and promotion procedures and sometimes
lack of faith in a new system. *

(b) The problem of technical competence

(i) The new system required Subject Matter Specialists (SMS) on different 
subjects like agronomy, plant protection, water management, etc. 
The Department had no system of specialisation. The two main •. 
branches of extension and soil conservation had also to be merged 
under a court order as the prospects of promotion greatly differed 
between them. The extension field staff was not directly under 
the Department and the departmental officers were mainly doing 
the work of fertiliser sales and distribution. The officers 
had therefore an administrative experience and bias and therefore



Assistant Directors of Agriculture did not generally like the 
posting as SMSs as it required study of the specialised subjects 
and did not carry any authority, The professional pride of knowing 
the subject well was replaced by the taste of power. Otic large 
number of SMSs were therefore mere designations and not really 
specialists. There was hardly any expertise available on the 
subject of water management.

(ii) Training for SMSs: Intensive short-term training programmes 
were therefore necessary at the Agricultural University and 
the Research Farms to acquaint the new SMSs with the technical 
subjects they were expected to deal with, this process was 
made continuous and the SMSs were made to attend many such courses.

The University professors and researchers were also requested 
to take training classes in the project areas to train the lower 
level staff of Assistant Agricultural officers (agriculture 
graduates) and the Village Extension officers (generally High 
School Certificate holders).

(iii) Emphasis on the technical nature'of the Training Meetings:
The training of AAOs and VEOs also posed a problem in the beginning. 
The senior officers of the Department who generally did administrative 
work were authoritarian and the lower staff was subdued, tongue- 
tied and obedience oriented. The training sessions were therefore 
one sided lectures without any sign of life and response from 
the trainees. I had to intervene in many of the early meetings 
to emphasise that these meetings were not administrative but 
technical and scientific meetings and that we were all equals. 
A remarkable change came over both the senior and junior staff 
after a few meetings and they became participants of technical 
sessions with a lot of argument and disagreement by the juniors 
when they gained enough field knowledge and became sure of themselves.

(iv) The technique of extension: Mere imparting of the technical
details or the package of practices does not make the Extension 
Staff effective as the message bearers of technology. Special



efforts have to be made to make them learn the technique of 
extension to be able to communicate better and to get a better 
response from the farmers. Patient and skilful extension workers 
get the answers to the problems from the farmers themselves 
instead of bluntly suggesting solutions without a proper dialogue. 
This aspect requires more attention than it generally receives.

(c) Supervision

The T&V System discourages reporting or maintenance of registers and 
depends on results in the field as proof of work, this needs a strong 
sense of duty and a sense of commitment. This takes some time for most 
workers and only when the results of their efforts become visible on the 
field. It was, however, seen that older VDOs who were used to a multi 
purpose role (which in reality meant doing nothing much or tangible among 
the many items of work), found it difficult to adjust to this strict regime 
of visiting farmers and their fields regularly each day. In one extreme 
case one VEO was found to be a lively participant in all training meetings, 
discussed farmers problems and generally gave an impression of being a 
sincere worker. On a surprise check of the villages in his charge it was 
found that he had hardly visited the farmers and was absent for long durations.

The Extension Service therefore requires an organised system of supervision 
and surprise checks.

(d) The communication gap

There is generally a large communication gap between the research 
findings and the latest technologies developed on Research Farms and taught 
in the Agricultural Universities, and the instructions on technical matters 
issued by the Department of Agriculture. These institutions have therefore 
to be brought closer and all technical instructions should normally be 
jointly worked out and issued by the Department and these Institutions. 
Once issued from the Directorate they take an unusually long time to reach 
the last level field worker if at all they do reach him. Ihe T&V Sytstem 
is meant to overcome this gap by constant one-day training sessions at 
least twice a month. But the problem needs attention and has to be tackled 
continuously.



New practices are better understood by the farmers with the help of 
audio-visual aids. Prompt attention has therefore to be paid to the preparation 
of material on the package of practices for different crops, on land development 
and water management, etc.

(e) The problem of motivation

The new extension system resulted in a lot of change for the existing 
multipurpose village level worker. He was divested of his usual role and 
was asked to work only for agricultural extension. The programme of work 
was very regular and he had to undergo weekly training in which his dormant 
wits had to be used afresh. Constant visits and a purposeful contact with 
the farmers was a big change in working style for hijn. The Village Extension 
Worker (VEW) and his immediate superior the Agricultural Extension Officer 
also lost their control over fertilizer sales which was considered by them 
as a reduction in their capacity for patronage, they were transferred 
to work under the direct control of an Assistant Director of the Agriculture 
Department who was technically more exacting compared to the EDO under 
whom they worked before. Extension work without patronage looked a powerless 
function to begin with. Ttie younger men freshly recruited to fill the 
newly created extra posts did not however have such past experience to 
become a constraint.

The work however had to be done in very difficult conditions. Many 
Extension Workers had to stay and work in interior villages without proper 
roads, schools, medical and other facilities. There was no extra allowance 
for working in difficult conditions. Housing was a problem. Small villages 
did not have extra huts to be rented to VEOs. They had problems of transportation. 
The promotion aspects were very bad. Village level workers with over twenty 
years of service were still working in the same job without a single promotion.

The following measures were taken to improve the situation and similar 
measures would be necessary elsewhere:

1. New Grade One posts were created so that senior VEWs could be promoted 
to a higher grade while working in the same job.

2. VEWs who had done a training course were considered for position in 
posts of Assistant Agricultural Extension Officers which were reserved 
so far for agricultural graduates only.



3. Cycle or motorcycle loans were given to VEOs to enable them to travel 
further and faster.

4. A special project allowance similar to Irrigation staff of the same 
level was sanctioned to them.

5. A few houses were constructed in interior villages where there were 
no housing facilities.

6. A system of incentives for good work was initiated by giving advance 
annual grade increments when the work was of an outstanding nature.

H
7. Efforts were made to change the authoritarian attitude of some senior

officers to enable the staff to work in a better working atmosphere 
and to acquire a type of professional pride in the work they were 
doing.

(f) ttie problem of coordination

«
Like the conplex work of irrigation utilisation and command area development, 

of which extension is a part, successful agricultural extension work also 
requires multi-disciplinary coordination, as the package of technology 
which the extension service imparts has to be coordinated closely with 
the package of services (the inputs) and the package of public policy (pricing, 
marketing, etc.).

itie new Extension System which dealt purely with the technological 
input had to coordinate with credit agencies, cooperative societies, fertiliser 
and pesticide supplies systems for timely and adequate supply for all agricultural 
inputs, itie problems of a sudden bumper harvest created problems of storage, 
marketing and transportation. Cooperatives had to be reorganised and 
rejuvenated to meet the high demand for credit for the more costly inputs 
of high yielding varieties. Coordination between the traditional departmental 
hierarchy and the new Command Area hierarchy also needed attention as the 
input supply continued with the existing hierarchy and had to be closely 
coordinated with extension work. Introduction of new cropping patterns 
may require coordination with other States or areas for getting the new «, 
seeds.



the experiment of introducing rotational water supply through extension 
methods required closely enmeshed coordination with the Irrigation Department 
for the improvement of the water supply in the canals to create confidence 
in the minds of farmers about the reliability of water supplies.

Similar problems would arise in all newly irrigated areas and would 
require advance planning and meticulous attention.

(g) The problem of credibility

Agricultural statistics are generally based and may not always be 
found separately for crops which are both irrigated and non-irrigated. 
Similarly, when a new extension method is introduced following irrigation, 
it may be difficult to get separate statistics for this special effort. 
It was therefore considered necessary to have a separate statistics and 
monitoring cell in the CADA to get proper crop cutting experiments in areas 
in which intensive efforts for increasing agricultural production were 
being made. Such high production figures when compared to District averages 
(which did not distinguish between an irrigated and unirrigated crop) looked 
unbelievable to many people including those in the Department of Agriculture 
who did not know about the technique and effectiveness of the new system.

The regular Department of Statistics also was reluctant to publish 
the results as they were two to four times the district averages for the 
same crops. To overcome this difficulty and to have a proper comparison, 
control plots for crop cutting experiments had to be taken in areas with 
irrigation but without the new extension system, this could in a way isolate 
the effect of extension and show that the higher yields were the results 
of intensive extension. After about three years of effort the higher yields 
in Command Areas covered by the TiV system became part of the State's statistical 
reports and are generally accepted now.



IV Conclusions and Suggestions

1. Any new system of agricultural extension cannot be transplanted to 
new areas without necessary modifications needed according to local 
agricultural, administrative and cultural traditions and have to go 
through a continuous process of evaluation by making the necessary 
corrections and changes in view of the experience gained.

2. Introduction of an efficient extension system for delivering the package 
of technology to farmers requires strong administrative- services (credit 
and other agricultural inputs) and the package of public policy (pricing, 
storage, marketing, etc.). Effective coordination between the three 
requirements can alone result in achieving the objective of satisfying 
the farmer and higher production.

3. Iliere is a need for improvement of the general level of competence
in Subject Matter Specialists, itiis can be done by training and allowing 
them to be in constant touch with Research Scientists and farmers. 
Ttiis also requires more visits by Scientists to the farmers' fields 
as the contribution of farmers to improvement in technology is not 
insignificant.

4. Closely enmeshed coordination between the Extension Service and the
Irrigation Operation and Maintenance staff is necessary for introduction 
of improvement in water management practices such as introduction 
of rotational water supply among farmers or rotation in the main canal 
system for rationing scarce water.

5. Working conditions and terms of service of Extension Staff need special 
attention for improvements of the quality of work.

6. Supervision of Village Extension Workers and others requires special 
attention.

7. Preparation of audio-visual aids relevant to the programme of work,

especially when innovations have to be introduced should be done concurrently 
with extension work and effective aids developed on time.



APPENDIX

Three years after the introduction of the new system the A.P. Agricultural 
University was asked to make an independent evaluation. Four teams headed 
by Professors and Research Scientists questioned 80 farmers in different 
command areas, Their findings were briefly as follows:

Staff reaction

(a) Coordination

(i) Single line of command was found better than the diffusion of 
technical and administrative functions under the Agriculture 
and Panchayath Raj Department.

(ii) Official distance between VEO/AAO/ADA was closer than in regular hierarchy. 
The DCft was still distant.

(iii) Supervision and guidance not adequate More time should be given 
on farmers' fields.

(iv) Direct contact of SHSs with fanners low.

(v) Regular Departmental officers and officers working in CAD are 
not yet closely coordinating.

(vi) SMSs approach Research Scientists only when there is a need. 
They do not find adequate tiine to establish a more meaningful 
contact with Research Personnel.

(b) Impact

(i) Officers have a clear concept of the whole system. Some lower 
level staff is still not clear.

(ii) Real inpact started two years after the introduction of the new 
system



(iii) Higher technology is therefore reaching the farmer some time 
after the introduction of the system.

(c) Confidence

(i) Smaller areas of work have enabled VEOs to pay more attention
to farmers. Wiey feel involved in transmitting technical knowledge.

(ii) Creative thinking was developed, 

(iii) Therefore VEOs feel they have increased knowledge and confidence.

(d) Dissatisfaction

(i) Extra emoluments

(ii) Housing 

(iii) Conveyance

(iv) Other facilities and promotion prospects 

Farmers' Reaction 

(i) Farmers very much satisfied. Sure of visit on specified date.

(ii) Contact farmers feel elevated as a second line of communication 
process for diffusion of technology.

(iii) Able to save on correct (not excessive) use of fertiliser, 
pesticides, etc.

(iv) Increase in yield has been considerable, 25% to 50%.

(v) Subject Hatter Specialists have made substantial impact in improving 
technical knowledge and competence of farmers.
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1
Heconls dating back to 17.18 (l) nliow that swamp and upland rice has been almost 

exclusively cultivated and controlled by women in The Gambia until the present 

day. Since 1966 development programmes have introduced irrigated rice cultivation 

to men. This article nets out to compare firstly, women's control oj" land, labour 

and the crop in swamp rice production and secondly men's, and to a minor extent, 

women's control of thene same factors of |iroduction in the cultivation of 

Irrigated rice. It will be argued that not only havo men benefltted 

disproportionately more than women from these development programmes but that ' 

moreover the virtual exclusion ol women from the control of irrigated rice 

production liar, led to a partial failure of the programmes.

This article is based on field-work carried out between March 1977 and 

November 1978 In the Gamuian village of Saruja which is situated 177 miles east 

of Banjul, in HacUarthy Island Division. Host of the 1,179 inhabitants are 

Handinka, which lo the largest ethnic group in The Gambia. Saruja was one of 

the first villages to start growing irrigated rice. A few farmers participated 

In an experiment on Saruja land in 1966 and the first irrigated plots for farmers 

were devolo|>ed In 1967.

Until 1966 agriculture has been confined to a single Ehort cultivation 

season dependent on erratic rainfall between June and November. The main cash 

crop is groundnuts which, together with groundnut oil and cake, account for over 

90 per cent of The Gambia's total recorded exports. The prlnciiial food crops are 

rice, millet and sorghum; rice is the preferred staple. From the seventeenth 

century onwards numnrous accounts have been published by European travellers in 

the Scnegambia which mention periodic crop failures and famines. (2) The Blue 

Books show Uiat The Gambia was already importing rice by lfl;)6. (3) However, 

The Gambia's annual rice imports rose substantially after .1057 as men increasingly 

began to neglect food crop production in favour of the cash crop, groundnuts, 

(lice imports are currently about ;)0,000 metric tonnes a year. Since the balance 

of laments position is precarious, the Government has now set as a national policy -» 

the attainment of noll'-snlTiciency in rice production by I960. Irlority is given *. 

to the Introduction of a new system of cultivating Irrigated rice in both the dry
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and rainy season.

Irrigated rlco achuneu liavo boon devolojiod jn MacUarthy Island Division ami 

Upper Iliver Division by throo separate (irograimnesi tho Taiwanese agricnl tural 

mission (1966 - I'rfi); the World Bank Agricultural Development Project (197) - Wfo) 

and the people's ite public of China rico mission which started in 19/3- All throe 

lirograiniuos have a siuilar approach. The agricultural teams design irrigation 

schemes in units of about 30 acres. Karmers, who have at least a quarter of an 

acre each, help clear and level the land, and construct the bunds and irrigation 

canals. Mater is raised from the river by moans of 3" or til" diesel puui|*>. The 

TaiHuriese |irovidud the pninpu, power tillers arid threshing machines free of charge, 

and for the first crop farmers were givon frou seeds and fcrtilicers. The World 

tiank urojoot organised farmers into co-operative rico growers' societies thrun'.h 

Hhich farnarc were (;ivtn loans for capital equipment and for coal a and fertiliser a. 

Tim GO-operative societies were dissolved tihen the World Dank jroject eixled, 

largely because of non-repayment of loans. Tlie Chineuo uchumc is testing a 

different apfroachi the capital equipment is provided free of charge and the 

farmers pay cash for seeds, fertilisers, water and plou^hin^ by power tiller. 

Approxiualoly '1,000 acres of double-cropped irrigated rico land have novi been 

develogad.

A large pro|K>rtion of farmers consider irrigated rice priuarily as an 

additional subsistence crop. Considerable quantities da circulate uitliln and 

between villages, both for sale and on credit, but it is impossible to asuuss 

tho extent of this exchange. The Oambia Produce Marketing Board officially 

purchases rico through the Oo-operative Produce Marketing Liocieties Hhich were 

originally set up to purchase groundnuts. However, actual purchases of rice by 

OH1B indicate that the irrigated rice programmes have failed in their objective of 

promoting liolf-sufficioncy in rice |iroductiun by 19flO. i-urchases rose from 

39 long tona in l'//2/73, to ^8a tons in W.VT't and '(& tons in J9VV/X °n'J Lo 

fall to ^13 tons in J9?3/?6. At tho same time, UlHU'a iiii|»)rts of rice roue frou 

1^,000 tons In IV?3/7'k to 1?,000 tons in 19?V?> *nd 131,000 tons in



Since the Government In currently plannim; additional and very substantial 

Investment In irrigated rice jirotluction, there is an ur(?ent need to understand * 

why the existing programmes have failed to fuU'ill the Government's objective of k 

attaining self-flufficieny in rice icoductlon. In thin icipcr I set out to describe 

the conditions under Hhich swamp and Irrigated rice are produced. It IB ray 

contention that the explanation fcir the poor results of the irrigated rlco

programmes lies in the neglect, by the development planners, of tho social and
*-

soxual division of labour within household units of production.

The Tannin;; system
*» 

Irodiiotlon and consumption in not organised within a rlivjle, clearly defined unit

in llandinka society which could be called a "household* or 'family farm". On tho 

contrary, the Handlnka terms comiiound, dahada and nlnklro, which are central to 

an understanding of the organisation of [iroductlon and consumption and which also 

have wider social functions, themselves constitute a problem of analysis. The 

organisation of farming varies between cash and food crops. Moreover, the control v 

and distribution of tho crops vary according to whether or not the cultivator has 

the status of 'deiondnnt'. The ascription of 'depcndsncy' Is determined by a 

person's gender, a/*o, marital status and seniority within the family. Expanding 

economic op|iortunities, particularly since Indeiiendence in \9^5> &xe brlrysitvs

about important chaiv'es in traditional socio-economic institutions which are *
further increasing the complexity of the farming system.

The compound (korda or QUO) Is the basic residential unit. Compounds vary 

considerably in size. In Saru.ja In April 1977 the smallest compound had ) members -
Ir-

while the largest had 1.08 members; the average compound size was 16.5 people.
« 

The core membership of a compound consists of a man (the korda tio or su tlo) "

and his wives and children. At different |<jriodr, in the developmental cycle of 

the comiionnd there may also be younger brothers with tholr wives and children as 

well an the wives and children of married sons. Divorced or widowed daughters or "* 

sisters ma.y return tom|«>rarily before re-marrying. Many of the larger comiounds, *



in jttrticular, include a variety of other i-ooplo related by blood, lineage or 

marriage, as well as strangers, both temporary ami of lorvj-utandinjj.

In some cases a compound may o|Xirutu as one slnkiro (a tjroup of people Hho 

are served from the same cooking ]>ot) ami onu dabada (a group of people Hho farm 

together). In this instance, the coui|«>uiid heail uill also be the sinkiro head 

(sinkirl tio) ami tho Jabala head (dabada t\o). However, there is ail increasing 

tendency In thu last thirty years fur compounds to split into two or wore 

sInkirplu and daha<lalji, or for individual aliikiroju or dabadalu to hive off and 

foriu su|«iraLu compounda. This is in response to alternative economic opportunities 

and, villagers say, a simultaneous dusiru of coiu|K>(ind uuuilx-'ra to huvo wore control 

over tho |iroduct of their labour.

A dabaila may consist of one or more sinkirolu. In thu cinplest caso, the 

dabada niJl be composed of a man, his Hife or Hives, and their children. It id a 

common (cactice for hrothei-s sharing the same father and mother to form a single. 

dabada together with all i.hoir itlvcii rav\ c:hil.iiri>n. Un the otlmr hand, brothurs 

with different mothers usually tend to hoad thoir own dabajjaju. llartiod cons a/id 

their wives and children belong to the sons' father's dabaila.

The nuuber of sliiklroln within a dabaila will depend |>artly on the co-oi/ucation 

existiivj betuuon brothers in thu uaiue dabada but more especially on tho degree of 

hariaony botueen the dabada head'u co-wives or betueun his wives and hia brothei'u' 

wives since the women have to take it in turns to cook. When quarrels occur, 

brothers may foria (separate dabada I u each with one or more sink'u'olii, or they may 

sub-divide the oxit.tina dabada into two or more sinkirolii, each headod by a 

brother. If quarrels occur in a dabada consisting of on y o»e »•="> an.l his wives 

airf children, he nay form a separate ginkiro for each wji'e or ijroup of wiveu. 

The dabada head will be tha head of all the gljikjrolu within the dabada. Custom 

does not permit a eon to form a sei>arate dabaja or s_inkH-0_ froa his father In the 

uawe coaponnd or village. However, if a man is very old or ill, the eldest 

resident son may take over his responsibilities as dahada head, although he 

would usually consult hie father on important matters.

Although sinkirolu are often subordinate to dabadalu in hierarchical terms,
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this is not necessarily tho cnne. Other combinations of daboJ/x and sinkiro 

also exist. .It is possible, although uncommon, for two dabadalu to form one 

sinkiro. In addition, people in two or more compounds may join to form a single 

dabada. An example would be the case of an old man with no living sons who joins 

tlv» ilahada of his sister's husband. There would usually bo some relationship 

between dabada mawbers living in different compounds, which might be through 

blood, kinship or marriage. It is also possible, although this in rare, for a 

person to belong to a dalada in one compound and a sinkiro in another.

Tho sinkiro is the basic production and consumption unit among the Mandlnlta 

although the production of certain crops may be organism! at tho dabada level 

in instances where a djibada contains two or nore sinkirolu. The sinkiro is almost 

always headed by a nan. The women cook In rotation, usually for two days at a 

time. Since slnltiro members share food, all the able-bodied men and women in the 

sinkiro have an obligation to contribute labour for food production. The food 

crops may bo stored by the sinkiro head and the crop allocated to the women for - 

cooking every two days or every week. In other cases, he may control only the *. 

sorghum anl millet directly and either each woman will have her own rice store or 

the senior wife may control all the sjjiklro rice. The sinkiro head bears final 

responsibility for providing food, clothes, medicines, housing, money for 

ceremonies (for example, naming ceremonies, funerals, marriages, circumcision), 

and for looking after the general welfare of sinklro members. Ho will also be 

exacted to provide the marriago payments for the first marriage of dependent 

men in the sinklro and tho dowry given to a dependent woman on her transfer to 

her husband's compound.
\r

The dabada is the group of people who share labour for subsistence food crop 

IToduction. If tho dabad_a consists of one ninkiro, food is both produced and 

consumed by tho same group of ceople. However, if the dabada consists of two or 

more sinkirolu, the dahada head divides the fnod crops between Mio different 

sinkirolu. This usually takes place after harvest, but food could bo distributed 

at other times, for example, every week. *
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In connection with hir. overall rus|K>n:>lbl I Ity for or^aniciM,; tho cultivation 

of food crops, Lho dabada head haa a nuubor of duties. He is exacted to |i-ovide 

the fooj anJ kola nuts for kal'o an'l reciprocal labour t;roupu used on dahjtla 

fields, tie cues to thu purchase, repair or replacement of agricultural tools, 

aiul the supply of seed anJ fertiliser for dahada fields. In addition, he IB 

rtis|<oiu>it>lo for allocating land ai»on;{ daljada members anl for negotiating for 

more land from the compound head, other dabadalu or other coupoun<lu when 

necessary. In practice, other da Lad a mambera may cai'ry out some of thuue functions.

When a nan works as a full-time na^e labourer or in the civil service, hu is 

expected to conUribute money in lieu of labour. If he lives in another town or 

village, hia contribution will ua rather lean than if he is living In tho 

coiu|K>imd. He would give a large proportion of his uonuy to tho s.i_iikjri> hea/J for 

his food. If the ainklro is a sub-unit of a dabada. and the sinkiro huad la not 

also the dabada head, he would give a smaller bun to tho dabada head, in addition, 

as a cubstitute for his labour. In this case, the term dabada has expanded 

in use from its priowry meaning of a group of (xsople who farm together (the word 

daba means 'hoe') to include («ople who huvu financial oblii;ationa to bo met fr»u 

money earned in non-faru employment.

Although the heads of compounds, sinkiroIu and daba/laju are aluio.st always 

men, it lu posulble for a iiouian to head a daba>la and a sinkico, and moro recently, 

eei^uially in urban ai'eas, women may head compounds. The head of any such unit 

call:; his or her de|«indantn a dimhaya.

Uhilo food crop jiroduction is tho collective resi>onsibllity of dabada 

member a, cash crop |\roduction is organi.suil on an individual basis. A field on 

which a food crop is cultivated it> called a marjjo. Tho crop iu under the control 

of the daba/la head, who allocates it to the sinkiro or sinkirolu within the dabaiia. 

Tho crop cannot bo sold hut must bo used for feeding tho sinkiro members. All 

sinkiro members (except the very young, tho old and the sick) have a duty to work 

on a nariiii. Un thu other hand, all de|<endent men and women have a ri^ht to a 

kauany/jnjjo(caried chiikuno In the Baddibous). This is a smaller field, on which
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canh crops are cultivated by individual men and women. Tho cultivator has 

iMfifor.nl rights over tho crop. The Hords maruo and kamaiiyaiiao are sometimes used ^ 

loosely to color to the crop alone. Dabada and ninkjro heads also cultivato 

cash crops on their own account. However, their fields are not called 

HanaayjEUKjaltt but are referred to as "groundnut liold' (tja kunko), 'coos field'

(nj^o kunko) or 'swamp' (t'aro). Ha£uo_ fields have prior claim on labour.
i.

A final and important feature of the Handinka farming system is a clear
*-

sexual division of lahour. In rice-growing areas, women cultivate rice aa both 

a food and a cash crop while men grow millet and norghum (coos) and somo maize 

as food crops and groundnuts (are! occasionally coos) as a cash crop. Uince 1967, 

men have started growing irrigated rice as both a food and cash crop also. The 

earl lent description of thin sexual division of labour was published by Krancls 

Moore in 1730. ('0

lUce land

Throughout The Gambia the Handinka recognise 5 types of rice land which require ,_

different cultivation techniques]

(I) Tandako - uplanl with free-draining soils found only in the Kombos where

rainfall is high. Ilhort-duratlon rice varieties are broadcast i-il.hor on land

whlnh has been hood or onto ridges.
K

(?.) Banta faro ('outside the swamp') - land with hydromor|4ilc soils. Hunded plots
f.

are hoed and broadcast with short-duration rice varieties. 

(3) Ba faro, bato faro (swamp subject to flooding by daily high tides of tho Iliver

Gambia or itr, tributaries]; ba means 'river') and warn I faro (swamp subject to -
w

seasonal floodin/; associated with the full moon, |>articularjy In August- 

October when the water level In the river has rlnen due to the accumulated 

rainfall; wamo meano 'the flood at the full moon', llecauno the water level in 

the river is hi,;h, this flood water remains in the fields and la not affected 

by dally tidal movements.) Theco swamps are sub-divided into: " 

(i) fresh water nwanus - in most of MacUarthy Island Division swamps alont; * 

the river are affected by both tho daily tidal movement and by tho
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I'locxl. Medium to lon;;-i|iiration varieties are either broadcast 

vury early in the rains before the seasonal I'looil occurs or, whore Iho 

daily tidal flood is (irononnced, seedlings are transplanted. In thu east 

op riauUarthy Island division and in llp,ur illver bivis.jon, there is no 

daily tidal effect hut thu seasonal flood is very marked. h>:diuM to 

lon;;-duratlon varieties arc broadcast at Lliu very iiujfinning at the rains, 

(ii) saline-uater Kuampc - in ual t affected aroas includinj; luaincrovo unaiii|. 

(ukiii;.'koto I'aro) ulicco talt is leachod out bofore cultivation, 'i'heue 

aru j'ound in bower illvor IJivibion and Nurlli liank Uivision where they are 

generally called ba ijiro although there is aluo couo clTuuL from tliu 

aenuunal flood uliicli, howevt-r, is leua marked than I'urthei.- u|> tlio river, 

(iii) loo - cxtenaivu, fairly flat jjrauslandii found in Loner iliver uivit-ion 

find north Sank division. These aru found hctt/turn thu iuan.".rove :;niiui|.:i 

and the banta f'ai'o^ and cultivation doiendu on rainfall and Urn iicciuonal 

flood. !A>H rainfall in thu uarly l'.«x>:;, uhicli also reduc:i;d the imt.ci- 

level in the river, caused severe evai-oration oi' surface uater. This 

led to a condition of culjhate toxicity uhich the Mandinka call kuuo. 

Thciee fioldu have been abandoned since the early i<;oU".

CO J.I jaro. JJ koiio faro ('water f.nain|>'), wiiluinhan^o (esjieoially in Jarra, Koiii 

and the jJaddibous) and nyami.iitun;:o (in tho Baddinoua) - areas away from tlic 

river and He tributaries winch gradually fill up nith deen water during the 

rainy season, tiain Hater is snpclementod by upland run-off ami stroauiu frum 

S|iL'inU3 (woyolii). Medium or 1 on,i-duration rico varictieu are either brnitluar.u 

hoed or tractor-ploughed land or transplanted in the dcejier areaf;. 

('j) !i!.li!iH2!£. 1ST". ('Ul'J'i'iOO uwaiup') - irrigated rieo field:, where hi,;h-yieldiiy ricu 

varieties from Taiwan or the iliil i i>pinuu are trans plan ted in both dry and 

rainy seasons. Many of those irrigated fields were cieveloicd on yami. faro. 

As there are no drainage systems, there are considerable iicolilfsms of Hater 

control in the rainy Keason.

Tho cultivation of banta faro has been abandoned in iiaruja and neighbouring villa,'',t«; 

since the i.ii>ldle 1'KjOe as a result of a scries of crop failures following poor 
rains. In ,'jaru.ja this land was coui|4.>nsated for partly by the simultanuous
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development o)' Irri.-.alcd ricci land and |virtly by the clunrliv; of tHo tidal swa

In the rainy r-.ca"on each woman farms, on average, throe fields totalling 

alKiul two acT.-esi ther.c fieldrt are usually situated in different swamps. Oultivaljor 

conditions, particularly an adequate water supply, vary considerably not Only 

within and between swamps, but also from year to year. Cultivating several fields 

provides a way of spreading rinks and ensuring a reasonable yinld in at least one 

field each year.

Hroniise there nan been nlcnty of land available until about \'j years ago, no
-*•

simple prescriptive land laws have evolved in The (Jainbla. However, there are
f

certain ground -rulos which aro applied with a remarkable dejjree of discretionary

power by the villar.e elders who-.e only eanction is social disapproval. Uisputes 

which cannot bn settled within the vliltu'.o are referred to the district chief, 

who may, if necessary, refer canes to a hlRhur court. The s|iread of Islam in 

the second half of the nineteenth century did not appear to affect those " 

lire-exist in/; pracllctr. .

The definitions of thcr.e prouml-rules vary according; to the oource of 

information. This indicates that the nature of ownership and usufruct rights to 

land raises extremely complex issues which cannot be treated at length in this ^_ 

pa|«r. ^

The lands (I'rovinces) Act 1.9^6 stalest

"All itovjncoo' lands ate hereby declared to be vested in the 
AuUioritleK for the Districts in which such lands are situated, 
nnd shall he held and administered for the ur.e and common 
benefit, direct or indirect, of the communities concerned. *~

Tho oneunation and use of Irovinces' land by indip;en('s shall _«• 
\f. governed nnd regulated by the customary laws obtaining in 
the localities in which such lands arc situated." {'j)

ll<wc".er, although the Act stales that lanl is veste'l In the District Aulhnri ties 

and the 'Indigenes' have occupation and uso-ri/tlitR, villagers Insist that -« 

individual men and wnnten nr otmjoutids have rights of owncrshir* over land which ^_ 

they have cleared. It in my contention that the Act reflected fcoJJofs held by
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british Colonial administrators that land was ovmcd communally under 

land )an. Thu:;, when the colonial (jovernment appointed the trailitional chiofu an 

ity district administrators it was )o,;ical that land, believed to be communally 

owned, should LHJ placed under the responsibi lily of the district authorities 

rejxesented by thu chiefs.

Before I discuss thu system ot° land lavi as described and |iractised by villa;!uri>, 

there ore LHO problems uhich require mention. Firstly, there is a |vcoblem about 

actually defining ownership. Villagers aro quite sixjclt'ic that land is otmed by 

individual uen, women or by compounds and that it is not .jinit the iKml'ruct xhich 

it> oHned. The Handinka aru fully snare or the distinction butueen otmerabip and 

usufrunt and in (act the usufruct of land nhicli thu villa^eru claim in (irivatuly 

owned by individuals or compounds is lent to other individuals or compounds in a 

variety of ways, 'llicru aro no written titles to land and it is said that jicoplc 

should not coll land. However, individuals claiainj; ownership of land have on 

undisputed rifjht to give away land or pass onto their heirs any land uhich they 

have cleared or inherited from the person who cleared it. There is a jiroviso that 

land should not thereby be alienated from the village. This appears to be an 

ideal because in practice people claim the primacy of their ri,;hl to disjiosu of 

land which they have cleared as they wish and in iractice do transmit it to 

children or near kin residing in neighbouring villages. The rl^ht to dispose of 

land through i$itt or itihurltanco is unually considered sufficient condition of 

ownership. In the area around JJanjul , where there is greater |.resaure on laud, 

farm land in mm being sold by |£ople who claim individual ownership rights. Liinco 

such sales are not secret, it is uncertain to what extent sales did not take place 

until recently because they were prescribed in the norms tiovcruiii;; the ownership 

and usufruct rights of land or because thu abundance of land meant that in practice 

there was no demand for thu sale of land. In the latter carte, the norm that land 

should not be sold wight be simply le/;i Li wising the actual |>ractice.

The second (iroblem concerns the specific iasuo of rice land. Hen interviewed 

in a number of villages invariably said that men oune'i rice land while women, on
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•Uin other hand, reported tti.it thoy usually did. In fact, both men mid women own 

rlco land although Homen OHn the greater proportion. This example Illustrates 

ttie problem of distinguishing between the perceptions of groups Hlth different 

interests. There ir. a related problem of distinguishing between normative rules 

and actual |iracticcs.

The following account of land In general, and of rice land in particular, is 

baned partly on interviews with the District Chief of Kulladu West, and with men 

and women of different social statuses in Saruja and neighbouring villages, and 

portly on a survey of all the individual fields in six rice swamps under

traditional rice cultivation anil three irrigated rice swamps in Saruja. The
•t 

survey, covering approximately 800 fields, was carried out while mapping the

fields. It detailed the history of ownership since enoh field wan cleared, 

lending of use-rights, cultivation as roar no or kamanyango, Inheritance and gifts 

of each individual field from the date it was cleared until the present day. While 

the interviews tended to centre around definitions of normative customary law, 

the surveys in the fields yielded data on actual practices which sometimes - 

deviated from the norm. The differences between norms and practices will be 

mentioned where relevant.

I shall no* tler;or;ilir 1|<r ground-rules concerning the control anl use of land 

in general and then discuss the application of these rules to owamp and irrigated ^. 

rice land. These ground-rules can he divided into three distinct though related 

cnl.cf.orifsi ciunerr-luH rights to land: use-rights to land; and the ownership and 

use ol' the crop.

1'lie district chief has control over uncleared land outside village boundaries"
t-

and allocates this land to either existing villages or to new villages which
v 

require land. The ownership of uncleared land within a village boundary is

vested in the village and the village head Is responsible for allocating this land

to any villager who noeds lain! to cultivate. When new tracts of land are brought
-< 

into cultivation, the village head often allocates sections of the land to

different lineages (kauilolu). riio llnea/;e head, in turn, allocates land to



individual men, women or comiounds in tho lineage, land which has been cleared 

for cultivation becomes tho projierty of the individual nan or woman, or the 

compound which cleared it. If an individual man or women cleared land, his or her 

compound, lineage or village hots no claim on itj equally, ii' lanJ ia cleared hy a 

compound, the compound'a lineage or village cannot dia|K>a:iesa the compound. The 

owner has the right to disi-ose of this land. Ownership rights are transmitted hy 

inheritance or hy gift. The actual |iracticea vary according to tyie of land and 

inheritance patterns of rice land will bo described in the next section, if a whole 

. compound leaves a village, or if a person owning iflrivate land dies or leaves a 

village with no heir to ouccued to the ownership rights of his or her land, the 

lineage head has the right to reallocate thu land to another lineage mombur. It' 

the lineage were to die out or to leave the village, the village head would exeruiftu 

this right of reallocation. I have already mentioned that ideally land should 'not 

be alienated from the village though in (iraotice this sometimes happens. Compound 

land is controlled by the compound head who acts on behalf of compound members.

The tera use-rights cavers two distinct | radices. Firstly, com,.omul numbers 

have a customary right to use compound land for their own crops. The compound 

head has a duty to allocate the usufruct of land equitably to compound members, 

although in icactice senior compound members will get more or hotter land. Liecoudly, 

the usufruct way be lent by men or women owning land, or by the compound head, or 

by a compound member who has been given use-righta over land by his or her couij<ound 

head, to |ieople in other compounds. Until about 13 years ago land was fdentit'ul 

around ijaru.ja, and it was customary to lend land for indefinite periods. In recent 

years this has led to many disputes where the jierson who hau borrowed laud and 

cultivated it for a number of years, is claiming ownership. Liome disputes between 

villages arc of this nature. To prevent this happening, loans are n»w usually made 

on an annual basis.

The third category of ground-rules concerns the ownership and use of tho crop. 

The miiruo_ crop belongs to tha sinklro and is used exclusively for sinlciro 

consumption, (jeiundent mon ami women in a sinkiro each cultivate a kaiuanyanjjo;
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this crop belongs to them and they us9 it for their own individual, as opposed 

to collective Rinkj.ro, needs. A stnklro head does not have a kamanyangg but he has 

a t'iold of his own whore lie will usually (^row a cash crop of Rroundnuts. The field 

will then be called dimply his 'Rroundnut field' (tia kunjco). He disposes of this 

crop at his own discretion.

(a) Swanyj rice lani
r

This section in concerned with the application of these c.round-rutes to swamp rice 

land in Saru.ja. One of the six swamps cultivated by Sarnja women, Jahali liwamp, 

is an anomoly in The (Jambla, as it is Lease daml controlled by the government. 

Women in Sarnja (who farm l6;>5 acres at Jahali Swamp) and in 8 neighbouring villages 

cultivate the swamp but compovmd heads have asserted control over the tenancies * 

granted by the government. Tart of this land had originally been taken from the 

women farmers by the Colonial Development Corporation in about 1950 to be 

dcveloi«d as a commercial enterprise named the Gambia Ilice Farm. After the 

collapse of this scheme, the land was lent from 195*) onwards in one acre blocks v 

to women tenant farmers. Various share-cropping schemes wore experimented with, 

but tor about ten .years now no rent has been charged. Approximately three-quarters 

of tlio other five swamns cultivated by Saruja women are owned by Individual women,

and one-quarter by men or compounds.
>

Liwamp land which is owned by Individual women in normally transmitted through
-*.

female ai;n.itic kin, with land p-ir.siiv? primarily Irom mother to daughter, land 's 

very often given in advance of inheritance. As residence is vir) local, thin land 

circulates between oom|<onnds not only on transfer of land from mother to daughter - 

but also durinr; a wmiiui's successive marriages. There are circumstances when a 

woman'n son may inherit the owner-ship rights to his mother's l.inJ. This land can * 

then be inherited by the son'n sons or daughters. In the former case the land 

would remain In the compound. However, it would not be owned by the oomi>oiind but 

by the individual, man. This nny happen if a woman has no daughters, if the 

daughters marry into comwunds with adequate land for all the compound women to ^



cultivate, if the daughters narry into other villages, or if the sons' Hives are 

Bliurt of land. Where there are no children, a woman's staler Hill have the prior 

claim.

There are a number of ways In which women may have accuse to the usufruct of 

BHainp land.

(1) A woman has a right to the usufruct of swamp land belougins Lo her compound of 

residence if she has insufficient land of her own. Thu coo|>ound head has a duty 

to ensure that aha is given land to use. In practice, uhen a young girl marries 

into a coupound, her mother-in-law Hill, on her otin initiative, transfer to her 

daughter-in-law the uae-rights to some or all the compound swamp land which sho 

lias held. The daughter-in-1 an is expected to take over gradually her mother-in-law 'fc 

responsibilities for food production. In other cases, the coupound head may 

request one of hio Hives or another coupound woman to give up a field which uho 

has been using. As this land belongs to the compound, Its use is controlled by 

the compound head; it is the usufruct which [asses in the affinal line from a 

woman to her sons' Hives.

(2) Men also divide the usufruct of their own suanp land between their Hives or 

other female dependents. A woman loses the usufruct If she leaves the compound 

on divorce or widowhood.

(3) A woman may borrow use-rights to land owned by her maternal or paternal

relatives, especially frou nor mother, father or brother.

('0 Uhen a man or woman with an individual title to swamp land dies and hiu or her

daughters are too young to cultivate the land and the sons are unmarried, it is

customary for a sisttir or neico to be granted the use-rights of this land until

such time as the rightful owner requires the land.

(3) A woman may borrow the use-rights to land owned by other compounds, or by

individual mun and women who are not related to her.

(6) A man may borrow the use-rights to land owned by another compound or man for

his Hives to cultivate.

Although all these methods of obtaining use-rights to uuaitp land are found in
ja, the oiout common source of access to land with use-rights is compound land.
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The third tyje of ground-rule concerns the ownership and use of the rice crop. 

Women ace able to decide themselves how to divide their fields between nacuo and ,. 

kamanyanfto, whethrr they own tho fields or only have the usufruct. In practice, ^ 

the acres at Jahali Swgmp arc rosorved for nftCiig crops although a few women who 

ace old and therefore no longer have an obligation to cultivate a food crop (maruoj 

use their acres as kamanyangolu. It is because the acres at Jahali Swamp are used 

as maruolu that nalo compound heads have established compound control over these 

tenancies. The maruo rice belongs to the sinkiro. However, if a woman were to 

leave tlie sinkiro for any reason she would have a rifjht to a share of the rice 

which she hail cultivated in order to food herself until the following harvest. 

Each woman normally keeps the niaruo rice she has cultivated in her private 

RtorTotnm and she uses it when it is her turn to cook. On the other hand, the 

kamanyaiy'.o rice belongs to the woman cultivator and ahe has the ri/*ht of disposal. 

A few tiomon do not make a distinction between the fields to be used for maruo or 

ka/iianyarKO crops, but after the harvest they put aside part of the crop for their 

own use. Francis Mooro, writing in 17JO, first noted that women put aside part of 

their rice crop for food and then sold the remainder of the crop over which they 

had absolute control. (6)

It Is common for men to purchase their wives' kamairvarvjo rice which is then 

used for sjjikjro consumption. However, in times of food shortage, a woman may 

decide to uae her rice to supplement the maruo rice. J know of one case where a *• 

husband forbade his wives to sell their kamanyanr.o rice after the rains partially 

failed in 1977- Although he could have certainly afforded to pay them for the 

rice, and I noted that he spent a vary l.arfje sum of money on himself, he refused ,_ 

to pny the women despite their reminding him of their ripiht to payment, neither 

wife has any male kin who could support her, so they wore not able to enforce their 

rlp.litn. This is apparently a common occurence.

These (;ennt:al princinles raise three questions about the actual distribution 

of swamp land within the village. Kirstlj, the transmission of individually 

owned swamn land from mother to daughter means that although the daughter's
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coiH|Kjund «!' marriage ha.; na right over that land, thu compound is nonetheless 

benefitting from the daughter's use of that laud. Tills would bu jurtictilarty 

)M|>ortaiit it' tlm daughter's compound ol' mari'lago were short of swaiup land, u'ucli 

an inhcir] tarico system could potentially result in thu uue of swamp land being 

distributed to a Hitler group of compounds. However, thu custom of undogamy 

(croaii-eouain marriages are preferred and aco common in practice) effectively 

keeps ricu land circulating within a email group of coui|ioiind:>.

Secondly, founding I intiayis in villajjeo (and this is truo of ,jaruja> usually 

have Obtah) ishud claims to larger ucreageu of rice land than tattler coui|>ouudu, 

by virtue of lon/-or reuidunuo. Tho fruquont lunding of ricu land by individuals 

or con|x>undu of founding lineages to HOIUUD in settler compounds with in^uffi^iunt 

land acla as a ucchanisu of redistribution of ime-riglitu.

Thirdly, women's accesti to land and the amount they cultivate varieti with 

age. Girls and young married women who have not yet transferred to their hu:;band't> 

compounds (sunkutolu) normally help their mothers on the maruo and her kaiiiaiiyaii;;u. 

In aildition, they will often cultivate a kamanyaiiso of their o»n. The land for the 

kamariyan.fo may bo given them by their mothers (and they may then take it with then 

on marriage) or it may be lent to them by the compound head, their oiothers or 

fathers. Sometimes a young married woman who has not yet transferred to her 

husband's compound may be lent land by her husband's compound head. Harried 

women (foro musolu) who are of thu child-bear ing and child-rearing a^e, are 

responsible for providing food for the ainkjro. They, therefore, cultivate both 

maruolu and kaiiianyaiiyilu. The land they cultivate may be individually owned; it 

may belong to the compound and they exorcioo use-rights over it; or they may have 

borrowed the land. The final group of older women (mumi keba[u), who no longer 

have any responsibi1ities for food production, will have given away most, if not 

all, of their ricu land. A fet< of these women will continue to cultivate a 

Kainanian-ja until they are no longer |<liysically able to do so. There is one old 

woman in baruja who pays wage labour to cultivate her kamanyan^o.
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00 Irrigated rice .land

The three irrigated rice development programmes deliberately r.ct out to Introduce v 

thn techniques ot" Irrigated rice cultivation to men only. An a result, mr:n helpo<l_ 

clear and construct the irrigation systems, which gavo them the individual 

ownership rights to thin land. Although two of the three Uaruja irrigated rice 

swamps had formerly been cultivated by women, they had been abandoned for at least 

ZO years prior to their re-development, BO no woman was actually dispossessed of
r

land which she was cultivating. However, some women have commented that they hail 

considered this land to be theirs should they ever require it. As rice land is 

becoming increasingly scarce in Garuja, wonen are effectively being deprived of a 

potential area for expansion.

Having obtained individual rights of ownership over irrigated rice land, men 

are now institutionalising an inheritance system whereby this land is passed on to 

a man's sons, oince the first Irrigated rice uwam;i to be developed In oaruja was 

only in 196", there are few examples of actual inheritance practices. However, men 

are unequivocal in stating that irrigated rice Jand should and will be inherited * 

only by male agti.itlc kin. This system is justified by thn need to retain within 

the compound the ownership and use of the land which has a high scarcity and 

capital value, land may therefore be passed on as individually owned land or 

IIOCDIIR compound lanl under male control. To date, only one woman in ;Jaruja has >• 

inherited an irrigated ricR plot from her father. Uince she is married to a man -i 

In the same compound and their sons will eventually inherit the land, It seems 

that women may have the possibility of inheriting irrigated rice land if it will 

not thereby bo alienated from the compound. ,_

If a man nunini; irrigated rice land were to leave Jariija permanently, together 

with his family, his comi>ound husjd would acquire the ownership rights; if the man 

were a compound head himsnlf, the lineage head would have the right to take 

the land for himrself or to reallocate the ownership rights to another lineage 

member.

Iraoticor, rcgardln;.i use-rights to irrigated rice land are quite distinct from
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ttv>fje regulating suamp land. iiince irrigated rioo )an<l it> usually owned by 

individual wen, confound members have no rights to the usufruct ut' this land. 

However, tho owner may lend or rent the uriul'rucL Tor a season. The actual 

|-i\ictioes aro different Tor Uie dry arid rainy season.

Hen who own irrigated rice land have, un average, ahouL a quarter or hall' an 

acre each; three rich farm or a oim between 'j and 7 acres each. MOD general ly wish 

to cultivate the irrigated rice land themselves in the dry season. In unusual 

circumstances, or if they own a large numljer or plots, they may lend the usufruct 

to a male or female compound or lineage member. Although land may not customarily 

l<u rented, and I heard of no case of upland or swamp land being rented in ->aru.ja, 

it ia accepted jractice to rent out the acarce irx-ijjated rico plots for itii^ or ii>J 

(i:6.25 or ^7-5^) jwr quarter acre plot per season. LJinoe a close relative could 

not normally be exacted to ,.ay rent, a considerable amount of delicate ne.-!;otiatlii : s 

ja-ecede^ the choice bottieen submitting to tsocial and paycliolo^ical presaures from 

a relative and the attraction of a casli x-ent. A nuuilwr of women do borr"'-' 

irrigated rice land in the dry season, although they are almost iiithont exception 

mari'ied to, or closoly related to, a man with a relatively largo number of ^lotu. 

1 observed that the plots borrowed by women were aLiicst always on the more ,iU>tant 

edge of the sHamp and Here frequently subject to problem:] of water control.

In the rainy season, there ia little demand for irrigated rice ( dota by men. 

There are three reasons. Irrigated rice requires relatively high cash Inpiitti for 

power til lor in;;, fertiliscru and wage labour ami most men are short, of ca;;h by 

the rainy season. Men also have the alternative of growing groundnuts as a cash 

crop. However, the wain reason is that two of the three irrigated rice si.aui|t> in 

;iaru.)a aro situated on the banks of the Kiver Gambia and are subject to severe 

tidal flooding in the rainy season. (The land is a combination of lia faro and waini 

faro.) As no drainage system was constructed, in much of the swamp it is impossible 

t<> cultivate rice with the degree of water control demandud by the 'Uhincce rice*. 

However, the fields are suitable for cultivation of local rice varieties which 

are more tolerant of high and fluctuating water levels, ijincu only women cultivate



those varieties with traditional, techniques, they arc (jiven the usc-ri;;hts to this 

l.niv! in Hie rainy season.

finally, the question of whether irrigated rice land is cultivated as a mairuo
w 

or a kaman.Ycin^o in compl.icated. Hy custom, both men and wonen must cultivate a

manio in the rainy season; if a sinkijo runs out of food before the next harvest, 

it is tho man's responsibility, as sinkiro heart* to purchase »;rain from his
4.

Rroundnut income. Jince Hie dry season crop was only introduced in The Gambia in 

Jy66, a nan has no customary right to his wives' and children's labour on a maruo

in the dry season.
However, several different practices arc currently evolving with respect to

the nne of the Irrigated rice crop, firstly, tho most common practice is for men.,, 

to cultivate their irrigated rice plota on their oim account. They usually sell ^ 

part, if not all of the crop, and they have the dis|>osal righto over the income. 

Many men in practice will contribute (.art, and sometimes the whole crop, for 

slnhlrp consumption! in effect, they are usinr; the rice to fulfill their customary 

r> njminilill i ty for supplementing rainy season food production, and so are saving 

thoir groundnut Income. In these cases, women, Heponlent men and children will 

not bo exi.ected to help l,hou/;h they .may occasionally do oo as a favour.

The s;ec'Mtd practice is foe men to regard tho irri«;atod rice Jand as a maruo 

and allocate the crop for sinkiro consumption. Women, dojiendcnt men and children
*m

Mill then help with the cultivation.
*. 

Women nln borrow lrri=;ate<l rice plots in the ilry season cultivate them as

kaman.yruv;olii. Jn a few cases they use some of the harvest for fowl, kcepln" the

money from tho sale of tho remainder of the crop for themselves.
*-

ijexiial division of iabour

It is mislead in/; to discuss the sexual, division of labour amoin tho rice ;;rowin.'; 

Haii'litika without connidcrinf; the control of women's labour and the product of their 

labour by men. 3ii|errioinl ly it api«ars that there is no ;;endcr hierarchy in ~^ 

agricultural pro<luction, and that senior men do not control Hjmon's labour or the >
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product, ol° their labour. 11 COD I.I be argued thai both men and women have collective 

intercuts in providing subsistence needs and that they j>erforiii complementary roles 

in agricultural |iroduction.

Three facts support such a view. Firstly, all men and iiowen, except the 

young, the old and the sick, have an obligation to cultivate a mar no to provide for 

subsistence food needs ol' sjnklro members. The importance oi' these collective 

duties is emiihasised by the right of de|icnderit men and women to cultivate, in 

addition, a kamanyan,';o over which they have disposal rights. They are exacted 

to uue the money from the sale of this crop to satisfy personal, as opposed to 

communal, needs.

Secondly, the sexual division of labour between crops, nith men cultivating 

the food crops of sorghum and millet (coos) and maize, unl the cash crop of 

groundnuts, and women growing rice aa both a food and cash crop, roinl'.ireus the 

notion of complementarity.

The third and nost convincing ar^uiacnt for coiupLementarity, is that H.imon 

actually organise the [iroduction of both their marno anU kainanyan);o rice croja. 

They usually keep the mar no crop in their privute, |ia<J locked store-rooiaa an>l use ii 

when it is their tiu'n to cook. They may even cultivate their own land au a inaruo. 

Men normally store the coos and inaiae in their (jranarieu, distributing it to 

Hoiiwn for cook I ii|/. The actual arrangements vary from sliikiro to ainiciroj the 

moot common practice is for women to cook in rota for two dayu at a time and to hi: 

given two days' supply of cootj each time it is their turn to cook.

To a certain extent in both the lire-colonial period and today, male and t'e,uu!<- 

roles in food production within a ainkit'o could |jO chfiracterisoil aa couipleiiieatary 

nhen jiersonal relationshi|>s betvieen them are harmonious, llonever, caseu of divo.ri.:^ 

lead us to question female control of the product of their labour on the maruo 

fields. Although a women stores her marno crop and controls iUi use for eookin;;, 

and has a riijht to a share of the crop for her oun subsistence if she leaves the 

sinkiro on divorce or widowhood, in practice the crop is often claimed by the 

iiinkiro. .ilw may not wish to press her claim, particularly if her own children
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remain HI l.lirj uinkiro. Tho maruo rico crop in therefore essentially connimal 

iropnrty, and while women normally arc responsible lor its storage and use, it 

is under the ultimate control of" the male slnkiro head. This has two important
K

ci'nscquences Tor men's indirect control of female labour. A man m.iy occasionally 

"advise" his wife when to (50 to the mar no. On the other hand, if she is unable 

t.-i work due to illness or pregnancy, he will have to [irovide labour for the maruo.

(in fact MODISH often work in the fields until the very day they give birth.) He,
.« 

together with male and other female slnkiro members, may work on the maruo. He

may also acquire iion-sinkiro labour by orcanisinf; a female kafo or by hiring 

female na<r;o labour. Tho second consequence is that women cotilcl not neglect their 

maruo in favour of their kamaiiyam;o without incurrinij a reprimand from the sinkiro 

head. Indeed, a person's |irim,i>ry obligation is to tho maruo.

In thn period of colonial expansion after 18JO tliree factors reinforced 

the pre-cxistin,-; sexual, division of labour and further institutionalised men's 

control of tho product of female Labour. The most obvious factor was the s|iread 

of rT'nmdniits as a nanh crop. Among the l-landinka, men monopolised groundnut 

cnltivfition while women remained confined to the production of the less lucrative 

rice crop. (ilonon of other ethnic i^roupn, for example, tho Wolofc, cultivate 

l^rniin:liiiit kaman.yai_ii;oJii. ) Tho second factor was tho colonial government's 

n.",rioulttiral doveloiwnt policies after the extension of thn irotectorate 

throughout the whole of The Hamliin in l',)()2. Ciovernmcnt pro;;rammon introduced 4, 

iniprove;! coeds, fertilisers, machinery and marketin,-; structures which increased 

the profitability of groundnut production to the farmer while at the same time 

making it lonn laborious. In contrast, almost nothing was done to help women in 

rice cultivation. Indeed, numerous reports reiterated a western ideology that 

ri.cc production could only be improved if Ben were |«rr-.uaded to overcome thoir 

prejudices a/;ainr.t cul .tivatlru; rice and actively participate jn rice product ion. 

The third factor Increasing men'r. control over tho ,iroihi':t of women'"3 labour is

thn spread of Inlam in the second half of tho nineteenth century. Tho Islamic
t 

concept of men bavin:; rRnpniirslliil i.ty over women in social, ami economic mat torn
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had a significant effect on relations between men and women which affected contro 

find distribution of resources within the sinkiro.

How then do these three factors turn the sexual division of labour to the 

a<lvantage of men and Increase their control over the product of women's labour Y 

The answer stems from the fact that food crops are frequently inadequate to sati:-. 

subsistence needs, not only because of unreliable rainfall and unexpected crop 

|iests and diseases, but also because men tend to concentrate on groundnuts at thi 

exjienoe of food crops. In cases where a ginkiro is short of food, a man may, ari-i 

in practice sometimes does, forbid his wives to sell their own rice. Since onl> 

limited quantities of groundnuts can be eaten, the men's cash crop cannot be 

appropriated by the oinklro. Although men are expected to purchase food with 

money derived from the sale of groundnuts to supplement inadequate sinkiro food 

stocks, men are secretive about how they sjend this money. Thus, although it is 

customary for men to purchase their wives' kamanyango rice and use It for slnklio 

consumption, in practice they sometimes claim they cannot afford to do so. As v.j 

have no knowledge of their husband's cadi income, they usually have to agree to 

forego the sale of their own rice.

labour use in rice production

tatterns of labour uce for swamp and irrigated rice are different and will therei

be der.cribed Kejarately.

(a) ijwamp rice

Uwamp rice production on both maruo and kamanyango fields is organised by women.

In Saruja each married woman farms at least one naruo ami one kamanyango and oft"

two or more of each type of field. Uomen rely primarily on their own labour. 'Hi

may lid supplemented In certain conditions by other forms of labour which may be

purely additional, r-uch as a daughter's labour (and will vary according to the

developmental, cycle of the dabada), or which nay be called on in times of

exceptional need, such as wage labour or expensive kafo labour.
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(1) dinklro female labour 

Women are invariably forced to roly on older daughters to look after younger

children and help with domestic tasks such as cooking while they aiv busy in the
>• 

fields. If a daughter over the age of about y can l<e spared from these tasks, she

will help her mother in any of her fields. iiirls are frequently given or lent a 

field by their mothers to cultivate as a kamanyan/;o. Sometimes a woman will 

cultivate a kamanyango on her daughter's behalf.

There are two instances when married women in a sinkiro might farm together. 

Firstly, co-wives occasionally co-operate to cultivate a maruo, but not a kamanyan^o. 

Secondly, since the jireferred form of marriage is croiis-coufiin (and a man's first 

narriaje is usually of this type), it is a common ,jractice in such cases for a 

young wife to join with her mother-ln-law to cultivate a uiaruo and at times, a 

kamanyango. She would not <lo so because the older woman is her husband's mother 

but because she is her aunt. As the inotlior-in-law grows older, the daughter-in-law 

will gradually talte over full res|ionslbil ity for the maruo, assuming also the 

use-rights to this land. The mother-in-law may continue to cultivate her own 

kamanyango. In other cases the mother-in-law would transfer to the daughter-in-law 

the usufruct of some or all the fields belonging to the comjiounJ or her husband 

and which she had been cultivating, and the daughter-in-law viould then farm these 

herself as either inaruo or kamanyanfto.

It is rare for women to help co-wives or other compound women on either their 4, 

manio or kamanyaiiiro (except as part of a reciprocal labour group or kaToJ, even 

when the latter arc eick or (regnant. The only recorded instances in Uaruja were 

at critical cultivation iioriodsi broadcasting seed when failure to do so would mean 

no crop at all, and at harvest time. Weeding is neglected and there were 

numerous instances in \Wl when yields were low tiecause women had been ill and had 

not finished the weeding. There is one occasion when women will help each other as 

a favourj towards UK) end of January the women who have finished harvesting their 

own fields often help their co-wjves and friends.

i ft



(2) Ulnkiro male labour

.It is rare for men to help women In the rice fields in the area around oaruja. The 

only records of men needing or harvesting in Uaruja were on maruo fields cultivate 

by women who were either sick or (remnant. There were also a number of instance;; 

in 1977 of women being too ill to complete the weeding of their maruo fields. 

Although this cultural operation fell at a time when men had no work to do on tliri 

groundnut and COOG fields and were relaxing, the men did not help with the 

weeding; as a result, yields suffered greatly. In those sinkirolu where man 

do help, their assistance is not regarded as creating the obligation to help 

other wives who are healthy. Occasionally men help their wives broadcast aeed 

on macuo acres at Jaliali owjimp and transport some of the rice from the field to II- 

compound after harvest.

(3) Reciprocal labour (Julo or sail to)

This may bo organised on an ad lioc basis between two or more women. However, 

most married women (excepting old women who still cultivate a kamanyango) belonj 

to a group of between 5 to 1° members who work on each others' fields in turn. I'l 

woman whose field it is, will provide lunch and kola nuts. She usually will pay 

these expenses whether it is a maruo or kamanyango although the sinkiro head is 

customarily expected to pay expenses for the inaruo. Host women will have ,1 

rocijirocal labour group once or twice in a season. Although theoretically they 

are not gaining additional labour, women enjoy theae groups and say that they 

work more efficiently. 

CO Kafo labour

A kafo (literally, 'grou|>') is an institution whose traditional social functions 

have come to include agricultural labour. There are separate kafolu for men and 

women, which are divided into three categories according to aptroximate age. In 

l-Iaru.ja, which is a relatively large village, there are several kafolu within each 

ol" thene categories. The men's kafolu are» the kambani ndinj; kafo for boys aged . 

1.P.-10 yearn old; tho Iran haul kafo. for men aged JL9-J5! f«"l the kela kafo whose 

niemtmrs arc a;;ed about j6-5u. 'I'lie corresponding kal'olu for women arci the
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sunkutu rvlln;< kafo for girls aged J0-l'l| the BunkiOii kal'o for thu ayo ( ;von,,

15-1Q| and tho foro mumi kafo for women aged about 19 (at'Ler their transfer to

their husl>ands' compounds) until aliout '15.

Kafo labour is expensive. The ci'oi) owner must provide a goo.1 lii'eakfaiit and

lunch, as well as kola nuta, tobacco and often drummers for kal'o members who may 

number as many as 60. In Uaruja, several rich men hired kal'o labour for their 

groundnut farms In 197? i this |>e emitted them to cultivate a larger acreage than 

they could otherwise have done. However, women's access to kafo labour is more

limited, because they can rarely afford the expenses themselves which may cost as 

much as £25. Hen's kal'o hi may cost Ijetwuen iAO - tlOO as it is customary to give 

a bull or money as Hell as food.

There were seven inutancea of kafo labour being used in tiaruja in 19?? ^ or 

harvesting women's mariio rice fields and none for kaaanyango flolds. The kafo 

which is called to work on women'a fields is the foro musii kat'o; it is generally 

heljied by the sunkutu kafo. In tiaruja and othor large villages where there are 

several foro iniisu kafoln and several sunkutu kafolu. some or all of these 

join together when a kafo is called for agricultural work. The kambaai kafo 

comes to 'greet the sunkutolu', who are their future marriage partners, and to help 

for a while. In each case, the male sinkiro head paid for tho kafo ex(jenses 

because the crop was for ainkiro consumption and therefore ultimately under his 

control.

One of these seven kafolu was organised by a rich manj ho usually i>ay3 for a 

kafo for his firet wife who has many domestic duties including helping him in his 

shop. His oLher three wives and his daughter are ja-eoccii(,ied with tho care of a 

number of young children. The other six kafolu in 1','77 were organised by men of 

moderate means; each was a response to an exceptional labour ahortage that year. 

One kafo was called by a small comjiound where the death of a woman loft only one 

active woman and a large number of dej.und*nts. Tho other five kafolu were needed 

to make good labour shortages due to the illness or pregnancy of the women 

responsible for the fields. NO kafoIu were called for weeding rice fields. This
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suggests an economy of labour and exionse when unreliable rainfall largely 

determines the crop yield and careful weeding cannot guarantee a good crop. 

(5) Ha/*o labour

Female wage labour is used occasionally for any cultural operation. The daily 

wage rate varies between D1.50 and D2.00. (?) A few women make contractual 

payments to men to harvest and thresh a portion or even the whole of a particular 

field. As all women are busy harvesting their o"n fields, female wage labour is 

not available at harvest time. Hen, on the other hand, are free as the harvest 

of the groundnut ari'l coos crops is finished by the time the swamp rice is ripe. 

Women headload most of their rice to the compound each day but it is not uncommon 

for women to hire a donkey cart to transport the rice. The goiro* rate is between 

D2.50 and D3-50 or tho oq.uivaJ.ent in paddy. The wives of the three rich men who 

own tractors sometimes persuade their husbands to authorise the drivers to colled 

their rice from the field.

The other forms of labour customarily used in The Gambia, strange farmers aii' : 

dry season workers, are used by men for groundnut cultivation and not for rice. 

The strange farmers (sama manelalu) are rainy season migrants who work 2-3 day;; 

a week on the compound head's fields in exchange for the loan of a field which tlr 

cultivate as a kainanyango. They also receive free accommodation and food. The 

dry near.on workers (tili kandi dokulalu) are migrants who come to lift and thresh 

groundnuts for contract payments. Hen are also able to hire seeders, nine hoes 

for weeding ami lifting groundnuts, and private tractor, oxen or horse ploughing 

services for their groundnut and coos farms.

(l>) Irrigated rice

A different sexual division of labour is emerging with respect to irrigated rice.

The crop owner, whether malo or female, is responsible for organising all labour

and farm inputs, although tho rich rarmors may delegate these functions to otheri;. [,

lie or she usually takes personal charge of preparing and maintain!ng seedbeds,

irrigating and applying fertilisers, levelling and repairing bunds and canals In

more commonly carried out by men while transplanting and weeding is almost
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exclusively done by women nho are very skilled in these operations. Holh men and 

women lift and transport aeudlings to the fields. Uird scaring is done in 

preference by children but If necessary by wen or women, llarvbulini; ami 

threshing tends to be contiidei-ed a uian'u role, but if the crop miner la a uoiiiuii 

she will often |«rforn these tasks herself. Allhou.;h iiomon harvest their cviamp 

rice with a knife and thresh in a [.estle and mortar, thoy readily take to using 

the sickle and pedal threshing machine introduced for irrigated rico. Women are 

very skilled at winnowing and are invariably relied on for this, finally, rice 

is translated to the compound by donkey cart or tractor, operated by men. Women 

may help headload rice to tliu road or the water's edge in the case of fields on 

Kajakati Island.

New tyi.«s of labour use are in the process of emerging with the extension of , 

irrigated rice in The Gambia since 1<X>6. It is not possible at this Htage to 

generalise as there are already marked regional differences. In liaruja and 

neighbouring villages as well as at Wassu on the north bank, wage labour is a 

very common supplement to slnkiro and reciprocal labour. However, at Cha Knnda 

and iiantanto, more remote villages to the east of Bansang, 1 was told that wage 

labour is rare and farmers depend almost entirely on ainklro a/id reciprocal labour. 

The following remarks are therefore concerned with practices in the aaru.ja area.

While the crop ouner j^rforma many of the operations with the help of 

siukiro labour, certain Derations tend to be carried out either exclusively by, or 

with the addition of, non-sinkiro labour. Thus, female wage labour in commonly 

used by all farmers for transplanting and weeding. Male wage labour is occasionally 

used for clearing and levelling plots, and for repairing bunds and canals. 

Harvesting and threshing is very often done by male reciiirocal labour groups; only 

the three rich men in uai'uja regularly employ male wage labour for these i
-*

operations to supplement sinkiro labour. Transport is hired trow village mule ! 

contractors.

The spread of female wage labour ia particularly interesting. There are tliree "• 

reaaons for this. Firstly, as we have already pointed out, uince the dry soasun t 

crop is of recent origin, women do not have a customary obligation to work on
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macug fields in the dry season. Although some men cultivate the dry season crop 

as a maruo and sinkiro women (and men) therefore help as unpaid labourers, in 

many casea the crop is cultivated as the sinkiro head's own field and men must 

either persuade their wives to help as a favour or pay them wages. Secon'l^ 

the Taiwanese introduced the system of line transplanting and weeding which was 

continued by the World IJank and Ohinese |irojects. This necessitates a labour forct 

of 8 - 12 women. P'ew slnkirolu have so many women and are forced to pay wa^es to 

attract the required labour. Thirdly, there is considerable demand for female 

labour in the area where farmers have to compete with Sapu Agricultural Station 

which offers a higher wage rate of 1)3-50 per day.

There is a differential. wage rate in the village for men and women. Women 

are paid between 01.50 and D2.00 a day while men are generally paid U2.00 - D2.50. 

However, if mon engage in "female* occupations of transplanting and weeding, they 

are paid the same as the women with whom they work. Many mon refuse to work for 

such low wagoo. The daily wage rate of D3.50 for all cultural operations for 

Irrigated rice at the Sapu Agricultural Station is the same for men and women.

There ore three reasons for this wage differential within the village. FirsM 

the recognition that women are skilled in transplanting and weeding rice and that 

these are traditional female farming roles, effectively means that men do not wish 

to compete for what are seen as female tanks and consequently lower in status. 

There is therefore no likelihood that men will participate and try to push up 

wage rates. Secondly, there is considerable female demand for wage labour jobs, 

exceeding the requirements of both farmers as well as Sapu, particularly in the 

dry season. Women have little alternative but to accept these rates as they have 

not access to the more lucrative groundnut cash crop. Women even go to other 

villages to look for work. Thirdly, men have greater access than women to more 

remunerative work. Apart from growing groundnuts in the rains, they have more 

opportunities than women to cultivate Irrigated rice in both the dry and rainy 

season on their own account. There are more openings for regular employment for

mon at ijapu. Hen are also more mobile and can migrate to other areas in search of 
work.



Conditions of demand and supply of female wage labour vary considerably 

between the dry ami rainy season but wage rates remain constant. In tho dry 

season, demand for I'emale wage labour is high at certain |*ak periods but aa 

women have no alternative economic opportunities (except for the few who cultivate 

Irrigated rice on tholr oun account), the supply ol" female labour is also high. 

The two neighbouring villages of Wollingara and Kerewau are short of female 

labour at this time and a number of Jaruja women go to work in tholr fields. The 

wage rates for Kajakati Island are higher at U2.00 per day than tho rales of 

1)1.50 - 01.75 for the fields on the mainland. These higher ratea are necessary as 

women are loath to cross the river in snail, unstable canoes with their babies.

In the rainy season, women are occupied with the swamp rice. However, 

traditionally women do not go to their swamps on fridays (the Muslin day of prayer) 

and Wednesdays, or in some areas, Mondays (when it is believed to bring then bad 

luck). This prohibition only applies to hoeing, sowing and weeding and not to 

harvesting. Moreover, the prohibition does not apply to work on upland crops or 

irrigated rice. Therefore, women are only available to work as wage labourers 

during the transplanting and weeding season on Fridays and Wednesdays - days when 

they would otherwise rest from the toils of days spent in the fields and catch up 

on domestic duties such as washing clothes. Although supply of female labour is 

restricted to two days, demand is correspondingly low. As 1 have pointed out 

earlier, many men cannot afford the costs of rainy season irrigated rice cultivation 

and they have the alternative of growing groundnuts which require lower cash 

inputs. Moreover, many irrigated rice fields are poorly drained and unsuitable

for growing irrigated rice in the rains.
i 

What consequences have men's, and to a limited extent, women's dei&and for
t. 

female labour in irrigated rice cultivation had for customary practices regarding

the control of women's labour and the product of that labour? Jince irrigated

rice has only been cultivated in baruja since iy66 and for rather leas time in

moat other places, and since there are regional variations in labour use, it is ~*

premature to do more than indicate two tendencies emerging in jjaru.ja. *•

.•.I1
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Firstly, where men regard the irrigated rice crop as a maruo, whether in 

the dry or rainy season, women are obliged to help. Since this crop is additional 

to their rainy r.eanon swamp rice, they are providing the sinkijo with more 

agricultural labour than hitherto. Hy definition, the manro crop belongs to the 

sinkiro and is under the control of the male gjnkiro head. This means that 

irrigated rice has, in some cases, increased male control of female labour and the 

product of their labour.

The second tendency emerges from women's increased opportunities to do wa/;e 

labour. Their control of these waijes is leading to sweater independence. If 

women have their own money, it is easier for them to travel to visit relatives, 

to RO to the hospital when necessary, and to purchase clothes and other items they 

need for themselves and their children. It will be interesting to see whether men 

will react by reducing their customary reponsibillties for women in these types 

of expenditure.

There are curtain differences in labour use according to the sex and wealth 

of tho persons controlling the crop.

(1) Rich men

There are three rich men in daruja who normally cultivate both a dry and a rainy 

season crop. Cultivating between five and seven acres each, they rej.y heavily on 

wa.^c labour for most operations. Uinco thcnc men are also traders, women often 

tako Items such as BURar or cloth on credit and then work in these men's fields 

to rciKi.y the loans. None of these rich men's wives or daughters worked for them 

in IV77 or 1978. The men visit the fields regularly but ur,e younger brothers, 

nephews or ntrarv*ern lod^ini; In their compounds to supervise the labourers, irrii;atf 

tho fields etc.

(2) Moti of moderate to |>oor moano

These men cultivate between a quarter and one and a half acrer, of irrigated rice 

in tho dry tieas-m, an. I drily in a few cases attempt a rainy season crop. Three 

pattern:), which are all equally common, exist with respect to the use of female 

labour, in some oases, tlm irrigated rice is treated as a maruo and the
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sink 1 ro women work at any operation when asked to do so; their latxutr is generally 

supplemented by non-stnkiro female wa^e labour for transplaritin.; and weeding. 

The second practice is for a man to employ as wajse lal>oiirerii liiu wives and 

dependent female relatives In addition to other women. The third |.ructico is for 

women not to work at all for their husbands but only us wa,';e labourers for olhur 

men. The husbands then have to employ non-iiinkiro women as na r$e labourers.

There was one interesting exception in Uaru.ja in IV?8. A iilnklro head 

cultivated three quartern of an acre and lent a quarter of an acre plot each to his 

younger brother, his two wives, the brother's wife and a sister who lives in 

another com i omul with her husljand. They all helped each other with tho different 

O[£rationu. After harvest they each (excepting the sister) sold an equal number 

of hags of paddy, retaining tho money themselves, and contributed the rust of the 

crop to the slnkiro for food.

It is a common uractice for this category of men to use male reciprocal labour 

for harvesting and threshing the rice. This recourse to a traditional labour 

ijroup is probably in t art a response to the need to queue to use tho few available *- 

pedal threshing machines.

These women cultivate on average a quarter of an acre of irrigated rice In the 

dry season, _;rouiri;5 Kandinka rice in the rainy season. They do much of the work 

themselves but rely to some extent on female reciprocal labour and dependent 

fema.e:: such as daughters and ulsters, tiome of them employ a few female ua^e 

laljoiirers for transplanting and occasionally call on male relatives to help 

with harvesting and threshin,;.

It should be t ointcd out that many men and the majority of Uaruja women have 

no access to irriftated rice land and therefore have no opportunity to cultivate 

irrigated rice on their own account.

i!ai;h inputs for rice production

(a) ,iwami. rice

The seed is generally kept from the previous year but women frequently receive
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as gifts or exchange small quantities of preferred varieticn. About two-thirds 

of the swamps in IJaruja are suitable for ploughing by t.lie government's Tractor 

Ploughing .Service, at a coat of 1)15.00 per acre. Women invariably |ay the tractor 

ploughing of their own kamanyango and about half of them alr-.o ,<ay for the ploughing 

of the maruo.

Women are responsible for providing lunch and kola nuts for reni|,rocal labour 

groups and also for paying for any wage or contract labour used on either mar no 

or kamatiyango. Occasionally a generous husband might tiake a contribution as a 

gift. Kafo labour is expensive and may cost U6o - D1UO. The seven kafo labour 

groups organised in iiaruja In 1977 were all on maruo fields and were paid for by 

men. Women will usually headioad to the compound in tho evening the rice they 

have harvested during the day. If they require a donkey cart, they will often 

pay for it at the rcoinf; rate of U2.5<> - D3-50 per donkey load or the equivalent 

in paddy.

(b) Irrigated rice

The man or Homan controlling the crop is responsible for the cash inputs. These 

are higher than Tor nwanp rice as they include water charges at 1)100.00 per acre 

for two seasons, fertiliser and wa,^e labour. The seed and ploughing costs are the 

name as for uwarop rice.

Hon can afford to pay for farm inputs and wage labour in the dry season from 

their earnings Iron the rainy season groundnut crop. In the rainy season they 

often complain that they have not enough money to pay for the necessary inputs 

and tiage labour. This Is a major reason why few men engage in irrigated rice 

cultivation in the rainy season.

Women only cultivate irrigated rice in the dry scar.on. They pay for their 

inputs and nome wage labour from money earned from the sa'e of their rainy season 

f.wamp rice crop. In addition, they may do wa:;e labour for men in tho village or 

work at Jjapii early in the dry season and spend this money on employing wage 

labourers for their Irrigated rice fiel'tn. oometimes husbands with wa»e jobs at



darn «ive their wives the woney for Uie.ie excuses and the wives then ,;ivu :»<niie 01' 

the rico to the sinkiro for food. Women tend to rely more heavily than men on 

dejicndent female labour and on reciprocal labour. They usually manage to buy or 

j<ersuade a richer male relative to i;ive tliem fertiliser.

Consumption ami sale of rice

Women's inaruo rico belong; to the einkiro while women have, in theory, absolute 

control over their kaiaanYan;;o rice. On divorce or widowhood and remarriage in 

another sinkiro, women have the right to their kamanyan,';o rice and a shore of the 

inaruo rice for tlieir own food until the next harvest. When a woman dies, her sons

ana daughters, or if she has no children, her sisters, uhare equally the money 
\

obtained from the sale of her kanianYaii;;Q rice. r

In Jaru.ja most women have a i/ersonal store-room, usually kept padlocked, where 

they store their maruo rice and the kamanyan^o rice until it is sold. Only young * 

married women cultivating with tlieir aunts (nho are al.so their mothers-in-law) will / 

share a store with the aunt and the rice will be under the control of the older * 

woman. Unmarried girls will keep their rice in their mothers' storey until it is 

sold. When it is a woman's turn to cook, she uses her own mariio rice, tlice iu 

usually stored in bunches (bnlolu) on the ear.

While the mrjuo rice cannot be sold but should be used for feeding the uinkiro.^ 

women are exacted to sell their kanianyan^q rice and spend the money on a variety 

of articles for themselves and their children. The most important purchases 

are clothes. They also buy gold (vihich is regarded as a form of saving), costume 

.jewellery, porftimes, medicines, kola nuts and tobacco, llomen have to replace the
4

uorn-out items of their dowries, such as bedsheets arid cooking utensils. They 

must also |<rovide the money for the food [ire|iarud for rfccijirocal labour groups,

farm inputs and for <;ifts and charities at ceremonies. While male sinkiro heads
.s 

are responsible for providing bounht-in Inijredients for cookinj;, in practice

women often buy these. Hen also have ros|jonsibilities for providing their wives 

and children with clothes, particularly at 'I'M-a^kl (Aid el Kebir in Arabic), and



with other necessities during the year such as medicines. The extent to which 

they in fact do no varies considerably. Major items of ex|«nditure, such an beds 

and mosquito nets, are usually purchased by men but often only after related 

requests by women. Women in Jaruja have important, though irregular, opportunities 

to supplement their income from rice to enable them to meet these exjenses by 

working an wane labourers at :iapu Agricultural Station or on irrigated rice fields 

in Daruja or neighbouring villages. They have the ri<;ht to spend these waf.es as 

they wish.

That women are forced to rely on their own income for most personal extend itu'r 

in underlined by the fact that the wives of the three rich men in jaruja do not 

have hichei: livid.-; standards than other viJ lar.c women. It is readily apparent, 

except in the cane of very poor men, that men in general enjoy rather higher 

consumption levels than women. They often spend more money on clothes and their 

rooms are usually better furnished. Many men possess radios and bicycles while 

no woman in Uaruja has cither of these items. Men travel more frequently and 

when there is meat, fish or chicken for a meal, they are served (by the women) 

fpreate.- quantities and the more choice pieces of those luxuries. The houses and 

clothes of the three rich men are indistinguishable from those of poorer men. 

However, they own shops, tractors, hondas and, in one case a car, which are 

essential to their business activities which ranf*e throughout the district. The 

striking fact about these rich men is that their consumption level is remarkably 

Ion and they reinvest a lar^c proi-ortion of their income.

An maruo rice is invariably insufficient for sinkiro needs, it is common for 

men to buy their wives' kamanyan,;o rice and use it for sinkiro consumption, lion 

with a lar;;e number of dependents relative to the number of productive women in 

the sinkiro may also purchase rice from other women in the same or neighbouring 

vi I la.';er;.

Jl' m.ii'uo crops 1'aiJ completely or partially, men may forbid their wives to 

sell their kgmanyjxnio rice and, l/jnoriiMj the women's right to payment, refuse to 

pay thum. An I. have already pointed out, women have little knowledge of their



hiiabaitl's financial affairs ^nd cannot nattily insist on ,,-iviwrit U' imin uay they 

are short of money.

:(ioe circulates within the village or between villa;ce:j in three nays, i-'irutly, 

accord in/3 to the Islamic proscription, after harvest, a tenth of all food crops 

are jjivon auay as charity. This applies to lx>th maruo and kam;iuyan :o rice which 

its either Riven aa paddy or in bunches of rice tiara. Theac churitios are 

traditionally presented to the village head and the Imam who arc expected to 

entertain visitors to the village, an:l to the village poor. Jt is quite common 

for woman to ,/ivc thuir charities to their huabanJaJ Iliue ia aluo .jiven au a 

charity at ceremonies, such a:j naming coremonies and J'uneralb. Jn thece caseti 

clean rice is usually &lvun.

Jooondly, (widy from nuiiien'a snanip rice Icaiiianyaii.^olu anJ from the irrigated 

rice fields is tiold. In l'//7-?B the atandard rate was LIJ5.0O for a Oa,5 called a 

:>ei!kanto anil uJO.OO for a nankilo ha,;. Aa these are volume measures, varying 

quite conaidorably around an approximate weight of 75 lus and I 'jo llu reb,«otively, 

entre^eneiuMal skills ensure jiTcater jirofits to either buyer or culler during the 

negotiations. Much of the ric'j coiuint; on the market in :iaru )a i5 pnrchauea by 

^ai.u workers or by the richer men in the villaije. Tho latter buy the x-ice after 

the harvest when torices are low and then cell or lend the rice for high jj.-ofits 

when foo.l ia scarce during the following rainy aeason.

The third way in which rice circulates is in small quantities of clean rice. 

This iu usually inaruo rice anrt is usud as ^^art of the regular l>arU:r syateu for 

cooKin:; ingredients. The government enforces a controlled price for rice which 

was lo hututa per cup of clean rice in l'//i3. A cup ia the roiyh equivalent of 

half a |.onnd. llovii.-vcr, uhen used in larter in the villaiie, the cup waa valued at 

12 bututs. This is a regular ,a?actice throughout The Cambla. ...ince the official 

price of rice is tightly controlled, there are no seasonal fluctuation:! In the 

value of a cup of rice use.! in barter. The jirice of the Itemu exchanged against 

the rice may, honever, vary accordin,'; to liiipply and tlunuind.

Trailers bulk the rice and sell or Jend it at lii«h interest rates in the rainy
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season. Because the rice cannot, easily be disposed of by traders until sinkiro 

stocks are exhausted, which usually happens from about March onwards, traders nee.l 

substantial capital reserves to finance the purchase of new stock while money 

remains tied up in rice. F'or this reason, male and female i*tty traders can often 

only operate in seasons when they can quickly dispose of their rice. It would 

riot be acceptable for a trader to refuse payment in kind for foodstuffs. Other 

articles, such as cloth, are normally paid for in cash.

Ujncc 1^72/7H the Gambia IToduce Marketing Uoard has been buying niddy at 

official (rices. The price in ly?B was 20 bututa per Ib. Although many farmers 

sell some* if not all, of their surplus rice at the Co-operatives' buying stations 

which took over rice purchasing from the Uejartment of Ajriculturo in .197'VV5> it 

is nonetheless attractive for farmers to keep some rice in the village to lend at 

lurch interest rates in times of regular scarcity every rainy season.

Coos are usually eaten for breakfast in daruja but rice is (referred for 

lunch and dinner. The introduction of irrigated rice has supplemented women's 

swamp rice no that rice is now consumed all year round. As a result, men are 

planting less coon in the rainy season and incrcasim; thoir acreages under 

groundnuts.

Why have men bcnefittod more than women from irrigated rice?

As we have r-eon, men own the irrigated rice land and are institutionalising an 

inheritance system which will keep it under male control. It is only with 

considerable difficulty that a few women acquire use-rights to a plot in the dry 

season. At this lime demand for irrigated rice land is high, partly because 

there arc no alternative opportunities to farm and partly because, for agronomic 

reasons, yields are high in both absolute terms and relative to the rainy season 

yield:;. Average yields recorded in Uaru.ja in the l'J7B dry season were 5589 Ibs 

|icr aoro and in the \-)'f'f rainy suason 72'jd Ibs rer acre (soc Table I). Women 

in Jaru.ja, but not, necessarily in other areas, in fact are lent the usufruct over 

r.omc- irrigated rice plots in the rainy season where they grow traditional varieties 

of rice because the land is sub.iect to tidal flooding and in therefore unsuitable
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fur irrigated rice en I tivati-m. The men, quite sim. I;/, do not n.'qniro the l<uil 

in the rains.

The consequence of men's control of irri;;atml riou I an-1 and .roduotion un 

this land, is that they are able to earn, for themselves, a considerable income 

additional to their income from groundnuts, (articular]y in the dry season. The 

three rich farmers, uho cultivate both dry and rainy season cro,s, assured me 

that even in tho rains irrigated rice tirings a higher return than groundnuts, 

rfomeri aru thus derived of an opportunity to engage in thin more (jroi'l table cash 

croj on their oun account.

Women are able to supplement their incomes by iloiiv; ua^e lalionr. However, 

not only is this Hork irregular but demand for wacje labour in the dry season is uo 

lii,;h that nost HOmen only do it for a feu days in the entire season. Moreover, L 

daily wa;;e rates raiigin;; botviuuri Dl .50 and U2.0U, compared with Itj.'jU at Japu, ai e 

very low. If one considers that meat coats Dl.OO per Ib for meat and bone and 

lil.5") ,:or Ib for steak, and that the cheapest pa^n (cloth wrapped round the body f 

as a skirt) is b7.OO while tho traditional hand-woven ones are at least i/l'l.Uu, one 

is forced to ask whether thoce wa;es are not in fact highly exploitative.

The importance of ijlvinjj women control over some of the irrigated rice land, 

in addition to inon, is seen from the data on consumption. This should have 

exploded the myth that if a man gets richer through involvement in a development 

ne, his increased wealth 'trickles down' to his wives and children. In •f- 

.;.aru.)u, uhere thore are three rich men, their wives are no better off thani other

village Homen. It is interesting that the women who stand out as better dressed,
i 

uho have i,ioru posacmiionu in their houses and who may have small petty trading

businesses, have all done this by hard work on their own without their husbands'

hel|.. Thuy are frequently childless or have feu children, and can therefore

kuej* a larver proportion of their incomes for theinsolveii than uomen who have numerous.'

children.

aince HOuiKfi are cii.stomarl ly e>:,«cted to pay for most of their oun clothes an-i 

personal requirements and a loo for th>se of their children, it is important that
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this fact in reco,';nined by development iilarincro and that women are j^iven the 

name opportunities offered men.

1'artial failure of .irrigated rice |iro(yamnCB

The government sees increased irrigated rico production as the key to its policy 

of raising the marketed output of rice in order to eliainate bulk imports of rice 

by I960. Since purchases of Jocal rice by the Gambia iroduce Marketing board 

have remained ne^li«?eabjo at around 6(>U lonft tons a year find rice imnorts have 

risen from 15,000 tons in 1973/7'' to "31 1 000 tons in 1975/70, the government is 

concerned at the failure of the irrigated rice develop ment programmes to achieve 

thece ob.jectivcn.

There are two issuesi Ion volume of marketed output and low production in 

the rainy season. Only relatively email quantities ol' rice are marketed as most 

of the irrigated rice produced is requiroc- for sinkiro consumption. Hen arc 

ultimately responsible for making up any deficit in sinkiro food proJuction. 

They prefer to cultivate a dry season irrigated rice crop to satisfy these 

subsistence needs and use for other purposes their iproundnut cash Income with 

which they imed to purchase additional rice. Also considerable quantities of 

irrigated rice are purchased or lent on credit within villages. Thus, although 

the government may consider the farmers' inability to market the rice through 

the Gambia Jrwluce Marketing Hoard an an indication of failure of the irrigated 

rice pror-rammon, from the farmers' point of view these programmes are a conslderaht: 

succens.

The ncunniJ issue concerning the government is that apparently there is only 

a cropi.irr; rate of 1.25 on irrigated rice fields instead of the possible doulile 

cropping rate of ?..(J(l. In .laru.ia a key reason for low cro,piiv; of irri-jatcd 

rice land in the tTiiny sea/son (it is virtually 100 ;ier cent in the dry season) is 

the rant that ttio out en" throe irrigated rico swampr; are located in tidal swamps. 

Tliin ir; apparently very common , particularly in Upper IIIvor Division. As no 

•lraiu.T;<; wan innUil Lc-.l, nan.v of tlie ilots in these swamis are completely unsuitable



for cultivation of Irrigated rice in the rainy uoau-m. In addition, ur»iu>in.<; the (

river to the liaruja swam, a on Kajakatl Inland ia a bi^ disincentive to cultivation. ^
j Having been uiyaelf caii;;liL in a sudden uturn on the rivuf while i:i-o[i:;in., buttiuun '

the Island and the ualnland in a typical tiiual) canoe, 1 can vouch for tin) I'aeL

that it is a highly dangerous and fri.'ihteriinji experience. llouuviir, as J have _ ",
' *

already ,.olnted out, women do invariably cultivate theae tidal ly flooded plots r~ 
with traditional varieties of rice in Ihe rains, jarticiilarly those on the j

mainland. The government is unlikely to have records of such cultivation, i am 

told that official figures come from the tra-itor plou^liin,-; returns, and these 

fields are not ..loiLjhed in the rat no but are directly transplanted after the weed:; 

liavo been cloared by hand.

The main and wore i;uncral.isahle |.oint about the low croj.pirui rate in the r 

rainy season concerns the development |i I aimers' failure to consiiler tho 

customary sexual division of labour. Because women are skilled at rice cultivation *• 

they are almost exclusively relied on by men for transplanting and weeding, 

operations which they carry out as either unpaid sinkiro labour or as wa;;e labourers.* 

In tliu Jry season women accent these conditions because there is no alternative 

farming occupation, nor way of earnia'j money ai art from petty trading, liince mipien _ 

aru not very uobile and therefore have difficulties in acquiring commodities for 

trading if they have the necessary capital, the demand for wage labouring; jobs

is hi.;h. *- 
However, in the rainy season women have the right and opportunity to

cultivate their rice kamanyan';olii and even the rich men can only obtain female 

wa^.e labrmr on Wednesdays and Kridays, days on which women do not go to their 

swamps, olnci; uouen are cultivating mar no rice fields, a man cannot easily

demand that his wives also work on an irrigated rice laaruo, for the women's
* 

I alum is already fully stretched. Wednesdays anil Kridays aru looked on as days

for badly needed rest and for catchirv; up on domestic taaks neglected on days spent 

in the fields. This is emphasised by fho fact that women do 150 to the swaaips ** 

during the crucial harvesting jjerlod on i/udnonaays and Fridays ueapite the ^



r.eneral prohibition on working in the swamns on thene da.yn. Ln order to attract 

female laliour on thece clays men have to \&.y wages. Jlnco i'ew men have enough 

money left liy the: rainy season to pay wages in addition to farm in,utG, they 

cannot grow irrigated rice. The rich men can afford these costs but -,rey are few 

in riimhcr ami can absorb the low isupply of female wage labour. This means there 

1.3 no |irer;sure on wages to rise at this Reason.

I would argue tha.t if irrigated rice plots and the whole technology of 

growing Irrigated rice together with the credits original ly given the men by the 

Taiwanese and World Dank programmes haJ been made available to HOLISM ar, well as to 

men, it is probable that double cropping of irrigated rjco would have been 

achieved on tho women's fiel.-|s at least. Homon are in a much stronger position 

than men to cultivate irrigated rice In the rains as labour demands 1'it in with the 

customary sexual division of labour and the various ways women organise labour. 

To start with, it is not essential that irrigated rice ie transplanted and weeded 

by teams of women working together; these operations can be done by women working 

alone or with their daughters, as indeed some of the women growing dry season 

irrigated rice have proved. However, if women wish to carry out these operations 

in labour groups, they already have iitaditional reciprocal labour {prouj.s operating 

for their r.wamf, rice. These groups could easily work on tho irrigated rice fields. 

Hen do not have access to these female reciprocal labour groups, nor do they have 

equivalent groups for male crops as the men's food crops are grown by dabada men 

(who nay only numlier one or two men) and cash crops by individual men with additional 

labour provided, whore necessary, by strange farmers, -Iry ucanon workers and kaJolu. 

The big advantage of theoe female reciprocal labour groups is that they are 

ine;<|ierisive, the only cost beinn food.

The longer women are deirived of opportunities to cultivate irrigated rice on 

their own account, the harder it will become to involve them in future schemes. 

Thin will Ixj at the cost of psychological and financial security for women.
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Improvement of women ^ swam,, rice•—•— •——— - ———— v

A consideration of ylolde obtained in Uuruja for different type:-, of rioe cultivation 

and given in Table I is instructive. The very high avoiago yields iu tho dry 

season are due largely to good conditions for water control aa well as long hours 

of sunlight and the relative absence of diseases and yesta. Of more interest, 

however, is a comparison between rainy season irrigated rice and swamp rice. Tho 

difference in yields can be largely explained by the use of improved seeds and 

fertilisers for irrigated rice. Moreover, provisional data on labour inputs 

in oaruja indicate that tho labour requirements for irrigated rice are substantially 

higher than for siiaup rice.

There is a priority need in The C,ambia to investigate naya of increasing *^ 

yields on women's swamp rice. This should prove a wore cost-effective way of T 

increasing overall rice ,;roduction in The Gambia than by concentrating 

exclusively on e/.,/ensive capital intensive development pro,jramnies to clear, level "- 

and put in canals and bunds in irrigation schemes, iiuch improvements would 

include; jcovision of high yielding seed varieties; fertilisers where advisable; c 

expanded and iui,roved tractor ploughing services; roads and bridges in the swamps 

to facilitate access to the fields and evacuation of the crops; threshing machines 

to enable women to harvest their rice more quickly with the sickle and thresh in 

the field. At present, lack of threshing machines, which are confined to the 

irrigated rice swamps, and poor access to the swanpi. forces women to harvest their 

rice by the panicle in order to hea:lload it out of the swamp; rice lua-vosted by the 

sickle is too bulky to headload long distances and has to bo threshed in the field. 

The method of harvesting by the [.aiiicle is time-consuming and accentuates the acute 

labour shortage at harvest time. As a result, fields aro often harvested when the 

crop is over ripe; this leads to shattering and tho loss of a considerable quantity 

of grain. However, this would have to be jiart of an overall, integrated idrograinme 

also introducing improved seeds, as harvesting by the janiole la often tho only 

convenient way of harvesting indigenous varieties which are sometimes subject to * 

heavy lodging or mature at different times in the varying cultivation conditions *

_LIL



f'nml even within a Kln»;lo field. In addition, .yields could be considerably 

improved if tlio government helped construct low cost bunds to control flooding 

aloiv? stretches of the (liver Gambia and its tributaries and, in other areas, to 

retain water in fields which tend to dry cut too early 5n the cultivation season.

Table I IH.ce yields in Jiaruja 1977-78

liron

Irrigated rice 
Dry season 1.978

Irrigated rice 
Hainy season 1.977

Uwamp rice 
Hainy season 1977

lluinbcr of fields yield 
in sample 1 bf-'./a'jre

i'(8 5589

I'l 22'/>

'18 1000

Footnotes

(1) Franc IB Moore, Travela into the Inland i'arta of Africa. London \ Edward Cave, 
1738, p. .127.

(?.) Krancis Moore, op. cit., p. 75-6.
H'mijo lark, Travels in Africa, Londoni J.H. Uent 4 Sour. J,td., reprinted l^J'J, 
|i.l89; t..Z57"j 11. 190; p.226.

(3) Colony of Datlinrst, llluo Hoolt for 18J6. Also Blue Book?) for the years 18J7-'H: 
18't'J; lO\5; IB'18; 1850.

('I) h'ranois Moore, op. cit., p.J.27.

(5) The Laws of The Gambia, t'/)6, vol. V, cli. K)3, p.20J2, |.ara'jra|h:; 't * 5.

(6) Francis Hoore, op. cit., p. IJ9.

(7) Dalasis 'l.OO is equivalent to £1 .00.
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NEWS OP THE AGRICULTURAL ADMINISTRATION UNIT 

(i) RECENT/FORTHCOMING MEETINGS

On 29 May 1980 an all-day meeting was held as part of the 
series on the assessment of management and organisations 
in agricultural development which began in September 1978 
(see Occasional Paper 3: Institutions, Management and 
Agricultural Development). This meeting discussed criteria 
for the assessment and design of local-level rural organ 
isations. Six discussion papers were presented:

1. Guy Hunter (ODI): /'Criteria for Choice of Instit 
utional Forms"

2. Clare Oxby (ODI): "How to Benefit the Poor via 
Local Organisations '"

3. John Pilgrim (Crown Agents): "The Evaluation and 
Planning of Local Non-Government Organisations 
for Agricultural Development in Ghana"

4. Donald Curtis (University of Birmingham): "Local 
Organisations and Water Supply in Lesotho"

5. Anthony Bottrall (ODI): "Planning Local Organ 
isations: In Search of a Method"

6. Geof Wood (University of Bath): "How the Interests 
of the Poor can be Included in Bangladesh 's Second 
Five-year Plan"

The paper by Donald Curtis has been revised and is available 
as an Agricultural Administration Network Paper (No. 8, see 
page 6)

On 27 February 1980, Dr. Roderic Dutton spoke at a lunch- 
time meeting on "External Intervention and Local Support: 
A Rural Development Project in Oman". Dr. Dutton is the 
Director of the Durham University Khabura Development Proj 
ect which (in collaboration with the Government of Oman) 
is involved in action research in small-farm production 
systems, rural crafts, wind-pumps and solar energy. 
Dr. Dutton has subsequently written a paper based on this 
talk and it is available as Agricultural Administration 
Network Paper No. 9, (see page 6).

On 16 May 1980, Stephen Biggs (Institute of Development 
Studies, University of Sussex) led a discussion on "Gener 
ating New Agricultural Technologies". Dr. Biggs has 
recently worked in New Delhi for the International Maize
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and Wheat Improvement Centre (CIMMYT) and with crop im 
provement programmes in India and Bangladesh. In the 
talk he discussed experiences and lessons coming out of 
work involving inter-disciplinary analyses for establishing 
agricultural research priorities and the use of on-farm 
experiments and village level surveys for helping to 
monitor and direct agricultural research activities. On 
the basis of this meeting, he is preparing a discussion 
paper which will be circulated with Newsletter No. 4 in 
November 19 8O.

Forthcoming meetings in the Agricultural Administration 
series include David Evans (Principal Agricultural Adviser, 
Overseas Development Administration) talking on "Policy 
Issues in Zimbabwean Agriculture" and Ken Pickering 
(University of Birmingham) talking on "Soil Conservation 
in Java".

Four meetings have recently been held in the Irrigation 
Management series. The first was on 29 April 198O at which 
Herbert Farbrother, an irrigation agronomist, talked on 
"Irrigation Operations: the need for new career structures 
and training courses".

On 9 May 198O Richard Palmer-Jones, Lecturer in the 
Agricultural Economics Unit at Wye College, talked on
"Managing the peasants unsuccessfully; or how not to learn 
from pilot irrigation schemes. The. evolution of irrigation 
scheme management strategies in Nigeria"

Arthur Hazlewood of Queen Elizabeth College Oxford and 
lan Livingstone of the School of Development Studies, 
University of East Anglia, gave a talk on the 21 May 198O 
on "Issues concerning irrigation in Vsangu Plains, Tanzania".

On 10 June 1980, Mick Moore of the Institute of Development 
Studies at Sussex gave a talk on "Against the Current: 
Sources and Methods of Resistance to Better Water Management 
in Sri Lanka".

(ii) RECENT WORK

John Howell has completed a study for the Development Organ 
isation and Institutions Service of FAO on "Administering 
Agriculture and Rural Development: Guidelines on Decental- 
ization and Participation". This has five sections: the 
general framework of decentralization; the central organis 
ation of agricultural and rural development; district-level 
administration and planning; the administration of agricult 
ural services and inputs; and local community organisation. 
It draws largely upon experiences in Africa and Asia. Details 
on availability will be given in the November issue newsletter.
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TI NOTES ON DISCUSSION PAPERS 

Discussion Paper 3

The Management of Agricultural Development: Field Level 
Planning and Management from India and Sri Lanka by 
Guy Hunter

Guy Hunter's paper is enclosed with this newsletter. An 
earlier version had a limited circulation and responses 
to this will be included in the next newsletter. A new 
section has been added (pp. 20) which is particularly 
addressed to networkers and responses are invited on Guy 
Hunter's general thoughts on the organisation of agricultural 
departments and agencies, the relationship between private 
and parastatal sectors, levels of planning and decision- 
making, and the relationship between politics and admin 
istration.

Discussion Paper 2

Rural Development and Traditional Institutions - the example 
of Gandu in Hausaland by Clare Oxby—————————

Networkers who responded to this discussion paper commented 
on different points. On power and status in rural commun- 
ities, Sean Conlin writes on the links between roles, power 
and project success in Nepal.

"Water rights are not codified. The distribution of water is 
accomplished as a result of the political manipulation. While 
we might point to benefits being obtained by men of influence 
we also have to recognise that where the use of technology 
is politically "neutral" it also often fails to meet its 
objectives. I will explain with contrasting examples.

"irrigation. This is the type of scheme where men of influ 
ence fight to obtain the benefits by having the canal sited 
near their land. Having won this point there is a continu 
ous need to regulate and distribute flows of water - they 
are thereby constantly demonstrating and maintaining their 
power. And to ensure the maintenance of their power they 
ensure the maintenance of the flow by arranging for the 
canal to be cleaned regularly. Technical success - the 
maintenance of water flow - therefore can be related to pol 
itical considerations.

"Drinking water. Here the siting of taps might also be influ-
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£nced by political considerations. However (because of lack 
of storage at the head) there is no need for taps to shut 
off water supply and schemes are generally to lay pipes 
only. Some technical skill is required to oversee the main 
tenance of pipes, and repairs require a capital outlay (not 
just "forced" labour). Moreover the distribution of water 
is set by the pipeline - once established there is no further 
"political" position controlling water distribution. As a 
result, I think, water supply schemes fall into disrepair 
very quickly - no power therefore no one is responsible. 
Where departments concerned with water supply have tried to 
train a maintenance worker he is often selected by village 
authorities because he is weak politically and unlikely to 
develop his role into something to threaten theirs."

On tradition and change Professor Lucy Mair comments, "It 
is just as dangerous to assume that "traditional" ways 
of doing things are still valid as it is to ignore them al 
together. It clearly applies as well to the reciprocal 
working parties which were all right for busy times as 
long as there was nothing else, but which the more go- 
ahead farmers are now finding inefficient and less worth 
while than wage labour."

Several correspondents provided references on traditional 
institutions, but Professor E. Bortei-Doku has described a 
particular example from his own work in Ghana which we include 
in its entirety.

"Of the possible problems that may arise out of using a 
rural institution as basis for rural development, ignorance 
of the structure, functions and objectives of the institution 
is perhaps the most important factor that can lead to total 
failure. This was demonstrated in an agricultural develop 
ment programme in Ghana from 1974 to 1978.

"Farmers in rural Ghana except in some parts of the North, 
live in villages, and each farming unit from a household, 
develops about one to three acres of land each year for 
subsistence-cum-cash cropping. Farm labour is limited to 
the household unit, but in order to have adequate labour at 
peak farming seasons, e.g. initial slashing or at harvest 
time, farmers form a loose association called a nnoboa 
group. This group can consist of any number of farmers us 
ually from about 1O to 20 with either kinship or friendship 
ties from different households. They come together as a 
group upon invitation, and work on each other's farm. A group 
normally completes the work on a member's farm in a day, 
and the 'host 1 provides food and drinks. It is both a 
working session and a social function.

"During the period in question, (1974-78) the Government of 
Ghana encouraged nnoboa groups to form co-operatives. The 
objective of this was to enable such a co-operative to obtain 
credit and services from the Agricultural Development Bank



and other Rural Banks. Some nnoboa groups were suspicious 
of co-operatives and did not form any. Other groups did 
form co-operatives, but discovered that they were subjected 
to rules and regulations which they did not expect. Some 
farmers did not like the idea of collective responsibility 
and accountability for loans granted to individuals, and 
for vaious reasons many erstwhile nnoboa groups were killed 
by the 'upgrading* exercise of turning them into co-operatives.

"This was a problem arising out of imposing a 'modern 1 idea 
on a purely traditional institution without understanding 
the somple objectives of the traditional institution.

"Rural people appreciate rural development and they in fact 
demand it. They often appeal to the authorities for better 
feeder roads, good drinking water, health services and for 
inputs for increasing their productivity. They are prepared 
to help to contribute their labour and any inputs at their 
disposal for the purpose. Host traditional institutions 
would welcome their involvement in rural development prog 
rammes.

"However the important thing is to study the traditional 
institution and use it as it is without imposing any alien 
structures on it, and without carrying their objectives too 
far.

"Most rural people in traditional institutions are illiterate, 
and in this respect do not want to be involved in situations 
they do not understand. The important thing is to limit 
their involvement to what the rural institution, as constit 
uted at present, can achieve. Any changes should come from 
within and not from outside.

"Traditional institutions when fully understood, can play 
a very useful role in rural development. In many villages 
they meet weekly to perform various communal duties e.g. 
cleaning their sources of water supply, brushing the foot 
paths or feeder roads leading to the village, building a 
school, a post office or a health centre. These are all very 
useful functions, and so long as we do not complicate their 
ideas it should be possible to get maximum contribution from 
them in rural development programmes. Many traditional 
institutions exist in most parts of Ghana and can be effect 
ively used in Rural Development programmes when the correct 
approach is adopted. Some of these are:

1. The village administration comprising the chief 
and his people

2. Religious groups

3. Asafo companies or other village social groups 
including "drumming" groups



4. Susu self help groups

5. The nnoboa groups

"All these are traditional human resources with defined lead 
ership, and with proper planning can make an excellent con 
tribution towards supplying some of the manpower needs and 
skills needed for rural development.

It is regretted that studies in this field are limited and 
we have not made adequate use of the institutions in the 
rural areas for promoting rural development."

Ill AGRICULTURAL ADMINISTRATION NETWORK PAPERS

There are two papers which are available on request 
(write to the AAU Librarian):

No. 8. Donald Curtis "Appropriate village - level institutions: 
Some generalisations from the case of Lesotho's village 
water supplies"

The author argues from this Lesotho case material, 
contrary to conventional community development thinking, 
that new institutions should be created rather than utilis 
ing existing ones; that special purpose bodies should be 
the norm rather than multi-purpose bodies such as village 
development committees; and that organisations more widely 
based than villages should be taken as the natural unit of 
local organisation.

No. 9. Roderic Dutton "Rural Community Development in Oman"

The author writes about how Durham University's earlier 
survey work in Oman led to involvement in rural community 
development work involving the development of small-farm 
systems based upon the rearing of sheep and goats. Differ 
ent aspects of the project are discussed, including irrigation 
and cultivation of fodder crops, stock marketing, and the 
use of by-products. The contribution of the Intermediate 
Technology Development Group (ITDG) in the design of wind 
pumps is also outlined. The paper also discusses the rel 
ationship between trials and demonstration and extension 
work generally. There is growing Omani Government involve 
ment in the project and the paper concludes with a discussion 
of the impact of such small-scale projects on the five-year 
plan strategy.



IV SOME RECENT PUBLICATIONS ON AGRICULTURAL ADMINISTRATION

A note to new members - this section is primarily designed 
to notify members of publications and papers which they 
are unlikely to come across unless they happen to be on a 
particular commercial or international agency mailing list. 
There may be restrictions on distribution for some of the 
entries, but network members are welcome to use the AAU 
library in London where there are copies of every entry 
in this section.

1. Symposium Papers on Small-Scale Fisheries in Developing 
Countries - This symposium was held in May 1980 at the 
Royal Tropical Institute in Amsterdam and several of the 
papers dealt with the social and administrative aspects 
of developing small-scale fishing activities. Country 
studies include Kenya, Ghana, Sri Lanka, and Indonesia. 
For a full list of papers write to Dr. P. J. van Dooren, 
Director, Department of Social Research, Royal Tropical 
Institute, Mauritskade 63, Amsterdam, Netherlands.

2. N. V. Ratnam and B. Bhashava Rao, Management of Social 
Development in the Rural Areas - A study of Dharmapuri 
District in Tamil Nadu which examines in detail the fun 
ctional relationships between agricultural administration 
and the administration of 'social development' programmes, 
(pp. 245). Available from Indian Institute of Management, 
33 Langford Road, Bangalore 560 027, India (UNICEF/Govern- 
ment of India publication 1979).

3. J. M. Siann, Conflicting Interests in River Basin Planning: 
A Nigeria Case Study - Revised version of a paper presented 
to a seminar on River Basin Planning held at the Centre 
for Development Studies, University of Swansea in May 1980. 
(Publication of seminar papers anticipated towards the 
end of 1980.) This paper provides an engineering con 
sultant's perspective on the ways that the organisation 
of government agencies (i.e. for Ogun-Oshun River Basin 
Authority and the Oyo State Water Corporation) can under 
mine the prospects for effective resources utilization. 
Copies of the paper can be obtained from J. H. Siann, 
lan Hunter and Partners, 46 Palmerston Place, Edinburgh, 
EH12 5BP, Scotland.

4. ed. David Brokensha, D. M. Warren and Oswald Werner, 
Indigenous Knowledge Systems and Development - This is 
a collection of 25 articles which examine the role of 
indigenous knowledge systems in the planning and imp 
lementation of projects, particularly in agriculture. 
The main geographical focuss is on Africa. Several 
network members are contributors. Available from 
Customer Services, University Press of America, 4310 
Auth Place, Washington D.C. 20023, USA. pp 464 (1980) 
$15.25 paperback, $23.25 hardback.



Commission of the European Communities, Integrated „
rural development projects carried out in Black "Africa
with EOF aid - A report based on evaluation studies of t
ten small farmer projects in Francophone Africa, with
particular emphasis upon social and organisational issues.
Available from Publications Office, EEC, B.P. 1003,
Luxembourg, pp. 242 - E5.2O ^

Agricultural Sector Implementation Project CASIP). ASIP
- then under the Directorship of Albert Waterston -
produced a major reference work for training purposes
on Managing Planned Agricultural Development in 1976. *
They have now produced two short documents describing !
their approach "Bridging the Gap Between Planners and
Farmers" and work in Nepal and Egypt "Going to the Field", ,
which are available from John Hannah, Director, «-
Governmental Affairs Institute Division, Public
Administration Service, 1497 Chain Bridge Road, -v
McLean, Virginia 22101, USA. I

V NETWORK MEMBERS QUESTIONNAIRE

A separate pamphlet is enclosed on the names and interests 
of network members. We shall revise this pamphlet for July 
1981 circulation but meanwhile any new members - or existing 
members who have not yet responded - are invited to send 
details of their professional responsibilities and interests 
in the field of agricultural administration. This information 
will be included in the next pamphlet.
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NEWS OF THE AGRICULTURAL ADMINISTRATION UNIT

(i) PUBLICATIONS

John Howell has edited the papers of the 1979 Wye Workshop 
on Rural Financial Markets and Institutions which was held 
in collaboration with Ohio State University. These papers 
are now published by ODI under the title Borrowers and 
Lenders, The contents are as follows

Introduction

Part One: POLICY AND THE PERFORMANCE OF FINANCIAL MARKETS 

Recent Performance of Rural Financial Markets Dale W. Adams 

Lending to Small Farmers: The Indian Case L. D'ttello

Agricultural Credit and Rural Progress in Jamaica
Douglas H. Graham and Compton Bourne

The Political Economy of Specialised Farm Credit 
Institutions J. D, Van Pisohke

Part Two: FINANCIAL INTERMEDIARIES AND INSTITUTIONS

Money and Commodities, Monopoly and Competition
Barbara Harrise

Commercial Banks and Rural Credit Frank A, Wilson

Small Farmer Credit Delivery and Institutional Choice
Anthony Bottrall and John Howell

Applied Research and Training in Agricultural Credit 
Institutions R. A. J. Roberta

Agricultural Co-operatives and Credit B. J, lowngjohns

Part Three: FARM HOUSEHOLDS AND CREDIT USE

Measuring the Farm Level Impact of Agricultural Loans
Criatina C, David and Richard L. Meyer

Rural Credit, Farm Finance and Village Households
Michael Lipton

Farm Level Credit Use Among Co-operative Farmers in Nigeria
Adeniyi Osuntogun

Loan Repayment Delinquency in Upper Volta
Thomas Stickley and Edouard Tapsoba

Index
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The book is available from ODI Sales, Montagu House, High 
Street, Huntingdon, Cambs 0 , U.K. at £2.95 postage paid.

(ii) STAFF

Clare Oxby has been working on a study of group and co 
operative ranches in Africa for the Tsetse Controlled Area 
Development Co-ordinator of the Animal Production and Health 
Division, FAO. The provisional title is: Group ranches in 
Africa: a study of group and co-operative livestock 
production enterprises and their application in tsetse and 
trypanosomiasis control programmes, with special reference to 
cattle,

John Howell is currently in Nigeria helping in the preparation 
of the Benue State Agricultural Development Plan, an extension 
of the World Bank-assisted Ayangba Agricultural Development 
Project. Other members of the Unit have also been involved 
recently in overseas work: Anthony Bottrall in Indonesia 
investigating irrigation financing as part of a larger study 
undertaken by the Institute for Local Government Studies 
(University of Birmingham) of central and local finance; and 
Stephen Sandford in Africa evaluating livestock sector proj 
ects of the World Bank.

II NOTES ON DISCUSSION PAPERS

Discussion Paper No. 4 Ministries of Agriculture and the 
Administration of Agricultural Development

by John Howell

This paper briefly outlines the sorts of investigations 
into agricultural development that currently constitute the 
study of "agricultural administration' and points to the 
relative neglect of Ministries of Agriculture as a subject 
of interest. John Howell suggests that these are at least 
four aspects of MoAs worth investigating on a comparative 
basis:

(a) the reasons why MoAs often have been neglected in 
importance in small farmer development programmes

(b) the different administrative components of agric 
ultural development and the 'appropriate 1 role of 
MoAs

(c) the relationship that MoAs have with "rural 
development' ministries

(d) the internal structure of MoAs particularly as 
service institutions for farmers.
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All of these four areas are, of course, regularly under 
discussion within agricultural sector ministries and 
agricultural projects. But, as far as we know, there is 
little written up on these areas; and there is perhaps an 
unwillingnesss among practioners and academics to draw, 
from particular countries, lessons which are generally- 
applicable. Evidence on individual countries would be 
welcome as well as any detailed criticism and general 
reflections on the appropriate role of MoAs in agricultural 
development.

Ill AGRICULTURAL ADMINISTRATION NETWORK PAPERS

No. 10. Gordon A. Bridger "Guidelines for the Appraisal of 
Agricultural Projects" (4Zpp)

These guidelines are based upon the long, practical 
experience of the author in agricultural development, 
particularly in the UK's Overseas Development Administration. 
The guidelines are in three sections:

I The Analytical Framework: Natural Resources, Economic 
and Social Structures, Farm and Village Situation

II Agricultural Inputs: Land Settlement, Irrigation,
Labour and Training, Seeds, Fertilizer, Farm Machinery, 
Storage, Credit

III Agricultural Organisation: Ministries of Agriculture, 
Regional Development Institutions, Commodity Boards, 
Co-operatives, Research and Extension, Role of the 
Private Sector, Marketing.

This paper is available on request from the AAU Librarian. 
Other papers available are

No. 1. Richard Heaver "Planning and Management Problems 
in the Implementation of a Major Scheme: A Case 
Study of Mahaweli (Sri Lanka)"

No. 2. Gilbert Etienne "Some Field Observations on 
Rural India's Development"

No. 3. Nici Nelson "Involving Women in Rural Development 
Processes"

No. 4. John Howell "Training Managers for Agricultural 
Development Projects"

No. 5. Anthony Bottrall "Evaluation and Action Research 
as Tools of Management Reform"

No. 6. Syed Hashim Ali "Practical Experience in
Implementing the Training and Visit Extension 
System in Large Command Areas in India"

No. 8. Donald Curtis "Appropriate village-level instit 
utions: Some generalisations from the aaae of 
Lesotho's village water supplies"



No. 9, Roderic Button "Rural Community Development 
in Oman"

IV SOME RECENT PUBLICATIONS OK AGRICULTURAL ADMINISTRATION

(This section is to notify members of publications or 
papers which they are unlikely to come across unless they 
happen to be on a particular mailing list.)

ESCAP/Government of India, Public Service Delivery Systems
for the Rural Poor - This is based on a workshop held in
New Delhi in November 1979 attended by senior Indian
administrators. It examines the planning and organisation
of delivery systems for production and social services in
India. Available from Development Planning Division, UN
Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific,
UN Building, Rajdamnern Ave., Bangkok, Thailand. -N

David Barker, Julius Oguntoyinbo and Paul Richards, The 
Utility of the Nigerian Peasant Farmer's Knowledge in the 
Monitoring of Agricultural Resources - MARC Report no. 4 
(53pp) A report on investigations into the ways peasant 
farmers identify constraints and opportunities and the 
ways that this information can be used. Available from 
Monitoring and Assessment Research Centre, Chelsea College, 
University of London, 459 Fullham Road, London SW10 OQX.

Benedict Stavis, Agricultural Extension for Small Farmers - 
MSU Rural Development Working Paper no. 3 (81pp) An 
overview of the problems facing extension programmes and 
the different approaches to agricultural extension. 
Available from Department of Agricultural Economics, 206 
International Center, Michigan State University, East 
Lansing, Michigan 48824 USA.

Land Tenure Center newsletter - This is a well-established 
newsletter in a new format. It is published by the Land 
Tenure Center at the University of Wisconsin and the first 
of the new series describes a new project on "Access to 
Land, Water and Natural Resources" funded by USAID. 
Available from L.T.C., University of Wisconsin-Madison, 
310 King Hall, 1475 Observatory Drive, Madison, Wisconsin 
53706 USA.

John M. Cohen, The Administration of Integrated Rural 
Development Projects (Harvard Institute for International 
Development, October 1979, lllpp) - Development Discussion 
Paper no. 79. This is a working draft for discussion on 
work which John Cohen is preparing on a framework for 
integrating different sorts of public services for 
rural development. Available from Publications Office, 
H.I.I.D., 1737 Cambridge St., Cambridge, Mass. 02138, USA 
at $2.0O surface mail.



The Role of Co-operatives -in Community Development 
Conference organised by A.I.D.A.C. (Association Inter 
nationale de Developpement et d 1 Action Communautaire) 
and held in Kigali, Rwanda, in August 1980. Papers 
include:

Felicien Kayinamura (Ministere des Affaires Sociales et 
du Mouvement Cooperatif, Kigali) Creation et promotion 
des cooperatives,

Michael Mernagh (Director of Combat Poverty Programme, 
Dublin) Elaboration des pro jets.

Narcisse Munyambaraga (Ministere du Plan, Kigali) Les 
ressouroes locales et le developpement.

Yvon Pomerleau (Bureau d'Orientation des Banques 
Populaires, Kigali) Analyse du milieu en rapport avec 
lee cooperatives et le developpement.

Abdoulaye Sar (Organisation Mondiale du Mouvement Scout, 
Geneve) Leadership.

Antonio Scaglia (University of Trento, Italy) Applications 
pratiques: participation des membree dans le fonctionnement 
des cooperatives.

Francois Somayire (Cooperative TRAFIPRO, Kigali) Assistance 
technique aux Cooperatives.

Individual papers available from:

Association Internationale de Developpement et d'Action
Connunautaires-International
Association for Community Development)
rue de Debarcadere 179
B-6001 Marcinelle
Belgium.

OTHER RESEARCH

Project on Managing Decentralization

The University of California, Berkeley, has embarked upon 
a five-year project to provide applied research and consult 
ancy to less-developed countries on strategies and 
techniques of governmental decentralization. Forms of 
decentralization can include delegation within central 
ministries, deconcentration to prefectorial administrations, 
devolution to local governments, and debureaucratization to 
non-governmental organisations.
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A major concern of the Project is how to link decentralized
structures with overall national policies and to make them
work effectively. A study is underway comparing various <-
methods for linking governmental activities at different
levels. Another study is being undertaken on methods and
consequences of decentralized planning. A third study
examines the management methods for decentralized systems. *
It identifies personnel, managerial and budgeting systems
that can strengthen small organisations which are short of >J
well-qualified staff. !

Short-term consulting and long-range research on a wide I 
variety of relevant problems associated with different 
development strategies and their applications will provide 
the basis for the production of a series of special studies, 
comparative analyses, and monographs of interest to both 
academic and practioner audiences. There will be also a 
quarterly newsletter. These will be distributed to interested 
persons and institutions both nationally and internationally.

The co-principal investigators are Kenneth Phillips and 
David Leonard.

Those who are interested should write to

Project on Managing Decentralization 
Institute of International Studies 
215 Moses Hall 
University of California 
Berkeley, CA 94720 
USA.
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There is now both wide recognition of the need to get the 
institutional arrangements of rural development right, and considerable 
debate as to what this entails. This paper contributes a case study 
to the debate and outlines some of the principles that were developed, 
in a rather rule of thumb manner, to try to sort out what was going 
on in the case of Lesotho's village water supplies and to make sensible 
recommendations for their future.

Analysis of local level institutions is complicated by the necessity 
of examining both organizational structures and the social environment 
in which these must survive. Two rather different modes of analysis 
have to be juxtaposed here, one which I think of as typifying much of 
the administration and management literature; the other belonging more 
clearly to sociology or social anthropology. The first is concerned 
with powers and functions (meaning activities), definition of roles 
and delineation of areas of control. The second seeks an understanding 
of the world through study of the values and interests of its actors. 
The first of its nature leads towards prescriptions while the second, 
insofar as it rests upon any determinist theory of social interaction, 
tends to see immutable trends in economy and society so the two approaches 
do not necessarily make good bedfellows, but, as I hope to illustrate, 
both are necessary.

In the first stage of analysis then, the various requirements of 
the local organization have to be identified. These may be objectives; 
assessed through analysis of impact or outcomes, or tasks; the things 
that have to be done to achieve these objectives.

(1) This pnper is baaed upon an evaluation conducted in 1977 in Lesotho, 
sponsored by the Overseas Development Administration (London), Oxfam, 
and the Lesotho Government. Sociological fieldwork was conducted 
principally by Piers Cross and Aron Cronin, backed up by Sandy 
Cairncross and coordinated by myself. The results were published 
in 1979 as Feachem and others, Water Health ond Development Tri-Hed, 
London.



Objectives in the Lesotho case could be described broadly as

- well maintained supplies

- favourable impact upon health and economy

- equitable access.

Adequacy in terms of objectives can be seen as the governing 

condition in organizational assessment, and much of the evaluation in 

Lesotho was taken up with assessment of whether the village water 

supplies were having an impact upon health, whether there were any 

'spin-off effects upon the economy in the form of communal gardens 

or industries, and whether the right people were getting access to them. 

If the local organizations do not produce the goods then this is good 

reason why they should be changed. However it is often quite difficult 

to get organizations to work at all, and in the paper I leave aside 

further consideration of the broader social, health, and economic objectives: 

apart from a brief discussion of distributional effects: and concentrate 

upon the question of how to achieve well maintained supplies.

In Lesotho village water supplies were being constructed by the 

Department of Community and Rural Development through a 'self-help' programme 

in the villages. Villages contributed some cash and labour, the Department 

provided the materials and a technical team to build the supply and supervise 

the voluntary labour. Village Development Committees were expected to 

take the initiative in raising funds and approaching the Department and 

to look after the supply once it had been built.* In the field we found 

that the Committees which took on this role were constituted in a 

variety of different ways, as illustrated below, but the tasks which were 

implicit in water supply management were the same, and can be broken 
down as follows:

- fund raising
Construction - .liaison with government

- organization of 'self-help 1 labour

- fund raising for repairs and maintenance
Operation and (and ln 6Ome cases ™™inS costs)

Maintenance - 'first-aid' repairs

- liaison with government

* All sorts of administrative problems were associated with this process; 
delays; unregulated demand leading to backlogs in construction.
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Having identified the tasks, some of which were in practice rather 

neglected, particularly on the maintenance side, it was then possible 

to judge what was necessary organizationally. This we took to be:-

- clearly defined roles,

- adequate powers,

- sufficient rewards for the management.

Definition of roles follows simply from the specification of functions. 

It is merely a question of asking who is to do the fundraising, the repairs 
and so on.

The question of adequacy of powers also entails some 'a priori 1 

judgements but we did find some indications of what might be required from 

the field. Evidence came in the form of attempts by different village 

committees to overcome the limitations of their position as voluntary 

bodies providing a village wide amenity. Problems emerged in the form of 

people not coming forward to dig trenches, not contributing to the initial 

cash collection, and critically, the trailing off of contributions towards 

running repairs, maintenance or operating costs. Two responses to this 

dilemma were apparent. One was for Committee Members to appeal to higher 

authorities to back their demands that defaulters pay up« In several 

cases their demands were successful in that Community Developnent Officials 

wrote to the defaulters threatening to take action if they did not comply. 

This was entirely without legal backing and the defaulters may have been 

able to call the bluff of the authorities. But the point is that the 

village committee acted as if they were a legally constituted body because 

they needed some ability to check defaulters.

The other response, adopted by some committees was to act like a 

voluntary association. Attempts were made to exclude non-contributors 

from the use of the supply: something that could be attempted when 

alternative, albeit unprotected, sources were available.

From these two responses we could identify the nature of the water 

supply management problem and could also derive two possible models which 

reorganization could follow. To this I return below.

Adequate rewards for management could also be seen as a problem, but 

one for which we were not really able to find a solution within the



constraints enforced by the resource raising limitations just described.

The problem lay in the unglamorous business of maintenance. Prestige

or political favour might carry the project through from fundraising

to the organization of village labour for pipelaying but maintenance

was conspicuous for its near absence (one well organized village in the

mountains provided the exception which proved the rule). Checking fittings, y,

lagging pipes against frost damage or replacing washers were activities

which attracted no social rewards and for which there was no possibility

of legitimate financial rewards. So the not very satisfactory solution *•

to the problem which we advanced was to select and train a village water

supply minder who would be equipped to carry out 'first aid' in the case

of bursts and blockages, while routine maintenance would be the

responsibility of government and paid for out of taxation. ^

Now to the other dimension of the problem: how an organization will 

work within its social environment. The need to understand local politics 

will be apparent to anyone who has any experience of local level institutions. 

At village level a lot of schemes fail not for technical reasons but 

because of local disagreements. In a Kalahari village Adam Kuper found 

that the water supply was out of action when the pumper whose sponsorship 

by one village faction caused the other to cease paying for the service, 

went off with the handle for the engine; an extreme case of disruption taking 

place inspite of the fact that roles, procedures and rewards were clearly 

stipulated.* —

Of the many attempts to find a theoretical basis for generalization 

about village politics two may be useful here. Competitive political •»• 

activities at this level involve people who play a variety of different 

roles in relation to each other (Gluckman's 'multiplex relationships') 

and spread over a whole range of local social, political and administrative " 

activities to form a loosly structured political field (Gwartz 1968**). 

Two dimensions of this field are significant for development work:
M

relationships between groups in the village and relationships between 

these groups and higher authorities. Beyond this description of what 

needs to be examined, generalizations are crude. Nevertheless analysts

* Adam Kuper, Kalahari Village Politics, 1970.

** Marc J. Swartz, Introduction in Swartz ed, Local Level Politics, 1968, 
London.
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do carry interpretative models with them into the field and these 

might as well be frankly stated. In Lesotho our model could be deocribed 

as follows. Three laws of human perversity govern the operation of 
village politics:

1) Village society tends to polarize, forming factions, and leaders 
take advantage of this.

2) In relation with the wider society, if one faction identifies with 
one national faction (since the wider society also follows perverse 
law (1) the other will nleign with the other, regardless of stated 
political philosophy or policy positions.

3) If relations with higher authorities become oppositional villagers 
will tend to put aside their differences to achieve short term 
objectives by cooperating together.

These are the rules of the game, so to spenk, but the nature of the gome 

also depends upon the question of what is to be gained or lost. So a 

further generalization which we made was that factional conflict will 

be most pronounced, where 'winner takes all 1 situations prevail (the 

'Zero Sum 1 game). It is at this point that intervention is possible 

because local institutions tend to be established by government. In 

principle, there is scope for choosing an institutional structure that 

minimises conflict, though one has to remember that for governments the 

exercise of control or influence at village level has several purposes 

other than the promotion of good management.

There are three ways in which 'winner takes all' situations can be 

avoided in the design of local level institutions.

- single purpose organizations within a village can be created 

to take the place of unitary multipurpose bodies.

In Lesotho we found examples of single purpose, that in, water 

supply committees where there were other committees as well, and unitary 

village development committees which were involved in a number of different 

activities. The indications were that disputes within the latter were 

likely to bring all activities to a halt while the former had more 

chance of avoiding the mainstream of village politics and becoming an 

effective management body.
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- voluntary associations, which can exclude non-members are 

better than village wide authorities because their boundaries 

can reflect social divisions. If several such bodies can be 

created they may compete but one faction is not excluded by the 

success of the other.

The obvious constraint upon this option is the available 'technology': 

interpreting this broadly to mean the means whereby a service is provided. 

Some services are indivisible; in other cases the choice of best social 

arrangements can usefully influence the choice of technology. For 

instance, in Lesotho, where it was necessary to pump water there was a choice 

as to whether this should be done in each village by one diesel or wind 

pump with reticulation to stand pipes, or by several separate handpumps.

- organizations can be on a scale larger than the village or residential 

unit, encouraging members into wider patterns of association and 

avoiding involvement in the narrowly competitive political field 

of the village.*

These generalizations reflect a liberal view of the world in which the

aim is to allow free rein to a plurality of forces within the society

while avoiding situations of directly conflicting interest. The Lesotho

case illustrates the kinds of complexity that may be found in practice.

There the intertwining of political and administrative responses led to

deceptively complex reactions,. Administratively the relationships formed

around the self-help process which, inspite of its rhetoric is actually

a bargaining process and should (following perverse Law 3) have led

to a situation in which village factions unite to squeeze resources out

of government. However politically the water supply programme was captured

by the ruling party which persuaded the Department of Community and Rural

Development to establish and work through Village Development Committees

run by party members. Since in many villages factional divisions were

perpetuated in rival party loyalties this led to a situation in which

one faction was allowed and encouraged to control the way in which government

resources were brought to the village. Control was not easy or complete

because committee members lacked sanctions over fellow villagers and

because Government was not always in a position to produce the goods.

But conflict was increased by this procedure.

* a possibility which we failed to explore in Lesotho.
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The Lesotho case illustrates one at least of the weaknesses of 

the 'liberal' response to conflict management in village level 

institutions set out above. In many cases governments 'solve' problems 

of social conflict by ensuring that their supporters win, or that 

the 'winners' become their supporters. Most governments are illiberal, 

even when they could afford to be otherwise.

It should be noted also thnt solutions to the problem of conflict 

management do not necessarily coincide with the requirements of good 

management which were set out in the first part of the paper. At its 

simplest, good management requires adequate powers, but differential 

access to power is the source of conflict. Our solution to the dilemma 

was to choose those formula which provide many sources of limited power 

rather than few sources of absolute power.* This ruled out the first 

managerial option outlined above, that of a legally constituted village 

authority with power to raise funds and control defaulters and left us with 

the option of the voluntary association type organisation. However thin 

was not an altogether satisfactory solution either since in most 

villages, where the simplest water supply was a gravity fed reticulation system 

from a single protected spring above the village, it did not make sen.",e 

to envisage more than one supply, so a compromise was arrived at. 

(Feachem and Others, p. 76).

A further difficulty with the liberal solution could be that it is non- 

directive. It does not suggest means of intervention to favour specified 

target groups within the population. In Lesotho we concluded that the 

distributional effects of the water supplies were non-discriminntory so 

the problem did not arise.** However, where positive discrimination in 

required organizations that will represent underprivaledged groups have 

to be created, vested with powers and backed up so that they do not succumb 

to social pressures from more powerful groups within the society. Such 

organizations would probably have a rather different set of relationships 

both with other groups or classes in society and also with government 

authorities.

* Where indivisible services require single sources of power the usual 
response to conflict is to seek agreed rules of succession. But 
agreement is not possible when oppositional groups fear thnt they 
will not in practice be allowed to succeed.

** No social groups or classes were discriminated against , but we did 
suggest means whereby villages with poor access to water could be 
selected for priority treatment (Feachem and Others p. 193).
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Our line of analysis in Lesotho did however bring us to conclusions 

as to whnb constituted effective local organizations which may have some 

applicability in other places and for other kinds of service organization. 

Where factional divisions are more important socially than class 

divisions, and where serious effects are being made to get public 

participation in the management of public services, some means of 

devolving powers to local bodies, without generating conflict are 

necessary and the problems that were encountered in Lesotho's villages 

will be faced again.

Curiously, our line of analysis led to conclusions about local 

organ!nations that are in many ways diametrically opposed to conventional 

community development thinking. Where it has been conventional to argue 

in favour of utilizing existing institutions we advocate creating new 

ones. Where multipurpose bodies such as village development committees 

have been the norm we advocate special purpose bodies. When the village 

is taken as the natural unit of local organization the suggestion is now 

that more widely based organizations may be better. But these conclusions 

are the result of looking at local communities as dynamic and conflictful 

areas of change rather than traditional and static remnants of a passing 

age and as such may have a better chance of being useful guides to 

polciy.
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Abstract.

The paper explains how Durham University became involved in 

rural development work in Oman. It continues by seeking to define 

the concept of community development and the changing need for this 

in present-day Oman. Then the final sections of the paper discuss 

the progress of different aspects of the Durham project to date and 

the relationship between the basic trials and demonstrations undertaken, 

the extension work, and the community development strategy. Finally 

the paper outlines the likely outcome of growing government involvement 

in the work and how the project might contribute to the forthcoming 

five-year plan.
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Introduction.

Durham University has long been interested in Middle Eastern 

affairs. One important aspect of its interest has concerned 

developmental problems. Studies have been made and field research 

undertaken in most countries of the region. Staff members either 

working under the auspices of the University or as consultants with 

other groups, have been involved in various development projects.

With this background Professor H. Bowen-Jones, Director of the 

University Middle East Centre, was asked to design and direct a rural 

survey project in northern Oman (1972-1976). The surveys aimed to make 

a detailed examination of the resource base and of rural social and 

economic systems of a cross-section of Oman stretching between the 

villages of Khabura on the coast and Ibri in the interior.

On the basis of the information resulting from these surveys 

a Durham University group, initially under the direction of Professor 

Bowen-Jones was asked to design and implement a rural community 

development project based at Khabura. At that stage the author was 

the project's field director, living at Khabura.
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•Defining the Goal.

Before the work undertaken by the Durham project could hope to 

succeed it had to be given direction by defining the goal - "community 

development" - to which it aimed. Rural Oman was both technologically 

backward and under-using its resources, if judged by levels of technology 

and productivity attained elsewhere in the world. Yet members of the 

survey project, who were therefore familiar with rural Oman could 

identify social and economic structures which were undoubtedly highly 

desirable and surely an important ingredient of the concept of a 

developed rural community. Over the centuries indigenous village 

and Bedu communities had attained a balance between the desire to 

satisfy their immediate wants and the obligation to cater for future 

needs. They had learned to live in harmony with their physical 

environment, acting under a system of responsible local control to feed 

as much back into the corporate system as they were taking out of it. 

The control was maintained by a collective understanding that to break 

it would court disaster, in the harsh environment in which they lived.

People were drawn together by a mutual dependence on each others 

skills. They used these skills to fashion most of the things they 

required from the raw materials around them. They therefore understood 

the nature and the value of these raw materials and treated them with 

due respect. Most members of the community were skilled producers, 

even the old and blind made fibre rope and mats. The community was 

also responsible for its own education and physical and spiritual 

health. It had the security of considerable independence from change



in the world outside because it provided most of its own requirements.

Briefly, the members of a typical rural community were skilled 

and productive, they were mutually dependent on each others skills, 

and they understood how to work in harmony with their physical 

environment. They had evolved a system of dynamic control which 

responded to internal changes and they thereby created a balance in 

which people could satisfy their immediate wants with due regard to 

future needs. In a word, they lived in a developed rural community.

It is perfectly possible to adjust the dynamics of such a 

community so that a new range of 'wants' can be satisfied, as long 

as an equivalent extra input is fed back into the system. This can 

be done by harder work, by more productive work, or by undertaking 

new types of work. In this way a true community may undergo extensive 

modification and yet remain a community but this is an evolutionary 

process of adjustment that takes time. It is the need for time that 

makes a traditional rural community vulnerable; it can be overwhelmed 

by rapid change from without, change that lies beyond its control.

The Need for Development.

In Oman the overwhelming change came with the exportation of 

oil from Saudi Arabia and the Gulf States after the Second World War, 

and from Oman itself from 1967. Rural Oman was affected primarily as 

a source of relatively plentiful and cheap labour. By the early 1970's



the impact of the oil book on rural Oman was becoming apparent even 

to the casual observer. The new Oraani Government, under Sultan Qaboos, 

was anxious to aid rural Oman and it therefore invited various 

organisations into the country to evaluate the rural resource base 

and make recommendations for the 're-development 1 of the rural areas 

at a higher production level than before. The University of Durham, 

as stated above, was asked to participate in the survey work. The 

Durham surveys revealed, amongst other things, the extent to which 

the traditional rural communities were being affected by the impact 

of oil. In particular a high proportion of the most active age group 

of men were employed outside their villages, often outside Oman in the 

Gulf States. Only rarely did they use their inherited artisanal skills 

in their new jobs and they learned no new skills that would benefit 

their village economies. Usually these men return to their villages 

with a range of newly imported goods, thereby undermining the position 

of the remaining village artisans. The villages were becoming less 

reliant on local resources and indigenous skills and more dependent on 

external supplies.

At the same time as the most active men from the rural areas were 

being offered easier work and a regular salary in the urban centres in 

the police or the armed forces, the market for the main agricultural 

crop, dates, was collapsing. Within Oman people were seeking a wider 

range of foodstuffs so dates, particularly the poorer quality of dates 

that grow on the Batina, were in less demand. One could even find 

dates in local markets imported from Basra. Meanwhile, the export
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market of dates to India was ending which left a further surplus 

within Oman to reduce market prices.

The reduction of the date market was very serious in northern 

Oman where date production formed the basis of the only major farm 

system. Of the other crops alfalfa, limes and wheat held only a very 

subsidiary position while everything else - with the exception of a 

rough tobacco and onions in certain restricted localities - was grown 

only as a casual garden crop. Unfortunately the rapid fall in the 

value of dates combined with the sudden increase in job opportunities 

outside the rural sector meant that there was neither the time nor the 

obvious incentive, nor the necessary base of knowledge and experience 

to evolve new farm systems to cater for new circumstances. Moreover, 

in addition to the date problem, the limes suffered during the 1970's 

from increasing pest problems with a peak in 1976/77 ~ citrus black 

fly and snowy scale insects - which decimated yields. And wheat, an 

important subsidiary crop in some villages in the interior of Oman, 

became uneconomic to grow in the face of rising labour costs and 

cheap Australian imports.

Yet Omanis were proving that they could respond to changing 

circumstances and new ideas. For example, almost all those farmers 

who had drawn their irrigation water from shallow wells using an ox 

and trip bucket, replaced the ox and trip bucket with a 6hp. diesel 

pumpset during the 1960's and 1970's. Again, starting in 197'»/75, 

a new market for alfalfa opened in Al Ayn offering three to four times
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the local price of 100 balsas per munn Cikg.) The response to this 

opportunity has been dramatic: the area of alfalfa has rapidly 

expanded and truckloads of alfalfa are taken daily to Al Ayn from 

many parts of rural Oman. Finally, there are smaller but new areas 

of onions, garlic, tomatoes and melons that are producing useful 

incomes for a few farmers.

But the general problem remains that there are no new but tested 

farm systems to replace the one based on date. There has been no 

opportunity to make a thorough examination of the problems and 

possibilities - from water usage and cultivation to processing and 

marketing the produce - of alternatives that might fit current social 

and economic circumstances.

Devising a Hew Small-Farm System.

One of the central aims of the Durham project was to devise a 

suitable small-farm system that, once proven viable, might be emulated 

by a number of other farmers in the region. Project resources 

allowed only one small-farm system so it had to be one of central 

relevance to the needs of a large number of people. If successful, 

it might encourage a truer 'farming' attitude by the local farmers 

most of whom were part-time; relying, for a high proportion of their 

family income, on relatives working outside the village. This in turn 

might encourage the evolution of other farm systems.

It was hoped that even before the new farm system was fully



proven, parts of the system could be adopted and gradually incorporated 

into local farming practice.

The other central aim was to integrate the farm with other village 

activities in order to help recreate the sense of mutual dependence 

on complementary skills that had characterised rural Oman in the pre- 

oil days.

The farm system to be developed was based around the rearing and 

breeding of sheep and goats. The decision to do this was made on the 

following grounds

- improved sheep and goat management potentially affected 

everyone in the village. Most households own goats and 

sheep; two or three in the village, rather more in the 

gardens and up to fifty or more by the shawawi in the 

gravel plain. All households were obliged by tradition 

to slaughter a goat, or alternatively a sheep, at the 

Id al Fitr and the Id al Adhha.

the traditional practice of having the animals scattered 

in small numbers throughout the village was unsatisfactory 

in various ways. It was impossible for vets or other 

specialists in livestock husbandry to reach them. They 

carried dirt, flies and flyborne diseases into the homes. 

And they were fed on household scraps but although this 

reduced waste it also lead to unsuitable and even rotten 

food being eaten by the stock, causing intestinal diseases 

which are common in the region. (Cooke and Massey, 1979).
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- the other traditional practice of rough grazing and 

browsing sheep and goats, common in the plains and 

mountains of Oman, is also problematic. It has the 

merit of being cheap but also the major disadvantage, 

in a climate as dry and unpredictable as Oman's, of 

being totally dependent on the rainfall for the well- 

being of the stock. In a dry year goats and sheep can 

be so weakened by lack of food that they have no defence 

against disease or predators, they produce no milk, 

they cannot conceive or carry a foetus the full term 

and they endanger the sparse vegetation to maintain a 

carcas that has very little flesh on the bone.

The new farm system had to be seen to evolve from traditional 

practices'whenever possible. As Schumacher (1973) put it, 'proposed 

change must-stand in some organic relationship to what the people are 

already doing 1 . Nearly all the farms in rural Oman are small - an 

average of l-2ha - with an owner/operator working by himself, with 

his family, or with a very limited amount of paid help. The project 

obtained, therefore, a 2ha. pieoeof land whose water resources and 

quality, and soil quality, were average; a. piece of land in the midst 

of a cultivated area yet visible because it lay on the main track 

leading to Khabura village.

But although on the one hand the new farm system had to have an 

obvious relationship with local practices it had also to make effective 

use of the productive potential of the land. The management techniques
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had to remain relatively uncomplicated and minimise the labour input. 

To be attractive the system had to be visibly more productive yet 

neither labour intensive nor capital intensive. It had to function 

without the volume of labour associated with marginal sophistications 

to the basic system, but if a particular labour intensive operation 

could be overcome by use of a suitable machine then this should be 

used.

Although concentrating entirely on only one sector of agricultural 

development, the farm gave the project the opportunity to examine each 

part of the livestock farm system from irrigation and cultivation of 

fodder crops to marketing stock and the use of animal by-products. 

Progress to date, in some of these fields is summarised below in 

order to illustate how the techniques used attempt to cope with the 

constraints listed above.

Firstly, irrigation. The farm uses the traditional method of 

distributing irrigation water - from the well along water channels 

to irrigation basins. But by making the basin larger (see below) 

the number of channels required was reduced, with a saving of time, 

effort and space. The traditional channels are mostly earthen 

throughout but the project initially lined its channels with black 

polythene to stop water loss, weed growth and erosion damage - water 

was syphoned into the basins. The polythene however, holed easily and 

even ultra-violet resistant sheeting rotted fairly quickly in the 

intense sunshine. The channel, made of earth, also occupied too much 

space. Design criteria were therefore drawn up, based on experience
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at Khabura, and a new type of channel vas devised and tested 

in England by the Intermediate Technology Development Group (I.T.D.G.). 

The design criteria included: strength, cheapness, use of local 

materials, capability of local manufacture and repair in a 2-3 nan 

workshop, mobility and space-saving. The channels are nov under 

test manufacture at Khabura. If they work they will not only provide 

an efficient channel but also develop skills, create remunerative 

local employment and, above all, create a bond of mutual respect and 

dependence between manufacturer and farmer; an essential element of 

the development of a true rural community.

Secondly, cultivation. Typical local irrigation basins measure 

as little as 14m x 5m or less. The project uses the same system but 

with irrigation basins measuring 10m x 20m. This simple modification 

to the traditional system has the following advantages steming from 

the fact that large basins mean fewer ridges: less time to build the 

ridges, less space lost in ridges (up to one third of a traditional 

field can be lost in ridges), fewer crop edges for weed infestation, 

less opportunity for salts to accumulate at the surface and burn the 

plants at the crop edge after rainfall, and less time taken up by 

ridge repair. In addition, the large basins also have advantages: 

they allow a rotavator to cultivate within the basin without endangering 

ridges or channels, they allow the crop to be machine harvested, and 

they allow the irrigater to leave the basin filling while he attends 

to other work. Perhaps the main advantage of large basins is that 

because they can be recultivated without destroying the accompanying
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ridges and channels there is much more incentive to recultivate and 

recrop them - one of the best ways to increase average yields of 

perennial crops in Oman (such as alfalfa) would be to resow old 

stands bef6re they become weak and unproductive.

It is in cultivation that a suitable machine could make a major 

impact on land use and total production. Traditionally all cultivation 

was done by hand and was therefore very slow. Today people will not 

cultivate by hand but the !|-wheel tractors provided by the government 

extension services are not well suited to cultivate irrigation basins - 

the tractor is too large and destroys ridges and channels while it 

works. The project has successfully overcome this problem with the use 

of the Howard Gem Rotavator. The rotavator works easily within a 

20m x 10m basin, copes well with cemented soils and produces a good 

tilth in one pass. In the restricted space of most small Omani farms 

it works almost as quick]/as a four-wheel tractor and leaves-the soil 

much easier to work thereafter. The use of the rotavator encourages 

farmers to use larger irrigation basins, and vice-versa.

Thirdly, crops. The project has introduced Rhodes grass as a 

forage crop additional to alfalfa. This grass has the advantages of 

being very dense in its growth (no weed problem), of being perennial 

(no annual resowing), of vegetative reproduction by stolons (will 

colonise bare patches resulting from initial salinity, as the salts 

are leached - but still not become a weed like the rhizomatous grasses), 

of drought and salt tolerance, of round the year cropping with a peak
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in the summer, of easy drying to make hay (for the winter dip in 

production), and of suitability for grazing both sheep and goats (no 

cutting needed, feeding on demand, returning dung and urine to the 

field). Thus Rhodes grass fulfils the requirement of being both very 

productive and labour saving. It is also relatively easy to grow and, 

because it is perennial and good for grazing, requires a minimum of 

machinery in its cultivation. Its one complexity, over alfalfa, is 

that it requires nitrogen fertilisers.

Fourthly, use of wool. Rearing sheep gave the project thr potential 

of using the wool as a raw material to stimulate the local spinning 

and weaving crafts. Weaving has been practised in Khabura but the craft 

had died under the impact of the oil boom. By the mid 1970's most 

wool was being thrown away and many sheep were not even being shorn.

Working with the Ministry of Agriculture in Oman the Durham University 

Khabura Development Project established e. spinning and weaving project. 

This has so far involved dozens of women who have restarted wool spinning. 

Furthermore, a smaller number of women are now weaving a mixture of 

traditional and new goods. These have been successfully sold in Muscat, 

and some yarn has been exported to England and Australia. The work has 

therefore revived and expanded traditional skills, made effective use 

of a local raw material and helped to link the farmers and pastoralists, 

as suppliers of the raw material, with the artisans; a further example 

of mutual dependence on complimentary skills.
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Associated Projects.

Apart from the farm the project also had other points of 

departure. Two of these, and their links with the farm, have 

already been mentioned - the water channel project (a small-scale 

village manufacturing unit) and the spinning and weaving project 

(an agriculture-dependent village craft). Two others, the honey 

production project and the renewable energy project, have rather 

more tenuous links with the farm activities. Both of them, however, 

are designed to make more effective use of local resources and to 

create local skilled employment. The work would, in the longer term, 

tie these projects to the others, in the manner explained below.

Traditional honey producers are found in only a very restricted 

area of northern Oman. They use hollowed date logs as hives, which 

make it impossible to manipulate the bees, and they extract honey by 

squeezing it from the comb; the wax is then thrown away. The honey 

project was initiated in the belief that modern methods (which in any 

case are intermediate in scale being based on the small module of the 

hive) would allow greater control over the bees and the re-use of the 

combs, and therefore increase honey production. The hives could also 

be introduced to other parts of Oman with a similar flora, which would 

greatly increase total honey production. However, the concentration of 

flowers in Oman is nowhere sufficient for one to envisage full-time 

honey farmers but it is easy to imagine a stock farmer for example, 

keeping a number of bee hives. They would provide him with honey for 

his family, with a supplement to his income, with pollinators for his 

crops and with added respect from his neighbours as a skilled man. They
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would therefore tend to keep him in the village and discourage him 

from drifting into the capital.

The central part of the renewable energy programme is the use 

of a windmill to pump water. Central to the concept is the hope 

that the windmill (designed by I.T.D.G.) will be capable of local 

manufacture. The manufacture involves neither castings nor gears, 

only cutting, welding and milling - with some special parts (notably 

bearings) bought from overseas. The initial windmill was built in the 

workshops of the oil company (P.D.(O) Ltd) and is now - May 1980 - 

under test near their workshop, pumping water from a shallow borehole.

Such a machine could form the base of a regional - not a village - 

manufacturing enterprise where it would both use and further develop 

workshop skills. A windmill would still cost more than a conventional 

diesel pump but it should require far less maintenance and would not 

use expensive fossil fuels. It might be ideal for remote locations, 

where the wind regime was suitable.

At its permanent site, near to Khabura, this first windpump will 

provide domestic water for a particular group of houses in the coastal 

plain and their livestock. Only when the average daily pumping rate has 

been fully tested and shown to be sufficient could the project recommend 

that it was used for the more demanding requirements of agriculture. 

At -that stage one could envisage it being used in conjunction with the 

new irrigation channels to irrigate, amongst other crops, alfalfa and 

Rhodes grass for livestock.
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Meanwhile, the sun's radiation is being test-used to run a 

solar still to produce distilled from brackish water. In conjunction 

with the windmill it is hoped to heat some of the water by running 

it through a specially designed 'solartube 1 , storing it in a lagged 

tank.

Extension Work.

The successor all aspects of the project locally depends on successful 

extension. Ideas have to prove their value and then be adopted by an 

increasing number of farmers and craftsmen.

In each project there is, in concept, a centre for trials and 

demonstration together with the working principle of direct and 

frequent contact with the villagers. The emphasis on the centre has 

varied from project to project depending on the amount of experimentation 

and demonstration considered necessary and also on the complexity of the 

system being introduced. For example, with the livestock the greater 

part of the emphasis for the first three years was on developing the 

project's own farm. The farm was necessary because there was no-body 

of local knowledge on which the project could draw to make proven 

recommendations to local farmers about the methods and the likely 

success of small farm livestock units. Also the required investment 

in capital and time and land resources by any one farmer would be 

such that he could not be encouraged to do it except when more proof 

of success was available. The farm also gave the opportunity for 

testing and modifying each part of the farm system aiming, as mentioned
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above, for visible increase in productivity and for simplicity of 

management.

At the present stage we have shown that, agriculturally, the 

system works. Parts of the system can still be improved or changed - 

such as the water channels that are now being replaced - and one or 

two things remain to be tested e.g. milking. But ideas such as cross 

breeding local with imported goats, use of Rhodes grass, making larger 

irrigation basins, and cultivation with the rotavator are liked by 

local farmers, and their own practices are now being influenced by 

them.

The farm work has therefore reached a turning point. The farm is 

fully functioning and can now be left more and more in the hands of 

Omani assistants while the emphasis of new work moves more fully in 

the direction of extension. Extension involves explaining, with the 

help of the visible evidence, exactly what we are doing, providing 

the means for farmers to follow our ideas (e.g. supplies of Rhodes 

grass seed, water channels etc). It also involves working with the 

farmers during the critical early phase of their implementing one of 

the new techniques, when it is important that they fully understand 

what they are doing and are not put off by a teething problem.

The weaving project has always had its workshop in which, when 

the project started, trials with spinning and weaving the local wool 

were conducted. Indeed, the market for woven rugs and bogs was 

tested by goods made by the weaving specialist in this workshop; until
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the market htid been tested it was unreasonable to ask someone to

train as a weaver. However, from the outset the spinning extension

work took place in the village homes of the women doing the work.

There they have been able to compare spinning wheels with the traditional

spindle and they have been successfully encouraged to improve the

range of yarns and their average quality. Weaving is now also taught

in the same way. New ideas and techniques are taught in the home

where it can straightaway be seen if they fit into the women's way

of life. The women are definitely both skilled and enthusiastic and

now, after two successful sales in Oman, it appears that the market is

strong. Hew.products can be devised but the main outstanding problem

is one of organisation; the women working together (in a cooperative?) to

sell their goods at a fair price to a retailer or an exporter.

Like the weaving project, the bee project has only a small centre 

composed of a workshop and a small apiary. The bee specialists have 

had to learn about local conditions and about the local bees so the 

apiary has been of value to them as well as demonstrating the advantages 

of the new equipment to local beekeepers. But here it has been possible 

to try and persuade beekeepers to conduct trials on their own ground. 

At the worst they might lose a traditional hive of bees (value perhaps 

£20) but the loss would not affect the rest of their traditional hives. 

At best, the hive begins to demonstrate its varied advantages to the 

owner and starts to act as a secondary demonstration unit to all the 

beekeeper's neighbours. This approach, in the early period, throws an 

extra burden of work and responsibility onto the specialist. He has
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far longer rounds to make and he has to make sure that no hive fails 

for lack of good attention. But he has the immediate opportunity of 

explaining to the new hive owner the techniques of manipulating the 

bees and of instructing him in a sounder understanding of bnsic bee 

biology.

All aspects of the renewable energy projects are still very much 

at the trial stage. The windmill first pumped water, in its test site 

at the oil company workshop, in May 1980. The solar still has never 

achieved near its maximum theoretical output but more work will be put 

into design modifications in an attempt to improve the performance.

Institutional Involvement.

At the time the project began in Khabura the Omani government was 

more interested in large-scale projects. But in any case, because of 

the pilot nature of the project there was little information that could 

usefully be imparted to the government.

Since then it has become clear that some of the large projects 

have not had the results initially expected of them. In particular, 

their demonstration effect has been very slight as far as the small 

farmers are concerned. Moreover, government thinking has gradually 

shifted so that the National Development Council, for example, recommends 

that a much greater emphasis should be given to the small producer - 

this partly for social reasons, keeping village life more viable and 

reducing the tendency for rural-urban migration. In the meantime the 

project at Khabura has become firmly established and is clearly attracting
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considerable local attention and it is realised that as Khabura is 

very similar to most of the rest of coastal northern Oman, which is 

the major area of agriculture in the country, a successful project 

at Khabura could almost certainly be repeated in any other coastal 

village.

The government is thus more aware of and more prepared to be 

interested in the Khabura project than previously. As it is now 

engaged in preparing its next five year plan (1981-1985) useful 

discussions have therefore taken place with a view to incorporating 

the working principles of the project and the knowledge gained so 

far into the strategies for the plan. It is to be hoped that in the 

long term, as a result of this, a growing number of farmers will 

rear goats and sheep and therefore Oman's dependence on imported 

meat will be reduced.
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GUIDELINES FOR THE APPRAISAL OF AGRICULTURAL* 
_________ PROJECTS

Agricultural projects appear In so many forms and 
often cover so many disciplines that it is particularly 
important to establish an analytical framework in order to 
ensure that there is a systematic appraisal of proposals. 
This framework is discussed in section 1.

RAH proposals for agricultural improvement entail a 
series of changes which are closely interwoven and which can 
be approached from different angles. For this reason it is 
not particularly helpful to attempt to categorise projects 
on an institutional basis since each one contains very many 
of the same problems which would have to be examined if the 
approach were based on particular crop developments or certain 
types of area development. What is proposed, therefore, is 
to examine the component parts of agriculture, or inputs 
(section 2), and then examine (in section 3) the different 
forms of agricultural organisation.

THE ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK

1. The complex nature of change in the agricultural sector 
could be more easily comprehended if agricultural change is 
envisaged in a three dimensional manner (with a possible 
fourth dimension of changes over time). This helps to 
understand the interaction of the different aspects of 
agricultural change:

(a) The Base This is the natural resource base and 
the social and economic structure upon which 
agriculture depends. Agriculture is distinguished 
by being a biological science, much more vulnerable

For the purpose of this paper the term 'agricultural' is 
restricted to crop production.
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to the ecological environment than most other 
industries. There are also special social and 
indeed economic factors which are peculiar to 
agriculture which need special consideration. 
The 'base' essentially consists of those factors 
which are of long standing and which are 'given' 
in the sense that changing them entails a 
radical alteration in social and political 
policies. This is not to argue that there are 
not occasions when fundamental change is inevitable 
and desirable.

(b) Inputs These consist not only of the standard 
purchased inputs which are frequently imported, 
such as fertilizers, seed, farm machinery and 
locally acquired physical needs, but also basic 
resources such as land, labour and water.

(c) Institutions and Ownership There are differing 
forms of institutions and organisation which will 
of course be influenced by technical factors as 
well as the economic and social structure of the 
region.

Natural Resources

2. The natural, as opposed to human, aspects of the 
environment contribute a complex variable in appraisal. 
Significant variations in natural land qualities are to be 
expected within a development site and must be anticipated 
over time. Particularly in agricultural development, natural 
land qualities are major factors deciding which production 
objectives are economically feasible for they decide the 
level of inputs and expertise necessary to attain the required 
level of productive return. Land qualities have an important 
bearing on the risk of an enterprise for land differs in its 
versatility and a false step on land that is not versatile
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can cause damage which, in practical terms, is irreversible. 
It is equally important to remember that the speed of change 
in land qualities, even under the influence of unsophist 
icated development, can be very rapid. In the appraisal 
equation land is a complex function - not a constant.

Economic and Social Structures

3. Clearly no project is likely to succeed in the face of 
opposition from central or local government authorities, or 
in the face of policies which are so detrimental to the 
agricultural sector that assistance to it is doomed to 
failure. In many cases, however - indeed perhaps in most 
cases - authorities may take a lukewarm attitude (correctly 
in some instances) and in these cases a judgment needs to be 
made as to whether the proposal is likely to succeed under 
these circumstances; a very strong case for going ahead will 
be required if there is not a strong government commitment. 
So a compromise or bargain will have to be struck between 
different groups.

4. The major political problem facing most countries is 
the understandable need of many governments to ensure that 
the rural sector provides the resources for investment in non- 
agriculture while ensuring that this does not act as a 
disincentive to agricultural growth. At the same time, the 
need to placate the urban consumer often means that prices, 
particularly of food, are kept at artificially low levels, 
thus either seriously reducing agricultural output or leading 
to blackmarket distortions. Many governments compensate for 
low farm prices by subsidising farm inputs. If there is an 
efficient administration capable of determining what the real 
needs of farmers are, then this can be justified. This is all 
too often not the case. Governments, however, often prefer 
this policy as it enables them to keep consumers happy and to 
control farmers directly.
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5. It is, however, not only food production which is 
penalised but also export crops. Their production can be 
seriously jeopardised by high levels of taxation required 
to finance either a subsidised industrial sector or high 
levels of consumption of imported goods for the towns. The 
terms of trade therefore between the urban and rural sectors 
need to be examined carefully to ensure that investments 
in the agricultural sector are not to be used to support 
economic and political policies which will nullify the 
positive effects of investment.

6. At a national level important influences which could 
undermine attempts to promote rural development include the 
patterns of land ownership, and the industrial structure. 
Industrialists may have an interest in obtaining cheap 
agricultural materials, or preventing competition in the 
provision of imported agricultural equipment.

7. Prices of agricultural products are particularly 
important, because farmers, like any other group, will respond 
to price incentives. It has been argued in the past that 
traditional farmers have certain 'target incomes' and if these 
are achieved they will not respond to price incentives. In 
this respect, however, they are no different from any other 
social group and while it is true that price incentives which 
are insufficient for them to reach a particular target may not 
lead to a positive production response, it is not unreasonable 
to assume that, over time, farmers do raise their targets as 
economic and social aspirations change. As with most social 
groups there is not always a linear response to price 
incentives. Response can proceed on the basis of a series of 
jumps to new levels of satisfaction - much will depend upon 
the availability and cost of services and goods which farmers 
want.

8. A major difference between farming and industry is the 
very large numbers of producers engaged in the agricultural
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sector. This often means that farmers responding in a 
uniform way to external factors such as high (or low) prices 
can produce a massive over- or under-supply of produce. 
This is particularly obvious with crops where supply can 
rapidly be altered - as with annual fruit and vegetable crops.

9. The very large number of producers in the agricultural 
sector makes it far more difficult to plan changes for them, 
as there are so many differences between one farm and 
another. It is particularly difficult to assess what changes 
farmers will be prepared to accept and how quickly they will 
do so, yet forecasts of these reactions are essential in 
agricultural planning.

The Farm and Village Situation

10. This category of social and economic problems at this 
level is no less important than the problems at the macro and 
policy level. Indeed it is probably more important as, under 
certain circumstances, individuals and small social groups 
can, through determination and ability, achieve objectives 
despite difficulties imposed at a higher level.

11. As stated earlier there is no evidence to believe that 
in the longer run farmers within traditional rural societies 
are any less interested in improving economic welfare than 
their colleagues in other spheres of economic activity. 
However, they do operate in a very different environment and 
the problems of change are normally very much greater.

12. One major problem is that the general poverty which 
exists, and the narrow margin which exists between survival 
and starvation is such that few farmers are going to take 
risks with subsistence crops. The amount of ill-considered 
and ill-researched technical advice which farmers have often
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received, more than justifies this caution. Certainly a 
sensible farmer is not likely to respond very readily to 
advice which entails transforming an age-old technology. 
At best, after having seen the measure of success on the 
part of farmers whom he thinks he could emulate, he will 
embark upon change. Schemes which depend upon results under 
controlled situations in government research stations make 
them untested as far as farmers are concerned, and are 
unlikely to be accepted - and too often research is of this 
sort. On the other hand, research which has been applied 
on a demonstration basis by large or small commercial farmers 
is likely to be taken much more readily. Risk aversion is 
therefore a more important consideration amongst poor farmers 
than those who are fully commercialised with resources 
sufficient to carry them over a bad season. Plans envisaging 
rapid rural transformation must be regarded as suspect.

13. Another important factor is the amalgamation of home and 
work places in agriculture. In industrial activities the 
home is seldom the work place and it is therefore much easier 
to introduce changes, and indeed to supervise them. The farmer 
has to live with changes not just during his working hours 
but in his spare time. His family, who almost always have a 
vital role to play on the farm, will be affected and may 
resist changes which do not benefit them. Supervision is 
also more difficult and costly than it is in industry.

14. Age-old techniques of production create work allocations 
and rewards between members of the family which are difficult 
to change. The role of men, women and children in carrying 
out different types of agricultural activity is well established 
and the rewards arising from these efforts well recognised. 
Technologies which benefit one member of the family at the 
expense of others are not likely to be enthusiastically 
embraced by the family as a whole, unless compensating benefits 
are likely to emerge. The role of women (and indeed of children) 
is all too often insufficiently recognised.



15. The relatively closed nature of traditional society 
often makes it invidious for individuals to innovate, and 
costly in financial terms. It is frequently the outsider, 
the nonconformist (either as an individual or a group) who 
is responsible for change. An understanding of the social 
hierarchy structure and kinship patterns is a sine qua non 
of successful change in the rural sector.

16. On the other hand, it is important not to exaggerate 
the social problems which will emerge in agricultural 
improvement as these are common to any forms of economic 
change. Economic development can never be an egalitarian 
process as areas have different resource endowments, and 
individuals have potentially different skills and different 
motivations. The important thing is to try and ensure that 
while it is recognised that those who benefit should do so 
with a minimum of disbenefits to others (e.g. via compen 
sations) , that in the end the increases in efficiency which 
result will eventually bring much broader benefits to society 
as a whole.
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2. AGRICULTURAL INPUTS

1. Agricultural inputs can be divided into those physical 
resources available to the farmer, i.e. land, water and 
labour, and purchased inputs which cover a very wide range 
of goods but are primarily seeds, fertilizers, chemicals 
for pest control, machinery and implements and a whole series 
of fixed capital investment. Using them efficiently in 
order to obtain as high as possible financial returns to the 
farmer entails combining technology and management. It 
should be stressed that technological innovation which, for 
example, leads to high yields per hectare may not be a 
suitable solution if land is not short and labour in ample 
supply. Equally it would be better not to embark on deve 
lopment if the physical constraints are such that sustained 
production increase can only be achieved at a level of 
technical Input that is unrealistically sophisticated for 
the local community.

Land Settlement Projects

2. The opening up of new lands for settlement (as opposed 
to intensifying existing farms) is a diminishing, but by no 
means defunct option. Even within existing farming systems 
there is often scope for expanding the amount of land which 
can be cultivated. Intensification of farming is usually 
seen as the only solution.

3. Because of this belief, and because professional 
education tends to concentrate on training in intensive 
systems of agriculture, mistaken proposals for agricultural 
improvement are frequently made. Emphasis on increased use 
of fertilizers, soil conservation, pesticides, water, is 
often not the right solution. It is important therefore to 
assess in the first instance whether farmers are likely to
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be able to extend the frontier of cultivation. This extension 
is, of course, inadvisable if it entails moving into areas 
that are environmentally fragile (e.g. subject to soil 
erosion, excessive depletion of fertility, drought, etc) or 
are better suited to some other purpose (e.g. forestry, 
plantation crops, irrigation, etc). It is important therefore 
to see the farming system as a whole.

4. Land settlement schemes can be the social answer to 
increased output and employment where land is still available. 
They entail a process of migration in which governments play 
a role. Their degree of involvement will vary. Generally 
speaking, a major participation by governments in those 
countries in which there is a modicum of freedom has seldom 
led to successful land settlement schemes. This is not a 
doctrinaire issue but one which arises from the very complex 
ity of planning from the centre a comprehensive settlement 
scheme. No one person, or no committee, can plan for all 
the problems likely to be encountered by new settlers. Only 
in a totalitarian society can centrally directed schemes work, 
but at great economic, social and human cost.

5. The major criteria for successful land settlement 
schemes include:

(a) Choice of farmers who, due to population or other 
pressures, are prepared to move into new areas 
and who thus have a strong motivation to succeed, 
and who can expect a sufficient income increase 
to justify this move.

(b) The availability of an acceptably high proportion 
of satisfactorily distributed land suitable for 
growing a sufficient quantity of saleable crops 
to provide an income greater than that obtainable 
elsewhere. This income to be obtained after 
essential inputs and transport costs have been met 
and using management methods within the compass 
of the settlement community.
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(c) Provision of demarcated plots, with a prospect 
of title and access to roads and water.

(d) Provision on credit of certain basic equipment 
for clearing and preparing land, and for house 
building materials.

(e) Possible clearing of some land for first year 
crops and provision of foodstuffs and seeds for 
the first season, though it is vital that settlers 
make some form of physical or financial contri 
bution in order to have a stake in it.

(f) Technical knowledge and guidance via agricultural 
extension which is directly relevant to land 
conditions and the settlement rate.

(g) Ensuring an adequate marketing system exists.

(h) Blueprint, if relevant, for a village, with such 
social facilities as a health post and perhaps a 
school, possibly shops, bank, religious centre, 
central meeting place.

(i) Good management of settlement.

6. To be successful a settlement scheme must depend on the 
determination of the settlers to succeed. The more public 
assistance the less will be the will of farmers to establish 
themselves. The capital investment per former should be as 
low as possible in order to ensure replicability, and the 
loans advanced to him should not be so excessive as to become 
a psychological burden. Loans which exceed in total two or 
three times gross earnings per annum are likely to be 
counter-productive.

Irrigation Projects

7. The application of water to land by farmers is as old 
as the history of settled agriculture. Most developments
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have been the result of gradual technical and social 
improvements at very low cost by using farm labour. Large 
scale systems of irrigation with highly centralised forms 
of social control characterise many early civisilisations. 
The success of these systems was, however, heavily dependent 
upon a despotic system of government which was able to ensure 
that the technically complex nature of water control was 
adhered to, as well as upon annual self-fertilising floods 
which maintained yields and kept salinity levels low. In 
recent years the technical capacity to build immense dams 
for hydro-electric purposes has encouraged the development of 
large scale irrigation systems. Integrated river basin 
development has become popular but has proved to be far less 
successful than planned.

Large Scale River Basin Schemes

8. The most common fault is to attempt to emulate the 
success of individual irrigation schemes on a very large 
scale without appreciating that individual on-farm irrigation 
has advantages denied to a large scale public sector scheme. 
These include:

(a) Farmers using off peak labour, usually over years, 
can develop schemes at very low costs.

(b) Control and management of water supplies is easy 
on individual farms.

(c) The small scale nature of these schemes enables 
farmers to produce high value crops for sale 
without encountering the marketing problems which 
large schemes encounter.

(d) High overhead costs are avoided.

9. The ability of these small scale schemes to minimise 
costs enables them in many instances to justify providing 
water for supplementary irrigation, to produce two crops a 
year. Large scale irrigation schemes, however, are so
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costly per hectare that they are seldom, if ever, justified 
on the basis of providing merely one extra crop per year, 
i.e. for supplementary irrigation. Large scale public 
sector irrigation projects are only likely to be justified 
in extremely dry areas of the world where average rainfall 
does not allow annual crop production or makes it very risky.

10. The success of large scale irrigation public schemes 
will therefore depend largely upon:

(a) The technical, social and economic prospects of 
producing crops which will find a large enough 
market without depressing prices to an uneconomic 
level. This usually means cotton, sugar or rice 
as the economic mainstay of the project. A scheme 
dependent on intensive crops yielding potentially 
high incomes will almost certainly encounter 
serious marketing problems.

(b) The existence of a social system, or modes of 
social control, which will make it possible to 
introduce and enforce the management systems and 
disciplines which ensure that water is used 
efficiently. Payment for water used will be 
essential for success, but difficult to implement.

(c) The absence of natural conditions which enable 
annual crops to be grown on any scale without 
irrigation. If these exist the implications are 
that this additional investment is only justified 
for a limited period in the year - it will only 
facilitate the growing of one additional crop. 
This is unlikely to justify heavy capital investment. 
In order to be justified the investment is likely 
to require the growing of at least two additional 
crops per year.

(d) Land conditions, particularly those relating to 
topography, soil and water quality, which will 
not result in the development of salinity, water-
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logging, excessive water use or an excessive need 
for other inputs.

(e) The willingness to accept that the technical, 
and particularly the social problems of adapt 
ation are likely to be formidable and will at 
best take many years to resolve in those societies 
unaccustomed to strict social discipline.

11. While large river basin development schemes stir the 
imagination, their success rate has been low. They need to 
be appraised with the greatest of caution by fully experienced 
interdisciplinary teams in which social and managerial problems 
are analysed at the earliest stage.

Small Scale Schemes

12. Widespread success has been achieved, as stressed above, 
by individual farmers in improving their own farming systems 
with irrigation. Water can be applied from rivers in the 
age-old fashion by building canals which use gravity to spread 
the water, or through lifting water from rivers with human or 
anumal effort or simple low lift pumps. On-farm storage of 
water has also been important. The introduction of pumps 
enables water to be applied with greater speed and ease, and 
of course in greater quantities. The introduction of pumps has, 
however, not always been successful; there are technical, 
social and economic problems. The most common problems are:

(a) Failure to ensure that there is a system of
administration responsible for the servicing and 
maintenance of the pumping equipment.

(b) Failure to ensure that there are sufficient high 
value crops to justify the investment.

(c) Failure to control the number of groundwater pumps, 
thus leading to resultant ill effects on the 
water table, or to control grazing in cattle areas, 
with disastrous ecological effects.
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13. Successful pump irrigation will therefore depend upon:

(a) A social structure which is able and willing to 
maintain the pump. Individuals and large social 
groups may be able to do this. Unfortunately 
in small communities it will be difficult to find 
trained staff; it will be difficult to finance 
them, and the social pressures on anyone seeking 
to ensure that water usage is controlled are likely 
to be such as to render the task impossible. 
Certainly in grazing areas the introduction of 
pumps has created deserts where no satisfactory 
system of control has been socially or politically 
feasible other than through individual farming 
systems.

(b) The amount of water needed for a given crop will 
depend on water quality, the nature of the soils 
and the climate. The cost of pumping depends on 
the height to which this amount of water must be 
raised. These factors determine the type of crops 
which it will be possible, economically, to produce. 
In the vicinity of large urban markets deep wells 
applying water to intensive crops are likely to be 
more justified. Further from markets, annual 
extensive crops might be justified with low lift 
pumps. In distant, drier areas only capable of 
producing cattle, pumped water supplies are not 
likley to be justified.

14. Irrigation development has often been held out as the 
solution in rural areas in drier parts of the world. These 
hopes have often been greatly disappointed and many of these 
schemes have failed as a result of inadequate maintenance or 
through water or pasture depletion.
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Labour and Training Projects

15. While there are no labour projects per se (other than 
training projects), labour is the critical input into all 
projects, but possibly the one least understood and analysed. 
Both labour motivation and labour availability need to be 
carefully considered.

16. Motivation will be particularly important, but it may 
be lacking. In areas dependent on rainfall or endowed with 
perennial crops, the average amount of work per year per 
adult in agriculture can be as low as three or four hours 
per day. There will, however, be peak planting and harvesting 
periods which could be severely jeopardized by withdrawal 
or labour. In those areas of the world where rainfall is 
higher, and/or irrigation possible, average hours worked are 
likely to be double. Harsh environments, hunger and sickness 
will act as a brake on greater human effort unless significant 
economic rewards are thought certain. Social structures which 
allocate certain forms of work to men and women can inhibit 
change if all the benefits accrue to one group and the costs 
accrue to another. The sharing of surpluses throughout the 
community can also discourage above average individual effort. 
Selling prices will also act as a critical brake or incentive 
to effort.

17. Over the last two or three decades it has been all too 
commonly assumed that there is a vast pool of unemployed 
labour in rural areas which can be used in other economic 
activities at no economic cost to the community. This is very 
seldom so. Families cannot afford to subsidise non-productive 
members capable of working; and because the seasonal pattern 
of rural work enforces long periods of idleness during the 
year, labour is usually short, and valuable, at planting and 
harvesting time.
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18. While labour productivity in rural areas is generally 
low, it is certainly not negative, except in some exceptional 
areas of the world. Projects planned in other sectors must 
therefore assume that in most cases labour has a significant 
cost to the rural sector, though it may be less than the 
annual market wage. Labour moving out of the rural areas 
temporarily during the off season does have a very low, 
possibly zero, opportunity cost, but it is not feasible to 
plan on any scale for economic activities based on seasonal 
labour, although when organisation is good, or compulsion 
possible, seasonal labour is being used for public works 
programmes.

19. But more important has been the failure to realise that 
the introduction of new technologies, new crops, fail because 
of a lack of appreciation of labour implications. Crop planting 
machinery which increases output will create labour problems 
during harvesting. Technologies which, through better pest 
control, increase yields will require more labour, possibly 
more experienced labour. It is surprising how rapidly 
successful peasant farmers turn to hiring labour - a logical 
but expensive occurrence. Many attempts at bettering the 
conditions of farmers through technological change have failed 
because of a lack of understanding of their labour implications.

20. There is vast scope for increasing labour productivity 
in rural areas in developing countries, but only if it is 
appreciated that labour motivation and availability must be 
analysed.

21. The training of labour either informally or through 
educational institutions is important, but all too often a 
failure. Apart from the frequent irrelevance of the training 
courses, the other main factors relate to lack of knowledge of 
what is relevant, poorly trained teachers, lack of central 
government support for recurrent costs, and/or high cost of 
teaching per student. Equally important is the lack of
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effective demand for the output of training institutions. 
For this reason trainees need to be provided with means to 
implement their newly acquired skills - for example, land, 
credit, seeds.

22. The main issues to bear in mind in establishing training 
systems and institutions are:

(a) The likelihood of there being an effective demand 
for the numbers of people it is proposed to train.

(b) Availability of relevant material - appropriate
to their real needs - with which to train students.

(c) Suitable training staff.

(d) Suitable numbers of potential candidates of the 
right calibre.

(e) As low as possible cost per student trained in 
comparison with other forms of training.

(f) A willingness of those in power, or those to be 
assisted, to accept the recurrent budgetary 
burden which training entails.

(g) Provision for re-training.

Seeds Projects

23. The introduction of new and improved varieties of seeds 
has perhaps been the most successful of all technological 
changes which have occurred in agriculture over the centuries. 
New methods of cross breeding carried out in research stations 
need to be adapted to local environments both in the technical 
as well as the economic and social sense. Research needs to 
be carefully planned if maximum results are to be achieved. 
Apart from concentrating on crops which are most likely to 
be of greatest benefit to the largest possible number of 
people, research should, in the first instance, concentrate on 
varieties likely to produce the most cost-effective results.
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Technologies requiring improved husbandry practices and 
requiring locally available inputs should take precedence 
over research requiring purchased inputs, capital invest 
ment and complex managerial control.

24. Continual consultation with farmers in formulating 
and implementing research is critical to success, as well as 
with extension agents and other commercial organisations 
likely to be the beneficiaries of research.

25. The building up of certified seeds through a multi 
plication process needs a series of reliable producers. 
These are not easy to find. Further, new seeds often require 
complementary inputs which may require considerable managerial 
skill and financial outlays and credit, which could be costly.

26. Normally, yield increases in agriculture are of the 
order of 1% - 2% per year as gradual improvements take place. 
With improved varieties, startling increases can be obtained 
on an individual basis; 5% - 15% is not uncommon for short 
periods of time. However, it is not possible to obtain 
increases of this order on a widespread basis at all quickly - 
even with massive technical assistance and subsidies. With 
an efficient organisation it might be possible to average 
increases, over a large number of farmers, of 4% - 5% per 
year. To expect much more, other than in special circumstances, 
would be unwise.

27. Seed improvement schemes need to ensure that:

(a) There is likely to be a market for sales.

(b) That a reliable system of production and 
distribution exists or is built up.

(c) That the quality of technical staff is high and 
that research has been good enough to justify 
embarking on building up seed farms.
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(d) That relevant farmers are fully acquainted with 
complementary requirements to maximise best use 
of seeds and have the prospect of obtaining them.

Fertilizer Projects

28. Fertilizers are normally important complementary input 
in rural development projects. Few inputs have had such a 
successful impact on farm output as purchased fertilizers. 
However, there have been very many failures resulting from 
the belief that they are a universal panacea.

29. The main reasons for failure result from lack of 
research to justify the programme. Research results, if 
carried out competently, will always be far better than farmer 
results. More detailed and skilled management, lack of 
financial restrictions on investments and the small scale 
nature of research plots can lead to quite unrealistic 
expectations. On-farm trials are essential before fertilizer 
recommendations are applied and should be carried out for a 
minimum of three years - and more in areas with very variable 
conditions, as field trials are likely to achieve yields little 
better than 25% - 40% of those achieved in trials.

30. Failure to assess the risk of applying fertilizer is 
all too common. In the first place, without irrigation 
expenditure on fertilizer could be a total write-off if rains 
do not fall at the right time. Secondly, fertilizers simply 
may not be economic. This occurs all too frequently. In 
those areas of the world where land availability and tenure 
provide room for rotations that will maintain soil fertility, 
there is little need for fertilizer. Fertilizers must be 
available to farmers at the right time; often this is not the 
case as delivery systems fail. Finally, farmers need training 
in how and when to apply fertilizers.
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Farm Maahinery Projects

31. While a vast range of equipment is encompassed under 
this heading, for practical purposes it is proposed to 
restrict this to tractors and their equipment, as they 
account for most of the purchases of farm machinery.

32. Tractors serve to increase the speed with which land 
preparation and cultivation is carried out, thus allowing 
for an expansion of production in some situations. They 
can also, because of their speed of operation, ensure much 
more timely planting while their strength gives them the 
power to cultivate soils which animal traction cannot. As 
well as being useful.transporters and prime movers for 
threshing machines, etc, other benefits which may result from 
their use include better quality operations, and reduction 
of land required to feed animals.

33. Tractors can be labour displacing. The degree to which 
this happens will vary with the amount of labour availability 
and the efficiency with which tractors are used. Efficient 
use can generate considerable demand for labour through 
increased output. In fact they may create labour shortages 
during harvest.

34. The effective use of tractors requires skilled and 
centralised management, with a personal interest in maximising 
usage and a culture, or work force, able to maintain 
machinery. Tractors have, however, often been introduced into 
communities where there is no one with these skills, without 
back-up services to maintain them, and without ensuring that 
labour is available to cultivate and harvest larger areas 
which have been tractor planted.

35. When considering proposals for the introduction of 
tractors, the following should be borne in mind:
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(a) Farming conditions which allow tractors to be
used between 8OO/2OOO hours per year (depending
on costs of operation and the value of extra output)
are essential.

(b) A social system likely to encourage use of machinery 
on a joint basis (although not via state controlled 
bodies, all of which have required vast subsidies).

(c) Areas where timeliness of planting is important.

(d) Farmers who can repair and service machines (or 
who can be trained to do so).

(e) A back-up system for providing major repairs and 
spares.

(f) Adequate labour willing to carry out extra work 
generated by tractor plantings.

Storage Projects

36. Crop storage is carried out for two purposes. One is to 
prevent crop losses. The other is to influence seasonal 
price fluctuations. The benefits from this interference will 
accrue to whoever controls the storage facilities. They could 
be farmers, middlemen, consumers or government.

37. Crop losses are extremely difficult to assess and little 
or no credence can be given to generalisations about 25% - 50% 
of crop losses in storage. In part this is because a national 
figure for losses can never be anything more than a guess 
but secondly, and in practice more importantly, it is very 
difficult to measure economic losses of crops held in storage. 
This is because it is difficult to relate physical losses with 
economic losses since the first are gradual and price changes 
frequent. It needs constant monitoring to assess farm level 
crop losses. The few detailed studies which have been carried 
out suggest 5% 'on farm 1 storage losses. This seems plausible,
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otherwise farmers would have acted to reduce them. Under 
the circumstances expensive and purchased farm storage is 
likely to be unjustified.

38. The provision of storage, and possibly credit to farmers, 
or groups of farmers, to enable them to hold back supplies 
does not generate benefits to society as a whole (as reduction 
of crop losses would) but entails transferring income from 
one group (e.g. traders) to another (producers) .

39. Central storage systems can be controlled by the state, 
or by traders or farmers, but whoever controls storage of 
this sort wields great political and economic power. An 
assessment is needed of how this power is likely to be used.

40. Strategic reserves are often built up at a great, and 
unjustifiably high cost. The cost of keeping stocks can be 
very high as it ties up capital. It is important, therefore, 
to ensure that stocks are kept at as low a level as possible 
consistent with food security. The cost and speed of 
obtaining imported stocks in an emergency should be the main 
criteria for determining how many months of supplies are 
required to maintain food stocks.

41. An appraisal of crop storage proposals should thus:

(a) Determine in the first instance which purpose 
storage facilities are to serve: reduction of 
losses or a transfer of benefits from one group to 
another (strategic storage implies benefits to 
local consumers instead of foreign sources who 
would need to supply the food in any emergency) .

(b) In the case of storage losses, ensure as far as
possible that claims made for economic losses have 
been substantiated. The claims made for crop 
losses are related to economic, not physical losses, 
and the data is represented in terms of number of 
stores and losses over time.
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(c) Ensure that since on-farm losses are likely to be 
low, the remedies are simple and cheap.

(d) That when central storage systems are appraised, 
it is appreciated that new production is not being 
created and that central systems of storage will 
give great political and economic power to those 
who control them. These powers will not necessarily 
be used in the interests of producers, and sometimes 
not even in the interest of consumers.

(e) Be clear that central systems of storage require 
local funds for the purchase of products to be 
stored therein. The recurrent financial cost of 
this may turn out to be unacceptably high to the 
local financing agency.

(f) Make certain that central storage systems will have 
methods of financial control and management so as 
to maximise financial benefits, and that there are 
staff trained in the physical management of crops 
to be stored.

(g) Make certain that ancillary handling systems are 
available and that a system for ensuring orderly 
stock flows is set up.

Credit Schemes

42. The provision of credit is not an agricultural input, 
but is merely a business transaction which enables a borrower 
to bridge the time gap between present expenditure and future 
income. Not all farmers will need access to credit, but it 
has become recognised as a crucial factor in agricultural 
development. It has been found, for example, that when credit 
is made available, it provides some additional inducement to 
the farmers to apply new technologies or to purchase improved 
inputs.
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43. When appraising proposals for credit to be provided, 
either under a separate programme or as part of a project 
involving a package of inputs, it is important to ensure that:

(a) The most suitable form of credit will be available, 
this will be determined by the purpose for which 
the credit is to be applied: i.e. production may 
need to be financed by the provision of short term 
seasonal credit; and capital investments in 
livestock, mechanisation, irrigation schemes or 
other farm improvements may need to be financed by 
long or medium term loans.

(b) The target group of borrowers can be identified. 
The better-off farmers can usually obtain their 
credit needs from banks or other commercial sources. 
Most credit schemes, therefore, are provided for 
small farmers. The target group of borrowers should 
be clearly defined. It has been found, however, 
that it is difficult to ensure that only members 
of an identified group will gain access to the credit 
or that loans will be used for the purpose intended.

(c) The borrowers will benefit from the use of credit. 
The income generated from the use of credit should 
cover not only its cost to the borrowers but should 
result in a net incremental gain to them. Inducements 
and opportunities should be provided, which will 
encourage the borrowers to save part of their gain 
thereby building up their own capital.

(d) Local funds are mobilised. The financing of 
agricultural credit depends largely upon funds 
provided by governments or aid donors. However, it 
has been found that the use of locally raised funds 
within a credit scheme provides some additional 
incentive to the borrowers to repay their loans. In 
addition, where at least part of the capital at risk 
has been contributed by the borrowers themselves,
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more effort is likely to be made by them to ensure 
that the objectives of a project are achieved.

(e) The credit scheme is administered by the most 
suitable lending institution. Various 
institutions, including development banks and 
commercial banks as well as cooperatives, are 
involved in channelling loan funds to farmers. The 
institution responsible for administering credit 
should: (i) have corporate existence (informal 
associations are best for doing informal things); 
(ii) have the ability and the capacity to reach 
the target group of borrowers; and (iii) be 
operated efficiently.

(f) Interest rates are realistic. As far as borrowers 
are concerned, particularly regarding production 
credit, the rate of interest is usually less important 
than the timely availability of loans. However, cheap 
credit is sometimes made available by government as 
a form of indirect subsidy, to offset the effects of 
high input prices or low produce prices. Where there 
is no government intervention rates of interest need 
to be set which will cover the high cost of 
administering agricultural credit and will attract 
lenders by offering positive real returns on 
their investments. Interest rates need to cover 
costs of defaulters.

(g) Security requirements are reasonable. Crop liens, 
mortgages of land, charges on moveable property, 
and the provision of guarantors are amongst the 
types of security which may be available from the 
borrowers. However, when there are defaults in 
repayments it is often very difficult to realise 
securities or obtain payment from guarantors. 
Whenever possible, credit should be advanced after 
an assessment has been made of the viability of the
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project to be financed, or of the capacity of
the borrower to repay, rather than on the basis of
the security available.

(h) Adequate supporting services and supervision are 
available. The provision of credit should not be 
considered in isolation, but should be linked with 
input supply, storage, transport and the other 
factors contributing to agricultural production. 
Advisory and supervisory services need to be available 
to help ensure that the best use is being made of 
these factors and that loan funds are being 
controlled.

(1) Marketing should be coordinated with credit. 
Marketing outlets should be available for the 
increased produce obtained from the use of credit. 
Wherever possible, arrangements should be made for 
loan repayments to be collected by deduction from 
the proceeds of the sale of produce.

(j) The credit offered should relate to farmers'
perceived abilities. Often farmers are mistakenly 
encouraged to accept sums of credit many times 
larger than their current incomes on the assumption 
that many technical changes will enable them to 
increase incomes rapidly and repay their loans. 
Apart from the often misplaced optimism which this 
policy depends on, there is the psychological 
impact on farmers of a debt overhang which is likely 
to discourage rather than encourage them. Loans 
should bear some relationship to a farmer's current 
income and his realisable ambitions. Loans several 
times his current annual income should be avoided.
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3. AGRICULTURAL ORGANISATION

1. The effective management of agricultural activities is 
one of the critical components of rural change. An under 
standing of existing systems of decision-making and the power 
structure and vested interests which they depend upon is 
critical. Attempts to alter organisations always encounter 
resistance from existing systems and should not be embarked 
upon unless strong and continued political and economic 
support will be available for new institutions.

2. The managerial efficiency of an institution will largely 
be determined by the following:

(a) Clearly defined objectives.

(b) Limited number of objectives and responsibilities.

(c) Clearly established freedom of management to be 
responsible for day to day decisions.

(d) Stability of staffing so as to allow for experience 
to be acquired.

(e) Reasonably well-paid staff and an especially
well-paid manager, accountant and secretary, all 
with well defined job descriptions and terms of 
service.

(f) The use of effective accounting and control systems
for the timely payments and production of information.

(g) Freedom to obtain and use funds according to clearly 
laid down conditions.

(h) An effective link between marketing of produce 
and production.

3. Organisations burdened with a multiplicity of 
responsibilities, dealing, for example, with a wide range of 
crops, or with a large number of farmers' needs, are far less
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likely to be managed efficiently than the organisation which 
deals exclusively with one commodity or one function. The 
Commodity Boards, for example, which are responsible for the 
marketing of single crops can be very efficient provided the 
basic criteria for good management are observed and they are 
not obliged by government policies to embark on uneconomic 
activities.

Ministries of Agriculture

4. Agriculture contains invariably a spectrum of public and 
private activities. At one end a Ministry of Agriculture has 
to be responsible at least for policy issues while at the 
other end the individual farmer is basically an entrepreneur. 
Central government must have an organisation for policy 
formulation but normally also assumes a wide range of executive 
functions through Ministries of Agriculture, including research 
and extension responsibilities. Ministries may also be 
responsible for marketing, credit and development projects.

5. The efficiency of Ministries of Agriculture is seriously 
weakened by their great diversity of responsibilities and 
usually through their lack of experience and responsibility 
in marketing. Lack of management by objectives, the sheer 
lack of physical oversight of field staff in distant areas, 
combined with frequent political involvement in management 
ensures that few Ministries are effective executors of 
government policies. In order to solve these problems, 
quasi-governmental bodies are frequently set up whose function 
it is to ensure that efficient, co-ordinated staff can get on 
with project implementation. Some countries have divested 
Ministries of Agriculture of almost all direct executive 
authority and left them only with responsibility for policy.
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Regional Development Institutions

6. These have become common in the last few decades, partly 
as a result of the integrated river valley approach and later 
through the desire to ensure integrated rural development 
projects in dryland areas.

7. The advantage of such regional bodies should lie in
(a) a greater knowledge of the area they work in than 

a centralised body,

(b) freedom from central day to day interference, and

(c) greater ability to control and co-ordinate staff and 
work in the field.

8. However, these regional development institutions have seldom 
proved successful when they have sought to spread their responsi 
bilities over a range of activities. The two main problems which 
they encounter are:

(a) Political and/or bureaucratic resistance from existing 
institutions. Centralised political resistance will 
normally be encountered as the delegated responsibility 
which regional systems permit, establishes new foci of 
power and patronage. The central bureaucracy will also 
tend to resent or envy these new centres of power. Lack 
of financial control can be a genuine concern of central 
government since it is they who, in the last resort, 
are financially responsible.

(b) Those working in these regional bodies may also feel
that they are isolated in remote unattractive areas far 
from promotion and power. Staff will find that in a 
small regional body the promotion ladder is too short 
or non-existent.

9. Nevertheless, regional bodies are set up from time to time 
as a result of extreme pressures but few have survived loss of 
external support. Some survive only where they have developed 
some specialist expertise, such as production of hydroelectric 
power.
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Commodity Boards

10. These are another form of organisation which governments 
establish. They have the advantage, normally, of being 
responsible for marketing of single crops, and frequently 
for processing them, and helping with research and extension. 
This has the great advantage of ensuring that market forces 
are not ignored, that considerable experience is built up by 
staff about one commodity, and this assists such Boards to 
ensure a properly guided research and extension programme. 
For these reasons they have a high success rate.

11. Some governments, however, have used these Boards to 
siphon off resources from fanners to such an extent that they 
have led to diminished production.

12. Their main weakness can be their concentration on one 
crop, for most farmers grow a wide range of crops, all of 
which are interrelated. Nevertheless, attempting to cope 
with all aspects of farm production is normally best left to 
farmers rather than outside organisations.

13. Some governments set up Commodity Boards dealing with a 
multiplicity of crops and sometimes with farm requirements. 
The problems, as set out earlier, which this creates for 
management are formidable and they seldom operate successfully. 
The problem becomes accentuated as government bodies move into 
the production, processing and marketing of perishable crops. 
These require rapid decision-making and specialised knowledge 
which large organisations cannot easily provide.

Co-operatives

14. Co-operatives are voluntary associations which farmers 
can form and use to gain some economic benefit. Most of the 
activities which are carried on within the agricultural sector
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can be undertaken on a co-operative basis. Co-operatives 
have been established, for example, to mobilise savings and 
provide credit, to supply inputs, to undertake production and 
to market produce. The basic requirements for the development 
of successful co-operatives are the same as for any other type 
of business - clear objectives, access to capital, trained 
staff and competent management free from outside interference.

15. Co-operatives differ from other types of businesses in 
that they are owned and controlled by their customers or, in 
the case of those formed to undertake production, by their 
workers. They provide their members with the opportunity to 
become involved in the management of their own development. 
In many countries a Registrar of Co-operatives heads a 
government department established to administer the Co-operative 
Laws under which co-operatives are registered. Officers of 
these departments assist in the promotion of co-operatives 
and provide advisory and supervisory services.

16. By and large, agricultural production co-operatives have 
been a disappointment in developing countries. They have 
proved to be extremely difficult to operate and there have been 
many failures. Generally, it has been found that the complex 
technical, economic, social and psychological issues involved 
in agricultural production decisions do not lend themselves to 
this form of co-operation, although traditional help is, of 
course, common in most fanning communities. This, however, 
is quite different from co-operative farming as is communal 
farming undertaken where coercion has been used.

17. Other types of co-operatives have met with some success 
where their members have been made fully aware of what co 
operatives can do and what they as members are expected to 
contribute. In too many cases, however, co-operatives have 
been formed under government fiat, rather than from farmers' 
conviction that they need them and are prepared to participate
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in their operation. In addition to government interference, 
social pressures to favour family or region, inexperience in 
business, corruption by those financially responsible, 
combined with other management responsibilities which conflict 
with the basic tenets of successful management, have all 
accounted for some of the failures.

18. Despite frequent failures, co-operatives have contributed 
to the development of the agricultural sector. The most 
successful co-operatives are those engaged in the field of 
marketing. Once a successful marketing operation has been 
established, it has been found that cost savings can be achieved 
and further benefits obtained for their members, when co 
operatives then venture into other related activities. This 
has led to the development in some areas of multi-purpose 
co-operatives which can provide a wide range of services 
including the provision of credit, the supply of inputs and 
the marketing of produce.

Research and Extension

19. It is all too easily accepted that investment and effort 
dedicated to research and extension must have a positive 
effect on rural change. While both these activities are keys 
to the success of farming changes in agriculture, it is 
becoming increasingly obvious that much of the effort has 
been misdirected; bureaucratic structures have been established 
which are highly inefficient, and, in fact, have only served 
to retard rural projects.

20. As far as research is concerned, major problems arise 
from the shortage of experienced natural research personnel at 
all levels, inadequate of research facilities, shortage of 
funds, lack of appreciation of the constraints of a social and 
economic nature facing farmers, and the understandable desire 
of researchers to seek status and promotion by the publication 
of scientific research.
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21. Research is likely to be most successful when:

(a) The location of the research replicates conditions 
in areas where advice is needed.

(b) The crops chosen (or the subjects chosen which 
apply to crops), have a large potential market.

(c) The proposed research has in the first instance 
been appraised against the social and economic 
requirements of individual farmers to ensure that 
there is a reasonable chance that successful research 
will be implemented and the direction of the research 
is periodically evaluated to ensure it remains 
relevant.

(d) The results have been tested at farm level, by farmers.

(e) The organisation responsible for research is composed 
of researchers, farmers or (if they are not educated 
enough to deal with researchers) effective substitutes 
such as extension workers, who should meet at least 
annually.

(f) Where long term research (e.g. plant breeding) is 
essential, management systems and funds need to 
ensure long term commitments and recording systems 
to match.

(g) An adequate supply of competent research workers
and technicians and administrative structures which 
ensure that good staff can be recruited and retained.

(h) Adequate laboratories and experimental stations 
with funds to maintain them.

(i) Interdisciplinary co-operation between scientists 
of different disciplines.

(j) A proper balance of research between local and 
national levels.

22. Extension work has also very often been promoted to a 
level which experience suggests has been unjustified. Over
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the last few years there has been a massive proliferation 
of government extension workers, few of them properly 
directed, few of them supervised carefully to ensure that they 
visit farms regularly, and, in many instances, lacking 
research back-up to make their visits worthwhile. Generally 
under-educated and often arrogant, they make no impact on the 
farm situation and merely become a massive recurrent cost 
burden to governments.

23. However, there are successful extension agents and 
institutions. These tend to be the ones which are carefully 
supervised by farmers, by commercial organisations or Commodity 
Boards. Where there is a direct link up with the marketing 
process, and financial responsibility, excellent extension work 
can be carried out, especially if the extension agent concen 
trates on one or two commercially viable crops and is well 
trained to concentrate on one or two technical improvements 
at a time. Excellent results have been obtained by extension 
(and research) fundable by commodity organisations (whether 
public or private), or farmers' organisations. On the other 
hand, Ministries of Agriculture's extension work suffers too 
much from lack of direction and direct financial and marketing 
responsibility to have much chance of success.

24. Successful extension schemes will flourish when:

(a) There is a direct link with feedback between 
research, extension and marketing. Extension 
workers should always have a major say in research 
priorities and be conscious of or directed by 
marketing opportunities.

(b) For reasons of good management the extension work 
is directed to concentrate on a very limited number 
of technical improvements at one time which make 
economic and social sense to the farmer. Seldom 
will extension workers have the knowledge or 
education to cope with all problems at the farmer


